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Dr. EDWARD UHLER CONDON, 3S years of age, reported

born Alamogordo, N.H., presently residing 1420 Walnut

St. , Edgewood, -Pa.

,

is one of ablest and most brilliant

physicists in U.S. Has been Assistant- Director in charge

of major fundamental research and research fellowship

plan, Yfestinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Research

Laboratories, East Pittsburgh, since Sept. 1, 1937.

In such capacity responsible for important discoveries

and research in atomic power. Received AB andPHD degrees

University of California 1924 and 1926 and attended about

1927 Universities of Gottingen and Munich in Gory.,any;

has been member of faculty at University of Columbia,

Princeton, and Minnesota. Has been Associate Editor of

Physical Review and is Fellow of American Physical Society.

Acquaintances in Pittsburgh, Pa. area believe CONDON'S

loyalty to the U.S. is unquestionable. CONDON'S uife
.

is of Czech descent, birthplace yet unascertained. Credit

rating satisfactory. No criminal record, Pittsburgh PD.
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DETAILS: AT PITTSBURGH, PA.

On July 11, 1940 Major GEORGE L. RAMSEY
-

, Adjutant General
of the 99th Division, Hew Federal Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. called upon
Mr. S. K. McKEE, Special Agent in Charge of the Pittsburgh Field

^

Office, presented a confidential letter dated July 10, 1940"from
""

Lieutenant Colonel C. L. CLARK of G—2, Baltimore, Maryland, which
letter requested that an expeditious investigation be conducted in
order to determine the degree of loyalty to the country of Mr.
EDWARD UHL3R CONDON, allegedly employed by the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. inasmuch as CONDON
was under consideration for employment as a scientist-type advisor
in matters pertaining to the War Department in which capacity CONDON
would have access to highly secret matters. ,r~

The above letter exhibited by Major RAMSEY is retained
in the Pittsburgh file.

AT EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

Upon interview,
!

[
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, inform-

ed that DR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON is presently Assistant Director of .

the Westinghouse Research laboratories at East Pittsburgh under the
immediate supervision of Mr. L. W. CHUBB, Director of the Laboratories;
that the Laboratory came under the supervision of Mr. E. B. ROBERTS
Pittsburgh, Pa. Office of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company with offices in trig Union Bank Bldg.. Lth and Wood Streets,
Pittsburgh; that I

|
of the company

at East Pittsburgh, would possibly have a file with regard to Dr.
CONDON.

It is noted that Iwas j

and he confidentially requested
*

confidentially approached
rto assist the writer.-

[
]stated that his file with regard to Dr. CONDON

would be incomplete, the main file being in the custody of
at Pittsburgh. However,
information:

-

lfile contained the following

b7D
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A copy of a letter dated July 21, 1937 was addressed
to Professor EDWARD UHLER CONDON, 16 Pelham Avenue, Princeton, New
Jersey. The letter was signed by L. ¥J. CHUBB, Director of Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Co 0 Research Laboratory and copies of the letter
were indicated for M. W. SMITH, Manager of Engineering, and Vice
President, and for Dr. E. B. ROBERTS, in charge of Industrial Relations.
This letter dealt with the subject -of Professor CONDON’S coming from
Princeton University to the Westinghouse Laboratories at East Pitts-
burgh for the purpose of building up, stimulating and later leading
the important fundamental research group of the Westinghouse Electric
and Mfg. Company Laboratories. The letter indicated that Professor
CONDON f S work in the Laboratories, if undertaken, would be in the
nature of a trial project for approximately one year. The letter
offered Professor CONDON $7, 500*00 a year and the statement was made
that the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company would be disappointed
if within a short time Professor CONDON f S services to the company did
not cause his salary to be in excess of $10,000.00 a year.

Mr. K0TTMAN 1 S file contained an announcement dated Dec. 16,
1937 signed by W. E. MARSHALL, Vice President, Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., for Mr. L. W. CHUBB. This announcement mention-
ed the following appointments by the company: —

1# JOSEPH SLEPIAN as Assistant Director of the Research
Laboratory to continue the technical direction of scientific engineering
research as well as to act in a consulting relationship with engineers
of the operating divisions. SLEPIAN had been in the company’s employ
at the time of. this announcement from 1916, as an engineering student,
later as a research engineer and since 1926, a consulting engineer.
SLEPIAN is a graduate of Harvard University (AS) 1911, (AM) 1913, (PH.D)
1917* He took post graduate work at Gottingen, Germany in 1913 and 1914
and at the Sorbornne in Paris in 1914*

2. DR. EDUARD UHLER CONDON, Assistant Director responsible
for the technical ' direction of fundamental research in physics and in
charge of all work under the new Westinghouse Research Fellowship Plan.

Dr. CONDON came with the company on Sept. 1, 1937 from the
faculty of Princeton University. CONDON is described as a graduate
of the University of California (AB 1924) (PH.D 1926). CONDON had
considerable experience as a professor and research worker in theoretical
physics at the Universities of Columbia, Minnesota and Princeton.

Mr. KOTTMAN’S file contained a copy of a letter dated Feb. 2,

1938 addressed to Professor H. E. DYCHE head of the Department of Electri-
cal Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pa. being signed by J. H.

BELKNAP, Manager of technical employment and applicant training. The
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letter contained recommendations for the appointment of DR. EDWARD

UHLER CONDON as a Westinghouse lecturer at the University of Pitts-

burgh and further recommendation that DR. CONDON'S appointment become

effective with the first semester of the school year 1937-1938; that

Dr. CONDON was being considered as a lecturer in the field of physics.

This letter gave Dr. CONDON'S home address at that time as 321 Over-

dale Road, Wilkins'ourg; Pa.

Research Laboratories, Westinghouse

Electric and Mfg. Company, was confidentially and discreetly inter-

viewed at which time he stated his records reflected that DR. EDWARD

UHLER CONDON was bom March 2, 1902 at Alamogordo, N, Mex.
;
that

CONDON received AB and PH10 degrees respectively in 1924 and 1926 at

the University of California; that CONDON was a member of the faculty

lecturers on physics at Columbia University in 1928; that he was a

professor in physics at Princeton University in 1928 and 1929; that

he was a professor of physics at the University of Minnesota in 1929

and 1930; that he was a professor of physics at Princeton from 1930

to the summer of 1937; that CONDON entered the employ of the Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Company Research Laboratories as Assistant Dir-

ector in the fall of 1937. I [
stated that before CONDON came

with the Yfestinghouse company CONDON'S previous experience had been

so far as he knew entirely in t^e educational field, although CONDON

had done important practical/§&£terimentalesearch work in the education-

al field which work was of an extremely practical nature. Before

CONDON 1 S aopointement by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company
~| did not personally know CONDON.

Shortly before CONDON'S appointment I
had consider-

ed three of the outstanding physicists in the United States for the

position as Assistant Director of the research laboratory and as a

result of this consideration CONDON w»s selected by the company.

I I
stated that CONDON has been a National Research

Fellow; that
|

~| served in this Fellowship it is believed about

two years shortly after receiving his PH.D from the University of

California about 1926; that this Fellowship ofCONDON arose through

the National Research Council which body, it is understood, was

-created- by Congress about 1916 to act as Advisory Council on

Scientific Research to the United States Government.

stated that the Research Fellowship Plan which

N has developed and supervises at .Westinghouse Research

Laboratories, covers approximately ten research fellowships. Under

thi's plan five Fellows are appointed yearly to do research work at

thfe Westinghouse Laboratories. Of these five Fellows reappointments
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are made provided the research work of the individual Fellow

is consider^c. valuable®

"Utated that some of the more impprtant
—i

. _ , ^ ^ nnmoM
fields of fardamental research superb sec- uy »v. COTOON at

y _

Laboratories arc ir. mass spectroscopy, atomic power, and pny.-.o

of metals c Dr, COTOOK irpopularly Know-, as naying charge

the atom smashing machine at the Westinghov.se Laboraoo-iesc

b7 D

stated that in his opinio- there is absolute-

-

tv no ouestion of Dr „ C.ONDQh ; S lqggltg to the United .States

undê nv condition!, [stated that he could not put

his finger on any pariicuiav fact which would directj.y supper

y

thL opiOonJaijLt he baJ in mind <CMO facts on wta-oh his opinion

was based,
of Czech de

b7D

“Utated that DR, CONDON'S wife is believed to be
bUdbCU U.lCl —

n n U
scent: ohat she abhors the Nasi subjugation of Czecho-
uwv‘‘ *

i i -i . j. ^ c, cr\Y*T Hii (i fi.snent,: Lnau silt; a.unuxo xtu-.*

Slavakia. |

btated confidentially that about the spring of

1940 Dr. CONDON had made very important discoveries m jesearc

work on atomic power concerning the use of gamma raysin breaking

down uranium. DR. CONDON prepared a scientific arti

ion with this research for publication in the PhysicalRevie

which is published by the American Physical Society and which is a

division of the American Institute of Physics. The publicatio

this article was withheld for a short time due to a question as to

whether the discovery would be. released by the=whether the discovery wouiu ^ articles
Research Council at Washington which censors Physical Review art-cles

that might have a bearing on National Defense. |_

Sft So meXers of the B mard who considered thT^^on were Dr

UREY and Professor PEC-RUM who are on the faculty at Columbia Univer-

sity Professor TATE believed to be at the University of Minnesota

or msconsS aJso considered this question vtoch eventually was passed

. • 1 V^r\a*»^rTHgn^o is rSPQPtedly head of a board of the National
A _ . . I I —l

^

a. .-.-J 4-U«4-
Research Council. |Research Council. |

1 stated that Hitler's scientists are

known to be working continually on atomic power at the Kaiser Wil

helm
1

Institute in Germany but it is not known how far they have pro-

gressed and at the time of DR. CONDON'S article the juestionarose as

to whether the publication of this article might assssttheGerman

scientists to the detriment of the National Defense of th® United^

I Ist.sted that DR. CONDON appeared_in_perfect agrees
ment wlt'h the withholding of hiF^TOle
propriety ^TTETpuSISS^^ byTh^~Board of the

National Research Council, and that CONDOR indicated to|
f

be. CONDON . desired that the information, be withheld if therejra£any

chance of the infomation assisting Hitler .

- 5 -



[stated that DR. CONDON'S wife, a Czech, may
^

possibly have been born abroad but that it is his opinion that

she was bom in the United States*

| stated that DR. CONDOM, to his knowledge,

has not collaborated with any writers out of the United States

since he came with the Westinghouse Company.
I

ed to furnish the Pittsburgh Office with a list of DR. CONDON S

publications before CONDON'S appointment by the Westinghouse

Company.

|
further stated that DR. CONDON has not been

out of the United States, to his knowledge, since he came with

the Westinghouse Company in September, 1937*

It is
| |

infomation that the American Physical
_

Society is a Division or the American Institute of Physics and is

located at 175 - 5th Street, New York City. The American Physical

Society publishes the Physical Review.

exhibited an article concerning

CONDON reflecting that CONDOM has experience in theoretical physics,

particularly quantum mechanics of atomic and molecular spectra and

has devoted a good deal of attention to nuclear physics.

AT PITTSBURGH, PA.

1

"[industrial- Relations, Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company, Union Bank Building,

Fourth Ave. and Wood Street, Pittsburgh, in addition to the infor-

mation concerning DR. CONDON'S employment by the Westinghouse Lab-

oratories, previously set out, stated that DR. C ONDON,according to

his records, attended the University of Gottingen and University of

Munich in Germany, it is believed, about the fall of 1926 and possibly

most of 1927

•

Istated that DR. CONDON is a brilliant physicist;

that there are not six physicists, if any, in the United Gtat.es

who are superior to DR. CONDON in ability and brilliance.
_

I I confidentially described DR. CONDON as a yeiy^opinlonated^

man: that CONDON is very well regarded and given practically complete

’control at the Research' Laboratory but that that .situation J-s due

to the fact that DR. CONDON is a pure scientist.
|— Istatea

that DR. CONEON is not the type of man who would balance well with

industrial management since CONDON is a pure scientist and self

opinionated and uncompromising where any question develops between

balancing industrial relationships and management with scientific

research

.
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b7D
1 described DR. CONDON s.s possibly Russian in appear-

id, 5
1 10 !l tall* weighing 180 pounds, dark hair and

7et: SSSnS wears .lasses.

Istated. that he had no information or knowledge

Whi rh rould cossibly be construed in any way to indicate that DR.

CONDON would
P
not be extremely loyal, to the JJnited^_ta±e.s under any

c ircumstances^

I University of

Pittsburgh, who has previously been contacnea o/ Agent on other

n • .1 1. i _ T 1 msvtr. n ''Vo M ”101 T.M Y'fi c
Pittsburgh, who r.as prevxuuoxjr - - rnwnoN

•" 1 time DrCONDON men—>1
Eh I

thLfftafalaiJaft received about the middl^FW^rxng of 1%°

.

VJheS kskeu Dr. CONDON how this letter, patten in the

Czech language, passed through the German ..censors, the doctor

many letters mailed out of the country carry
this conversation

be out cut hr other
ttet

SJ:

a

pro-Caech opinion.

,
"Istated that he has had occasion- to observe

Dr. and Mrs. CONDON in social relationships on a few occasions

mrticularly in connection with activities carried on in the National

Reading Rooms at the University of Pittsburgh; that
^

xs his^
^ x

pression that both Dr. and Mrs. CONDON arc ^f^re aSi^S

1

the above to support his observation of Dr. and Mrs. CONDON .as anti-

Nazis.

b7D

|

Istated that Dr. CONDON did not teach at the

University of Pittsburgl
1

in the school, years 1939-1940 and 193S-1939

but did teach one hour each Friday in s
practically

nuclear physics: that Dr. CONDON is a dollar a y-
;
r *--* -

Tnates his. services as a lecturer to the University

|stated that I __i
h

'

Ci°

is believed to ******^ ]

b7D

b7D

b7D
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concerning Dr. CONDON than anyone in the Pittsburgh area, both

p rofessionally and socially, the latter due to the fact that
| |

Itajt ns fllsn of r,7.enh descent as is Dr. CONDON fS wife.
|

wife is also of Czech descent as is Dr. CONDON'S wife.

|
pointed out that I

was given a leave of absence from the Unxversity in 1936-1937 to

go to New York City in order to help set up an office in the

American Institute of Physics, one of the professor's assignments

there being to set up an employment service.
|

| stated.

that I I
received his PH.D at the University of Minnesota

in 1926 which was three years before Dr. CONDON was a .member of

the faculty at the University of Mi;mesota j
that

| |

is well acquainted with most of the physicistsin the country; that

|
| could, in

|

| opinion, be approached

confidentially concerning Dr. CONDON olthough they are close friends.

|

| who holds a professorship and ls
|

|
at the University of Pittsburgh, upon

confidential interview, informed that he has personally known Dr.

CONDON since the latter came with the Westinghouse Research Laboratory

in 1937 although he knew of Dr. CONDON as a well known writer who

conducted research in theoretical physics prior to 1?37 i
t
^
at he

also knows Dr. CONDOM socially; that his,| pile
is of Czech descent and is naturally friendly with Dr. CONDON’S wife,

also of Czech descent; that their wives are very close friends and

each speakssome little Czech.

|
Istated’ that' he has gathered that DR.

CONDON'S father was in business, it is believed in the west, its

nature being unknown; that DR. CONDON is believed to have been

brought up by his mother in the west, possibly during the same

period near San Francisco, California; that DR. CONDON'S lather

and mother are believed to have separated when DR. CONDON was a

boy; that DR. CONDON'S mother was employed, possibly in some

secretarial’ capacity, and that DR. CONDON'S mother assisted Dr.

CONDON in i-oing to school and probbbly the Unxversity of Calif,

Xt is | I
bclief -that Dr. CONDON .was married before

finis ling his educatxon at the University of California, possibly

as an undergraduate. It xs l |
bolxoF -that DR. CONDON'S

wife, EMILIE, of 0zech descent, maiden name unknown, was born xn the

United States because she apparently does not fluently speak the

Czech language; however | [
is not positive of this fact.

8



Dr. CONDON is known to be sympathetic towards newspaper

reporters which is believed to be due to the fact that Dr. CONDON

about the time of his graduation from the University of California

was a reporter for some newspapers in California.

At the present time [
understands that

DR. CONDON'S family consists of his wife, and three children,

the oldest of whom is a girl, possibly 13 years old, and Dr.

CONDON'S mother. | |
has not talked with Dr. CONDON'S

mother although he has met her, due possibly to the fact that

CONDON'S mother is deaf. I I

furnished no infor-

mation as to the descent of Dr. CONDON'S parents although he

observed that possibly Dr. CONDON'S mother's n^,^den_namc_j

UHLER, indicated that her descent was German.
I

]
stated it is not unusual for graduate physicists in the United

States to attend the Universities of Gottingen and Munich in

Germany; that I I
also attended these colleges;

that CONDON probably studied at these schools about 1926 or

1927.

| stated that* Dr. CONDON had been consider-

ably wrought up over the invasion of Czech—Slovakia, possibly due

to the fact that Mrs. CONDON was of Czech descent; that CONDON

has always been very outspoken as to the need of greater defense

for the United States , that not more than four weeks ago Dr.

CONDON discussed with [the placing in the summer

curriculum of the University of Pittsburgh a course in National

Defense it being Dr. CONDON'S idea to donate his services in such

a course. This discussion had gone to the extent of the prepara-

tion of a memorandum which[ |could not locate at

the time of the interview but which he recalled as planned by

Dr. CONDON to cover the fundamentals of internal and external

ballistics, practices involved in the flight of airplanes,

sound in ranee finding, infra-red signal ing, and radio communi-

cations. |
stated that DR. CONDON had been extreme-

ly aware of the need for trained men in scientific and technical

fields with relation to National Defense. After this discussion

it developed however that Dr. CONDON had been so tied up with

his research activities at Westinghouse that he had .been unable

to go ahead with this plan.

|
stated that he had also been informed

that DR. CONDON not very long ago contacted the War Department

at Washington, D.C. to discuss the need of training and research

for the purpose of National Defense.

J



v>

there is set out beiow a brief resume cone emin,

nri CONDON »S publications as furnished by
I

Westinghouse Research Laboratories:^

"CONDON, Prof. EDWARD UHLER, 16 Pelham 'Ave.

,

Princeton, N. J. Physics. Alamogordo, K. Mex., March 2,

1902. A. B. California, 24, Ph. D. 26. Asst. Prof. Prince-

ton, 1928-1929; Prof, theoretical physics Minnesota, 1929-

1930; Assoc. Prof. Princeton, 1930 -. Lecturer, Columbia

1928. A.A.; Fellow Physical Soc. Theoretical physics; quan-

tum mechanics of atomic and molecular spectra and radioactivity.

(American Men of Science 1933) •

List of Publications:

1937

Ionization and dissociation of molecules of electron impact.

W. Bleakney, E.U. Condon, L. 0. Smith. Jl. Phys. Chem. 41,

p. 197-209, Feb. 1937.. (Sc. A. 1889 *37).

1936

Vibration spectra and molecular structure. R.B. Barnes, L.G.

Bonner and E. U. Condon. Jl. Chem. Physics, 4, pp. 772-778,

Dec. 1936. (Sc. A. 707 *37)

Energy distribution of neutrons slowed by elastic impacts,

E.U. Condon and G. Breit. Phys. Rev. 49, pp- 229-231. Feh. 1,

1936. (Sc. A. 937).

Electron-Neutron Interaction. E.U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 49,

pp. 459-461, March 15, 1936. (Sc. A. 1917)

Photoelectric effect of the deuteron. G. Breit and E. U.

Condon. Phys. Rev. 49, PP, 904—911, June 15, 1936. (Sc.

A. 3393)

Theory of scattering of protons by protons. G. Breit and

E.U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 50, pp- 825-845, Nov. 1, 193o,

(Sc. A. 5329)

Nuclear forces. B. C^ssen and E. U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 50,

pp. 846-849, Nov. 1, 1936. (Sc. A., 5330)

- 10 -



1925

The theory of atomic spectra. E.U. Condon and G,H. Short-

ley. Cambridge England, The University Press 1935. (.bookj

232k

Absolute intensity of the nebular lines. E.U. Condon.

Astrophys. Jl. 79, PP. 217-23, March 1934. (Sc. A. -1005)

Physical units and the universal constants. E.U. Condon.

Am. Phys. Teacher, 2, pp. 63-69 May 1934. (Sc. A. 2752)

1922

Stark effect. E.U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 43, PP* 648-654, Apnl

15, 1933. (Sc. A. 3038).

. Relative multiplet transition probabilities from spectroscopic

stability. E.U. Condon and C. Y«. Ufford. Phys. Rev. .44, PP*

740-743, Nov. 1, 1933* (Sc. A. 5324).

1932

Effect on monochromatic ultraviolet radiation on Euglena

cells - A. remark. - E.U. Condon. Jl. of the Franklin Inst.

214, PP* 105-106, July. 1932. (Sc. A. 3952;.

Production of infra-red spectra with electric fields. E.U.

Condon Phys. Rev. 41, PP. 759-762, Sept. 15, 1932. (Sc. .

5040)

.

Lorentz double refraction in the regular system. E.U. Condon

and F. Seitz. Jl. Opt. Soc. Am. 22, pp. 393-401, July 1932.

(Sc. A. 4233)

1931

Quantum mechanics of collision processes. E.UjCcndon. Rev.

Mod. PJjys. 3, PP* 43-88, January 1931 (Sc. A. 2965)

Theory of .complex spectra.. E.U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 36 , PP,

1121-1133, Oct. 1, 1930. (se* A. 1252)

Theory of complex spectra. Pt. 2, E.U. Condon and C.H.,Short-

ley. Phys. Rev. 37, PP. 1025-1043, May 1, 1931* (Sc. A. 3075)

- 11 -



**

1930

Pauli’s exclusion principle. E.U. Condon & J.E, Mack, Phys.

Rev. 35, pp. 579-582, March 15, 1930. (Sc. A. 3028).

S^n^Jet-triplet interval ratios for sp, sd, sf, p5s, and d9s,

configurations. E.U. Condon and G,H. Shortly. Phys. Rev. 35,

pp, 1342-1346, June 1, 1930. (Sc. A. 3455).

Predissociation of Diatomic molecules from high rotation
states. D.S. Viilars and E.U, Ccnaon. Phys. Rev. 35, pp.
1028-1032, May 1, 1930. (Sc. A. 3447)

1929

Quantum Mechanics. E.U. Condon and P.M. Morse. McGra'.v-Hill,
N.Y, (book)

Nuclear potions associated with electron transitions in diatomic
molecules. E.U. Condon, Phys. Rev, 32, ?p. 858-872, Dec. 1928.
(Sc, A. 1057).-

Quantum mechanics of momentum space. E.U. Condon. Jl. Franklin

Inst. 207, PP. 449 - April 1929 (Sc. A.- 2959)

,

Quantum mechanics and radioactive disintegration, R.W. Guemey
and E.U. Condon, Phys. Rev. 33, pp.-127~140, Feb. 1929. (Sc. A.

2212)..

1928

Recent developments in quantum mechanics. E.U, Condon. Science,

68, pp. 193-195, Aug. 31, 1928. (Sc. A. 62. ’29)

1928

Critical potentials of molecular Hydrogen. E.U. Condon and H.D.

Smyth. Nut. Acad. Sc. Proc, 14, pp. 871-875, Nov. 1928.
(Sc. A, 1550 ’29)

Physical pendulum in quantum mechanics. E.U. Condon, Phys. Rev.

31, pp. 891-894, May 1928. (Sc. A. 2270)

M
Zeeman effect of the symmetrical top according to wave mechanics,

E.U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 30, pp. 781-784, Dec. 1927. (sc. A,

836' «28)

12



Coupling of electronic and nuclear motions in diatomic molecules.
E.U. Condon. Mat. Acad. Sc. Proc. 13, pp. 462-466, June 1927.

(Sc. A. 2465^

Wave mechanics and the normal state of the Hydrogen molecule.

E.U. Condon, N at. Acad. Sc.. Proc. 13, PP* 466-470, June 1927*

Mean free paths in a gas. E.U. Condon and E. Van Amringe.

Phil, Mag. 3, PP* 604-614, 1927. (Sc. A. 1805).

1926

Theory of intensity distribution i n band systems. E.U. Condon.

Phys. Rev, 28, pp. 1182-1201, Dec. 1926. (Sc. A. 1385).

Penetrating radiation. E 0 U. Condon, Nat, Acad. Sco. Prpc.

12, pp* 323-326, May 1926. (Sc. A. 2634).

1925
'

Relativity relation between mass and energy and stellar evolution.

E.U, Condon, Nat, Acad, Sc. Proc. 11, pp. 125-130, Feb. 1925.

(Sc, A 1601). * *

Theory of the range of alpha particles. L. Loeb and E.U. Condon,

Jl. Franklin Inst. 200, pp. 595-607, Nov. 1926. ( Sc. 'A.' 770 T

26)

The theory of the radiometer. H.E. Marsh, E.U. Condon and L.B.

Loeb. Jl. Opt# Soc, An, pp. 257—262, Sept. 1925# (Sc. A. 132,

*26). "

The above publications were discussed with]
|

who advised that in addition to the brief resume of Dr. CCND0N f S

qualifications and training at the head of this list, that the book

entitled"American Men of Science” also- listed Dr. CONDON as Associate
Editor of the Physical Review, 193q-1932, a s a contributor to the

Journal of Mechanical Physics, as a fellLow of the physical Society,

made the following comments concerning

the names of men in the above list who had collaborated with

Dr. CONDCN:

j

b7D

b7D

L. G. SMITH - Presently believed on Princeton University

Faculty.

W. BLEAKNEY - Believed to be on Princeton University

Faculty.

• - 13



a. B. BARNES - Physicist - Believed with some industrial concern

in Massachusetts.

L* G. BCNNER - Hat Been on faculty at University of Texas and/or

Ohio State (Wife is Czech)

G. BREIT - Former professor University of Wisconsin or Michigan -

now connected with Carnegie Institute, Washington, D.C. - on

Committee National Research Council. Particularly interested

in atomic power. Bom in Russia.

B. CASSEN - Formerly Ex-ray specialist - Har^r Hospital.

Now believed in same field at Westinghouse Research Laboratory,

East Pittsburgh, Pa, Graduate of Royal College, England.

G. H. SHORLEY - B elieved to be British. Believed to be now

in the United States- at Oruo State University.

C. W. UFFORD - Professor at Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.

on leave of absence at Princeton University - Believed bom
at Cambridge, Mass.

F. SEITZ - Located curing the summer of 1940 with Y/estinghouse

Research Laboratory, and summer teacher at University of Pitts-

burgh.

J. E. MACK - Has-been on faculty at University of Wisconsin

and Penn State.

D. S. VILLARS - Believed to be French, status unknown.

P. M. MORSE - Former student of Dr. CONDON, believed now to be

at Mass. Institute of Technology.

R. W. GUERNEY - Believed to be British and to have been in the

United States at the time of publication with Dr. CONDON in 1929,

H. D. SMYTH - Head of the Department of Physics - University of

Princeton.

E. Van Amringe - Unknown to|

The Philosophical Magazine is a British publication.

H. E. MARSH - Possibly has been a student at University of

California in 1925.

L. B. LOEB - Professor - University cf California*



J

lstated that he was acquainted with

the fact that DR. CONDON had made important discoveries about

the spring of 1940 in the field of atomic power with regard

to the effect of gamma rays in connection with uranium; that at

the time DR.- CONDOM prepared an article for publication on thi s

subject which article was held up pending approval for release

by G. BREIT Head of the Board controlling such matters in the

N ational Research Council in Washington, D„C.; that the article

was withheld from publication only about two weeks it having been

decided that its publication w ould not be detrimental to the

National Defense of the United States.

jsl belief that DR. CONDON would be

extremely loyal to the-lJnite-d-State_s under any circumstances.

DR. CONDON’S residence, at 1420 Walnut Street, Edgewood,

a suburb of Pittsburgh, was observed and it was noted that the

residence is a large three story frame house with a children's

play yard in the rear. ’

was dis—

creetly- approached, and she informed that the CONDONS have been

living in this home for about a year; that .she believes they bought

the house about a year ago from JOSEPH HAMILTON and his mother, b7D

MRS. GEORGE HAMILTON, a v:iauw who has lived in the Pittsburgh area

for many years. Mrs. HAMILTON - presently resides in or near Blairs-

vllle, Pa. I l
stated that her grand child at times play-

ed with the CONDON children ;
that on one occasion while accompany-

ing her grand child she talked, as a neighbor, to Mrs. CONDON at

which time Mrs. CONDON remarked that the European War w„s a terrible

thing. Mrs. CONDON indicated that the invasion of Czecho-Slovakia

was strongly felt by Mrs. CONDON and that she certainly was not

in sympathy with Hitler and his program.

stated in addition to Mrs. CONDON and

their three children, Mr, CONDON'S mother resides with the CONDON

family; that the mother is bllieved to have a slight accent.

It is noted that in the interviews set out above the

purpose of the inquiry vfas not discussed with them and the infor-

mation w as obtained under a clear understanding that all inquiries

would be treated as confidential.
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AT PITTSBURGH, PA

The Credit Bureau, Incorporated* Chamber of Commerce

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa* made available to A/rcnt its file which
contained a report dated 10-18—38 reflecting the following in~

formation with regard to DR. CONDON:

M ane:

Wife:
Residence:

Occupation:

Age:
Married:

Reference:

EDWARD UNDER CONDON
EMILIE
321 Overdale Read,

Forrest Hills, Pa.
Research Laboratory,
Westinghouse Company
E* Pittsburgh, since
Sept. 1937.

35 — 40 years - 1938
Three children
good habits, character,
morals, N o alleged illegal
practises. No income other

than salary. Applicant
rented home. Carried small

trade accounts, 30 to 60

days.
Bank - First National Bank

at Pittsburgh, P«.

Seems thrifty and receives

a high salary. '

DR. ELMER HUTCHISSON

UNDEVELOPED LEADS

The offices receiving leads should expedite investi-

gation and furnish immediately Air Mail Special Delivery Reports

covering the requested investigation.

Auxiliary offices are not desired to obtain DR. CONDON’S

grades, the purpose of the inquiry being generally to uncover

any information bearing on DR. CONDON’S loyalty to the United States

and the American Democratic system.

The family background of both DR. CONDON and Mrs. CONDON

should be obtained as far as possible/wRere necessary leads should

.b.e -directed to other offices*

- 16 -



A

* V

Inq-iries should be made discreetly and confidentially.

THE SAN FRANCISCO FIELD OFFICE

AT BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA

Will verify DR. COMDON'S education at the

University of California approximately from 1924 to 1926, obtain

his family background and conduct appropriate investigation con-

cerning his loyalty to the United States.
.
—'

d

THE NEW YORK FIELD OFFICE

AT BEST YORK. M. Y.

'ftP /,0

A •

Will conduct appropriate investigation at

Columbia University with regard to DR. CONDON'S i cmily
.

background

.

DR. CONDON'S loyalty to the U.S. should also be determined.

THE NEWARK FISIP OFFICE

AT PRINCETON. N. J.

At Princeton University, will verify DR.

CONDOM'S membership on the faculty in 1928 and 1929 and from

1930 to 1937 j
will obtain his background and' information relative

to his loyalty to the United States.
^

THE ST. PAUL FIELD OFFICE

At the University of Minnesota, will verify

Dr. CONDON'S professorship there in 1929 and 1930 and obtain in-

formation concerning his family background and determine his loyalty

to the United States.

THE '-'ASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

i
AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

^ 1 Will obtain full information through the
' yvpassuort Division, Department of State, with regard to DR. EDWARD

- — . . « « 4 1 M .1. T\T-\

"0
IK

1l*
J

J*'

UHLE^ CONDON ] s absences from the U.S. It is believed that DR.

^ CONDON attended the Universities of Gottingen and Munich in
* ^ Germany between 1926 and 1930.

- 17 -



Will discreetly contact the National Research

Council concerning CONDON’S background and indications of his

loyalty to the United States*



:'oij •qB.-u.-t’ca9/'^\; v.->.
\

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

PITTSBURGH^ .PENNSYLVANIA

WHiCH &ADE-

7-27-4Q

DR. - EDWARD 'UHTER- CONDON

N- :T 'I -A L

OONDON served as^Assistant^Epfe3.^9)p»- c3^/s£f •'/.

Physics,- -'Pr^cetofi^l^vet^t^i ?2cho.6i/yeaiS.
v

:<
:

^
1928-2?,’ designed to .

:gd ' t'd v University
;
of (£

ilinnesota; • returned’ to Princetoh.:as.^ssdpiate

.--jemaihed Until. Jihxe j;'l937:j. when; h|_?resigned'.i

and left .: £or -Fiitsbiirghi. ;;^Proiessors intpr^ei
•sit

• Pr^cdton
:
advise ecNDON-.very able man in \

.physics- field .aad iio
:

' ddubt.vabout loyalty .to - ;

this -.country. :v Credit record , satisfactory*. •'•

.

No Tpoiice'.reeofd-^ ?•••; \ V; ,<
*?

Johnson
Pittsburgh, Pa« j,'::7-19*^-0.,

AT. PRINCETON. NEW- JERSEY

l-Princetph'

.e secretary l s ;

"C
"Through]
University,



Office of'Princeton University were secured1

,
relative to.

Dr. CONDON. - -These records reflectvthat- CONDON Was 'appointQd '

^ .-
1

Assistant/Professor of physics; at Princeton -University itt--V*-~i'

Aprilj 1928 and that ‘he assumed' his .duties at the fall term .V
’’

•of 1928;:. th.at- he resigned ih*'Qctober,-;1929,- to ;go to the.
’

’ Utiivehsity of Minnesota. ' vThese records Vfhrther reflect that -'V

'

> CONDON .
was appointed;; Associate

; Professor of- Physics ' of*
'

Princeton,-.in, Jahuary, ,1930, . and /held/th^ -

'resigned/ in' June y%*&%":
' 'V --/

’

- •> *>; ;}3 vV -,-•>>

"
;;i

;
The ' CONDON' received rtiis

v

.
education at -the University of , California^ that -die- obtained -t/ V-'

his'
.
Ab. degree /in. 1924 and received his- PhD -degree, in 1$26.,7~

'getting both degrees- from, the University of- California ./’ \-i

-:A
: ’£5>£ j--£77

’
7'-- v

*•*>'
r‘->77 'r-k

'

. .i’-K' • -
r
- v. His teaching., record, .as- appears • in', the. file of;

^Princeton University, '-is
: a's''foliow^ ,V? -C r.--.7-

vc;’7 -
. :

v

. iV X" ‘'Teaching "Fellow*-":,- . Universityv of •?.* ^*7
'wV£'7>:

'
•

•
.California,

•

;
i924-1.926;''-'; /

'

:

V

! tV vr.'b.
v

; ;

••

.

.
;•

./•
,

/

-

;) iri: ^Hysics,
~v'

.
'

*

I'^/.'r.'Urtiversity,
. 192&48yt'“ : r 5

.
: “X'\i '

?
’• X-X- :

XX:--- X/’X'/X':--' :'7 /XVt
•V'-'. ^Assistant Professor 1pf/PhysiCsy t/;'. >#',

v-'-' Princeton ' University^'.1928-1929; 7XV-X i»

'-$\£'X i--. X'7-'7-X ’-wll
; :prQfeshoir:a£ Theoretical-JPhybics, v 7vv-7^

:7
vr?/' :

r

.

Uniyer'sity ;

V:
* T ; 1 *7

’
* *'

«.? "-v
’***'"

-
' ' >.•*

• 4
".'"

.

‘ *

: There:..should"' be ;
added: to this 'llstrhis': position' of /Associate

’

-

Prbfessor/pf^^••fhysibs^t^Prinbet^ 1930 uritiiiJune, 1937.,i;‘ ?\

•V 77V--7 ';"
- j -’ date- of Uirth; was .listed -6 records; ;

.fi‘
•

•'

as- being--March 2, 19P2 and’ his address .'while at Prihcetoh was. ./
-

listed
.
-as 16 -Pelham ' Avenue, Princeton,' Nev; Jersey...

: 7 : ’

v 7:7’

Further examination of CONDON’S file -at / “.'vl-'A'
'"

1

Princeton/University- reflected * that, .there
.
were several clippings

from ,newsjihper s’ listed.;giyingiiitformatioh .as set forth,'in' this 't:

neportr-r.: U -fi
‘

: L';P
:

From' tha '.'Princeton -Her.ald'fi/'issUe iklgust :

27
193.7',

:

was/-a ciipping.-which reflected that X:

;
;

Professor -CONDON and', his'. .wife'.-trerV'-ieijdhg'"’.'’-



•0.1

for- Pittsburgh where Professor CONDON
w'as- to- be associated with the Research :

Labpratory '-at -the : We stinghouse Elechric
Companjrj. \ v. V t -

.

'

»

Frpm the

;

:

'ypr^c'?tpriiahlV ;

'hhted,• October' .19^''’':'.

1.937,7 was 'h flipping-. reflecting!-. that
:

C0NDOk
was giying a .course .'at the Uidy-ersity Of
‘Pittsburgh chur^g that yea® oa^«The\v 'V.vfcfr
-Introduction of Quantum Mechanics". •' '* v.VT.
Further, in this;, clipping is ; set,forth :%y;
.information -that Condon: is best known

_

for
,the ,

F^^c$-Cphdph Theory^explaining
•which- -elepfcroha.5 tfansitioris ';arp most, "/
probable in- ,diatomin' '^olecUles; '•*,:;; 4 .

:/£'\ ’ •

Henald'^ dated December 24,; ' 1937 , . reflects :
•

that - CONDON' was appointed;- -Associate Director
at the Westinghouse- Laboratories

' in'. East
.

’’ ,

'

i-
'-

Pittsburgh.
v;.'

Through

tin'Princetori- Were1

,at the' Culvers'
ere.; and Would' probably be able to furnish

•
r
; ;

••
•

>. ^ [ upon intferview,'. advised- that ’ he- :

considers • CONDO?!-. very capable and; one
;
of-: thh.iehdihg physicists ••

•in the. United Statesf7' hoT/ever# he' does nothavhra very .pleasing
.np.rann^.li.t-u^;. ±liat. he' cohsidered him very gru'ff ahd unpleasant. -;-.—_].;advised that, in his mind- there is >'hb - doubt - aboiit^^d

.

::ihat -heH^rre^b,*^4*1

,

man,

Continuing
,

tated. -that CONDON
wa

?-/npt very pop.uLar with some, of the others prbfes 5prs-. in the ;

‘



62-369

-Physics''DeRarMent^ a driver ,;VsV.j

'and(some 'bf'C.th'e. other"men' -progressive^^^ .*•£
that; they. rathef' desire to;- go/^iohg. at 'a slow:’and: easy ;gait,/

•• :
’

,\;.

\
'/ -/<:., ••

! informed ‘ the ' writer- •that-.hd:

^
[ '*<;

used to ..visit in; the vGOIIDGN. home when they iivedXin :Princeton;.->- ‘:
vf.

that CCNDpN was- educated- in GaLiforrda'. and had originally :eome'

b

<

from someplace:- in the westf that COITOON’e wife ,t according^to y
-hit ?ihformation, was, born" in. .tMs .'cduhtryl however,,.that iher/parents
are vforeignbrsivprobably having come • from- Czechoslovakia j

-'. thafc;.v .

while the' CONppNs • lived in', Princeton, V Professor. CONDON" bought :

v' y
!
.-i

;a^hbtise- at- l6lpSlham Avenue.where rfee ^resided.- I
|
:t-

is ‘of the :opinion,-that there ,is. .no- doubt- about CONDOM being loyal-

'to/ti^S'' country^ .and that- ’he.
;
is ''-absolutely:-trustworthy -,ahd-

v honest^/

3urther.^stated that-.,since GONDDN-
' C-;--

ratories
.
iri.Ua'st Pittsbprghy'.GCNIX)NV/.>'ff

la •iCb.- with.-the Wstinghouse^ Company U-

which' he
_

h.turned dowh. ; since,,he is ' eatisfxed'.witft':^
his present position ’at .Princeton phiversity*:; •>

has been at West:

v. • v '"V.- i
r
/f' Chief of :

;

Jfoiice. EiV-W. MAHAN- of the Princeton' ..

.Police department advised ,that -he 'does not haye, any criminal
-recbfd/bficpi^^ he.ardbof' him.,-','

AY TRBHTON. HSW.- JERSEY-

vv-y 5,t :
-

;

'

At the, Atlantic; '.Credit ^djAdjustjnent Bureau^ •,

;

"

J.4A hast ; Front Street,’; 3S^ioftp'IIstr^sirs^>; which company.-.
‘

.fiaridies':':credit.refcprds;;;for.Princetph,\l^ •

.ascertaihCd’/that that company had?;a - report dated April - 22>, I.936 :>
:

.v

-OruEISIARP Uj-^GONDON which; report:' inforis that
'COUPON-was,Associate

'Professor of“physic's. at/Princeton’ -University and. was, paid betweeh.'

;

$4,P0Q*0O add; ^5#po6«00 .per year.; -' that he owned his .honie at":,/ \-.t

-16 Pelham Avenue,- .Princeton, which residence ' was -valued between • K>

$6,000, and !

$6, 500*00f that' .GOl0ON.ls only- source of income -wast.v;/.

f^m-hisj;sklai;y;.a's^\preress.pr* ,]*; ;>-•*

-The -record/further reflects-.that he’ 'had .served

.

as professor- at Princeton, and. at the 'JJniversity of Eirhesotaj . 'i

that' he is married - and has two children and' that his -credit 'record',
was. good* -

/, ;
*•: *>*•• '/ : " -'

.

1



\ V-C'.' - VThb: Trenton Credit' Association, 133 East Front
Street, Trenton ,'. New jersey, has .Had two ;reports ion .CORDON, •:

one rdtted! October .2$y.'l93 5>;;which . reports . :reflect ' that -the >

.applicant who; is ^a- -professor
.

;at
:

’Prihceton. 'University,.; resided
at .16. Pelham- Avenue, Princeton, New:jersey, with ^his wife > >V-
EMElIEH .'CONPONi;iand''his : threb children} • that ‘He . was'’33 years
;of.;dge. ih .19351 was horn in' 1902} and' that; hie.'had -been,

associated iwit.h, Pfinceton University as Associate Professor:;,
!

i

of;Physics. ;for .'five; years' prior/ to.1935} '•that -he' owhed 'his- '•

..

owh, home .located'' at 16 Pelham.
.
Avenue .which was ;valued at-' -;

approximately $10,00bl00> there being.-.’ a. mortgage pf • $6,000*00
oh.;same*..

:

This' credit; report reaects-;that. applicant^ at
;

:one .’ -'

There .is another ' creditreport in. the file
dated August. 26!, 1937 -tith. similar -infownation. as in -.the-:- .

i.-

'above-mentioned 'report • However, in .addition thereto' is ., •;/ {

set forth-; information. that CONDON had. recently moved frotf :
':

\CC .

Princeton ; to1321
;
Overd’ale-Road-,

and! was reported tb;be' employed in the :Research! laboratory1'
- t’'>>

of. :;Westinghpuse
;
Electric Cdmpany, East! Pittsburgh^ Pennsylvania*!

In;both oflthese .credit reports they! gave. OONDON a; good credit.

'

;.-! C'i !
.*;• A copy bf

• fhis;'-latter;-credib ,report-.was;;furnished
to’the .CfedltV Bureau, 601'- Ghanber of- Gommerca Building, iPitis- *

bur^hp Pennsylvania*;

All'.bf the.' inquiries made -above wdre;.tad!e-: 9s
.£

disc.reetly,;;and ’confidentially.

REFERRED UPON- CONPIETION
TO .THE -OFFICE 0E:!:0RIGIN -



jfietizvul bureau of Bnuostigatton

Umtci* States 53oparfmottt of 3«stiiro

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
July 30th, 1940

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-11-2009 BY 60324 TJC BAW/DK/TH

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, 3). G*

EE: DR. EDWARD TJHLER^dONDQN

INFORMATION CONCERNING-

Dear Sir:

The Bureau is advised that two copies of the report of

Special Agent JOSEPH B. DICKERSON, dated at Newark, July 27,

1940, were personally delivered to Major GEORGE L. RAMSEY,

Adjutant General, Federal Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Major
RAMSEY advised that he will immediately transmit the said report
tinder confidential cover to Lieutenant Colonel C. L. CLARK, As-

sistant Chief of Staff, Headquarters Third Corps Area, TJ. S.

Post Office and Court House, Baltimore, Maryland.

Very' truly yours.

\ HHH/msy
62-957

4!
;

n>

U

y^yy<^ v
S. K. McKEE 7

Special Agent in Charge

\
J

*» Si «



DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
OH 08-11-2009

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Case originated at: PITTSBURGH, PA,

Report made at

ST PAUL, MINN.

Title:
:

Date when made

8/l0A°

Period

Q/l/ho

File No. 62-1195
Report made by

R. E. LETHBRT TO

Q
DR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON

>A, Synopsis of facts

»

k

REFERENCE:

COPIES

u
DBSWXEP

T 27 ,1964

Character of Case:

IBPOBttTIOlI CONCERNING

DR EDWARD UKLER CONDON, ms employed as av

Professor of Theoretical Physics at the

University of Minnesota from September,,

1929 to June 1930, at a salary of 15000

but resigned to accept a position at Princeton

University,. Records at the University of

Minnesota reflect CONDON ms born at

Alamogordo, New Mexico and attended Fremont

High School, Oakland, California from I9II4.

to 1918s and the University of California

at Berkeley whero he received an A. B. Degree

in 192U, and a P.E.D. in 1926. Also roceived

throo fellowships from various educational

organizations and was a member of the Phi

Bota Kappa fraternity.. Applicant ms also

employed as technician at the Bell Telephone

Company, New York from 1927 bo 1928, and as

lecturer and Professor at Columbia, Princoton,

and University of Michigan, prior to 1929*

- P -

Report of Special Agent H. K. Johnson,

Pittsburgh, July 19, 19^0.

U

//V

.ppr ovo

forward

CjppipsT

i'm

|dt SAC

FEO&BftL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION-

>
' AUG

l^ashingtbn Field (info).’,

2j 'Baltimore ( Info) 5* : Pittsburgh (2 Jf&j*

2; Jer York AMSD Gefc. L. Ramsey,Ada •

Detroit- - AMSD Gen* Pad* Bldg* *

1 Newark - (information) Pittsburgh, Pa* AMSD)
1 San -Francisco - (info:) 2-St* Paul

u,§. nFPARTMEuT QF JUSTICE—



DETAILS: AT MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Through tho Presidents Office at tho Univorsity
of Minnesota, agent was permitted to examine tho personal file

of Dr* EDWARD IJHLER CONDON* It roflocts that Dr* CONDON was
employed at tho University as a Profossor of Theoretical Physics

from September 1929 to Juno 1930#. a salary of $5000* Ho -

resigned this position, howovor, in tho spring of 193^ accept

a touching position at Princoton University*' Regarding Dr*

CONDONES personal history, tho Univorsity rooords rofloct that ho

ms born at Alamogordo, Now Moxico on March 2, 1902* Ho attondod

tho Fremont High School at Oakland, California from 19lU to 1918#,

and tho University of California at Borkolcy, whoro ho rocoivod

his A f B* Dogroo in I92I4., and his P*H* D* in 1926* In 1926 ho

rocoivod a followship from tho International Educational Board
and by reason of this award spont a yoar in Gormany studying at

tho Univorsity in Gottingon and Munich* Ho roturnod to this

country after his attondanco at tho Univorsitios in Gormany
and obtainod employment as a locturor in Physics at Columbia
during tho spring semestor of 1928* Subsequent to that ho was
omployod as an assistant Profossor of Physics at Princoton
during tho wintor of 1928 and 1929, and during tho summer

sossion of 1929 was an assistant profossor of Physics at tho

University of Michigan in Ann Arbor*,

Rogarding his previous omploymont, CONDON listed

tho Boll Tolophono Laboratories at No\v York, stating that ho was

a momber of tho toclinical staff thoro from October . 19^7 to

January 1928*

CONDON was also a member of the Phi Beta Kappi

Fraternity and rocoivod fellowships in tho American Physical Society,

The Amorican Association for Advancement of Scienco, and was a
momber of the Board of Editors of the Physical Reviov/*.

- 2 -



President Ford of the University advisod that ho

did not have much personal contact with Professor CONDON, hut

recalled that CONDON was a quiet likoable fellow who was exceptionally

competent in the Field of Theoretical Physics, and was considered

an outstanding Professor, MR. FCRD stated that he felt the

University was losing an asset when DR. CONDON left to accopt

tho position at Princeton, but indicated that they were unable

to match tho offer made to tho Professor by Princoton,

Ford furthor stated that he was certain DR CONDON

would bo loyal to tho United State s, and particularly in view of

the fact that his wife is of Czech descent, that CONDON’S

loyalty would be unquestioned, FORD roforred tho writer to
.

JOHN. C. TATE, Room 219 °f the Administration Building, who was

head of the department of Physics during the time CONDON was

employed at tho Univorsity and also referred agont to J. W« BUCHTA,

of the Physics Department, who was boliovea to have been well

acquainted with CONDON,

Inquiry at tho Department of Physics, Administration

Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,' Minnesota, dis-

closed that both TATE and BUCHTA were not available for interview,

and would not bo- available until affcor August 13*

For tho information of the DETROIT OFFICE* which

has no previous reports in this case, tho following facts are

sot forth:

On July 21, I9I4O,- Hajor George L, Ramsey,-."Adjutant

General of the 99th Division, Fodoral Building, Pittsburgh, pa,

requested S. K. McKEE, Special Agent in Charge of tho Pittsburgh

Field Office to conduct an oxpeditious investigation to detormine

tho degree of loyalty to the country of DR. EDWARD CONDON, an

employee of tho Westinghouso Eloctric and Manufacturing Company,

East Pittsburgh, Pa, Adjutant General RAMSEY, oxplainod that

-
3
-



^ P V

COLONEL C. L. CLARK, of G-2, Baltimore, Maryland was tho individual

who desired tho investigation for the reason that CONDON was under

consideration for employment as a scientist-typo advisor in matters

pertaining to the War Department in which capacity, if appointed,

CONDON would have access to highly secret matters.

UNDEVELOPED LEADS

THE NEW YORK FIELD OFFICE

,5

AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
rf>

will make appropriate inquiry at Columbia

University for the purpose of verifying DR CONDONS employment

there as a Professor during tho spring semester of 1928 and if

possible develops information concerning his loyalty to the

United States.

THE DETROIT OFFICE

AT ANN ARBOR

YJill make appropriate investigation through

the University of Michigan to vorify DR CONDONS position as

Assistant Professor of Physics during the summer session of

I929 and if possible dovelop information concerning his loyalty

to the United States.

THE ST. PAUL FIELD CFFICE

AT MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Will interview J. C. TATE and J. W. BUCHTA

of tho Department of Physics, Room 219 Administration Building,

for the purpose of developing all information thoy may havo

concerning DR CONDONS porsonal history, background and loyalty

to tho Unitod States#

All of tho above leads should be expedited and copies furnished

tho Pittsburgh office AIR MAIL - SPECIAL DELIVERY*

PENDING



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SEOIASgi F.IEJ) :•3$- 6-C32A.

C. V, ’‘-V. i

EWA!®^^HLER CONDON, .boro/;i902- ,ta;NeW Mexico’,' ob- ?' .•

•tained passport , in August,M92£>, for liimsel'f .-add .

family- for. a. study
;
trip to ' European.' countries,

.

'

•g^^tsiftg
#
,1»-‘s^l;'fro®; Neyr loric in Sept^emUer,-’ 1926 .

C. ' L. ’-WADE> Chief Clerk,- National IJesearch Council,.

.

•stated - that :D'ri' CONDON’is ,an; outstanding'
'
§ci6n'tisi£

pf .the>;hi0iest
:

integrity^; -and definitely.; loyal '.to -S

t^ev.Uhited Stated. ’ GftEXiQHY;?^REXT, - membtr\'of; .-the

Executive Board '-i'S- Pid-'
fessoE..Qf Physics ;at

.;
the University. of-.Mscpnsit?!';; _•

Report of- Special Agent" H. K. JOHNSCfl dated July 19
1^40 ,-’

a,t Pittsburgh, •;•Pennsylvania..',
;

•’

»V„ •

\

'

’
{

;>

DETAILS:

y.v .

’’ v /f^pnfidjritial I^ormaht 'Sri made ' available rto Agent the rpassr:

‘]&xfc <££Le:*6fc ?\

-data Was .taken •• > rw--; ' - t-.-’ >• V.- •: vv.y
•

'-t K' -V
‘

t
’

'
v EDtfAlp UELER. CONDON was- issued passport No^ 276,31Q- on '

>•;;

August' 11 ,tl9?6,-
_

pursuant ’ to. -ah .application filed'^/'him^at:.Oakland, ;.-xt

. Hal - nnVfitirm c+l Q TQ9A * 'Ho 'e4-.fl4-.oH 4*Vifl-K Vicv o '-Krtwn '"Rffo'rvrtVi 'O *
' ‘

p^xiornaai- on-'Angusp 3i 1926. -.-.He stated that he-. iras'bdrpArdh.

'

1902>> -als;^ajBbgordp.j
;
.New Mexico $ that\ lie requested pas’^ort'-fo^ travel,

and -study'foii^'.peribd *of.• two. years ^Germany, Stance^- -H6'3iajid;:?.'Italyi

^Denmark," ^and’ Smtzerland, intending; to

•
- ,:5 -. Pittsburgh (AMftJSD)

Vu;2. Washington::'Field '

.

,p. a.



leave the
,
port .of . New'.' York -on'; September 11, ,1926, on the ly*

•Tuseania, ‘'the': passport/to include his wife, ' mn.m hcnZXR^CQNDQNj ?

,

bom in Chicago . 1899, and their minor child/;
,

|

y
born in] 1 on

I 1 In ,'lieu
certificates as evidence 'of. tire American, birthsof :CONDON

and his yiiffe, there. were/attached ip..the .passport - application, two-,:

affidavits; dated August: 3,
: .19.26, One 'executed by .CARHIE .:U CONDON j

2815

'

38th;iLvehue3-/dalcl^d^, .Caii'^^-nia^;;^es^ified /to- the 'birth/ of-

her/rSpp, EK’iAED UHEER CONDON,'.' on March/2, 1902, /in.-New. liexic'oy 'and
one: from. GNAHEE3//H0NZIK, 2520 .Durant Avenue', Berieley- California,'

testifying-'tO^the: birth of .his sister, Mrs,w E^IILIE H.^cblJDON ' on,/.

%y .25j 1899, af Chicago..;' "/V-

-

/ .;
:: \/ -

’

V. i -‘//

/AgOnt in.tervieT/ed C... LA'WADE',';- Chief Clerk,/-National Re- »-.

'

..search
.
Council,' AcadCTny of -Sciences Building, 2101 Constitution /

Avenue, vviho informed- Agent, to 'the ;best "of
]
his^inovledgc ./apd- bei

-

lief-DR. REGARD. 0HLE.R CONRON has the
;
general reputation/ of, 'b;cdh'g?

v '*'

• an,/ -a’'man-.:of. the highest iht'egrity, vwjid .is ?/ ;-

loyal to' /the- United States -and appears to be' definitely beyond any ,

question! DR/ CONDON, ~ who ;is an: Associate •

Director, of .the Research Lahoratory of the T/estinghbuse -'Manufactur-
ing Company, .atPittsfcurgh, Pennsylvania/. is 'the representative, of'

the/American Physical -'Society to' the/I^visi-qh of. physi-cAl Sciences'
of

1

'the •National Research Cophcll. : ijrv WADE/ also advised' .‘ifet Ih/.v.:';

jREGORI: BREIT is/'a member' ' oil the Advisory 'Council
.
on. Scientific. t/i

Publications, -which is a: commxttee of 'the . Executive 'Board -of-thel
Nati.onal Research Cpuncilj'that. Dr . /3KEIT is; a.Professor,of Physics-
at the' Uniyersity .af Wisconsin, at .Madison^. Wiscpnsin,. ahd is an •' >«

of;'extraor^so^-^ - &



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Form No. 1
.This case originated

DATE-WHEN MADE PERIOD FOR
WHICH MADE

•HERBERT-- S. CUTTER

INFORI'.ia.TlOH' COH CEKtJIHG-

Applicant' attended Physi-c's -.Synipofeltua held \

.-by. •_Uai'7ersity ••jaic^^-durlttgr,-' sUin^r,o£ : .

s

1929 and subsequent', years and lectured tef- -

1 ''t* V C.
graduate students as .a.visiting- professory . VV-
regarded highly by cohorts.' ’^Ifo information ••’A

'

V
ay-^labler^^rding'-'disibj^t'y TMted l"

States, or radicalisit.;of ..any: iatufe..-
,

•I
•

-\ • ..

v* :v &
V
v-£" .;i3a^li22«6s; st$&92'4

'• '

REA,' Assistant lean of. Students-, .Registrar’

s

:y<
.\

Office TJniyersity iof Michigan, •• a reliable- contact,, of, tbe:.:Xletroit“
Office ; • adyised that the /University : kept... Ho record of 'the' enfeloymsnf
of ..their, summer faculty ^ieh. consi'sted'.mpstly of a transient nature
'and who lectured, in an honorary capacityA' He stated .that . applicant :

:

had. attended what
.
is knoTtti. as a -Physics^ Symposiuit ptoich was- started

by ‘|iie: btf 1929.- and 'carried on to; a certain.'
exteni; during subsequantlyears

,

i:the
:

purpose' of ; this Symposium .being -

to bring together the leading minds' in
:

.this/ specialized'.field to
hold discussions with reference, to new advancements, .theoretical vJ '

:

problems and mutual experiences of a- construetive nature -in this
'

field.-.-.'.' W *•> ‘ ’* 1%
;

'
*

v'.:-
V y-*; • •>

APPROVED AND,
:iAL.AGENT ,

IN Charge DO NQT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

OP THIS'REPORT

iur,gh (2 Major George" JL.
'

. Ramsey, Adjutant'
,

'Gen.-, Pittsburgh).,
irk;''.,!' -st i Paul
iore : 1’ Uashinaton Field
A. A., 2 Uetrplt, v \

i ft /in

u. 8. QiVER;.viistMn<TKO oitice ; 7—2034



-y »
+'

Detroit file' ,6'2~112l

r;
. Dean MIA advised Mat' ^nese'intUvidueisy lebtured* /'

upohnccaSion tb the-. graduate students and were,a :

. considerabj.e drayrihg

card.for the’ University.": V * / ,

•' V:V/ r^-v-

Y. . .

’ De^.HhA contacted Dear EDYARD' KROUS. of- the Literature,
.Science

•;
add • -Ait s\6oil$ge',’> who

.
had ,been- Dean ‘of the • summer school' during

1?29 and' was. • instrumental in starting this physics Sympo.siAto. vDean'

M.0VS adti sad'; that -

-he. did -.'not. fecali applicant ' persohhlly ^ blit.: referred'-'

tbProfessor'S/ (^ITOS|iE3JI- -and DDF^TDACK of:;the. Physics- Department,, .' who-y ;

.

had been-' connected withijlie '^i^'Ve^ity..^6x; a'.-nuinber ,of... fears. and were Y v
.

neiiable' IndiTiduSls -in-ali 'respects-. »- Y

'anything;' of •. a ;
derogatoryhatdrh^ along un-Ameri.can'

-line’s- and felt. ‘sure-. :that;-such ;-a situatipn 'did ' not. exist,Yas,- matters of
this;type ordinarily come-- to •

. the .attention 'of . his .’office” throughlin-t
direct chaxmels.tvf; i-;Yi’’.vY:Y -'*•

• Y^Y.'; YY; '•<
‘'ft' ;;>\Vvv'V if A. //

' :

•
...

t Pro-fessor'.'SAlIOEL A* . GOUD&OTHY 153 Bast - PhysicS- Building ,*

stated that;, he. had ' beentyefy

;

:well apduainted '*$> tappli c;ant viwlibsS.v*

;

vdie.-was' from ^ OzechQsl.ayahief. ;tAp^ii'cant had hever.'ei^ressed.h'iiiiseif

"ip Professor- GOlTOSMlffi’ s ;recoJlqet'i^ -pplitical
:

ilnes_, and he
t;

; •’/

characterized ' him, las van indivi dual v±lq isra?' veryieapafrLe ; in hhe.rfieid
-

'

of, nuclear.physics so much; so that/ in fact *
- he - had', little'' time for Y -

any. other-interesty./ He. stated that. '.applicant' vjas’ not-' of

a

controver§’ihi
nature and had neverengagedlih; /ahy.dis cussions concerning 'governmental
systeiris : wh-ich’-might show

.
a; radical .tendency- in. his make-up-. :•/ Y;V •’ ,\Y.;/

;

/ .

0
Professor -. '©ITOSIftTE advi,sed

;

that -.in'-hls exp ei?ie lice '• he’

hadlnev.erfhad.;.ariy.,
:Q9casi;on''to.

:
regard., applicant : As other than a loyal .

^e^dSd'.oi'ti;zen and he :personally 'regarded him.' hi.g^y ”^”SlTre^ec

-

\f hv professor. OhA. T^PMlNDAGKi ;1066-‘East
.
Physios Building,

•stated thatfh.e Jnieii applicaht.for.. eboutveight O^ten.-yedrs..
called' that::.they first --became dcddainted-when', applicant- attended, the.

.first' Physics Symppsiun/ held by the University’ in' 1929,' and had
Visited -Ann Arbor since .'that time to ' look up. old friends aro ;ondthe
trhi'ye-rsity - 6ampus * Profe ssq

:r 'DDF^IlDACii , stmted that from his
'
e^e-r-

.ience'; he yruld. eonsider applicant ’ as
:

disintere sted' politically yand '

;
that- he .heyer'had o'ccmsibh; tb ^cq'nsider^him- aS*

Airieric an'- citisen v He- ;st at’ed that •appiiOmnt 'has' broaii’ inter^ts^n;;-
’

his .field :o;f> pkysic S along research' lines: and; Always gave; -him the f -:

'

impressioh of hayin'gLnp.,'tiitte fpr’ other -interests'*;.
.



N v'. H<e recalled that applicShi’s .mfe; is -from G2;echo'slaTald.a

and'’applicaat>,'ha& ,at;- one time slidvma, partial interest in' international
affdira ;in

.
.vietr of- Ms wife’g-'smcestryctutriad: giyenVnO .impredsion of v

being -other than "a- disinterested out aider »•/'. Professqr/.DUF^DAOK .v/as:-

unable to 'state -whether applicantTs wife^s ..family- might presently- he'’;,
''

living; :in. CzechoslaTatoLaV ‘V • >,/•



ALL INFOKKAT-EON - CONTAINED - — .
•

.
‘

:

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED *
. .

DATE 08-11-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
, 1SB7H

Form No.1
This case originated at PITTSBURGH, PA FILE NO. 77-*257

REPORT MADE AT

SAN FRANCISCO

'

DATEWHEN MADE /

8-27-40 /
V
PERIOD FOR
WHICH MADE

7“i8i4§“17

REPORT MADE BY

H. L. HcC01RELL-ab
y

TITLE

l DR* EDWARD UHIER C0NK5H /

: : /

CHARACTER OF CASE

INFORMATION CONCERNING

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS;

>

(-WJ

DR. CONDON; received B. A* Degree December, 1924,
with higheH honors; Ph0 D. Degree, December*.

1926, allj^versity of California. Bom. Alamo-
gordo, Nev/ Mexico,' March 2, 1902. Employed as
newspaper reporter and married a Czechoslovakian
girl while an undergraduate. Considered a
Brilliant physicist and loyalty to IT. S, Govern-
ment not questioned by head of Physics Department,
University of California. N o criminal record
at Berkeley, California Police Department. No..

:

credit record. ' £ >?.

- RUC -
l,'

REFERENCE:

DETAILS:

J. T.| PETERSON, Assistant Registrary, University of California, - -

examined the records of that institution and advised that DR. EDWARD

UHLER CONDON had. been enrolled as a student in the Department of Physics
between 1924 and 1926; that he had majored in Physics during his under-
graduate course; that the Degree of Bachelor of> Arts was awarded on

' December 19, 1924 '*vdth highest honors in Physics”. •

He stated that these records further disclosed that a Ph. D^
Degree in Physics was awarded on .December 17, 1926 and that the

Applicant had .given at the time of his enrollment as an undergraduate

his birthplace as Alamogordo, New Mexico, and his birthday as March 2, 1902.

Report of Special Agent H. K. Johnson, dated
7-19-40, at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;;

AT BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA ' y

"V

APPROVED AND
FORWARDED:.

Special Agent
IN CHAHCC,

-U-
U

1 COPIES OF THIS REPORT

• Ansn
J-Pittsbyrgh - AHSD

(2-?iaj.i Geo. Lo Ramsey, Adj
Federal. Bldg*

?f
Pittsburgh,

'2-3sa Fr£

Geu

DO NOTWRITE IN THESESPACES

3F
SEP f3 A.m.

c4\u A A
F;

VO. s. Q0VB!C**V*T rsrs~.c:J'mc2 7—2034



DR* R, X.lBIRCS, Chairman of the Physics Department, University of •

'California, adyisedlthat CONDON had been a student under him while an under- ..

graduate in the University of California, and that his work in the. field of
Physics could be characterized as ’'brilliant''* He. explained that he was
personally acquainted with ‘CONDON both dining the time he was an undergraduate
and as a graduate student and subsequently while a member of the faculties
of other institutions* He declared that while he was an undergraduate,
CONDON had been employed as a newspaper reporter on a newspaper in 'the Bay
Area and through that employment had been .able to attend the University*
He stated that he could not recall the name of' this newspaper and that no 1

record of such fact was kept by the University of California*

,
• B1RGB stated that he was personally acquainted with the wife of

DR. CONDON and that they were married while the too were undergraduates
:

*.

in Berkeley, California, prior to 1926* He described this woman 'as being

;
a woman of integrity, who was of. Czechoslovakian descent and whose loyalty
to the United States had never been questioned.

.

•' *

' He declared that he had. known CONDON during a period of 13. years
'’

and during that time "had never known him to be affiliated with a ques-
tionable movement"* He explained that CONDON was the type of a man who • -

was never known to have expressed disloyal.ideas or given any one occasion

to question his loyalty to the United States Government*.

He -. stated, that during the time, DR* CONDON was a member of the

faculty, at Princeton University, he had had occasion, to. visit him in his
'

home and that the only thing that he had had inpress- him about the acti-

vities of CONDON and his wife was their "mode of living". He described
,

their household in Princeton as being a "pig. sty", and that he believed

as a- re suit of thi3 fact that the associates of DR. CONDON in Princeton

University had not fully appreciated his true qualities, ' •

He explained that at the -present time the University of Cali-

fornia would not employ DR* CONDON as a memberi of the faculty, although

they consider , him one of the. most eminent physicists in the United States

today. He stated that at the time CONDON received his Doctors Degree

from the University of California, .that -a position as a member of -the ; ,

•

faculty had been tendered and. that this had been turned down by DR. CONDON,

when he was offered a more lucrative position by Princeton University*

He explained that it was a policy of the Department of Physics of the

University of California to never offer a second opportunity for member-

ship upon its faculty to any 'man who. had rejected an opportunity to

become* a member thereof* He declared,that the fast he would riot be accepted

by this faculty was no reflection upon his character nor upon his loyalty

to the United States Government, but that it was merely a policy on the •

part of the above named faculty* .



IE. EERGE declared that it was his opinion that he was the •
.

•

only member of the faculty of the University of California who would

be acquainted with DU. CONDON and that it would be impossible for him

therefore to refer the writer to any other possible source of informa-

tion relative to the instant matter.
.

.

'
•

.

'• - *'
:*s

.
.jin examination of the school directory and the records of the

University of California by’ the writer and by J« T» PETERSON; above

mentioned, failed to reflect any information as to the identity and the

maiden naxae of the wife of DR. CONDON. Therefore,, no further effort is

being made to. develop this phase* ‘

< •
,

*

J. :j 4 CASEY, Retailer’s Credit Association, 414 13th Street,

Oakland, California, examined the records of that Association and. declared

that there was no credit record for DR. EffiJARD TJHIER CONDON maintained' by

that organisation.

.lieutenant B,Xh SICKLER examined the records of the Berkeley

Police Department and advised no record could be found for the Applicant

in the instant case.

REFERRED UPON COp>LETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN



ALL /iNFpfeHATlOto' CONTAINED
.

.

^•ui*JCLAS?rFiED-'
t

; > :

'*

.

DATE-
;
08Ha'J?0b'9-'B?* -.6032

*

4,
UC EAWDjK/TOJSk:W

62*58854 SeptOiabcr 4, 1940

Special Agent in. Charge :

San Francisco, California

R«: 2PR* EDWARD CHEER COIJDON
' •- IJ^FORMATIQC concerning

Osar, Sir I

**«, July 19, SS .

te afctention> coaploting the investigation requested

S£3SS,W^ resort^ ?h9?S“
Mr, -To Ison

Very truly yours.
Mr. Nathan

Mr.'.Bi A. Tamm

«John,Edgar Hoover
.Director.

Mr. hada.

Mr. Foxwortit

Mr. cottey

Mr. Gravin'

Mr.'.Harbo

Mr. Hendon-
.COMM liW ICATI0NS -S£cfi'u

N

* ' SEP W0:
;

^r'

... K'm;
,

• •

"
••

;
FEDERAl:BUREAU Of ih/ESTISATlOH -

- u, s. DEfMTMEHi of justice -

Mr. Mclntlre'

Mr. NIohols

Mr. Pennington

Mr. Rosen

Mr- Quinn’ Tamm

.Pors, Flics' 1

Tour Room



AE L IfJEOEHATION CtiJTFAINED :

HEREIN 15 '.UNCLASSIFIED'-
‘

DATE’ 03-ll 7 2Q09 BY.' 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

September 4* 1940

Special Agent in Charge
.^/_^Key? York City, EevrXork

: net

Bear Sir *

Johnson, dated July 19y 1940, at Fdttaborgh, Pernisylirania,. Wherein,
a lead is set out for your Office to Conduct investigation' in the
above-entitled.case • -/ .‘P • J/

’
- do date.ho'raport has' been received .fr'on your Office

'

“i

setting forth the investigation requested. It is desired,, there-
fore, that this natter bo given

'

your inasdlate attention and that ;

reports. bo forthcoming in the iiseediate-ftitura,'-. •
•'

: - .

.

••••'•• Y » Vejy.troly yourp>. v
tV
i

, /

MsvTolson
fi

Kf, jpathan
John Bdgar Hoover

Director
Mr. E. A. Tamm.

Mr.', cottoy

Mr. .Slavin'

Mr, Hendon
^

Mr. Me Int i ro COMMUNICATIONS SECT!. N

M A. I Lfcp:
Mr.- Nichols.^
Mr. Panulnitpn'

Mr. Rosen.
’

us. M*.Mr. (JuInnTamtn

k
«

.

“ •

FEQERAC BUREAU \ IN /ESTl jkT

^U; S. 'DEPARTMENT at JO$TJ£

Adtn. Flies

PcrS. Flics

Tour Room

RJr.* Tracy

Miss Candy



JSA;MH

CC-150

CODE

SEPTEMBER 10, 1940

To: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION.

Transmit the following message to: SAC, NEW YORK CITY
ST. PAUL

!' DOCTOR EDWARD UHLER Y30NTOIJ, INFORMATION CONCERNING, WAR DEPARTMENT. COMPLETE

ININSTIGATION AND SUBMIT REPORT AT ONCE.

HOOVER

ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED"
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-11-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

cc - Pittsburgh (By Regular Lfe.il)

r:
*--•

;

?2s% TMson.

I li*. Clejc -

|
Efc. E. A. Tana,.

|
M*. ?oswortSz

fj
3Ir. Nathan

j
Mr. Ladd

.

I
Mr. E«an

1 Mr. Glnvin

]
Mr. Nichols..,.

|

Sir. Hendon....

c Mr. Rosen ......

J
Mr. Tracy

|
fflss Gandy..,

CpiES..HESl’B

iraRga flfr.su o? iwwn
|.Gfe?i3Jt3f»C7JB2

respraoaaa m
IvIM

?YED

\ Af# 27 1964-

V 'i ''SENT VIA
.j



%£u -ikfOrhation- . cqMaIned.': 'y
\

’

*.

f^REdN;’ !
S

v.;
:

•*

date; 08-il-^0q9 .,BY *60^24 tJC* BATJ/DK/TH

8-2U-iid pn <®c

SAC SE7 Y0I5X

SOTOOEk IHPQEimglOS C05@@ItIG> •;;•**. W.; BUCETA- •;£,

iBi®iosE® -• sk'.n^yn.-%ehb^
AEGBS!T NiliBIBiJU ' FORTY* ^ILL BE AT TEE. AfJERICAB liJSTITOiS :

0?

OIJS. SEVESvFIVE PIFTS AVBIJtE;, HEtT YORK. CITY.

l. e. iiciMogu

AGEPLS:

coi Bureau'



FEDERAL bureau
investigationForm No. 1

‘f'HlS CASE

MADE
^PPTRIOO
WHICH *

• FOR
made MADEBY’.

®K®Rp VBLBR'

R^ZMLTION

AU. .INFORMATION COTHTTNErr—-;— - ;

HEREIN IS 'UNCLASSIFIED
.

.. • V /
^QO? BY

r
;' 60324 ' UC, BAW/DK/TH

J'OENC*^^!
Hiysids/.^

be ant^ja;
t° the Unite*
Presently on

report ,of r
’

V Minnesota;
Teletype to :Nbw Tonic

i^gKNEAPOXIS
/•- T**'

*"* **? «--

TATBf Desn of tie
contacted aid iz:
since ,DR.

' CONDON:
since that tiw9 he

LEmm^ •

--a, dated .8-10-40,
.

V— office dated 8-24-40.

- \
•

.

Of Phyadvised that - *

--became; associated

gat; and. considered
then, stated that
iCzecfcoslovaidan girl.-rlage that he could wl' :"
ince h« ^,F -

CoUld °ot be

»thies
Srqup*
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DECLASSIFIED /PY #l?32§ UC .'BWSpKffti-
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

.Pittsburgh;; Pennsylvania

DR. ED3ARD- UHD2R CONDON

.CONDON was a lecture? in physics; Columbia Uni-
versity,. spring semester, 1928. -":Those'irho know
him praise highly and have no reason to.dopbt
his- loyalty to United States. :</ >.

.
/:/

;

Report, of- Special. Agent ;R;: E.-' Lethert, -St . Paul;
Minnesota, ; dated August 10, 1940-^; <

Teletype. ;to New. York Office' .from St l. Paul Field

DETAILS

PEGRAM- oa th's (Graduate . School, Colhmoia -University, was • acquainted
with iir . conekb'. v-v;

,-':

'..O' i:; M;.; '**£!
‘

Pa.) - AMSD.

0. a, ooybimmot rMSTCvo omc^



.1 •
, ;

r
.
At/the /office: bf •the - Secretary,' Columbia University,

’

Agent was advisedthai Br. CONDON was A. lecturer in physics duping
the, spring

,
s^ist'^/-©£ 192S >£),.’

• /
*•

* .
* C .

' *'
.

• V ,’j./ . •' v*. r „/ i*.
*>*’' "*

/•;. / '

’•

•" '

' i5ro£essor S. l. QBIMBY of the Physics Departroent Stated
that' he has known Dr. ,C0f-ID0N for a..number of - years, that he is- a;

California man-and a well-kncwn/physicist, in fact, one- of the ..

test in the eountryv -‘Dr. -'-Cd!rooil’')iah'
;-yii^ib^^

>

'a book which is-
highly .regarded. -Professor QUIHBY/tbinks that:- Dr . CONDON- .is one
hundred per cent on loyalty, to- the. United,.States and is .the.type '.-,

of man -.who caii • bis . trusted v£th confidential 'matters *
-
ftt** /CONDON'- ' f

is. in., charge of'research’.at .the Westinghouse. Electric Plant,: Pitts-
burgh, and he does not - think that this large company would - chbose
a mau'pnless - they were sure of his 'loyalties^' Although -Dr.-. CONDON
has. never-,.spoken,.to Professor: QUIMBY of his: politics Professor,
QUiMBYffeels that the Government, would not: make ary .mistake in
placing .its trust, in Dr. Condon., ./ Professor '

QDIMBy recalled that; - y
some .-.time ’ago, when a vacancy, .occurred ' at 'the' head of the Physics'-
Department a;t/Barnard College, -Dr,. COro^ was^recomehded^by the :;,-'

Physics Department ; at Columbia /Univereity^for?the • posiiioxi,'.
;
but -.//•

,he,^d..not,aee fit to .adc.ept.?it:', : V-
;

.‘./-S/, VV.

,

’V;- ,,..1/; Dr. .GEORGE B . , FEGRAM, . Dean of. the Graduate Facilities-;/
V.-,

and Dean . of the. School of Physics , ,
stated that he knows Dr . -CONDON

very welli and’when Dr* CONDON: was; in. the .East- saw him quite fre-
quently, especially-, when

,
he .was

;
at, Princetoh University ...Dr .'

;

:

.

PEGRAM said that Dr. CONEON ; is a yery; fine man and believes in
the/ American ' way

: of lif•; and has no..patiehce:''feth totalitarian.
'

governments;.
. 'Dr;. PEGRAM said/ he- knows of absolwgely no reason-,why

he 'sfiouIcrnOt 'recommend DrA,
CONDON for his : loyalty, to the United

States/' Dr. PEGRAM has tried to obtainthe- services ofDr. CONDON
both for the

,

physics
,
staff at. Columbia University - and the one at "/

Barnard College- and -thinks very highly of \his abilities.

REFERRED UPON CCMPEETiON TO THE OFflCEy OF/.ORIGIN
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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Honorable' Ggct£q B* Allan ' *- *
-

531® TUOLte Bosks® . ••

•.Sashiastca, S*. G« \ •• _/• .

Dear? .Georg)? '

,

SV

'

"T
’

\

‘
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DECLASSIFIED EY-*feo.324 tJC. EAW/DK/TH''
-'

ON 08^-11-2009- •

I

November .6, 1945

He: " DR. EDwARD U.CONDDN A

Dr. Edward U.' Condon has been associated with the Tfestinghouse *

Electric and Manufacturing Research Laboratories, East Pittsburgh, ftenhsylvania
as Assistant Director inCharge .of^research.

• -..V • -

At one time Condon served in the capacity of consultant to the
Manhattan Engineer District’s atomic bomb project. It is reliably reported

; that while serving in this capacity, Condon’s pro-Soviet attitude was noted
by the Army authorities, •

.

v
.

‘

- .. v;
.

.

-.
k >

In June, 1945, the .Soviet Embassy, WashingtonjD. C., issued •

invitations to various scientists in the United States to attend the Science
Jubilee in Moscow commemorating the' 200th anniversary of the founding of the"'-

'"

Russian Academy of Science. Dr. Condon was one of those- who received an
invitation from the Soviet Embassy. The War Department Was strongly opposed
to Condon’s traveling to the Soviet Union at that time because the experimenta-
tion with the. atom, bomb had reached its flriai stages -before an actual test
and his pro-Soviet attitude was known.

.
The Manhattan Engineer District made

"

- representations - to Condon who was determined to make the trip to Moscow.
Condon went to New York City for the purpose of boarding a plane for Moscow
scheduled to' leave

.
June 10,- 1945. When personal appeals and arguments failed,

the Army then brought pressure upon the Department of State to recall Condon 's
passport.

. Condon was advised By the Department of State that the Y/ar Depart-
ment had expressed a desire that he not travel to the Soviet Union and that,
accordingly, the State Department was abiding by the -wishes of- the War
Department. It was suggested to Condon that he turn' in his passport to the
hew York fhssport Office of. the State Department which Condon did on the

'

morning of June 9. . ; .,

•.

,

" further reliably reported that: after Condon had been requested
'

to burn in his passport, -he moved ‘from his lodgings in New York City to the
apartment of Edwin S. Smith,.. National Chairman of the' National Council Of ' a

F5en?hi5, is a <S^ose Soviet Officials, in New
-t7, ?

Washington,..D. C. Smith -has been indicated- to be the individual
~

• K b
f,
2* C°ntaot 111311 between the Political Section of the Soviet

°f tbe Unite«

member of \ Condonf^^® B^Cbndor.; hab fmember of the Pittsburgh. Council of American Soviet friendship,-affdl in 19/3 J

^s. Corresponding Secretary of this organization. Dr. CondonchiKlf^W^4tneon e m 11 *r> . — , a _ . . . _ _ * vv 1 ***^ » .

' *2 Corresponding Secretary ^ m VA&a[U.attUJ.u
: o&iF b00° a member of the Board of the Pittsburgh Co-
. Ladd
—

—

Nicrt
Rosen.

toil of American. Soviet



Friendship. The Pittsburgh Council is a part of the national organization
known .as the National Council of American. Soviet Friendship which is recognized
in Communist circles as,being controlled by the Communist Party. : :

* .

'* '» .* . 1
. *

,
, 7 .

1

• In 1944, Edwin S.. Smith, National Chairman of the National Council
of American Soviet Friendship, announced the membership of the Science - '

Committee, of that organization,' On the Science Committee wna Dr. Edward 0. -

Condon. . - V- 37.

i
. v .

. .

.

It has now been reliably;'re^br^^{|te^|^d,win s. Smith has requested
•Dr. Condon’s assistance in getting one of the atom bomb scientists to speak
at a I&dison Square, Garden rally being sponsored by. the Council urging the .

.

internationalization of the' atom bomb. * Condon has reportedly stated that he
himself would not be available because he 'has to’“lay low" .until his appoint-/
ment has received Seriate confirmation.. 'It is further, reliably reported, how-
ever, that Gondon is attempting to; obtain an atom bomb scientist . as a speaker

‘

’’

For: the rally of the National Council of American Soviet Friendship/^

;

: '

;

/ -
••

. (ui-
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stXj^dard form NO. 64

• §
Office M.eW'lOi'dflduM • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

T.1T-VJM.T

TO

I

FROM

SUBJECT:

mans

The Director

D. M. Ladd

DR. EEWaHET U.^CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R'

DATE:

&
LI INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

r 2, 19k$ . /
Mr. Tolson
Mr. E. A. Tamm
Mr. Clogg
Mr. Coffey
Mr. Glavin
Kir. Ladd\

'

Mr. Nlcho?
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy"
Kir. Carson
Kir. Egan

DATE 08-11-2009 BY 60324 UC BATJ/BK/TH Mr
" “

V
Reference is made to my recent memorandum regarding the

Communist connections of Condon, who was recently nominated by the

President for the. Directorship of the National Bureau of Standards *

Hendon
Mr. Pennington__
Kir. Quinn Tamm_
Tele. Room
Mr. Nease

'

Miss Beahra_
Miss Gandy

The technical surveillance on' the headquarters of the*fflational Council
of American-Soviet Friendship, New York City, has revealed that Edwin S^VSnritST’

Executive
_~-

"Director of the National Council, conferred with Dr. Condon recently
to solicit the latter's assistance in getting one of the atom bomb scientists
to speak at a Kadi spn Square Garden rally sponsored by the Council, urging the

internationalization of- the atom bomb. "

4,
AccordthgKto the technical surveillance, Condon stated that he himself .

was not avalla^fj^Mcause he had to "lay low" until his appointment repelved,
' Senate confirmations Condon, however, promised to help Smith obtain aafeatom bomb
scientist as (a speaker for the rally.

^ie contact between Smith and Condon indicated a close friendship
between the pno. This is already knovm to the Bureau inasmuch as Condon
stayed with Smith immediately prior to Smith's departure for Moscow last •

summer.

ACTION :

This matter is being followed, and any furth.er details of interest
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Office of Director

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COPY

Office of the Attorney General

Please see if FBI has any-
thing on ISr. Condon who was
recently appointed head of
Burn of Standards .

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC EAW/DK/TH

Mr. Tolson

Mr. E. A. Tamm_
Mr. Clegg

Mr. Coffey

Mr. Glavin
Mr. Ladd
Mr. Nichols

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy

Mr. Carson

Mr. Egan
Mr. Hendon

Mr. Mumford
Mr . Jones

Mr. Pennington

Tele. Room
Mr. Nease
Miss Beahm
Miss Gandy
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FROM

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Official indicated below by check mark

Solicitor General . .

Assistant to the Attorney General
i

Assistant Attorney General, Anti-Trust . . . . .

Assistant Attorney General, Tax . .

Assistant Attorney General, Claims

Assistant Attorney General, Lands ........
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal ......
Assistant Attorney General, War

Alien Enemy Control Unit

Alien Property Unit

Assistant Solicitor General .•••..
Director, FBI ................. .

Director of Prisons ...............
Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization . .

Liaison Officer, Immigration and Naturalization

Administrative Assistant

Division of Accounts

Division of Communications and Records ....
Division of Supplies

pardon Attorney

Parole Board .«•••• .....

MEMORANDUM
ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BATJ/DK/TH

Board of Immigration Appeals

Librarian

i/L - A ^

& fj - &U-.

vv..

Director of Public Relations

Mr. Donald Cook

Mrs. Stewart

Miss McCarron

Miss Healy

Mrs. Kroll

Miss Adams

Miss Moore



DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH
/EE™

A. g -JTS ^/-/iTtYp sere
'

INDEXES the ATTORNEY GENERAL *T • ^ November 9, 1945

John Edgar Hoover - Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

November 9, 1945

DR. EDWARD U. CONDON

* Reference is made to your request of November 8 , 1945, for informa-
tion Goncefriing Dr. Edward U. Condon, recently appointed Director of the

National S&feeau of Standards.
>

.

*
•

•
^

* •

lljr.. Condon was bom at Alamogordo, New Mexico,. March 2, 1902i He
received a EhyD. degree from the University of California in 1926 in physic’s

•

Thereafter he was associated, with Columbia University, Princeton University
and ’the . University of Minnesota in the physics departments of those institutions.

SMce\ ^p^erftber, 1937, he has been employed by the' Westinghous Electric Company,

inMGhargby of research at the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Research

-Xaboratorie^, '.'East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For a period of time Condon served
in the c®^rGity of consultant at the atomic bomb project of the Manhattan
/Engineer District. y ,

•
•

Hr8>
:
Edward IJ^Gbndon, the wife? of Dr. Condon has been since 1943 the

correspondence secretary 'of the Pittabur^i Council of Aferi<^r Soviet Frieil&ship.

Dr. GOndon himself has been a member of the Board of the Pittsburgh Council of
American Sb^et Friendship. This Council' is part of the- national organization
known is tfc© National Council of American Soviet Friendship, whicfi'is recognized

in CoimUnist circles as being controlled by the Party.

In 1944, Edwin SljrSmith, head of the National Council of American
Soviet Briifendship, announced the membership of the Science Committee of that
organization. On the Science Committed was Dr. Edward 0. Condon.... ‘ *.i

Information has been received from the Manhattan Engineer District

that Cond'onrs pro-Soviet attitude was known to them and, consequently, when

Gondon made plans to go. to the Soviet Union in the summer of 1945, just^as the

e^erimenitation on the atom bomb was, reaching the point of actual pj^aical
J — V.r 4V» + V.A ^ e C+r\db^nsttrtftion, pressure was brought by the War Department ort the* Deparjaiient of State

* to present his travel.
. aa& $ m

jCUS, •: •

A

U i

nS CJ1
In June, 1945, the Soviet Embassy, Washington, ^ssyed invita^pris

to various sGieh^s'^&^'asn .the
}

^nlvted-5S'¥&^e*8 to attend the Seiene^Jufeilee in

Moscow coinfiomor^ii*^
J
ihe‘ %w© hundredth a^iversary of the founding .oK tbe

Russian. Acb-demir of i &^qncei. \^ffjfeX0dnd8n was one' of those who' received, an.

invitation ’frcjfo
4 xhe So^e^Wbas8y . The War Department made representations to

lon
Tam.T.^

* Condon vrho was, however, determined to make the trip0
. When arguments failed

Is

‘

'the -War ©epartmpnt then brought pressure upon the Department of State . Gbmdoh
rin '-"went .to New York City for |he

.

purpose of boarding a plane for Moscow. However,.

iois ha was advised by the Department o^fSt&te to; turn in hia passport* to the New York

Tracy ftaasport Qffide of .the - State Department, which he did on the morning of June 9,

E?£|lr I SENT FROM D. v.~~\ / j
[) P

Quinn
j

L - A F\ lD A’/ l .

’ / 1 / Ktj/9
SENT FROM D.O.

time
&ATE.LLr~3j-^-"' .

1/



Y . . . Prior to this date Condon had been, staying with Professor Harlot?

^Shapley-Pf Harvard University in New York City, Shapley was one of those
Individuals, who actually did make the trip to Moscow, After receiving the

• instructions from the Department of State on June 3, 1945, Condon moved to
' the apartment of Edwin S^''Smith, National Chairman of the National Council
of American Soviet Friendship,, who was a close contact' of Soviet officials
in New fork City and 'Washington* D. G. Smith has been reported as the
individual most likely to be the contact man between the political section
of the Soviet Embassy and the national headquarters of the Communist Party
of 'the United States* Smith and Condon are reportedly close friends,

A highly reliable source has advised that Edward S. Smith recently
'

conferred with Dr, Condon to solicit the latter’s assistance in getting one
of the atom bomb scientists to speak at a Madison Square Carden rally
sponsored by the National Council of American, Soviet Friendship, urging the
internationalisation of the atom bomb. Condon reportedly told Smith that h9
had to ’lay low" until his appointment as Director of the National Bureau of .

Standards had received Senate confirmation, but promised to help Smith obtain
an atom bomb scientist as speaker for the rally, • .

'
•

With regard /to Condon’s membership on the Science Committee of the
National' Council of M^rican Soviet Friendship, it is reported that in -

January, 1945> Harr^Grundfest, a scientist residing in Hew York ' City who is
a known contact of individuals involved in the current Soviet espionage cases

—regarding* agents in the United -States, Canada-arid- - Srsat-Britain, was a member
of the Executive Committee of the Science Committee of the National Council of
American Soviet Friendship. - '

'

'

.

Grundfest himself is a regular contact of Soviet agents in the
United States. Grundfest reportedly recommended Edward u. Condon as a .

possible scientific consultant for a Senatorial committee. It is reported
; that Grundfest would not recommend Condon or anyone else for a specific job
if he did not feel the Soviet Union would benefit from such an, appointment.
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Mr. Glavin^i^
Record of Telephone Call or Visitor Mr. Ladd

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED Nichols\S
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED * ' Mr. Rosen
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH Mr. Tracy .

Mr, Carson
Mr. Irvinp&os of th&MMcCram-^ Mr. Egan
cS/IMX- p honed . Hill Fubl Tsh'ing Co, Mr. Gumea

—
^ VIr . Hendon

Phone No. llatinnal dd/LA Mr. Jones
^ Mr. Pennington^

Hour ii»^Qo7?iDate Wnv. 7.V, 19 45 Tele. Room
Mr. Nease

’ Miss Beahm
» Miss Gandy

REMARKS ...

FE85RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Record of Telephone Call or Visitor

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

X Ni(
N ' Mr. Ro£

He stated that Dr. Edward U. Condon, the new
Director of the mr^iTTf^andrayds , Commerce
Department j would like to have an appointment
with the Director next Monday afternoon ^ Nov„19tl
He said Dr. Condon is writing a booh; that/me
chapter in the booh is about atomic energiAcmnd
+.hn-t- c,— ,, - „ t 1that for some reason it was necessary for Dr.
Condon to see Mr. Hoover in c onnecti on with thi
chapter before the booh is published. - He
further stated that he was to have lunch with
Dr. Condon and that he would like to hnow about
the appointment by lD:30pn today if possible. *

,

He was told that Mr. Hoover would be given the\\
message and that someone jvould contact hinu,
on National ^ i! '

Files reflect no r nJ~F0 /s/however they are WmW%S'chpd e&PDr .^Condon
and_ the McGraw-Hill^f&&Wim^%d&A%r>u
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r.Irvi^foos of lthe^ffoGro,w Hill Mr.
i i . a i 7-v 7^-»* ^ f — ' 1

--phoned. Publish in gflloT

Phone fro .Harti onali 4046

Hour 12:40PM)a\eN<§vember

Mr. Gurnea_

Mr. Hendon^

Mr. Jones

Mr. Penning

Tele. Roonl
,

[?. Ne a s e_

Miss Bea]

Miss Gi

REM.

He advised that he had not been called
regarding the ippaintment he is trying to make
for Dr. Edward] uS*Cond on, Director of the Bureau
of Staridards "vli e

1

"“&ook that Dr. Condon wants
to discuss with the Director is going to press
later this weekj and therefore the time factor
is very important

.

\

' J
He was told th/at it had been ascertained thefts

Mr. Hoover wouUd be out of the city next mriday,
and that whiles he was in V/ashington today f it
was thought tfqat he would leave town before
contacting the] office. In answer to his inquiry

that Hr. Hoover 's return to

*"i)r.

rminWMh effer he^w^lcf like to

he was informed
7/ashington was\

Mr. Foos indict
Condon and det
see anyone eslb

jmh
. _

.
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The Director
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,
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DA*TE 08-12-20^ 3Y 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH
DR. EDWARD U. CONDON
INTERNAL SECUHETY - R

JA
The Times-Herald for Tuesday, October 30, 19ij.£, carries on

page three an item, which is attached, stating that President Truman
on October 29, announced the
of the National Bureau of Standards
Cpndpu^to succeed him.

Quinn ”anvn

•Tglo. ROO!
Keaso

\jfr. Jonosj

r
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resignation of Dr. Lyman J-^Briggs as Dire ctcy^
ndards, and the nomination 'of Dr. Edvrard U. — ^ 1

—

. A check was immediately made with Major C. C. Pierce of the ManH^Can^^^^
Engineer District, inasmuch as it was known that Condon had at one time served in
the capacity of consultant to the atomic bomb project. Pierce stated that.London 1 s

pro-Soviet attitude “had not endeared him to
^

thev Army1

! and

head the^ N^io^^^u^au
v
of^ gfcapdaE^ the /

resuli^of ^pressure by Secretary of Commerce Henry, A^¥allace.

Pierce recalled that Condon .ha on going to v
the Soviet. Union

in the _sumitfer of 19k% .and only the pressure brought bjr the V/ar Department on the
StatQ^®artmCT.t had^prevented^his travel to Moscow at the. time the atomic bomb -

*

was in its final stages of development •

• THE MOSCOW INCIDENT ' /

In June, 19U5, the Soviet Embassy, Washington, D. C«, issued invitations
to various scientists in the United States to attend the Science Jubilee in Moscow

'

commemorating the 200th Anniversary of the founding of the Russian Academy of Science^
• . «

Dr*_J3pn<Ton was one. of those who had received an invitation from the Soviet
Embassy . The Army made representations to Condon, who was determined to make the

.
[.trip to Moscow. Wen arguments failed, the Army then brought pressure upon the
X Department of State . Condon went' to New York City for the purpose of boarding

a Pi31115 f°r Moscow,- June 10, 19k$* According to information furnished by the

_ ^fenhattan Engineer District, Condon phoned the White House from New York City and
jj was referred by the White House to Haldore^anson, an assistant to Archibald ...

\J^MacLeish*~.Assistant Secretary of State in Charge of Cultural RelationsTwho W4I
handling the arrangements for the trin by various American scientists to the .‘'Soviet
Uaion for the celebration,

Q _At- \

/ ' Haldore Hanson is an I$Sf$£§lual whoXjrevit^ly c^ntributed articles to \* "Amerasia" Magazine and has been mentioned^ that^^ga^ in the case involving !i

Philip Jacob^Waffe, was, et al. Acgoajgj^g to the Manhattan Engineer District, in \ J
Hanson's absence? Condon dictatec£Sveif%ie telephone frow//New York to Hanson's f /

\

secretary a letter to the President^/6ondon allfegf.d .that he had called the New .York
v

‘ Office of the FBI and that they had suggested ht^^O. the White. House in order that
he might make0

arrangements for his departure frp^ the United States. (In this
regard SAC Conroy of the New York Office advised the Manhattan Engineer District

,

that no such call had been received by him.) The rest of the letter indicated that
j Condon wanted to clear-up the matter of his passport

!(A"

i
i ’A
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Mrs. Ruth Shipley of the Passport Office of the State Department then

called Condon by phone in New York and told him that the War Department had
expressed a desire that he not travel to the Soviet Union and, accordingly, the

State Department was abiding by the wishes of the War Department. She suggested
to Condon that he turn in hi^ passport to the New York Passport Office of the
State Department, which Condon did on the morning of June 9th.

According to the Manhattan Engineer District, Condon had been staying
with Professor Harlow Shapely -of Harvard University in New York City. Shapely
was one of those individuals who actually did make the trip to Moscow. He is
an astronomer.

After; his^ony^rg^on^h Mrs,_ Shipley
r

on
to the apartment._of Edwin S.ySmith,.. NationaIL

::

Chalrrriari of the National Council of
1 "-irr. -_ .:f21 iii _»li ' iziSS fi

most likely to be the contact man between the political section of the Soviet
Embassy and the national headquarters of the Communist Party of the U.S., in
connection with Soviet espionage activities and Soviet direction of Communist
activities in the United States.

Because of the fear of the Manhattan Engineer District that Condon
might have given to Smith documentary items to be passed on to the Soviets,
arrangements were made for Smith to be searched by Customs prior to his departure
for the Soviet Union. Accordingly, all documents in the possession of Edwin S.
Smith were examined at the time of the departure of the plane for Moscow, but
none were of a scientific nature.

BACKGROUND OF DR. EDWARD U. CONDON

Condon was bom at Alamogordo, New Mexico, March 2, 1902. He received
a Bachelor of Arts degree December, 192k, from the University of California, and
a Ph.D. Degree at the University of California in 1926 in physics. Tfhile an under-
graduate at the University of California, Berkeley, he married a young woman of
Czechoslovakian descent. From 1927 to 1929, he was a lecturer in physics
at Columbia University; 1928 to 1929, Assistant Professor of Physics, Princeton.
University; 1929 to 1930, Professor of Theoretical Physics, University of
Minnesota; 1930 to 1937, Associate Professor of Physics at Princeton, and since
September, 1937, he has been Assistant Director in Charge of Research at the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Research Laboratories, East Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

|
Mrs. Edward U.^ondon, the wife of Dr. Condon, has been since ±9h3 the

fcorresponding secretary.*of the Pittsburgh Council of American-Soviet Friendship.
IDr. Condon has been a member of the Board of the Pittsburgh Council of American-

|
Soviet Friendship. This Council is a part of the national organization known

las the^Jational Council of American-Soviet. Friendship, which is recognized in
Communist circles as controlled by the Party.

- 2 -



^ In ±9kh, Edwin S. Smith of the National Council of American-Soviet
endship, announced the membership of the Science Committee of the Nationaly

Council of American-Soviet Friendship. On the Science Committee was Edward Jo.

Condon. On the Executive Committee of the Science Committee was Dr. Harry^Grundfest

,

Dr. Harry Grundfest is a scientist residing in New York City who is a known
{correspondent of two of the individuals .involved in the Soviet espionage case in
{Canada. These two people are Professor RaymoridyBoyer, whose cover name is ..HThe^
'Professor, " and who furnishes scientific data to Colonel Zabotin, Soviet Military
fiitl'cRe. in Ottawa. The other individual who has corresponded with Grundfest is
NormaijrVeall, a British scientist who is known to have brought to Canada with him
in 19k3 a letter of introduction from Douglas Frank-fSpringhall, who subsequently,
in 19h3, was sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment for a violation of the Official
Secrets Act in London. Springhall was national organizer of the Communist Party
of Great Britain and was obtaining top secret information from the files of the I

Air Ministry to turn over to the Soviets.

Bearing these circumstances in mind, plus the fact that Grundfest is
known to be. a regular . contact of the Soviet Consulate, a correspondent with Soviet
scientists in the Soviet Union, and dr contact of individuals in the espionage
group headed by Arthur Adams, illegal resident Soviet spy of New York City, Grund-
fest ’s observations regarding Condon may be pertinent. In January, 19h$, one
Herber^Schiknel of IVashington'j D. C., asked Grundfest ’s advice as to persons
who. could be scientific consultants for Kilgore (believed to be Senator Kilgore).
Schimmel suggested the name of Harlow^hapely, mentioned above, as a '’liberal."
Grundfest also stated that they should consider Edward^Condon of Westinghouse. -

who v/as "decent if not liberal." ‘
’

The WQj^J!l®exglILs§_U.se.d_b5^-Grun,dfe.st,,is-.believed,-to-refer„-t.O-,persons of
definite, Cornmnist Pqyty membership or sympathies.

. The
;

word "decent" is believed
to refer to personsyaf pro-Soviet ‘sympathies^jip; pecessarily' ^arty^mOTbers

.

: ? ‘

It should be noted, that Grundfest would not recommend Condon or
anyone else for a specific job if he did not feel the Soviet Union would benefit
from such an appointment.

OBSERVATION

Inasmuch as the Director of the National Bureau of Standards would have
access to the vast bulk of scientific information available in the United States
and would be in a position to pass this data on to the Soviet Union, and since the
Director of the National Bureau of Standards stands a very good chance of being
appointed to membership on any committee or governmental organization handling
atomic weapons, I thought you would be interested in the foregoing' data.

The MajrijatiaalEngirieer Distric.t^understands Condon will, be, takings a
substanti.al_.^.rgduction in^salary, in accepting the nevr jogfe.

Attachment

- 3 -
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Dr: Condon Succeeds Briggs1

As Bureau of Standards Head
Resignation of ' Dr. Lyman J.

Briggs as director of the National

Bureau of Standards and nomina-

tion of Dr. Edward TJ. Condon,

one of the atom
bomb experts,

to succeed him
was announced
yesterday by'

President Tru-

man. .

Dr. Brigg,s,
who ‘‘is 71, will

retire as soon
as his successor

is confirmed
and terminate
almost 50 years
of Government
service that be-

when look
Brlsss

a "temporary” job with the De-
l partment of Agriculture to help

\ finance studies for his PhD. de-

gree.

‘tures and aerodynamics subcom-
mittees.

During World War I he was
loaned by Agriculture for special

\vork with the Bureau of Standards
v/here he worked on special navy
problems and helped develop the

"stable zenith” for battleship fire

control.

k Dr. Briggs became director of

the Bureau of Standards in 1933.

He received his B.S. degree from
Michigan State College in 1893

and Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins in

190i.-He has numerous honorary
dgerees, is a former president of

the American Physical ..Society

and a member of many scientific

societies.

Was Compass Expert

I One of the outstanding behind

I the-scenes men in aviation develop

/ ment. Dr. Briggs assisted in per-

fecting the earth induction * com*

'pass and other scientific aviation

•aids. He is a member of the Na-

tional Advisory Committee for

[Aeronautics, chairman of its sub-

'committee on aircraft materials

*1and member of its aircraft struc-

Grandson In Navy

A native of Michigan, Dr.

Briggs makes his home in the 3200

block Newark St. NW. He is mar
ried and has a daughter, a grand
daughter and a grandson in th
navy.

Dr. Condon has been associa.-,

director of the Westinghouse Re-
search Laboratory since 1937. He
is a member of the National De‘
fense Council and consultant t

the National Defense .
Resear..

Committee, in which capacity h
played a part in developing th
atom bomb. He is the author o:

numerous scientific works includ-

ing one on atomic spectra*'“ J
^

Clipped from

EigeJL
Wash. Times Herald
October 30. 1945

JS3SL0S0SD



THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
oc - Mr. Tamm

Mr • Ladd March 18* lpij6

John Edgar H^ver^/Director- Federal- Bureau of Investigation

ip '2*
,.-*'•

JULIUS ROBERT OPfOTiEIISR • ... '

EKv'ABD UHL5#C0IIC0N ' v - \ -

HAROLD CLAYTON U5EY : *

"
'

.

There 'are attached hereto for your information memorandalon^Dr. Julius
Robert Oppenheimer, Dr. Edward Uhler Condon and Dr. Harold Clayton Urey *who are
being' considered, as observers in the test* to be conducted in the South Pacific
area knov/n as operation crossroads. !!

^

’ All three of these individuals -have previously been Closely connected

with the atom bomb experimentation conducted in this country and it is -further
‘

noted that Dr. Qppenheimer‘ v/as formerly head of the .Los Alamos Laboratory in
New Mexico. '

k

Enclosures
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"BEST COPY AVAILABLE"

* March 18, 1946

AS

t)3*. Edward Ufcler Condon Van horn at JUcapgordo, How Mexico,. on 1'arch 0f
1902. He attended iM University of California and received a Uh.D. degree
Jtt 1936* Eo vac thereafter associated with. Colunhia University, Princeton
HhltMotty, end this University of Hinnosotc. serving In the piysico dGK«»J?tfiGAt«
of these institutions* Since Sapienher*, 1937, he his keen asnocijatsd with the
Uestingkoues MGofeio Corapany in charge of *amtvcfo at $hn HoGtinghou.se Hieetrle
end Iksaxfacfcurihg Haeearek,laboratories,. JJact Httsburgh, Pennsylvania. £05? a
period Of tine- Ur, Condon ssrved in the capacity of a consultant on the atom
hoab project of the Manhattan 32fi^n«elr Plstyict. On October 3ft* 1945, Er.
Qondoa was nonihated by President SJstmaa as Eirecto? of the National Bureau of
Standasds-, Wcshingtoa*: IJ* Ov.

hr. Keaso
Miss Oandy__

‘ t?* $o«d<au Site #Qfi&oa* $£u? siati© 194S' selectW
~m OoyyospOiiSonCo Secretary of the Pittshur/^'Couacll of the Jfc&ricosrSovleb . .

friendship. ftr. Uondon hinoelf has been a meriber of the Board of the Pittsburgh

.

1u>3-' Council of American-Soviot friendship, iEbis Oonacil ie a pert of the Hatipnai
.i»p| KvsmZz&nm which- |a known S3 the National' Ueimeii -of .iaericoa-Soviefc Prisnd- . -

.

JS j))].. chip* which, Ofgoniaatiba is recognised in Ooacsmist circles as being .controlled. -

^bQ hy the doa^st Party Of 11. 3, A. • \

in 1944, .Msin, 2* Snlthi head of the Uationsi Council of Moricas- -

Soviet friendship, announced the formation end nonbership of the Science
•

‘

' Qonaittoo Of that organisation., Sr, Sdsard XT. Condon Wee listed .as a aonber of
.

; the Science Comittee.

In dune, 1C15» the soviet Ssbassy, fashinstoa, Kv 0,, issued Invitations
to various scientists in the united States to attend the Science UuMleO in,

• Moscow, Cassia,* „ia, comenoration of the two- hundredth anniversary of the founding*
of the Hussion Aoadeny of Science, »r, Eduard, U. Condon Was .snong those in-
dividuals who received an invitation froa the Soviet, gabacoy. She War Separfcnont
attonpted to have hr.- Condon defer his trip? however, he. was deternlnei to nake?
the trip. 5Jhen arguaents failed, tho Uar Pepartnent then brought pressure upon
the Bopartnent. of State# Er, Sondon went to Hew York Gity fpr tho purpose of

'•

,

' hoarding a plane for Moscow* HusGiaj however, ho was advised by the UepsrtQeat .

. of State to turn in hie passport- to the How York passport office of -the State
KT. Toison^' Bopsrtnaat, which he. dU on the jaomins of dhne 9, .1945. '. •

RAC:ka

-4
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. . .
to this date, Drv Gordon had. been staying with Professor Barlow

Shapley of Harvard University, Professor Shapley was One of those individuals
who actually did make the trip to Moscow, Snssia, After receiving the in-
structions from the Department of State on June 8, 1945, Dr. Condbn moved to
the apartment of Edwin S. Smith, Hatioiml Chairman of the National Council of
American-Soviet; friendship* who was a close, contact of Soviet officials in
Hew York City and tfaahington, D. 0. Sdwin S. Smith has keen reported as the
individual most likely to -lie the contact man between the political section of
the Soviet Embassy and the. national headquarters of the Communist Party, U, 5.A.
it is further- reported that Dr. Condon and Sdwin S. Smith are intimate friends.

A highly reliable
.
source has advised that Edward S. Smith recently

confeprecl with I)?*. Condon to solicit tiis latte? 1 s assistance/ in staining one
of the atom bomb, scientists to speak at a Kadi son. Square Garden rally under
the sponsorship of the national. Council of American-Soviet friendship, urging
-the internationalization of .the atom bomb. Dr. Condon reportedly Informed
Edwin Smith that he had to "lay low" until, his appointment as Director of the
Hational bureau. of Standards had received Senate confirmation, but promised to
help Edwin Smith obtain m atom bomb scientist as Speaker for the rally.

With regard to Condon* s membership on the Science Committee of the
national Council of Aaerican^Soviet friendship, it is reported that in (January,
1945, Harry Grundfest, a prominent scientist residing in Hew York City who is &
known contact of individuals involved in current espionage investigations, was
a member pf the Executive Committee of the Science Committee Of the Hational
Council of American-Soviet- friendship'.. Grundfest himself Is known to be ip
regular contact with Soviet agents in the United States. Grundfest. reportedly
recommended Dr. Edward U. Condon as a possible scientific consultant for a
Senatorial committee. It is reported that Grundfest would not recommend Condon
or anyone else for a specific job if he did no.t feel that, the Soviet Union
would benefit from such an appointment. '

•
_

- .

0a February 4* 1946, it is known that Hathan Gregory Silvermaster .and
.his wife attended a dinner on that evening.in Washington, 2. 0,, held for Bussiaa
relief, Hathan Gregory Silvermaster and his. wife were accompanied to the. dinner
by Kro. Emily Condon, the wife Of Dr. Edward U. Condon,, It is noted that Hathan
Gregory Silyermaster and hie wife are principal subjects in a Soviet espionage
investigation, aad that these individuals are: known to have transmitted secret
Government documents through Soviet Intelligence channels for the benefit ofthe Soviet Union.



SAC, Pittsburgh

Director, FBI

,

ALL INFOferiATION COHTAIHEI>

HEREIfl.JS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE ' 08-12-2009 .BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Reference is made to your letter dated March 18 , I9I16, requesting
to be advised whether the Bureau desired through* Mr. Frederick Hi XJunldo to
arrange an interview with a family physician of Dr. Condon.

It is believed that your office should, arrange through ijr. Bubble
to talk to the physician and he should be advised that we would appreciate
receiving any information which he. believes to be of value to our national
defense work, in view of the physician-patient relationship you should
be careful not to place him in a compromising position.

Mr. Tolson
MT. E. A. 1

Mr. Olavln
Mr. Ladd-"
Mr. Nichols
l£r. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Carson
Mr. Egan

~

Mr. Ournea
Mr. Harbo

“

Mr. Hendon
Mr. Penning
Mr. Quinn 1

'Hr. Nease
Miss Gandy

BUREAU Of RxVE5TjG>TiK«
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TO

fa*
F

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Director, FBI DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH DATE:
/ oh 18, 1946

: SAC, Pittsburgh

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON

V INTERNAL SECURITY - R

~v~

A report has been received from Special Agent JOHN W. FORD 'who is

assigned to the office of Major THOMAS E. SMULLIN, In Charge of Security,
Intelligence Corps, Third Service Command, regarding the above person.

On March 13, 1946 Mr. FREDERICK wJ^MJBKLB, a former Special Agent of
the Counter Intelligence Corps of the U. s} Army, appeared at the Pittsburgh
Office of the Intelligence Corps and reported that he had received information

. which he considered 'to be very reliable to the effect that Dr* CONDON had
f
recently indicated his affection for Russia, his opinion that America should
share the secret of the Atomic bomb .with Russia and his displeasure at having
been denied a passport for his return to Russia in the summer of 1945* As
the Bureau is aware. Dr* CONDON is one of the foremost physicists in the
United States and has taken* a leading part in Atomic bomb research* Accord-
ing,to the Pittsburgh file entitled DR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON, INFORMATION
CONCERNING, Dr. CONDON resides at 1420 Walnut Street, Edgewood, Pa*

Mr. DUMKLE's information had been obtained from the family physician
of Dr* CONDON and his wife* This physician over-heard Dr. CONDON and his
wife talking regarding the Russian situation. According to Mr. DUNELE, this
physician is a highly reputable member of the medical profession, has no ax
to grind with the CONDON family and is only concerned with protecting this •

country* The physician also reported that Dr. CONDON has frequently expressed
'Communistic sympathies.

Mr. DUNKLE has recently been discharged from the U. S. Army and is

at the present' time's clerk in the Common Pleas Court, City-County Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. DUNKLE when reporting this information stated that the
family physician was desirous o£r giving a more complete report of this infor-
mation and he requested Mr. DUNKLE to arrange an interview with a representa-
tive of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The Bureau is requested to notify this office whether or not further
action is desired in this matter.
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OH. 08-12-2009

PSBSQHAL' AMD. COB!

From:

Captain. Fred-Rhodes
‘

United States Engineers Office
Manhattan District
Washington liaison Office ,

•

Post Office Box 2610 -
s

Washington, D. C.
• <£ -• ! .

•

John Edgar Hoover, Director - Federal Suroau of Investigation

EDVjARD UHISlftoNDOIi . .
*

There is attached herewith for your confidential information a
memorandum on the background and Communist activity of Dr. Edward Uhler Condon
formerly associated with the atom bomb project who is reported to be under
consideration as an observer in the test to be conducted in the South Pacific
area Irnotm as "operation crossroads. n

This maaoranduB is being forwarded pursuant, to your verbal request
of Karch 11, 1946.

Enclosure,

F m/ i H
3

58 MAlTaU 2946
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/'STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office MeL,

TO * D. M. Ladd /

FROM : J. G. Strict*

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD $TCONDON
„ INTERNAL SECURITY - R

idum
'

-• UNITED^TATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: May 1, 19U6

ALL INFGRMATI ON CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

You will recall that- Dr. Edward U* Condon, Director of the

Bureau of Standards, who is known for his pro-Soviet attitude is the

technical advisor for the Senate Committee on Atomic Energy*

Mr. Tolson
sir. 2. A. Tamr
Mr. Ciecr
Mr. Cofrey
Mr. Olevln
Mr. Ladd
Mr. Nichols

~
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Carson
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gurnea
Mr. Hendon_
Mr. Ponnlngcon
Mr. Quinn Taiai_

MT.^KeagS
71

.
Miss 3^hk/j /

You will also recall that Mrs. Edward UV Condon, tha/sub ject*s h-

wife, is known to associate with - Mr . and Mrs. Nathan Gregor^aaLver-mas-ter < I

subjects of an espionage investigation as well asFe odhi/&arahin who has

been identified in connection with the Silvermaster investigation as the //lip
successor in NKVD activity to Anatole Gromov. v

The attached clipping from the Washington Daily News of May 1,

19)46, shows that Dr. Edward U. Condon will address engineering students

at George Washington University "on the controversial subject," "International

Cooperation in Science," on May 2, 19U6, at 8:30 p.m., in Lisner Auditorium,

21st and H Streets, Northwest.

ACTION:

It is respectfully suggested that the Washington Field Office be

telephonically instructed to cover this meeting and report Dr. Condon's

remarks if possible.

IW:aep

' 4?

Becorded •

. _ . ^
sndbked 0 Q ^

* * 30 MAY ~fpi946 K I

mm



ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IM IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Dr. Condon Chosen

as GWU Lecturer
i Dr. Edward U. Condon, director ctfj

the Bureau of Standards, -will address
|

e n g i n eering stu-

dents at George
Was hington Uni-
versity on the con-
troversial subject,

“International Co-
Operation in
Science,” tomor-i
row at 8:30 p. m.
in Eisner Audito-

rium, 21st and H
streets nw. It will

be first in a series

of annual lectures

financed by Alum-
nus Frank A.

Howard,' recently retired president of I

Standard Oil Development Co., New]
Jersey.

Dr. Condon



March 18, 1946
t *

.

ALL IMFOPITATIOU • CONTAINED
HEKEII& IS ’UNCLASSIFIED '

:
-

DATE -08-12-2009 BY- SQ324 UC BAU/DtJ/TH

Shore are attached hereto xaaaoranda. relating to the background-
.

and Comauniat Party activity- of Dr* Julius Robert Opponhoiraer, Dr. Edward
Dhlcr Condon and Dr. Harold Clayton Drey who arc reported to ba undor consideration
aa observers in the tost to be conducted in the .South Pacific a?c& SnoTfii as .

. ,

"operation crossroads*'* : j

- •
•

there are also- attached for your approval a aanorandum to the Attorney
Coneral fertsardins a copy, of these nsmorcuda for bin information and a letter to
the Manhattan Engineer District forwarding a copy - of the attached rmorandua on
Dr. Edward bhlor Condon in response to their verbal request on March 11, 1946*.

Attachment

RACs.m

Ur. Tolson
Mr. E. A. 1

Mr. Clegg
Mr.OlQVirT

Mr. Nichols
Mr. Rossn

lb'. HarboJ
Ur. Hendon_

l-r. Keaso.
:i33 6ondy_
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FEDERAL .
BUREAU :.0F. INVESTIGATION

FormNo. l'
:

' ; v ,

;This case originatedat WASHINGTON, D.-

C

:CCtMLAND. :

Jv ;j;0jJES

INTERNAL 'SECURITY - R

STRICTLY CQ]

employed as Director of-: the ; National Bureau, of-; Standard:
is known, contact of NATRAN

.

GREGQRY?^g^SllIAS!pE,V'princi-
lal subject in “case entitled .GREGORY,..Espionage.-.-;2lj .

and’ is~.known - to' have attended ; dinner -given by the .

'

American Society for Russian' Relief} ,1s' activein
National'- Committee;’:on Atomic ^information and. reportedly
dh 'favor of; public, release"' pf^ atomic 'information. ,

~

.

Report of-'Spbciai Agent; H;AK.‘ JOHNSON-, - dated July '19,.

19AQ ats-.PittsburghV. Pehnsylvahia;- . report ' of Special:
Agent LOUIS K)EBL,; :idated August ; 21, 1940 at Washington,

DETAILS:

Tills case? is- being' reopenedinyievj of' subject* s .known

associatioh'withNATHAN GREGORY SIL1ERMASTER, 'prippipaltof
,
the ‘case enr"-,

\

titled 'GREGORY* Espionage - R.- ;
;; .

'*
V*

I-;'

-

;
.v
v'- The report 'of Special Agent LAMBERT G.- -ZANDER, entitled

GREGORY,: Espionage 4 R, at Washington, B .. C., dated March'll,.': 1946,. re-.
'

fleets, that/bn February- A, .1946, a physical.,kirveillance v;as maintained oi

'Zl27^m coe™ c

5 -Bureau--..,,?'.-

Z' Pittsburgh
3 .

Washington Field
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.

: • -,>
•

NATHAN GREGORY SHtfERMASTER and 'his -wife; HEIM, at their -residence,
.

5515 30th Street, N.'W.y Washington, :D. C: /:
" f;

.

-

-

'
-'At- 6:35 p. -m»V the SILTERMASTEHS-Avere Observed to leave their '.:

home'; and drive to the' residence of Dr.
.

Road, N. 71. The SILVERMASTERS were joined, by Dr. ; and Mrs. CONDON 'and -
’

they proceeded- to the- Mayflower Hotel, vdierethey attended a dinner given
by-the American-Society 'for ’Russian Relief.

% :.

‘

-. / .

'

.
By- letter dated'- Iferch 27, 1946,' the Bureau advised that it

-

had •
,

•

received .ini‘oriiB.tibn from. a highly confidential sour ce describing Dr . •
!

EDWARD UHEBR ;C€8SEiONj,ryitto is the Director of the:-National .feureau of -Standards
at- .Washington, D.' G-., . as', being . "nothing more .or less than. an' espionage .agent
in' disguise. 1

* This source -related ’that' Dr-.-- CONDON serves as an adviser
to the, Senate Committee- on Atomic Energy, and that he has b'een known; to'

‘

contact NATHAN GREG0RYSILVERMA5TER ' directly on matters of a technical .

"
•

’

.nature: pertaining to\dtomic energy. i '

'/'U :

' '
..r ’c- "

.
'

.

;/,v_^pnfideptial' Informant T-i. has', advised that subject is active'
•in thfl^^tional Comiiittee dn.'Atpmic ;^opmtiph,..:-whieh; organization is ^'1> '•

composed' "or a non-sclentific - group of ^individuals .which ; has as its purpose f;y

a : dissemination of; atomic, informisition 'for. .'public understanding* -!•; \\i

•: ...
’.

.

By, letter -elated April.. 16, 1946, ; the Baltiinbre Field Division
advised that, .Confidential Ihformnt T-2 had .furnished that office with
.information,that : Dry EDWARD’ U._yfiNPQN.-had -attempted to gain aypassport to
Russia 'in the summer'

"

rdf’^'I^^d had been denied it--' at. that time. ;-Dr.
.

'CONDON allegedly expressed :.his disappointment at: being -denied' this passport.:

and was reported io- -be;.very : sympathetic' -with Russia* s'.-fofeign 'policy. £/. ./.«

' Informant T^2'.receivedvthe' afor'emextidhed 'info'matibn from;..-; y' .':

v-
-

,
FREDERICK .W. .- DONKEE,.'

; 36? California, Avenue , ;
0alononty Pennsylvania, who ''Is -• v

•employed-as,^ Minute Clerk in.the; Court;' of Common Pleas, City-County v

Building,- Pittsburgh, Pehnsylvania'.. :• Mr'i DUNKLE 'reportedly .received his v
-

information f^m^AVID Bi'.FAyJCET.r,. Assistant District Attorney, Allegheny

County, -.Court Wo^se Building, Pittsburgh,’ Peimsylvarda. -,

.

“
'Social-.A^ent

::

^E.' HfATfrirosSBURG.'was present at a; lecture' given by
Dry. EDWARD^aTOON on May 2, 194.6' at George:Washington University, Washington;

D.,:cr^1vOTD0N spoke on :the, subject, "Restoring International Cooperation

ih Scientific Research." '.He stated,that some -people -in the United States

feel that World War: II' is '.only, a ''preliminary to "World War III, and that if.-

the' United States ;is : 'to have lasting peace,;..at; is necessary to have. in.ter- :
.-

national - sciehtific ',
dooperation bjf countries throughout the. world.

. S.v .. .

•

:i)ri .
CONDON. related that', in 1940:, he. was ' asked'.to assist in th^:.;'>'

-Scientific War .Research .at .the.Radiation •L'ab'opateJ^r, and- that at'that time,

he stated/ science was abandoned ,and. war research -v;as, begun. .He. ..continued
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:

thht'-viar research is, hot true science}' that,
, in fact, war research is the'.-

using. of science that, has already been, developed while actual, science is .

4 toptinued .pursuit .of .additional "unknowa ‘fields'.
* \-\\j .

“

4
.. ,

Dr. CONDOF’ slated that it was his opinion that scientific 'pppor-
tunities' should be made available to the young people in each 'country

‘

throughout the ' world -He said thit: in June, of 1945, . a?conference, was’.held;
in Moscow, Russia, at which scientists from. most every nation in the world'

'

gathered.' \ It was. Dr.; CONDON* s opinion that : scientific unions
^ should, be

organised' to further scientific research, .and stated that the- international
scientific 'c.ppperhti6tt''is.^imperative a^ ar ;result ;

:of.. the atomic boirib.
'
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PITTSBURGH- FIELD DIVISION?

. A -
- AT PITTSBURGH. PBMSZLYANIA,

; ^Assistant District Attorney, ^ittsbiurgh^
_

Penosyivania^'-cdn,-' y- V;’/ •

A
'*

'

eernihg the' pro-Rossian attitude of subject.

y(I3Ii.-'
:thereafter> interview DA?22> B. FAfOETTy .and any-. other :

;V -'A v '?*

I'ndiyiduals familiar ,.vd.th statements made by. Dr. CONDON..' '

\;
r
.

:

.
WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION: '

> j

'

.

•••

; AT WASHINGTON, P. G.,
^
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Mr. D. M. La-

E. G. Pitch

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: September 11, ,1946

SUBJECT: Dr. Edward U.Qjondon, Director
National Bureau Of Standards “ 1Ji uu"’* «**/^/*«

g. g

^

V? Request for Information. I'j. Vendor.

(/ ilr. P«nr.li£€on

,
to1

. Qulrm Tara
Tel*;. .«ow?

Th© Naval Research. laboratory is going to conduct an Under- sea —

-

Symposium and intends to invite a group of scientists to participate. The >:!s* C3rid::—
list of scientist invitees was sent to ONI so that a routine name check could
be^conducted •

tir. Clew"
ICr* Co TTey

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED g- ?^In—
- vr. uai

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED g;
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH gj gjgfe

* On© of the prospective invitees listed is Dr. Edward U. Condon, Director,

National Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce, Washington; D. C.

V
1 According to Commander Williams, OftI, this conference will be held on'

Monday, September 16, 1946,' at which time confidential information will be

furnished to the scientists by the Navy so that certain problems may be worked out

iolntly.
. ' JU^

It is requested that the liaison Section bev furnished with information
on Condon and also instructed as to how this information should be transmitted
to oni. .

‘

JPDsragl

a y
SEP 18

BECORDB®
3-2



SAG, Pittsburgh : V* '

• October 4, 1946

ALL- ;IHFORHATION-COmiMED •’

HEREIN IS UUCIASSIFIED ’

-

DAtE 08-12-2009 ’EY' 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH'.

Director,’ FBI

DR. ED¥ARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY'-!' R

Hr. Tolson

-Hr. Laaa
“

It, Nichole
to*. Roeon
It. Tracy
It. Carson
It. Egan

‘

Hr. Ournea
Hr., Harboj;
Hr. Hendon_
Jt;« Penning

Hi 83 Gandy_



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum
t

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

THE DIRECTOR

D. M. 1add

SUBJECT: EDWARD U. CO

Background

date: September 21. 19li6
To'-son

ALL IIJFQFJIATION CONTAINED

HEREIN /IS ,UNCLASSIFIED
- DATE Qp-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

r. To ison _

You will recall that Dr. Edward U. Condon who is presently head
of the National Bureau of Standards is in frequent contact with the Silverraasters

as well as with various scientists who are instrumental in the development of
the atomic bomb. The Washington Field Division has requested to be advised of '/

what action should be taken relative to the activities of 'Condon.

Action

There is attached ' hereto a memorandum to the ’Washington Field Division,
requesting them to conduct a thorough, intensive and discreet investigation. '

of Condon's- activities in order to determine primarily the amount of information!
he is receiving from the various atomic scientists and whether he is transmitting
such information to the Silvermasters or other unauthorized sources.

Attachment

RGF:n 0CT21W&
.#•

r



ALL
.
INFORMATION CONTAINED j

PERKIN' IS ^CLASSIFIED '
" *

DATE' 08-12-2009 BY 60324'UC BAWDK/TH

v i
#• '

'
•

.
: -

•' ••

DR. EDV7AED UHLAK COHDOM * - '• •• • \ •

immmL security - a —
. , Reference is made to the letter from the Washington field Di-vision

dated August 27, I9J46, requesting advice as to what action should he taken
with respect to the subject and requesting to ha advised as to the reason for
the War Department *s refusing permission to Dr* Condon .to be admitted to the -

Metallurgical laboratory at Chicago, Illinois*

.

With regard to tho latter, you are advised that according to the
Manhattan Engineer District officials, permission was actually granted for
Condon to visit the Metallurgical ,Laboratory .in Chicago and permission was also
recently given him to visit the DSM Project at Oak Ridge, although all of the
facilities there were not shown to him in view of his known liberal background.

It is not desired at this time that a separate/investigation be- initi-
ated concerning the activities of Dr. Condon. However, any information concern-
ing him which is obtained through investigations of other' espionage subjects
and suspects in your office should be promptly furnished to the Purcau under

;

the above captioned matter... ... , ,

" ‘

11*. Tolson

Hr. Olavin

Hr. Roson

Hr. Karbo
;

11*. Hendo n
Hr. Pennington
Hr. ^uinn. TocgT
Tr. Vtk»<Ktr. K’eaS9_
<lss Oandy,



iRAberal (Bureau of Juueatigatinn

Untied §tatss iBepartment of iJuatlce

Washington Field Office, Room 1?06 -

Washington 2£, X). G.

•\Krc.TuU.om.

^^•Cfcsjpv

(*JSsytft

JJar* Esaai .

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH
ON 08-12-2009 August 27, 19U6’

STRICTLY CONF. ITIA1

DIRECTOR, FBI

REi

w
DR. EDWARD UHLAR' CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

‘ *'

fjCLv *;.•*:
j

jJVa

C?urx?ca ....

Mr. HnvLo ......

Mr. Hendon..,,

to. 3?oaft!nfrion

.

Mr, Qdtaj; TVim.-*t

to.

*^<50 Gaudy

>k»~ ....

Reference is made to the report in this case written^''Ey
,c

Special Agent COURTLAND J. JONES at Washington, D. C., dated July 10>
19li6, which is a review of information taken from other cases in the
Washington Field Office.

It is noted that considerable information concerning the
subject's activities has come to the attention of this office through
the case entitled, ‘’GREGORY, ESPIONAGE - R». A review of the sub-

°

je'ct's file in this office is being set forth for the benefit of the
,

/

l Bureau and it is requested that the Bureau advise the Washington Field 1/

|
Office of the action it desires taken with respect to this subject. f

DR. EDWARD UHEAR CONDON was born March 2, 1902, at
Alamogordo, New Mexico. He attended Freemont High- School in Oakland,
California, from 1911; to 1918 and the University of California at
Berkeley, where he received an A. B. degree in 1921; and a Ph. D. degree
in 1926. In 1927, he attended the University of Gottingen and Munich,
Germany. He also received three fellowships from various educational
organizations and was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Frgte^id.ty^v,

He was employed at the Bell Telephone Company 'as'a'^ecim.cian
from 1927 to 1928 and as a lecturer and professor at Columbia University,
New York City, and at. Princeton and the University of Michigan prior
to 1929. He is described as one of the ablest and most brilliant
physicists in the United States. In 1937 he was the Assistant Director
in Charge of Major Fundamental Research and the Research Fellowship
Plan, at the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Research Labora-
tories, _East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In such a capacity he was
responsible fpi^ important discoveries and research in atomic power. He
has been Assistant Editor of Physical Review and is a fellow of the
American physical Society®

CONDON'S wife EMILIE HOI'IZIK^ONDON is of Czech descent and
was bom in Chicago in 1899. /'A

WF0 62-la08
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The above information was obtained from the reports of

Special Agent H. K. JOHNSON dated July 19, 19l*0, and Special Agent

R. B. LETHERT dated August 10, 191*0, at St, Paul, Minnesota, and

Special Agent I0TJIS LOEBL dated August 21, 19l*0, at Washington, D. C,

)
It is a matter of common knowledge that DR. EDWARD U.

CONDON is at this time Director of the Bureau of Standards in the
United States Government in Washington, D. C, The Washington, D. C.,
Telephone Directory reflects that DR. OONDON resides at 5515 30th
Street, N. W., Washington, D, C., Telephone Number, 7foodley, 101*9,

The files of the Washington 'Eield Office reflect that
CONDON is Technical Advisor to the Senate Sub-Committee established
on October 22, 191*5 » to study the development, use and control of
atomic energy under the Chairmanship of Senator BRIAN McMAHON,
Democrat, Connecticut. He was appointed Director of the Bureau
of Standards in November, 191*5* He is a native born American, He
has also been a consultant to the Atomic Bomb Project in the Manhatten
Engineering District, His wife. since 19ji3 has been Corresponding
Secretary, to the Pittsburgh Council ican-S-OV-ie-t-Rriendship

.

DR. CONDON himself has been a member of the Board of - the Pittsburgh
Council of American-Soviet Friendship, DR. CONDON* s pro-Soviet
attitude is well-known in informed circles®

He was invited in June of 191*5 hy the Soviet Embassy in
Washington, D, C., to attend the Science Jubilee in Moscow, Russia,
commemorating the 200th anniversary of the founding of the Russian
Academy of Science. DR* CONDON did not make this trip because the
War Department brought pressure to bear on the State Department to
prevent the issuance of a passport to him to execute this travel.
It is also understood that DR. CONDON is a member of the Science
Committee of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship which
is dominated and controlled by known and reported members of the
Communist Party,

|
The report of Special Agent LAMBERT G. ZANDER entitled,

^GREGORY, ESPIONAGE - Rtt
, dated March 11, 191*6, at Washington, D. C©,

reflects that on February i*. 191*6, a physical surveillance was
maintained on NATHAN SffiGORI^SlLVERNASTER, a subject in this case
and his wife, HELEN, at their residence, 5515 30th Street, N, ¥,,
Washington, D.'c7\At 6:35 P* M., on this date the SILVERMASTERS were
observed to leave their home and drive to the residence of DR. EDWARD U.
CONDON, 3321* Military Road, N. W. The SILVERMASTERS were joined by
Mrs. OONDON and they proceeded to the Mayflower Hotel where they attended
a dinner given by the American-Society for Russian Relief.
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m a letter dated March 27, 19

h

6, in the SILVERMASTER Case,
the Bureau advised that it had information received from a highly
confidential source describing DR. CONDON, the Director of the Bureau
of Standards in Washington, D. C., as’ being “nothing more or less
than an espionage agent in disguise". This source related that DR.
OONDON serves as an advisor to the Senate Committee on Atomic Energy
and that he contacts NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER directly on matters
of a technical nature pertaining to atomic energy*

)

It is noted that G3NDON has been observed on several
occasions by agents of the Washington Field Office in th'e company of
JAMES J^jQotmAN, legal Advisor to Gl/VMR, and who also, according to
the Bureaus source of information, is an espionage agent who sends
information regarding atomic energy through SILVERMASTER to the
U. S. S< R«

/Confidential Informant
! whose identity is known to

the Bureau, advises that CONDON is -active on the National Committee
on Atomic Information, which organization is mainly composed o a
non-scientific group of individuals which has as its purpose the
dissemination of atomic information for public understanding. This
informant has also advised that CONDON is in favor of the public
release of atomic information and the informant believes that he
might be an adherent of Communism,

Confidential Informantl
| stated that he had received

information that the U, S. Ariny will not permit DR. CONDON, Director
of the Bureau of Standards in Washington, D. C., to enter its
Metallurgy laboratory at Chicago, Illinois. Informant stated further
that Mrs. CONDON is very pro-Russian in her views and in her general
conversation. She will not permit anything to be said against the
Russian Government or the Russian way of life«<The informant adyised
that on a recent occasion, at a party which she attended, RACHEBMELL,
who had been drinking to quite an extent, had a heated argument with
Mrs. CONDON concerning the Russian Government and its attitude toward
the atomic bomb. The informant stated that Mrs. 03ND0N violently
defended the Russian attitude on this particular subject.

The Baltimore Field Division in a letter dated April 16,
19k6j entitled, BDR. CONDON, MISCELLANEOUS", advised that FREDERICK:

^sjPUNKLB °i 367 Columbia Avenue, Oakmont, Pennsylvania, and who is
employed as a Minute Clerk in the Court of Common Pleas, City-County
Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, had furnished information that

- 3 -
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DR. EDWARD U. CONDON had attested to obtain a passport to Russia
in the summer of 19k5 and had been denied the passport at that time 9

DR. CONDON allegedly has expressed his disappointment at being denied
this passport and was reported to be very sympathetic with Russia's
foreign policy®

^•Confidential InformantT
_ 1 . 1 1 i. . a. * -AS

I
whose identity is known to

?the Bureau, advised that on May '21, 19i|6, FOLIAMABICHT was talking
^0 JACI^m&RSALKA, a subject in the SILTJBRMAS1BR Case , and asked him
_at that time to come-to' h'er discussion group on^Juhe 1, 19U6® He
^accepted her invitation and remarked that as far as the meeting tomorrow
-pight was concerned, he could not go because he had been invited to
dinner by DR. CONDON of the Bureau of Standards*

. ^Confidential Informant!
> » KDWARD"U

»

the Burea^u advised that Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs*. SILVERMASTER on March 17,
they were not at home at this time.

whose identity is known to
CONDON attempted to reach
57 but was advised that

whose identity is own to

.GDOFF and
TER Case,
chairman

Confidential Informant
the Bureau, advised that in a conversation between BEAD
Reverend HITMAN, MAGDOFF, who is a subject in the SILVE
advised Reverend TITTMAN that he had been chosen to act as
of her question period® BEADIE informed TITTMAN that she would try
to get either Sgnator McMAHON or DR. EDWARD U. OONDON as a speaker
on the platform©

the Bureau,
jnfidential Infoi
advised that

whose identity is known to
NrtMARUOCAK, Consul of the Czechoslovakian

Republic, 1718 Investment Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, contacted
the Ambassador of the Czechoslovakian Republic in Washington, D. C.,
on October 30, l?ii5, and DR. EDWARD UHLAR CONDON was the subject of
the contact© SAK-MARUOCAK gave the Ambassador a clipping from the
Pittsburgh Post Gazette dated October 30, 19k5, in regard to the
appointment of DR. EDWARD UHLAR CONDON, noted physicist, to head the
Bureau of Standards©

J. ZAK-MARUOCAK informed the Ambassador that “DR. CONDON
through the influence of his wife, who is a zealous Czech (and
Russophile), has been very sympathetic toward us and has taken part
in many Czechoslovak and Slovak undertakings. He is always ready to
help with advice on questions in his field of knowledge* He is of
Irish descent* He started his career as a Professor of physics and
Mathematics at Princeton University* The last few years he has been
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an Associate Director of the Westinghouse Electric Con^pany. He-

worked in the Research Laboratories. He is one of the members of
the Board of Technicians that worked on atomic energy and radar.
(In this laboratory, there are two Czech technicians, VLASAK and
DR. LANGER).

“DR. CONDON is a very modest man in many ways, even naive.
I have been informed confidentially that recently he- was invited
to attend a convention of technicians in Moscow. He made all his
plans in spite of the fact that the War Department had discreetly-
brought it to his attention they did not approve of this trip.
He departed for New York ready to go on board when it was discovered
that his passport had been misplaced by the War Department. He was
at a loss what to do. He could not understand what had happened so
he phoned Westinghouse asking advice.'

“

The Consul told the Ambassador that he was giving him this
information in anticipation of the fact that when CONDON arrives in
Washington, he and his wife will certainly call on the Ambassadors

It is noted that this case is being handled as a separate
case in the Washington Field Office but is being considered in con-
junction with the case in the Washington Field Office entitled, “GREGORY,
ESPIONAGE - R».

It is suggested that the Bureau through its liaison with
j

the War Department attempt to verify and determine the reasons for /
DR. CONDON*s being refused admission to the War Department* s Metal-

I

lurgy Laboratory at Chicago, Illinois® x j

Very truly yours,

GUY HDT1EL, SAC

62-10-08
EHH2SJM

- 5 -
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

EAT:DS September 12, 1946

r. Glavin

. Ladd i

MiJ. Nichols,

r. Rosen
Mr. Tracy

Mr. Carson_
Mr. Egan

Mr. Gumea
Mr. Harbo

MEMORANDUM FOR THE--DIRECTOR

Mr. Hendon
,

Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Taram_

Mr. Nease
Miss Gandy

ik.

JW seems rather futile to instruct the FieldAOffice to cover the activities , of

Ml' ' f\ i
Dr. Condon. We know what lie is and we knov^ generally whoftis contacts are,

yjjjvf
'

> but regardless of what we develop by the use of our precious manpower, I doubt

that anyone will do anything about it. I suppose, nevertheless, that we are

\compelled to authorize the attached investigation.
:

V

iu-

i^OCTl 5 1346

TO BE -.DESTROYED - AFTER‘'ACTTOH,"rB”T>MEN~>d;!D^fiQ£._SENT TO FILES
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UniteJi -§tates iiBEpartment nf ifustice

Washington field Office
Room 1706, Washington 25, 3)* 0.

December 4, 1946
DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
OH 08-20-2009

Director, FBI

Dear Sir:

STRICTLY CONF

Dr. EDWARD UHLER CONDON
Internal Security - R

Reference is made to the letter from the Director to the Wash-
ington Field Office dated September 27, 1946, in the above case wherein
the Director advised it was not 'desired at this time that a separate in-
vestigation of Dr. CONDON be conducted but that information concerning
him be reported.

- ’

“^Confidential informant
]

whose identity is known to the
Bureau, a’dvised that Dr. _BDffARD IT.^'pONDON- had resigned from all conmittees
connected with the^stfational Committee on Atomic Information due to the
dismissal of DAMEt^MELCHER as director of 'this committee. (It Is noted
MELCHER was dismissed for his pro-Gommunist activities on this committee.)

j

^Confidential informant! | whose identity is known to the
Bureau, advised on November 14, 1946, that Dr. EDWARD U. CONDON, Director
of the Bureau of Standards, had the following conversation with Maj or
HAJSMAN of the Czechoslovakian Embassy. CONDON informed HAJSMAN that he
had received a letter last July from thffiSnstitute of International Educa- Qj^i- Avcs
MoQ.u- The letter was mislaid and has not be§fr^nswere3

ft,

l\ Cm-' . i

»AfS5Said the letter was written to ask the possibility of one
(phonetic) coming to work at the Bureau of Standards, COITOONsaidthe

4

letter contained RUZEK f s recommendations, education, and knoY/ledge of lan— tfv
’

guages, and that it was stamped "very official” in European fashion. The
letter also requested that RUZEK be taken on as an unpaid clerk at the
Bureau of Standards

•

CONDCN said he would like to take him on in that capacity inasmuch
as the Bureau is not allowed to pay money to non citizens, CONDON advised
he didn*t know to v/hat extent a scholarship or fellowship could be granted
for this purpose, CONDON stated in a way RUZEK is asking the Institute of
International Education to give him a scholarship v/hich would allow him to
come to the Bureau of Standards to work as he doesn f t have the financial
support he needs himself, CONDON asked HAJSMAN if he could suggest an idea
as to v/hat could be done in this situation, -

; __
/ICTORYl . ft ? R> Q

Copies destroyed.
STATES
DEFZM8E _ . ,

Si p-aci 2rm.
RECORDED

&
INDEXED

-33
=* * A



Director December 4» 1946

HAJSMAN said/ he asked MrTpSRQHA (phonetic) about RU2EK as well as
other people from thei^kcda Works, and they did not know RUZEK. CONDON
said RUZEK was a corporal in the "army" for five months . He went on to say
RUZEK described his present position as chief engineer of the welding de-
partment of _the Skoda Works, a position which he has held for four years.
Previous to that, RUZEK vtas called an assistant in the Technical Univer-
sity in Prague for four years. His specialty is welding.

CONDON said, "Ny position on this, I think, as I've got a definite
one, is that of a general friendliness toward having people from your coun-
try come and work here, but our limitations are such that we can't finance
them except insofar that you can think of it as a contribution when we
allow them to use the laboratory and materials. That has some money value.”

HAJSMAN said he would find out what he could about RUZEK, and if
he is an employee of the Skoda Works the Works will pay for him. CONDON
said he would not acknowledge the letter until he hears from HAJSMAN.

The above information is being furnished pursuant to Bureau in-
structions, and although this case is being kept in a closed status in the
Washington Field Office, additional information concerning Dr. CCTOQN coming
to the field office's attention will be referred to the Bureau.

truly yours.



SAC, Pittsburgh

Director, FBI
• U> '

dh» mzm wLm cotima
IUT3R1IAD SECURITY ~ R

January 3.5, 1947

ALL rriFOPHATION CONTAINED :

HEREIN IS'UJfTClASSIFilJD
"

• DATE 08.-12-2009 .BY- 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

By lottor dated J&y % 2MG, the Bureau suggested that certain
investigation ho conducted, by; the Pittsturgh riold Division in Mb case*
A choc!: of the Bureau. files reflects, that no action has as yet boon taken
qn tMa r.&ttor by the Pittsburgh Field Division*. It ic accordingly desired V

•that the Bureau ba advised vdicthor your office) aontenplatcs taking any notion
in this natter, .

' '•
. *

. v . * •

•'

'

. H ,

' SS
'

: i J) i<J?



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government^
TO s Director, FBI

from : SAC, Pittsburgh

eP
SUBJECT: DR. ED.7ARD UHEER CONDON

\ INTERNAL SECURITY - R

date-. January 30, Ijkl

ALL INFOFHATIOIJ CONTAINED

HEFEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 5'0324 UC BADJ/DK/TH

/^Reference is made to Bureau letter dated January 15, 19U7 requesting that this
office advise v/hether it contemplates taking any action in this matter as had
been suggested in Bureau letter dated May 9 * 19U6. It is to be noted that on
March 18, 1?U6 this office advised the Bureau that a report had been received
from Special Agent JOHN V7. FORD, Security Intelligence Corps, Third Service
Command, to the effect that FREDERICK 7{J(OTNKLE had advised SIC on March 13,
19h6 that he had learned through CONDON fs family physician that CONDON had
expressed Ccammmistic sympathies.

In its letter of May 9> 19U6, the Bureau advised that an interview v/ith CONDONE
'

• family physician should be arranged through DCJNKLE.

Subsequently by' report of Special Agent CCURTLAND J. JONES dated July 10, 19h&
at the Washington Field Division, Washington Field origin, in the case captioned
as above^ leads were set out for this office to interview FREDERICK 17* DJNKLE,
DAVID B.yFAJCETT, and any other individuals in Pittsburgh familiar with pro-Russian
statanents^made by Dr. CGNDCN*

Ch September 18, 191*6, per request of the Washington Field Office, the Pittsburgh
Office furnished the former v/ith copies of all pertinent reports not already in
possession of the Washington Fields Division, including the above-mentioned report
of SIC Special Agent JOHN v7* FORD dated March 13, 19U6.

By letter dated October 12, 19U6 the Washington Field Division advised that inas-
much as IUNKIE had been interviewed according to the afore-mentioned (SIC) report
of March 13, 19^6, no further action should be taken since the Director had advised
the Washington Field Division that it v/as not desired that a separate investigation
be initiated concerning the activities of Dr. CONDON at that time.

Prior to the receipt of the above letter, however, FREDERICK W. HJISKIE had been
interviewed by this office, at which time he advised that Dr. BODIE, Bnpire Build-
ing, Pittsburgh, Pa., v/as the CONDON family physician. jf\

On October 30, 191*6 the Washington Field Division was so advised and since no
further action was desired, instant case y/as placed in an RUG status at Pittsburgh.
It is noted that this office inadvertently -failed to advise the Bureau of the

a0ti0!1 taken - -
'

t L& Mro-J#
This is to advise that instant case will be continued in'1

Pittsburgh Field Division, no further action being cont.sr

Bureau instructions. ^

^

jfr' RECORD
JOHjEKS &
62-957 rjdBXB®
cc - Washington,Field (62-I4IO8 )

6 1>- 0 y-
S=3£fca±us*dn, the
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'OHN EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR • *
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•Umfrir States department af justice
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•Y^?PLEASE -HEFER, 7QSD
’ ^IN R

'

FILE^NUMBER _

\
March 10, 1947

PERSONAL AND CO:

o DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH
ON 08-12-2009

TIAlf

MEMORANDUM EOR THE ATTCRNET GENERAL

Ai

Ti}h

E. A. Tamm1*0
Clegg

Mr. Glovin.

Mr. Ladder

Mr. NicfaWl™

Mr. Rosen .....

Mr. Tracy

Mr Carson i...

Mr. Egan

Mr. Gurnea

Mr. Horbo

Mr. Hendon

Mr. Pennington

Mr. QuinnTamm
Mr. Ne.

RE: IR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON

In connection with current investigations concerning known and
suspected Communists, and Soviet espionage agents in the United States, it
has been learned that Dr. Edward Uhler Condon who is presently the Director
of the National Bureau of Standards, United States Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C., and who resides at 3535 VanNess Street, N.W. , telephone

‘

Woodley 1049, is suspected of being engaged in Soviet, espionage activities.
AlYi -yiA'.JteTJ /tC^ueU’K)

Dr. Condon 'is a scientist and recently served as a Scientific
Adviser to the Senate Committee on Atomic Energy headed by Senator Brien
McMahon. He is also a member of the Science Committee of the National
Council/of American-Soviet Friendship which has been described as a Com-

sy front organization^. Condon and his wife are known contacts of.Mr.

'V-
rC-

munis^ _ ^
and Mrs. Nathan Gregor^ffeilvermas.ter who you will recall are prominent
subjects in the Gregory'Case involving Soviet espionage in agencies of the
United States Government. During the Summer of. 1945, Dr. Condon was invited
by the Soviet Embassy to attend a science jubilee in Moscow and in spite of
the Yfar Department's protest. Dr. Condon attempted to leave for Moscow;
however, his passport was taken up by the State Department before departure
upon a request from the War Department. Investigation has disclosed that
Dr. Condon is an associate of numerous pro-Russian and pro-c'ommunist in-
dividuals in Washington, D. C.

I deem it advisable, therefore, that you authorize a technical
surveillance on the residence of Dr. Condon at 3535 VanNess Street, N.W.,
telephone Woodley 1049, in order to determine the extent of his possible
Soviet espionage activities, and further to determine the identities of -

his contacts. RECORDED ^JNDEXED ;

'Respectfully, * jF1 S3 H
M MARI® 1?*

7,

I>

John Ed^
Dire

IN F. B. I. FILES
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: Director, F.B.I# DATE: April 2, 1?1|7.

FROM : SAC, Boston

SUBJECT: THE AMERICAN-jSOVIET SCOENCE SOCIETY;
EDWARD W.VCQHDQN: HARLOW SHAPELY , INTERNAL SECURITY - R,-

,

Refer 5lSjj Strictly

advised on March 31, 19h7 of a conversation which
occurred between WATSON DAVIS of Washington, D. C. and HARLOW
SHAPLEY. DAVIS is editor of Science Service, a national news

agency^ and SHAPLEY is the director of the Harvard Observatory,

DAVIS advised SHAPLEY that the Amerioan-Soviet Science Society
at New ^ork City has been offered a grant of $25,000.00 by the

Rockefeller Foundation, but the grant had been blocked because
the Bureau of Internal Revenue classified the American-Soviet
group as a political organization, SHAPLEY stated that he was

aware of this and had written a letter to YfARREN WEAVER (phonetic)

in New York City advising him that the American-Soviet Science

Society should break away from the National Council of ‘Soviet-

American Friendship and affiliate with the Araerican-Russian

Institute in New York City, The latter organization would
probably arrange for the Bureau of Internal Revenue 'to classi-

fy the Science Society as a cultural one, gifts to which would

enable the donor to claim and income tax deduction.

DAVIS noted that the yound lady who was secretary At the office

of the American-Soviet Science Society was also the personal

secretary to the Polish ambassador, DAVIS did not know whether

or not she was a Communist Party member, but did feel that she

was suited for the position and ought to be continued in her
employment, SHAPLEY concurred with an, ’•Uh—huh11 ,

0
DAVIS assertedtthat EDWARD U. CONDON, Director of the United

States Bureau of Standards, was no# being investigated by the

THOMS COMMITTEE on Un-American Activities. The investigation

had delved into the nature of the American-Soviet Science Society

and had brought public attention the employment of the girl men-

tioned in the previous paragraph by both the society and the

Polish Ambassador. SHAPELY stated that he was aware of this

investigation which would come to nought because there was

nothing wrong with CONDON. He added, however, that the fact

that the THOMAS Committee wAs investigating an appointee of

HENRY WALLACE and a man who had been a government employee

for some time was significant. Of greater significance.

Bf 171947

• foJt:FBI,
Apr 7 1947

WI-TIAIS Off ORIGIMJh
ex -m



•according to SHAFLEY, was the fact that CONDGi/had been a man
•closest to Senator McMAHON when the present law on Atomic
Energy was being drifted. SHAPLEY insisted that the talks
by the Committee with reference to CONDON, LILIENTHAL and
others could only be described as "terrorism”. He advised
DAVIS that he would vigorously attack these and other methods •

when he introduced HENRY WALLACE at Madison Square Garden on
that evening,, It is interesting to note that SHAPLEY added
that "They set a good table in Atlanta penitentiary for no
doubt I shall be in the Communist cell". The men agreed to
discuss these matters further at a luncheon at which SHAFLEY
Will Be one of the principal speakers to be held in Washington
on April 18, 19, next. The luncheon is under the joint sponsor-
ship of the World Federalist Movement and the Federation of
Atomic Scientists.

The above has been furnished the Bureau and the interested
field divisions for informative purposes. Any further inquiry
is left to the discretion of the ^ureau.

BSGsjah
cc: New York

Washington Field
100-2031
100-16321
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Sntw&Um, a personnel secmty ^esti<»x®aljpe a*
-•-voo&os was^anajaibtea ta tJwS Eureera tvm the Atonic Soar

.gy Gossiscioc oa
"

-

1947 A i^raaftX p^rsomel security gaoctiorAnairo
reflcato that the hiring is iho KubXomZ Bureau *>f Standards.
mzh&iQtOfrjt *MJ* it ici of ffe&f «&$&©» ;ie Dilator .of the ,

,

'

V&tivml Bupgfc* of gtn&daJrd^*-' Gon&m As, 1b. effect, a* o^iraefcoa*, dnaamoh «s -

-Bureau of Standards, &$»• tyMQ, assigned, to do .sexso ^drk for the ^tojsie Energy
Cferlsaioa. This information .v;as obtained from Major. W.L; Uanna of the Atomic
fcnergy Commission.

,
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V £** &i*ard 1)hlar Condon was. boro afe -ftle'ttegordo, Sew'iftaslcoj ©a Starch ».
JN }J -?* «® attended -thd;CnS.WSliy »f California, --Receiving a jftu j>. degree the***
\S in 1926, He ms thereafter' aasoeioiGd with ths i'fcysies Beparincnbii of Cdlwshia

r*
i5era^V friaoetort University, ar.d the &Mver£iiy c£ i&miasota. Since ±937,

‘

V naa been aasaeiateet with the Bpstinghoaea Eleoirieal Cocpnuy, in charge of
\ research at. the WeGtiughemaie- Electrical ard Ssanafaetaring Heeeareh iaboratorlen,
- v. hsst Pittsburgh, fesnsylvania. The Eeefcefeiler Foundation established h'atianaX
i gofiearch Council Fellowships Samt. after ttorld S’ar £« Condon was awarded one of •

r

thesG f&Ueswships and .studied in Gottingen and Stnioh ic ±926 wad 19S?r
(62-5S854-A;

. 62-58854-18) v
;

RECqiLdK^ 5~ '

'
’

coLTTCTia?? uim

:
IVoe a reviewM the files of the' S&nbattfSnjci§0- Eistrict , it in

noted that Condon was associated with the l^aahattan PrOjeot »t.:Xos,-AlaEo& iron
*:arcn 15, 1943, to Efcy 5* 1943, E& resigned frda this proicBt*' ^yingian ixiaream that the worh heldm interest for Mas. • ,V

; ‘

?
•
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t
September* 1943, ho heeaco acsooiated with the Hadiaiton laboratory,

ynlvGrslty of Oelifornia* He r^ai»ed in this isarJc until January« 1945. vJ» the
latter date, he wes discharged 'byBr. S.a. lawrcnce, head of the i&diabim

• laboratory, aa nat being of deficient value to retain on the preset. Condon •

'

was appointed as a cobSLaltant m afcOKio energy for th® tfnlted States Senate -

'

* ..PMaswfiw oa Ator&e Basrgy#- A yftvlei? of the 'fiXtifcs of the Manhattan; -Efiglaeetf*
' refX^ot the SolimXm ooss-en'tss relatrive fa Sa^oa,a »ew3»a us aa *

.

;

'

,ois;n
au?tSer t9 4tcKic Energy of the Senate* *Xn hie rapacity an •

;

Sr cie« ^uvigsr to the Atonic Energy
. CoKiittij®, Condon hao consistently atfcsEpted to

‘
•.

.

|:.as'°<s<aa?g all possible seoret inforEStion without regard to whether the .GoaKittae
'

g:K;
hgeacd or even desired case* Ha has. consistently attested feb Mistort .and’

S: expressed -vfi.ews of the v.'ar hSpartaent and ita ra^rosentat

'

S:Sr^tb-respcot to aterdo- energy- legislation, both to the Corcsifctee and

o
o
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Afigtvmgs in -mas.

Jto 1944, Iidw5u hee& of this organization,' aa&Saai&d the •

ffenrwtion and ssRbsrahij:- of £&«r Science Sorsaittiec* Sr. Sdward $» Condon vwj
listed as a saEbe? *}£.thi«r cocaittec. it' is acted that &**• dander, or Sis-'
personnel security q.aestionnairC# indicated Eeciberpfcij?' in tho ‘>^oriocn^o7i,at.
Science Society .1945 to grossest*

{*
. .,

• --

- I&3 . EdsawS S, Condon, isifc. of Sr*. Condon* has since 1943 served as
the CorroBpondiC0 Secretsrjr. of the fitbnbxqrgh. Cooncil Of A»e£iean-£oviefc -

'.*
Friendship*' Sr*

:
Condon. has- been e Rcssber of - the 'Board ©£ thias 'Council, Titie- ' : >

CO'iccil is 'a. part of the • national orfrrftizatioa, which organisation Is..regarded
-in Soistanaiat circles as being controlled by the Cocaaciict -.?*rby of the Salted
states. (65-46476-93 62-58854)

.

;
. ,.\

.•-•'
;-:

,
. .

Bdi&n.&pitfc, the thea SSirOfttof of tb® National Coruncii of iaaricsn-.-
Soviet Friendship, requested Condon io apoafc at th&t.organiaatloa*o. "World
FreedoB Sally5? m &>v<?*her 14 , 1945 . .'Condon- inforaed Sidth that fed. had to
B3hy &wB until his .appointneat as .Bireetor of the;iffi'bichfel Bureau blT Standard's
had received confirmation* Ho prcaiced, hotsever* to- -gssist. FtSfelh &sith ia .

•'

obtaining m atom bojab Scientist a» Speaker for the ««jiXyv Er*. Condon offered
to, get Br* Prey for. Snith* ?ho above information was . dfcthiised- - through a •',

technieal surveillance pn'gdwi» Salih. (100-146964-744, page 26.) . •
/.

'

;•
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-' •"
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• .* .• :.v Sf ‘

this- .orgnniadtioh la- a loosely-halt- association. of -approx.i^tcly
twenty-five professional sad uMtc collar orgai&aaiions* A' national

-
e^sifereacs ,'•

WUr.-_held-on January 11 snd 1&# 1&4&., «t fifes fork 'City*. 4 panel- dieaussida
*

was held on jJajsw13r.il,- -ttte suhdsct, of this .panel being, »5&©- Sciences fend.' :-.
' '"

.-Frofesfitoafi in a Pesestiwc 8r,. i'oij&gn ti*s llnted «& ‘-one, of *!ia '.

’•

participants ip. 'thi^' pfenttl*'' "
-

•
' .V .-. -.',.

:' •
* r .

• *.
•;•;•

•

'
l&o SoaacSl of Scientific irofoesliwil* .arid Vihlta

_

-
• .;•'

Sollan argani-satlonfi.- has’ received donation^ fron tho Robert, i^arhhal fnir4atioh' -

of See- 1'orJt City, .. USodlr-Foandatioa ie the financial becker of r»ucex*feua -Bomi«dst^
sppfeEored cpgaalzationfe,

.
Some of the officera or.d leading participants witfeia"

‘this djfgtisiaatlon, lunrs Ccciesnist afiillatiess and sy^atfeieo* (100-34270444)

3^B«63BK® •

'*.- .'-
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Father Sbway, S.J., -S^sasurer of 'the National V'cffiiittee on Atomic
Inforr-ation, advises tlwt although fondon is nut an. officer of e-r.y of the
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above organiaaiftcns, he. 18 One of those active In.fppBaiating fcbo policies
of -the orgawiaationa ... Li© farther advices that 2&v Goadon-hns been in favor of
the public release of abend® i^or»atien< ' -Father

1

'Guiinay. stated.,that Condon .

»ay be an ii^erent WHhver of the (fO^oaiet doetslneff* further '

, ./

'advices' that short Sonde* rae*<fcer was disEdamd *s $fa*ofcor -c^ibo national

.

.CojsdLitoo eav-Atajaib Information, Condon reeigned £kpm all oo&sltteea. 04>haeefes.d •_

.

•

with this organisation. He resigned feocaaise of ifeo taction taker, against Keleher* -.

It is noted that. Haleber was dissifised, for bio prs-Qou^noSofe activities oa. this '
.

Caftnittcs* (62-58854-31} 62-58854-33} 65-56402-1187j 100-344452-11; page 45)

V
;

’ It. i« pcrfciRent to not© that Father 'COrrW&y also advised that lira* Condon ',-•

.'is, very pS’o^dssiito'in.hor-vieiss and in her general oc-avoraatioji* Ho advised,
that on a reseat occasion, at- * party whitb sb®' attended,' 02m Haohol Moll, who ..

'•"
•

had been <srial«i»g- bo- qyite an extent, had a- heated argument with 1&0 * GOndoa,.- ;
'.

esneerning .the Buftsiaa Oevornxeat and its attitndo'-toward .the atomic bomb.
. ,

V ,-.V
;

?*ther Conway advised that £fca» Condon violently defended the Huetfeiao attitude ;“

on. this particular subject. .

- - •".'••'.•'••

Assemtss

- ? : A review of Sarea-a fll-cft does hot reflect fre^usnb'e'ahtacb between
'

Silvereaoter- and Pr. Condon* However* they Or4 ae^aainted'- lt- ie fcaem that
. v

'.

'.

on February 4* 1946, ^ilvorrasier end hie wife -attended & dinner-' hold for Hessian "”
.

Seller in SaeMnston, B*5,. ihey vrore ancoc^saieajan this aaehftlon by lira* Bjaily
Cocdoa* of hr. Condon. (65-56402-496) :

'
.'- • v. •’;

....
• - -; '.•

X, It is further known that on at least one aCossionySro.. Ccjndors called
" '\'

---

the Silveraaster roeidea&a and asked for Silveraastor* lads occurred on Karch. •!?> :
.

•

X946. fla this occasion :Silvet*naBter was.r4ot'im©-''??hiS'-..itttemtioa sas obtained •• .;', .• /

through .ft technical BiimillaRco..
,

-’.X ,w * £ ••'•' '‘T-
v.-. y.

: Xhfora^ioa'^s'also-wbtaift^: thttsaeik teebfiie&X oahreiia^oa' to 'tWv v' -
- T.

;

4ffect-%at folia. Hsbicht was talhin-t id- dack S&raalia,. ft ftaStfde.fc in the (JresOiy.
.

-

•

"

: .

•-

Caso o» l&y S& tbo caiivofsatioa that ;eBfiaest,
:; I’olia. ItebXOhfc .asked .

.'-'
: •-

l&rsalkft to cose id her ^uestiah tifcsmp or. -JanO.X'j ' He aeceptod hsr iaviiatiori, '•
•'.

bah remarked that ae faS‘m the ioabrrorr caettftg .(Shy-SS) was :.concerned, -ho eoald •
.

*
; ;-4

not cows feocawBft he had been invited to dimer by Sr* . Condon of the. Bureau, of - -

Standards*'.- - '.• *
. ..

'".
' •"'./'

Stadia laiKdoff*. a subject-la the Gregory Caeft,. cbnvftfaed .ioltpfconicftlly
.’.'

with • i'^everond fittaan. Earing this cc-nverBatiOh, Hevefand fittm' xas advised
that he hftd feesn chbsea to net as of 'Sftgdo£f*'» potion Feriod. . Ifeadift. -‘. •

liagdoff infonsed heverend tlttcnn that she would tiy to get '.either Senator' ^ciShOR
.

>,

or Br. S.b* Condon as & 'speaker on ihft.plstfote. • .,
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G’Mil .recently Bs±iih was head of the laticpuiX OoentigX s>£ lasesdeaft-

Soviet, j^j-,ca«i8ljiji, .ii5Corp5r4l>e<iv . Thra&gh technical saj^eilleace,*- it has Seen,
ascertained that Saith and Goadoa occasionally contacted each, ether and are appar-

:

entiy ii\feiKOte '

.
' - *'

- ; •
"

Through a, ttchaiottl surveillance, it ms detained that. Bdvin Soibh, -•_

on Kay 22, 2945#. contacted Groaov at the hessian. Ktebassy. Salih -suggested
three :r.ea as poasiblv eondldatoa to represent iko American-Soviet Friendship
j&t&xp in Iwscow, Condon ns,® oaa of the three racocrjabdCd % Dalib. Groaov
inquired at that ttee vfoy Dr. Doan of the .Service vQr&itteo -would not -go*. Sialth

then stated that in hie Opinion Dr. London would. to each sore suitable. It -wasi.

then. agreed betwedh-GroaOr and • Salih, that 'Gondoa, represent the group at the
Jubilot at KoseOw, •

'".'•
'

.
- :.

•

”

•s . •
-

.

It 'will he noted that the above conversation occurred on Kay 22, 19-45 ,'

- : and in June* 1945, itfvitastiooa Were attended to --various scientists in, the Waited
States to attend the Science Jubilee in Kossis. Dr. London was asOBg those ;

individual® who received invitations £je6ta th,® -Sovieib -Embassy,- ’ It is known that the -

Dsparieeni atteapted to have Dr.- ^ondan defer hi« trip.'’ However, he sodded.;
*-.- determined .tq-esko the trip*!' • Condon. went- to ilcw loifc .for ih© purpose of hoarding

-. a plfcnfc to Sosoov In spite of.-.ths ^ar Dapart^oatis obieotibn.! The tfar Doparfcxeat
.

*

. brought this to the attention of the Bspartasat- of State. The .Stats Deportment '.-

.requested Cscdo,-- to thro in his passport, to the Kewlferk Passport Office. Condon
did this- da the nornlng of jund %, 19,45. lenadistoly' after receipt of instructions
fro*; the State Beparfeeat to turn in Ms passport, Condon woved to .

the apartment
of Bdsitx 3. Smith. It is. to. be noted that ficiih is boll known, m a close contact
of Soviet officials, in fifes? "City and Wastdngton, D.C. Do hec been reported ’.

.

as the Individual aost likely to ha the contact jsan batvieen tbs political section’
Of- the Soviet Sshaeay and the Gomrunist Tarty* Gpoaov, saenti-oned above:, was first
secretary of the Soviet usbssoy and ‘has boon -identified ah the unknown, KA1» of
the Gregory Case. investigation in this case tends to indicate that Gromov,
before bis departure froa the Baited States in December* 1945, see head of the.

iOT*. (65-56402-674, page 104), ../•••• i

• Grimdi’est is a proEinbnt scientist residing- 'in How Tori-: City, and a
known contact of individuals, involved in -the Gregory. .Case* In the pact, he has

'

»«wJ as a &80bsr of the 'Sx&m%ivo GowsittG« of the seienoc ^o$pitteo, National ,.,

Gcaneil of Aiaeiicws^.oviet Fri«r4shlp. flrundfest ie feeom to- be. a regular oontoct
of the 8dvi*t Goatwlite, a corrcepondeat with Soviet scientists, in. the Soviet .

. .

•*• Hnios#\snA s, contact, for .ipdiyiduals- ia the espionage sing heM«d byistaasr Mans,

•• ;•"'
in. January, 1945, Harhort Schio^ol of Itashlngtoa, D*G., deked GrynOfost Ts

advice as to persona who could, bo scientific consuXfcaats for gilgore (believed to
be 4'enator Kilgore) . Schitanfel suggested the nam of Harlow Shapely a«'a "liberal11

,

; Grur4fe»t dtatsd they should' consider Condon, who woe "decent li* act. liberal. 1*
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• •

. 7m word ’’liberal15 *A
.
used. Jw-llm&Mb is baiievcd to yefsr to pcrsatM -

f
* dcfinito CdK^fliaii «e^*j?*fcip or eyapittoiefSi. toe word «deaenb« ie

aeliMrcd to refer to -person* $£ pto-Soviet sympathies* not ceceaaarily Goiaasnist
fajfiy jseffibarebip* (62-58854-21)

leto ^ir^lvftosl Is--# towssian J&tiahSl, priestly re^itli^ is ..
-

•, Ifctoingtoa* »*©*» wto puBvtai tfaisto t?* toe latt# Wfl#;#ttoefec& so .
-

•
- the clerical staff of the American ttibasegr la Hoscon* T3?ff# toiftff is reportedly

agent or the 3TVD is lotosh to bo in £r»^m%-.conim^i. adthpax-soas
involved in. toe Gilter&aaier Case.. Since her arrival, in the United -Spates,. :«hc.
aa* also te«a in fre^ent contact with to©, fknr&efc Stoaesy*.., . .-,

Tv •_•

$*oa * technical ift***©maeoe ea &ttso»h-|?0* vm. doterssinel- ,

v X •_•'

.

that Jack toraalha, « stojeet. of toe- Gregory %se, ctaversed with te*. ^a»is# -• -•

-.*7 told he? ho Md «b idea as is host -sfco earn so-m© tsomy» He #2ggcstod

'

tiiai she spas a kindergarten at to© Jfetidaal Swam of Standards to teach toe :- '

Eaasi&n laagcage* ' liaraalka aaid that Ur*. Condon *s#nta hie toildren to -loam - -..

.,- smOXtu farsalfea saM that chc could atari o.o. a modest scale with the Condon
children, sad her

.
om wsd enlarge- toe<M if it. looked ^psastog. • .•-.-/

..

mm&fwmm*

'

, ' •( ..

*.',•
.,

.-•'
x' ;'. ,\'

'x

.
She israe'r Vice President reeemcended foarjatn for toe Atomic Bnergy

•’ JtoDieaioai Janas #<• ftawsym* Chariea E* Clark, %yid £, ldH.cafchal,.and Sr. •

tpndott. • According to General, f^lie. Groves* heal of.tb® Sfej&afctott Engineer *•’

.^reject, Br» touton received his- Applicant ,e» Director of the Daito&al Bareas
;
of Standards- as- a. result of a deal n*<% beimen -Jsssss k? Ker&aa and Dr. Kutchinc -

o£ toe bniversity of ehiea^v ,^to IS^Uide, itoo Wtiri&oo. .-afi .CoR^erco.
'

': .'•

Hroyes &rto«r- stats^ that ^«aan- *ras toon inetrhneatai .having- aototor-' i&kahoa .

.

appoint Condon goientifio Adviser to tod Mata ^oisaitise. .(loCr-190625-2449; ^ ;

: 100-190625-2301) .

'

•
.

•••!'; ..
.V ••••'

.
- '

;
• - •

-;

;
Father tfemg#, $*&*• baa indicated that iiiillp B* Soaoer,. Aide- to forsor

'

Baatto&fr oS Gmtxorco wrote part o£ toe letsdr frosx Wallace to the
;

•

President which baa been too sabieot of sach mxhlic. discaraioa. .Eanser is rosortcii .

to have written that portion or toe letter which dealt With iho atos bomb/ :
'

,
-

.;,

Aacordins t» F4toer Cgn-Hay,
. he obtaShfed .Me in£<tmtUm feop 8sr*. XJsis4o»*.

_
;

-,.
.

Iho files of toe I&nhatto^ Engtoaor.DiotSidt-rosording ih?. Condon
'•-.were, 'tosaa&ittod to. this Barenn when th« reiaest to isweetigato Dr,- Condon nans

'

received.
_
It ia noted that 't$B- file* reflect cona'idc-rablo- inforsnticn. vfiiito .

to® to^hed toroagh -tod liur^sa,
. In addition to too ittforKh''ion originally '••_
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imee&tted fro» thift Bureau, the following, pertinent inforaatica was obtained
ifcaa itut'tevlm ai SXum •'

-„ .-_•
...

••_•. ...

®asr% Of the file repots an intarslow with Si** Chubb* the then-*., '..

Mrecior of the t&aiingbcfckm ^euearch I^boraiofieS,. Chubb advised a SIG Agfeat
.- that Gencbn had rfeaeived m invitation to attend 'the- Science dabilett in £0?Gow*. -

ilucaia. Br, Chubb stated that Condon received .clearance to gako- this trip
through tbs State. De^artaent* hhshittgiaii, D.C, ' Sr* Chubb explained that ha 'din
.apt diaeues 0oadoa*s trip with the Engineer Bistidot-iim^jiStol* as -fibsdon
was mat' connected with th£ project, at that tic.®* • do. stated that Gandou wes to-

hey® left around the riddle of June, but about Jdzia 6, %%$, plans ser*? middesYLy
harried as the Hussion .government. asuarently doaired the visiting -Arbr'lcan

delegates ttf pagtieigatQ in orollMnagy discussions nracMina th« aotoal osanisg
of the casferanss, ' •'••• - * - *'•

,
the LSD file reflects a. letter written ,:by.Sr* Condors to the ^resident'

'

.
requesting that the Bfdsideiit overrule idjor General .Groves* .deeicioa vd-th regard

' to Condon 1a trip to Jlussia. In this letter to the President, Condon Bays, *For
•’

several years Xhave keenly felt the- .importance of establishing cultural relations
between Aaericant sad d'iaelaa scientists.* ‘ t have looked forward to the tierwlssa

*'

.
. o^ditioM^o.ild perieit this.- t have prepared 'ayself by-dwoting milk tlaat®-.:--

.

the study of the Stwsfrfo; iteegaage** •.

-•"
• ;

. * .v;;
'• ••''

'• ’

•

• v . \ - *_
fc ,

• *.

• • ' ’*
.*

.
\'A \ ;

’

- Shis file 'contains & coa&nnicatioa dated soyenhor '20,. 1945* tvb&
: jajor Fierce to. General Groves* fbia co&fiaaaication requests .clearance for- By,

• Condon- as a consultant- for th®. -JMlefc* fhis reddest ease froa Dr* Barrington
Daniels, who stated that Condon is %o» m scic-ntific adviser to the JSsSahon

4
-

. CoBsittee which is charged 'sdtb reviewing the entire field of - atosic- bnordy, " .„ :
.

'

:

-if Sandon is to advise-. this Csasaltfee© properly, ho; should have -access to
‘

;

.

laforcation other than that, contained in the Ssyib report.B - Bajor-Hdroa *

',

• desired to know whether General Groves objected to Dr, CoDdottls being cleared
'-v <

•

as a consultant, Bijar General Groves indicated his objection. It Is act .

possible to determine frost the file whether Mearaneo ism over given,

Blesrbero in the. file, there- la a statm$n% that in the early fell
of 1945, it was discovered that Dr* Gtacton was closely associated nifch Boric
Tregol, .since charged with conspiracy to defraud the Canadian Governaont.

ms infoireatioa Vac obtained by nzp’Xvm.. the-.Bareau*-,''
. %

•* *
.

• •* '
• % / ^ * v

She file yofieata a cos^nicAtion General Groves to Golonol 3nai»
'

. on.; duly 11, 1946. '*h«- pertinent jiortioa' of this cossamication reads ss.follawsj

“Gondon- .reo^ved formal -olearMce in Se is .reported
to. bo. friosdiy with pro-Kueaiaa groula and :$wi. dm£X^mUaX informant ’

,

reports Shat Condon, and his wife made pro^fesoian etateaoato aai inOioafecd
- eyepathy with. Huosian. foreign policy.'; At Buscfen Belief Dinner in- -Eebswjr

'

. 1940, OoBdon was in conpany -oltb principal subjects of ft Hussiati espiojisge
investigation., ft* Ms capacity «s advisor to- iho AtoKic Energy- Gomittcs
Candoa has- -oo.j3sietently attempted to secure all pcBsiblo secret inforsvatisn
without regard, to rhcth.Or the Oois:;ittoe needed or even desired sans. *ie has

*4-



eoasiatctttfly atteepfesd %a sad Kderspreschtr tb.8 ejtpreBsed vlma, of
the War Smsztzmt, end Its representatives is&th respect to atomic easrsy
laaislatioa, both to SpssIttQQ oad ?5te pui>llc*« . . -/

•

*

These files further refloat- that' the family physician of Sr* Condon
In Flfctaburgh, icansylvania, reported that Condon sad Ms cite have cade pro-
Kue.eian etatcnentc and have Indicated sympathy with the Saaoiaa foreign policy,
This inforjcatioa is in the Cores* files, end the Identity of Condon4o doctor
ic fcmiatt. S* is Sr. Bodle* Stairs Eaildlhs* -fittsbargh, Femeylvenla.. Sr.
Bodle has jut hceii itttervieBed, (MED file #201)

'

,.-
,

•••’.• "'

,
iaEBBflbmaMJS •• ; ;.•

;•

' *

Information was received Ihrch 1946, froa Joseph 4*" ?aouch, •
.

•

Eepafcy to Aesiotanfc Ccoyetaoy Huseell of the State Ceparfagent. - Foauch.'reported -.
•'

. the alleged .©sdstenco .of a'bu#© Soviet <^louage-rl«g in high ..federal .GovernKe&fc. ... /
circles. 35bla inforration is highly speculative, au&’Eahach. did not give any
particular substantiation. for his atateeeofcs. JRftauch. listed .Undersecretary ..

Achebon, Assistant to the Cnderseorctary F^’pert %rha,. and John »f* SfcOlojr, •

forr.er Acsiafcanfc secretary of Wsrj es Kembers of this ring., Vile-' also included
AsslaWsfc Secretary' of tar Peterson, Secretary of Cossierce ffcsnry A. '#<allaoa,

- 2r» Edward Condon, of the Bureau of Standards, laaes ?«e»££&a of the office of War
Wabiliaatioa and Fceceaversion, Paul. Appleby and George Cchwarfeawalder of the

•'

Budget Bureau,. Alger Hies and Abe Foliar -of the United l&tione Organisation,.
lewBan ia listed. *a the.,riagle«dor of this particular group. It Is knosrt that /._

.

'.

Eemm and Condon are- blbse frieade-. and have bean- seen. together .on & meter. of •'•>

occasions,. (65-56402-702) ,'*•*
-/• ,.-- -t.

5h* April, 1945, issue of "Current Biography" C-Utains the backgrotmd.
Of Sr. Condon.' Condon is quoted in this article as taking the leadership in.
the scientists * fi^ii to throw off ailitary central as regards atonic fission. .-

(

SiO article states that he had the backlog of Secretary -of Cofcsercc- Benfy 4,
'

'

.

'

-v
'

.

Wallace in hi* effort, The article further says, "Coition, asphaolsed the. \
iEip3rfcar.ee of .international cooperation tbrohsh, the tfriitcd h'atlc-nc, and the .

'

- \
Iffip0rfca3.ee of oloocn* relations \?ith Russia, '

*Forei.o» seieofciafccr, including :

'

A, •
,

those of Kuasia, ahculd he TJeleOKcd' into American. laboratories*, he said. »Tho
(

question non Iff Bat whether sre 5rf.ll- tell Hnsolh the things t?e know, but whether
\

scientists can talk to each, other. As it ic, their' work is htyirfed, belli for
peaceful pathoses or for ‘«aking better bosba? *# ( 62-58854-A) .

•

Information was revived Iron ‘the-,hhiis Haase that Gongressrara George '

'
:fi. Gatland of Oakland, California, end .John H* Folgor of. worth Carolina ' ;’"

recas&eaded in*. E4j* Condon and *Foe03 IL Sesqatt for a position in fctea Afcfisrfc

Energy Cemieclon. Both of these CongrasssSGa have been auhjectcd to considerable
afcfccntlc-a by Elisabeth Sauoly, a legislative represeatsfciya for the CIO in
Wachingfcoa, B*C* , and. a sobjeat in the Gregory Ccse, Catisly is a hnoim contact
of CoRgrdssKm aew«teiry# lS?a, Joanno Bliaaboth Anthony, who Isa
known CoK“.uiiist, It ia noted that ilea, Anthony has entertained in. has? aor.e

Fedor Garanin, one of tho nast inoortanfc Soviet XateHigeace Ageats,
(100-190625-2449)

•?-
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. I I. who la la Qh»t*g<s of the l

of the
| J cace to the Bureau and conversed with

Special Agent .parsons relative to changes that, have occurred In the
Bureau of Standards since 2r,* Condon beeaesft the %reci6ft.

| |hfta

been acquainted with Agent r-'arsona for several years and he provided infora-Mlon
to Agent Parsons oft .& strictly confidential basis* I la&ftfted that he kara
Dr. Condon had been openly accused at having' Gomuniat sympathies, and I I

shares this view, although he tir.ahlc to support it by concrete examples.
| [

advised that Condon .had appointed cany caw people in Standards whose
actions Beamed- to be- pror-Ctseftihist in trend. 'Trior to' Condon’s appointment,
the- idrdristration of the Bureau of. Standards waft handled by email groups ia .

b&i'ftivle&aa oS the iiareaiu thfc oilier twelve: or thirteen divisions concerned
thsftfieivea with, various branches of ecleiicc* %e heads of thcea scientific '

.

,

divisions wore usually appointed 'hm iROBg tlift scientietc in tho bureau atS<
Stsftdsrds* Cocacioi^Xly tm. would b« brought in $rose the outside* but when " • ’

this, occurred., the individual involved was always saineafe in his particular
field,.; Shift is ns longer .true*!

[

advises. She adainistratton of the
Bureau of atandaris is now bandied by five or ei* divisions, and top scientific

*

positions are now filled by outsiders who, though sogietfc'.es scientists* are
tmhnosn and un^slifiod. •

| 1 gave several concrete examples to substantiate .

fas. above siafceaeat. ’
-

‘
.•

• '> '"••
. / :

” Y
I centiorod one individual lu particular* iteftft 3. Odiahaw.

l&eft ho first get
| |

Gdisba# mjtioned that he knew « young fellow very
interested in oslor spectrophotometry* Ibis individual was unknown, to

1 Odishaw stated that the Bureau of Standards should hire this young
.

man right away and could probably get hies for « P-6* I I told Odishaw
.

- ;•

he would be glad to take tftft P-6 4«b* Cdiahaw -then told| Ithftt. if
•get, ia -cith the right people, he would get along much better .” \- •

.

.

; '• •'

.

•

./
••.-;•.<

[
also cot;per«ted. that the 'old. tfelfare and Heer-sstdon Association .

of Standards has now been abolished mi a sew organization for-sed* ho «ai4
'

that he noticed ia a recant circular oolioitibg hie mes&erabip the sssteea of •

* number of individuals whoa he previously regarded &Q "pinkft. Iheao nsuaeu
•'

•included s«sb of the new high, officials in 'the Baxem of Standards and. ddishaw .;

Scene to be one of the. nOst aggressive. ^0 further advised that Odishnw is
aft old acqualntanda of Condony as they worked together at ^’estinghaaso. -

Odishaw is a Condon appainbfteaV. (62-40080^40) -
~ '" •• ’

\Y- V '•
.

aaeo&staja&gsar- •*• ;

.(!)• It 'is recpiKWnded that Ideutena&t Colonel Charles B. Ssabft.fee--- .•'“
, .

’

'interviewad, for specific inforaation as to bie nllegatiaa -iu the file,; .. .

,! -'Y

.. that. CoEde«,»c3naietSatly attempted -to esoure all paaeible secret inforftailoa, '.

without regard to whether the Cwwdttea needed or even desired s&s#* . He has '
.

.:•

consistently attempted to distort- and sSsropreomi the cxpx’esscd views of the
War Beparteenfe and its representatives with respect to atonic' cnorgy legislation

.

both to Corseittea and the public.* >' ' - .•/'

. Iftformation -should also be obtained froa iftnkft relative to tho •

Statement appearing in the SSI? file that pBr. Condon waft closely aocociated
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with Boris Pragol, eina© charged with conspiracy to defraud the Canadian ...
'

•

Government.& /V.

<2) xt is racoaaejiacd that I l a coxtfidentisa • b7D r

ioforcaut of the VasSiingtOR Hold Office,- be rc-infcfirvlcned £fir all up-to-date '

, .

‘

information da hie possession ragasditig Gfinden, st& pittticalarly vniiit.ref^«sca
to

|
fetiateKeftt -tbat Ooadqn yhnfcg^' fco waks miblih. iaf.6rgafc&oa

.

”7

regarding the atomic bomb. •'
.

•
‘ '

(3) % is yecocKOnded that a lead he Set cut for tb®. Tittsbur-jh .

lleld Office to Interview £r* 3odlo, the vondon. fussily payeioian* 5hie interview -

can ho kado to appear routine if Dr, is recalcitrant, lb £e noted that '- -

-

.

£r* Eodie reportedly hoard .a conversation faetwecn Sr. and' Mrs*: Cc.r4oii in which ;
- **v'

. they espreeacd definite pro-Soviet views*'
' •''• }"/.: * ' *'

v':

’ .7

(4} it la recoEKendcd that no- "other.inwotigation bo vsd* v&^avHnQ
Cordon, as tho Infomticft in tbo instant cecoratidua:adequately aware
the ratter of Condon »g sssooiaiisins, character* raid loyalty. It is reOos«:en<iM

.

that
.
this information, together with the results of thg>

| |
Sank** -b7D

Sadie- interviews, bo made available to the Atonic Snargy Gorcaiacion. It It ••.•.-

realized that much of this ieformtion cacnafc be sent; outside tfao Saroatu ‘ ;
.

,.-

'

general
i

inforjraticn Gendoaia association ut-th- Kat^ion greaory'-’' \,
!"

' ; .

'

-Sily«c^ster."~_- this agpi^r^t^fie'ndcW^ wc hage ppylbcgly • ...
jadSa this information available to $S3) and. car failure 'he rake it available. •••'.••

to. the Cosaiosion right bo noted by security officers net.' connected vith the
Cosaiission. 2hie reo.QK?,endstic?ft i» being rM« in view of. the cttttutory provision .. 7

'

that »2 ' provide the Cose!scion with ell derogatory information fedt>m* lour
attention f« called to the fact that m iovestigatlQh has been fidndacted. fin. ,

•,'
- .-.•

. Condon since July, ''3,946* However* •thera appoara. to bo no other logical •-

InvC'stigfetioa to bfi conducted* - '\

. C5) A technical curveHlaaed on Condon tfC'ild perhaps be productive* -• .-

It is rcQfiteaendod that consideration be -given to tha taking of such action for
* short i&as at least,, $3 should affect soee coverage. ou- Condon, i»‘ vie* &£ \s

-
:

.

•

his obvious tie-ap \ii%h some iadivldudln in ths Gregory b§sa aad doasmoclt as-

hie work in e»»3«a<sti0tt with the -Atotsie ;%er^r fiok^inaion will place h$e in-a ,

: .

•

gositica. of conatantiy 'MvlAt access to rs^trieted data, < .
,..' . 'v - :.;Ao
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/ There is attached hereto?* for your information, a newspaper
;

' a9"~

1 clipping from the Washington Times Herald, dated March 25, 1947, entitled, -/i
j

"Condon Facing U. S. Probe into Soviet Society Affiliation". This article
states that Dr. Condon 1 s leadership in the American- Soviet Science Society
would be probed in connection with investigations into the loyalty of

ment employees. /yv /

.. Your attention is invited to information received through technical

/j sources on Dr. Condon's residence on March 22, 1947, at which time Dr. Condon/jT.

f
? in a conversation- with James R^MIewman, who was discharged from -the Office
U War Mobilization and Reconversion1 and who is presently employed by the-New

" Republic Magazine, stated that he, Condon, is considering writing a physics text

llbook, "If he, (Condon) can get enough dough before the Un-American Committee
//kicks him1 out, he will be all right," /
i* /

On March 23, 1947, through the same sources it was learned that Polya
^’^Habicht, a strong pro-Russian individual, who is .known to be in contact with'"

~

^ thT*Soviet Embassy, in a conversation with Emiiy^Condon stated that her son,

| |

desired to enter the MassachusettsXtnstitute of Technology and

wanted to know if Dr. Edward Condon could tutor him in physics in preparation I

for the entrance exams. Mrs. Condon said that her husband was too busy. I

Action:

The above is being submitted fdr additional

supplemental to that already Rubmi.tted.dn_the mat.erii

House Un-Amerlcan^Activities Commlt-t-ee. -The taghnia;

versations are attached hereto.h

Attachment

nation on Dr. Condon ,

four use before the^y
covering these con-/

^9 O'^SZ^— -
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Gcndon Facing U. S. Probe—
Into Soviet Society Affiliation

• Bureau of Standards' Director

Is Vague About His Membership ;

By WILLIAM OjQLIN JR.

. High on the agenda of investigations into thejtyattjl

Government employes -will be a probe of the leadership

the American-Soviet Science Society of Dr.
,

Edward

Condon, Bureau of Standards*

chief and one of the nation's top

atomic scientists, this
.

newspaper

learned yesterday. , - ,

Over long-distance telephone

from Philadelphia where lie is

attending a meeting of the United

Nations Educational Scientific

and Cultural Organization, - Con-

don said last night he had been

a member of the society since

he was associate director of the

Westinghouse Research Labora-

tory and he is either. a:
member

of the societyfe board of directors

or executive t pard; “I don’t know
which.” S'
The1

society was formerly the

Science Committee of the Ameri-
can-Soviet Friendship Council, but

the affiliation between the two
groups was dissolved .when a

number of prospective .members
looked askance at the political

and propaganda activities of the

council. •

During its affiliation with the

American-Soviet Friendship Coun-

cil the Science Committee re-

ceived an annual subsidy of

approximately $15,000 from the

council. Since the name of the

committee was changed to the
-American-Soviet Science Society

it hag appealed for a _
$25,000

grant from the Rockefeller Form
dation.

of

in

U.

. Condon said the society! is. com-*

jAsed of ”200 or 300” American
scientists but was unable tp.-say

with certainty whether any) Rus-

sian scientists are attached jfco• its

offices, which are in the building

of the American-Russian lnstitute,

58 Park Ave., New York city.

The atomic physicist, who also

played a major role in the de-

velopment of radar and rockets,

said he had furnished the society

with the names of other scientists

at the Bureau of Standards but

had not “recommended” their

joining. .
. .

*

.

Is Small Organization .V

“The society is a. very; small or--

ganization er$ablished for the ex-

change of SUrely. scientific data

between Russia and this- country,

Condon sald.^He added that most

of the material came from the

Soviet Union and that very lijfcle

had been'.furnished the;. .Russians

from this country. ;
- \

Duncan Machines, acting

chairman, of tnfesociefcy, said most

material exchanged was oft a

“theoretical nature’* and nonjl ot

itl had any military value. Butihe

added no one screened the ma-
terial to determine if it would-be

injurious to our national defense
it went to Russia

Adjacent to Reds

Although the grant was ap-

proved by the foundation more,

than seven months ago, it has ,7iot

materialized because the "society

;

has not,received proper certpca-

tion from the Bureau of Internal;

Revenue as a non-profit organiza-

tion. /officials of the* gfoup are

unable to explain ,the. delay..
. .

TTmss //e*»u>
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.frying.:
money, ivdth • 4' toxtb ook/
•years ; a gb^.end.* offered'^

, would have',.made a-iot

-HEHS3T. *(T?AI/i3lC3?;) ‘ has a speech ip ’Ivfedispn Square ''Garde*} ^axqfc *31si>
\

* /

v

he has. several, editorials - he 1 s pot 17 .speeches' to* make- abroad^ •&&& *

X‘m not writing- them, biit X hot* to' *woa?k on them loti* ‘fclfoiteh.
, J \V'

.. f)
and

¥
;•

d probably- ; ,

,JIK said-ljy''' I'f.c*

and. the©n<y
„ , , f

asked, is . .
*

JBi »('ph): io-,WRL$ blOK5X^?*'- (.continued 1

)
y-‘

;/ y/ry

*

/- * "
, /

coring: up a©:ct‘>re'ek, ' arid* OTli saxd^he^ihihlcs. ho \^feILA!32)Vi©
?

go.in£
/stay one ’theVGr^epe and Turkey1/topic.’' EB‘ asked happened to ; those \

••

moi^ays^/.did they iTo^g^t.'Mr. "tkiey: ivlrio^ovr; Him array.:
;

. “/
*'

^J.'said/ he/.dpisptt ’l?aovry ‘iiW never, inquired, y:$o\z ^H.Vrill-

'

mak*A it hi s < Ki1.<HySa/:?5 r* *?+.:v'r»n+. i ’
• :TT f * r%Ts»<ainA*#3 t.hc.^.. *E5I\ gobld make

0U3Ld sit. -;
•

rants

'

V • II

•;. i

i

:
’ »

s *

the American ’representation has about 100 members, .and /they have bant
'•

'

.but’ •invitations, W >hput. IQOOi td attend / this conference. .EDrsqid be

• 'enclosure, -‘-v
:/

./'£$• :*•

'v '"•
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.

thought he'^d^go^as he received all the agenda' manorial,” and. an
engraved invitation,- about several weeks agO,- -and the- threw if on his

:t
desk. arid forgeL" about it',, hut. yesterday therTwas a young f©How carte

•'

/' to ' see .ED, 'and he turned -out to .bp ’a- Tax#, bdfpJJ&^'ican named IfOLITli (pft)

L'L'vhp''. ia a sort pif
. 4 Physicist. iaecLjanic'ai engineer at ;CsTiforMa Tech

• on rockets ’ durittg’.the’ Wer-/ but;who.'hhs given tip -.all- that to -go on: the /
working staff jo# ;UH3SCG: in. ' Paris/- and 'he reminded SD '-of ' it,

.
sp ED

V '• decided, to go.' .SD said he (KORINA) is

I

n town, and full -ride up. .‘V

--- with ;Ed tomorrow in SD's cai. Jill said there is
!

only a kempt®- chance,
> \/'.of his.' getting to, attend, in 'case he gets 'down to- Princeton to visit", -.. /,\.

,7 /his did 'friend -arid former chnif, PfillK’
.
R3SE£EiW,(ph).. • ED said the.-

’
'

.

/ 'headquprtbi'S -of this: :thi«g,,-ia;
v,kt. the Ben EranMin Xiiotei), -but ED

' * •

/does Wot ‘knew whe?e.he'^yall b:e staying , -.fig.-;h4‘,called.ijhe :Sta i$, Dept;.' /

and. they/.are' handling;' his 'reservations-.- 7J-E|. -said .he- would. Tike-Ito;
.

' '• *./
:

i coyer it -and have' 4 iittle, item about -it in- 'till
f

il0w •-.) w \
Republ-i'c ) .. ; ED- said he things" it is a' good: idea to. .’snp' prt thesri'jteyr’ .7

.

’
*’•'/ idealistic 'enterprises! -instead . of waiting; to seei-x-l 'it is- going to-

v

W-.lmpbr-tant or not; ‘but. ire should;, pitcli-in. and .make, it. be important, 7- ;/•/
..

•„v. -JIM- mentioned that there is a very good article; in, this week’s.. "Lifa". < \
v

.- dri jilllAE (ph£);*| 1 .jlESa 'si^resd to. ppma.> ov^r 'tp; see ED, tomorrow'- .
' 7 ••

• ; about' 11 .an.
:

They'-rasurte dLsaussipn of, 3D ,'3''-vrritih.f; if textbook, ' arid.

"" jE- suggested- ho- help’ hi'4 ';utK it;-
. EP .said; 't?i;.t- .SlijftiT ' is ‘ land .of - i/,.,,-.

working 'on the thing: with him. ’ -/'.Ed said7he. 'doQsnVt' se.era to. get the. ;'.y
:

/ /-><

• spirit of ’doing anything for the- "Republic", . although he .-.sees that there
' •/'

'Was/a nice^pieeb; 'this 'week- by .
PH'Tf/OR;I;Sptr

;(ph)'./ ED said -lie is sort). “ 7

.

^ -of an imitator, :ahd there has never , bpen anything-, in the "Republic" -
.

;'

’ /. on science, ’but-. 'if b'i&aks thp)
;

ic9 : for;-hih, -EDuaay dpaoa'iething /)•:.’.

• j for'the) ^jjw^lip'i*'; -to y/rite. that 'piece./',/. •; ;
' • '

-.Jlil asked what'fkind- of-.a:writer -Q^E'S; -EHAft tph^-:is
:

. Efi. said he dbesn'.i/v-
-

.-• • know; -as', he. has- heyer really;'seen any 'n^uiuscript' .he

-

put/’-;.'.. .

. bp
;
he

;
has -.-done-.-a swell ^ob on-- public-- rglatidhs; for: the

-

Bureau, arid" -:•-) .**

. are he^miing-to/hit, 'all^kisds.-"cif--Sdie^-ifi&.ariG’'t.edlmiba^ trade
’

•;/ ‘pfess.. and -stuff. : like that;.’ so-: in that sense, it ;is'goirig,'to pay off‘«

T.’"
^

0^)- to'm.W-p^MS/C9pritinu^^
.

,7?: .'-.

'

"''•-They-.-'co'ntiriue their ..discussion bn s
\7riti-hg text books. ED said v;hat 7-,/

.

,•/;:/ l^ye. writing a
-

^ ook; -%ot--^h.rmane^;m? he justygpt a -7
_

v

/ eheclo for (o900. irojii; Prentiss;,Hall 'ioi,
.

;
6 raont-hs '^^royal^ties,- -and tiht is"

V-V.. only. fep-perceht/-nvlViie .the guy -that;’wrote': t.he ’bpok' is' get' .iP.g lg^- so
’

;7 ¥
-‘.''

v

' /’he. rmis.t be cleaning -up abput f,l2-,OOQ. a ,"ye;ar -on/it/ and- - ail he‘ did Was, -
/":<'•

;W;./ fipite the book. ED said 'he needs the dough'-- as it - does-' not’ .seem that^
'.the ) cbrier.es®' is' going- .-to raise :the:

^

'sHlery. ceiling ;ori Civil Service.,.’ /• ''7,.

JB: -said .he. could hav.e-Teff a lot of stuff in his' book on' to BllcO'

JlJi has- a very, interesting chapter
;

in- that, hookj’ written by EDV,
^

. '"EP; ^sked/M;.; whpn'- that ' book is' doming . put*.,;:Ansvrer, in September Or
‘

Viat'e-.AU>yust.*'..,.^K said;the lead)article. ,in; Barports, in Jfey-'is an
-.'article by:jll£i based 'on .his first chapter, -trying to get the-.policy .'

,
stuff across, and he has'-an article, in the/^le .law Journal for IS^r.y •

.-7"' -

:>.-and he has'-an article in something, called -"law. and the -Contympprary
; .l.

' ’

..' liind" for July, and he will probahly. h'avo
.
another article' in the V 7'; '

•

’

Harvard .law Review, and all these" a/e.) based on the ' book; but they.

.. do not pay anything,' all;he Wanted to do-^tfas get

-

the ideas . across. -
-

. . Tiieylresiffle discussion .of ^iriting a -t>p:t ' book. 'Jll \said) he' has an- ' T -. .

* *
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#
Office M.emorandum

$7,/

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT:

D. M. Ladd'

J. C. Strick

$
ED7ARD CONDO:

INTERNAL SEC

date: Hay 7 , 19U7'

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

Mr. Tolson
. Mr. E. A. Ta
Mr. Clegs

TY - E

Mr. Glavln
Mr. Laad

~
Hr. NLchoIF
It*. Rosor._

‘

Mr. Tracy
Hr. Carson
Hr. Es

-J' In order to show the connection between Condon and Michael

/vavilov,. First Secretary Soviet Embassy, Ythe following conversation,

’ which ms obtained from the tech on the Eussian Embassy, is being set

forth to be placed in the Condon*file. This conversation took place

April 21, 19^7

?

EHILYTO0MD0N TO MICHAEL S .^VAVILOV (First Secretary) at Soviet

Embassy- Mrs. Condon askea Vavilov to send her a copy of the

latest Soviet Constitution, also known as the "Stalin Constitution,"

in English. Vavilov agreed to and acknowledged that he had the

Condon's address. They asked each other about the health of their

respective children and families. Mrs. Condon mentioned that a

family/fyattfords )
had been staying at 'her home last week but had

now returned to Pittsburgh. "
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ALl INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009- BY '60324- UC. BAtJ/DK/TH3S3MQD m~B ccsmsr

record:

EGrFjcmw

Tolscn

Ciee?_
01fkVin_

UlchoTs^
Boson

carsoi

Karbo_
Kendon_

Quinn TSEsf
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Kiss Gar«Jy_



ndaodronM NO. 64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

GUI HOTTEL, SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE
DR. EDWARD UHLEEU&NDON

DATE: April 8, 1947

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
Oil 08-12-2009

188%
•ITIAL

Reference is made to letter to the Bureau dated March 24, 1947,
from the Washington Field Division entitled "Technical Surveillance, Dr.
EDWARD UHLER CONDON."

The Bureau* s attention is also directed to a letter to the
Bureau from the Washington Field Office dated August 27, 1946, in which a
review of the pro-Russian activities of the subject as contained in the
files of the Washington Field Office was set forth. From a review of the
file entitled "EDWARD UHLER CONDON, Atomic Energy Act Applicant" it is
noted that the Bureau has been kept currently advised of certain activities
of the subject throughpOdnfidential Informant whose identity is
known to the Bureau. The Washington Field Office in this same investiga-
tion has furnished the Bureau a letter dated March 25, 1947, and a letter
dated April 8, 1947, which reflects background information on some of the-
persons contacted by CONDON from March 24 to April 4, 1947. A review
of this information reflects that CONDON and his wife have been in contact
with subjects of the case entitled "GREGDRX - ESPIONAGE *- R," suspected
Communists, persons of pro-Russian and pro-Communist inclination and
officials of the Polish Embassy.

\ ••

Considerable other more detailed information, particularly
i / concerning CONDON's contacts with the Russian Embassy and NATHAN GREGORY

was set Forth in the report of Special Agent E. II. MOSSBURG
dated March 20, 1947, at Washington, D. C. in the case entitled EDWARD
UHLER CONDON, Atomic Energy Act Applicant.

From a review of the information in the files of the Washington
Field Division concerning this subject, it is believed that the technical
surveillance now being conducted on CONDON should be continued. It is
also requested that the Washington .Field Division be authorized to re-open
the Internal Security - R investigation of this subject and that authority
to conduct physical surveillances to verify and prove information furnished
by |also be given. Authorization is also requested for a mail cover
to be placed on CONDON's residence at 3535 Van Ness Street, N. W,,
Washington, D. C,

EHMsBGW
62-4108

tec*

y 1
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HEPSTJJ' lS:;.jjWGLA'S’SIFIED
'

date (jsVa^iinjg ;itV:So'324 uc bm/dk/tR
Washington, B. C

May SO,. 1947

MlA bUMAUvRZ

Unidentified man to ELIZABETH {sjifaULY to say that he had just arrived and is

af, the airport. ELIZABETH said that she called the Burlington hotel last night
and thought she had' a ' room for '.him- 9he told man. to see either ftitt, MOuRE or

MR. WILLIAMS and to tell -whoever he sees that he is from the CIO. Alan said he

WOjjld see- ELIZABETH at the office at 9=30 A.i-A.

Unidentified v/oman to EMILY CORDON to say MR. TELLER (PH) is there today ana

invites EMILY to tea this afternoon at 4=00. accepted. V/oraan gays the only otht

person who is going to be there is Mid-.. m^RTONE (PH) .
•

GREG SILEEftMASTER to DICK SubULY. HELEN has the mumps. CiCK asks GREG .'if he

still wants to go (to the beach) . GREG indic_tes he does and will contact DICK

after breakfast as to the time they will start. b2

bi/to/juu
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.Washington, D. C,

May 20, 1947

{.Ha. wUi.lj.aaI 00mTIhUi„l.

May 20, 1947
DAVE TIA11L to ME. oOBEL, in NeV York uity, Lexin'-ton 2-5200. DaVE saia ne

received a call from DM] GuuDi/LA'J yesterday uring him (LnVEj to "co.ne in" (.Ne.-' Yorl-*

as early as possible. DaVE said tnat he is ali tied up and won't' oe aole

to get away from Washington until Friday . wUbEL suggests that mMc, get up

.to New York as early as possible on Friday morning. LuUh said he would try to.

get there by- 9:30' a.m. on Friday.

DAVID WAiib to Mittit JANE REiM-iEY to say that he is nov/ _eaving for the hill

arid that he will see IvLhY JidE when he is finished "up there," aooutnoon.

1Q;15 mi

10:15 am

lQ:20 am

iMP Cut

DAVID WaHL to ELEANOR in New York uity, aCademy 2-5150. (Tliisis

apparently iLiiEANOK lOViEBTRtiL) . EbEAuuk said, "He's (wuia on uis

way to Washington, just for the day. You'll find him >vith the ceuator (i«x,iD).''

DAVE told EpEAiWH that he will probaoly be up in New York Thursday evening.

ELEANOR invites to her place for dinner and to spend the night Thursday evening.

DAVE accepts and will let'ELEnNUh know if he can't make it in time for dinner.

ELEaNOR says .he (iiLDLJ is leaving 3:30 A eastern standard Tia.e, which

would put him in Washington. at 1:30 P.ul. Washington daylight saving time.

CARL GREEN for DAVID WHHL, El.jA told. CnKL that uaVE nad gone out And t.iat she

did not expect him back until about noon. EuuA mentioned tnat she co-a-d not

get in touch with DaVE where he went. C*uui said he was very anxious to ta^k.

to DAVE before he (CaKL) "goes." GatiL said ne was leaving "tne station 11 at

1:00 P*ttl. CaRL said he would not get to the station until about 11:50

and would wait for dave to colj.thet’e (radio station?)*

Unidentified v/oman (with Blavic accent—miio. itbDFEtth ? ) to Luiia vX/i.i-viJ. x ne

woman offered to pick E.-jIDY up in a taxi to take an r to a tea noth women

are going to at the "LadGB" (Ph) at about 4:00 Pv.vi . tooay.

DICK babULY for MR. HUBBb (PHj at tcEpublic 1935-

H0BBB was out.

Unidentified wo nan Said

10:21 am
No Out

1ml L <Ull* .

DICK oAbuLY - to IbhDORE wfiTuAN . DICK tola iBxUkitui aDout uTnEL Gobi, mi . ^xunr.tx

seeking a job with UNESCO. (Bee entry at 2:50 P.-n.
,
5-19-47 *

)

lA *,Jl** -aid

he knew someone in U1ME0CO and agreed to try tc nelp axuKa get a job.

told. DICK to. have ETHEL call him Monday after ne has nad a .cnance to talk
' to his contact. DICK told LAfTilafi that ne is going to xeuve for flew York

again today unless he receives some «ord to the contrary before noon.

iO:25 am ‘
' DICK bAbULY to AETHUK bTEXN ,

(See Ab summary )

.

BI/TO/JOH V MIa-170



DIOK MbULY .for MRS. ETHEL GOLDtlNV/EISbBR, /'who was out. DICK message at
switchboard of unidehtif ied apartment house for ETfffiL to
HAtional 2312, on Monday/ • '

... >

1

;

V V. \/^'V7v>v

DICK bAbDLY to ELIZABETH SAbULY §t "Food and •3?6baccp Workers^" hXCK .told,'' j. v

ELIZABETH that he would be- leaving, at about nbbn or. i:QO .1?$^
heard otherwis-and that so far he hasn't heard anything which/mean $

,

;he' is. \A/-

going (to NYC). DICK told ELlZi$ETH he would call her to .ie.t her^lalpw' only L

DAVE. WAHL, at Capitol to ELM &HALIT. 'DAVE asked ELLA to lopie^ his .;vV
appointment book to. see if he had anything fpr 6:30 P.M.’ toinprrdw, night..'

'* b2
ELLii checked and then told DAVE that he had nothing for that, tiirie.f •

- DaVE
then told ELLA to invite "Congressman BENDER" in for that -time.* ,SLLA told L; *

DAVE that he had an appointment for lunch with HERB bGHIj^vjEL at Fan and Bill's
at 1:00 P.M. today and she wondered. if he was relnembering.it/: DA^E/.’said,,

he would keep it. ELLA told DAVE about CaRL GftEEN being so anxious to get in
touch with him and DaVJL told ELLA to tell CaRL to call <him on extension .1442 at
the Capitol if he should call again within

.

the ' -next -half-' hphr or so.s*':*•
•

" L

EDITH ftAHL to ELLii oHaLIT to ask when DAVE will be going to New lbrk.'‘;/j&L£iA.

says she supposes Thursday night as he has an appointment for 9;30
Friday in* Hew York. • '*

“
'^v;

‘
* '

'
•

'

* \ b2

*

DaVID WAHL to ELLA tiltaLIT to ask who it was who called ELLa about lunch at
%

1:00 today at Fan and Bill's. ELLa says she supposed it was HERB bCMJvBiEL •

though the man didn't give his name., bhe said the man said he had a tentative
lunch date with DaVE for today and bCHIlvLifeL was Only One indicated in PaVIS-S.

book. He sayS it isn't bCHMuEL. ELbA will check with HEkB FIERbT.;td see if
it werehe. DAVE says he wants to be down at Union station at 1:30 'today and
would rather not keep the lunch date.. DaVE is going to H&ftY JANE'S now and
will call from there and if ELua hasn't found out by then who it was he supposes
he will have to go to Fan and Bill's at 1:00. • ’

,
..cLL

''

ELbA dHaLIT to Rt,RB FIERbT to ask if he contacted her earlier today regarding

a lunch date with DaVE for 1:00 today.. He did not. ,’vr/S * *

11:54 am ELM sHaLIT for CHARLIE FLaTO

,

who is in New York
No Cut

ELLa oRALIT to secretary of ltiR. * (iVLaRGUb) . uOHEN to ask if he called to make

a lunch date with QaVE for today. He did not.

BI/TO/JOH



Washington, D. G.

m~y. 20, 1947

1:04 om

!\11A oUiA'.lnaY COmU U1MJ ...

way 20, 1947 v , , ,

12:15 pm DAVE WAHL to- ELnA bHALIT. DaVE told ELua that he could not possibly keep

No Cut the luncheon appointment at -Fan and Bill's at 1:00 P.4. today as he (LAVE) b2
nad to see soineoody else up at"the hill" at 12:30 P.ui. today and then wanted

to get to Union station at 1:30 P.M. to meet the]B:30 A.M. train from New

York City- They speculated over who the man might be vatu whom SLLa unwittingly

confirmed the luncheon date with iJuVE for today. LaVE said it couldn't have

been "IZII nTONE, who had wanted a luncheon d^te with DaVE today because iAM/E

saw him tnis morning. i/AVE also said it couldn't be GuuEvuu’J ( roJux^BEtiGEii.)

because ne also saw GUeiuhaN this morning. DaVE said it couldn't have been

who he originally thought it was (HmnB bOHIMMELV) because he (DaVE) had been

with him most of the morning. ELLa suggested DaVE call ChkL GkEilN at

Radio station VK*W*< . AaVE asked ELLa to go to Fan and BILu's at 1:00 P.M,

to find the man and explain to him, agreed. •

1;0A om I EMILY CuUDOW to LObKAbKA (PH-HaJoiM?) . IJOBuaoKa said she is working very hard

I on a translation; that the Twentieth Oentury Fund has just completed a survey

/ of the economic life of the United otates in 1950 to I960, ohe is translating

/
from English to Czech. lObRapKa said her husband is in New York. EMIL!'

/ asked BOBHasKA to lunch on Friday at 12:30. GOBttaoKA accepts the invitation.

EMILY said she is inviting a i/iho. huGal'E (BETTY) v/hose husband is the

local representative of the McGraw-Hill Book Company. LOBPuioKA said DK* CQbDuN

mentioned talking with him. - EwIlLY said they are about the leading publishers

of scientific books and periodicals in this country.' LOBKAblvA says she knows

tnis. EMILY said she thinks they are very anxious to get business in

Czechoslovakia. EMILY said she doesn't know how much hino. aGGaTE knows About

this but thinks she and BOBKaoha ought to know each other anyway. ‘ EmILY • said

^
she will try to have ivllcw . H0UDEK and .«Eib. HUNC, also.

1:06 om ai.iIaY CONDON to «u. (BETTY) MOGaTE. EwilLY invites BETTY to lunch on Friday

at 12 .3o of this wee-c. BETTY accepts. EMILY said she is asking Mflu. BAJowudJl

whose husband is )iere at the embassy, ihvilijii said she (ivilib. ilAJuivlAM) is an

engineer and her husband is a physicist; that they are very much interested in

scientific Publications, so she thought it would be nice for BETTY to get
.... .

together with them. BETTY asks if HELEN wOuDY said anything to EmlLY about;

I coming to a meeting at her house. EMILY said- not. BETTY said EMILY may bee

. ift.-iaa tomorrow night. BETTY said HELEN is having a little meeting of people

1 on Friday at 3:30 "about these German women that she has had all these letters

from -’ov know." EMILY said she (eHILY) isn't interested in Geiuuan women and

says she thinks it is just horrible that any American woman would have d
_

bleeding heart about them. BETTY said she (HELEN) has corresponded with sox

or seven of them aid "she! 1 asked "me" some time ago to come out and talk. ;

BETTY said she told her that if She had time she would run in for a little

while. BETTY continues, "bo X can See how it works out, 1 thought I .would

find out what he had to say anyway." LivilLY said, "Yoli know I think io is just

sickening the way our hearts are bleeding for the Germans and go. one gives

a' damn about the Germans' Victims, apparently." EMILY goes oh to say that

according to the U. 'b, Post .Office information that four' times as many ,

oackages have gone' to Germany as to any of the victim countries. They go ori

' to- discuss- this at great length, EiAlLY said she knows; p«b J3* Y'ho

BI/T0/J0H (continued)
'
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^-[EMn,Z CONDON to Mid.. (BETTI) HOGATE. (CON*

CONTINUED

1 :06SW&
*

fEMILI CONDON to Mid .

.

' (BETTI ) HOGATE. (CONTINUED) .
'

>.
.

I.sends packages -to GermWiy. BETTI said that -is one reason why she wants- t° gP
to; this meeting)/ tP -Soe what it is all about' and see how much sympathy they

___^
bring out. 'hYell, of courge, ifiS the anti-communism they*,..

irM.i :
: ' Some pi these old./elderly D*a,lUs just love the Germans because they are anti-

?$!;: . ' ; coininunistj
:
you ' se,e» - There is a little of that in i$ ? " MIDI said it is very

j/Sj-'V mysteriotsi /that;, .she- doegn?t understand the emotion* BETTI said she could
• understand'it a 'lot: More if it were the French or the English instead of the

Germans.. - BETTI confirms' that EMILY is going to be at ivihb. PjNOtiOTb tomorrow
*• night and. hilLI said

,
she is going to bring professor and Mtto. KENauD (FH).

BETTI .said she has. invited four girls from George Washington University
who are quite interested in foreign affairs, "bo that will be a help." They
agree,there, will be quite a little crowd. EMILI said, "Well-, I am sorta
looking forward to hearing vyhat BOB has to say. I am just afraid he can't say
very much.' "[He has to so eta' hedge around, I think, and 1 don’t think he will be
able to say anything about the international aspects of it.’ 1 BETTI said she
doesn't think they can talk even to a small group;-. that they can't give away
secrets. EMILI said they can't give away the situation either. utlnl says,
"I mean they can't.... The thing is that it is sort of a stalemate, and there
isn't anybody that is going to make the least.... I mean you just -can't do
anything, lou just have to wait to see what happens and I don't know....!
don't know just how long this is going to last. I am getting awfully impatient
but something has to break sometime."

1:16 pm f EMILI CONDON for MKb. aTHANAtioOV
, who. is not at home. EMILI will try later.

1:24 pm /EMILI CONDON to Mho. (HELEN) ftlQQDIi EMILY invited her to lunch on Triday
at 12:30. EMILI said she thou.ht of having Bz/fi'I HUGalE and a few of the
people from the United Nations Forum. EMILI said a man is coming out from the
War Department in regard "to those German letters" and she thinks she
couldn't make it. EMILI said she wanted BETTI to meet some of the «oiuen from

•

the Czech Embassy and tn«t she knows a nice girl from the b . Igarian Legation I'.v/

EMILI decides to change the, lunch to Monday at 12:30. BETxl suia she can make:
''

it then and accepts.

1:32 pm V EMILI CONDUN to Mite. (cETTI-)-- hOGa’i'E to change the luncheon from i-riday to-.

I Monday at 12:30. '

.

• b2

1:35 pm I EMILI LONDON to unidentified woman (DOBtuioKa mJynuM?) to cho.n ge the luncheon

I l( from Friday to 12:30 on Monday,

BI/TO/JQH lviIa-173
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Washington, b. C.
May 20, 1917

tillA aUll'u.zY uOi'iTj.UL.jj.j
<Sj

j
J.V4 r ”,

^-^-l /jfio
t° MrS

‘.

n
rlSG » Siting Mrs. riiuNC to lunch next Monday, May fc6

/Nati’o^
11

*
+
rS * '°?1'liXJw £ald that she is inviting zohie ladies from the United

continued?”™
^ me6t S0Ble of the ladies frorn "behind the iron curtain. 11 They

H - I see. Yes, that nice lady I met at your house there.
0 - "ell, she s behind the iron curtain (laughter).
H - ohe's behind it very very much so.
C - Yeah (laughs),
H - If you have head yesterday's papers or today's papers.
C - i^o •

H "
;
eah

;
*Se are

77
SOinebody is ~ some correspondent was saying that we are theleast Communistic country so I don't feel behind the iron curtain- very much.

C - Oh, but I know that correspondent, ivbuuuhijvl.
H - I-eah, MttKhniJl.

U
~ Lkn

?
W

,

Mm **
?
e ' S ~ he ‘ s he ' s not a friend of Czechoslovakia either,

ii - no, I know, v;e lcnow him from Boston.
C - He just says that so that he can blacken the Czechs a little bit.
H - Yeah.
Cc- If they're the least Communistic, why that — he's stiix hr,plying that they

are Communistic. y

H - well, we are (laughs), he have — oh, Communistics have majority in our
Parliament.

C Yeah.
H - iie cannot hide that.
C - Yes, but then that means — that just shows how- strong this so culled

Communism is.

J!

” *e
?i 866 §°metiJnes ** is rather Wkward to explain it here you know.

C jell, 1 tell you, I can explain it. 1 gave you the explanations the other
day*

H - 'Well, I know but . .

C - This^Russophobia the Kussophobia is really a form of — it' s a concealed o-
.

pro-Germanism. .*

H - Tnat is your theory. I think really that they are genuinely afraid of
Communism mere.- You see they ape frightened by that.

C - Yes, but what is it really? -i.

~ " ^^J^'sanotherform of living, you know, and they ..re frighteneo by that.
C - But.it isn't very different.
1 - Well --

C - I mean that difference has been
-

exaggerated and has been made to aoolc
.

terrifying and actually it isn't very different. Of course, there is' a. bigditieresce m the. fact that some of those countries haven't been developer as
industrially as we have and there are terrific social changes taking place
but that -doesn t mean that, those changes need to take place here.

,
yoy see for instance ih. .our country how is it that we nationalize - those'

industries.
C r, Britain, did the same thing..
H - You see, what could we do because already the industry was in German hands

.

(Continued)
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WXX& OOWDON to. Mrs* HAflC (Gont’a).

C - Xes, well tut .

—

‘ •*. * ,;?*•* • >; '» -V; :* V *•

*’ v^*’
>•**<.

‘

‘

;*V V* V'
.v,*',- . .

*
s \ *.y. *

.

N
**;v-

*'• .*
: - *

-v. v V.^Vr /• .

a. jxuuh.
; , , % .

:heir friends and sympathizers in this- country instead pf .sayingvyijanl&y

X don*t like it bedause it 1 s pushing the G^rm^'s- 9,Ut? , they paying

from whom it’s hdiiig taken, they are Germans
H - ¥©s, 1 knoY/

C And their
’hell^

’Oh, it‘s Communism, it 1

s terrible 1 ”*
% . ...... ...

H - well, it's funny — it’s so funny (laughter) for .instance ftpw./bhdseipaughter

of American (devolution) er —

H -IF you read the papers today they are two. hundred 6f blue ^
G - Xea, but you know — those are r~ I know Several, of those BAR* S whb'-Are

sending packages to Germany. .

'

H - I know, but you know they send 2^0 to orphans or spnebodjr to hngland^rr what

does it mean to them, 25Q dollars .. •

. . v :*

C - Oh, well they should have been sending a lot more than that to England but

actually they are the — the D.A^t.’s that 1 have, known are very pro^Jermari.

I don’t underptand it* I don’t know y/hy -they are..

H - I don’t know but X say --
:

'

.

C - Even before the war, even, before this Communism camp up, they were Quite

pro-German.
]

H - I don’t know why either. I don
1

1 know who started’ it.
. .

C - I think' it’s well to’ study it and keep inquiring and keep observing and don’

get excited and don’t feel top bad.
#

H - But for instance now how English people are cleverly doing er — goin^W^y
from Suez Canal and leaving it to Americans now and still nobody says '

- ;;>

anything you know, (laughter). It means such an expenditure for America. -

0 - Oh yes, why it’s not only ^400,000,000, it -s a whole lot more. V \

H — les*- - • *

.

‘

. \
•*'

C — why it’s probably the blood of pur sons. tvel3,, don t give up.

H - No, well v/e cannot. ’

.
/'

0 - I’d like to come back 1$0 years from now and see hpw it* S turned out.

H - well, it’s something funny how that anti-olavic feelings were. already a

long time ago. .

C - well, I’ll tell you X suspect that y/e have more anti-Slavic ieeling W
rifht now than there is in Germany right now.America right now than there is in Germany right

H - And in England too.
'

• ......
C - «\eli, I don’t know whether it’s in England. 1 haven r t suspected it in

England and X 1

ri - ireil, I spoke the other; d,ay with these English people who are now here at t

H

mIa-175 .
• :;(cQiitinuQa)
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i,lIA-bUifci.-.UY COMTINDLD

i,MlLY GCLNDOi-1 to Mrs. ib-rtC (Cont l d). •..•'•

England national Bank here and they' say that it is only here, you know because

f the English people. that I know

are very friendly to the Slavic peoples and they understanathe situation

much better than it -is understood in this_ country.
the

beginning to reali2 e that the Slavic people are really the people of the

future and if they want to have a friend on the continent it wiU have t

the Slavic people* % .

H - It*s only CHURCHILL ,vho makes it rather troublesome, you see*-

U - Xes, but then he's out.

c - feah^-bu^the^if^o^loolc back a^undred years how much better it is now.

H - Why indeed, at least we are on the' go now. . ;

C - Certainly.

H - ‘«»e are recognized now.

C - Certainly.
H - Just now it is. the era of blav people.

C _ feah, it's the beginning of it.

H - At least the beginning, they are afraid of us (laughter).
_

H - Well l Mrs. COrlDOi-i, it was very kind of you to ask me to this lunc.n and I ho

that we shan't.have any fights. '

_

0 - Oh no, no, no, these are all very sweet ladies.

G - ihe^are very nice and they mean' well and they're anxious to learn
i . .

H - Uh huh.
.

.
•

.

C - po you'll like them. •
. .

ii - I hope so. •
. ,

C - All right fine.

'H - all right, good bye, thank you very much.

• ; <. •

* .
* *

». *»'•/, • v

TO/GH

• *.;••• •«y..;v. * ... v •• A,
•

.
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EXEMPTI Oil* CODE
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Dirootor, FBI

OU? HOSTEL, SAG, Washington
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Dr,. EtfHARD U. CONDOR .

Internal Security — R

•'all INFORHATIOM CCMTAIHED
HEREIN UNCLASSIFIED- EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE ,

I |
whose Identity is taorm to. the

Bureau, advised on April 18, 1947, that Vps. A. I^kRYlETSKX, 502 Cudbear-
land Avenue, Somerset, invited Btt&^CGHDON to lunch on April 22, 1947,

A reviov; of the files in the Washington Field Office reflects ,

^
HELEN I .502 Cumberland Avenue, Chevy Chase, ' Maryland, . was an —

»

applicaklt for the position of translator with this Bureau in August, 1944. cg|
The files further reflect she and her husband ALEXANDER iKKREJITSiCT were

v
'

bom in-Russia. Ha was custodiah of the Russian Errfoaasy from 1925 to 1934
and has been employed as a metallurgist at the Bureau of Standards since
1917.

:

Ibis inforEation is being brou^rb to the attention of the Bureau
inasmeh a3 -it is not taotm by this office whether or not- Mrs. KRYNITSKY
is, a Bureau emoloyee. - •

v
'

: ;
:

•

.

•"
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Honorable Tom C* Clark
United States Attorney General
Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C,

Attention: Mr* J* Edgar Hoover, Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigation

*

llfy dear Mr* Clark:

This is to request that all available information in
the files of the. Federal Bureau of Investigation concerning
Dr* Edward U* Condon , Director of the National Bureau of

'

Standards, be made available to the Department of Commerce.

It would be appreciated if these reports could be
forwarded to Mr. Thomas J. Scanlon, Investigations Officer
of the Department, who was designated liaison officer with
the Department of Justice in ny letter to you of April 17,

1947 -

Sincerely*,

3*00*^

Secretary of Commerce

§ -zJf&Yrt

f

W IB H
M Jim 10 1947
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Office A • UNITE! GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR DATE: 5/3/48

from : CLYDE TOLSON

SUBJECT:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

c

3

C—

V
%

Sc

George Washington3 in the Solicitor General's
Office^ called stating that the President personally has
the original Condon letter and the Commerce Department
copies . A question has arisen as to whether he should
ask the Department of Justice for its copy and for the
FBI copy . Mr* Washington stated that the President plans to
ask Congress not to hold up the ap propr iat ions for the Department
of Commerce and the Department of Justice in connection with the
Condon matter since he personally has possession of the copies
of the Condon letter and therefore they are not available tn
the Commerce and Justice Departments .

After speaking to you I told Mr. Washington that you
had no views in this matter ; that it was entirely up to the
Attorney General . &e then asked that we take our copy to the

t

Attorney .Gene'ral* s Office' since the Attorney General plans' to
I
see the Pre.s_id.ent at one o'clock and at that time mill—hand +.n

the President
letter

.

the Department of Justice and FBI copies of the

I am having Mr. Ladd take our yellow carbon copy
of the ConSo n letter to Mrs. Stewart and he w^ilT adjjJ,„s.e^h

:
er

of Mr

.

jge.orgg Washington .

CT.-DSS

l/o-yuz. — 1

1

u
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Solicitor General

Assistant to the Attorney General

Assistant Attorney General, Anti -Trust

Assistant Attorney General, Tax

Assistant Attorney General, Claims

Alien Enemy Control Section

Alien property Section

Assistant Attorney General, Lands '* * *

Assistant Attorney General, Criminal

Assistant Solicitor General
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Director, FBI

Director of prisons . . . •

Director, Office of Alien property

Commissioner, Immigrat ion and Natural izat ion . •

Liaison Officer, immigration and Naturalization

Administrative Assistant

Division of Accounts

Division of Communications and Records ....

Division of Suppl ,es • ••••••
Pardon Attorney . • - *

parole Board

Board of Immigration Appeals

Librarian

Director of Public Information
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,
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j
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. Mr. QnlnnTflmtn
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1

Mr. Mori son . «

Hr. Darsey . .

Hr. Ford . . .

Miss Kennedy .

Mr. Hyatt • . *

Mr. Coblenz . .

Mrs. Stewart .

Miss 0* Donnell

Miss McCarron .

Miss Healy .

Mrs. Kroll .

Miss Adams .

Miss Doyle .

Miss Dennis .

Mrs. Purvis .
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ALL IIIFOPJIATIOH CONTAINED
HERE III -IS UNCLASSIFIED

. .

DATE 08-12-2009 BY 60324 UC BATJ/DK/TH

Reference is made to Bureau letter dated May 5, 1947,
to your office. A review of the Bureau file reflects that no report
has been received from your office since this communication.

It as noted that-Dr. Condon has been, investigated by
your office for a position with the Atomic Energy Commission
and you should summarise the information contained in that
investigation and include it in a report under the above caption.

*\
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3lmfeJ» States department at ^Justice
Washington Held Office

Room 1706., Washington 25, D. C. i.

July 24, 1947
DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

~

ON 08-12-2009

Director, FBI

u+zy-f

fc, H'j-

Mr. Toloon

E. A. Tamm.....

Mr. Ciefftf

Mr. Glavin

Mr. Ladd

Mr. Nichols „

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tracy

Mr. Egan........

Mr. Gurnea ...

%
CcfesSffmL

Dear Sir: Re: EDWARD U. CORDON
Internal Security - R

There is enclosed herewith information

Mr. ZZorbo

Mr. Mohr ....

Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Tamm
Mr. Neaae......

Mins Ga

to a conversation between Dr. EDWARD U. C0NDOT and an individual -believed^t o
>rrph i

be HARTBT&AGHONSKT, a newspaper and radio commentator, which occurred

the morning 'of July 24, 1947. It has been noted the matter discussed
,

Dr. CONDON and the unknown individual concerned recent newspaper artic^A^Vc^j
reflecting on .the loyalty of

.
Dr. COTD0N.

Of particular significance, it is noted Dr. COTDON makes reference

to an.alleged .lpncheon attended by Major General JLESLIE R«^CR0VES, Confess—

man J. PARHELE^HOMAS, and the Special Agent in Charge of the Newark Office

of the FBlT It 3houid be further noted the individual believed to be

AGR0NSKY indicates the information regarding the luncheon attended by Gen-

eral GROVES might be the subject o£ a[news article.

^ Very tru!

H

krf&.rj-'*'

e£LJ,

closure jfc.
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Excerpt from MIA Summary, 7-24-47

BPMATION COHTAIKED
tS UNCLASSIFIED
#12-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

SlAQ-am— . MARTIN AGRONSKY? , Michigan 0269, to EDWARD CONDON. They exchange greetings
and then MARTIN reads to CONDON an article that he says he has done on civil t>2

liberties. It is as follows,'
MARTIN, The House Committee on Unamerican Activities produced a witness an

Russia yesterday, who apparently had only one good thing to say for the
Soviet Union and that was that he himself was no longer living there. The
witness v/as a gentleman named VICTO&a^.VCHENKO, a former Communist official
who broke with Moscow while stationed here in Washington during the war.
Since his publicized break with Russia, HR. KRAVCHENKO has made a satisfactory
capitalistic career of denouncing the Soviet Union in books and newspaper
articles. His testimony yesterday provided more of the same. He denounced
all Soviet envoys as spies and warned the Congress the Kremlin didn’t want
peace and said if Russia had the atom bomb, - no one would dare meet as they
were doing now in Congress and concluded the Russians were operating a giant
spy ring here in Washington under the cloak of diplomatic immunity. Fear
and suspicion literally stalked the committee’ room as MR, KRAVCHENKO spoke.
An adequate bit of drama was provided by the special guard provided for fir.

- KRAVCHENKO by the F. B. I. and the local detectives and police. Russias
master spies if they were looking for a crack at KRAVCHENKO never had a
chance. The witness himself was taking no chances. He wore dark glasses,
made a special request that no photographers be allowed to take his picture.
The request' was acceded-,.to by the committee chairman, MR. J. PARNELL
THOMAS of New Jersey, HR. THOMAS also stated • KRAVCHENKO requested the
press refrain from using any pictures they might have in their files. He
explained the reason for that request was. that the witness* apartment house
neighbors didn't like his picture to appear in the newspapers. MR. KRAV-
CHENKO’S neighbors, said MR. THOMAS, got nervous when his pictures appeared
in the press because they feared their building would be bombed. Hiho,
Stalin, and sway. What with the press of the kind of spine-chilling
comments that MR. KRAVCHENKO provided, very little attention 7/as paid yes-
terday to a sober analysis of witch hunting and character assasination
provided for the Congress by Democratic RepresentativerHOLIFIELD (GHET).
of California, MR. HOLIFIELD came to the defense of the Bureau of ‘Standaife

fj
Director, DR. EDWARD CONDON. DR. CONDOM, who is a distinguished neclear
physicist formerly employed by Westinghouse Electric, has been subjected
to a particularly nasty kind of attempt at character assasination byt
the local Times Herald, a newspaper published her by MRS. CISSi^ATTERSOH.
He has also been the. subject of articles written for national ’magazines
by Congressman J« PARNELL THOMAS himself. The newspaper articles and MR.
THOMAS' articles all specialize in the technique of implying a lack of
patriotism on DR. CONDON’S part, by indirection. They casually link the
distinguished physicist with Russia for example by mentioning that he is a
member of the^American-Soviet Science Foundation. This organization, though
the attacking article don’t mention it, is so subversive in character that
it was constitued and in good part supported by funds from the ROCKEFELLER
Foundation. The whole technique of the articles written by the Times Herald
and the House Unamerican Activity Committee Chariraan are bound in this kind
of unfair inuendo. MR. HOLIFIELD warned the Congress it 7/as this kind, of
action which threatened civil liberties in this country. He also made it
clear that_ he saw in it yet another attempt to discredit civilian admin-
istration in control of atomic energy in this country, and an attempt to

. \ - ?
einst^e mil4tary contro1- Congressman HOLIFIELD ’ s documentation of both
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the stupidity and inaccnracy of the attacks on DR. CONDON provided irre-
futable evidence of CONDON ' S character, loyalty and usefulness to the
nation. Yet, because it provided no sensation it is unlikely to receive
much national attention. It. is against the background of this kind o.f

uitch hunting atmosphere which the scare headlines on KRAVCHENKO’S tes-
timony yesterday provide, and the. lack of headlines which greet the
sober analysis of Congressman H0LIFI3LD that the REECE Loyalty Bill
recently passed by the House of Representatives should be considered.
The REECE Bill overwhelmingly passed by the House and now waiting Senate
approval subjects to~scruting and suspicion every one of the government's
1,600,000 employees. In each case where departmental loyalty boards see
fit any one of these employees could be held before the. board on charges
of anonymous accusers. Anyone who had ever belonged to an organization,
which the Attorney General at his personal discretion could name as
subversive could be automatically suspected, and the F. B. I. would be
empowered to make ah intensive check on his background. It is estimated
the cost of just the preliminary investigations would be about ten dollarsy
which seems a shocking waste of money as only an infinitely small number of
government employees could be regarded as truly suspicious. The Washington
Post summed it up Well in an editorial recently By declaring the bill is
extravagant in another more serious way,. The Post remarks it squanders
not only money, but also the heritage of personal freedom, which has been
the peculiar glory of the Anglo-American political tradition.
That is very good, That is wonderful.
You see, I tied the whole business in and.,.,.
Say, MARTIN, do you know a, fellow in town that works for,,.named
SYLVESTER (PH) —that works for the Newark Evening News? '

•

No. ,

His name is, I think, ALEXANDE02L2ESTER (PH). Anyway, he is listed
in the phone book under Newark Evening News, He told^KCISHAW (PH)' a
rather remarkable thing that I don’t know whether it would be usable
or not, but namely he, SYLVESTER, 'had written a piece for his paper about
a week ago, about, you know, tieing GROVES and PARNELL THOMAS together
and claiming that they Were responsible for this outburst of recent par
(PH) leaks, and the New York Sun, etc. j(?). It was an anti-GROVES and
and anti-PARNELL sort of piece and that was published in the Newark Evening
News with pictures of GROVES and PARNELL THOMAS, a front page throw about
a week ago, and according to him the next day GROVES and the Newark
the head of the Newark office of the fTbTT . invited t

e

'

NewarkKs out to' luncli and raisedhell v/itKTSm. andT^T^^
This was iO£w£rT? :

'

In Newark,
'

"X

. You mean GROVES went to Newark?
GROVES made a special trip to Newark for this purpose, raised hell with,
them, but the editor of the Newark News raised hell with them back and
as I understand it got a written apology from the B. B, I. man for butting
in to what, was none of his God damn affairs, and GROVES Was told also
to go to hell. The Newark News played the HOLIFIELD story yesterday on
the front page, and so on, but I don't know whether there is a story in
the such as that or not if you could get the Newark News to tell.it.



M, Why my God, it is the most flagrant abuse of....
C. It is the sort of thing that people often have said about GROVES. You

see I wouldn’t say ife myself , especially since this wire is probably-
tapped, but you do hear it said and GROVES ought to somehow answer it.
But I think yop might be amused to get ahold of this, fellow. I don’t know
him personally, but OTISHAW (PH) was talking to him and he seems like a
nice guy and is playing it straight, and he told OTISHAW that story.

1

M. Well, I certainly will check on it. -
‘

G, leah, you might be able even to use it.
M* Oh, Christ yes, I certainly will Use it.
G. Uhuh, Well, lets see what else do you know.
M. That is. about all, ED,
C. That is certainly a nice job, and 1 appreciate it MARTEL
M. Well, I didn’t do it just for you. I, I,... I mean it is just for this

whole .stinking thing. It is just all wrong,
C. Oh, yes. Well, I kinda have a feeling that maybe the toad will turn

after awhile. It is just too wrong to -last you know. You know damned
well it ife going to turn sometime in America. We are not going to have
that kind of country forever.

M, Well, ED, GROVES has just been appointed as you know.
G, What is that?. •

.

•

ti HR. GROVES has- just been appointed to direct these new atomic bomb

/j
experiments. Did you know that?

I

C. Jfo, what.. .what 1 s that? I mean is that some new position... some title?
j

M. The Atomic Engrgy Commission. It just released yesterday in its report

j

"to the Congress the fact that it is-going to conduct experiments in the

j
Pacific... .atomic experiments. ..atomic bomb experiments, and DR.,,..

j
GENERAL GROVES, has been named as one of those who will conduct the ex-

f
.

periments. ' .

-

C, Uhuh. Well, he is one of those, yeah.
M. One of the two directors.
G. Do you know who the other fellow is?

'

M. Wait a minute. Let me find it. Hold .on,
G. Say, it isn’t important, because I ought to run now#
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" CHARACTER OF CASE

? .^ONDOI; \ INTERNAL SECURITY - R

.

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: STRICTLY COM"

?r

Background investigation regarding subject set* forth
showing his birth, education, family, early employ-

ment, etcetera. During World War II he served' as"

-
J^i?W

ViSer t0 the 0sai) and t0 DR - VAMEVAR BUSH regarding
S Atomic Energy. He was appointed Director of Bureau
/" of Standards by HENRY WALLACE, where he is presently

employed. Persons interviewed state generally that
he is not qualified as a Scientist or as an Adminis-
trator in his present position, in summer 1946,
served as Scientific Adviser to Senator BREEN MeMAHON

,

Atomic Energy Commission. He has associated with
known Communists and persons believed to be members
of an alleged Russian Espionage ring operating in

^/this country. £He and his wife are in frequent contact
with Czechoslovakian Embassy personnel in Washington,
D. C., whose Government is pro-Russian. CONDON lias'
been in social contact with an. official of the Russian
Embassy. CONDON is described as pro-Russian by several
persons interviewed in Washington, D. C. He is known

; to have been in contact on several occasions with
IGNACe/zLOTCWSICI

,

representative of Polish Government.
CONDON \recently failed ito obtain a new position, at
the University of Stanford, CalifomiaT^/ >

VL" <U)

€iasslf?etf

hersin ASSlStSft
'

DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

KHK3CS0H®

5 - BurGaiiop,ES Haven
2 - Boston 2 - New York
2 - Buffalo 2 - Pittsburgh
2 - Knoxville 2 - San Francisco

• -2 - los Angelo's. ; 2 Wash. Field
y 2 - Newark
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Background information and summary of the investigation
.conducted re BR. EDWARD U ^CONDON in 1940.

Summary of investigation conducted re BR. EDWARD U. CONDON
from 19^0 to Spring of 19^7*

Current activity of subject. Information furnished by
confidential informants and mail cover. Results of
physical surveillance set forth.

Information furnished by Confidential Informant)
|

and results of indices check and investigatibn of. persons
with whom Dr, CONDON and his wife have been in contact.
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EEFSRMCE: Washington Field Office letters to Bureau
dated August 27 , 1946, December 4, 1946

. and April 8
, 19^7 > Bureau letters to

Washington Field Office dated Hay 5, 1947
and July 1, 1947 .

DETAIIS:. AT WASHINGTON, D. C,

I.

Major GEORGE L. RAMSEY, Adjutant General, New Federal Building,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, requested the Pittsburgh Field Division, on
July 11, 1940, to conduct an expeditious investigation to determine the
loyalty of DR. EEWARD U. CONDON, employed by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company of East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, inasmuch as CONDON
was under consideration for employment as a Scientist type Adviser in mat-
ters pertaining to the War Department, in .which capacity CONDON would have
access to highly secret matters*

| |
Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, advised that CONDON was at that time .b7D
employed as Assistant Director of the Westinghouse Research laboratories
at East Pittsburgh, under the supervision of Mr. L. W. CHJBB.

I of the Company at East
Pittsburgh, furnished Dr. CONDON'S file, which contained the following
information: *

A letter dated July 1
, 1937 * addressed to CONDON at 16 Pelham

Avenue, Princeton, New Jersey, signed by the Director of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company Research Laboratory, which dealt with
the subject of Professor CONDON coming from Princeton University to the

Westinghouse Laboratories, The file also contained an announcement dated
December 16 , 1937 >

signed by the Vice President of the Westinghouse Company,
that Dr. EIWARD U. CONDON was Assistant Director, responsible for the
technical direction of fundamental research and physics, in charge of all
new work under the Westinghouse Research Fellowship Plan. According to the

announcement, CONDON came with the Company on September 1, 1937, from the

faculty of Princeton University,. He was described as a graduate of the

University of California (A.B, 1924 and Ph.D. I926 )., In addition, it was
set forth that CONDON had considerable experience as a Professor and re-

search worker in theoretical physics at the Universities of Minnesota,

\

,K
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Columbia and Princeton. This file also contained information that in
February of 1958, CONDON -ifas recommended by Mr. J. H. BELKNAP, Manager of
Technical Employment and Applicant Training, to Professor H. E. DYCHE,
Head of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Pitts-
burgh, for the appointment of Dr. CONDON as a Westinghouse lecturer at the
University of Pittsburgh. ~~

?
[Research Laboratories, Westing-

house and Electric Manufacturing Company, was confidentially and discreetly
interviewed by an Agent of the Pittsburgh Office, at which time he stated
his records reflected that Dr. EDWARD UHLER CONDON was born March 2, 1902,
at Alamogordo, New Mexico; that CONDON was a member of the faculty, lecturer

'

.on Physics at the Columbia University in I928, and a Professor of Physics at
Princeton University in 1928 and I929. He was a Professor of Physics at the
University of Minnesota, 1929 and 19:50; and a Professor of Physics at Prince-
ton University from I950 to the summer of 1957.. CONDON entered the employ of
the Westinghouse Research Laboratories as Assistant Director in the Fall of
-*-957 •

| fetated Dr. CONDON had been a Research Fellow, and that the
Fellowship of CONDON arose through the National' Research Council, which body
it is understood was created by Congress about. 1916 to act as Advisory Council
on Scientific Research to the United States Government.

| |
stated that the

Research Fellowship Plan which Dr. CONDON has developed and supervises in
Westinghouse Research Laboratories covers approximately ten Research Fellow-
ships. stated further that some of the more important fields of
research supervised by CONDON at the laboratories were in mass spectroscopy
atomic power and physics of metals. Dr. CONDON was popularly known as having
charge of the .atom smashing machine at the Westinghouse laboratories.

| j

|
also exhibited an article that he had written concerning CONDON, re-

flecting CONDON had experience in theoretical physics, particularly quantum
mechanics of atomic, molecular and. specular physics, and devoted a great
deal of time to nuclear physics. /

Industrial Relations, Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, furnished
additional information that Dr. CONDON attended the University of Gottingen
and the University of Munich in Germany (.it is believed in 1926 and 1927).

1 described CONDON as a brilliant physicist and as a very opinionated
man; that' he has been given practically complete control at the Research
Laboratory. stated CONDON is not the type of man who would balance
well with industrial management, since CONDON is a poor scientist and self-
opinionated and uncompromising where any question develops between balancing
industrial relationships and management with scientific research.

1

- 4 -
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[ 3 University of Pittsburgh,
was confidentially interviewed by an Agent of the Pittsburgh Office with re-
gard to Dr, CONDON. He advised that MrJ and Mrs. CONDON had a strong
sympathetic interest for Czechoslovakia and that Mrs. CONDON is of Czech *

descent.

at the University of Pittsburgh, advised that he had known CONDON
wife is of Czech descend and is
also of Czech descent.

since I957 and that his,
naturally friendly with l5r. CONDON'S wife,'
stated he gathered Dr. CONDON'S father was in business, it is believed in the
West, its nature being unknown; that CONDON is believed to have been brought
up by ,his mother in the West, somewhere near San Francisco, California; that
Dr. CONDON'S father and mother are believed to have separated when CONDON was
a boy and that his mother was employed, possibly in some secretarial capacity.
It isj |Deiier that Dr. CONDON w,

his education at the University of California.
[

(belief that Dr. CONDON was married efore finishing
stated that he

believes Dr. CONDON'S wife, EMILIE, was of Czech descent and was born in the
United States; however, he was not positive of this fact.

|
k&vised

that at the present time (1940) he understands that CONDON 'S. family consists
of. his wife and three children, the oldest of whom is a girl about thirteen
years of age, and Dr. CONDON'S mother.

|
furnished no information

as to the descent of CONDON'S parents, although he observed that possibly
Dr. CONDON'S mother's maiden name, UHLER, indicated her descent was German,

Through the President's office at the University of Minnesota, an
Agent of the Minneapolis Office was permitted to examine the personnel file
of Dr. EDNARD TJHIER CONDON. The file reflected CONDON was employed at the
University as 'a. Professor of Theoretical Physics from September, 1929 to
June, 1930, at a salary of $5,000 per annum. He resigned, in the. Spring of
1930 to accept a teaching position at the Princeton University. The file
further reflects he attended the Fremont High School at Oakland, California,
from 1914 to I9I8 . In I926 he received a Fellowship from the International •

Education Board and, as a .result, spent a year in Germany studying at the
Universities of Gottingen and Munich. He returned to this country and
obtained employment 'as a lecturer in Physics at the Columbia University, in
New York City, during the Spring of I928 . Subsequent to that, he was em-
ployed as Assistant Professor of Physics at Princeton during the winter of
I928 .and I929, and during the summer session of I929 was an Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physics at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. CONDON was
also employed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York City, as a
member of their technical staff from October, 1927 to January, 1928. The
file reflects thht CONDON was 'a member of Phi Beta Kappa and received

b7D
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Fellowships in the American Physical Society and the American Association
for Advancement of Science, and was a member of the Board of Editors of the
Physical Review.

^Confidential Informant
LOEBL the passport file of EDWAE

de available to Special Agent LOU]
CONDON, in which he requested a

passport for travel and study for a period of .two years in Germany, France,
Holland, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain, Denmark and Switzerland, in-
tending to leave New York on September 11, 1926, and the passport to include

SMILIE HONZIKffiONDON . bom in Chicago in 1899 and their minor
child, f
In lieuoF

^bcm inf
birth certificates" as evidence of American births of CONDON and

his wife, there were attached to the passport application two affidavits
dated August 5, 1926, one executed by CARRIE Ur|fet®D0N, of 2815 - 38th
Avenue, Oakland, California, testifying to the birth of her son, EDWARD U.

' CONDON, on March 2, 1902, in New Mexico, and one from CHARIEgfeNZIK, 2520
Durant Avenue, Berkeley, California, testifying to the birth of his sister,
Mrs. EMILIE ii^ONDON, on May 25, 1899 at Chicago, Illinois.

b2

i>6

b7C

Mr . C . L. WADE, Chief Clerk of the National Research Council,Academy
of Sciences Building, Washington, D. C., advised an Agent of the Washington
Field Office that CONDON was the representative of the American Physical
Society to the Division of Physical Sciences of the National Research Council
in 19^0.

/

Mr, W. B. REA, Assistant Dean, University of Michigan, at Ann Arbor,
Michigan, advised that CONDON attended a Physics Symposium, started "by the
University in the summer of 1929.

b7D

I of Princeton University, Princeton, New
Jersey, furnished the records of his office relative to Dr. CONDON, which
reflected that CONDON was . appointed Assistant Professor of Physics in April,
1928 and resigned in October, I929 to go to the University of Minnesota. The
records further reflected that CONDON was appointed an Associate Professor of
Phys.ics at Princeton University in January, I93O and held that position until
he resigned in June, 1937- Additional information contained in this file is

'

identical with that previously set forth in this report.

J. T. PETERSON, Assistant Registrar, University of California,
examined t'he records of that institution, and advised that Dr. CONDON had
been .enrolled as a student in the Department of- Physics between 1924 and 1926.
He ma.jored in Physics during his undergraduate course, and hems awarded a
Degree of Bachelor of Arts on June 12, 1924, with highest honors in Physics.

- 6 -
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The records further disclosed he was awarded a Ph.D. Degree in Physics on
December 18, 1926.

Dr. R. T, BIRGE, Chairman, of the Physics Department, University
of California, described CONDON'S work in the field of physics, while a
student, as brilliant. He declared that while CONDON was an undergraduate
he had been employed as a newspaper reporter in the Bay area. BIRGE stated
he was personally acquainted with the wife of Dr. CONDON and that they were .

married while the two were undergraduates in Berkeley, California, prior to
1926. He -stated that during the time Dr. CONDON was a member of the faculty
at Princeton, he visited CONDON at his home, and he had been poorly impressed
with the mode of living of the CONDONS. He described their household in
Princeton as being a "pig sty". He stated that at the time CONDON received
his Doctor's Degree from the University of California, a position as a member
of the faculty had been tendered him but he had turned it down when offered a
more lucrative position at Princeton University. He explained it was a policy
of the University of California to never offer a second opportunity for. a
position to its faculty to a man once offered a position to become a member
thereof.

The office of the Secretary of Columbia University, New York Ci-ty,

furnished the file of Dr. CONDON to an Agent of the New York Office in Septem-
ber, 1940, which reflected that Dr. CONDON had been a lecturer in Physics
during the spring semester in 1928.
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Colonel F, S. DOLL, Director of the Intelligence Division, 3rd
Service Command, furnished the Baltimore Office with a memorandum containing
the following information regarding pr. EDWARD U. CONDON. A synopsis of this
memorandum dated March 13, l?h6, at. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is set forth
below:

( Dir

”0n March 13, 1916, Mr. FREDERICK TJ. DUNKLE, former special
agent of the Counter Intelligence Corps previously stationed
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, appeared at the Pittsburgh field
office of the CIG* DUNKLE at that tune was employed by the
Common Pleas Court in Pittsburgh, DUNKLE was specifically
questioned regarding the source of his information that
Dr. CONDON, a well known scientist who allegedly contributed
materially to research which ended in the development of the
atomic bomb, was very much in sympathy with Russia and its
foreigh policies and had endeavored to return to Russia
during the summer of 19h$* DUNKLE stated his original source
of information regarding CONDON came from DAVID 3. FAWCETT,
Assistant District Attorney, Allegheny County, Pittsburgh.
DUNKLE stated the original informant from whom FAWCETT ob-
tained his information is a family physician of Dr. CONDON

.
and his -wife’ who heard Dr, CONDON and his wife talking regard-
ing the Russian situation. According toFAY/CETT, this physician
is a highly reputable member of the medical profession; At
a recent school board meeting in Oakmont, Pennsylvania,
FAWCETT told DUNKLE about the alleged Communist sympathies
of Dr. CORDON* DUNKLE stated that according to information

. he had been able to get from F&HCETT, CONDON is very sympathetic
with Russian policies and with Communist doctrines. He
indicated that Dr. CONDON was highly disgruntled because he
was unable to obtain a passport to Russia last summer, >

Dr. CONDOR is said to have visited Russia before, to be of
• Russian extraction, and his wife is further alleged to be of

,

Czechoslovakian birth.*1

On May 2, 191*6, Special Agent E. HYATT MOSSBURG of the 'Washington.
P^eld Office attended the first of a group of lectures sponsored by FRANK S'.

HOWELL at Lisner Auditorium, George Washington University. Dr. CONDON,
Director of the Bureau of Standards, gave a lecture entitled ''Restoring
International Cooperation in Scientific^ Research"

t
CONDON was introduced

by a member of the George Washington University ' engineering staff as "the
scientific adviser to Senator McliAHONfs Committee on Atomic Research''. In
certain highlights of the speech CONDON pointed out that "to have lasting

- 8 ~
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i t
’peace it was necessary to have -international scientific cooperation by
countries throughout the' world"'. : CONDON explained 'War. research is not.™ science. In fact, war research is the using of science that has
already been developed." CONDON' stated, "True .science cannot progress
under compartmentalization" . He Stated a higher

. authority during ’.TorId War II
decided what each scientist should know so that in the event any ope scientist
should prove disloyal to his country, he would not have in his possession
all the details of any particular field which he could convey to the enemy.
COKDOI'i stated in his opinion the atomic bomb had made international
scientific cooperation imperative.- Ke stated at the present time the United
states is forming legislation in Congress to withhold this information but
that it was only a temporary measure

.

/The files of the Washington Field Office reflect that CONDOM
was technical adviser to the Senate subcommittee established on October 22,
-915, to study the development, use, and control of atomic energy under the
chairmanship of Senator BRIAN iicLIAHON, Democrat of Connecticut. He was
appointed Director of the Bureau of Standards, in November, 1915 . CONDON 1 s
wife, 5nLIB_CCTjD0H. in 19l3 was Corresponding Secretary to the Pittsburgh

of Junerican Soviet Friendship. According to the files of this office.
Dr. CONDON in the past has been a member of the Board of the Pittsburgh
Council of American Soviet Friendship.

\/j? ^ ir , .1

'--C"

. ^f^. / ^ Informant
|

,

L/whoser/idehtitv is known to the Bureau, advised
.hai/SQkDOIty m June, 1915,' was invited by the Soviet Embassy in Washington, b2

A*
c • > to attend the science jubilee in Doscow,' Russia, commemorating the

200th anniversary' of the founding of the Nusfeiap Academy of Science.

•' of
<

4.

CC
5v

ON did
' nQt m

-
ake ' this trip because the V/ar Department requested the

testate Departnient to prevent the issuance of a passport to him to execute
1

xhis travel. -

On February 1, 1514, a physical surveillance was maintained on \
the residence of NATHAN GREGOR^ILVERiiASTER at 5515 - 3.0th Street, H. 17. K«
•Jashington, D. C. It was noted what SILVSR./A.STER is 1 the key subject in an

.

a
}^
eged 3oviet esPi°nage ring* A.t 6:35 P« on t his date Lr. and Mrs. 5ILVER-

iZ RASTER were observed to leave their home and travel to the residence of
W DP « ED17ARD CONDOM, 3321 Military Road, N. :T. The SILVSRMASTERS were joined
V by Mrs.- CONDON and they proceeded to the Mayflower Hotel, 7ashington,'

‘ 7
* C *> 1Yhere they attended a dinner 'given by the American Society for Russian

1 Relief . .

AT-l advised that it had received information from a highly .

confidential source. describing pr,. CONDON, Director of the Bureau of Standards)
xn Washington, D, c., as being ‘-’nothing more or less than an espionage agent /in disguise". This source related that Dr. CONDON served as adviser to the /

/

- 9 -
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w?cm
te C

?
mmittee 011 atomic Energy and that he contacts MTHM GR5G05Y. SnVER-

'^€^*^lrecfcly on matters of a technical nature pertaining to atomic energy.

Zt. .

as ^observed on seventh, occasions by Agents of the Washington Field
u*±lce “ company 0f JAMES former legal adviser of the Office
of War Mobil i zation* anU' Reconvers Ibn and who also, according to this source
of information, is an espionage agent who sends information regarding atomic
energy through S ILYEBMASTER To. the USSR,

y i IV, Z&-'S S *' t •

^Confidential Informant. whose ^adehtitv is known to t
Bureau, advised that OOSDOB was active* on the National Committee of Atomic
Information, which organization is mainl^ composed of anon-scientific groupof organizations which has as its purpose the dissemination of atomic informa-tion for public understanding* This informant has advised- that. CONDON is in'^ *he release of atomic information and the informant believes

9X1 a^ereQt of Communism. This informant stated further
that Mrs. CONDON is very pro-Russian in her views and in her igeneral conversa-
tl0*‘

^
he ”in not Permit anything' .to be said against the Russian Government

or the Russian way of life. Informant advised- that on a recent occasion (sum-
imer of 1946) Mrs. COKDON violently defended the Russian attitude toward theJ|OfAmi /* 'Tv » .atomic homo.

\ /7

. .. , ,

0^lde^ial Inf°rmant|
| whose identity is known- to the Bureau,

advised that.'on May 21, 1946V
: P0LT%A3IGHT was talking to JACKS&AP.SAIEA.. . _JABIGHT w^s talking to JA^iARSALKA,

both suspects of an alleged Soviet espionage ring, at which 'tii/e' he advised
her that he would not be able to attend her discussion group on June 1, 1946 /-
as he had been invited to dinner by Dr. C0ND01I of the Bureau of Standards.

V/
. |

i-vaJ'W- <

*

vl.
c
.

v~

-^•confidential Informant ! j-who s e identity 'is 'known .to the \.

^
UF6aU

’ ' adTls^" Mrs". EDWARD"-UY^0M attempted to reach Mr. and Mrs. v*
referrecT'to above, o^March 17, 1946, and was advised th'ey^were b2

not at home at this time.

Confidential Informant

i'
'

_Q 4 r.&‘. jr *•?•*#'
#. .i

^
—

I
whose identity is known to the £Bureau, advised on March 13, 1946, that BEADI^flAGDCFF informed a Reverend®ITEMS

that she would ask Dr. EDWARD U. COHDOII to b©/^ speaker .on the 'panel foru3tt
It is noted that BEADIE is the wife of EABRWAGDOFE

,
who, according to

Confidential Informant T-17j is a member of Soviet Espionage Ring in the
United- States.

\/ '
•

/Confidential Informant
! K/hose identity is /known to the Bureau,

advised that J^AK^ARITOCAK, Consul of the Czechoslovakia! government at
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, contacted the Czechoslovakian Ambassador at
Washington, D. C., on October 25, 1945; and Dr. EDWARD U. COKDON was the .
subject of this contact* The Consul gave the Ambassador a clipping from the \v /"Pittsburgh Post Gazette" dated October 30, 1945, in regard to the appointment

t
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of Dr. CONDON to head the Bureau of Standards. The Consul informed the
Ambassador -that '"Dr. CONDON, through the influence of his wife who is a
zealous Czech- and Russophile, has been very sympathetic toward us and has
taken paru in many Czech* and Slovak undertakings. He is always ready to-^X-.help with advice on questions in his field of knowledge as one of the \Himemoers of the Board of Technicians that work on atomic energy and radar.
Dr. CONDON is a very modest man, in many ways naive. I have been informed /
confidentially that recently he vras invited to attend a convention of
teehnieians m iJoscow. He made all of his plans in spite of the fact that
tie jar Department had discreetly brought it to his attention that they didnot approve of this trip. He departed for New York ready to go on board
when it was, discovered that his passport had been misplaced by the Y/ar Depart-
ment. He could not understand what had happened so he phoned his employer,
Jestmghouse, asking advice. w The Consul informed the Ambassador that he wasgiving him this information in anticipation of the fact that when CONDON Narrives in Washington, he and his ’wife would certainly call on the Ambassador.

(

'%&. _ . .1

_ Confidential informant
| \ whose* identity is^kllown to the

Bureau, advised' bn November Hi, l?ii6, that Dr. CONDON had the following
conversation with Majjoi^^JSMAM of the Czechoslovakian Embassy. CONDON
unarmed KAJSMA.N that hevhad received a letter from the Institute of Inter-
na -Annat ion and the letter had been mislaid and he had not answered
it as yet. gONDOM said the letter was written to. inquire into the possibility

(Phonetic) of Czechoslovakia coming to work at -the Bureau
of otanoardsV CONDON said, ’%- position .on this thing, as I've got a
definite one, is that of general friendliness toward having people from
your country come and work here but our limitations are such that we can't
finance them except in so far as that you can think of it as a contribution
vrnen we allow them to use the laboratory and materials . That has some
•money value . . ..

' *

.

'

...
In l9li6 CONDON wrote an a rticle ..entitled r‘The New Technique

of rrivate war 1
’ in the book entitled ’’One ;7orld or None”, a report to the

public on the^full meaning Of the atomic bomb, edited by DEXTeM:.,ASTER
and KAT1MINS^/AY . In this article CONDON explained that the saboteur of
the next war will be able to destroy a vast amount of property in comparison
to former v/ars. w ./ithin the volume of a small watermelon is stored the
energy Ox about 20,000 tons of high explosive.

, The saboteur can carry on
his person more destruction than, the Eighth Air' Force could bring to Germany

up
raldS °f maximura effort.” CONDON asked the question in his article,

bould an atomic bomb in the hands of a saboteur be detected at a distance
by its radiations?” CCNDON then gave ROBEHjjoPPEHBSILIEKs answer to -a
oenate. Committee wherein he stated there wad\.o instrument which could
detect the presence of an atomic bomb.,. CONDON concludes, his article by
stating that an a tomic arms race must be prevented by international control
of atomic energy.
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I

In regard to the authors of the above publication in which
J£HQQam s article appeared, it is noted that l lad-vised this office thatY

~ j ~ “
I 1 ^-*- UUOK

also known as WATERS , was a member, of the Communist Party in'—few York" City in June, 19h3. .

,

— r - yj j. yjj J.AJ. •la'-'ii.Uig UUiij i-r • v~> » ^ _LIi UilC OUi 1

1

19U3, which apparently pertained to the transfer .of -Party members ana
various actions regarding members and possible members:

•

ri
6. Still waiting on Chicago*

Consumer's Union, New York City/''
DEXTEPwfTAmS (or PASTERS)

highly confidential source advised this office that on April 26,
19h5, DEXTER .ASTERS attended^ party at the residence of AIAlMffiOSENBERG.

\ »
ln attendance were fflUff JANB#SENEI, DAl/ID and EDITSraML,. PHILIP and LILLIAN

3 all of 'whom ark su6 je ct£ ' or^'susp

e

\in an alleged Soviet''"espionage ring operating in Washington, D. C., and New
'

York City.

In regard to the other author of the above named book, KATHARINE
WAY, T-2 advised on July 10, i?ij5) Letlab announced to its employees that a
committee had been appointed to hear views of employees on social and
political implications of the atomic bomb. During this time KATHARINE WAY
circulated a petition stating that the rights of free speech and assembly
were being denied scientists at Lietlab and criticized the Army for banning
meetings of employees at lietlab. '

•

T-3 advised that KATHARINE WAY was- Publicity Director of the
Atomic Scientists of Chicago and in August, 1%$, she circulated petitions
calling for no more bombs on Japan.

a '

. .

-.'L . tr' **? -
. - - ---

^^Confidential Informant
) _ l Whose c

identity is known to the
Bureau, informed this office that on August 19, 19U6, JACK IfARSALKA, a

i

suspect in an- alleged Soviet espionage ring under inves^igStion'ify'this
Bureau, told JEMIE&ILLERJ wife of ROBERT WALLER, III, a subiect inBureau, told JEMlMlILLER,! wife of ROBERT T^IILLER, III, a subject in the
same case, that whi'Xb on his way to the residence of- r,the C; KOCHS'* he had
taken -a group- of children for a ride in his car.. At this same time, accord-
ing to the informant, -.ARSAIKA suggested to JENNIE HILLER that they arrange
a shopping tour down town for EL .ILIE^CXAgiQN “to try and get her straightened
out'1

. -ARSALKA stated., "She is^just one of those damned Czechs., you know,
v/ho holds on to every nickle and all that'*.

b2
b7D

c- -

pt>,
>

/

OONIt WFT, Confidential Informant«•. o..x^ ,.x y I r whose identity is known to the
Bureau, advised that on Febriiaiy 1$, 19U7 , NATHAN GREGORY SILVER ASTER, a Ab2
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* * /

AARoMnpnn-?-
1 all eSed Sovifet espionage ring referred to above, 'contacted

u J
h
f
L’ardmaS Park Hotel in Washington, D. C. GORDON advised.

lL.ia,jibIER nhat ne was down' here doing some* business and for the capers_
T7O0 « Ho aler. -i v.f*rN%*w* OTTimn-Ti oiron ^ . . .

' + r% ‘-“to wuoiuogo o-iUX X Ui u lie uai
He also informed SILVERI&STER he was going to see Dr. CONDON at

U ti4 1 r' -1 n . . _ . .11:00 A. si. on February 15, 191*7 , and would return at 2:00 P
' mm? srey

10,7 -tT-n
regard to Attar GORDON,

! | advised that on February 25,

rS?om'
riJ^™^S>

inf0rmed P™^vpi^SKR,.wife of the above named^RnG0R^li
:

V5B.iaST^ that her friend AARO.-J GORDON was in town the other day.

„rP n ^ she had
!?\

own hlm since going to school with him at the Universityof Cd.iforma in 1917. HELEN SILVERJASTER said she -had known AARON GORDON
£.°^

T^e^yny®
afs and that her husband went to school with him in 1915.

^
,

LONDON then accepted an invitation to dinner at the SILVER 'ASTER
residence on March 15, 15>Ji7,

yyrip. vet*- ;

(U)

_

Confidential Informant.]
I whose identity is known to the

> advised that WI^MAGDOFF, wife of HARRY _ i.iAGDCFF , . subject of thesame above referred tcf Soviet espionage ring, invited VEE'rIaSSIS, a suspect
in the same case > for 'dinner on Febru^i 22, I9R7

.

. iui'+
d
!
C
r
in
x
d
f /

tating that they were having ED CONDON and some other guestson tnat date.

- rt^-t-GREOnRY CTTvlb, 6Jp
d
I
dSed on

'f
Tch 19R?, that Mrs. EDWARD U. CONDON told

uhey would come to his house on Sunday but that it would,

enn v-
e because EDWARD had a conference that would not be over until

• mu ll ' ,.
The^ de9ided on 6:30 or 7:00. o' clock as the time for dinner.

They then discussed SILVER.iASTER ' s book which he explained is a serious
work on economics, SJLVEPiiaSTER remarked, ''Somebody once said you can never
have a heal democracy until each housewife is capable of s tepping into the
government and running the country.''1 'Mrs. GORDON said, that :,it is awful to
intimate that the government should be something like the mother -of a family/'

4‘

iT T\r->r>
. Ul-r r<

0 mwuxiu* &*.

‘— said, If we had that kind., of a situation, we would have a . .

more national government. 1 '* Mrs. CONDON said, "Sure we would but you can
never convince some people of that. 11 1

A physical surveillance was conducted on Larch 16, 19h7 . by
Special Agent LAMBERT G. ZANDER of the Washington Field Office and EDWARD U.
CONDON, his wife, and two sons were- observed entering the residence of
GREGORY SILVE&iASTEP. at 6:35 P. M. .

’

Confidential Informant]"
1 *»

_ ' ! iiani.- ~ W

/2V

(U)

ltuprmanb] ^hose identity is known to the
Bureau, informedthis-dffice that on September 21, I9R6, the Russian Embassy
compacted the Bureau of Standards to obtain the -address of EDWARD U. CORDON.

|^
e
A/£

0rBant advised ttot on November 5, 19U6, Mrs. EDWARD U. GCIJDON informed
:a. S^VAVILOV at the Russian Embassy, Wa3hington,^/lT7^haT"she ahcyher
[husband would be unable to attend the Embassy re.ception (on November 7, 19k6
that Dr . C.CHDON had to give a speech in Philadelphia pn that date,

“

7
b2

b2

b2

b2
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6 ,

(U)

J)

This same informant advised this office that on December
LIr • I^^INCGRPJD0V 5 Assistant* Director of the Bureau of Standards

^

told F . TEREKHOV, First Secretary of the Russian Embassy, that Dr. ,CONDON,
the Director of the Bureau of Standards, had asked him. to discuss -with OREKHOV
the problems of excharging books, pamphlets, and other written material.
Ke added it was to be an informal conversation on the matter because, other-
wise '‘‘he’-'* would have to go through the State- Department. OREKHOV said he
would be glad to talk to VINOGRADOV on the following day and suggested he •

have lunch with him.

OOFF-. . ;•
. "{stated that on December 27, 191,6, Mrs. BDT7ARD U.

invited I.i. S. VaVILOV of the Russian Embassy, 'Jashingt
<

6n7"D'.~C"~
_
f6r tea'

at her home’ "at 3:30 P. M. on December 29, 1946. VAVILOV said that ''they1’

had a previous engagement for that time but that it was ’“’such a rare opportunity
that they would make it a point to call on the CONDONS” . Mrs. CONDON
suggested he bring his wife and three children and if he could not come, to
call her. ssf V .

i ./:!
•

• *-

Confidential Informant
! [ advised that .Mrs. ED7JARD U. CCNDON •

had contacted^ the Polish Embassy on several occasions. On January 3, 191,7,
she requested Of the, Polish Embassy a copy of wa list of things that Poland
wanted included in the German peace treaty11

. OnJanuary 7 S 1947 } she again
contacted the Polish Embassy and talked to 'HELEN^iRRIS, former Secretary
:o the American Soviet Science Society of which D^. CONDON was an Executive
Board member. Informant advised iMi^t she again contacted the Polish Embassy
on January ll,, 1947, and asked on^STAlVINSKI to 'send her the Embassy publica-
tions about German reparation and polish recommendations to the Foreign
Ministers Meeting in Moscow.

'

K

informant stated'" that' on March 3, 1947, HELEN HARRIS of the
P’olish Embassy arranged with Dr. EDWARD U. CONDON'S secretary for JANUSZ -

•jSOLTQTSKI . Financial Counselor of the polish Embassy, to call on Dr. CONDON
at 10,00 A.; M. March li, 1947, at the Bureau of Standards. \l/

-.4 Z\

>.

\
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^'coi-TDOr: of^3535 ^n^Iess^treet^H?
6
-^. ”\'a'shington

eil

D?0?
f

S°
L
VesuH

,

??
U
tM-

P?r°Va1
*- fdlcover was placed on June 1?, I9L.7.~r-8 resuits °- this cover are set forth below:

FROM

Cambridge university Press,
Bentley House, 200 Easton Rd.
London, 1?J l

The Institution of
olerttical Engineers
Sonog Place
Victoria Embankment
London '102

Books Abroad
University of Oklahoma Press
Homan, Oklahoma

45 E 65 Street, HYC

The American Council of
Learned Societies
Member of International Union
of Academies
121? 16th Street, N.TT.
Washington, D.C.

Pli liev/spaper

The Republic
itO E. 1.9th St. Mic

POSTMARK

Prof* Condon

Mr. .E. UjCondon

Lrs. E. U, Condon

London Lpril 30

Great Britain
• 5-15-1.7

"nd class natter

Mrs. E^ondon forwarded to 3535 Van Hess
11.20 Walnut St. St. ff. 17.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Few York 5-22-1.7

Mr. E. ‘V. Condon printed matter

yso E. I^sondon

Ifcv E* U. Condon

Jlnc Block Ltd.
b Ohio Square
London

732 6th Street, s. E.
Washington, D.C..

Mr., Eduard IT. Condon

Ifx* E. U. Condon

2nd class matter

2nd class matter /

t

London 5-14-1.7

Washington 6-28-1.7

- 15 -
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a 14,-^^+ '.I
.^. contains a credit, report dated October 31 ,

loin v/hich^re.iects that ^J&SRNkT and LEI/felSS ovm and. operate a cleaning Q £f
Ctreef"! f'^’r ^

ea^s
> and employ 60 persons at 732 6th

no information regarding BHWAT and ISA 5BBs“
oonU“

f /

Special- m * ^ysic
??- ™r?eillance was conducted by

SS«= x*«!iSP—
the Hotef2fe“b“ ^ lrer° °b^„ed Bering '

2L0T0;ySKIis aoartment via .

ihey Proceedsd to
his aoartmentat 7 19 -pm V

--1 v.-tor
i

and wp.re observed entering

J)
the following conversation engaged in
recently re.ad concerning the l ol.i. °f7"^CT0;/,s° discussed a book he had
gathered that « k

Dejnoorafc:LC Convention from which he
itCT0®tI ait ££1Ta

fci

S
ia

2'
t “!

S - C“““ «W*
by KUiRICfiffiBffiDS^ Mrs r0[.,Dn

y a
.

Do°k that she enjoyed very much
«The Historical *** called

2I£)T0V/SKl\eaving^2LOT07Sriff
e
anfln+^^

B+^G observed the CONDCHfl and
^°tol 2h00 where they began th*ir airne**

8” th® dining room i» the
ZLCiQ,fSKZ and- Mr-, and M>-y COwf-PM

At ®*a0 ?M on the same date
apartment by Suedial a rn£!vrfre observed to enter SLCTOJTSkl's
discussed the fact that a Sov^f^i

iiL
PT0'7SKI

fnd
' COKD0 then laughingly

the British liabassv. VIdgN

^

tated^-SSrah? I,0r^
i?i in W household at

° 5

a»nw «**»** **£S3
1s

hf‘±\ if Hpww**.

working m the British toasW ^ w/S
f
f

at a Soviet National was
stated »IiU bet he is a L^oodS^? O.C. ffrs. CONDON then
dressing'-',. ^ -COUDON advisediLBnak vhoret^ *"? tbe best *>b of
several years an«atJ

he brought tS^ict^dS h- f
ln Moscow for \ /

0 valeT’ /ath him when he left Russia, fi/

- 16 -
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(UJ

(U)

(UJ

(U)

(UJ

sfSfawMEii SSL*™ rls:ioS:L-:A
ad

i0 h0„
Mrs

§1
cSo\,1theS

riPtS ° C
J
rJD0W commented that KUDEK was a fine man. v

h3t ZI0T0-3KI should meet Cantair, jA^wadl)
tSih^; *j h : c ^ c

!
e?oslovakian Embassy “*'**“

,

that he Lt' thLlt
P
thp qo5o+

a
Sfv,

Very
,

niC
f

Ps°Ple - 2IOTOV/SKI advised
7

CGNDCH advised that'MD^KiqwSrS
87 1S

f-
I',OV

f
ir,ber when BOLOTOV was there 6

and she has "deSee inSS "X
W°rklng at the Bw *a* <* Standards

Skoda l/orks, roSoNSattdaT^niif
1^®®^8 formerly worked at the .

out of Czechos! ova a *,„• . .

^ know tne circumstances of their comin CT

was over

S

Sis SV"* hV*S the <*ech and she
°

over* he TO*, stat i mcS m
™g at Qyroscoue. When the tJar was

that he was wondering 'ho^be^ind^he^n2? !°?etl?
er * " advised

settled ud in the co^nn nSS .
the Iron Curtair‘ is Poland sort of

hiir that uo until now the problem
ZLOTG-SKI informed

for “the manj* “But at this t
-i

to get as much help as possible
not to get help but getting hel?it°heS ®JP

lained
#

',ife 're doing our b.est
sense, that right now the State Een^+^f ?

ore anci more embarrassing in asssr^ - ** ^rfxig^sssm svs,

'.!***•^WXSL? 1

|lOTOBKl”S^a'th
I

t?
i<’a

i ,
Colle^s '

”“aar *’*'*' •»» y°** fed t«

-«-*• °“hs^ **

^when he gSS?g Sftal ^““*0 — ^.e Want
who will say that we are w£>^+

iaJ
rr
V^ °^a '' is ^bur«> policynncAv and

we want ell^rpe^fL^SInd0^^. »* a littlJ became

Sf — sr
*• -p- 10 ^fZAf^lTiSLTS 2g.*»

l-irs. COMDOK - wr;ho is this man?'-'1 X
<U)

got that^ob^^eclusfth'l StaSTbS^f
tho

}
±
?.

ail>i that is the reason he
needs good American support '

^
^ thS eafcholic Churcfi:p and BLlbS L̂ E waa not a good person for it ^

- 17 -v
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Firet of all as a Protestant it was rather difficult and then, of course,
he represents a rather important Wall Street firm.. So- that he has- some money
l.o oxfer too and this same fellow told me he said, "You see why don't you
send a good Socialist to Washington, like the French Government, v;e would
like to talk to a man like that."

(
T-'' CONDON - "You don't hear any more ne

did they - <3^

P* 2L0TGTbSKI *.....»KoJ».

of the Times Herald

I.ir. CONDON - "There has been nothing happen xso far so they must
be finding it kind of difficult,

ZLCTC'wSKI "Nothing worked

,
.-.t 8.55 PM .ALOTGwSKI and Dr, and L!rs, E,_U. CONDON were observed

fW t° 1
f
a
!
e 2L03Cr.BXlia.rooa and proceed by G©I®ON»s'

:

automobile to the residence
*sv

of NEwBiE. who at the present time is one of the Assistant Editors
of HbpuSHc Magazine

The program of the Washington Meeting of' the ^rrierican Physical Society
held May 1-3 , 1>A? reflects that Dr. E. U'.'COKDON presided.bverthe joint
session of the- American Meteorological Society and the American Physical
Society at the Department of Commerce auditorium.

.^msrrr' "iot*-', I
^ -

“L _| whose identity is known to the Bureau, advised that Dr,
Ol .EDiL-Kp U. CONDON was the recep.ient of an invitation to participate in, the
0 ' Steering Committee of a group to press for legislation regarding the^pational

Science foundation headed by Dr. RORLCi^SHAPLSY. i\~~—
Confidential Informant T-i| advised an Agent of the New York Division

that. in connection with the application of Dr. MELBA NhV/EEL x°HILLI?S for
/ employment at Brooklyn College as a Physics Professor, PHILLIPS • listed Pro-
> lessor EDY/AItD V, CONDON of Princeton University, as one of her references.

-it is noted that at this time Dr. MELBA 'NK'/EL^HILLLPS is a subject of an
alleged espionage case in the New York Office/^

(

'• * k »

a-
C°n" idGntial Informant advised that he had seen CONDON on May 13th

au a dinner that CONDON attended with several 'other scientists from the
>
Bureau 0f Standards at the Columbia Country Club, >
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«

T-5 Stated that he is still decidedly suspicious of Dr. CONDON
but he feels that Dr. CONDOIv is incompetent in his position as Director at'
the Bureau of Standards, T-5 advised that' CONDON was undoubtedly invited

\ to this particular dinner by Dr, F. JireATES a former employee of the * SrP^rTl
\ Bureau of Standards because BATES had up keep on good terms v/ith CONDON ^J^^**^**
' in order to continue to. enjoy his use of the laboratory at the Bureau of

^

Standards. The informant stated that CONDON v/as supposed to have left
Washington several days ago for a trip West where he v/oulo visit several
university centers and that he would be gone about a month*

r

The informant further stated that’ from good authority he had been
informed that CONDON was paying his own way on this trip viest and that
CONDON was looking for another job. Informant advised that- it v/as his
opinion that CONDON may have heard of an investigation being conducted concern-
ing him which is undoubtedly the reason he is paying his own way. The
informant advised that, another instance of interest which hapoened recently

>7*/ at the Bureau of Standards was when Mrs , HARRY TRIJMAN and Mrs". HAERIMAN* wife
\ of the Secretary o.f Commeroe* were visitors at the Bureau of Standards
* and were not shown around by the Director v/hich was the custom* but instead by

Dr. EUGENE C. CR1YTENDEH * Associate Director. According ±0 the informant it
is his belief that ALBER^feAHN and Dr. D. Ir^YINCGRADOFF are
residing at COxDGNfs residence* 3535 Ness Street* N, He was 'unable
to advise whether any of these people were paying for this privilege. The
informant further stated that rumors were now rampant at the Bureau of
standards that CONDON is going to 'Hear ail the scientific sections apart
and set them up in a different manner.

«

rls stated that the personnel udoes not know which way to jump*1
.

The informant advised that he is definitely convinced. that the Bureau of
Standards occupies second place in CONDON l s interests.

On Kay 19b7* T-5 sovised that CONDON had left Washington*
D, C. on May 20* 19b 7 for Seattle* Yiashingbon where he would 'possibly
be given a degree at the University of Washington, His itinerary after
leaving Seattle was Portland* Oregon** Albany* Oregon; San Francisco* Calif-
ornia; palo Alto* California; Albuquerque* New Mexico; Chicago* -Illinois*
and vfould return to Washington* D.C, on June 6* 19h7„

Informant also advised that CONDON has recently created an entirely
new section composed of 125 nuclear physicists and that he Vv'culd make himself
Chief of this section. The informant said th^t this was. a highly jinusual
procedure and that there was* of course* too much work involved for~a Director
to be Chief of a Division, Informant stated that CONDON had transferred two
excellent research men to continuous work on subjects which are **uncles'*
o nuclear physics and their^job vail be to publish articles supporting
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CONDON for the existence of this section. The informant stated that CONDON
makes himself the only man in the Bureau of Standards who will be in full
control of all information regarding, nuclear physics and atomic energy.
Informant advised further that he could not draw any definite conclusion
from the following fact but that follov/ing the Times Herald attack on
Dr. CONDON , Dr. VINCGRADOFF, Associate Director appointed by CONDON had a
severe attaclc'^oT^^dl^ea^ion and had been away from work for about two v/eeks 0

In regard to BUGi^DISHAW, CONDON *s publicity man, according to
the informant, has not be?en seen around the Bureau of Standards for sometime,
(informant advised that the personnel at the Bureau of Standards is still
upset in regard to CONDON 1 s order of shifting work from one division to
another and that in his opinion it was- highly absurd and wasteful 0 Informant
advised that CONDON must have some ulterior purpose for these moves, that
as far as he knows CONDOM talks it over with no one and the informant advised
that he had never heard of a man operating an establishment like the Bureau
of Standards in this manner^)

(informant advised further that Dr # VINOGRADOFF, CONDON 1 s right hand
man handles all foreign visitors and all foreign mail and that he personally
takes up each scientific matter in the mail with the heads of the various
sections .

)

The informant advised that J* E.DONOVAN , former Head of the
personnel Section of the Bureau of Standards had recently been replaced by
CONDON by R, who,* according to the informant, had been brought to
the Bureau of Standards by^ CONDON. The informant advised that DONOVAN was
an exceedingly able man:anc3 had the reputation of ^standing on his own two'
feet*.

A Pest newspaper clipping ‘in Y/ashington, B.C. dated June 6, 19h7,
reflects that Dr ,./EDv/ARB U. CCNBCN, Director of the National' Bureau of Standards
and Dr. DET1EV Chairman of the National Research Council have
accepted membersimp in the Scientific .-.dvisory Committee of Brockhaven
National laboratory. The article describes the Laboratory ‘as a Government
-inancect project concentrating on basic research and peace-time aoolica-
tion of atomic -energy operated by the Associated Universities Incorporated
under contract with the United States -itomic Energy Commission. It will .

serve as a training and research center for universities and other institutions
of the Northeest.

- 0
/», article in the l’imes Herald newspaper, Washington. D.C. on

-^7, headlined «CCND0N FACING U. Si PRCBE INTO SC VIET SOCIETY
A.jJlLI.iIOHtt by, u’lLLIAf^ODLIN, Jr, reflects the following information.
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/'’High on the Agenda
,
of investigation into the loyalty of

government employees will be a probe of the leaders in the American
science Society on Dr. HAZARD U. CONDON." CONDON advised the Timea Heraldreported that he had been a member of th^merican Soviet Science Society
since he was associate Director of the Y^stinghouse Research taboratorv and

/A at th® present time he was a member of the Society* s' board of Directors or
\\ Executive Board. CONDON said the Society was. composed of 200 or 300 Americanscientists but was unable to say with certainty whether any Russian scientists

are attached no its offices which are in the building of the American-
Russian Institute, 58 park Avenue, New York City. CONDON who also clayed
a major roil in the development of radar and rockets said that he furnished

+
society with the names of other scientists at the Bureau of Standards

• v
but had not recommended their joining it. CONDON described the- Society

a
7
Q^y smaj-f organization established for" the exchange of purely

data ^ fc

y,7een Russia this country"'. He- added that most of
the material came from the Soviet Union and that very little had been fur-mshed the Russians from this country a

+ .
AVklO meeting Chairman of the Society said most ofthe material exchanged was efi a "theoretical nature"' and none of it had any

If
°Ut he add

!
d that no one screened the material to determine

Russia
^ b lnjUri0US to our National Defense plans before it went to

10)7 4he F1”165 Hf?ald newspaper of Washington, D.C; dated March 23 .

n&aoerthat
a
he

a
bad

0le **
u
hiC

S
D ~* E * U* C®D0N

'
told a reporter of the

Conference or i5aref
" V/a.shington Committee of the Southern

Previous 't° the time that lie had allowed his name to be used

be used. anu n^couia see no harm in allowing his name

Physical Surveillances

»
*

I

residence^n? S5
- nn^fAcal-.

SUrveillance was conducted at the

PY'iTT MCSSBURC
^'*5 2

DQi
F
by ^ec¥> ASents VINCENT HUGHES and E.

contain no inflation regarding her.
office
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At 3. Ip PM an unidentified woman driving a 19b0 gray Buick sedan,
Connecticut license 8/2 hi,- ±9b7 tag, entered CONDON'S residence. She is
described as Si.T'1 in height; weight 150 lbs; brown hair worn in a

short bob, long nose; full face; about 35 years of age,. At.i,- PM an uni-
dentified man and woman drove up to CONDON* s residence in a I9lj0 black /
Buick sedan owned by the subject. The unidentified man was described as

5 1 10’’; height lljO; prominent ears; dark hair; about 25 years of age.'
The surveillance was discontinued at 6 PM no further activity being noted.

A spot check of the subject's residence was made on March 22, 19h7
from 12.1)5 PM to 1.15 PM by -Special Agents JOHN BUSCHER and E. HYATT MOSS-

|

BURG. At 12.50 PM Dr, EDY/AED U. CONDON and his two young sons drove ,to the -

front of his residence and entered. £nt 12.55 PM IGNACE. 2L0TCTSXI , PolishF&f
Representative to the United Nations Atomic Energy Committee arrived at
.CONDCN residence driven by chauffeur in a car bearing diplomatic tag 622 0

x x
2L0T07/SKI entered the residence and" the car waited for him. At 12.57 PM
2L0TCY/SK1 came out, dismissed the chauffeur, who drove away.. ZLOTCIVSKI 1

re-entered the CONDON residence."*? At 1.1(5 PM no activity having been J
noted, the surveillance was discontinued, *

C-n May 19, 19li?, a surveillance was conducted beginning at the
subject's residence by Special Agent E. HYATT L'OSSBURG., At 7 PM the sur-
veillance began in the vicinity of the subject's house. At 7.30 PM the subject

Lu
is 1Arife

->
tv/0 20RS and an unidentified man entered CONDON' s car and drove

to the . Department of Commerce. At 7. 1)5 PM the subject and his family entered
tne mam entrance of the Department of Commerce ana proceeded to the Audi-
torium where they attended a Science Fair sponsored by Science Service

.

Incorporated. It is. no ted that this was a Fair for young children in the

K-X-5W.-y-

Confidentisl Informant T-6 advised that he knew CONDON slightly
through his association with the National Committee of Atomic Information

“ e ReC«iied that CONDON and his wife were close friend of DAirTtr.l
former Director of the NCAI who was dismissed from this position

-^'
^!Aoar

?
of Directors of this organization for his Communistic tendencies,in_ormant stated that CONDON terminated his association with the NCAI at the

?o
m
outsi§e

?

‘?c?llitlls
igr'ed giv:lng as his reason h±s lack of time to devote

> ''
i

MET OHiw? +
h9t &e £a !?,

no doubt, however, that the dismissing of
association I'n BS£ 01 reason for the termination of CONDON'S
fraerican lovieu^Science''’Society

aavlset5 tha ‘

fc CONDON was a member of the
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According
occasions and she

\ that about *

a year
she attended as a
policy concerning
Russians policies

to this informant he had met CCSSDGN on a couple of
haa impressed him as having He stated
ago at a Federation -of American' Scientists gathering v/hi
visitor she had seemed very critical of this government'
a-oomic energy. He stated she has supported and defended
in this regard and seemed to him violently pro-Russian.

» , ol , ^ a
f
diti

f
n during a dinner, given by the NCAI sometime in the Summer

-
• +T

3t l,hlch t-rs * was also present, her conversation wasviolently pro-Russian. The informant stated that several Congressmen had

+£!+ 77 T llancheon and had heard Krs. COIiDOK's conversation and
„

n
if,

later determined these Congressmen voted against the iK&ihon Billand a_tn°ugh he did not know what their real reason was, he definitely
COKDON for her pro-Russian attitude on that occasion.

exnourdpffif r ? f
ot A3rs - COmm V!as ware of it she had certainlyexpounded the Communist Party line on atomic Energy at' that time.

'

reflect
the Passport Division of the Department of State

application frfSir* 1SS
+
e
? p?sspor̂ $276310 on October 11, 1926 on his

os?oiaH a rvL

?

n° *tudy in G&rmany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Czech-oiovaki^ G-eat Britain, Denmark^ and sbend a period of two
included Jis wife EKH3AK2K*born Mky Igf ^a/SfcagoIllinois

j married November 9, 192^.
6 J

Townnw ^e
T

file
f

1
?
r

i

b
!3
er reflect that a passport- was applied for by Dr.

cS?L? en rontP iyi|Vfor a six months trip to Russia and necessary
D- CO™ ?4tOd i;5°

r
o
e^C

f^°
n aRd sc

i

ientific purposes. In this application

Passport
0
liUoO -

r ^ ~n
p
erinapy from September 1926 to August 1926 ,

the tjSSP to 'fltt onH
S

-i

assued
.

Jr‘no h, 19U5, for one year valid for travel to
of the

S
U3SR.

tt d hS Krini.versSry Exorcises of the Academy of Sciences

mont +K,-;
h® reflects that pursuant to a reauest from the -J-jr nonsvs pSsys

B
2°5;Lrs,isg:

awn and so returned

June's 1
7™ S®

T/ar merit contained in this file dated
’

J” D^rtSt ti
3

' 7 rf
aritjr of ' nati0? in matters in which the

^at Dr. GGNDCN not be permitted t-6

in a ffovpr-LSl
1

,

5613 tha
^

there 'vas a runor that' CONDOR was illegally living
moved out Stai£°flci ‘Tit

*7^7 7 Standards and thafc he had illegally
2

and had it reno^tfd it
‘ \he 3ureau of Standards from the residencerenovated at government expense. The informant also advised
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that there was a great deal of criticism regarding Dr. CONDON* s management,
of the National Bureau of Standards*. He suggested that HARRY E. '7/ENSEL*
a former employee of the Bureau of Standards now employed by the United
States Army at the Pentagon Building could furnish information regarding this
matter.. The Informant pointed out that T7ENSEL v/as eased out of a job by
CONDON.

'

Confidential Informant!
|

whose identity is
f

knov/n to the Bureau*
advised an^i'tgeht'^ of~tlie~

v
Stir Eoui"s

~~orrice on March 26, 19hl, that he was
unable to state that Dr* .CONDON had resigned from the NCAI because of the
dismissal of DANIEL MBXCHER; however it is alleged by the informant that
Mrs.. EHILIECO^ opposed to MELCHER's dismissal
bGT^^'d'~she"

a

letter to /l^FRM^fellvSTEIN in an effort to obtain
Dject^s support for KffiLCHER, .The ifaiormant expressed the opinion that

Mrs. CpKDOW may have influenced her husband in MELCHER f s behalf..
*

Dr; LIMN G. BRIGGS, retired Director of the Bureau of Standards,
7/ashington, D.C., advised that in his opinion Dr. QDNDGN was impulsive
and showed lack of judgment in some matters as Director of the Bureau of
Standards. As an example of this he brought in additional personnelwmch he placed over more experienced and qualified men which caused
considerable discontent .arid dissension among Bureau of -Standard employees.
Dr. BRIGGS stated that one of the persons appointed by CONDOM was Dr,

whom he believed to have been born in Russia and who
spbaks Shglish v/fth a strong accent,

,

• '
/

BRIGGS stated VIMCGRADOFF is .assistant to CONDON and he has
been placed in charge of foreign relations in the Bureau of Standards,
entertaining the visiting officials of foreign governments,. According to
Dr, BRIGGS immediately prior to his retirement the Visiting Committee set up
by Congress to review the -work of the Bureau of Standards each /year andreport to the Secretary of Commerce, approached Secretary HENRH&/ALLACE and
asked him if he desired them to suggest' the names of a successor^ to BRIGGS.
WALLACE said that he did. However before the Committee could act WALLACE
appointed CONDON without the Committee's recommendation.

Confidential Informant T-8 advised that Dr
f H, T. T/ENSEL had formerly

been employed at the Bureau of Standards and had occupied the position of
^ief of the Heat and Power Division,

.
According to the informant

x
e M CDNDON took over as Director he- removed WENSEL, InformantSv+t ^ was Ills belief that CONDON dismissed 77EMSEL because WEMSEL

conneo&?L
r
v,?+K

St
4.

th? United states Army to furnish additional money inconnection with atomic energy experiments being conducted by the Bureau
^Standards after CONDON had told y/ENSEL that the money received from the

matters
t^'L3 rc<^ues

'

c would actually be used, by the Bureau to finance otlier

!b2

b7D
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Dr , . HAROLD T . ',/ENSEL} General ABRAND i s Office, pentagon Building^
advised that he had worked on the atomic energy project under Dr. LYMAN
BRIGGS and Dr. VANNEVAR BUSH during V/'orld V/ar II, He returned to the Sureau
of Standards as Acting Director of the Heat and Power Division. . YvMSEL
advised that his appointment was not made permanent when CONDON became
Director of the Bureau of Standards but instead CONDON removed him and
placed at the head of this, section Dr. F . . J^RICKtVEDDE, in Y/ENSEL's opinion
an incompetent person who did not have the gffet interests of the Bureau
at heart*

According to WEI'iSEL, BRICKuffiDDE was a_ oar
^CONDO^efore CONDON became Director; F70TSEL ' advised thatinhis opinion
GQJDCN lacked judgment.. As an example he had converted office space which
was scarce at the Bureau of Standards into a private residence for himselfV at 3535 Van Ness Street. YAENSEL advised that CONDON ' s actions as Director
have resulted' in upsetting the esprit de corps of the entire Bureau -of
Standards., Y7EKSEI, stated he personally knew six men with v twenty years
experience as scientists who would resign immediately because CONDON is
Director if a comparable position were available in outside industry.

Confidential Informant T-% a prominent "and renowned United States
scientist in the field of Atomic Energy who worked with CONDON during 'world

II advised that he felt it was very important that any derogatory
information concerning CONDON be investigated thoroughly prior to his being
given access to confidential information relating to atomic energy,. He
described CONDON as «a bit of a damnfocl« , He advised CONDON seldom holds

JL ^°" a verY long period of time as his past record indicates,
/ -In has opinion CONDON is biggest failure is his lack of judgment. The

iniormant advised that if Dr. VAMNEVAR BUSH had had anything to do with the
Bureau of Standards personnel which were brought under his supervision in
tne early part of 15)4 0 in directing atomic energy experiment's" CONDCN would

'
-v f

nfcrmant stated Dr. BUSK would not have included
AikSS' not v-P pn’ipn;

s
(
lsck ci

.
judgment and as a matter of fact Dr. BUSKnot Uoe CONDON Jon anything oi importance during the experiments on

atomic energy because of this fact.

Co™itte?nf
r
+v2

t
'i£oadv|s 2 l

?
that he had been a member of the Visiting

'
,™^ee ol th. nureau of standards- who had asked Secretary I-IENRY Y/ALLACEif he dpsired

s tandards- who had asked Secretary HENRY',WALLACE
Dr

.

LYMN^
d
RP- dc™btee

£,?
suggest the name of a successor ’to -auSceed—

informant -iatod th^ +
f-«3er D

JiT
ec
S
or

?f 4

the Bureau of Standards.. The
CO?:DCN and“

»

a
f°r 6 the GoraPutes

' could act vTALIACE recommended
KM^ '-ALI

A

waf a??r c.vpd by x.he Senate, Informant stated that
to be Director ir ful

Secretary cf Commerce had appointed Dr.. CONDON
SHAPLEyI

v0" 01 lhe 3ureau of standards at the request of Dr .

.

HARLG17
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\ «.

stated that in regard to SKAKUg^he was V| a joiner of questionable
Communist organizations''1 and that he o i; a bit of a daimfool in this
regard. 11

The informant stated that another example of CONDONES poor judgment
is his association with JAMES

,

former legal advisor to the Office
of War Mobilization and Reconversion’ and now employed by-the- New 'Republic.

^ ^

Dr. EUGENE C. CRITTENDENy Associate Director of the Bureau of
standards advised that he has known CONDON since November 1$>[|5 when
CONDCN was made Director.. .He stated that CONDON Wolfed nt "intentionally
injure the^ United States by furnishing confidential information to '

anyone *• .Ke advised CONDON is a strong advocate of friendly exchange of
scientific information with other countries.

-
.

Confidential Informant T-10, a prominent Scientist, emoloyed
, .

bureau of Standards, advised that in his opinion Dr. CONDON has shown
rums ell to be indiscreet, to lack good judgment in his official capacity,

.

“ h
t
^vised CONDON* s act of allowing^his name to be- used in connection

’ + •

s
?
ut

£
e
:
n C°nference for Human Welfare showed lack of judgment • and

onLion
1
hnth°^wr

eVe
5y-y d

?
c
,
isions * The. informant stated that in his

kEoS thri

•

,?nd i
?
ls wife were sympathetic to Russia but he did not

SEE +2 2-2 !
ln thlS reg3

-
rd * informant, stated he heard Ilfs, CONDOM

S2EL2 fver£l occasions should be more sympaTfie^^ard
cmr>CK E °f

the dlff:LCUlt period which she has been through’’ andWkDCh has been in agreement with her.

R-reen
informant T-U, former high official in the

emolo?edthSE
da
EE

S
-

and s tiH. keeps in active touch with the personnel
thE Er

d
-f
h

-
•dv“sea that CONDOM'S activities as Director have destroyed

SI SEJE

2

L 9 Lreau °f Sfcandards
* his everyday actions he

iSaSSS d^nS-ith personnel, ihe

and'K o ’
,

appointees. Lnfo’f^^tr stated^that

HerS .
St3tements indicating that they were anti-capitalistic.

. /

doiL ™tb?n °ne 0CC
!
S£0n that tKey both saii "Thank the lord somebody is

2 ESnEinfS I
aP1

I
1Shfr

S
e enterprise," The informant advised feeling

administrate
h
v2 +

£t the Bureau of Standards because of CONDON*
s

' real-

positions?^
1011 numerous excellent scientists verb now looking for other

'

CONDOF i «,

Q
,
onfddf

r-t^i^Informant T-12 advised that he was not positive of
COM '*0Jld f^niEh aEv

U
SE!idfEthf

Gofrm?nt, that- he dofs not believe
an unauatborLed LLoE hn- L L ^ i ^formation coming into his hands to
it eas-iL EL P °°n he feels tnat ca®0N in his position might make

informant 2 -

8156 to get the confidential information. The
a judgrr,ent in aP?oi^ing DI. VINOGRADOFF
envcC in haSliLLLLr

de
?
ld

f
d Russian a6cent as the Bureau ’of Standards
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Informant also questioned the loyalty of j. A. CURTISS and HUGH
both Assistants to CONDOM. He described ODI§H^=Ss_

'COKDOI'f » s Dub^~”*
Ircroy man who makes something important that isn't. The informant .stated

tnat -s does
V
ot kno '

Y CONDON 's wife but has heard that she and MrsES&iCK- Q.OEDpE are active in Russian relief and he knows from, talking to CC^SON
that he is pro-Russian. Informant stated that anytime a Russian Scientist's
name is mentioned or when any conversation on Russia comes un while theinformant is arouna, CONDON always talkes a favorable view toward them in his
conversation. Informant stated it is peculiar CONDOM never speaks in thismanner about any other country, only Russia.

GUDIEUX, Executive Assistant to the Secretary ofCommerce furnished uhe personnel- file of Dr; EDUARD U. CONDON reflecting thatwas nominated Director of the Bureau of standards in October of I9L5
' by

and his appointment approved by the Senate November 2, 19b5.beginning salary as Di rect,nr was ‘",8750. The' names of his three children
, J and JOSEPH HENRI. CONDOM is the son of .

UHja^pjipONV, The file reflects that on
Promoted" 't<f%86o per annum »in conformance with anagreement made at the time of. Dr. CONDOM r s original appointment."

00 July 17, I9 I46, CONDOM was promoted tq SlO.OOO per annumj Mr.
shed a copy of an agreement between CONDON and the United

’

spates jO

/

ernment as represented by Secretary of Commerce HENRY 'TALLACE which.

at
CS^n

§a5°M£^
Di+^+gay+- ?0!vJP2M 5he leeal right to occupy the premises

irLlo ’
van Ness Street witmn the Bureau of Standards grounds. C-LADIEUXadvisea that he kne’w CONDOM believed that

' scientists of all countries includ-

to 6

b7C

j j t— : ixoivii-j. .lox'mer. secretary or commer

1

d®?ired z° have CONDOM reside on the grounds of the Bureau of Standards
S
rnf45he m°

5
iva

1

ti-ne ^ctor for the moving out of the office workersso that C.,MOON couxd ma.ce tne property his residence. In addition WALLACEdesired 00 have CONDOM in extremely close contact with the work and also to
fujf

a
;
rhe^ f?031 and foreign scientists could be entertained duringtheir visits to the Bureau of Standards. °

4-x x- ' P* GLADIEUX advised further that nothing- had come to his
attention to indicate that any structural changes had been made or any un-
usual expenses made m the taking over of this residence by CONDOM*

VS'?.--;;
t^'hos'e identity is fenovm to the Bureau advised that on

Vt
r
,^

h 29
-, _y i)7j the Gredit Bureau o^_ Washington, D. C.- inquired of it's. CONDON

li
iiL*

and ZS' °f ' 3535 Van Mess Street were known to her and

rO

b2
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if they were renting from her. i^s. CONDON advised that they were herguests. A cheer, at the credit B'SrealT'vfc.t'H the Credit Manager of the Kecht
‘

SPS? f
efle°tS

+

th!'° ±n the ^edit 'application filled out by Mrs. MARJORIES-^kHN she indicated on the form that she was renting at this addressV^""'^

. ^
he ina

'
ices of this office reflect that' ALBERT CAKN and his -wife SI

,ere in frequent association with SYDNEY and WfOHirSSmr? CAKN and his

Tp-JiT

0
-rSk

friendly 7;ith PHILIP and EKn^ORRISOM.
The

1

W^arav
and ISON were Doth employees on 'the DSM Project.

to be Communist sympathizers and followers ofS inv^t?S^°
P

• f; J
B
?
th PHILIP and miLI MORRISON were subjects of an

aff iliation°~
tl0n Wni°h determineci that they were suspected of. Communist

o-
10 °Ct0ber ±9

'

u3 was ^ployed by the Institute

;dt ® cf afc fche University of Chicago. CAKN is married,ana ms safe's name is I&RGERY STERM^IiN.

-'28
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The following information was furnished tyiis office by[
,

whose identity is known to the Bureau.- » 'The identity of the persons namecl
by the informant has been established by investigation where possible and
information contained in the files of this office regarding those persons
is also set forth.

On March ’15, 191*7, RUTJfMMAN, wife of JAME3»®:MAN, invited
EDWARD and EldLj^SONDON to come over to her, home on tha^ evening.

On the same date EMILY CONDON asked her husband if he 'wanted to ,,-
go to HEWI'AN 1 s home that night, and he advised he was over there on Monday
evening, and he supposed they would have to go', and they agreed to,--keep this
appointment. /

JAMES ^1 .

T-13 advised on March 27, 19h6, a confidential source had advised

^
JAMES R. NEWKAN was a member of a group of individuals

.
involved in furnish-

ing TSi^bvialfdJnion with information regarding atomic energy. Also listed
in this group was Dr.’ EDWARD U„ CONDON and ,.et-c

.

An investigation by the Washington Field Officer ancTthe Mew York Office 'dis-
closed in 19h0 and 19ljl NEMAN was the employer of MCliAE^^nDELfAN, New
York City, who is the subject of an alleged Sqmet^spionagfe ring in New
York Office and who associated with one JOSEPI*£CKI&RT, an alleged NICVD 'agent.
This source also advised CONDON was "an espiorfege agent in disguise.". A
physical surveillance conducted by agents of the Washihgton Field Office-
during the spring and summer of 19U6 reflected Dr. EDWARD U„ CONDON was seen
•on numerous occasions 'with JAMES NEWMAN .

Tfrlh’
1

1
'

s

Thxopgh| [whose identity is knovm to the Bureau,' it was deter-
mined NEWMAN was in close contact with Rabbi IRVING Fi&ffilCHERT. The San
Franciscb Office advised REICHERT and his wife are known communist followers
and contribute financially to the Communist Party.

b2

b7D

*

The informant advised on the same date HEIEij&GRONSKY advised'
EMILY CONDON she was attempting to track down the formula of a pill used in
K-Rations in the Army. Apparently she intends to secure a patent on this
project inasmuch as she advised she already has a patent on a- chemical
heating bag.

.

'
*,
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\\^
HELEN AGRONSKY

J/
From additional information subsequently furnished by

vvas determined. HELEN AffiONSKY is the v:ife of GRONSKY, 'i'he indices
ffice contain no ^information regarding he£\of this office contain no ^information regarding

The records of Stone r s Mercantile Agency reflect MARTIN Z*^®d\SKi
and his *7ife reside at 5609 Gresnv/ay Drive, Green Acres, Maryland. *ne has
been employed, by WMAL as a commentator since 19h3 after coming to Washington,
D. C.

,
in 19^1 from Nev/ York City. Through a highly confidential source,

it was ascertained the name and telephone number of MARTIN AGRQNSKI were
found in the personal effects of DAVID WAHL , an important contact of a group
of alleged Soviet espionage agents presently under Investigation.

vf I
lV f'4 „ { 7 \ ' ^ •

I
whose identity is known to the

r
Bureau, advised on Feb-

ruary 6, 19^7* IRVIN [&&&.FLAN, subject o£ the above referred to Russian
.
espionage group, conversed with KEI&A»EDELSSERG advising MARTIN AGRON'sKY
/as going to devote an entire program tb a discussion of Senator CLAUDE

^
^PT5^|f s recent speech. •

On the same date EDWARD CORDON advised JAMES NEYfifiAN he v/ould be
over' to his house on that evening. According to informant, a DnjHffiLLs
(phonetic) told Dr. CONDON he had talked to LARRY HAFSTAD about"hanging
an- evening date with CONDOftfljui HAFSTAD was tied up until Friday. CONDON
informed HALL Friday night woulo^be o.k* • *

'

.

‘

,(S>.4^,7^™: "

Q£lr advis e~d~~LARRY RA T&P5TAD is in charge -of the Johns Hopkins
‘ Applied irhysi'C'S'.' Lab at 8621 Georgia^ Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland, where
during the war work was done on the( proximity fuse. Informant said he per-
sonally knew KAFSTaD and could recommend hir,. as a hundred per cent loyal
American citizen !U)

The personnel records of Carnegie Institute at/ 'Washington
,

D. C.,
reflect HAFSTAD was employed as a physicist from 1928 to 19i-2 with a brilliant
record of achievement. The OSRD' records reflect HAFSTAD was a consultant
for that agency. Numerous persons interviewed during the investigation of
HAFSTAD by this office when he was an applicant for a position with the '•

Atomic Energy Commission highly recommended him as to character and loyalty.

On March 16, 19h7, 'TILLIi
attend the concert.

l^SHSLMAN informed Mrs . CONDON he would

- 30



On_ the same date_ FERDINAND G. BRICKNEDDE told CONDON he would like
to talk to him. COIJDON said he had been very busy with hearings (appropria-
tion hearings), and he is just going out with J«MES NEWMAN , and he has to
go out to a tea (at s") after that. BRICIOEDDE
said the important thing he desired to talk to CONDON about vas RAYMOND
WIISON whom he wants to hire in the Thermometer Laboratoryi

FERDINAND G^BRICKTJEDDE
• tT-

Tne Bureau of Standards telephone directory lists Dr. FERDINAND
3RI CKwEDDE as chief of the Heat and Power Division of the Bureau of Stand-
ards. The records of the Credit Bureau reflect he was appointed as a senior
physicist at the Bureau of Standards in 1926. His wife J&.PJAN IANGHCRNE
HOWARD BRICKWEDDE is also employed as a physicist at the Bureau of Standards
having been appointed in 1931. Additional information regarding BRICKWEDDE
has previously been set forth in this report.

Ra ISON •

Personnel records at the Bureau of Standards reflect RAYMOND -WIL-
SOK will enter on duty June 15, 1957, in the Bureau of Standards. At the
present time he is employed as a professor of physics at "George Washington
University. He was born in Salem, Oregon, -august- 20. 1915. From June, 1952,
to May, 1956, he was employed by the Navy Department in the Pudget Sound
Navy Degaussing Section, Bremerton, Washington. In June, 1956, he was em-
ployed by the University of Washington.. He obtained his Zi. 3. degree from
Reed College, in June, 1937, and his Ph. D. in physics in 1951 at the Univer-
sity of Washington, Seattle. The indices of this office contain no informa-
tion regarding RAYMOND WILSON.

x-
x-

On March 17, 1957, informant advised BRICKWEDDE invited CORDON to
attend the. lectures at the Applied Physics Laboratory on that date.. He
indicated he had previously called CONDON 1 s secretary Mss DOROTBi&G
BURY to check on CONDON's schedule.

DOROTHY KINGSBURY
i

Mss KINGSBURYwas secretary to Dr. LYMAN G; BRIGGS, former director
of the Bureau of Standards . T-12 advised KINGSBURY is absolutely loyal to
Dr. CONDON and thinks he is a great scientist. The indices of this office
contain no information regarding KINGSBURY. The New York Office advised in
a teletype' dated April 5, 1957, that DOROTHY KINGSBURY is not a relative of
JOHN ADAd&&INGSEURY.
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Qn-iSarch 18, 19h7, informant advised inquiry was -made to deter-

mine if Mr. nEISSKOPF was coming to CONDOM >s residence the next day.

JOSEPH JOHDA^feEISSKOPF

From information subsequently furnished, by| |to the effect
that tfilSSKOPi* was employed at UMRRA., it is believed xhe'-person referred to •

was JOSEPH JORDAN VffilSSKOPF.
\

.

^s * E* K- HOLIER, personnel division, UNRRA, advised WEES5K0EF
v;as appointed June 29, 19iiS, as a medical officer in.UNRRA* In July, 19^5
he served as medical officer in the U. S. zone in the Displaced Persons

*

Branch in Germany. He returned to the united 'States1 in April, 19kS', where
he was appointed chief medical supply specialist. - His personnel file re-
flects he cane to UKRRA from the Czechoslovakian Embassy.

His application for employment reflects he was born May H, l?Olx,
in Kojetin, Moravia, Czechoslovakia, and was naturalized in Washington, D. C.,

1: l9h,li ’ certificate No * 6,371, His wife 1 s name is B.OZENA,
. From 1928 to 1938 he was employed as a physician iff"'

Czechoslovakia''. In 1939 he was an examining physician for the Union Health
Center in New York City. From 1939 to 19hl.be was a college physician at
St. Johns College, Annapolis, Maryland. In November, I9I4I, he was employed
as medical officer at the Czech Embassy. He is a member of the Czechoslovakia!
American National Alliance and Institute for World Organiza.tion.

Mrs. .DOBBASlMpttJSaMI asked UJiM CONDON ' on March 18, 191*7, if
it was tomorrow and ElJiJLY answered yes. Mrs. HAJSKAN stated she wanted to

c.“eck. before she called Mrs JijKABER . Mrs. BUSMAN said she is still working inthe laboratory at the Bureaif fcf Standards, and the work is interesting but
she is afraid she wall have to discocti nue it “because I just ?ot a letter
from Czechoslovakia from one of the nationalized Iron and. steel industries
asking whether I would work for them here collecting literature and jnforma- •

tion from similar companies."

D03RASKA HAJSMAN

^She is the wife of Staff Captain JAN HAJSMkN, as si start military
and air attache at the Czechoslovakian Embassy. ] advised on April 30
19h7, lies. NAJS1M was working in the Bureau of Standards and was in a posi-

|

tion to arrange visits and interviews at the Bureau of Standards through Dr
l EDWARD CONDON. ''CVX

'

* * *
'

T

* ' *nformant stated on !?arch 19, 19lt7, EMILY CONDOM invited HELEN JSILVm^smi for tea on that date, but HELEN .declined. At the same Pirn's'
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H3ISN- remarked she had enjoyed EMILY'S visit and EMILY' s children. E?*ILY
advised she had asked a couple of Czechoslovakian women to the tea and one
of them had just come to this country. HELEN advised she talks in Russian
to ohe Czechs and the Czechs talk to her in their .tongue, and they under-
stand each other perfectly. EEIEN asked EMILY if she knew anyone who would
be interested in buying their home, and EMILY remarked the BACH2RS might be
interested -(ROBERT FdfciACKER, AEC). HELEN remarked her brother was staying
with her until FridayV Saturday.

’

KATKaN'lSSGORY SILVER}.ft.STER

.advised on March 13,'19li7, Mrs.. EDWARD U. CONDON told
iSTRR . cnh r\-p ol 1 ..p®RJfe,STSR, subject of an alleged Soviet espiSiage^Sg .now under

investigation by this Bureau, thgjf-would come to his house on Sunday
but it Xvould be a little late because EDWARD had a '.conference that would not
be over until 5 p.m. They then discussed SILVERMASTER 1 s book which he ex-
plained is a serious work on economics. A physical surveillance conducted
on March 16, 19li7, by Special' Agent IAS3ERT G. . ZANDER reflects EDWARD TJ*
CONDON, his wife, • and two sons were observed entering the residence of GREGORY
SILVERi-iiiSTER at 6:35 P-m. on March 16, 19l*7.

*- * -Jf

On 5ferch 19, 1?1*7, informant
Kew Jersey) informed CONDOM that ART]
of the Swedish National Research Counc^

icvised JOB^feURKEVIOE (Princeton,
^sAZAYLAUS

, a Swede who is chairman
had been in Princeton and was on

his way to Washington. JOHN said ARTIE would like to get in touch with CON-
DON, and he wanted to talk about some international' collaborate on. TORKEVICH

Jf^.
T

^
T f

ure exactly wha*t he had in mind. It was agreed CONDON would call
K/iZAYLaUS at the Statler Hotel on Friday. TURKEVICH advised tmiI4D8 had
spent a year at Princeton previously,

t
and /that he was a good friend oAj&NSON.

V*
011 this date CONDON attempted to see Senator J. WILLIAM FULLBRIGHT

)
of Arkansas with negative results.

0n ' ?£arch 20
> 1^7, | n

a

dvised Mrs. GIFFORD PINCHOT invited the
CONDOhS to have dinner with her and Mrs. J. 'BOR^pC^RRlMfirl^ the Democratic
Club as Senate QLSN »mYL0R was going to "speak;.'

''

'The' iWitaction was accepted.

O '

l
(S)

Mrs. -GIFFORD PINCHOT

She \was a delegate of the American Delegation to the Internati onal
women's Congress in Paris, France. In she was vice president of the
American Committee in Aid of Chinese Industrial Cooperatives, She is a
member of the League for Women Shoppers, ‘Washington, D. C. I ladvised Mr.
and Mrs. GIFFORD PT;flaofr are members of the Washington Committee for Democra-
txc action

J fffiged J.£rs. PIKCHOT is active in Americans for Democratic
Action and une united Nations Forum.

- 33 -
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Mrs . J. BORDEN RARRIM4N

Through a highly confidential source, the Philadelphia Office de-
termined Mrs. KARRILAN v/as a 'member of the Board of Directors of Russian’ V/ar
Relief, Inc. Stye is described by this source as a former, diplomat and former
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary .of the United States to Nor-
ft
ray in 1937. She is former manager of the New York State Reformatory for
;Vomen

.

The fi3.es of this office reflect on February U, 19h6, Russian War
Relief gave a dinner at the Mayflower Hotel in honor of Mrs. EARRI1&H -

^The Soviet Embassy was represented at this function by-F. iV^VRiiSIM.
advised Krs. KARRH&US is a member of the United Nations Forj&rk and Americans
for Democratic Action*

On the same date Mrs. CONDON advised Mrs. HARRIMAN she and her
husband would attend the dinner at the Democratic Women* s Club on that date.

A.-I
On March 21^ 1$^?, EMI^ CONDON told VIRGINI^OERK'&t.the Polish

i«
Embassy to inform Mrs^_ WiNIE7/T

G
'would

•

be there at 3JD:30 a.m. and would
bring R^^ON^pi^ON. * EMILY said prior to coming to the Embassy she was
going to" the Capitol" to talk to Senator THOMAS (on this conscription thing).
EMILY said she had been asked to "head up" the church forces.

f VIRGINIA WOERK ^

\ She is a clerical employee of the Polish Embassy, and the files of

]
this office contain no information concerning her.

Mrs . JGSBF^IMIEWTCZ .

Mrs. ATMIEvilCZ is the wife of the polish ambassador to the U. S.

On March 21, 19ii7, ELIILI CORDON invited Mrs. LlTD'/I^feiJCEiYLN and
her husband to have lunch at the Seafare Restaurant on that date. ErrILY
advised she was also having from UNESCO at the luncheon/

4_

Mrs. LUD.7IG V/ITOD^AJCHI&N t——
-

: y-Tf-

Mrs. RaJGHMlN is the v/ife of Dr. RiJCHKn.!'; r.'ho is in charge of the-
Polish Purchasing Commission in the U. S. active investigation is being
conducted by the ¥ashington Field Office regardin^tlJClf&M because of his-
pro-Russian activities.

u A
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FRANK MOLINA

-
T_iyadyised FRANK HQtIKi is assistant to Dr. .MAURICE&IEEDHAH

Sc
.
le
J
ce Section ’ UIESC0 - According to informant/ MOLINA went toruns m *ipril oi this year. ,

ard -L Hfofd COLIMA was born in Texas of Czechoslovakian parents

J i ,

ozecnoslovakia . He was' employed at the California- Institute

^ln
!

rt°rld *ar 11 vhere he ^ecialized on rocket work. Dr.^RRILL TUVi, director of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie
a
*®i T

adv
/f°

;
-'0LI^ formerly worked at California Tech on glidedmissi_es xor the Joint Army Navy Research Council. He stated' MOLINA is „

^ ^
lntGreSted in World imProv^raent . He is intelligent and. hashand_ed highly confidential government information. TUI® stated he recalledthere was some question concerning KOLIHAl^clearance for 'highly confiden-tial work because of certaih activities he engaged in at Cal Tech. He wasurnble uo elaborate further in this regard. '

indices of the Washington Field Office' contain no informationregarding tms individual.

taycn 21, 19U7, COTOON made arrangements through the State
Department to obtain hotel reservations for the UNESCO conference in Phila-aeipnia, Pennsylvania'.

,
, ,

same date LILLLiiT K^ATFORD questioned EMILY COTOOM.es to^hathappeneo toner on that morning^EMILY advised BDffi^Thad^lJht a
'

eruest m fy'nm TTtvRSr.n fr./rr.TTTvr \ r • mrjnnrs ,
e

qu, \ .

—— 2r.\JU±iyjx was cl 1 GXaS-UZeCh.

Pnd
he wa

f
® UC

;
ed ln Chechoslovakia

. EMILY said he was a scientistand worked on rockets curing the war. She advised 73ATFQRD he was going tobe secretary of UNESCO, and he was leaving for Paris in a few days’.” 3MILY

W^TFoS
V'aS g0i

-

n
Li°

Philadelphia to the ^'ESC0 meeting and suggested

Tin-i+p^r
also 8°* ^TF0BB

.

said she could go as a representative of theUnitec. Council of Church Aomen or the Northern Baptist Convention as sherepresents both. EMILY said she and EDVARD -were going to be in Philadelphia
ffedneBday- MP0BD ““ she

'

ted t0 *• “ %racuse,:

LILLIAN K„ WATFORD

„ L J^vibed LILLIAN K. WATFORD was a close friend of EMILY /CONDON. The program of .the Institute on World Control of Atomic Energy

t?rv of thfTH Sfe+
D

'
- +

C *
’

•

15 a
f
d 16 ’ ^6, reflects JATFORD is secre-tary oi the Ti l-state atomic Information Committee and a member of the

'

- 35 -
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/

(S)

National Committee of Atomic Information. ' She was a speaker on- this orofram
irrn 4- A' 1 I2tv T. rTVZ^Ttmr I I

“with MaEY McCLEOS&JlTKUNE and ^.NEi. LO]
in his opinion ML&IAN K. 'WATFORD of
as a mere suspect in

>TPai.US and others. advised
tsburgh, Pennsylvania, Was regarde

,the communis'-tTinfiltration of the'p^S..

iso "advised Mrs. .lATFOED ' s home address is P. 0. Ecx h2<?
She is also active in the Tri-State Convention of

RD 7,

Churchmen, Educators, and Scientists..

*

(UJ

(U)

(U)

On March 21, 19hl

.

Informant advised JAMES R. NEivMhlJ tried to
arrange to see CONDON on that date but was advisSTt^^sr^^riON he was
dining at the Cosmos Club. KSOftN asked EMILY/60'' have ' EDVL1RD get in touch

'

wiun him^and mentioned he wanted CONDON to write a speech for KEI®Y^(7L'J!iLii.CE)
on the BBC. NErJKAN said he^also wanted to discuss the SMITH BilftitfTcO^SNr'

°n March 22|^15h7, Miss HARRIS of the Polish Embassy advised Dr.
CONDON that Minister^LOTOilSKI would pick 'CONDON up at his home at one •

o clock and take him to lunchV (It is noted a physical surveillance has
beep reported in instant case,reflecting ZIDTOY/SKI entered CONDON' s residence
on that date .

HEIEjt Mj^pRRIS

HELEN Hu HcxRRIS is the subje
Office because of her pro-Russian acti

bt of investigation by the New York
Vi ties. The New York- Office has ad-*

vo.sed during the course of the investigation of the American Soviet Science
Society

, it was determined she was secretary of this organization and had.
been secretary during the period the ximerican Soviet Science Society was
Known as the Science Committee of’ the National Council of American Soviet
Friendship.

In October
9 lplj.

SqslELI

W

idvised. HELEN EtiRRXS stated she was'.
x ^ 71 zijjdjxjn ouctucu one v\as

leaving. the American Soviet Science Society t^vOrk^a^the Polish Embassy
-n Washington . It is the belief of the New York Office that --ARRIS rc-

’

ceived her position through IGNACE ZLOTO./SKI, a Polish scientist, who was
executive secretary of the ASSS. This informant reported HARRIS was also
active in securing other trustworthy employees for the Polish Embassy.

On October 26, lglj6, this same informant stated HELEN HARRIS con- .

ferred vath ZLOTOLSKI and he asked her for a list of thirty or forty of thetop ranking scientists in this country

b2
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. . IGRACE 2L0T017SKI >

• '

.

* 7 ~ '*1 ~‘

y. _

The files of this office reflect ZLOTO/vSKI is the Polish represen—
tative to the United Nations Atomic Energy Committee. He is under investi-
gation by this office as the subject of a registration act and internal
security - R case

On March 22, 19)|7 , EMILY COM)OH informed an unidentified indivi-
dual by the name oi 'EILEEN that CONDON was working on a book. She also
informed her JAMES NEWMAN was coming over to have lunch with the CONDONS on
that date.

On the same date EMILY informed Mrs. GLEN kMlAYLOR she enjoyed
the Senator's talk at. the Democr3.tic Women ' s' Club

, an^she -was one hundred
per cent with him on what he had to say about Greece.

On March 22, 1.9l;7, JAL!SS J}-AN advised Dr. CONDON "he" (HENRY
WALLACE) is to make a speech oYTSS^n^science in April, that he v.As voing
over to England around the first of April. He informed CORDON that WALLACE
was going to make some talk on atomic energy, and that this will be his
only non political speech and it will be on Sunday night when EBC has its
biggest listening audience. WMaS said he wanted to see CONDOR in regard
to this speech.

CONDON said he is at present writing a book on freshman college
physics and he hopes he will be able to get enough "dough” before the un-
American Committee kicks him out. NS7JMA.N bet CONDON he wouldn’t be kicked
put and he wouldn't write the book either. ' NEMAN said he was going to
New York Monday morning and would be gone all week until Friday because he
had to work on these (speeches). NEMAN said HENRY^('.7ALK>.CE

) has a
speech to make in Madison Square Garden on March 31, sev-

'

eral editorials to write. He also has seventeen speeches to make abroad.

NEWMAN said he wasn't writing WALLACE'S speeches but he had to do
‘

a lot of work on them. However, he was writing some of them with MICKVEL
^TRAXGHT. HERMAN informed CONDON he had written WALLACE'S editorial

-
this"

- week and probably would write next week's too, (.Ife&Jtepublic ). CONDON
said the last editorial -was very good. Ke said this week's editorial means .

the one that hasn't come out yet. NEMAN said the editorial that CONDON
refers to was written entirely by MICHAEL STRAIGHT.

CONDON asked NEMAN what was coming up next week (in the editorial?),
and NE17HAN said he thought AALLaCJS was going to stay on the Greek-Turkey'

00-1D01 - asked what happened to those '"Honkeys." Did the’-- forget Mr.
KEIANMRY, did they throw him away? NEMAN said next week he ^ouid make it ^
' - *» -
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his business to dig .out that fact. CONDON informed NE72MAN he and EMILY
were going to Philadelphia tomorrow for about three days to attend the
UTSSCO conference. CONDON then advised NEViliAN he hadn't intended to go to

/O' this conference but a young man by the name ofJ^OLIMJnad reminded him of
' it, and he had decided to make the trip.. COfODSTdescribed MOLINA'S back-

ground to NEWMAN said he would like to cover this conference and
have a little item about it in the New Republic . “j-rfd.

, CONDON said it was a good idea to support these new idealistic ^
enterprises, to pitch in and make it important. NEWMAN and CONDON agreecl
there was a very good article in this week's^tife on JULIAN^IUXLEY. "• NEWmN
offered to help CONDON write his text book, ifeUt CONDON advised NEWMAN that
NuGH ÔDISJliVf j s helping him with it. CONDON said he doesn't seem to be

, able to get the spirit of doing anything forNthe Republic although he feels
V it is a nice piece of work this week by FHlMpRRISON. CONDON said inas-

much as MORRISON had broken the ice for him ‘lie might do something for the
Republic . NEWMAN said he had asked MORRISON to write that particular piece.
CONDON advised NEY2MAN that HUGH ODISEAVv" had done a swell job on public rela-
tions for the Bureau of Standards

^

According to informant they again discussed writing a book to make.'
money and CONDON said he needed the "dough” as it didn't seem that Congress
’was going to raise the salary^eilings on Civil Service.

MICHAEL STRAIGHT .

\j/r Through a hig^y confidential informant it was determined MICHAEL
d ''STRAIGHT'S name appears on the active indices of the American Peace Mobili-

ty zation and North American Spanish Relief Committee as of January, 1942.
According tp Informants of the New York Office, STRAIGHT'S mother, iirs_._
LEONARD, was said to have contributed approximately twoanda
half million dollars to the publication New Republic ,

•
- Zzyrtr**’

"*r-’v" 1 "ui

PHILIP MORRISON

Highly confidential informants of the' San Francisco Office have
advised MORRISON is a close personal friend of CHARLOTTES!VER

,
a known

communist sympathizer in California. Personnel records the DSM Project

i
reflect in 15*246 MORRISON was employed as a scientist working on atomic
energy. The program of the Institute on Tuorld Control of Atomic Snergv
held in Washington July 15, l?i|6, reflects Dr. MORRISON is a professor" of
physics at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, and is a member of the
Federation of American Scientists.

38 -
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BUGS ODISHAV

The records of Stone’s Mercantile Agency reflect ODISEAV resides
at 3216 Oliver Street- and is employed as Chief of Information,- Assistant
to the Director of tiie Bureau of Standards, $6,000 per annum* He came to
Washington from 201 Swindale Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where he v/as
employed as technical writer and editor, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Corporation of Pitts ourgh. The indices of this office contain no information
regarding ODISHAW.

CONDON
•r

her
tutor
ANATO
Carol!

Informant
son[

]i

1947, POLYA
wo'ncCered

£lICHT
•J*

advised on March 23,
~| wanted to enter MIT and

.^ physics, EMILY said her husband
_

0LK07. POLYA said AeTATOLE was returning to the University of North
was

informed EMILY
if'Lr. CONDON covlC

too busy but suggested

on that date®

b6
b7C

POLYA HABIOET

Confidential Informant T~18 advised that POLYA and HERMANN R'^mABlCHT
were believed to have been contacted on several occasions by Russian agents in
this country after the HABICETS returned from Russia for the purpose of having
them engage in^spionage against the United States for the USSR. Beginning in

1
^
HT

1

accordinS to
l j

was in frequent contact with VASSILI
m, ^UhiL,LN,-^ehond Secretary of, the Russian’ Embassy until HABICHT vl.eft the United
States in September 1944 for PSA -business in England. • VASSILI M.ifcuBILIN is-
-believed, to havoieen,a key NKVD agent and espionage agent for theXuSSR while
in this country. ^

b2

MATOLE VOLKOV .

Eho files of ^i s office reflect VOLKOV is the son of Mrs. NATHAN
GREGORS jlLVEBMASTSU ~by her first marpiage. It is noted Mrs. SlS^MSTE^is
the -Subject of an alleged Soviet espionage ring now’ under investigation by this
Bureau. VOLKOV was born October 29, 1934,. at San Francisco, California,, and is
presently attending the -University of North Carolina. While at that University,
he regularly received copies of the Communist publication, the Daily Worker.-
He is reported to have attended the district" convention of the Communist Party

,
in Richmond, Virginia, in 1944.

On August 26, 1945, highly, confidential informants of the New York
Office' advised VOLKOV while stopping at the Governor Clinton Hotel in New York
City was requested to be present at a gathering at the home of RUTH^RANSTEN who
is well known in connection with Communist 1 activities. *

. M

On March 25, 1947, Mrs. ‘J. HOWARDS)ELLINGER invited Mr. and Mrs.
CONDON to an informal buffet on March 28, i947.
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Dr. JOHN HO>/rtRD)$DELLINGER~ —

n

approximately 65 years of 'age and has been employed as a physicist, chief
of radio section. Bureau of Standards, since 1907. ' The indices of this
office contain no information regarding Mr. 'DELLINGER.

K *

Informant stated on March 26, 19l*7 , an unidentified woman believed
to be ^s^^FORD_HN®DT informed PAUL at the CONDON residence there
would be a Union -for''Democratic Action meeting at

(
8 p.m. at St. John's

Church and there was going to be- a vote on the amendment for joining the
Americans for Democratic Action, ^

Informant stated on March 27, 191*7, HELEN HARRIS of the Polish
Embassy told EffiLY CONDON Mr. ^ZLOTOWSKI was anxI^STI^t.Mr ..^JAMES ..NEwMAN
and would like to a'rrdn'ge the %ppb^fftment„for-iriday afternobaf~S^IILY"a

-- — —lu

—

dogy afternoor^ advised her NEWMAN was-in- New York but suggested «wTTERKEB“asK iscs^.v.5-'; --

NMIAN to pake the appointment and in addition .suggested that Mr .^ZfiOTO’vSKI’*'
and Mr. NEIWAN meet at her house for tea at k o'clock tomorrow afternoon!

On the same date LILLIAN TATFjORD .advised EMILY CONDON she was
stopping at Mrs. GIFFORD PINCtTdf^s for a"reception of the Women's action.
Committee and would visit EMILY later in the day.

.

On March 29, 19l*7, HELEN MOODIE and EMILY CONDON discussed the
UNESCO conference at Philadelphia. Both agreed, they enjoyed Mrs. MacLURRAI
and Mr. RUBY and mentioned a meeting they would both attend on Monday

. night.-. Mrs. CONDON said she did -not think Mr','- CONDON would be able to
attend.

Forum
j a

KELEE^ODIE

advised HELEN HOODIE is secretary of the United Nations
organization in Washington, D. C.; which holds four or six

forums a year on whatever topic is of^particular’ interest at that time
concerning the United Nations.

bl
b2
b7D

MOODIE.
The indices of this office contain no information regarding Mrs.
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On the same date, the Informant advised that R. S^DILL, an
employee of the Bureau of Standards, asked for an appointment to see CONDON,
advising that his personal relations with Dr. BRIC2WEDDE had not improved,
and that Dr. -PAUL R jfedKENBACH was leaving as he had an offer of a higher
paying job. CONDON 'skid he had had a conversation regarding this same thing
with E. L^pJRYDEN and would like to discuss it further with DILL.

TV •

RICHARD S$DILL

/Py

*?•

J

I
r
i<

The record's of Stone’s Mercantile Agency,7 washing-
ton, D. C.j reflect that DILL and his wife, LOUISE.,/ reside
at 1603 Springwood Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland; He has
been employed at the Bureau of Standards as an engineer
since 1929 . He and his wife came to Washington from North
Carolina. The indices of this office contain no information
regarding him.

H. L. DRYDEN

DRYDEN is Associate Director of the Bureau of

Standards. The records of Stone's Mercantile Agency,
Washington, D. C,, reflect that HUGH LJ|pP.YDEN and his

'

wife, MARY L., reside at 2020 Pierce MiDL Road, Washington,
D. C. Since 1918 he has been employed by the Bureau of

Standards as a Scientist. In 19^0, he was Chief of
Mechanics and Sound Division, Bureau of Standards.

The Washington Star for December 2, 194-2 > .stated

that DRYDEN was sleeted President, of the Institute of
Aeronautical Sciences.

The indices of this office contain no information
regarding DRYDEN.

Informant advised that on March 30, 1947, Mrs. .HUBER'K&AUSHOEER
invited the CONDONS to dinner on April 4, 194-7 • She stated that wr . and
MrsS^ANG were coming and she would try to. get a Mrj^OFEEY.

j
Mrs/ .HUBERT HAUSHOFER,

fi'
• $36®- of the Czechoslovakian,

\j Embassy, Washington, D. C.
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. The indices of this office contain no infor-
mation regarding her. '

Madam and Mr. JOSEF SMC

The State Department Blue Book reflects that
JOSEF HMC is a Counselor at the Czechoslovakian
Embassy. '

A highly confidential source advised the New
York Office in June, 1946 that JUEE&&0RCHIEN

,
a con-

tact in an alleged Soviet Espionage facing now under
investigation by this Bureau, maintained a small note
book in vjiich were several names, '.among them being
PHILIP OwfeEENEY, a subject in the above alleged Soviet
Espionage ring, and JOSEF BMC ,

The Washington Evening Star of November 18, 1946
.

contained a clipping headed, "Talk of War Deplored by
Soviet Diplomat .at Student Day Rites". HANC was one of
the speakers, and he urged international cooperation
among students to develop a truly international mind.

Informant stated that on March 31, 1947, .ROBERT OPEENEEIMER engaged
in a conversation with EDWARD CONDON and DR. I. I^&ABI. CONSoN“infOTmed
OPPENHEIMER that he would be glad to have OPPENHEIMER stay at his home the
next time he was in town; OPPENHEIMER then informed RABI that he had tried
tp reach the Justice that morning (FELuMraNKKTRTEIR )

.

They' then discussed
when they could get together for an appointment to see the Justice. Inas-
much as RABI was leaving town at 5*30, it was agreed that they would get
together and see him at a later date

;

JULIUS roberwjpfenheimer
*

Former Director of the Los Alamos Laboratory, D„S.M;
Project. Considered a leading Scientist in 'the development
of the atom bomb:

Confidential Informant T~15 advised that prior to
World War II he was connected with the activities of numer-
ous Communist-front organizations in San Francisco, and
associated with known Communists. In 19^3, Confidential
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?
Informant

|
whose ' identity is known to the Bureau,

advised STEVE NEISON, Communist Party organizer on the
West Coast, advised that OPPENHEIMER. was formerly pro-

•Communist, hut was now being weaneW-awav; fromrthe Party
hy his important work. In May, | advised that
OPPMEEIMER and his wi fe had formerly been “Comrades".
irrUuheJ 19^3,

[ |

advised that IQTT^PPENEEIMER, his
wife, had been a former Communist Partylinfember.

Confidential Informant T-9 advised that he was
fully aware of OPPENHEIMER 1 S former Communist Party
affiliations, but he believed he had broken off entirely
with social contacts and political ideas of that type.

I. I. RABI
‘

Confidential Informant T-16 advised that RABI was
one of the Scientists who worked on the atom bomb at Los
Alamos and was one of those who could furnish considerable
information concerning the- atom bomb; that he was then at
Los Alamos but would be employed at Columbia University
in New York City.

American Men of Science contains background .

description of RABI, which reflects that his full name
isISH0RE ISMdJ^RABI; employed at Columbia University,
New York City anh, born July 29, 1908 . He was awarded
various prizes for research and experiments in nuclear
physics, electron beams, etc

.

On the same date, an unidentified woman,, first nameJROSE, was
advised by EMILIE CONDON that they would not be able , to come Thursday,
as EDWARD had a conference at that time. Mrs. CONDON asked if ROSE was
coming to the "League" (League of Women Shoppers’-) on April 1, 19^7. They
then discussed a "League" report regarding Turkey. EMILIE remarked that
Turkey was rolling In wealth and only the poor people were in bad straits
there

.
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textbooks, but they haven't gotten far because they haven't let themselves
get on a common ground of understanding with the Russians; that she spent
the whole day in Mr. GEORGE B^^CHUSTER/S Section (that he is in charge of
Philosophy and Humanity) and thkt he is 'a German Catholic Russ-phobe.
EMILIE said it was bad on the part of the Americans to have a man like that
in that position. EMILIE said the purpose of the conference was that
citizens could make suggestions but that "they" didn't want to listen to
any suggestions which might possibly lead to the Russians and us getting
together ory?hilosophy. Mrs. PU1CHOT and Mrs. CONDON agreed that it appeared
that GEORGES®*L, whom they said " testified to the fact that in five years
there would only be ten percent of: Americans left alive, would be in a nice
safe "looney" house at that time. They then discussed the United Nations
Forum meeting on March 31, 1947 . Mrs. PINCHOT advised she didn't know if
EISANO^MOOSEVELT would be able to stay for the Forum, but that she was in
Washington Friday and Saturday at the A.D.A, meeting. Mrs. PINCHOT said
that she would love to have Mrs. CONDON come to dinner before the Forum
meeting to meet Mrs. ROOSEVELT, but it couldn't be arranged

.

Mrs. PINCHOT said she had. a long talk with RAYMOND (SAHA&^WING.
She said that SWING feels that until we get a stronger United Nations) we
have to sacrifice .just as much as Russia. EMILIE CONDON said she feels the
important "honest to God" thing "to us" is not .Greeceiiemocracy, but the
Near East oil. EMILIE said we are grabbing it and we are afraid RUSSIA will
grab it from us so we invest four million dollars in Greece. Mrs. PINCHOT
said she thinks Russia ought to have a warm water port. Mrs. CONDON agreed
with her. Mrs. CONDON said "in time of war Russia has always been in\ the
position of being attacked because Turkey -has always let Russia's enemies
through, and it isn't a matter of internationalizing the port—the port has.
been internationalized all along and look what it has done to Russia". >

EMILIE said that if we want naval bases in Greece, we should let Russia have
naval bases. Mrs. PINCHOT said, "Well, I think the worst thing we ever did.
was just grab off tho^e " EMILIE said that's the kind of thing that
causes war. They agreed to see each other again, at the United Nations. Forum.

ITED NATIONS FORUM

Mr. RICHARD WILIS, Assistant Manager, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D. C., advised that the United Nations
Forum had conferences at the' Shoreham Hotel on March 17 •>

and March 31, 19^7, and that Mrs. ROOSEVELT spoke at the
conference on March 17th. along with AIGEP^ISS . 5-17
has - advised- that :Al(xER HISS is a member of a Soviet,
espionage ring operating in the United States.

- 44 -
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On the same date, the Informant advised that HELt^^^ROiMSKY
invited the CONDONS to dinner at her house on. April 1, 1947,^!mich was
accepted.

IOICARD, of Leiden
that date.

Informant stated on April 1, 1947 , a DR,
Holland, arranged to see Mrs. CONDON at her home

On April 1, 1947 , HELEN HARRIS advised EMILIE CONDON that
ZIDTOKSKL' had just returned from New 'York and -wanted "to^se^CONDON ten
inutes about a very important matter. It was agreed that ZLOTOWSKH would

meet CONDON at his home at 5:30 P.M.

On April 3, 19^7, BETT^WdALL, wife of RAYMOND L. RANDALL, em-
ployed at the Bureau of Standards^ invited the CONDONS to a party at her
home on Sunday evening. It was arranged that the CONDONS would visit the
RANDALLS on April 13, 1947 , at 7:30 P.M,

RAYMOND L^RANDALL

The records of The Credit Bureau, _ Washington, D. C.,
contain a credit report dated April 18, 1947, which reflects
that RAYMOND LEWIi^&RANDALL and BETTI RANDALL resident 5430
30th Street, N . W.fNje came to Washington from 201 Jasper
Street, Syracuse, New York. He has been employed at the Bureau
of Standards in the Personnel Office since December, 1946.

i-j

On April 4, 1947 , EMILIE CONDON advised Mrs. GLM,. TAYLOR, wife of
Senator GIEN"TAYI0R,_,that she had some clippings ah'd^fiateriaT'bn ' bhe Near
East-oi'r^ituation 'and that she would mail them to her at a later date.

TOlAm informed EDWARD CONDON on April 5, 19^7, that he was in
town and visiting his wife's folks in Chevy Chase on Northampton Street.
He mentioned he had been in Washington one summer working with the Geological
Survey. DAK® said he would like to see CONDON on that date.

THOMAS WENDE AKIN

The personnel. records of the GeologicaL,Survey,
Department of Interior, reflect that THOMAS W^fDAKIN was
employed as Junior Chemist during the summer^ofi 1940.
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He was tom May 15, 1915 , at Minneapolis, Minnesota.
His legal residence was Jkist Lansing, Ingham, Michigan.
His mother, Mrs. LENA HYALIN, resided at 3717 feirard
Avenue, South Minneapolis' American Men of Science'
contains ’a biography of DAKIN, -which reflects that in
1946 he was employed by Westinghouse Research Laboratory,
East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The indices of this
office contain no information regarding DAKIN.

According to the Informant, on April 6, 1947 , MILIE CONDON indi-
cated that she would like to get in touch with JAMES NEWMAN.

On the same date, MARIOiw&ETZEL -advised that OTTO would be over
to CONDONS 1 tomorrow morning.

MARION DEJBOI; 'ZEL
’

The records of Th$ 0*edit Bureau, Washington. D. C.,
reflect that MARION IOBOISilETZEL, wife of RALPH DORN*»HETZEL,
JR., resides on Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, YirginiaX She
was formerly married to OTTO VANAKfRRINKEL. She came' to
‘Washington from 785 Madison Street,\NewTbrk"City . Mr. BETZEL
originally came from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where his
father is President of Pennsylvania State College. He was
formerly secretary to JOHN L. LEWIS when LEWIS was President
of the CIO.

(U)

• The Dies Committee indices reflect that MARION DUBOIS
HETZEL was listed as a member of the Washington Committee- for
Democratic Action. Her husband, RALPfflsHETZEL, JR., is mentionedm Dies indices as follows: I939 - speaker at the fourth

'

convention of American Student Union. The Daily Worker of
January 1, I938 , reflects HETZEL sent greetings to the National
Negro Congress. He was a speaker at the National Conference
of Workers Alliance of America, on March 20, 1938 , ana a member
of the Washington Book Shop.

On April 10, 194-7, RUTH NEWMAN invited the CONDONS to /er home -fortmt evening. Mrs. CONDON advised^er^that they had a date withLzLOTOV/SKI
the very man I have been trying to get JIMMIE to see". It was arrangSTthat

the CONDONS would have dinner with ZLOTOWSKI and bring him to NEWMAN'S house
at 9:00 P

x
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On that date HEIM HARRIS, informed EMIIffi .COHDON that she believed
that Z^OV^SKI had seen NEWMAK in Hew York Ci^yf^d^^^iso mentioned that
when ZLOTOWSKI returned from New York he was "so excited and wanted to speak
to EDWARD CONDON quickly".. SMILH said that she would then advise ZLCTOWSKI
that night, when they were having dinner together, that i>t was possible for
^him to see the NEWMANS if he so desired. ^Information furnished by Confiden-
~

fclaJ- °mant| whose identity is known to the Bureau, regarding^^The'**-1
conversation which took place on the evening of April 10, I9V7 between the
CONDONS and Z10TCWSKI has previously been set forth in this report.

_

On April 13, 19^7 , OLYA MARGOLIN conversed with LILLIAN WATFORD at
the CONDONS' residence. Mrs. WATFORD said that the. CONDONS are .sucF^nSar-
ful friends". Mi's. WATFORD mentioned during the conversation that she was
sorry that EAYIlLpAWKJNS was not on the Liaison Committee.

OLYA^iARGOLIH

A highly confidential source has,advised that
OLYA MARGOLIN is a close friend of and Mrs\ ROBERI

^MILEER, III, subjects of an alleged Soviet Espira^ge^ring
I unSer^investigation by this office. The records of the
Emigration and Naturalization Service reflect that she
was born April 29, 1898, at^Dorpat, Estonia, Russia. *•

She married 5UGEKE MICEASL^ISCRIIER at Rostov, Russia,
in December, 1915* In his?Alien Registration Form of
June 5 , 19^1, KNISCHILER describes himself as a Russian
refugee and a Research Scientist.

Confidential Informant

|

^fhose identity is
known to the^urr^ OLYA*MARGOLIN was a close
friend of ROSE GREGG, subject, of the above alleged Soviet
Espionage ring/. This Informant’ advised in November, 19*4-6

that she advised -Mrs . ROBERG^ILIER, III that she had been
in New York: on business apd ch§qr business had put her in
contact with all of *fche->big Atomic Scientists. It -was also
noted that she is active- on the National -Committee* of
Atomic Information. The Congressional Record of May 12,
19*4-7, reflects that OLYA MARGOLIN is a registered lobbyist
for the National Council of* Jewish Women.
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DAVID HAWKINS

The Washington Field Office files reflect that
from May J, 1943 to August 12, 1946, HAWKINS was em-
ployed at D.S.M. Project, Los Alamos, New Mexico, and
while there had access to highly classified •information.

. SF Confidential Informant Advised, HAWKINS- is
listed as a Communist Party member and has been closely
associated with his wife's brother, LEONARD TRAINER
fejM ,_a known Communist. According" to Informants of
the San Francisco Office, in October, 1942, HAWKINS

'

wife was a member of the Professional Section /Of the
Communist Party in San Francisco. HAWKINS is presently
employed by the Atomic Energy Commission a3 a Consultant
at the University of California.

On April 14, 1947, Mrs_. GIFFORD PINCHOT spoke to Mrs. CONDON and
asked if Dr. CONDON would sit at the~"head table at a luncheon at the May-
flower Hotel sponsored by the World Federalists, Inc., and Federation of
American Scientists. Mrs. PINCHOT said she didn't know if Dr. CONDON would
want to or not as Dr. HARLOW ^.SHAPLEY, who would be one of the speakers, is
now being accused of being a Comuriist. Mrs-. PINCHOT stated that they had
asked SHAPEEY to talk on the Government Financing of Research. Mrs. PINCHOT
said that C0R]|^1YER would be at the luncheon. Mrs,. PINCHOT stated that the
idea of the luncheon was to get different organizations who were not neces-
sarily pledged to World Government and.they would discuss their particular
angles. EMILIE asked if Mrs VIRGINI^^AC-CN_had called the Federation bf
American Scientists. Mr^^PraCHOT'safdSyshe would invite some of the young
scientists to the luncheon; however. Mrs. BACON was angry with HARLOW
SHAPLEY and would not come to the luncheon and further would denounce
SHAPEEY because he was a Communist. MILOi .CONDON scoffed at the remark
that HARLOW SHAPEEY was a Communist. 'MrsV'TlNGflOT informed her Mrs . ,.BAC,0N.

said she would denounce SHAPLEY and was going to write' him a letter, Mrs.
PINCHOT said that Mrs. DAISY -HARRIMAN sort of took over the luncheon and
that VIPGI^IAvBASON;-was very angry and refused to attend the luncheon. Mrs.
PINCHOT”"said that what made VIRGINIA BAC.QN angry was that HARLOW SHAPLEY

_

* had spoken' with WALLACE. EMILIE satirically remarked, "That is enough to
.make you a Communist". Mrs. CONDON said that she would call WILLIE fWILLIAM *

fflIGINBOTHAM ) and^gCHLECHT. and a few of the. young people. Mrs. PINCHOT re-
marked that she would buy tickets for Mr^feuSH and Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, of. the
American Federation of Scientists, and pm\them at CONDON'S table. EMILIE
said this was a good idea.
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VIRGINIA BACON

(S)

Credit Bureau report of January 13, 194-7, re-
flects that Mrs .J^OBERT^/ (VIRGINIA&ACON , of 1801
S Street, N. "W.^fs approximately fifty, yeahs of age
and a widow, who came to Washington from Connecticut.
Her late husband, who was well-to-do, died in Septem-
her, I938, and served as a member of the United States
Congress from the 68th to the 75th Session. He was
later a member of the New York Republican Committee.
The records of this Credit bureau reflect jshe is a
trustee of the Washington Chapter of Americans United
for World Organization, whose object is- the promotion
of education and a national -'program for the organization
of peace among nations . I

Confidential informants of this office have ad-
vised that Mrs. BACON took an active part during World
War II in raising relief for Finland, knd she has also
been active in entertaining persons of

j

the diplomatic
set in Washington, D. C..

Y^t>vwaTIOji of AMERICAN SCIENTISTS

fvisfed this office that Federation of
American scientists is an organization composed of over
2,000 persons, predominately scientists, interested in
educating the American public concerning atomic energy
and its importance in the world today. Informant has
advised that some Communist Party members have associated
themselves with this organization, but to date it is not
dominated by the Communist Party.

TOTTED WORLD FEDERALISTS

The records of the Mayflower Hotel in- Washington,
D. C., reflect that the Washington Chapter of the United
World Federalists and the Federation of American Scientists
sponsored a luncheon at this hotel for 250 persons on '

April 19, 1947, , The arrangements for this luncheon were made
by Mrs. BARBAR|^UTHER, of 1710 - I - Street, N. W.,- Office
of United World1

' Federalists, Washington Chapter.
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The indices of this office contain no infor-
mation regarding Mrs, IUTEER or the United World
Federalists

.

WILLIAM SCHLECHT

The records of Stone's Mercantile Agency,
-Washington, .!), c., contain a credit report dated
February iL3, 1947, which reflects that WILLIAM G.

.

and HJIMCMBH reside at 1908 Selmont^ESad'
-*^* W .

-

"He'’ t'y^e'igB^ years of age and has been employed
at the» Geological Survey, Department of Interior since
1951 as a Chemist :

Confidential Informant-! [.advised that on
April 19, 19^7 , there “was ~a”luncneon sponsored "by the
above-named organizations, »at which Dr. HOWARD.

S

HAPI3EY
and COI®..MYER^ of Boston, Massachusetts

,

^gave"'tk$FS.
:'‘'and cORD MYEE^ of Boston, Massachusetts, gave taUcsr

Informant advised that W; A.^IGINBOTHAM was present at
this luncheon and also Mr. WILLIAM SCHLECHT, but neither
of them sat at CONDON'S table, and it was informant's,
belief that CONDON did not attend this luncheon.

On April 14
, 1947, EDWARD CONDON Informed his wife tint he would

be unable to attend the United Nations Forum meeting at the Shoreham. She
told him she would go by herself > and that WATNEjjgOY is going to talk on
How the Press Treats the United Nations. r

'

On April 15 , 1947, LILLIAN WATFORD visited with a Mrs.lSTONE, of

vthe League of Women Shoppers, at 'CONDON 'S'home . On the same, date /.Mr. A—

E

r ,

^ASGBADL.informed LILLIAN WATFORD that he had talked with Dr^MINNET and

from the Washington Chapter of Federation of American Scientists and^IMPSON
from the Chicago Chapter of Federation of American Scientists would attend
an all day session with MINNET and SC^AFFNER

,
LILLIAN said she would try

to be at this conference

.

)
| [

advised that on April 21
, 194-7 , Mrs. WATFORD and A. E.

CASGRALN, of the National Committee of Atomic Information, met x ,

with Dr. MINNET, of the Oak Ridge Group Association of Scientists . IK/
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for Atomic Education, and Mr. JOSEPH H. SCHAFENER, of the Emer-
gency Committee of Atomic Scien^st^to^xscWs;-hudgets for
the above -named organizations.

A. E. CASGRAIN

| |

whose identity is known to the Bureau, ad-
vised this office on January 22, 1941, that ARDOIN E.

^ASGRAIN, of 1421 Massachusetts Avenue, attended”®?”1940
Socialist Party Convention and made contributions to the
Party. A highly confidential source advised the Washington
Field Office that Mrs. A. E^CASGRAIN is a member of the •

Socialist Party, D. C. Cooperative League, and also a member
of the Capital City Forum.

b2
b7D

On April 15, 1947 ,
an EDITIttfclSHER contacted EMILIE CONDON and ad-

vised her that she was anxious that three or four of "you", who are working
actively with the World Government Project, may be identified at the end of
the meeting in order to answer questions. She advised Mrs. CONDON that DR.
CLIFFORB^rRGBSTEIN was>a making a talk at this meeting.

DR. CLIFFORD GROBSTEIN

A member of the Federation of American Scientists,
who resides at 5550 Connecticut Avenue. The indices’ of
this office contain no information regarding GROBSTEIN.

A

Again on that date, EMILIE CONDON invited GRACE^ilTH to come to
her house for tea at 4:00 P.M. 7~on April 1*6, 1947.

* ''

GRACE SMITH -p Jj/M* -£'&-

Confidential Informgn;q [hcvisedv'that GRACE and b

2

GEORGE HCRSIEQ^lfH , . of ”1121 - lj^h^Street^N^l^,_jrtio may . b7D
he identical with the

_
a^ove -named. GRACE SMITH, are members^..-'

of the C itizensJ- "Committee Against War and of the Keep
America Out of War Congress. Informant. advised that the
membership list is maintained in the "Washington Headquarters
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of the Socialist Party of America * A 'highly con-
fidential source has advised that the names of 'GRACE

HQR^EY ^OITH -were listed as memhersT^^ir-
I94I' Forum, a radical lecture
group in Washington, P. C. ,

- '

14rs. A. I. KRYNITSKY, 502 Cumberland Avenue, Somerset, invited
EMILIE C0NP0N to lunch on Tuesday and advised her that the meeting would
start at 2:00 P.M.

* * 1

Mrs , A. I.

v
:YNITSKY

The records of The Credit Bureau, at Washington,
D. C., contain a credit report dated November 3, 3-9^0,
which reflects that ALEXANDER I . and HELEI^RYNITSKI,
of the above address, have resided, in Somerset, Maryland,
for about eight year's. He has ‘been employed at the
Bureau of Standards as a metallurgist, having been ap-
pointed in 1918 . He was formerly 'employed as a Custodian
at the Russian Embassy. She was employed as a Cleric in
the Library of Congress in I926 .

-

The indices of this office reflect that Mrs. A.- I.
KRNNITSKY was an applicant for the position of Translator
in this Bureau during World War- II.'

On April 19 , 1947, Informant advised that Mrs. EMIUE CONDON
informed the Executive Secretary of the United World Federalists that Dr.
CONDON'S secretary had made a mistake and that CONDON would be at the dinner
today. Mrs. CONDON advised her that Dr. CONDON was not a member of the
Federation of American Scientists.

EDWARD CONDON informed his wife on April 21, I947 ,
that they would

arrange a Tea Party on the lawn for the Physical Society on the following
Friday afternoon, and that HIGH ODISHAW would assist in the arrangements.

On this same date, CONDON attempted to reach DR. (PHILLIP)JSAUSER,
with negative results. »

Informant advised further that on April 21, 1947, 1MILIS CONDON
asked MICEAEL S^^AVILOV, First Secretary at the Soviet Embassy, to send her
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a coP£ of tho latest Soviet Constitution, also knowi as the "Stalin Con- r

-J stitution", in English. VMIW^ agreed to send this material and acknowledged
that he had CONDON'S address. They inquired concerning the health of their
respective families.

PHILLIP. M^SAUSER ~ _

Confidential Informant
! advised this office N

in SeptemherJ~T9?5~1

ETiat PHILLIP Jl’." BAUSEE, aide to former-^
Secretary of Commerce WALLACE, was a strong hacker of
WALLACE since his resignation. He stated that HAUSER had
written a part of a letter to the President, which was the
subject of much public discussion. He stated the particu-
lar part that HAUSER wrote was that portion of the letter
bearing on the atom bomb and its use in connection with
international affairs. Informant

| |

stated that PHILLIP
HAUSER obtained his information concerning the atom bomb"'

0

and atomic energy from Dr. CONDOM, Director, Bureau of
Standards . Informant further stated that 500, 000 copies

butlon throughout the country;

On April 22, 19^7* Mrs. CONDON discussed a Tea that she was having
at her house on Friday (referred to above) with an unidentified woman, and
EMILIE asked this woman if D. I. VINOGRADOV has a samovar.1

DIMETRY IVMOVIOWINOGRADOV

whose identity is known to the Bureau, ad-
vised that VINOGRADOV, Assistant to Dr. .EDWARD U. CONDON,
contacted Captain A. E^BELIEOV, Assistant Naval Attache
at the Russian Embassy^ \nd introduced himself as having
met BELIKOV ,at MARSALKA 1 S . (He was undoubtedly referring
to JACK MABSALKA, a suspect of an alleged Soviet Espionage
ring ' investigation by this office.) At that
time, VINOGRADOV asked BELIKOV to obtain clearance from
the Navy Department, in order that VLADIMIR P^MlNIK, an
-astronomer, could be shown around the Naval Observatory.
VINOGRADOV is the subject of investigation by this office
because of his pro-Soviet activity, and information con- \

cerning him has previously been furnished to the Bureau
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On April 25, 1947, according to the informant, Mrs. GIFFORD PINCHOT
informed OK that she would like to hear (HENRY)
speeches or deba^s^'wKen he* returns from England, "l^^CONDON commented
that he is a slow thinker and doesn’t talk well' on his fee,t. Mrs, PINCHOT^
that at a meeting of the Forester’s Group last night at her. house, the main
speaker represented the lumbermen in the forest service, and he sneered at
everything bigger and broader than the New Deal# She advised that every
group should work for the joy of working. The speaker did admit that $3.50
monthly pension was too small for an Italian steel worker, and to that extent
he was a Bolshevik. Mrs. PINCHOT said she got up and said, "This is a strange
doctrine to hear in the-' home of a man who called out troops to protect the
right of strikers. 1* Mrs. PINCHOT said, “I was sorry to speak up, but he had
no reason to come to my house and use it for his Fascist doctrines. n

\J^

On that date, Mrs* .^THANASSOV informed Mrs. -CONDON that she had
received her 'letters and tb^t she had some of the material that EMILY wants
and ejepects to mail it to her this weekend. EMILY said that would be fine
as she wanted it for Tuesday of next week at a meeting of the League ^>f

1 Women Voters^who are making a study of the Interna^^ill of Rights. EMILY
said 11 end I wanted to be -right there with the countries behind the iron
curtains (laughs). 1

* Mrs. ATHAKASSOV said'that she thought all of the ladies
would see that .there is not much of an iron curtain (they both laugh).*1

EMILY said she didn’t know whether they would or not, as she thinks it is
in their minds and in their hearts. EEILY said all she wanted is what is
analogous to our Bill of Rights. EMILY said she had secured the Czechoslovakian
Yugoslavian and Russian papers. Mrs. ATHANAS30V said that what she is
translating is the draft Constitution which is being worked on now because
the old Constitution is no longer valid. EMILY remarked that next week she
was having the American Physical Society to a big tea at her home and later
she will plan a luncheon with some American ladies' in the U»,H. forum. Mrs.
CONDON said that the last United Nations Forum at the Shoreham was terrible w

and she had nothing to do- with it,. She stated that RUBI^ARKHAM. had
spoken at the las.t Forum. Mrs. ATHANASSOV said she knewMUm very well and
could imagine what he had to say. Mrs. CONDON said that it was terrible
because he discussed women being dismembered in Yugoslavia because they
weren’t Communists, by Communists.. EMILY said the worst port of it was
‘’The Press looks at the United Nat ions ** was the topic, and no one talked 4

/

about the United Nations at all. They all talked about- ho;«r they hated
Russia and E4ILY advised, "Maybe that is what the UN is., H and they both
laughod.xTX •

[mbs, IE(mTE&IJA5Sof7^^l^

Mrs. FEO ATHMASSOY is the wife of BOYA^rHAMSS_OV, '>ead of the
current Bulgarian Mission to the United States. ‘State Department files reflect
he is ’head of Bulgarian Mission to the United. Stated. The State Department
files reflect that ATHAUASSOY was admitted to the Buigarian Diplomatic Service
in December 1935 despite a letter from his father to the Bulgarian Foreign
Office informing them that his son was a member of the Communist Party,
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at that time claimed to have ceased connections with the Communist
Pfl^+v ’I I amu A*7ACev\Tr • /» . •

'
. ...

O
o

Party-
| |

advised ATHAHASS07 was openly in favor of Communism at this
time. Through physical survoillanco by this office, ATHAEASSOV' has been ob-
served with MARY JAKE and PHILIP 0.;K3EHEY, DAVID WAHL, IJMRTTI^FOEPER, LARRY
®OT)D, ALLAH ROSENBERG'

^
ahVDHn,lP. D®A¥AT.^> f\ ****zu

b2
b7D

* * *
/

On April 26, 1947, Professoij^BRAESOE of Howard (University inauircd
of COItDOJT concerning his promise to spjebic at the Institute of Science at
Howard University on' the following week-end. COEDOE explained’ ;to him that
it conflicted with the Physical Society meeting, but that perhaps he could
Make it on the following year and maybe he can come to Howard and speak on
•some other occasion this Spring.

\J^

On April 27, 1947, OffiGKE^lISSlJHART (phonetic) advised EMILY COHDOB"
that his father, (Dr. LUTHER Pt^EISEElfART) will be in Washington until Wednesday
and therefore he would like to«i\ve the COEDOSS foro dinner oh Monday evening.
Mrs. COEDOE accepted the invitation. EISEEHART advised that they would like
to go to the Science Pair at the Commerce Auditorium later that evening. MILY
said their son JOE is going to have an exhibit at the fair. Mrs'. COEDOE also
invited the EISEilHARTS to a tea at her home on Friday which i-s being held for
the American Physical Society.

q

-

' '
•

On April 28, 194.7, Mrs ; ATHAEASSOV advised EMILY COEDOE that she
had finished the draft of the Cohst"itut'ioh“"for Bulgeiria 'ah^'^WQu^^'^bring it
to Mrs. COEDOE' S house that afternoon. Mrs. COEDOE also invited Mrs. HAEC
to come over to tea with Mrs. ATHALTASSOV that afternoon/g^T

(U)

On the .same date, according.„t.o the informant, EDWARD COEDOE Informed .

EMILY COEDOE_tha«LEE and Dr. ..I
?|

I. RABI would like to spend the week-end /with them while thfey were in Washington attending the Physical Conference.
'Ihe^COEDOES agreed that would be all right because^STSRMAE. was not coming V
an'I^UDMILLE and TOPpVICH wanted to stay from Wednesday to Friday morning.

q
On the same date,, JEaMbaCHER (wife of- ROBERT F. BACHEP and a

close friend of J. ROBER^PPEEHEMBR) invited the'c^^’l^Wir home
for. an informal party on" Thursday evening .wher e-s-he said a group of the
Los Alamos scientists were get.ting together. EMILY accept ed apd im'turn .

invited the 3ACHERS to her house for the tea onJTridayWfternoon.

According to the informant, MILY asked EDUARD COHDOIT if he had
finished the letter he was writing to/ADRIAifcsCKER/ EMILY said. she thought
maybe it sounded "too evasive to say jthafc we ^earne^/this by indirect means"
and that "it would be better to let ADRIM FISCSSTknow how we did find out."
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EMILY remarked that EDWARD had already mentioned where 11we 11 net '

J! these people" to ADRIAN, • EDWARD said he would tell ADRIAN and that is that

t

T
t is believed that this particular conversation may relate to the fact
at the CONDONS were aware that NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER, subject of an
leged Soviet espionage ring, was interviewed by~Agents of the Washington
eld Office April 15, 1947, and that the SILVE3HASTERS probably informed

EOITDON thi\t they had been questioned concerning their acquaintanceship v/ith
t'he CONDONS.'

\ ADRIAN S .^FISCHER

\ _ 'limes Herald newspaper of May 23, 1947, reflects thfit ADRIAN
S. FISCHER was named to the loyalty board of the Department of Commerce,
Washington, D, C. •

* * *

On April 30, 1947, according to this informant, Mrs .-CONDON in-
formed Mrs_, - WEISSKOgS. th at she would be too busy giving a tea

v
'fo'r^'t1ie

American Physical Society to take her Chechoslovakian lesson this' week,
Mrs.^ WEISSKOPF mentioned that she had been' helping write a letter in Slovak
for Mrs. CONDON to her parents. Mrs. WEISSKQPF said her husband appreciated
EMILY’S offer, but inasmuch as it would be necessary for him to" hive a
license, he thought he would stay with UNRRA as long as. he could.

• Mrs. CHESTER BM’WATTS at the Naval Observatory invited the CONDONS
to a picnic on Saturday,fMfey 17, 1947.

On May .5, 1947, JOH^€IIPPLE informed CONDOM that he ha.d planned
to go^ to Pittsburgh to find ojaft about a patent situation. HIPPLE informed
CONDON that Westinghouse would like to get the patent rights on everything
that he invented "on this project.". -CONDON asked HIPPLE what kind of a deal
Westinghouse had with the Navy. 1 CONDON said that the understanding has
always been that inventions v/ent to the Government if they ape done with
’’your actual assigned work" even though he was with Westinghouse, but that
if, he invented something that was in no way connected with his work, the
Government would not make an attempt to grab that, CONDON informed HIPPLE
that the only thing he could do was to stall and promise ‘not to moke any
inventions. HIPPLE said that he thought the magnet would cost about $35,000*
HIPPIE asked CONDON how he had made out and’ CONDON replied "’Well., I can put ’

another f-ifty grand into this; we didn't. do so badly, but no so well, either."
CONDON said, "Officially, we don't know until noon, so don '

t

talk, to anybody'
'

until noon, but we got a total of $7,415,000 in the form of a million for
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operation and maintenance and six nillion for adtual working activities. 11

CORDON said "they" are really set up swell forgoing into the high voltage
X-ray game. They did not get the radio building; hut they did very well in

view of' the big economy axe.
'

JOHN MURTO^^IPPLE

In May 1942, HIPPLE vafe investigated for a position as pVifiblps

industrial specialist, Office for- Emergency Management. He had been employed

"by Vestinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Massachusetts,

from 1898 to 1942. His present.. salary is $13,000 per annum.

* * *

On May 6, 1947, informant advised that an unidentified woman spoke

to Ma^C£ipOiJ,
r
at which tine the woman informed Mrs,. CONDON about a Supreme

/ CourT^decision in the morning Washington Post and' commented, "It upheld five

J to' four the right of the EBI to ransack hones without a search warrant-."

|

EMILY said, "Oh, oh, oh, ohj 11

Mrs. BLANCA BEDESRN conversed on May 7, 1947, with Mrs. CONDON

in- Czechoslovakian and then, according to the informant, 'Mrs. REDFERN asked

Mrs. CONDON if she would attend v/ith her the U. N. Information Center in the

Roger Snith'Eotelo Mrs. -EEDFERN mentioned that she was now living close to

Mrs- CONDON, at 301& Porter Street, 3ST f W.
» .

V/J

Thg records of the American Red Cross-, Washington, D. C. ,
reflect

that GILBSRS^SDFSRI'! v;as employed from 1942 to. 1945 as Administrative Assistant
to the Director of Relief to Prisoners of War, He was born in October 1887

in Manchester, England-, and was naturalised May 18-, 1918 at Spartanburg,.
South Carolina, naturalization Mo. 1015420. Prior to his ennloynent with the

American Red Cross, he was employed from 1939 to 1941 by the Polish Relief
Commission, Inc., of New York City, in Yilna, Poland. Prior to this, from

1921 to 1933.-, he was employed by the Department of Commerce of the United
States in Bucharest and Warsaw. His wife's name is BLAMCA.

<3

" The personnel records of UNRPuA, Washington, D. C., reflect that'* he

was appointed in October 1945 as a Chief Publications Officer in Warsaw, Poland

He resigned July 1946 while still in Poland. The file reflects that he ,raaxried
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his present wife in Prague, The indices of this offi-ce -contain no information
regarding RSDEERIT or his wife,

* * *

On May 8, 1947, according £p the informant, LILLIA3F WATPOSD was
informed hy 31ILT COijDOl? that ALPRSD^AS'T had been trying^^reSaTSer all
day at the Dodge Hotel." 1ILL IAN infornfed B5ILY that she would see CASK that
evening.

On May 12, 1947, informant advised that Mrs. PPEDERIC^^ATES
invited the CONDONS to dinner on the followings evening at the Cdlwabia Country
Cluho The CONDONS accepted and CONDOM advised he had to catch a train to
Boston on the following evening.

On May 13, 1947, HELM AGBOMSgY advised EMILY CONDOM that she
didn’t have a jot at the present tine hut , that she and her husband would like
to get together and see the C0HD0HS. Mrs. CONDON advised her that Dr, CONDON
was very busy aid that he was going to the Vest Coast for two weeks and was
leaving for Boston that evening.

According to the informant, on May 14, 1947, EMILY COilDOH andJ4r,_
and. Mrs .. WISSKOPE attended the March of Tine film on Russia at the Depsfcrfaaeat
of 'InterlorMay^f’l947. ,

On May 15, 1947, EMILY COITION advised MTK_NS^M, wife of JAMES..R.,
pWMAN, that they would visit the NEWMANS on SaturUay~night' before Dr.TC0ND0N
began his Festern trip. . -

,

EDWARD CONDON .advised -LAUP-ISTOI^fAYLOP. to come over and talk to
him if he liked for a few moments before TAILOR left town this .afternoon.

1
1 LAURISTON SALjg^TAXLOR

T T -

Records of the Personnel Department, Bureau of .Standards, reflect •

TAILOR has "been employed as a physiqis t in the X~ray research fi
v
eld from 1927

to date. The records of ONI, MID,, and. this Bureau contain no information
regarding TAILOR. •

On
Nations Torun
secured Dr. ROB^^^BACIglRr v/ho talked on problems facing theT£tpai.C' Energy k

Committee*

May 18, 194?, 3ETT'«yH0GATE advised EMILY CpI'TDOB that the United
meeting was Wednesday night and that Drvjffil GG-ENBOTEAM had

J
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BETTY HOGATE

The records of the
that IpjALD D. and ELIZABETH
BETTf HOGATE, reside, at 700c

Credit Bureau, Washington, D. C. , reflect
gC-GATE

,

who nay he identical, with the above
Icienbrook Hoad-, Bethesda, -Maryland. He is

reported by the Credit Bureau to he employed hy the General Motors Company,
Public delations staff. He cane to Washington fron Cleveland, Ohio, and
prior to that resided at 20455 Briarcliff Hoad, Detroit, Michigan. The
indices of this office contain no infomat ion regarding BETTY

-

HOGATE or,
her husband.

* * * *

„ On May 18, 1947, Mrs* COiTDOlI informed her husband that a Mi>^ST0HL
(phonetic) had been 'trying -to reach him. COKDON advised her that he is* one

*

of the attorneys fron the Department of Connerce who ^probably wants to talk
to hin about testifying tomorrow before the Appropriations Committee.

On May 19, 1947, MAR^A0?E21'iAlT invited the COHDOI^S to dinner on
May 25. Mrs* COEDON declined, stating that her husband was leaving for
California and would be gone for three weeks.

On- May 20, 1947, EMILY COEjXjg i was informed by DOBRASKA HAJSMAgf
he 20tir3 entury

1

i'und

whos

that she was working very hard on translation that the 20th“Sentury'

x

has just completed on a survey of the economic life of the United States
in 1950-1960. She is translating it frota English to Czechoslovakian. EMILY
aS
^|

d MrS ’ to fcea 011(1 advised her that Mrs. BETTY HOGATE,
husband is a local representative of the McGraw-Hill Book Company,

yffl.so be there. MILY said she- would also try to reach Mrs .^HOTJDElf andj^.
According to the informant, Mrs. COiTDOK also asked l/rfe. BETTY HOGATE

to attend the luncheon at her home. on the coming Friday and informed her
'

that she would like to have her meet Mrs. HAdSMAM, whose husband is in the
Czechoslovakian Embassy.

MILY then informed BETTY HOGATE that HELM HOODIE was having a
meeting of people at her home "about these German women th?t she has had ail
the letters from. 11 EMILY said she isn' t interested in German women and
tmnks it is terrible that any American woman would have -a bleeding heart
for them. EMILY said, “You know, I think it is sickening the way our
hearts are just bleeding for the Germans and no one gives a damn about the
Germans' victims, apparently. 11 EMILY said, "Some of these elderly DAS 1 S
just love the Germans because theyare anti-Comnunist, you see. “

_y
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m£§a- -KOIffiEE is the wife of the First Secretary of the Czechoslovakian
embassy in Washington, D. C. Her husband has come to the attention of this
office because of his frequent contacts mth DAVID WAHL and 'MARTIN POPPER.
Through physical surveillances in this office and through o therliighiy confidentia
sources it has been determined that both WAHL and POPPER are close, associates
of a group of individuals who, according to T—17, are members of a Soviet
espionage ring operating in the United StatesV® /

On May 20, 1947, MILY^OlffiOlI invited Mrs. HELEN_ MOODEE to luncheon
at her home on the following Monday, and informed Mrs.' MOOljtFThar she wanted
Mrs. MOODIE to meet a nice girl from the Bulgarian Legation (Mrs. ATHANASSOY) .•

'

EMILY CONDON then advised BETTY.HOGAYJ and DOBRASKA HAJSMAN that Vhe^iuncheon
was changed from Friday to Mond^CQC/

^rs> CONDON also invited Mrs. KA17C to her luncheon on Monday and
informed her that she was inviting ^"ome~Taaies from the United Nations Forum
to meet some ladies from "behind the iron curtain." Mrs. HANC said that

the correspondent, is saying that Czechoslovakia is the least
Communistic country behind the iron curtain. Mrs. CONDON said she knew that
correspondent and he is not a friend of Czechoslovakia. She stated, "if they
are the least Communistic - well that is — well, they are still Communistic."
Mrs. HA3JC said, "Well,' we a!re. (Laughs)". Mrs. HANC said that we have a
majority of Communists in our parliament. We can't hide that. Mrs. CONDON
Said, "Yes, but that just, shows how strong this so-called Communism is. 11 Mrs.
HAiIC advised,- "fas, but you see it is awkward to explain it here, you know. 11

Mrs. CONDON advised, "I. tell you, I can explain it. I gave you the explanation
the other day.^ This Russo phobia is really a form of it - it 1 s concealed pro-
Germanism. Mrs. HANC stated, "That is your theory, I think really they axe
genuinely afraid of Communism here. You see, they are frightened by that.
It is another form of living and they are frightened." /V y

-ii~nn r^n~*~ *

““ Mrs. CONDON stated, flBut it isn ! t very different*, 2he di^$erence
has been exaggerated and made to look terrifying*, Of course there is a dif-
ference in the fact that some of those countries haven* t been developed as *

industrially as we have. 11 Mrs. CONDON advised that there is no fear of British
socialism in this country and no hatred in Britain, because they socialized
their mines, but there is a terribUe hatred of the Slavic people because they
socialize their resources.*1 Mrs. CONDON commented that she couldn* t understand
how the DAR* S could be sending money and packages to Germany. Mrs. OfflDON and
Mrs. HMO agree that now is. the era of the Slav people and that they axe really
the people of the future*, Pi/

Vr 4
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On May 20, 1947, Mrs. COUDOK invited Mgs. AgSMTASSOT^t o luncheon
at her house on Monday and Mentioned that she i x?mgMrs^SCHMAS’ELD

,

who thinks that Macedonians are Greeks. EMILY' said Mrs. ASEAiTASSOVVill
"have to tell her . " .

' '

On May 21, 1947, Mrs. CONDON spoke to the wife of Congressman.
GEOSGE G. SEDOV/SKI and. advised her that she enjoyed the Congressmans speech
Monday of last week on his discussion regarding the relief hill. Mrs. CONDON
advised that she certainly wished ,fwe” could do a more thorough Job of
convicting people of

,
pro-Germanism. Mrs. SADOWSKI stated she was glad Mrs.

CONEON liked it "because ’’our” Polish press didn’t" give hin any credit. Mrs.
CONDON stated that in her opinion the Polish Press is anti-Polish and agreed
that it belonged to the London Government. Mrs. SALOWSKI and Mrs. CONDON
were of the opinion that the Polish people in this country should refrain
from attempting to guide Polish policy in the old country in anyway. Mrs.
COHDOa and Mrs. SADOWSKI also agreed that it would be wonderful if VAl^ENBSRG
would fail to be re-elected, but cane to the. conclusion that it was highly
inprobable and that as a natter of fact the State of Michigan would {like
to have two TAHDHJBE3GS . fflll^^pSiiDOlT advised her that one of her friends

*

is trying to organize *a society of American women who will fraternize with
German women and rt makes her mad when she "thinks of it. Mrs. SADOWSKI
said she wouldn’t send them any packages but txiat she would send then a bomb
with the greatest of pleasure.

i

-On May 22, 1947, Mrs. GIFFORD PBTCgO,f
J.,.ad.v is ed ; EMILY C02TD0N that

she intended to make a trip ,

?5^'?Se“BaII?1m
w
count#Ji'es and z'nax she has already

made arrangements to see quite a few people "behind the Iron Curtain. She
"advised she wasn’t particularly interested in visiting Russia, Mrs. CONDON
remarked that she thought a visit to Russia would be a trip hy itself and
suggested that Mrs, FIHC3&S should go to Bulgaria. Mrs. CONDON also invited
Mrs. PINOHOT to cone to her luncheon on Monday to meet Mrs. ATHANASSOV to
get names of people to look up and talk to in Bulgaria.

On May 23, 1947, Mrs. CONDON invited HELEN GAHAGAiy^OUGLAS end the
wife of Senator GLENN TAYLOR to a luncheon at her hous.e on the following /
Monday. •

*

On the*sane date, Mrs. CONDON contacted STAJIISLA^LHU., Press /

Attache Embassy in order that she c(^S.d take ‘Mrs.
/

KLIMA to^rs

.

1 hone on fch^t afternoon. * '

On May 25, 1947, FREE^SIPE advised* EMILY C01TXHT that he was or.
his way to New York but would return on Tuesday and would like to spend the**”
night with the CONDONS. SIPE mentioned that he* was down South in the
mountains now. *

A
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On May 27, 1947, TAiTJA E^TUPMAil at

l, among other things.
the Czechoslovakian Embassy

and Mrs. CONDON discussed, among o flier things, that when ^he next' election *

carae in Czechoslovakia there would he quite a swing* to the right, EMILY
ponuented, 11 Why do we favor the rightists side in Europe* As an American
citizen I should he able to do something about it, and it is really “the fault
of our stupidity thpt things are going badly* 11 EMILY went on to say that
maybe it will turn out right in the end, that the pendulum swings hack and^
forth, but in the end it always goes a little bit left.

*

On May 27, 1947, EMILY CONDON invited Mrs.
the following Thursday.

AIHANASS07 to’ tea on

On June 3, 1947, Mrs. TANJA B. STUBMAN ax the Czechoslovakian
Embassy advised CONDON it would be all right for her to bring M5s. CI.p0ai)

to the reception at the Czechoslovakian Embassy* Inforna^^l^a'ter'
advised that Mrs. PINCHOT had been unable to ftake this appointment with Mrs.
CONDON raid instead Mrs. HELEN MOODIE attended with !her.

f .

On June 6, 1947, informant advised that Mrs. CONDON was desirous
of getting in touch with Mrs. CKAELOTTE W^@WELL, ^735 0 Street, N. W.

* y
CHAHLOTTE ¥, M/ELL

y
The records of the Credit Bureau, Washington, D* C., reflect that

CHAZLOi'lE and 5AYM0ND K^^WELL reside at the above address and that she is
a market research analyst doing contract work. She was formerly^employed
by York Sesearch at 353 East 52nd .Street, Hew York City. The inaipes of
this office contain no information regarding her or her husband.

* * *

On June 6, 1947, informant advised Dr.. CONDON conversed- -with Mrs>
CONDON and advised her that he had been wined and dined by UGLA officials
in Los .Angeles and offered a position at UCLA. He stated that Stanford
University had already tentatively made him an officer for $12,000 a year.
He requested Mrs. CONDON 1 S views 'to accepting this position. Mrs. CONDON
was very flattered and in favor of the Stanford offer.' CONDON said he would
know within -a week if the offer was confirmed and that he would return to
Washington on June 9, 1947.

.
_ _

On June 9, 1947, POLIA HABICHT. told Mrs. -CONDON that she had
finished reading the hook anS^tHa^it was imperative that Mrs. GORDON translate
it •
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On June 12, i.947', Mrs. COMDOM asked Mr. COEDON if he had received
any news regarding the Stanford offer. He replied in the negative.

On the sane date, COKDON advised her that he had recei‘^s3jo«^-’
nunication fron Stanford which indicated that because of examinations and
commencement activities there had been sons delays in getting the necessary
people together to approve COMDON'S appointment. ' COUDOif said if the
delay goes over the week-end, that, they will he asking DU5F.IDGE as he
will be there on Sunday.- Mrs. COMDQH connented that DUBRIDGE is a "sweet
guy" and that he admires COl'IDOiT down in his heart for his political courage.

«

On the sane date, Mrs* C0MD0H contacted' the Southern Conference /

j

for Hunan Welfare and reserved tour seats for the WALLACE speech at the
*

'Watergate on 'Monday evening.

LEE ALVIhMjBRID&E

lEE ALTIN DUBRIDGE is President of the California Institute of
Technology, a member of the General Advisory Qonnittee of the Atomic
Energy Commission and forner Director of the, Radiation Laboratory at the\ ^ cuiu. ioruer jjirecuor

~:N >> Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

On June 13, 1947, JOH^I>UP.SALKA contacted EMILY CONDON and advised
he was in town for the day -and was on his way to Pittsburgh. " He~ stated
he was staying with the WBISSKOPES . She asked him how he „was getting along
at Yale, and he said he was very busy teaching. He said his wife is
homesick for Washington. ' He said he is writing a book regarding a Slovak
village. He stated, "I an doing that and those other translations from
Russian so I have quite a few things on my hands." MARSALKA /stated that
»Y/e have been running pimY%ALLACE around the state last week and had him
up there for a day. WALLACE had \^juite a good following, a lot of young '

people, and I have heard that a lci.t of the people up there are bitter against
the. Republicans because of. the Taft-Hartley Bill." MARSALKA stated he
would say the Republicans were losing Connecticut by default, which he
topes will- be in line with the move all over the country. -S-IILY remarked
that HEijRY was making a wonderful effort and that he is certainly courageous.
MAt.SALKa advised that he thought that if WALLACE wasn' t on the horizon,
things v/ould look very dark indeed. Mrs.. COEDOM asked if he had bet
Professoj^ZELLENE and Professor^OYARIK. MARSALKA said he knew thenboth.

“

Mrs. CONDON remarked that "we" also knowKcKEOK andi&RIGHT in the Physics
Department. Mrs. CONDON invited MARSALKA to staywith them on his next ,
trip to Washington.
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On June 14, 1947, Mrs* REpESEdT advised Mrs. CONDON that she and
her husband were going -to MevTYork

:?l

So^S?t.end^ a conference. She also informed
Mrs; CONDON that MrsA^LAVIK had recently returned from Mew York and was
very worried and scar£\ because she had heard that the country (Czechoslovakia?)
is going left.

i. ^16, 1-^47, according to the informant, Mr. and Mrs. CONDO’N
cf tho Czechoslovakian Embassy had dinner together

at the Cosnos Club and went together to hear WALLACE* S speech at the Watery
gate. '

“

Accordingto the informant, it is believed that LILL IA1J^0f6sD
also joined the CONDOMS at the 1/allace Hally oh the evening of the same date.

On June 18, 1947, EDWARD CONDON informed his wife, MV7ell, Stanford
is off." He said he received a telegram from Stanford advising him that
a meeting held had resulted in a decision not to fill the job at this tine.
Both CONDON and his wife appeared somewhat set back at learning this news.
CONDON informed his wife that he received a phone call from DXRTCifl^feacIIOIS

/ IlM ^ ^oc^e^e^^er Institute, who is coning to Washington on this date ’and
j

WJ; I
would work with CONDON on the American-Soviet Science, Society thing on the /'*r^ 1/ ’ following day. CONDON said that WARREN WEAVES, was hopping mad at PARNELL 1

THOMAS and that theafeockefeller Foundation is one hundred percent back of the
Amer ic an-Soy iet S c ience JSocletv . He said that, "We* re going to see if we

4
v »

}

j

on—a.J3emberghiy e gnd really* get the thing going and make a—'fool out of 'this gujj ^PAPj5B3iQMSOMAS)% H *• CONDON said they would just ignore
him (TnOMAS) and instead of oe^ng intimidated put the thing on in a big way.

and EMILY agreed to try to get CARL E^&IUNDT, Representative from South
Dakota, to say something.. CONDON said, J'Well, you see, if we can bring out
the fact that there are some twenty or so National Academy members of the
most conservative sort that are members of this thing. . .

,r The CONDONS
agreed to forget all about the Stanford offer. EMILY commented, "All our
dreams for nothing.- « EDWARD replied, H I wonder what the devil happened. «

tin, replied, "Oh, I think HOOVER, some HOOVER advocate. . . (laughter)"
JfiDWia) agreed that it might be something of that sort. * He said he thought
he could get some .information as to the reason for his not getting the
position from BILL£gMSON« "

<**

BMCJtt! MacIMIS

A confidential source of this Bureau advised in June 1945 that
MacIMiTIS of Bockiefeller Institute received an invitation along with several

r

other persons to attend the Russian Science Jubilee at the Soviet Union in
the summer of 1945.
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On June 18,. 1947,. an unidentified woman, first name
contacted EMILY CONDON and during a conversation with her asked *ner if
Dr. CONDON made any effort to protest the comments concerning hin that have
recently come out in newspapers. They then discussed articles in Lioerty
magazines, Mrs. CONDON said she doesn't believe the Un-American Committee
will subpoena Dr. CONDOM. OPAL suggested that he should have. his hands well
protected before he goes in. Mrs. CONDON said the Secretary of Commerce is
back^of CONDON and has assured him of his confidence. Mrs . COSDON..Said that

•
the Rockefeller foundation people who are not leftists have ^iveiTmoney to the
American-Soviet Science Society* and it is silly to say it is a subversive
organization. OPAL said, ty'/hafcever those people indulge in, every tine they
see the name Soviet they are actually crazy. 11 Mrs.

.
CONDON remarked that

this type of an attitude is exactly the way the Nazis did in Germany and *

they are trying hard to. start the sane thing over' here. Mrs. 'CONDON said
the article in Liberty also made some awfully silly implications about the
Atomic Energy Commission and spies and Communists at Oak Ridge. Mrs. CONDON
said her husband had said all of these, things that have haouened could be
Placed under the regime of General GROVES; EMILY said thaV "they" find people
who did not agree with them on everything and label that person a Communist.
EMILY said they will spend a fortune investigating people and what can they
find .out. OPAL also commented that it was veiy s-tupid and silly to investigate
the All is-Chalmers Local and said, "What difference does it make whether
there are two Communists in the local or not. Who cares?" Mrs, CONDON said
the people who are doing the inves tigat ing are almost Nazis themselves and
somebody ought to investigate then.* EMILY and OPAL agreed that the head
of the Southern Conference really told "them" and he really stood his ground,
Mrs. CONDON said she was thankful there were some people brave enough to
stand their ground. Mrs. CONDOM also advised OPAL that this had been a very
interesting experience to see how some of her friends' rallied around then
and some got a little skeptical. Mrs. CONDON said she is not afraid. The
minute you begin to get scared you are done for. EMILY continued by stating
"Nov/ that I see the sort of things that are« going on in this country, I feel
I misjudged the German people. £ thought it could never happen in this
country, .the sort of thing that happened in Germany, and now I see it beginning.

"

EMILY said she is hopeful about things in Europe and thinks this summer will
probably reach agreement with Russia about economic -things.* EMILY informed
OPAL of a recent article in the New York Tines where the Pope issued a state-
ment to the effect that the United- States of America ana' the USSR should be
friends. EMILY said that Cardinal SPELLMAN three weeks ago delivered a long
speech about the Russians’ and Communists and said that some of then were
decent people and said this was a hopeful sign, but she doesn't understand
the explanation of it. EMILY thinks that the taking over of Hungary by Russia
has been a terrible blow to the Catholic Church as Hungary was absolutely
the bulwark of Catholicism in Eastern Europep EMILY informed OPAL of a
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fact interesting to her in that HAROI whon she said she and her'
husband had known for twenty years, uj !ed to be a great liberal and was working
for the Republicans in Spain* His heart and soul was in the Democratic
side in Spain* EMILY said that HAROLD had been in the forefront of political
things as a scientist and had : done a lot of research in atonic energy*
At the beginning of the atonic energy furor he was very liberal, and although
not pro-Russian • . * EMILY said three nonths ago UREY had lunch' with
Cardinal SPELLMAN and it changed him completely* and UREY has been working
on an article for three nonths practically declaring war on Russia,

On June 20, ^9^7/nr. CONDON advised his wife that he had a very
satisfactory talk v/itt^i^RIMAN, who has had the whole thing looked into,
,[ I nean the records, "'etb.

,
and he‘ is absolutely convinced there is nothing

wrong with me and will support ne to the limit. M COLTON said he told
HARRIMAH the facts about the

f
Anerican-Sovie.t Sc^^^e.^Sp^ety and he said he

wants to talk to me sone more about it.' COTDON said he was kind of convinced
that everything is OK at that end, so CONDON said he thought he would start
a real backfire against this sort of thing. EMILY suggested that EDVARD
talk to her about it at hone instead of where they were*

On June 22, 1947, Dr. CONDON spoke to Senator BRIEN McMAHON^S wife
and told her he would like an appointment fron the Senator to secure from
the Senator political advice' regarding an attack -which J. PARKELL THOMAS
is making on hin„ It was agreed that CONDON would cone to the McMAHON
residence at 6;00 P.M*

On the same date, CONDON spoke to Mrs, GLENlf^TML-QR , wife of
Senator TAYLOR, and said tha,t* !,J. PARlOTiL THOMAS is going after ne in a
national magazine and trying to give ne a smear, and I would Like to talk
it over with, a few of ny friends..

, Again on this date, according to the informant, CONDON spoke to
Congressman HOLAEIELD of California and asked hin if he would give hin sone
advice regarding 11 the raspberry 11 given hiq- (CONDON) in a magazine article
fry ’J PARNELL THOMAS. HOLIEIELD toijd hin he would be glad to discuss it
with hin at his residence in Alexandria, Virginia.

On this sane date,.EMILY CONDON spoke to EDWARD CONDON at the
residence of Congressman CHE'MhOLIP

I

ELD "and told hin that Senator TAYLOR
would be glad ‘to see hiriT CONDON informed his •wife'' to tell Senator TAYLOR
that he would see TAYLOR in a short tine.

_

(Informant' advised, that CONDON Vas
probably also accompanied on the visits to -the above persons by DUNCA^^IcINNIS/)

v-
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Mrs.. COM)ON also informed her husband on the same date that
Senator BB.IS|^icMAH01'I was . expecting COMDOH to come to his ho.use on that
evening. /|

On June 23, 1947, COHDOH informed his wife that he had drafte^^^^t
another letter to Congressman J. PARNELL THOMAS, which he read to her:

!,My dear Congressman:

11 It was recently called to my attention the articles signed by you
in the June issue of the American Magazine and the June 21st issue of liberty
Magazine. In both of these,* my connection with the American Soviet Science
Society is referred to in a v/ay which has given some people the. impression
that you feel that this society is subversive. One of them says* that your
committee will subpoena me. for an investigation of this society. It will
not be necessary to subpoena me for I will be glad to cooperate fully in giving
you any information about this or any other matter of concern to the House
Committee on Un-American Activities. When two of your investigators came to
see me in- March, I freely showed them my whole file on this subject and told
them who they should see in Mew York: to get additional information. To my
surprise, I found last week that the Committee investigators have never made
inquiry of the society* s officers in Hew Y'ork. \Je are living in troubled times
and I would like ti. suggest that any investigation you think it appropriate
to {aake should oe pressed promptly and with full vigor-, I told your investiga-
tors that I was personally convinced that the American Soviet Society was made
up only of loyal Americans engaged in a proper activity by open and above
board methods. I asked themj However,* to help me as a loyal American, by let-
ting me know if they found any evidence to the contrary, as of course I would
not want to be associated with any • organization whose fundamental Americanism
I could not trust. But, as I have never heard directly from your committee, I
assume that no. such evidence has been found. Nevertheless, nowadays one
cannot be too careful. Your articles omit mention of the fact that the American
Soviet Sciencq Society has been awarded a grant of $25,000 by the Rockefeller
Foundation in support of its work. I suppose, in the terminology often used
in this field, that makes the American Soviet Science Society a front for the
Rockefeller Foundation ; This would suggest .extending the field of inquiry
to the activities of this Foundation. I do rot know anything of the technique
•of such investigations except, that I have learned by watching the work of
your committee* nevertheless, it is my desire to be as helpful as possible.
Looking at the list of Trustees of the Rockefeller Foundation, it Is easy to
see how onelike myself, who knows so little about these things, might think
that it was to. be trusted. One finds men like WIMTHRQP ¥. ALDRICH, CHESTER
R. BARNARD.,

, CARL T. COMPTOH, HAROLD Y/. DODDS, LEWIS W. DOUGLAS, JOHN FOSTER J

DULLES (and a whole long list) as members of the Board of Trustees. But I
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suppose we should not he misled by such a list of names. They are "busy men;
'

possibly they are dupes of the minor employees of the Foundation. We should
judge them by the sort of thing they are carrying on. This is not hard to do,
for reports are printed annually. I am referring to a copy of a pamphlat
called, 1 TheJRockefeller Foundation - A review for 1946* by Dr. HAYM0M^5X)SDICK f

President of the Foundationr^Tf"you have difficulty getting a copy, Lrwi.ll
be glad to loan mine to your committee. Heading this document more carefully, ,

I find that it contains ideas which your Committee may wish to investigate.
For example, on page 7, FOSDIGK writes, * War not only destroys, it isolates
and isolation means intellectual stagnation. - the flow of ideas across boundary
lines, the free exchange of periodicals and books, the cross fertilization of
minds working in the same' scientific and cultural fields; these are among the
tragic losses of war. 1 There follows a two-page discussion along more specific .

lines which conclude by saying, *This kind of result is what the insanity of
war leads to. It is the present that we must deal with and the future that we
must face. The immediate task of the present is the reestablishment across all
boundary lines of the scientific and cultural ties that have been broken. The
challenge of the future is to make this world one world, a world truly free
to engage in common and constructive intellectual, efforts that will serve the
welfare of mankind everywhere. 1 3y these un-American doctrines, I am only
trying to help your committee and humbly seek guidance. On page 33, lord STAMP
is quoted, , Any truth is, many sided, .even

1 simple truth. 1 It nay be that other
activities of the Foundation will repay inquiry. For exanple, a prominent
university in California wrs given a grant of $200,000 to support the work, of 1

the H-Institute of Slovanik Studies ( "H 11 is the name of a former President of
the United Stptes). Of this, the report says, *Ho other .American library has
comparable holdings on the Soviet Union and these resources are now being
systematically increased by purchasing agents in Central Europe, Japan and
in China, 1 but this is enough to enable you to judge what kind of an outfit
this F.ockefeller Foundation is. If I have been or can be of any help in your
work* please do not hesitate to call on me*"

At the conclusion of C0HD0iT T S reading tl\e letter, Mrs. COKDON laughed
and said, "He surely .won 1

1 think that your* re being sarcastic? 11 COIUXM said
the point was that he thought that in view of the fact that it was such an-
absolutely friendly, open and uncritical letter and he was so anxious to help,
there would be no objection' to making it public. He thought he would send it ,

to other members pf the Committee and to all of the Trustees of the Rockefeller
( Foundation and then 'it might accidentally leak to the press. CORDON said he
didn 1 1 see what THOMAS could do to him if he was only trying to help. At
this remark, according to the informant, MILT COHDOH laughed heartily.
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CONDON adyised Mrs. C0KD0IT that HUGH ODISHA& thinks . it is a pretty
good letter. CONDON said /he was- going to have lunclfwith JAMES NEUMAN and was
also going to see HSRBBBEpJLIi ISTON , , the editor of 'the Post

#"andge^tSeir views
on the letter. EDWARD saia that the letter is the sort of thing anybody can
road into the record or do anything they want hecau.se, "Gosh, here's a guy
that’s just trying to help. Again EMILY laughed heartily. CONDON asked his
wife if she thought the view he had taken, the consistency of not opposing or
objecting to anything, was the best. CONDON said it is really -true, and here
I am, just a guy that’s trying to do a conscientious job. Mrs. CORDON laughed'
heartily when she said, "Well, that’s true."

On June 25, 1947, Mr s . BLANCA REDFEHN advised Mrs. CONDON that she
and her husband were moving tothe^roaSmoq^^Hotel. During the conversation,
Mr.s. CONDON and Mrs. 2EDEERW deplore the activity of the United States in
aiding and assisting Germany 0 Mrs, -CONDON said that Czechoslovakia must have
a loan in order to recover, and that she also wished the United States would
help the Yugoslavians.

On the sane date, BEra^wSNGLES (phonetic) made a luncheon date with.
EMILY COHDOK for July 2, 1947. A .

On June 26, 1947, Mr. BRACE of Westinghouse advised the informant
that he desired to get in touch with CONDON andjv/as presently staying at the
Wardman Park Hotel. He advised he would write to CONDON in the event he did *

not get an opportunity to see him.
‘

•

F. K, B^BHAGE ’

o ' x

The records of the Desk: Clerk:, Wardaan Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.

,

reflect that P. H. B. of 211 Bevington Hoad, PittsburpS^.^wnsylvania,
•was registered at that hotel on June 26, 1947..

'

On June .27, 1947., Mrs. GYEFOpD
a
PINCHOT 'was inforned by Mrs.^ CODDOrl

that the nane of the Buigari at Mrs.* CONDON’S hone was
* ^rs * -^^OHOT said the State Department had informed her that

she could go to the Balkans as a correspondent. Mrs. PIITCHOT stated she wanted
to see a one hundred percent satellite country, and her interest was to find out
how much of an ideological pull Communism *has on people that are battered and •

beaten and how much is true® Technically, she said she will say she is studying
while in the Balkans.. She asked EMILY to prepare her letters to Czechoslovakian
educators and people like that.. Mrs.. PINCHOT advised that EVj^URIJS on ‘ the
National Resources Planning Board was also going wi-th-her. *\

- 69 -
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The following descriptions are results of observation of "both
subjects by SA E. HYATT MOSSBURG:

Sr. EDWARD UHLER CONDON:

Weight:
Hair:

' Eyes

;

Face;

Conpl exion:
Peculiarities:

Build s

Borns
Wife:

Family;
Employed;

Residence

;

Auto e

Mrs. EMJLIE HOMZIK COMPOS:

Born;
He ight

:

Weight:
Eyes;

Hair:

N

Features;
. Fad£;
-- Complexion:
Unusual character is ti

\

Build:

5 feet 11 inches
300 to 225 pounds
Black, crew cut, receding in front
and each side, thin on top
Dark
(Full, flabby, appearance of a bulldog,
heavy beard, clean shaven
Dark
Double chin, knock-kneed, wears
silver rioned eye glasses
Heavy »

March 2, 1903, Alanogordo, New Mexico
EMILIE HONZIK CONDON
Two sons and one daughter
Director of Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce
3535 Van Ness Street, N* W. (within
Bureau of Standards grounds)
Private .car, 1941 Buick' sedan,
D. C. Tdg #85-694

May 25, 1899, Chicago, Illinois
-5 feet 1 inch
130 pounds
Dark
Dark brown, usually worn in braid -

across back of head
Large ears, snail sharp nose.
Bound and firm ~ '

Fair
cs: Heavy brown eyebrows, nunerous
deep wrinkles in forehead
Short

PENDING
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UNDEVELOPED LEADS

THE BOSTON PIVISION

AJ SPRINGFIELD
,
MASSACHUSETTS

Vrill discreetly ascertain the identity of JOHN HIPPLE enployed
"by Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company at Suringfield
from 1898 to 1942'.

,

AT' BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Will furnish this office with any information contained in the
files of your office indicating pro-Communist or pro-Russian
activities of HIPPLE.

|
jadvised on May 5, 1947, .that HIP-LE is apparently a very close • b2

friend of Dr. EDWARD U. CONDON - See Section 4 of this report.)

THE BUEFALO DIVISION

AT SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Will discreetly identify RAYMOND RANDALL, 201 Jasper Street,
recently made head of Personnel- Section, Bureau of Standards, by
Dr; EDWARD TJ. CONDON.

Will furnish this office any information indicating pro-Connunist
or pro-Russian sympathies of RANDALL.

THE KNOXVILLE DIVISION

AT OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

Will discreetly identify, impossible, FRED SIPE' (phonetic) believed
to be enployed at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Laboratory.

v

(According to SXPE is apparently a close friend of Dr. and
Mrs. CONDON. The informant also advised that SIPE made a trip to
New York on May 25, 1947, and returned (to Oak Ridge?) on May 28
or May 29,- 1947.

- 71 -
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THE LOS AEKELES DIVISION

AT PASADENA,- CALIF-05NIA

Will furnish this office with any information contained in the
files of your office regarding PHASIC MOL'INA, who was employed at
the California Institute of Technology doing research work on
guided missiles and rockets during World War II. He is now working
for TJ.W.E.S. C.O. (According to information furnished this office,
there was some question of MOLKA 1 S loyalty prior to his employment
at .0. 1.3?.

THE NEWARK DIVISION

AT PRINCETON, HEW JERSEY

Will discreetly identify JOHN TURKEFICH, 19 Jefferson Rpad,
Princeton, "and ARTIE KAZALEUS (phonetic). Chairman .of Swedish
National Hesearch Council, -^ill also furnish any informe/tion
contained in your files regarding their past activities. (According
to of this office, TURKEY!CH is a good friend of COEDON.

' • KAZALEUS, who formerly did research at Princeton, came to
Washington to meet CONDON through arrangements'

1

made "by TUSXEVICH.

)

THE NEW HAVEH DIVISION

AT HEW HAVE;;. COiH'IECTICUT •

'•

/ \

Will check the indices of your office for any information indicating
pro-Conmunist or pro-Pus sian activity of ALBERT S. and MARJORIE

' STERN CAM, who formerly resided at 45 Beverly Hoad, West Hartford,
Connecticut. (It is noted that ALBERT S. CAHN is now employed at
the Bureau of Standards and litres at the subject's residence.)

Will determine the owner of 1947 Connecticut auto license number
8 over Z-4-l and furnish this office with any information in the
files of your office regarding the owner.

Will also furnish this. office with any information- in the files of
your office regarding the following Professors at Y.ale. University 1

who are friends of COSDOlf and JACK MARSALKA: Professor ZEL1ENE,
Prof. KOVARIK, - Prof. McKEON, and Prof. BRIGHT (all phonetic).
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0?HB HEW Y05K DIVISION

AT NEW' YORK Cl Tl

Will ascertain, if possible, the identity of the occupant of
45 East 65th Street, from whom Mrs. E. U, C0ED01T received a nailed
communication.

Will also furnish this office with any information contained in
the files of your office indicating pro-Comnunist or pro—Russian
activity on the part of the subject in your ‘ territory, (It is

noted that’ CONDON admits being an officer in the American Soviet
Science Society whose headquarters are in Hew York City®

THE PITTSBURGH DIVISION

AT PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

Will furnish this office with any information contained in the files
of your office regarding DIMITRY I. VIKOGRADOPP, THOMAS VfflHDBLI*

DAKIN and HUGH 0DISKAV7. (It is believed DAKIN is nov employed at
Wostinghouse Research Laboratory. YIHOG1:ADOPP *nd 0.DISHAW are

' former employees at Westinghouse and now employed as Assistant to

Dr, EDWARD U. CQND0N at the Bureau of Standards,

You are requested to discreetly identify ?. H. B. BRACE,
211 Bevington Road, Pittsburgh, and furnish this office with
any information contained in your files regarding him.

Will furnish this' office v/ith information in the files of your .

office reflecting subject and wife ! s association with the Pittsburgh
Council of American Soviet Friendship.

THE SAIT FRANCISCO DIVISION

• AT ‘PALO ALTO. CALIFORNIA

Your office is requested to discreetly ascertain, if possible, the
reason that Dr. EDUARD U. CORDON failed to secure employment at the
University of Stanford in June of 1947.

N
Your office is requested to discreetly ascertain the identity of
BILL HANSEN and furnish this office any information indicating pro- v

Communist or pro-Russian sympathy regarding HANSON from a check of
your indices.
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(According to

b2
of this office, Dr, CONDOS! stated that he could

probably "find out why he was not appointed to a position at
Stanford University from SUL HANSON (phonetic). (See Section 4 of
this report-.)

THE WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

• AT WASHINGTON, D. 0.

Will continue to follow and report subject 1 s activities,

/

i

*

(
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C03WIDEHTIAL IIIEDBMAiCTS

Bureau, letter to Washington Field dated March 37, 1947, entitled
"Gregory - Espionage - R. "•

MED, Chicago

-report of SA ¥. SULOi'T PAXMAH,. dated at Chicago October 15 1946
entitled, "CIHEAD. " *

* ’

Major General LESLIE GROVES, New War Department Building.-'

Dr. LYMA^BRIGGS, former Director, Bureau of Standards

.

b7D

Dr. TOME G. 0RI2EEHDH.T, Associate director, Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D„ 0,

’

Dr. A. q^IOKIESOH, forner Division Chief, Bureau of Standards. .

Dr. FREDERICS J. BATES, former head of the Heat and Power Division,Bureau of Standards.

Bureau letter to the V/ashin'gton- Field Office dated March 27, 1947,
entitled, "Gregory, Espionage - E. 11

BOBERB State Department

MID
0 _

Letter to Bureau Iron SAC El Paso dated. January 11 f 1946.

v-f f Informant I in the case entitled, "Gregory, Espionage k7D

' ' Lureayletter to the WO
.. 1/ ~~ ^^ed October 8, 1942, in the case entitled
"H. RXHABICHT, Mrs. E. E.|giABICH5 - Espionage - R. ,r
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TURKEVICH, JOHN
UNITED NATIONS FORUM
UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS
UREY, HAROLD
VAVILOV, M. S.

VAVILOV, MICHAEL S.

VINOGRADOFF, D. I.

(See VINOGRADOV, DIMETRY IVANOVICH)

VINOGRADOV, DIMETRY IVANOVICH

VINOGRADOV, V. I. .

(See VINOGRADOV, DIMETRY IVANOVICH)

VOLKOV, ANATOLE
WAHL, DAVID
WAHL. EDITH ?3

P# 48, 50

44
38
18, 25, 26, 48, 50,

9, 10, 12, 13, 29, 31, 33
56

9, 10, 13, 32, 39
50

58

64, 66, 67
10

55

33, 55
44
49, 50

66

13, 14,32, 53

13, 14, 52, 53

14, 19, 20, 24, 26, 53

39
'M , 30, 55, 60

,1,12
/J* ' __



WALLACE, HENRI

WATERMAN, MARI
WATERS, DEXTER
WATFORD, LILLIAN K.

WATTS, CHESTER B. MRS.

WAUGH, IVAN
mi, KATHERINE
miSS, LENA
WEISSKOPF, BOZENA JORDAN
miSSKOPF, JOSEPH JORDAN
WILSON, RAIMOND
WINIEWICZ, JOSEF MRS.

WOERK, VIRGINIA
ZAK, J.

ZELLENE, ONE
ZIOTOWSKI, IGNACE

ZOLTOWSKI, JANUSZ
ZUBIHN, VASSILI M.

P# 24, 25, 27, 36, 37, 53, 54,

63
59
11, 12

55, 36, 40, 47 , 50,, 58, 74

32, 56, 58, 63

32, 58, 63

31, 34
34
34
10
63
1, 16, 17, 18, 22, 36, 37,

40, 45, 46, 47
14



STfJDARDXORM NO. -.4

TO : Director, FBI

from SAC, Buffalo

SUBJECT: Dr. EDWARD TJHLBR CONDON
• INTERNAL SECURITY - R

Re report SA E. HYATT MOSSBURG, dated Yfashington, D.-C.,

July 28, 1947, in the above captioned matter$ vfoerein lead is. set out

for Buffalo Division at Syracuse, New York# Since Syracuse is located

within the Albany Division, both copies of instant report are being

forwarded to that office.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 1$ UNCLASSIFIED

v ,
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

RTCsMD

cc: Albany (Enel.)
Yfashington Field

x

RECORDED



. i£-k8-2009

ICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FJ^ftT’^

1ATIC DEC LAS S IF I CAT IOH GUIDEn.

LY,_£LEA3E REFER TO

62-1008

/. f 7States SBeparttttEtti of '

)

3ebeval bureau nf JmiEStfgatum

July 17, 19k7

JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUATION OF TECHNICAL
OR MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE

RE: Title dr, EDWARD UHLER

Character of Case INTERNAL SB
Field Office WashineiQn Field
Symbol Number
Type of Surveillance: (.Technic

Microphone) Technical

Subject's name and address:
4

Dr. Edward Uhler Condon -
'

3535 Van Ness Street, N.W., "Washington, D.C.

Office
Mr. Gurnca.,

ai- brb0

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Pennington

Mr. QuinnTamm....

!?r. Incase

IXfis Candy.

fiSlii

2.

Location of technical operation:

Chasfcfeton Apartments

UUi

^TmWTAiqj.|7%i
ysspim 1 mmm.

3.

Dates of initial authorization and installation:

Initial authorization, March 13, 19h7
Installation, March 11., I9k7

4.

Previous and other installations on the same subject (with dates and
places)

:



6. Could above information have been obtained from other, sources, ajid by
other means?

No

7. Has security factor changed since installation?

No

8. Any request for the surveillance by outside agency (give name, title
and agency)

:

No

9. Manpower and costs involved;

No additional expense, Chastleton Plant.

10. Remarks (By SAC):

11.

Remarks (added at Seat of Government):

- 2 -



* «

12. Recommendation by Assistant Director:

In view of the recommendation by the field as set out herein, it is
doomed advisable that this technical surveillance be continued for an additional
period of 60 days,

D, M. Ladd

13. Recommendation by the Assistants to the Director:

i

cc: "WFO 66-779

EHM:MB
62-IP.08

- 3 -
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(See Number 5 in the Justification for Continuation Conical or
Microphone Surveillance) . •

May 13,,l9h? - - V'
‘ \f -

.
;^^^LENS.GRONSKT suggested to Mrs. CONDON that’ she anddier husband

MARTIN%e||jt:og eCherj /V/ith the CONDONS;in the future.- (MARTm^^RONSKY is
a contact of ' DAVID/ itfAHL and IRVING^KAPLAN in the case entitled Gregory
Espionage - R). / -V \-

t j\

'

May 15, I9k7

RWlJm T vdfe of JAMES R.^M/M^I|.b^|he New Republic and who
has assisted ^HENRIj¥ALLACE in preparing WJJ^dEfa^peeches invited the
CONDONS to their residence on May 17, 19hy» "F"~^

May 20, 19U7 ^
EMCLMONDON advised BETTY^OGATE, wife of the Washington

representative 'of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. that she had
no desire to attend the meeting inasmuch as "some of these DARS love
the Germans because they are anti-communistic."

May 20, 19ltf

EMILY CONDON invited Madame JOS
the Czech Embassy to luncheon on May 26,
she had invited the leaders from the United Nations Forum to meet "some
of the ladies behind the iron curtain." During the conversation Mrs.
CONDON indicated there was nothing frightening about communism and that
fear4 of communism is a pro-German thing. Mrs. CONDON also stated that
"The Slavic people are the people of the future and it is the beginning
of the Slavic era."

ElfHANC, wife of the Minister of

19h7 • Mrs. CONDON advised her

May 20, 19ltf

EMILY CONDON invited Mrs. BOYANjTlTHANASSOV, vdfe of the representative
to the Bulgarian mission to luncheon at ^er residence.

Kay 23, 19U7

Personal conversation between Mrs. CONDON and Mrs. STANTST.aw
MLMA^dfe of the press attache at the Czech Embassy and Mrs. VLADIKS?
O^ONDEK, wife of the first secretary of the Czech Embassy 'indicated, close*

a .

COPIES DESTROYER

IX OCT 37 1964 :

h
iiEiidM IS li&iLftddi

0AIEi^Mi_B te



* #
<

WO 62-4108

friendly relations.

May 24, 1947

tfJsTUIMrs. CONDON in a conversation with TANJA .V^STURMAN, employee at
the Czech Embassy, discussed the fact that the next election'in Czechoslovakia
would shatr a swing to the right. Mrs. CONDON said that as an American
citizen she should be able to do something about this favoring the Tightest

side in Europe and that it was the fault of "our stupidity"that things were
going so badly.

May 27, 1947 ,

Mrs. CONDON invited Mrs. BOYA^aTHANASSOV to tea.

June 3, 1947

Mrs. CONDON attended a reception at the Czech Embassy.

June 9, 1947

aJiabicBOLIA'JRABICHT informed Mrs. CONDON that she had finished a
book and it wa^labsolutely necessary for Mrs. CONDON to translate it.

June 12,. 1947

Mrs. CONDON furnished four tickets to the Southern Conference
for Human Welfare to hear a speech by HENRY WALLACE.

June 13, 1947

JOHNj^ARSALKA, a suspect in the case entitled Gregory Espionage - R,

contacted Hrs/fcONDON and advised that, he was busy teaching at Yale University
and doing Russian translations. He also discussed with Mrs. CONDON the
following which HENRY WALLACE had in the New England section of the country.

June 18, 1947

CONDON advised his wife that he had failed to secure .new

employment with Stanford University. He also advised her that he and

DUNCM%cINNES of Rockefeller Institute were going to put on a membership
drivb/for the American iSojiet Science Society in order to make "a fool"

of Congressman C0RNELL>$K)MAS . Mrs. CONDON stated that possibly the

reason Mr. CONDON did hot. secure has. employment with Stanford was that
"some HOOVER advocate was the cause of his not getting it. M-

%
-2-
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TOO 62-U108

June 18, 19k7

Mrs. CONDON advised OPAL that Secretary of Commerce HARRIMAN
had advised Dr. CONDON that he would hack him up in any further attacks
by Congressman THOMAS* EMILT during this conversation compared United
States politicians attitude toward Russia with the way the Nazis did
in Germany. She also stated that the Government would vjaste a fortune
investigating communists in the Government. She also stated that the
investigations were being made by persons who were almost Nazis themselves
and should be investigated. EMILY and OPAL agreed the only way to do
is stand up >'bo them" like the head of the Southern Conference did. She
stated she was glad someone was brave enough to stand up against "them.

"

EMILY advised OPAL that she dicin' t believe that what happened in Germany
could happen here but that it was happening. Mrs. CONDON also stated
that HAROLD UREY was a perfect example of a change in political ideas.
She stated she and her husband had known him 20 years and that he had
worked for the Republicans in Spain and even adopted a Spanish orphan.
He was formerly a great liberal and he is now anti-Russian.

June 20, 2-9kl

CONDON advised his wife that he had a long talk with Secretary
of Commerce HARRIMAN and that HARRIMAN would back him to the limit aS he
has had the records reviewed.

June 22, 1?47

\L Dr. CONDON arranged to vi^pt* senator
GLENN ^TAYLOR and Congressman CHET^HOLIFIELD to
on the /pourse of action he shouldVtake because
attacks upon him.

t

There has also been furnished this office, through this source of
information other valuable information which tends to show the pro-communist,
pro-Russian associations and political philosophies of Dr. CONDON and his
wife.

BRIEimcMAHON, Senator
secure advice from them
of j. CORNELL THOMAS'

S

Because of the high position of trust in the U. S* Government
and in the scientific field and because of his known background of pro-
communist, pro-Russian contacts and affiliations, it is believed that
information supplied by this informant is of value in aiding this office
in keepingTdbreast of any questionable activities on the part of Dr.
EDWARD U/ScONDON. ' —
ehkvmb l\

-3-
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Form No. X ^

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT

REPORTMADE'AT

mMf, Haoi

Dt. Sf^SRIGK SStPS, foraei*; Physicist ana Dire'ctbr. ••

'of Training Program for tile Monsanto Chemical ’ Company , .;

at Obit Bidge). Tennessee believed to.be identical’ Tilth:' •

PEED - 3IE3,. employee ;at ..Monsanto Ohemical Company mo. ",

terminated ; Jane >30) •19^'7-J presently employed' in-. Physics'
pepartmsnt.,- ‘Carnegie

.
Insfifiite of"Technology, ' Pltthbnrgh.

•Pecnsylyania,'.-. ;pling;held as Consultant by Atomic Bnergy:
'Commissibh;;. i'V-yf ;v-

,:

; V'

Sepdrt of Special Agent E'.liTl M0333USG .at/Washington,
'

p.;C., dated. July- 28, ISbj'.,'

;J)yv j .
given temporary leave 'of absence ' from -

;

'

•<Cafnegie institute of 2echa.olo'Ty> Pittsbyx^ifPeiinsyivania // .

.in iph2 to beboB^.'Pirect.or :o£ Training-for fixe Monsanto’:;-'
Chemical Company /at•"CallBidge . Tennpssee f*A

;
^ev.ieU;!bf;.SEITZ r

personnel
;
security file 'at the Atomic- Energy./Coim^seiohj Cali'/

..Bidge,. Tennessee .reflects- that. SBIT2 ras born- July Ik,- Ijll
at' San Pranciscb,

.

palifornia and is of 'GeffiaarArnsripaii descent
;Ee attended island -Stanford Junior bhiver^ity' in California -

.from- 192S? to* 1932, 'receiving' an- A'; p. Degree..: ’He received liig

Ph .D. degree at ;.Prinbetom \University Princeton, lieu Jerseyin..

x
He/ ’wbb' bn^slbyed' from 1935' to 193f as --an Instruct orb'.,

•at the' University bf-Epchestei Kpeheste'r,- Dew yorhi In- 19o7b
to 1939 he was- employed, with;, General Electric -Company, gScbene<
-Hew/Iork; in 193

9

to 19^2 -he’ T-ras /employed as Instructor at ,th<

DETAlItS



-Ih 19^2i.lie 'ms' employed, as a Physics instructor- at'. the
'

r

'".\

Carnegie -.Institute of Technology/ Piitsbihghj, 'Pennsylvania
.ana. in the same year ms.loaned .to'"the Monsanto Chemical/
Company as. a Director of .draining Program

.

:
'- .SEITZ 1

:Father,:'borh in Gerpany’
residing' in Burlington,
His ..Mother; JftCLl-dfe

,
in the United Stateg£* ...

•
;

Upon co^letloh- of-^CTS 1
• aUestionnaire

he gave, as , one pf Mg references-. Dr. EDt-IABD UHESR CoivDOU,
Director,-:; Bureau ofj.Btandayds.,' ^ Tftrom'he had- lmoT7n

;

:for ^seventeen
years.. Because of this reference- andihe similarity of' hig ;

.

•name hith- ^l|il3>'’SITE, as'
^

'given' -in reference, report, ./and. the;!

fact 'that- CQimon 'formerly, ms ah emloyee ;.p^h^^
Electric: Company, , Pittsh.krghi.-!?emsylvania .and' hoth mrec doing
researchAjrorh,- ; it- is

.
felt -'that ’PRED^ICJ&^TZ is-'identicaf/-^

^rith'-ssiDOTS, h,
•••'•;*< -

.

'-

‘--.J1Q5BT O tGASfl.> in'- charge' of -Personnel,.

\

;Ener{ar.:’CpfliaiSsipn^ .Cie'argtnce at’ Oak Bidgey a?enhessee;i advise^
that- SBIfZ ;terBiinated hi&} en®l'oyppht -on '.'jume'.

.

.v.

Monsanto" Chemical •poj^ahy.,.;.Oak;'^
.

arid yiliat^fre -ms! \

retiirned.' to' his ..regular
;
Sj^lp^e-rjlCa^^ of - Technology

at .Pitt'Shprgh, !Peimsylya.hia'i Wb ;repideh6e!
;
adares3 ms given, for /

^IffipERlCK
.

SElTiS . in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvaniay gO'GAPA further -. V ' "

e^yised, that;P2®EHI^ ^iTZ. had. Been retained by. the Atomic ';•

ihergy 'Coimilissibn office as a'
-

'Consultant.
'

’.. •>/!.•=.! •r
:! Ir.-!/

;

- .Tile .files ' of • the 15lohville..0ffice further' re-#-.

•fleeted "that . on Major UOSEPH
;
•JACKSON'y ±ntell3>;,.

*

gehce ’ Officer, Clinton Engineer .Work's .pak 'Pidge yladvi'se.d. - that .
-f~

'

BPSDEPICE: SEITZ ms a:

>:»fember of. -$ie •As?Q'eiat
i

^oh?-ht r.^k-:Si^^'’i
Engineers, and Scientists -and' aiso-.-P member of the -Executive .

Com^tt^;. JHiis report - fm'ther; reflected -that individuals
;hha

.

are:.- members; and, post-' active in the' above organization --were -

considered- to -have 'Liberal ideologies and hone of tbps- individuals
were, suspected.' as .having possible; Corotihmistic:.syrfrahthiSs';--' -



Es 100.-2322

The; following .'description ms : obtained

llame: •• 2EEDEBICK SEITZ , .v
Birthplace: San.S'raanSisfee,; :GajM<xmi
^irthdate: July ft, 1911’

Job
.
Taken: Consultant-.

Citizenship: ' United States by birth

Weight l&8Gf
'

•;«.*£

£

gair: Brow .j>>3'3J-'V.
;Eye$:-V.'"Blue ;-V /; ..

'j

Marital .Status: . .liarried

Social Security lumber:
:

-ISfeEBEED UPC® C0MPISTI0K'i!0' ’THE OSS’ICS OS'’ ORICTSf;



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
^onuNo.l
This case originatedAT WASHIIKtIOB’ ,

’ D • C

S1EIC1IY--Q0:

Subject was /boat'd member, -'arid wife, .
corresponding secretary

PiUtsTnargh'Coviicil-- of Ameribah-Soviet Friendship," as. of’ ’ / ’

9cb. ,
: 1943. Pittsburgh files contain, no derogatory -informa-

-tivxL reg^diag.DIMIlffiY -IYMOnCH.^INOGRADOPP, who was":,.- -

.

employed"by V^estinghodse; Electric " Gorp..y S.; -Pittsburgh,
• ;/

Pa.v,/rfrbm. 9/1/22- to' 10/1744;.'' ; Said .files, also. .negative
regarding; 1E0MAS/L/E1©SE^EMI H,. EmgpBXSmj, an!

latter, fifty/ysars/;Old. and regarded as-reliable,”
4^. Lr'l - _ .v *r i.4-'

*
'

. ... j. Hi"' •!* « I 1 ,'-. ^ / ’* — - 4

Report "of SAE*’ HYAif- ^OSSBUHG, Ifeshing'ton, f)V, !&. ?/2^/:4?’

The files, of .this office lieflect ’ that, an uiiknoim source, made
available a letter head, of the Pittsburgh Gouncil-

^ of.American- ./'
Soviet, friendship "dated- October a,‘: 1943,

’

WhicK iistedllrs^ /EDWARD.
W* 'COEDOS a^-vOorre'^onairfe’-Sicre^y^of^l^^rg^iaatloi.:'' She;
same fetter heal also set -out-, that EhWAED-.I/^OITDOE. was board

member ,of .the .Pittsburgh' Gouhcil./C‘-
' "

'

,
v: ‘

• \
7 '.'".'/ .'V.

.;!r xu -
•'

**;?.,? V./V'V. -
-

-

:

^his office' s' file's indicate’ that. DIMITRY 0A1TOVIGE ’OlIOGIUpOEP- was "employed by
the WeStinghouse Electric Corporati'oh^’feaS^^titsburgh., Pennsylvania, from .

September 21, 1922, -to October. 1, 1944-,' -retiirihg^oji - the- latter date; .From July i

iiocT 3%;^r OFTHi5^
.

;v' :
•

\ - v
.- -

;;/’/ /;. /\£fV. Washington Field (62-410'
>•

’ 'W '2-,-Pittsbnrgh .’
,

,1'/
,

. <

-REPORT MADE AT - ;7 *
'"DATE WI^EN MADE, . PERIOD FbR

*

’’S'" -
*

',PI1TSBIIRC-HV PA* ; C 9/8/47/--;
. TTffiA V

• 3
— - '*.* 1'

.

REPORT MADE BY'
^

•

. ;

c
; v^.u - *

aV> ?
.. J

jiss/iEi, .KOO^Y .;;/r7-

V

’ </"

j ®. xsms UEEER^coiTDoiT
.

/ ••-•..
’•V

'

' .DECLASSIFIED BY'%IJj24 UC.'BAUyf)K/TH V •

CHARACTER OF CASE .

•"*
J.

iiamam :

* . .
' * ,

' *- ‘ " "* O.-

^ *• 5 .
:

!

-'-4:vc v-'



193$,' to the date -of MV retirement VINQGRADOFP was manager of,the Poreign •

-Engineering Department.- On November 1, 1944., he.- entered On. duty with the •_

Westinghouse Electric International' Corporation in.Eew- -fork ..City, where ,heJ-\ v .

worked; in an ..adyi sory -capacity until -April-, his -.present

position with the Ndtiqhal Burykh- of; St^aards
?;,

;Wdshi^toh,-. Di 0*V.'.ihe; Pitts-'
hv^gh^iieK do.-not contain,any derogatory 'information: cohcerning'.TIiIOGRi'JX)PE

.

Ihe- files - of . this divisionare negative regarding THOMAS,i<ENDELL DMlf, HUGE
;

ODISHiW .(HUBEE^DISHAW)
,

v
‘and P._ fi, B* BEACH. (PORTER HORACE) . However, a

check of-, the current Pittsburgh City'Directory and tharecords . of .'the Credit
Bureau, Inc..-,' '635' Smithfield Street', reflect the fbllov;ing.:cohcernihg.fthese -V

individuals: T-vV"'. .*«*! V„'. -"A
' ’

.

'• :/'

-

'>Vy •

As 'of. April 15., 1946, THOMAS AjfimiS and'wife , ^.HE0L0EA_P.^/er^rFsTding at -

4925 .-friendship' AVenue, Pittsbwgh,.•Pennsylvania.' T^y had rented said .

premises for- the three preceding- years.. DAKIN, thirty-one year s. old, and •>
'

father' of one dependent cMld,;.yas' employed as ,a. research chemist- at the
Research' ^ahoratories,,' ,Westingho'use. Electric/ Corporation, 'where.he had- five

.
h

-residents ,of'i500;1fa^^^ iiiilclnsburg.

as.;r4IiablW -t/ •

'

-V.. •; -v: •'/ ...HUGH ODISKAW "\V .. >. v X
,4& of. February 17, -1947,* Ms -individual, . cafgied~as^HDHERa?/felSHAW in .the. • A
Credit- Bureau records was residing .at 32l6 '0i-iyer street, Hv wTy^ashihgton i i

D., .C.'./'vrith'his vdfe,

,

;
7inEl3KE itr^^^d. toiWashington from. 201 Swissvale \

:i

\
Avenufe,;' .Edgewood, PeimtyivariTav"*oii -November' .1,. i9,46j_. having ' takers- a/positioh. \ -

as .Assistant J»'' ;|he
:-3)ire,c^or;y>Na«io}ial-; Bureau ,of Standards .ifODI'SHAWl.thirty-

'yeas old
5

; : was. .employed -a's’.a technical writer" and-; editor "at . M,.¥estinghouee
.Rlec.tric;'-Corporation,' Investment Buildifigi 237 Fourth Amende'; Pitt sburgh,:-. Penn-
sylvania,- from. February 14, ''1944',

.
to dune 30,

.

1946, where, his work -wag. regarded
as,.satisfadtpry-i VV •'

v'v : '

.

’

-v Vi : ' •;

P. H. 3. BRACE
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STANBAHD FORM NO. 6*

~KA t ' h ' W f
'•

-

/Vl£^> tdum • UNITED swi GOVERNMENT'

DIRECTOR, FBI

GOY HOTTEL, SAC, mSHINGTON FIELD

date: September 9» 1947

ADR. ED7MD TJHIERMJONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY—

R

Reference is made to the report of Special Agent E. HYATT
MOSSBURG and to a letter from the Pittsburgh Office to the Washington
Field Office dated- October 30, 1946 (Pittsburgh Pile No. 62-397).

Inasmuch as CONDON is presently the subject of active inves-
tigation, the Pittsburgh Office is requested to interview Dr. BODIE,
CONDON* s former physician, for any information he may have regarding
Q0KD0N* s sympathies 'tov/ard Russia.

CC sPittsburgh Office

RGG:GH
62-4108

ft

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
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FEDERAL
. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Form. No, 1 ,
.

'.

' ' :'
r '‘

. • .
.

E
•; *.i£. *=*\

’

, ,

--

THIS CASEORIGINATEDAT ^ miSKB^TON FEED ^ NH F.^O. IQ

REPORT..MADE J2Y

^oi)j.ect' lectured, on .the &tord.c Energy,itct at Yale'
. _

^foiiversity.-.on. 7/24 and, 25/47 in a special summer -course?,’;

'

conducted by JAI.32S E. NffiVNAN," editor of the HeYr.Bepublic 11
,

No’ information available, regarding subject) smother contacts
V/b±le. at. 'S.lei. .' Registry of Kotor Vehicles,' ^artford^ Coph.
reflects

.
1940,. gray Buick -Sedan oivned b^^GLiDXS'G* STERN,-’,

45 Beyerly.,'Eoad,: ¥ifest Hartfordv ‘-No .information- on-AtBBRT,,
S. ,dnd,I^J0E2E .STfimi-CAHN fn Nev7-Hav0n,,files.

;
Ihforma-'/•“<

t’ibn.on Professors- Zelehy,'-.Kovarak,- and'.Bfeit' set forth.' '

No. information on Professor’ flcEeelian-.^ ^

^OfFICES-

.' • jDatter; from l/as^ngtop .Field,.division, dated Ju3y‘:l7> . I94 '

-.'•
,

Iteport -of
'

Hossb^g' dated‘'7/2S/^7JatV

IhQ ffeshihgton^ D. C.;-
-_ ; ' .

‘ LJ* -
;

'

- •

'

';••":
v

•feT;p^,\C0M®G$IC0T.:- • »

Confidential Informant T-l advised that'Dr. -BD'liKD UHI3R
CONlON lectured to -the. Senior Class dt. Tale; lav/. School ;•

on the evening. of- July ,24,' 1947 from SjOO', to 10 *3,0 ,BI, ,7
t 4

and on'the 'morning '.of July.'25, 1947 £romiio'^06-- t6;;]L2.«00. noo:

According .to.irl.'GQSHJ&N-'was;; anjjted id lecture pri .-the:
,

:

. f
Atomic Bhergy Act by." JAIMES

1

who,’. introduced '' :

.

; 1-

CONDON as the;' Chief
-

'ofTW^ur^Tof ;Standards. 1-1 ’;/

advised'
B
that- JANES R. 'HEillHAN '.has -been^engaged- to conduct '.

a course of lectures during the 'summer term on the . *

f

po HOT WRJTE IN THESE SPACES
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. - '
, •

’ ' '

Atomic Energy Act. This, course of .'lectures is made available to .-students
in, the Ihle 'Law School, 'and classes ;are held;from 8:0Q to 9:00 Hi". on / \

’

Thursdays, and 10:00 to 12:00 noon on Fridays, /weekly. T-l further advised-.'

.

that members of the public can attend ' these lectures, and frequently the
students bring their -wives and- any friends -who care to join them.' t -

-

L T-l advised that- COMDOlJ talked at great length on the scientific. .

aspects of .nuclear fission and atomic energy.' The class was of the opinion ,

that CONDON reduced to lay. terms so that these; embryo lawyers could -under- ;

stand, fairly •'well the scientific' aspects and processes necessary to. release./
atomic energy.'through nuclear ^fission, -

, T-l -stated that .Dr, C0!©.C8f criticized
the close military security control -maintained- by the. U;.S;, Army on- all
work presently being done on atomic energy,. It appeared to be COHDdl's' -

• ;•

opinion, according to T-l,; that scientific research should be turned over- •

to the scientists in the' universities or other research centers, and- that
military control should not be exercised over this field of science ary-

more than it Is over.any other. '
-,r.-

F
i'-'

_ ' -
- Confidential Informant T-2- advised that, he -was unable to. obtain V

ary information concerning this summer course on the Atomic Energy Act1 > >

being conducted in the summer session of the Tale. University School of'

law. He did advise that JAMES R. ^Ei’/lvIAN is , according, to the records,

at Tale University,: Editor of the/^kew Republic11 and his business address
’is listed, as Washington, ,D.C. ,‘ c/o the/'Hew Republic". .

*. -

/-
.
;T-2 farther advised.that. Kr. . Ip’fiifljj resides in DeForest Cottage,

'-Branford, Connecticut, while he -is . at'- Tale., .T-2 stated that it ^vas-his . ...

opinion that ..CONDON stayed with .NKVHA.N at his cottage in Branford on;

July 24th when he lectured'.

T-2 further, advised that DEAD ’//ESLE URGES

,

--Dean of the
law School, -Tale University, is one of^ the^^left-overs of the very- rank

.

Tfew Dealers and he seems to delight in, association with Communists and
their. fellow'travellers 4". --Dean' STUR.SES,' according to T-2 > .spent some."

.

,

time ih Washington, D.'C;v:.durihg Tforid4fef II and^it is'belfeved. that it -

was ..during _.this period that he. became acquainted ym.tlv IIEl'/MAI'I.
'

On July. 28, 1947 the writer attended the class conducted by
NEWHAH at- the Yale law School from 8:00 to 9:00 HI. IJE'JIAIT conducted .

-

this class personally, and was supported by ^pfejs^or^THQMS-l,^K®^pN,._
Erofessor.of law, Yale law School. The particular subject -under’ discussion



was Section 6 of the Atomic Energy Act which deals vri.th the authority
of the • Gommissiori.- 'There. were 22. persons present, and, according to T-l . y
^he -classrenrolimeht is*' approximately eighteen.?; ’d-tiring the ;

course,

’of. the discussion period, which was opened by one' .of 'the students, stated. :•'/

.

that he "had been present when' the Act .was - being written,.- and that, he had

in fact: heard' the. arguments of the -persons doing.' the actual writing of the. .

Act. ..' '•*
-- ‘

.

. ..
-

At another point he stated tha-t he had contacted a high official
.

.of the.Atomic Energy Commission “the -week before; last'*, regarding- some
.

particular phase of the wqrk/of .the -'Commission, and the . listing of the ‘prime

contracts. NEWMAN did not- state, who this official- was ; andigave. fib further*,

-indication - concerning .. this official 1 sZ duties with the . Commission.
_

-It' was ...

noted by the writer that, each student had- a copy , of lie. official -publication

of the Act, and a further mimeographed 'digest of the Act made by NEvMAN,

who stated in -his preface to it
:
that -it was an extensive review of the Act ' *

to show its implications on the legal, social, and. economic life of .the

United States, - > ./ a- • .', • /
'

T-l advised that ' ot%r 'dbpartinent heads of'the U.S. 'Government-' .-

had been' -iir^te'd'-tp''.giye'.'-^h6ii; version of the. Act, as. it 'affected their-
‘

departments' for. example > lie. OQMS (ph). Director of the Bureau of Patents..

According to T-l M'KArJ conducts • this class as an extra-curricular

activity., and' -continues his duties. ..as editor of the '/hew Republic" at the
r

•

same- time',
‘ »- \ ..

:

- ' V, >v
•.£ / •

# \ *
. ..

‘ **
’

#

* • .« •
•

- k- V^'-; The Registrar of' Motor Vehicles at -Hartford,/ Conn* advised- that

•the registered owner of the 1940\Qray Buick Sedan, 1947 .Connecticut ‘
-

" "

1

Registration '8/Z Al. is . GlADi5._G^TERN,. 45 Beverly.Road, lTest Hartford, ;.

Conn.' Her operator's license number' is 498476':and the .records- show that

she was born August 6, .1894*; The. records list a FRANCIS Er/pTEBl'? at 45

Beverly-Road, born In 1894/ operator's license no. .498^7dV^\'' • /
*••

.-
. ..-A''-check of the. indices, of the :New-Hayen Office reflected that

there was ho information on'AIiBERT''S. and -MRJ0R1E
;

• .who :

:• '

•.

.

formerly resided at ‘45 Beverly -(Rbad, tfest/Hartford^onh*/- CAcpording- to ; . .

SA MOSSBERG's report,„ALBERT^.g^AM.is now employed at ,the .Bureau ,of /• ••
.

Standards and lives, it-. thel su£lect''srresidence.) •

'

-
. Reference report requested information on the following

ofessors at Yale University, who are friends of CONDON and ; JACK

.RSAIKA: 1 .'K*pfesso3^^a®^/(ph)is .
Professor Emeritu:



• ~ of Physics, Tale University.

.... . The report -of SA A. E, KAME dated August 15', 1941 entitled.

.
“Communist Activities in Oklahoma. - Interhal. -Security - C" reflects that
.investigation was conducted on Professor ZEIENY and no evidence of - any .

Communist, activities qjj. his part was discovered. His daughter, ELIZAB5TH,
^^EIEIY1

aka Elizahetl^ween is reported to' be' an active Communist . drToklahoma
^ -and formerly in New/fbrk City.

' ;
.

’ V -Professor- KOVARIK is Professor 'ALOIS E^^VARIK, . Professor of
Physics, Yale University, ;and the followihg

1

ihroriration is reflected in- the.

files- of this '.office: 1

<
- -, '

; v :

\ \ -. f \.-
r

i

>

„ , An article 'in the “Stamford Advocate"' dated November 8,' 1945
'

states
,

that Professor KOVARIK -was one of twenty-one members of the Tale
Faculty who did some work on the development of- the atomic .bomb*

,
-

.

,
i' KOVARIK was a signer ..of -the "Declaration^ pledging whole-hearted

-
• support -in-- striving for the - complete-'. destruction of Nazism’ and Fascism and

j the establishment of lasting, peace! carried as an -advertisement'. in ^the ..“Russjqr

"•'Golds 1* on-Uay 18, 1945, and this, declaration was sponsored Ty th^^meric.an- '

_ ;
.

Slav Congress, 205- East 42nd Street, ‘New York City. .(According to the .
report

of SAOTHrlAiTE, WARD dated June 12, .1945 at New- York City, entitled •
'-

"Americanr-Slav ..Congress — Internal Security - ,C".)
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ProfessorA^lGHT (ph) is. %. •GREGOBS^CTi. a Professor at Sloane Physics’

tobora?aryf^Ie-University. "7 '

’

7.
-

‘

^ -
v ' "

Kew Haven'letter to the Bureau dated June 26, 1947, entitled|flnainidj*ig^4

for Foreign correspondenca, Internal. Security - R" (Bureau File 100-346921)

toa^dtted^s r^closuresV photostatic copies of ^confidential memoranda •

•;
..

prepared by 'Dr.- GREGORY BBBE&J’f* Tale University -from Yale ^University foies

which were cade available' by^Confidential. Jhformantj ^ \ " •'

*

.

"
•

For the information of the Washington ' Office, the memoranda datea February 4,

1947 addressed, .to Mr. CARLjJjflSOHMUflC Woodbridgc Hall, and signed by GREGORY

ureit states that- GREGORY. BREIf was born July 14, 1899 at llikolaiev, Russia:

AIFRED^EITFather's."name s •- , '

.

Mother ' s . maiden ' name

Wife's maiden names

Wife's place, of birth: ' - Seneca, Ontario County, New York - -

Date of marriage: 1 December 30, 1927,- Washington, D« C.

Colleges attended: .... John. Hopkins University - AB 1918, Ah 1920, Ph.B

Religious affiliation:" ..
Greek Orthodox

. \ -

Fraternity affiliation:; Phi Beta Kappa, Sigjna,Xi
;

Outline of ’work: %../

1919-1920- University Fellowship
'

•

:
• t

‘
' v,*\ ‘

. > -

1921-

1922 Rational Research Council Fellow, :University
;
of Leiden ^

•

1922-

1923 National Research Council ^ellcsw, Harvard University'

1923-

1924 Assistant Professor, University of Minnesota •

'.1924-1929 Mathematical .physicist. Department of Terrestrial Magnetism,
• Carnegie Institution of Washington •,

c 1929-1934 : Professor of- Physics^- New York .University

'•1934-1947-
•' Professor of Phys ics University of Wiseonsin .

^ _

'•'. 1929.-I944 Research Associate,
.

Carnegie Inshitutipn of *ia,shmgton • _•

,1928 Resident. Technische Hochschule,-.Zurich, Switzerland.., ;
-

l&mbership in learned societies: .

• -
; . - ‘

.

'

National Academy, of Sciences (elected 1939), Fgiiow of American

Physical Society,’ Physical Society of London, Institute of Radio

•

'

- Engineers, American Association for the Advancement of Science,

-7 Member American Hfethematical Society, American Geophysical. Union,
;

'

. Washington Academy/of Science,. ArnyOrdnance Association, Signa Xi,
^

Phi Beta Kappa. * .V;v.?V- * **; A.
'*’•

World War. II work as follows: •; 7 . : a .

* _
Appointed member, of temporary Advisory Committee on Publications of

• National Academy of Sciences and of the National Research

: 7 -.Council .Co June 12, 1940. (This is the date of-

a

letter from

the President of the National Academy and the Chairman of the

-
• National. Research Council. ) .

t

'

_ ,

. • Appointed Chairmen of Subcommittee on Uranium of- the Advisory Gomsnitt

. on Publications July 17, 1940. The subcommittee .was renamed-!

few weeks as
;
the Reference Committee on Nuclear Physics and Is
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.

/ World War. H work as follows (6oat,) s'
'

.
.

_
Stopped acting as reformin' 1944*- Continued on "dvisory

__

.
•

: Coirenl’b'fcee on Pablications until present date* '

Appointed member ,of the Committee on Uranium of the KDRC October 16,

>
.

. 1946 •

-•* -'T .;V .v
-

' i
-

• Termination of duties as nambiar. of Section;' S-1‘ of CSRD and .appointment

. as consultant to the Executive Committee S-l' July 13> 1942.
’

' Section's-l of the. OSRD vras dissolved at this time* * -
. .

Termination of appointment as consultant to the' Executive -Committee

of 'S-l March 31, 1944* '
• ' /.

" - “ :

Aopointed chairman of subcommittee oh theory July 3, 1941* designed -

'

; .'-chairmanship August 12, 1941, having arranged for E. Fermi to ;

i. : take over these duties..’ Continued as. secretary - - ;

. Assisted Chairman of S-l; Or.' lyman' J. Briggs, on full time Basis
, .

.-at the Ehtional Bureau -.of Standards in organization of work /• r-

of Section January 21, 1941 - I&rch 18, 1942*
. ;

>
•'

• 7,7
. ^

'

;

Chicago Ifetallurgical- Projects ,, January 2, 1942.
• Information chief, member of Planning Board, Coordinator of Fast Neutron

Project*. Resigned from, first -two functions Iferch 6, 1942. Contii

/ •

; .. as coordinator- of Fast Neutron Project until l&y 12, 1942.

lfi.lvra.ukee letter to the Bureau -dated Juries16, 1947 .ebtitled,l’Paul R.*.-2ilsel,

Gerald -Edward c« advisi

that GREGORY ]^lT'/«(^es§^
i^'i^rs'ics

,

s ‘.Ubive^ity of Wisconsin, .
recently has

taken a position on some Atomic Energy Research Project at Yale. university and

has already departed for '.that place. He took vvitrfm four members of his ftgf:

from the University
-

of Yfisconsin including B.UL RyfengEI/^and

Both ZELSEL and BR0//N are reported to be '
members^'Tfhe Communist Phrty. ZILSE

was very active 'in, the American Iciuth-- for '

B

9m0cra.gy_s.ince 1943 uhile at the..

iTniversit^f Wisconsin, ^onfidentiaiqnfppmahtj .advised on July 11, . 19.

that -PAUJif^ILSia. was listed by’ the .Dues -Secretary, Xale : Group,-. Communist Party,

USAr’a’S'^eing^iiind in his dues' for -the month Of
;

July. -. • -7
'

;V :
' ;

New Raven letter dated June. 26, 194-7> '-mentioned above, advises further that 2fr.

ROBERT ‘W.'KIRKMAN. 'Chief,. Security Division, U. S, ABC, N.Y.-,.Operations Office,
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for a considerable -period as a Union Organizer for the United Elect. .Radio and
Nat ’1 Workers of America Union, Local 737, etroit, Michigan, until July 1946 .

She was- active in District 7 of the .Communist Party and she was a member of the

1st, Congressional District Communist Club in Detroit., She vas also quite active

in the Civil RightsJ3ongress,, an active Communist front 'organization -with head-'

quarters in ^etroit

On July 8, 1947 Dr. GREGORY BREDT, Professor of Physics since February 1, . 1947.
-was interviewed by SA ARTHUR R. STEVENS, New kvven Office, in connection with
JIR2HLG-34^0nBK^(Ne',T Haven 116-518). Dr.' BREIT in the course of the interview
stated tml he had never known any Communists among his students- with the

.exception of -an individual by the name, of WEINBERG..-. He advised that WEINBERG
was a physics student of his at theUhiv.of Wisconsin shortly before the war
and that he had left Wisconsin and. gone to California i. Dr. BREIT advised he

,

would never have known V/EINBERG was, a Communist, but for the fact that he had
.

-•

been interviewed subsequently by the FBI^cjy.cerning-him.:,,-. It is to be noted
that this- WEINBERG is identical with mentioned above '

as associated with STEVE NELSON, and one . of the main subjects of the Comrap-

ease.-

~
The Boston letter to the Bureau dated' June; 19, 1947 'entitled' "Committee for -

Foreign^CpBrespondence, -Internal Security - R", Bureau File 100-346921, advises’,

-

that .G^EKEIX,- Sloane- Fhysics Laboratory, Yale^University, New Haven,. '•

Connecticut. . corresponded -yfith^VICTOR FREDERIG^fesfeSKOPF. ' It is noted no '
-

Boston confidential informant who knows VffilSSKOPF .will vouch for his loyalty
and yet none can furnish facts tending tp . substantiate ah allegation of dis- \
loyalty. . Boston files reflect, according to this letter, WENDELL FURRY,

' Associate Professor of Physics, at Harvard University and very active ' member

of Cambridge Association of Scientists, stated' that WEISSKOFF agreed -perfectly

on political ideas> when’ he was asked by - a - Cdlrmhist Jhrty member , RICHARD ... . ..

7EDSAUi. - to lecture for- the FCA on atomic energy i.
" ‘

-.

LoiLli— ‘ ' •-

Profess o-fefcGKBON is Professor LOUIS WffiaC KEEHAN, Director of Sloane Ppysics
iabo^tory^YaTff' University. A check /of the indices of this office v/as^

negative concerning him.
.

- REFERRED UPON COMPLETION
TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN -•



IDBNTirZ OF GONE
1ZDENTIAL IHFdMAl'jTS

Confidential -Informants mentioned in the report of SA
Arthur R‘. dVare dated 9/9/47- at New Haven, Connecticut', entitled
"Dr. mmm UHLSP. ' CONDON - B3TERMAL SEOURITrv t" are as folloTra:

-
•

:

vr--- •

;

T-l is b6
b7C
b7D

T-2
4

;is

’ The identity-
.
of the- above informants' is being -withheld

at their,- request. . - -
•

••
.

•
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.. , Party name FRANl^'PARMA, joined

the Pasadena Section, Professional Unit, Communist
Party in 1938. MAUNA was an assistant professor
of aeronautics, Calif. Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, in charge of GAL-CIT project #1, USAAF
and head of Caltech’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
He allegedly held Communist meetings at his home,
1288 Cordova Street, Pasadena.

t
/

- RUC - 7-TuWCLpis %M*r™***
Report of Special Agent E. HIATT MOSSBURG,
Washington Field, July 28, I9U7 .

DETAILS: A review of the Los Angeles Field Division files reflects
the following information concerning FRANK J. MAUNA..

Source of information T-l advised that the FRANkWlINA
mentioned in the reference report is believed identical with FRANK J. MALINA.

' Source T-2 reported that FRANK J. MALINA, Party name, FRANK .

PARMA, 671 South Catalina, Los Angeles, joined the COMMUNIST PARTI in ' />
November, 1938 . He was born in the United States and was reported at that
time as being 29 years of age. His nationality was given as "Czech" and
he was a student at California Institute of Technology. He was a member
of the Pasadena Section, Professional Unit in I939 and his Party Book
Number was 1020 for that year. This source also furnished the address of
800 South Hudson Street, Pasadena for MALINA^ . ^
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Source T-5 furnished the following background information
regarding MALIKA, -whose alias is shown as DR. FRANK J. MALIKA; His address
was furnished as 800 South Hudson Street, Pasadena and his occupation as
Assistant Professor, Aeronautics Department, in charge of GAL-CIT-Project
#1 of the United States Air Corps at Fasadena; Secretary-Treasurer,
AERO JET ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Pasadena; born Brenham, Texas, October
2, 1?12. He was reported to have a B.S. Degree from Texas A & M, June,
193a; as M.S. Degree from California Institute of Technology; and a
Ph.D. Degree from California Institute of Technology in September, 1937.

MALINA reportedly spent five years in Czechoslovakia
studying and is said to read and speak Spanish and German. His wife's
name was given a3 LILLIAN tf^-MALINA and his father as FRANK MAUNA, 618
South Baylor Street, Brenham; Texas. MALINA was said to have held a
Lieutenant's commission in the United States Army until January 26, 19l*2
when. his resignation was accepted by the Adjutant General's Office,
Washington, D. C., as KALINA was classified as a Key Security timber of
CIT.

Source T-6 reported MALINA to be Director of GAL-CIT
Project #1 and that he had passed our Communist literature on the project
to fellow workers. He was reported to have held Communist meetings at
his home up until June, 19l*l. These meetings allegedly were held every
Tuesday night. T-6 stated that MALINA had been active at one time in
receiving money for Loyalist Spain.

Source T-7, in November, 19h2, reported that he was well
acquainted with MALINA and stated, "MALINA was associated with groups
of 'pinks' at Cal Tech about three years ago." T-7 described "Pinks" by
saying,

.

"the group was radical but I believe them to have been philoso-
phical in possessing their virtues and they would never be active in
doing anything to change the form of government which we now have."

j Continuing, this source stated that three years previous
.(that is.firior to 191*2 ) he was asked to attend meetings at the home of

Y/Dr. SIDNES4?fflINBAUM, 1136 Steuben Place, Pasadena, who was then a Pro-
fessor at Cal Tech and whom T-7 was certain was a Communist. T-7
stated that there were six to eight other members of the faculty of CIT
at meetings and the group studied the writings of KARLJMARX and^STRACHEY.
T-7 stated that for the past three years (prior to 131*2) MALINA had not
been active in radical or Communist activities. T-7 reported at the
time of the interview that at the present MALINA was out to mn the war
and was solidly behind the war effort. However, T-7 stated that the
loyalty of MALIKA would be questionable as he had to decide between our
form of government and that of Russia.
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Source T-8 reported MALINA fatf lived at 1266 Cordova

Avenue, Pasadena, from September 1, 19U1 until June 10, l?b2 and _ T-8

observed no meetings being held at MALINA' s home during that period.

Source T-9 furnished a, report, setting forth information

concerning FRANK J. MALINA and MARTINWMESIFIELD, alleged Communist

employed on the Air Corps Project at CIT. This information was reported

November 1$, 19W-*

It was stated in this report that it had been learned that

PRANK J. MALINA and SIMSRFIEID were believed to be members of the Pro-

fessional Section of the Communist Party. KALINA was reported as having

been in charge of a confidential defense project and was bis

assistant. Continuing, the report stated that MALINA and SUMMERFIELD

have been instructors at California Institute Technology for

years and are believed to be graduates m Engineering from that institute.

Further, it was said that the project in question was under the jurisdiction

of the fer Department and that it is one involving explosives
_

and the

installation of propellent rockets in wings and fuselage on aircraft so

as to increase the climbing rate of the ship by taking tne load^off the

motor, etc. MALINA and SUMNERFIELD were alleged to have aspirations oi

being absorbed into one of the aviation plants as high price engineers

and that they plan to use their knowledge gained in the project to

secure employment#

T-? reported that FRANK KALINA, 1283 Cordova Street, Pasadena,

and MARTIN SU15MERFIELD, 3lU South Michigan Avenue, appeared on the list of

subscription names on the Communist newspaper "Peoples world as of

September, 1939. It is not known whether they are still subscribing to

the newspaper.

This source reported that MALINA and SUMMERFIELD were^known

to hold Communist meetings at MALINA * s residence,

the following individuals were known to have attended these meati g .

. jrcWrDUBNGFF, said to be connected wit

oAdemocratic YOUTH FEDERATION.

DEMOCRATS".

MRSTDUBNOFF, wife of JACOxTdUBNOFF.

SIDlffiY^EINBAUM, a Communist, 1136 Steuben Street, Pasadena.

V
GUSTATi^ALBRECHT .

RICHARD N.' LEWIS

- 3 -
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SIDNE^reOLDSTEIN

FEANK'OPPEHHEIMER

BO^OPPENHEIwER, brother of FRANK.
-

'HSUS-SHra\TSIENj a Chinaman

•J f LAIR (Phonetic), who was said to be an official

of some kind of the Professional Group of the COMMUNIST PARTI in Los

Angeles and who talked at the meetings.

The report stated that Communist literature was distributed
at the meetings and allegedly MALINA had passed out Communist literature
at his office at California Institute of Technology. This source reported

L '

that two of the books which were handed out were entitled "The Soviet
Power" and "History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union."]

Relative to the identity of persons mentioned above as

attending the meetings, this source furnished the followings

J

.

A
$UBNOFF, 111 Harkness Street, Pasadena, appeared on the

subscription list of the "Peoples TSbrld" . The name of RICHARD Nv-EEWLS

,

120 South Chester Avenue, Pasadena, also appeared on this same subscrip-

tion list. It was reported that RICHARD LETWIS 7/as a member of the UNITED
OFFICE AND PROFESSIONAL WORKERS UNION, rfiich union was alleged to be

identical with the Professional Section of the COMMUNIST PARTI* Further,

one RICKARplffiWIS was CIO Research Director in New York City and it was
reported that this LEWIS might be identical witji the LEWIS who attended
meetings in Pasadena.

^ FRANffOTPENHEBJER, 2 230?. North Lake, Pasadena, was reported
to be a member of the COMMUNIST PARTY and he and JACK^OPFENHEIMER, of the
same address, joined in 1937* It -was not definitely established -whether

this OPPEKHEIMER ?/as identical "with the OPPSNHEIMER T7ho attended the

meetings at MALINA* s home.

It is to be Jioted here that JACK OPP®IHEIIi£SR mentioned \

L above may possibly be JACICfe^€lPPEKHEIMER, FRANK OPPENHEIMER*s wife#

H. S.XTSIEN, 280 South Michigan Avenue, Pasadena, was re-
ported to appear on the subscription list of the Communist newspaper,

"Peoples World", in 1939 and it was stated that he was apparently
identical with HSUE-SHIN TSIEN, a Chinaman who attended the Communist
meetings at MALINA 1 s home.

- h -
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This source advised that SAM and SABT&'RIGE, said to be
connected with the COMMUNIST PARTY “Street' Group", also had attended
the meetings in MALINA's home*

' ~w-~-
Source T-2 advised that JACOB /DUBNOFF alias JOHN- KELLEY,

275 North Chester, Pasadena (in 1937)* possessed 193t Membership Book

#80303 and in 1938 Book #601*90. He was bom in the United States, age 28

in 1938, and was a member of Local 1*30, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
in 1938. He was employed as a teacher at the University of California at
Los Angeles as a Bio-Chemist. In 1938, he was Dues Secretary of Unit 122,
Professional Section of the COMMUNIST PARTY* .

Source T-3 advised that SIDNEY^qSEINBAUM, alias SIDNEY
ON, joined the COMMUNIST PARTY in 1937 when he resided at 1288

'Cordova Street, Pasadena, California. He was born in Russia and was

39 years of age in 1938. He was reported to be a member of the AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, Local 1*30, and on the County Committee of the

COMMUNIST PARTY. He was’ a member of the Professional Section, Unit 122,

1938, and possessed 1937 Membership Book #5066 and 1938 Membership Book
#60i*91. He was alleged to have been recruited into the COMMUNIST PARTY
by FRED KANE on September 20, 1937. FRED KANE held 1937 Membership Book

#85°85.
(^) U

T-10 furnished information regarding TflEINBAUM's membership

in the COMMUNIST PARTI which is similar to that set forth by J>2 on

WEINBAUM. In addition, T-10 reported that in December, l?ipL UEINBAUM,
a COMMUNIST PARTY member, was said to have attended COMMUNIST PARTY meet-
ings in the home of a friend who was said to have held COMMUNIST PARTY

meetings in his home during November of 19l*2. There was no information
available identifying this friend.

YEINBAUM, according to T-10, was born March 16, 1898

in Russia and entered the United States April 28, 1922. He filed Petition
for Naturalization on August 11, 1927 and became a citizen December 2, 1927
Certificate No. 2l*7li*81*. His r esidence was reported as 1*908 Neridan

Street, Pasadena, and his occupation was given as a draftsman %d Mechanical

Engineer. His name was reported as having formerly been ISRAEBApEINBAUM

.

From 1929 to 19l*l he was a student and also Re search Fellow
at California Institute of Technology. From I9I4I to 19U3 he was employed
by BENDIX AVIATION, LTD., Hollywood, California. From 19il3 to 19U6 he

was with CURTISS-WRIGHT COMPANY, Buffalo, New York, and in January, 19U6
was employed by California Institute of Technology.

- 5 -
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According to T-10, it ras reported by an acquaintance
who had known WEINBAUM since 19l*0 that he is a known radical.

According to T-10, other information obtained as a result
of inquiry with references, acquaintances and former employers reflected
no derogatory information.

. . Source T-2 advised that one H. S. TSIEN, whose Party name
is JOHN M. /DECKER, was a Communist in 1939 and his address was given
as California Institute of Technology. He was reported to have joined
the COMMUNIST PARTT in 1938 and was a member of the Pasadena Section,
Professional Unit. He was born in China and was 27 years of age in 1939*
His occupation was shown as student.

On August 28, 19hl the writer had occasion to view the
organizational chart of t he Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology. In /this F. JifHALINA 'was named as one' of the
Board of Directors. Mr. J. Nl^gWART, Director of Personnel, Caltech,
advised that KALINA was Director of the Laboratory prior to its present
head, Dp. L. "Gi/'pUNN, but is not now connected with it in any way. How-
ever, he is being carried as on leave of absence from the Institute. . Mr.
EWART said he is actually no longer connected with Caltech.

The 191*6-191*7 "Bulletin of the California Institute of
Technology" describes FRANK JOSEPH^HALINA, Ph.D., as Assistant Professor
of Aeronautics and gives his residence as 800 South Hudson Avenue,
Pasadena. His educational qualifications were listed as B.S., Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical College, 193k, M.S., California Institute,

1939 (M.E.) and 1936 (A.E.)j Ph.D., 19l{0« Assistant and Teaching FqIIow,
California Institute, 193U-39; Research Assistant, 1939-bO; Research
Fellow, 19liO-l*2j Assistant Professor, 19li2-.

On September 6, 19h7, Mr. T. E.^BEEHAN, Plant Protection
Officer, Aerojet Engineering Company, Azusa, California, when contacted
on another matter, advised that FRANK J. MALIMA was one of the founders
of the Company. He sold part of his interest to the General Tire and
Rubber Company and now has no active part of interest in the Company ex-
cept that of a minor stockholder. ' Mr. BEEHAN continued with the state-
ment that he represents KALINA as a minority stockholder and in some

J

business affairs. MALINA was said to be now in Europe as a scientist
/

attached to a United Nations Organization. . I

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN
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Source T-l:

/ftc-SE
Source T-2:

Source T-3s

Source T—1+s

Source T-£>:

Sour

c

9 T-6:

Source T-7:

Source T-8:

Source T-9:

Source T-lOs

CONFIDENTIAL
Report of Special Agent WILLIAM 77. WOOD,
Los Angeles, December 10, 19^6, in the case
captioned "FRANK FRIEDMAN OPPENHEIMER, was.^T
INTERNAL SECURITI - R.

.HTF'fi

b7D

Report of Special Agent VIRGIL Q. COX, Los Angeles,
ll/28/ii2, in the case entitled "FRANK J. MALIN&,

.

¥ASi INTERNAL SECURITY - R; CUSTODIAL DETENTION."

JOHN ¥. PARSONS b7D
Project Engineer
GAL-CIT Project #1
TJ.S. Ariny Air Corps

Memorandum furnished by U.S* Army Air Corps,
Materiel Division, Office of Wastern District
Supervisor, Santa Monica, California, under
letter dated ll/l$/hl*

G—

2

6th Arcy Headquarters
San Francisco report dated 7/17A6.

b2
b7D

v



WJDARD FORM 'NO. 64

Director, FBI!fp T°

from^i-MSAC , PItteburgh

<£5

subject- SB, EDWARD CHEER COHDOH
IHTEBME SECURITY - R

'

SI ef^^OVERNMENl

date-: September 13, IS

ALL INFORMATION COBTAIHED .

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2003 'BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

There is forwarded herewith to the Washington Field Division one copy

of the report of SA THOMAS C, BUSES, Pittsburgh, dated 3/25/47, in

the oase entitled, "EDWARD UHLER COHDOH - 11; ATOMIC EHEB&Y ACT -

APPLICAUT,

»

i

It ie noted that the report of SA BURKE sets forth on^pages 7 and 8

the results of a recent interview with Dr,. FEED W^S^DE, former

physician of the Subject, RUC,

r.

JTMjBH
63-957
cc* Washington Field (62-4108)

(Snc.

)
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EPARTMENT OF COM
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

WASHINGTON 25

August 2^ 19hl

I N

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Tfashington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

This is in reference to the report of investigation"
concerning Dr. E. TJV^Condon , Director, National Bureau of
Standards, which uas forwarded to this Department with your
letter of May 15, 19U7.

As you are aware, Part I? of Executive Order No. 9835,
requires that an investigative agency, in order to withhold
the names of confidential informants, must advise the request-
ing agency "that It is essential to the protection of the.

informants or to the investigation of other cases that the

identity of the informants not be revealed." Since' no such
advice has bear received by the Department in connection with
this investigation, it 7ri.ll be appreciated if either .the names
of the confidential informants or the required advise might
be supplied.

Apart from the question of confidential informants,"- _

the Executive Order appears to repose the responsibility ^
for determining what evidence shall be disclosed to the
officer or employee In the Department or agency concerned

..

rather than in the investigative agency. Nevertheless, we
would like to be specifically advised with respect to the
reports made by your special agents regarding Dr. Condon
as to what, if any, of the material' contained therein should,
in your opinion,be treated as confidential.

-I
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cc - Mr.

September 9, 1947 - PERSONAL AND CQBSSJS&JAI
BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

/* >0 J /==T 0/
"

DECLASSIFIED By 60324.UC BAU/DK/TH
' Z? OQ U 7^ - ;

OH 08-18-2009
,

Mr* Adrian S. Fisher •

Chairman, Loyalty Board
U* S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D. C.

'•

Dear Mr. 'Fisher:
.

..

Reference is made to your letter dated September 3, 1947, in
connection with a proposed hearing, before the Department’s -Loyalty

Board under the President’s Executive Order in the case of Dr* Edward TJ. (i

Condon* Director of the National Bureau of Standards* y

Pursuant to your request, there are attached hereto summary
J

memoranda on Dr* Ignace Zlotowski, Helen II. Harris, Edwin Seymour
Smitlx, and Anatoli Borisovich GromoVo . .

.

• * <

. / 4 •

No derogatory information is contained in the files of this'

Bureau concerning Mrs* Joseph Winiewicz, wife of the Polish Ambassador,
or Virginia Woerk, an employee of the 'Polish Embassy in Washington,

D. C« fhe Southern, Conference for Human .Welfare' is not included
among the organizations declared subversive by the Attorney General -

to date. -

In connection with the proposed hearing, it is requestedjjha'k
you. protect the identity of the confidential informants and other sources %
mentioned in the reports previously furnished to you concerning — o ’l

Dr* Condon* '

,
=» % '

• 'V W. ; ./

m/ '

^
Encl03ures

fcwiujjHCATlOMS SECTION f

. . . . : n ” 8 i|

sVg'EW— FLJ:wma * SEP 13.1947 p-M |Mr* ciora * ?
1ft*. OlayIn i

£*:&= ~ S
u-> OEPASIMEHT OF JUSTICE

cd

Sincerely yours,

nip*

^ rn -

—s
.

OO ot» ^
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JS- <2 • '-i
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rePARTMENT OF COMMERCE
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

WASHINGTON 25

September 3, 1947

$ 0

>
#r

Dear Mr# Ladd;

Mr# D# M# Ladd
Security Officer
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice ' C^OiASSIFirD BY ~ J/**.
Washington 25, D# C# ”

ON jo* * y- gfr

Dear Mr. Ladd:' *
.

4*^/^ -bJ&vcUtU
^/c«2y'--?r J*o//i4 6Xj 3-t-*

The President of the United States outlined the Federal
r/S> 1

Employees Loyalty Program under Executive Order 9835 dated March..,, . V’»

17, 1947. In this connection, the Department's Loyalty Board . \
is preparing to conduct a personal„hearing under the Executive <jx ^ x^'
Order in the case of Dr. Edward nbx!oridon

t Director of the * N. ^
National Bureau of Standards. The crux of this case is the

.

'

\ I j
reports received from the Federal Bureau of Investigation under W
letter of transmittal dated May 15, 1947. Before preferring Ou P^\5v x
formal charges against Dr. Condon, the Loyalty Board feels that ,-4,

J

; sOx
these charges should be cleared with the -Federal Bureau of i ; C \U\W
Investigation for security reasons. Attached is a copy of the -

-

'

5-'vsf frv

charges. ^
\ \ i \ #
In addition, the Bureau’s letter of May 15, 1947, referred ^ ',) **•:

to the following persons: •

J '
N

*'"

'

(

i/A^A
?c.>-'Ignace Zlotowski, Former Counselor for the Polish / } \

f, Embassyj g
.'iV- Mrs. Jose.offirffiini'ewics. Wife of the Polish Ambassador:

(
i
,/A4'U-::>-Ignace Zlotowski, Former Counselor for the Polish / |

f,
Embassy;

Mrs. Josepl^fflinxewicz, Wife of the Polish Ambassador} ,

^rrgSr^ffoerl^^pioyee of the Polish Embassy; ^oc
Helen' M. barrTs, Secretary in the Polish Embassy; <’ 1

• vS- Dr. Edwin S. Smith, who was formerly head of the /
National Council of American Soviet Friendship, //

„
. .

*>*•? J&w
.

t
s ^ Anatole Gromov, First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy#

/i
*

The Departments Loyalty Board would appreciate all available
information on these persons • / p$ \ ^

RECORDED s [q
In a recent newspaper article, Dr* Condontwa§^reputed to be ^

closely associated with the Southern Conference for Human Welfare.

C INDEXED YZ .V 15f£-
“

„

jgw
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The Department *s Loyalty Board desires to know if the abovementioned
association has been classified by the Attorney General as sub-
versive.

lour cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours.

Adrian S. Fisher
Chairman, Loyalty Board

#

Attachment



DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
ON 10-14-2009

Information in the Possession of the Loyalty Board
of the ^Department of Commerce which may be Adverse
to Dr. Edward D. Condon.

1. Dr. Condon is a member of the Executive Committee

of th^merican Soviet Science Society . Prior to May 1, 191*5,

the American Soviet Science Society was the Science Committee

of thfrjil|ational Council of American Soviet Friendship, Inc.

It is alleged that Dr. Condon has been active in this organization

and 'that since his appointment as Director of the National Bureau

of Standards, he has suggested the names of scientists employed

at the Bureau for membership in the Society. '\T'

2. It is alleged that in May 191*5 Dr. Edwin S. Smith,
'

/ aw»;«v- '
_

former head of the National Council of American Soviet Friendship, ^
‘ e ^

Inc., suggested to Anatoli Gromov, former First Secretary of the

Soviet Embassy, that Dr. Condon be one of a group of scientists ^
invited to attend the Science Jubilee to be held in the U.S.S.R.

Dr. Condon was invited and accepted, despite the request of the

War Department that he decline because of his former connection

with the Manhattan District. . Dr. Condon was granted a passport,
/

but on June 8, 191*5, the War Department addressed a letter to the

Chief of the Passport Division advising that the security of the

Nation in matters in which the War Department is interested

required that Dr. Condon not be permitted to make the trip to

the U.S.S.R. The passport was revoked and Dr. Condon was so

notified.

9 % ~5 f f.;
- _ /

E.WESJOSUW'’



3^,
3» Dr, Condon was one of the organizers of thesjEmergency

Committee of Atomic Scientists, a temporary group which was later" iwia.m.canawaaea
organized in permanent form as thê ational Committee on Atomic

Information . Mr. Danie^tfelcher, the Executive Director of this

organization was dismissed because of his communistic leanings.

After Melcher's dismissal Dr. Condon withdrew 'from the National

Committee on Atomic Diformation and from thg^gederation of American

Scientists, and it is alleged that these withdrawals were at least

partially the result of Melcher's dismissal.

4. It is alleged that Dr. Condon has been in contact with

an alleged Soviet espionage agent in 'Washington and with several

associates of such agent, although there has been no charge that

he has been in contact with them on espionage matters. D^. Condon

has been in close contact with several individuals connected with

the Polish Embassy in Washington, D.C. They include Ignace Zlowtowski,

a former Counselor of Embassy and now a delegate to the United Nations.

Zlowtowski is a nuclear physicist and a former Executive Secretary

of American Soviet Science Society. They also include Helen M. Harris,

a former secretary of the American Soviet Science Society during the

time it was known as the Science Committee of the National Council

of American Soviet Friendship, Inc., who received a position at the

Polish Embassy through Zlowtowski.



/* •'

5. For one month during 19I4.3 Dr. Condon -was employed by

Dr. Oppenheimer at the Los Alamos Project, During this period he

ms constantly in disagreement -with the military authorities as to

the security restrictions.

6, A. Conmittee was formed under Colonel K. Dickiehols within

the Manhattan District to-study and integrate the classified reports

of the scientists of the various sites. The Chairman of the Senate

Coranittee on Atomic jenergy_sent a JLetter to Secretary Patterson dated

January 2it,..19ii6, requesting that Dr. Condon, who was serving as an

Adviser to the Senate Committee, be included in the Committee meetings.

This was refused by .'Secretary of ¥ar Robert^afterson on grounds that

Dr. Condon's presence was unnecessary, that the Committee's report to

General^rpyes would be reviewed, and that the final report would be

supplied the Committee. After representatives of the lar Department

appeared before an executive session of the Committee, it was decided

that the appointment of Dr. Condon would not be necessary.

7 . Dr. Condon has entertained the view at one time that the

atomic energy secret should be shared with the U.S.S.R. It is alleged

that in conversation he takes a more favorable view toward Soviet '

scientists than towards those of other nations, urging that the United

States should attempt to get the Soviets to collaborate with the United

States on scientific matters.
' #

8. Dr. Condon is alleged to have worked with the Washington

Committee of the£4°uthem Conference for Human Welfare.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
PonnNo. 1 v. .

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AX WASHINGTON FIELD

DATE WHEN MADE REPORT MADE BY

ALBMT NY 9-18-47

DR; EDWARD UHLER CONDOR .

DECLASSIFIED BY- 6032'4 UC BAU/DKYTH
INTERNAL SECURTOY

STRICTLY CON

cohtact^of subject, attended Syracuse University
J?eb # 1945 to June 1947, receiving M.S. degree. ' Received A.B*
degfee George Washington University, Washington DC, 1941. *

•

E.; HTATT;' M03SBUBG, 7/28/47, Washington DC. .V •

.
The fonly/'lnforraatioii available at

k
the Syracuse Credit ; Bureau regard-

Ingx RAYMOND L. R&NDALD indicated he had a checking acco\mt
;
at the

'

3^^jjfcxacus^ .‘trust Company and was a student at the Maxv/ell School of
Citizenship, 'Syracuse University, Syracuse, N...Y.

DETAILS

Records of'the. Syracuse Trust Company indicated that RAYMOND L.
RANDALL and .his wife BETQY^C had; opened a checking ac-
count ;at’ that hank on January 4,.: 1946. which, was closed on Oct. * 29 ,

•

1946. Mrs. RANDALL: opened pavings/ account 'on- Jan. 4, 1946 which ;',

was. closed, on April. 8, 1947. The; bank record indicated Mr. RAITOSLL/

as a student at Maxwell School of.’ Citizenship, Syracuse University,
and Mrs. RANDALL* s employment was. stated to be a. reporter. *

Records of the Registrar's Office, Syracuse University, indicated '

.

that RAYI-10ND I... RANDALL was. born, on January 14,; 1913., Hie address
.

at, time of registering was given as ED.vl, Boise,-. Idaho, He attended.

Maxwell School; of Citizenship,, a. graduate school of''the University,
from Feb./ 19.45 and received* a degree of Master of* Science in Public
Administration on Juno .2, 1947. The record showed he had received
an A.B. degree from George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

in 1941.
,
A ’ .

• ^ .

( S2-4108) ^Washington Fisld
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‘

1
;

•.* -

The indices of the Albany office were checked with negative results
to EAEDALl and his wife.

'

I

• * ’
. ,

- - SEEBEBED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OPPICE' OF ORIGIN "v. - .
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THE WASHINGTON FIELD 0m03

AT WASHINGTON, D. 0

Will contact George Washington University for background,,
information concerning SAXM01ID L* RfflTMLL who is reported'
to’ have' received :an>A#B# degree : fromythat school- in 1941*



Reference is made to the report of SA WILLIAM W. PATTON, Knoxville,
Tennessee, August 27, 1947.

The files of this office do njt contain any derogatory information
concerning Doctor KREDERICK^SITZ, 4800 Ellsworth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, professor and head of the Physics Department at the
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

It is interesting to note that the “Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, 11 Hearst ^
chain daily newspaper, in its issue of January 2, 1947, contained ah
article which set out the following joint statement of Doctor FREDERICK
SEITZ and his assistant, Doctor EDWAjd). .Q^CfeEIJTZ

:

“The United States should offer the knowledge of the atomic
bomb to Russia only after suitable international controls
are established such as the Baruch plan offers, or any plan
in which inspection of atomic research is guaranteed.

“We should never give the bomb to Russia as long as they
hold to their veto plan. Otherwise control of the bomb
might not be properly administered and abuses might result. 11

The above article continued that Doctor SEITZ had been made available
to the Clinton Laboratories at Oak Ridge, Tennessee on part-time
leave to direct the training program there. During the war he was sec-
tion chief of the theoretical division of the metallurgical project at

the University of Chicago, where he became engaged in nuclear research.

, The article continued that Doctor CREUTZ, one of the first experimental

physicists to study nuclear chain re^ctiohs , was associated with the

atom bomb experiments at Los Alramo
#
sJfi'xf^t

44^, RDC. f i

* A ^ bii -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

mSHXNGION FIELD

PERIOD FOR
WHICH MADE

SEpORT MADE AT

SAN FRANCISCO

DR. EDUARD EHIERCONDQN
'

- ' ' DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC 'BAW/DK/TH

STRICTLY CON:

.CONDON was considered for newly created position of
Dean of Graduate • Students at Stanford University,.
Palo Alto, .California, in spring of 1947, but was
dropped from consideration upon reoeipt of informa-
tion by Stanford President indicating Communistic
associations. Inquiry was made of? ,QNI by Stanford -

officials regarding CONDON, - , is apparr
ently identical with WILLIAM TiVBBSTER^HANSEN, renowned
physicist at Stanford'University,

!

v "““
1

Report, of Special Agent E. HYATT- K0SSBURG-, Washington
D, C., July 28.j 1947, ' c •

DETAILS: • -
‘ On August 26, 1947,. Special Agent JOHN R. HIGGINS and the

•.
1

• writer, interviewed PRBD^feLOTffiR-,'- Director of Public
Information of Stanford University of Palo 'Alto, California, . GLOVER is a

former^ officer of ONI, and is one of the reliable contacts of this office at,
Stanford University. . - ...

* * v
• \ He advised, that in the spring of 1947 the. University

decided to create a nevi position known as the Dean of Graduate Students.

DO NOTWRITE IN THESE SPACES

COPIES DESTROYED
_ __ - COPIES OF THIS REPORT -

1 L.OCT 27 1984
.'^-Bureau' - • COPY Ilf

;
2-VJashington Field (62-4108) '

2-San Francisco..,^
.

•

REPORT MADE BY • K*., .

' #

%++ • ^
*

CHARLES G. CAMPBELL

CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY. -
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Under the Dean would fall control of the Physics Department, as well as .other
functions not related to instant case# The Stanford University Physics
Department, in addition to the usual staff, has a number of graduate student
assistant professors and professors engaged in important confidential govern-
mental research# GLOVER pointed out that some of the most important develop-
ments, used to a great advantage in the last war emanated from this department#
They also conducted some of the early Haohatten Engineering District research,

Ihe “BILL HANSEN” mentioned in referenced report on Page 64
is apparently WILLIAM WEBSTER HANSEN, one of the renown physicists at Stanford
University, on whom additional information is set forth later in this report#

• GLOVER advised that President_BQNALD._,R GI-DDBR^of
t

Stanford. was considering several men for the position mentioned above, and.

that TRESIDDER, who is strongly American and definitely anti-Conpunist, had
received some information from a source unknown to GLOVER to the effect that
CONDON was associating closely with Communists and people of Communistic lean-
ings# President TRESIDDER, knowing that GLOVER is a former Commander of the
United States’ Uavy,

.Office of Naval Intelligence, told GLOVER of the considera-
tion of CONDON for such appointment, and cautioned him that. only he, TRESIDDER,
the University Vice; President,, and^ GLOVER knew that .CONDON was being considered#
TRESIDDER informed GLOVER of the information 'he had received concerning CONDON,
and requested GLOVER to contact officials of ONI for a report on CONDON#'

According to GLOVER, TRESIDDER knew of CONDON* s previous connection with the
Navy during the' recent vrar#

Although this was a rather unusual request, GLOVER did
contact the Office of Naval Intelligence at San Erancisco, California, .and

requested information on CONDON# He advised he received, a reply which' -was
rather vague, but indicated that some . DIO officials of the Navy had refused
to make use of CONDON* s services while another DIO official did use him. The
report, according to GLOVER, gave no details as to ‘the reasons for. the actions
of the various Naval officials# GLOVER says he conveyed this information to
President TRESIDDER along with his recommendation that CONDON be dropped from
immediate consideration; which was done#

.* As to the communication directed to CONDON mentioned in
the second paragraph of Page 65 of referenced report, GLOVER stated that
reasons given to CONDON for delay on his appointment were false in that this
communication was directed to CONDON more or less as a stall to permit time
to receive whatever information tho Office of Naval Intelligence would submit
to GLOVER, '

4
• With further reference to ‘WILLIAM 'WEBSTER HANSEN, GLOVER

advises that he does not question HANSEN* s loyalty to the United States, that

HANSEN is undoubtedly one of the most foremost physicists and nuclear scientists
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'

in the United States if not the 'world, today, that' lie has been engaged for the f
'

past- five to seven years on highly confidential .research- work pertaining , to?-
the. Naval, defense; and. there has,; never teen any indication to GLOVER* s knowledge,
that ;he' is anything tut .loyal and. patriotic .to the- United States* ' *'7\ : -

j
t

'•
' ;.

v - GLOVER pointed out that' it ms E&fSEN who. invented the ”^Ly«t»o»i“ ?

which"made radar of,. practical use during the last war, HANSEN has been the
recipient of many honors in the scientific field, ,

• ‘
f V 3he san; Francisco office indices reflect HANSEN is- a ,

graduate Stanford University student and', received a Ph.D. degree from this
school in .January,- -1953. He has been employed as a physics- teacher: at Stanford.'..:,
off and ,on since 1929,

' and was- for a time during.' this period comect^d .^th-.the.. V-..,-.

Sperry. Gyroscope Company. 1 .- ”, 7 '

i

, 0'-, • ,»'?

../^REFERRED UPON COMPLETION' . TO THE. OFFICE OF ORIGIN -

:

.v \



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D. C

DATEWHEN MADE

9/29/47

PERIOD FOR- -

WHICH MADE -
.

8/25,28,27/47

DR. EDUARD UHLER'CONDON
DECLASSIFIED BY 6032.4 UC BAM/DK/TH.

INTERNAL SECURITY-LE

STRICTLY CON?

Investigation- reflects! ARTIE ICAZALEUS- probably identical
with ARNA' TISELIUS, Chairman of the Swedish National L.

Re search' Council, -.and who Is now in Sweden.;. TISELIUS
is considered one of Sweden’s foremost scientists and is
a former Rockefeller Foundation Fallow. . Lectured' at -

"

Princeton University during 1946. JOHN TJRKLVTCH is an . «. ^

associate professor in the Chemistry- Department at Princeton
University' residing -ift Princeton -'and' of -Russian; descent. •

TUREEVICE investigated by Newark Office ..as AEA*V APPLICANT,'

Report of SA E. HYATT LiOSSBURS dated, 7/28/47 At YAshington, D. C

DETAILS A check of the indices, of the Newark, Office revealed that
investigation -was conducted' on • JOMfiSSMEYICH^ since he wai an.

applicant under ..the 'Atoraic Energy AqCT A sunmafy of the
'
"

information. obtained refleots that TURKEVICH enrolled in the ,

Graduate School:, Princeton University on September 2.7, .1932.
•received his Master’s Degree on June 20, 1933 and his
Ph.D: Degree bn June 19, 1934, He has been employed as
an instructor -and at. present is -an 'associate professor
in the Chemistry .Department at Princeton University; .'4

DO NOT WRITE IN THESESPACES



S43 k
' TOSPTtO'H ,is-, of -White - Russian

considered good and' he. w$s. .reported^

cent . - ; In:' 19^4; Dr . VL&DIIiiS-

i Pr'inceton. :': Wj6fi&"isri'-M^i6waliy

He also taught a •course in/Russoan .

extraction, •HiS^eneral •reputation

to be loyal to: the -United States Go-

attended a' party .at fiSMICE's' horn;

Im nv/p. • scieiltiS'Ki. . v v
•

*,

•
• ' •

'sHORYKIIff'was considered pro-Soviet, and' pro-Comunistin charac

a lengthy investigation of,hiih was c Undue tet by. th^ Newark
;
Office. v^ithov

substantiating 'these allegations . . £
.by the: KV' fr.lEellogg Company,

,
JerseyvCi%,-, New- Jersey-in a. consulting, ,9«

in the laboratory of:
:this company, arid, his, reputation at tha.t. plant va.a, <

'•'.
;

' " t-r vt-:
"•

: ; 1 was/conducted; at Prihce^ton-UniversitT.

y ‘
i 1ocate' -anyone *by

'

'.thff.,namd ;of ERTI^^^hLgUl^gitl

However De&n HUGH S

‘V '.X:'-' : ...’Extensive investigation

Princton;. New' Jersey to ; f
"

...

negative results.;.',]... .. . . _

Princeton University was -,i»tervi|wed, unddij

IfLYLOS Of at- '

:

C^taM^bl^Xpis-texH;. and* advised that

Who is
.
chairman of .the, Swedish

.

.

-

Enal ^ Besearch Council',
: an<fJis 'freshly. /};

f chairman of •^r.Sw4i«^:;?r%^P^1
- ^

s and 'is alsK a.^iiow 'of the Rockefeller.:^cundation>.-- . TJSBCIUS lectured

'ririce ton' Universjt^ - during the 1940-4.7; season in, the^Physical Chemistry ,

& s.ibate. :

i

idatioh .in New York and ..considerable information. concerning hito .could

BEFEPuBED UPON' COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OP .ORIGIN;
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FD-143

Office Memorandum
§ t

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

iM

DIHECTOR, FBI

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

date: September 17, 1947

SUBJECT: JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUATION OF TECHNICAL OR MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
. (Q

DATE 03-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH BE: Title EDffARD UHLER CONDON'

L-

n
y

: \/

A/
A.

i
rJ

b

1

h~>
T

Character of, Case INTERNAL SECURITY - R
Wflghifigton FieldField Office

Symbol Number
Type of Surveillance: Cfechnical

•

1. Subject's name and address: Dr. EQTARD UHLER ‘CONDON

3535 Van Ness Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

2. Location of technical operation: Chastleton Apartments

<2

3. Dates of initial authorization and installation; Initial authorization
March 13, 1947; in installation March 14, 1947*

4. Previous and other installations on the same subject (with dates and
places): None /

EX -89
*

jS5 ;

,

0GT.8_.1S47

$9
5. Specific valuable information obtained since previous report with

indication of specific value of each item and what use was made

of each item of information involved;

See attached pages

'^rl
. w X ,

In
„
-

•-f U
\i



6 . Could above information have been obtained from other sources and by
other means? No

7. Has security factor changed since installation? No

8. Any request for the surveillance by outside agency (give name, title

and agency) : No

9. Manpower and costs involved: No additional expanse
Chastleton Plant

-

10. Remarks (By SAC)

:

11. Remarks (added at Seat of Government):

- 2 -
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Re: EDWARD OHLER GONDON >'

=-. V- INTERNAL SECURITY - R-

-:1 '

.

September 17, -1947. .
I-

-

7
' .

- v

fsee number 5 la the JUSTIFICATION. .TOR CONTINUATION 'OF ' TECHNICAL
OR MXG.ROFHONE .SUR7EILLANCE

the JUSTIFICATION. .JOR CO]

4 - '•

7

'

. GOH^L read a letter ,W his wife,EMILY, which he proposed to send
to Jv PARNEWmJCMAS, (R. — N.J.), chairman of. the House of un-American

’

•
.

Activities Committee) . THOMAS stated that- he would subpoena CONDON before :
-

:

s

-
- his Committee. CONDON went to considerable detail to explain the background-’

- ; of and iiis associations with the American Soviet Science Society, Inc», and 7;-;

defended this organization stressing the. fact. that, the Rockefeller FoindatioA7
had offered them a financial grant. The tone < of the letter was very cor- -

.

operative and CONDON stated that' THOMAS-need not: subpoena him as he would
gladly cooperate in any' way. Upon concluding the. reading of this letter, • -

7, EMILY laughed and stated that the letter was.- good but asked him if. he thought.-

THOMAS would consider it sarcastic.^CONDON stated- that he, thought not
.
and

, y
tha;t he had discussed..it-^th.HUOHT^SHfiW'/^Public Relations man at the 7'

.

" Bureauiof/Standards, and clqpe-jfriend of CONDON) and. planned to discuss it.
v

. ,
with,JM^NEWMAN (JAMES R^^EinittN',;''aiteachfer at Yale and editor of the >'

;

i*®ejr Re]^.lic% and (editor -of the ‘Washington ,Po3t")*
'*

CONDON further indicated, thaw'he thought that by sending copies of this; - .;

V letter to various members, of the un-American Activities Committee and to -• -7

officials of the Rockefeller Foundation he thought .that it. might get in ...

/ 'the press. .CONDON fmd his wife- both; agreed that this plan of- hot opposing-

jt i
or '.objecting to anything, that is^ regarding un-American activities •;

.

v-.

.

7 . relations, was b'est.-' 7-'.. .7. 7 ,:-V \

BIANpApiEIFEaM (Mrs. GLLBERT ^EDFESM, . wife of a. naturalized "V
. ;

Englishman who jias formerly with' INRR^*) in a conversation with. EMILY CONDON;
a .close' friend of hers, discussed the conference EMILY had attended the
previous day* (See above). Both agreed in. their criticism of the United

'

States policy of helping the Germans j that is rehabilitatiwi- of Germany.
In discussing a move to renew business between the United States, Poland,
and Czechoslovakia, EMILY wondered, what price these countries will have to
pay> adding that she feared the United States would ask Poland to return V

some' territories .to-. Germany. BLANCA .satd-that Russia would 'never allow ' - ?

that. EMILY also expressed the hope that the United States would' aid
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia .with loans* „

‘
•

, ...

RGGsEKT
62-4108



' v " .EMILY invited BOZEKMWEISSKOFF (Mrs,. JO-SEF JOfflWWEISSKOFF,,?-;

wife' of UNRRA employee formerly .
attached-tp the Czechoslbyakian Embassy)

and.Mrs. HANC to her home bathe -following ‘‘day.-•/
"

V' •v
*

'.v One Mr* BRACE of Westinghpuse tried to reach CONBON- from- .the--

Sardman Park Hotels Inquiry by^t^Pittsb.urgh Office-reflected that ha :

is identical ;srith PORTERS.. . S ./BRACE,' consulting metallurgist of -the' ;' v.-; <

Westinghpuse. Electric; ^Company^/i He '..resides' at Forest Hills, Pennsylvania

Bo..derogaioiy information was developed regarding him^ .

'

• V i\

,
- •;

' Mrsi(aFF0{^HNe.H01i(^dc«7of the former. governor •.of;.- •

'Pennsylvania, ;a‘ sponsor- '.of the. Southern1,

Conference;;for -Human welfare y''j.C

larid'-a' close friend of . EMILY CONI»N)-/;asked EMlLY/ahout ..a -H^fearian fAyi
•woman named ATHENASSQV, (Mrs. ATHEN&SSQV is the

;
wife Of ;F.8^mASS0y,

’

head of the’ Bulgarian Mission "'€0 tile: Urtited States Mrs . ?BtCHCfE’'t'old

.EMILY of, her proposed ;trip to -the -Balkans with Ey^BRUNS, . (formerly ,

employed at the National Research Planriiig. Board), ’who according to Mrs.

PINCHOT' is well versed in; economics and labor_.unions. Mrs .- PINCHOI '.

desired to- obtain infowaticki frcm AEiENASSO? regarding. Bulgaria.

.She- also asked-Mlli for letters of. introduction t.o Gze.chosloyakian..

educators and "people, like that*•v PINCHOI stated that her interest in

the .Balkans vi^^to find
.
but- how.much- of \an

.
ideological vpulX

has on people that a^batbered'and beaten and hOYr muchris taught".

...Dr IJIMITJa; I^yiNOGBADOFF. {Russiah bom assisfcanb director

of the Bureau Of Standards),, suggested tp EMILY - that she give a tea to

seven: South American trainees and also include as guests persons .fraa ,:.;'
.

%the; Pe^rtmentV of-Commerce; arid ’Stat’e^ahd also', to', obtain some newspaper
1

.

publicity./-' EMIin. stated that she
:

did not .think .it was .the iight^ime-;/'
'

for .any newspaper .publicity but since' it :

* she' thbudxt it.would be all right. . The date for the tea was tentatively

.EMILY and BLANCA EEDFEHM bad
;
a lenghthy conversation jeegarding

building up Germany- and' Europe .which from other; remarks indicated /they

were referring, to the. Marshall Plan.®;. Both were" yery^critical of the; plan



Re t EKTARD IKLER CONDON
;INTEENAL SECTJEETT - R

to. .reestablish Germany. > Mill stated that within teri 'years after .being

built up withJ-American dollars Germany will wage another War . ••They.'both-
opposed REVIN ' $ idea of reestablishing the, Geiroan coal: mining industry.'

.

EMILY ‘then accepted BLANCA'S invitation to -call, on one ‘of BLAMd&'S good-

friends at the Polish Embassy, ^. llrs.'WTNIEWICZj (wife of JCfemronmECZ,
Polish Ambassador).. •, ' ; . :/(^S /: ' -v

FHED/!pOLBi of the 'World Republic1
*; told- EMILY of a dinner held

in honor of'A<^ralKiNG
:
in Qiicago,. at which time the matter .of

.
attainment 5 '

of a world: RepubliO was; 'discussed* - They then discussed the pros and ;coris V
;

of' the ''forld'aepubli.c® -movement* EMIU stating thht.p>reiudices‘, phobias,'; '

.

and Motions ere retarding this movement*-; With reference to the Atom Bomb V;

she stated that the feeling being' created in the mind of the man on the
.

street is terrible and she does not' think that Russia's having 'the Atom
Bomb in five, -ten;- or fifteen years, should- change "our" -theories regarding' ./

worid peace, ahd that something ^ould beC.done to make people \]y

that two Systems can . c.o-ex3st;
;,: She. then read a letter'from. HENfff^SBQRNE,

British-- member, of: Parliament in. which he .suggested .that a - world ,.&n^t'ituant

assembly be. held' at Geneva in theautimnof .1950* \:
EMILY agreed

withthtesuggestiohv „ 'V-’ i.--'

'
.

.

; v
*• GOLB stated that he 'is calling a- meetirig of people whom'he

:

has
.

•

been contacting,ideally ,so that .they, can- get to know dneisnother. - Ihis ;

'

meeting is. to be •at"the home- of,.,a member ;of-;one of- the Senate •Committees;-'--.;

name, not; given. i i. >.. ;•/':
;

‘

» .vv; "... 'V-“
;

-

'"i The; CONIX^'S^la:nne.a
;

a. dinner at Hestzogs Restaurant together
wither. and Mrs. : DAYIMl^iSS (Riohetic) of Baltimore %• .far. and Mrs.- *

JOHI^0®LEY, of.the Atbrnid^Energy i^gciission and formsrly-at Los Alamos,
NeW/He^cpj GEORGE (possibly (MJRGE.fhAR^Bi. of the Bureau- -.of.Standards);
and HAI^vBARBY, (believed to; be J. -mG^UARBY, architect of Silver 'spring:

Maryland^
1

'-;^- - -

. /
.* r X-Y*;-*-;> *:V;' YvivY ?<.. ' */
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Be: EOTASD UHLER CONDON.

:
', JNTEENAL SECURITY - S.

; September 17/1947 ;V" •• j- 7 >>777. I .=
?'

. Mrs. FINCHOT and EMIlJ' re'ferred to an-unnaiEed State Department
official they had 'met the previous eveningwhose Wife .is .French and' from 7/

,

.Indjfeiiesiaw-, They agreed: that' she whs yery .livable and "joked as 'to - 7- ''Vi'Iv.-.V'
whether this was good for the; ..State Department/; They then' discussed the

* 7_7'; 77
difficulties Mrs . IINCHQT- was -having in.:• "getting., all- -these' Senators lined
up" in connection with a resolution, coming up on. July 9, 1947, (believed- .7 ’

• • .--7
- ,

.
referred to the Marshall Plan). ' 7 7 . 7 .7 '.\ 7 -7

’ ''

• BLANCA -fiEDEEJJf invited EMILY to visit her that, afternoon stating •
-

; -that Mrs.; CAUDLE would be thera^1H\wMrs. DOERAL (phonetic). v (Mrs;
-: i

. 7-\, ,

- CAUDLE .is- the mother of'^iHEHON Lm^^AUDLE, Assistant Attorney General-.} ; ; 7
/•'

J^ly 7 « 1947 7 ”
/ 5.

•

’

- -*r
.

•

‘
-> .[2- 277^7t

Mrs. PXNCHOT invited EMIIil andifes. ATHENASSOVrto. a cocktail .. V
:

'r*
party that day,. - EMLY in turn invited Mrs. ‘HANC of ;tho-'^echosl’ovakiari

7

;

'.. Emhassy to attend as well as Mrs. .HAJSHAN. -(Mrs. DOBRASKAjfiAJSMAN is^a 7/v ;.7 *: .7 -

•
/;

Cgfchoslovak'iah.s^eitist ..employed at' the. Bureau of. Standards arid -the - 7
wife of Captain JATmJSMAN, -Assistant Military and Air Attache .at the '-; ^

;;77,7
Czechoslovakian Embassy^; '•

;

V- V.:/-" •

r-

' EptfAMMXiNDQlLre

c

eived a vase from the <5zech;government in' -̂.a-,
-

''
-v.

presentation made at the Bureau of; Standards on July 7, 1947 hy HANC of
"

the; Czech Embassy*--,-.. - 'tv/.'
, 7 ... v " 7.' -

' < '

'- 77-7 . 7>"v, 77 v 7,X~ii1/ 7c -.7-7 v7'77
.7;.

'

•v *-EMILY 'called Mrs. mTFOBD (Mrs.-.HLIIAN K%ATFORD,. Ifd .7, r7;.; .7.:.-

>7 ' /. .V»0 .

.Pittsburgh, a representative -of .the United Council of \Qiurch Women,
.
the v ?•

f77 ' >•;'Northern- Baptist^^ Convention,;" the.',At^ic Infomation Committee;.,and thh ;7'
;

.)7'7 -. Council^
^
for Social Action at Washington, D, C.' ' 7.

•’
•
..'7*‘-7‘

.7 7 ij"-:..

’

'

7-7 -i^SZk- ;Mrs. HAJSMAN,- -EMILY/ and BIANCA REDEEM agreed :to see a Czech ’ 7
•: 7-7; 77 film tlaat .evening whi<3t is. to be 4ttended..by the majority of tfae personnel 7 .

7-' ''77of the ..Czech ikbassy, '

.
In- her talk ‘with HAtiMAN -.ahe discussed the; refusal;- '; -7

'7

•
.

-; c»f .the. Czechs and Ppls to- participate in the Paris Conference • ‘ ^e stated
:7

.

'.‘" that the, Pols refused due to- their' opposing Gemahy* a sharing equally •
»;
v

7 ’. in the reconstrubtioh .effort- with; other- war tom .countries* -Both approved;

1
-.7 , I.-

-' of the; refusal. Et!IIY asked.HAJMAir what the .Czechs had to s ayY The latter;. .

. . 7 -stated that- no; reason Wasgiven birt.that the notice.had come from MASAHIK ;•

•*

. -- Ami nriTTWfiiT.-n •f^'7 0/^h t -(rmrci7Vrirn0Tvf: - nial o --T tuTrtar*rmr J RrwV.Vi TDIITT "V- avi/fl -
*- 1

- 4 -

.7-V 7y: ~

-.V.;-
. V*-,: i-71
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. Re: V.EDSffiSD IHIER CONDON
. .
A'

'

'
> .;•. ;- iNTEi^^ sEc.i®iTi.,-.

;

'R

September;17,, 1947 :

' -
.
.' Plan ' as i being,a 'fi'actuafeing - thing and -that thcs ^y-.that It ts .applied is y ...

- '33.

'

'r‘i \\ -f that the ijbited States grants erfo.mbu3 loans- to countries .-which got rid!. .

S'S:- ',-3.' pf : the- C^nsuniats*^.'./ ;-3 •- 3 S'^ Vj ;’
-. SSy' "„ ’

.

•: •
••'

; ETHEL HAISER told EMILY that she ootid. not attend the Czech -v'3 • -V. • *

. ;
.,'•

3 '

.

-. movie that evening: since she and her husband, PHIL, weas going to a cocktail '

»•’

'• A, ^party "with '.the: Communist crowd of-the CIO”, 'She further identified, this _

./XW& group as ahanti-FascistCommittee. EMH2C characterized it -.as' a. group. .

•./.'?

•; L that helped the Democratic people that FRANCO was. persecuting,.; ETHEL Sr-' -CJr-> ^
S" '•; V stated, that she thought' the,.- committee was *0^" and-nas;,onIy referrin&.to .3 %SS. ~SS

S;-S the, group that was to attendithis: particular cocktail party^/ EMILY' added 3'7 :

'

v-'7-

j„, SIS - that she had not
-
helped out . inch with this Spanish Group .d\» to being

. Y - -

3 lazy and indifferent but admired those who did*/- '

• •’v'
:
’. r

i
'V> 'S-

: '
r

'

•

..
,'3/"3

.
/ MILT then :gave a long discourse regarding Displaced Persons

’3
, ^‘S in Europe » ,. Her; information prrks^ eased on .a booklet published "by a '..C--...

the United States of any Displaced. Persons! except the' seventeen, per cent 3 :

Y^acthalljr-'
^

persecuted*' 3. y'r^' : i' S-j' '-V3' S'S ‘ •- ;
-

v ; Maryland. on^ July .13--15, .3.947i) Mrs* TOi^OPF..:cbuld
;

.
not attend* V:.

/'<•. July ' * *

V-'^
V

'
;•

y^':
•; >

•’

.
•
- '

•

,
'

-

•'> : •: EMILY invited
1

HU^: ODISHAW to, attend the Sokol Picnic with--
. . ... . ! ./. ,•

:heyhusfifw^r^t^t
f- s

& >J.
; £

v:Vc^yi^ vv *
*

-c ;; t ; s;--
-v

:i. ^ • . ;
‘

««<!. .

7
t^t.T.Tjf-iir^lk’TiftR»'.' 'a- ftTnsft frifihd of

'

kmtT.V/ stated that her '-/k«Mrs • PHILLIP 'MyHAUSER, . a, close friend' of- EMILY/' stated that her; :?y b6
had been

11

in California, and while there: had visited EMILY’S .daughter. ' /.b'/c

T:a student at the University of California.). SfS*

V /--?•

J* V

4' 41 V
r :^V-

*'

- * .*-* V‘.V^ ^ 3 '-r-
*•''

3>v.-
. 7

*“^
’ 'r7- >•

' Y' -V
;

. > *:“>S 3;\ 'V; * : V..‘ ' ‘
> -- --v*
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'

‘
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C

September 17, 1947

.'

''“..’•v •'.• .-.appears' that i^is. cousin was a Czech’.engineer^married to .a yugoslavaan •. :

.
../

‘ ' • '*: girl who Had been interned by , the', Gennans. and who bad. developed a- lung . C\ ;

:

-v:.;.
v

i infection'.and died. <-• :

'^X'y ‘1/

v

J ';

y v'S v, ;^k
{

:iv !.

3'

: . ;
- CONIOM called his wife and. asked her if she had seen'-fehe :

.-;J.-'--'^.;t''‘v •;'
r'.

;

-J "Times Herald". CONDON stated that on: the front page two columns •
" •

'

.

bad been devoted to the "worst, dirtiest blast that you could possibly "..; i
" '

.

./V''A
f̂
diaagin^«; whiejii .ch^hteriteed- EfflW as .a- notorious Conmmist ,ahd;a native

’

.

•’

.< :: ..of Cze cboslovakia* EMIIY .stated that- she 'thought the article must ' refer
/ - ty \,V her when they spoke of ah Atomlcscientistwhose wife was a Cdmmuhist. "J’

•’ >’»*

CONDCN advised that he' had purchased fifty;-copies of this newspaper-, and
•

. V .- added .that he did not feel that they need get excited about this article^' <'/.• -
! •

that it .would, work: out all. right. 'i-.''
-

;--y :
X\ .y

‘

.
'-v

• July 19. 1947-v g •-_
- * ' ;-s ’-V- • .v-'*

4?./" r\- / ;-V'r

advised .EMILY/ that- he .tjesired to reach. .CONEDN in'

/ order,to :irith'oduce -to him; a United Press correspchdent whb wished to^': ,?C^. ..

^i- intervieif- COklON .for a- Sunday -f6attft^!4 ;

*

-.KSy*v :
;‘

j

;:
,v

-';-v ;-y'\

-
.

CONDON, called his--wife ^stating that he made,. arrangements to ialk
:

- to an attorney regarding,/fme newspaper publiciiy mentioned above and also •"'•.«

wrote.'a letter to. J^BERT^HUTCHINS 6f title "Whshingtoh Post” in
.
the same , ,

.

- Matter* He spoke favorably of- the United Press, correspondent /who- desired? V

;

-
.
to write friendly Stmday feature: about' ’Iwhat a great guy I am" . CONDON':

:
;

’ also referred to a letter'which he’ had
. reqe ive'd' from- AILEN. B ' of . .:

Stanford diversity in. which he stated that the attacks-on COJUXIN’S:-.^^^
reputation had no bearing of, their consideration of CONDON’ at Stanford;* >:

.
(This refers to CONIIlN’S: efforts tovJobtain’a position at Stafford Ihiversity.

•'

.
SMILY called Mys . -LILLIAnI^ATFQRD at Pittsburgh to ask when the '-: /

> would be in Washington agaiii as CONDON desired to talk

:

;p6 her
^

• y. regarding the Times Herald" matter.,- ’.-EMILY^stated that she .’thought the
'

article was. terrible but that .they were; nbt worried about it feeling . that •
::fr-

- it would turn out all. ri'^it, adding' "we havb.a -perfectly clear •ccnsciencei '? ,';

'

'.but whaf s dangerous'.isthe way toey can make, something; out ’of nothing. by-- ?!•;

- ' innuendo, by jbohiasy. by exciting fear, and
. suspicion on:absolutely nothing1''.

\V Jhey also/dis cussed the z"smear tactics* utilized fey, the un-American''' V
.

'

y.'*;
'•;^ctiir3.^JL©s,

;
%nqittee-

v
and the article written in this respect hy MAa^UIS 1

''

^jCHUDS. - LILLIAN stated, that her organization had written coxamenda-So^.
,

'
:

'

:
r 2 -

YU:-...-

.!•*** **\

<y

'

.
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•; INTERNAL SECffil.TT - a 17,. 1947 ..
C.&:\

!'* Vt
,
,y- ^EiilLY further stated .that she "thought the Thomas Committee would'. ' :

.

.

.vnot subpoena CONDONT since' “they :know 'darn well •they vron».t :

'find anything -{.
y

•;
v

- >.; ;when they do subpoena -him, bub they are hoping they dan get him scared y.'. "i

•-
. -'.enough before hand so that they can drag him and make a fool of him at the ,--

.

C.
'•'•

fj hearing*' « -%e conversation continued along the 1

same. line*;- v‘-y'.V

July 20, 1947 -V'-V' •

'

V. : \ u--''

-

V- • V' /C"' 'V;:--” :

;
. v Mill .advised 'firs. G. 'H./PORTLET; at •Charleston, West Virginia,

, that-^she a^'
:<xjNpQH;

::ip$yxi not visit them as 430NEQN had to see some
1

% .I’-.V^V/y.
'

K-. Congressman regarding.an attack' against, him. -which'’appeared vin the. .‘'Time
s' -X >.

4 ...
Heraldw i.;

:

(SHORTLEyis -believed identical with the .'Bureau’ nfVstan&rdn^;*.''
'

employee who was formerly -.at Ohio State University and who wrote scientific" "/'vt-
.

.
papers with CONEON during the 'period of,1930 to 1935) ..

1

-
•. Xw •

. Mrs . ‘invited: the CONDONS' for ' dinner' On :

'

:'V.
'•

'

.

:

. ;July ; 22, W£fl ...They diseusbld^r. V/ATEMAIJ’S proposed trip to Englandj . •‘•vV

, ,7
•.
...later in the, summer. M'rs. 7fAIEmiJ. :askedvEfflLT;

af‘' She had received any: •.'
-
'

•
'•; •’.

.

information that packages-whirfi.; they had sent .'to. Eiirope had: been received. - £ X-r' -/.'

(EMILL CONDON ;has 'been,sehding . relief packages -to. ExiropeVl.- '• v c '?*•>
•

.-

•* * ?•/ V ,*
< ^ [

’ **•*.. * i \ c r‘"’r
5

. ‘ ^ -
**•

* \

• Vyv:;. ^ ^
•S • ^^ '

:’X: -. :-Xy •'.•-< \ Mrs. J.- 'F. .PHILLIPS,: wife of Brigadier General - PHILLIPS' . of Fort',V. ;

'

!
•;>

:

Myer, .invited;, the.;^
:
C0NDQNS'Vtp"'.a^;._party.At their 'home onJuly 26, 1947.: ,

'

'.f.

; i
ot ' "w

-
*

-V* ,v I;' S%‘^' - *: ..
* *".

K
‘ ’ '-*'• /f-.’1 '-

. .
/** ''i* / - ’'•'viV.,*'

•July 23, 1947V - •••'-
•

;

;r. ?y- :

l:<Sy

V

:i
,

•; v ' ; EHlLy had.a lenghthy.disciissiphwith.an unidentified woman

'

. .'v“
-

:

v;»gardihg -press- articles-which' had,appeared- regarding-CONEON. - In referring
?*'

: X to the article, which' appeared, in, MP.Hi n
; defending ..CONDON, EMILY stated, ;;

. ;

. { >.v.-.v
,1Some people thiido, thajt -if .you- ara'-'dafeo^ed by I’P.M.* ipso facto you are ' .

-

,
concluded by stating,"! am: scared to death we are going to pay 'for this

y
- i

'

/ stupidity with our. jlives" i. littLY Added '.that the hosts were d'eal Americans
;

< */
c

;-

; *--who tried^ to ;.be.-' ta-ix*' She referred’.to other guests who- were present '
•

'

including' a Navy: man .of. Italian descent, a girl who works at. the "Voice -

’
" Vf

I
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Re : EBTASD THLEft CCNDON -

' INTERNAL •SEGUHETX - E'

- Septe'mber l7,19^7
. M > J'A

'

July 24.: 1947
- •

...... ,• MarW^GS^KI; (^dip
r
^d-|^^cpinmente1i9?' forJBttL; ind

„

associated with- DAVJD/WAHL and • IRVINSpiAPLAN' of;the ’ GregoiyCase). read - ”

CONDON an article 'wfai^h he -hast written 'on
;
.‘civil 4ibe^ies*:;-'-^is; ‘arfiiclai. •/•;

'•*

which was quite lengthy, criticized VICTOR KRAVCHENKO, a former. Russian
Communist Offictely for,his, warnings to thp IMted States regarding ’ -

Russian foreign polity and also for the melodramatic way that the FBI -
*•

•

protected KRAVCHENKO, and also,the way that Representative THOMAS requested
•the, newspapers not; to publish KRAVCHENKO* S fhotograph for the. latter's.
protection, > The;' article then, continued with a defense of . CX)ND0N ..against

* : V
"

"character assasination” in. the ;,,Times herald" and through magazine

:

articles for CONDON’S association with* the American 'Soviet'
' Science ''Society, A.;

..Inc, .. *ihe article continued with a;denunciation of the Reece’ Bill , (Loyalty)^

™LVESTE.
; written <

CCNDON suggested that AGRONSKT.get in touch with ALEXANIER-'
:

.(jhohetic) "Eveh^News” , who had; allegedly-
rarticle. regarding LESLIE ^.JgSavES and Representative., j;-

- PA^taJ^,CpVS,yrith :the result that on' the: following day GRAVES made .a-
O',

speciai'thip, to Newark and he together with, the head of :the FBOinO',OvO'’
Newark invited' the'-. ’’News"' editor out to lunch' and^'raised hell' with

'

: V*-. KjJ
> him1

', but the ,editor "raised hell bade1* and apparently received a .Written :•£*-

‘ apology, ;frpm the TBI man,, MRONSKY said he Would check^iritb the story asOV

V

a .-^^antVabusje:, J-%.
; O;/ -.0; " OOO - '

’ ' r

yes, well 1 kind of- have.: a -feeling .that,maybe the toad -will,turn after: OO;"
a while. It is just too wrong to* last yod'khow, -

,You know daraned well >/, •

it is going,,to turn sometime in America. We are not going to have -that
country forever.", They^then discussed GRAVES', appointment as director
;of the Aimed Eorces/Special ^ea,pon ;Project, •

’ .

'

' v- ,V'..

son.
-ELIZABETMFRIEMAN ..spoke, 'to. EMH^-pONDC^ V

-

~.

I
who was.yibpking for employment, .EMILY, suggested. the Bureau bf.-v'-

v
-

;;

Standards as a possible source of .employment, ' She also told FRIEIMAIC -that 1
>

i»NDON. had requested, the mrAme$ic&h' Ac^ivitiesi'Opjmit'tee’ for ;an: ihterviW' :.
v
;

but that, .he had received no i«^y; She also referred to. the: defense, of

;

CONDON by-aepres,entative CHET ©LIEELD: of California
:

•;
; . .>'3 ';r-

'
.

'

bo
b7C

s 4;

*.* ... • ’ . ' w* L.- ,-
; 5

‘

‘*v;
•

‘ */ / * V. .

'* *
•-

’ Vrv/ / •
.

• . . ’



B©:.- EDffAED- UHLER CONDOS' -

INTERNAL . SECURITX -r- [ft

-‘.^v.v.T In acohveysation.held in 'the Czech lariguase BLANCA. KEDFEHM —
-

, advised -EMHX GCNIX3l|' that ' she hadspokenho Sr^VsiAVIK .(believed- to be the
wife of ih’s,.-JUSAd^lA7iKi

i

Czech Ambassador),^.- They; them dis cussed.'EHILY'S.:-;
; -sending relief ipacages' 'to 'Europe v ;VVV -vj- \-'VV . .

‘VV V ’• •»£
- ;

:

-
; ;W -vv •_ EMILY 'CONDON; invited Mr .

: and Mrs, .PHILI^ANSER for dinner/ which
- invitation 'vras accepted. ''--L? .

r~~T" w
,]

’ *—

V

, ;• V •

2sXi v
T*'-’

v'-'
- *V' ~VVvV

> *'0V -HELEN llObDIE ' discussed vritfo-)1&CIY.V the editorials which had'-
...

-
-J/‘

appeared jh’ theWashington jpQsfc** ' that/'.-

these editorials defended CONDON from, the
.-.‘-Times .Herald"i\ : HEIEN referred to the fritch 'hunting'-activities. -going.;

atf present*;\EMILY stated. that General GRAVES was probably at the bottom
iof all the' activities against

v
C0NI»N--

:

3in(» .the'latter was angry at , >
-Atom!e scientists':- for - taking. it. out ,of .the tends of the .military. N -^iey •.

both -'felt'; that ' GRAVES wouLd lose. but .

;

ih\a', long -run" and did, not *feel that 5;

GRAVES would' be successful in^bteckehing-CONDGN' S name and drlving-him put;
of goveimeht.'seryipe*'-.' -;

t

The\cohTOrsatioh' ; continued-ibira conaide®>ia^rl^i,
time, along the ' same line,-, making reference to the defense, of CONDON •by ' .-r' '?

Mr* JMETT, president of the America^ Academy- of S aiences
;
andalao.the ,v'V

-defense made by Congressman HOIIFIEH). V.7V-/V 'Vt

‘

VV 'r. ; V r

v, ' V

.

0>|5^W-
;

^lledfC^SK;:c^B^(^D (^Lphefcici a-b' Mjiiit'o )>'

,

HPuseih acknowledgement to; CLIFFORD1 .S.:previous- attempt- to contact him. '

.

'CCaiDCSi Stated he aid not v;lsh-:tp butt in but ' did wish.-to expre ss .,
a" /Hew;.,',

tp. CLIFFORD about the" Science-.Fpmdaiion.?Si^>-V 'urging', a :,veto.;of;
same»•;

4'
r

:

V,
CLIFFORD .stated.,

'J "We must act oh it .(the ’Dill) tomorrow".. CONDON expressed
his' views on the Bill in a. memorandun to Mr. . S.TEELMN and'-Mr. HARRIMAN....'..---.

CLIFFORD said they appreciated' CONDONES.help. V ;'V'7..'-V VwVy % ...

'
“. >V ,Mrs.v;PINCKQ

,
r in”av conversation with {EMIIX • CONISN stated that she

wap going to' Visit - the; Balkans-.and ^ferredfjo.-|bhe
from'. Mrs . ATHENASSOV. . Mrs." -.PINCHOT added that' she whs having- difficulty



vv

Res EEWARD tHIER CCKDONA' -'-

INTERNAL SECURITY — R

in obtaining visas to visit. Bulgaria, Hungary,' and Rmania,-'addlng that
.one. has-to go to theiil^dd <ton¥»l^C<^mdssion for- these visas’ and the
State ^Department said . that they just automatically say «noV to -everyone
who isn*t> just viblehWjr a tkmmmist..', Regarding Yugoslavia., Mrs. HNCHQT
stated that-

Mrs. ‘
KUFHpS^PLEY of the State Department suggested. that she

not ask for a visa f<^\ugos^via because. the State Deia rtment is .having
a squabble with that comtiy. ' .*/ "/'

...
•'.. :

'

t.
• ' EMIlir .’doNEON. called Mr* STERN,

'
press officer of the Yugoslav

'

Embassy• She . introduced herself to; him' as having met .him at; a social;

gathering* She ' referred to Mrs^ PINCROT^S trip' to the Balkans' and-to. .-..v-

books and articles which had appeared; regarding -Yugoslavia; and' agreed to
loan ;-her a book,- ^Partisan Picture*;; 'piiblished- in- England.,' ; '* ** >•'>> '}

EDff&BD ,C0NJ30H ;advised;his wife that the 'Science ,5311 had -feejen...

ivetoed by the President and both agreed that “this was good* He also re-
ferred to a- letter he received from CARL COMPTON, criticizing the attacks,
.on CONDON which'had appeared in the; press recently* CONDON further Stated
that he had made som9:

:
comraents regardingvthe Science Bill to Al FRIENH-Y, •

a newspaper reporter who planned to leave ..the following day. with, his/
employer, EUGENE MEIER of the Washington Post"

..
for, a trip to- Europe.

'

' C
CONDON requested that: his wife, obtain' the naaes '.of- persons whom they
could contact in Czechoslovakia Sind suggested- that' she; obtain these names' '

from' Mr* and Mrs*’HAJffiifiN; of the .Czech'Emba^iV^ -V-, V .

'

•'
:• •

-'"
’ Mr. and -lh?3«- CONDCM;. lnvitedC'^DimimOUDEK^of .;tbe .Czech Embassy

to' dinner .at; their home'.'telling him.:'^thaVt^P^^red^ some namestoi/V. ”, *
c:

MEYER referred to' above*- si- Y> '^'s-XXY'i

. - EMIil CONDON invited Mrs.; PINCHOT to dinner that; evening. v
'--- -

-Among the,; other guests; :,due
:
to attend this: dinner were BIIi^ESKA,;-

..
.

;

unidentified; 'Mr. HOUDEK, of
;
thei^edi £mbassys..Mr.* ; STERN tof* the Yugoslav

Embassy;’ AL FHtSNDEY,- : and%itK3EN®aiEXBS*c
:

•'

.'V.« V*'~ /''*V:v
'

. : . . EMELY.X0NIXR1 in a conversation, with Mrs. HAJSUAN - referred' to a
Professor BAR3A(phOnetic) who was visiting from-Czechoslovakia'; and--Wo
had visited the Bureau, of Standards.,, Mrs. HAJSMAN stated that' she was
veiy,pleased to " read the .statement of the seven clergymen (Protestant
ministora-,who recently toured Yugoslavia)*; EMILY/agreed that their

;

'.’statement'was- wonderful* • ;•-* *

,

\
v -

*y •'* - > y .

-

Xsi f •>-\i
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‘Res- EUNA8D CHEER CONDON M-"/- *V // - September 17, 1947
INTERNAL. SECURITY - R : r.Vf- * // . ...

•-
'

/
.

'* Mr. KO'fAESKY called .’GGNEOif flomNew.Toric requesting that he *•

%.:
• "be allowed to stay at COtfDON'S hom(j/6n a' trip to ITashingtOn. (KOTARSKY'.

%.•; is believed identical'.with Dr,
1

LE%*KCVfARSKI, Director of the French-.
Atomic Energy Commission.)- COIIDQN Agreed that it. would be satisfactory

--
- for KOTAHSKY - to visit at his home* "

.
- :•

' *// - - - '

- „N.*
*

X Mrs . STMISIAWKIIHA advised EMILY CONDON that .she was leaving? ' \X-'\
for Prague; on ,Sunday..

.
(.She is -the

. wife of- the Czefch Embassy: Press Attache.):'.

'^ILYyjn^ted,i|r. HIPPLE to dinner that, evening. (He -is identical ,

*.

with j(SH'^RTL^MiPPLE of the Bureau-, of Standards.) ’ V ;X .
.

... . •'

JAMES^JffiffMAN (Instructor at' Yale, University and editor- of ;,1Hew- : r

;>
'

• Republic^.) was ^nvitedto, dinftar ;.b^. the ;iqpNiX3NS.Xs.jy ••'--X V,
*&

:

'

r ’
• ~~ August 19. 1947 r? '•£ X?-.

•%-’
'/j ./^ ,

V
;

.

'• MILY CONffiN triedito reach; Senator GREEN of Rheqe Islahd
. y5 ' who was out of tpvm» 'She' stated, that she had met Senator at the V-

'

-*-VV Russian War Relief .and- wished'to
.
furnish the name - of

.
STEPHEN ; V *

'.V

*-'V Editor !of .a large newspa|».r'-ifi Yugoslavia^rwhcaii; she .thought ^GHEEN^ifiight
y'

•
y/bc?" interested ..in 'contacting. while/lie.,is' traveling in. Europe*. >’•

.

.*»• .'4.V '*

HEhE^' M00DIE- advised,;M.lIY,CONDCN that .she was leaving for\C ...

'
::

•;*'

\ _

'
- .Europe on Sep^atoe.p.iS^; .l947-/-to^>t$^hd a conference ih'.Paris. . -She added -i:.’

. - that she would visit London/ Rome , and ifllan in order .to. meet European
'-?• women to detenixrie how their'social. and : economic life has

^
been effected j.v

-
.

•

. -• ^
:

• \ ;- )v by the wartXShe desires^„to:..use.', this, informati.oii “to present?to-waaen* s
./• won her.reiaifn -td tee:!h^ted'^tates.i 7;

'.'s'/ - - %

t
I |"dau^iter of

.
ELIZABETH TKEEEMiaj, fo.ime rly of

Jtew York Q^versity,'-advised EHiLT. CONDON that she desired to. obtain/
•-'<

.. work- with the CIO and requested.EMILY .t6 use.; her influence with ES®/lAMB. \ r
‘

i -v-V .. ’.;/:^EiD3»Y ' a^eed!
-

v

t.0 : *io \J -fr-l $. v...

*

"
- ,<k V

v ,* ,
' • * .*

’

*'
* " 4’-



nied^cal... doctor* -fiMUJJC •a^Gepted
;
{this liavitatlqn.

Set EDWARD UHLBR CONEON "
. V." ’''.'-September' 17, 1947 - y •*'

'

INTERNAL. SECOfilTI V.R ,V--iV jt .
'

. •,

I :S • ; •

.

•

.
- '

• Mrs. PINCSOT advised EMILY •' t^at/^he was leaving for -^ndoh
on August 26th'. frcpLwhere she '.would..proceed, to Greece for Several ’weeks® -

She expressed appreciation for CONDON’S assistance With the Jugoslavs, •-
:

Polesj and- Bulgarians, and requested letters of introduction to: scientists
.to Europe.

«...
•:

Notes • .The CQNbONS were on ;a. two weeks '.•’camping.-trip, from *,
-••

•August 25/’{to September. 1947-.-. -\J
’
-- ,v

.' <
' >•; ‘

J; '. u

September ‘ 7.
~ 1947 '• Vf -V> 7

~

.

' Mr?, ahd. Mrs » VLADIMIR HOUIEK. invited Mr. ana\MPs‘. CONDON to
visit ttem that\.a^texnoon. in;: order to meet. 'a.'-Cze<Si'/professbrvwho

:

’wag-^:.’
visiting Dhited, states, for. the. Rockefeller Foundation®-.. They identified
4-U : I' ** • - tmmrs/trti.c /. \ « -r> .

’
' * •
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£'*
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Office Mew • united^^/s government

TO

FROM

D. M. Ladd/;

E. G. Fite!

IIs
SUBJECT:

_ m.
DR. EDWARD UHLER^ONDON, DIRECTOR
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D. C.
LOYALTY. OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

DATE: October 3, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BATJ/PK/Tg;

fffi

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. A. Tt

1ft*. Clegg" Glavln

1ft*. NlcboIiT
Mr. Rosen
Itr. Tracy
Mr. Carson
Ur. Egan
Ur. Gurnea
Ur. Harbo
Ur. Uohr

'

Ur. Pennington_
Ur. Quinn Tanm_
Tele. Room
Ur. Nease
- is3 -Homes

On May 20, 1947, copies of investigative reports setting forth information
regarding Dr. Edward Uhler Condon, Director of the National Bureau of Standards,
were delivered to Mr. Thomas J. Scanlon, Investigations and Liaison Officer, Depart-
ment of Commerce.

\

By letter dated September 3, 1947, the Bureau was advised by Mr. Adrian
S. Fisher, Chairman of the Loyalty Board of the Department of Commerce that that
Board is preparing to conduct a personal hearing tinder the executive order in the
case of Dr. Condon and the "crux of this case is the reports received from ’the
Federal Bureau of Investigation**.’ Additional information was furnished Mr. Fisher
in this matter by letter dated September 9, 1947.

No request has been received By this Bureau to conduct a loyalty investi-
gation under Executive Order 9835 as regards Dr. Condon, but since advice has been
received that this proposed hearing is based on our previous investigations, it is
recommended that Form 79a be executed and forwarded to the' Civil Service Commission.
If you approve. Form 79a will be sent as soon as the" supply of those forms which
have been ordered is received.

•••’ a
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASS I FIE]}

DATE 03-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

October 10, 1947

MEMORANDUM FOR Elf:

lavin .

1ft. Ladd
Nichols „

^ Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gurnea

Mr. Harbo

/ Mr. Mohr
^ Mr. Pennington

Mr. Qui^n Tamm_

ias Gandy
,

h 7 D

I I
of the told me in t'le *' J

strictest of confidence that the Un-American Activities Comd'i

^ was/ hiding hearings in executive session on Tuesday regardin
r ' f: if^i^Cpl^Jxn of the Bureau of Standards . This was scheduled to

take place after the Hollywood hearings ; however, J. Parnell
Thomas got wind of the fact that Secretary Harriman was con - *

sidering firing Condon and he set the hearings up so that the
could let go a blast at Condon and then take credit for havin

Ijhim fired. Thomas has told.
|
confident ially that he has

IJ enough on Condon to send him to jail .

they 1 lv /

Yesterday afternoon when Ben Handel of sthe Un-American
Activities Committee learned of the arrest of C^y)̂ eter. s . alias
Alexanden^tevenso&j he threw up his hands, sta^rng^hat they had
b Peters for a long period of time as they wanted
to get hirti before the Committee . I would not he a bit surprised
if they did not make some overtures to the Attorney General to
get him down now that he is in custody.

espectfullyj

rr^oi
fr£ ( 'ffP—
BECQBB'BD

y-
<?

„ ^ ^ g

6r£ ( :f^-~ W , TB X
LBN:hmc

JECOBDED ^ OCTMW,
f&'
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THIS MEMORANDUM IS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

TO BE DESTROYEfc^FTER ACTION IS TAKEN AND NOT SENT TO FILES



STANDARD FORM tiO. 6*.

Office Memorandum • UNITED STATEo GOVERNMENT

TO

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

GUY BDTTEL, SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

h
DR. EOTARD tJHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: October 25, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

;oomM.
to

v/nose identity is known to the Bureau, has made several references

__ contacts between GLAIIE^MARIQN andj(C0MD0N/ s wife, which in general

appear to be of a social nature. CONDON is the subject of a pending investiga-

tion by this office.

b2

Dr. JOHN E. MONOVAN, Security Officer at fehe National Bureau of

Standards, where CLAIRE 1 s husband, LADISLAUS LASZEOTmRTON , is employed, has

advised that he heard that MAKTON has a record for 'subversive activities with

the FBI.

A revieTf of the files of this office reflect only that MAKTON is

the subject of a pending case entitled LADuSLAUS LASZLO MAKTON — 11 — 55876,

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT - APPLICANT (Bureau File 116-40699)* In the Bureau letter to

San Francisco and the Washington Field Office dated October 15, 1947, in this

file the Bureau has referred to San Francisco file 100-96?8 re MAKTON.
i

Inasmuch as MAKTON was appointed to -the Bureau of Standards since

CONDON became director of same and in view of the frequent contacts between the

CONDONS and the MARIONS, the San Francisco Office is requested to furnish this

office with a summary of any pertinent information regarding MARION.

CC - San Francisco jOHJORWft

k
INDEXER

///

EX-27

RGGsNPB

62-4108
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12-29-2009 * ******

jjice JSAjZfrwrU'nuUm • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO November 4, 1947

goi stem, sac waShin5t« «.» Ail !HfQRSATiON G0M1EQ
Director, FBI

SUBJECT: EDWARD UHLER OWLW;
INTERNAL SECURITY - R Mll^M

=#^g303>
PHILIP M* HAUSER, an ass ociate of Dr* CQTDCN, Director of the

National Bureau of Standards’, was, until recently. Deputy Director of the
Bureau of Census, United States Department of Canmerce* In connection, with
this employment, he was in frequent contact with HARRY^WAGDOFF, also of the
Department of Commerce, and other subjects or individuals connected with
the Gregory Case# A pretext inquiry at the Department of Commerce reflected
that HAUSER is no longer employed there*

-^00.*. . ..

b2
indicated that, as of July 5, 1947, HAUSER was employed at the

University of Chicago as a Sociology professor#

A review of the Washington Field Office files indicates that
HAUSER is approximately forty years- of age# He resided at 6306 Maples Avenue
Chevy Chase, Maryland, and is married to YELDA Di|ABRAMS, by whom he has
three children (1944)# She werked for the Government in 1935 as a secretary
in the Federal Emergency Relief -Agency* She was listed as being active in
the LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS and other front-organizations*

Credit reports indicate that HAUSER was at one time an instructor
at the University of Chicago# Fran June, 1934 until 1938 he was employed
as a statistician by the WPA# As of June, 1938, he was employed at the
Census Bureau, and on July 2, 1942 he was appointed Assistant Director# of
the latter bureau* The June, 1947 issue of the "Caigressicnal Direct ory,f

listed him as Deputy Director of the Bureau of Census*

•9y

ajasB 1

.

p"
|

on September 24 and 30, 1946 advised Special Agent J. B*
Cook that HAUSER, an aide t o HENRY A*li[ALLACE while the latter was Secretary
of Canmerce, had done a lob of boasting subsequent to WALLACE’S resignation
as Secretary of Commerce, and further that HAUSER had written part of

WALLACE’S letter of resignation to President TRUMAN# This letter caused
considerable public discussion and was to be printed and distributed by
WALLACE supporters# HAUSER’s contribution t o this letter concerned the
Atcmio Banb and its use in international affairs* This Informant added / j

that HAUSER had obtained his information fran -Dr* CONDON* y{

b2
b7D

COPIES DESTR-OX.ED

HOCJfZj

RGGshjr
62-4108



Letter to Director Uovezaber 4, 1947

H'-caroc®*

reported that TELRST5ATJSER has been in contaot with
wife, EmILIE, cn frequent occasions.

Since HAUSER was associated with subjects of the Jjxegcnry, ,Case

and with the C COT(Ms, this data is being furnished to the Chicago Office

for informational purposes

.

It is requested that any pertinent background information avail-

able in the files of the Chicago Office be furnished to the Bureau and

this office.

2 cc - Chicago
co - WFO 100-17493

RGGjhjr
62-4108



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

-SjJt'CC dum • UNITED i GOVERNMENT 1

TO

1/
M

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

GUY HQTTELj SAC Washington Field
/

EDWARD UHLER CCNDCSJj

INTERNAL SECURITY - E

DATE: November '4, 1947

-

,\V u

In connection -with the investigation of CCNDCN, 1A 0 is Director
of the National Bureau of Standards, attempts are being made to identify
his associates. _ .

vj-

..•i 1

ft

-•;S

1 _
l
^6 advised that several contacts were made betwee^ctNDGN b2 f

r- -,,-4 -Pit LnfTTTT? J ir . — - **"-*,.. <*and/or his wife, EMIIIEj, and Mr. and Mrs. GECSGS^SHCRTLEY during the“ summer
of 1947.

• * ' ^
W-H

^4

The Perso:mel records at the Bureau of Standards reflect that'
rEffiGE HIRAbKSHCRTLEY , who has been a Physics professor at the Chio State
University, Columbus, Chio sinoe 1935, was employed under contract at the
Bureau of Standards from June 9, 1947 to August 29, 1947 at §25.00 a day.
His duties were "the study of couples spectra". While in Washington,
he resided

s
at 3915 Livingston Street, N.W.

The limited background information available reflects that he was born
on March 3, 1910 at Minneapolis, Minnesota, and attended the University of
Minnesota, receiving a B.E.E. degree in 1930. He attended Princeton University,
receiving an M.A. degree in 1932 and a Ph.D in 1933. He is married and main-
tains a residence at Aspen Hill, Charles Town, West Virginia. He -was employed
fran May 1, 1942 until August 31, 1946 as a contract physicist at the Naval
Ordnance Gun Factory*

The report of Special Agent H. K. Johnson, dated at Pittsburgh
an July 19, 1940, indicates that CCNDQN and one G. E-^SifCRTLEY published a
book entitled, "The Theory of Atcmic Spectra", published by the UNIVERSITY
PRESS, Cambridge, England, in 1935.

%

!'

vy

NationalKprotect identity)

,

Bureau of Standards, stated that CCNDCN requested that SK CRTLEY be given
this appointment, and that it appears that this was done as a favor since
it is difficult for a scientist to be of any great value in matters such
as the study of complex spectra in such a short period*

if

b7D

| [

reported the following: b2

COPIES DESTROYED

11 OCT 27 1964 V'

d

RGS jhjr
62-4108
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Dir6 ot or, FBI November 4, 1947

June 25, 1947

GE©GE^SHCaTMAir (ph.), probably SHCRTLEY, oalled EMILIE CCJ5D®.
EMILIE invited him over for a drink on June 26, after -which they would take
a trip to Canon (ph.)

July 11, 1947

SECRTLEY called EMILIE and stated that B.G/1A (Mrs. SECRTLEY {?})
wanted the CCBDOTs to visit them at Aspen Hill on seme Sunday. EMILIE
agreed.

July 19, 1947

EMILIE advised RAY RANDALL, Personnel Officer, that she and Dr.
CQNDC1T were planning to visit the SHCRTLEYs on July 20th.

July 20, 1947

EMILIE called Mrs. SHCRTLEY at telephone 25F22, Charles Town,
West Virginia, advising that they could not visit the SHCRTLEYs as CCHDCH
had to contact seme Congressman relative to newspaper attacks (against
CONDON) .

The Washington Field Office files are negative regarding SHCRTLEY.

The Pittsburgh and Cincinnati Offices are requested to furnish the
Bureau and this office with any information in their files regarding
SHCRTLEY.

2 co - Cincinnati
2 cc - Pittsburgh

- 2 -

RGGshjr
62-4108



.STANDARD FORM NO. 64

i

TO

SUBJECT:

Office ISAjk^rrr-mdutn • UNITED
\

.&OVER&MENT

Director, FBI

GUY HOTTEL, SAC Washington Field
•ri

EDWARD UHIiER CCSTDOJ;

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: November 4, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

V
/'

pa connection with the investigation of CONDCN, who is Director
of the National Bureau of Standards, background information has been developed
regarding certain ass ociates and. appointees of CONDON, whioh inf nmm-t-.i rm b7D
has beaiji furnished by

| Kproteot identity) J |

Jat the Buroau of Standards'. Che of -these ©pointees is JCHN^fODD,
a British subject and a mathematician.

-y> .-
TODD is married to a Czechoslovakian mathematician, OLGA

TAmKTtoD, Tfeose mother is Dr. I .BUSSEY, ,124 East 24th STreetTHerr
York City. TODD entered the United States at Nevr York City on September
29, 1947 on the S.S. MARINE MARLIN frcm Tilbury, England under a one-year
contract with the Bureau of Standards. '

TCDD was bom on May 16, 1911 at Camaolly, County Down, Ireland.
He attended high school at the Methodist College, Belfast, Ireland. Frctn
October, 1928 until June, 1931, he studied at Queens University, Belfast,
Ireland, receiving a B. S. degree on the 31st of June, 1931. • He next at-
tended St. John's College, Cambridge, England frcm October, 1931 to June,
1933, majoring in mathematics. Frcm October, 1933 to September, 1937, he' •

was a junior math lecturer at Queens College, Belfast; frcm October, 1937
to September, 1938, he was a math lecturer at Kings College, University
of Lcmdon, under Professor G. TEMPLE; frcm September, 1939 to October, 1940

,

he held various teaching md administrative posts pending entering National
Service* frcm October, 1940 to September, 1946, he was with the British
Admiralty in their Department of Scientific Research, engaged as a mathemat-
ical analyst in connection with mines and anti-submarine warfare. In con-
nection with this, he filled the rank of Temporary Lieutenant Commander of
the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve. He also held this rank from June, 1945
until August, 1946. He is believed to have returned to his teaching post
at the latter time.

'O-

L-and^GermiTODD claims to speak French -find German and to have traveled for
short times in France, Germany, .Norway and Poland. He is a member of
several mathematical societies, including the MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND, the MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY OF THE U.S .A., the LONDON MATHEMATICAL
SOCIETY and the BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF MATHEMATICAL TABLES.

'

He. has published several articles and treatises on mathematical
subjects in various scientific journals. (List of same available in
personnel file,) He is presently writing a book ctn numerical mathematics

\

COPIES DESTROYED

11 OCT 27 1964

c N0V£g$fK7

KSIOOBD^'
&

INDEXED
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Letter to Director November 4# 1947

with on^SADLER, a colleague. In 1938 he ms commissioned by the University

of v<arsawVT7arsaw, Poland, to prepare a new volume of mathematical monographs.

This work, v/hich was. partially completed, was destroyed during the war and

he has renewed negotiations to complete same.

From 1937 until 1942, he resided at various places in and around

London. From December, 194-3 until September, 1947* he resided at East Molesey#

Surrey, England.

In his application, he furnished- the following character references:

Professor R. COTJRANT New York University, Professor of

Mathematics
Professor Dr. D. H. LEHMER Berkeley, California, Professor of

Mathematics

Dr. H, IS. MAC NEILLE Science Director of the Office of

Naval Attache, U.S.U. 100, F.P.O.
New York City, New York

It is not known who sponsored T0DD ! s application to the Bureau of

Standards j however, his file reflects that on June 13# 1947 SAUNDERS^MAC LANE,
f

Harvard University, recommended TODD and his wife to. JOHN H. CURTISS, x

^
<T

Assistant Director of the Bureau of Standards. CURTISS is Head of the Applied

Mathematics Division. MAC LANE recommended both as. mathematicians. CURTISS •.

is attempting to establish the Institute of Numerical Analyses, which is to

be part of the Bureau of Standards, but is to be located in California.

ALBERT SAMUE^GAHN, Jr., mathematician at the Bureau of Standards, whose ap~ '

pointment was effected by CONDON and who resides with the CONDON family, has

been named Executive Officer of this institute.

Due to T0DD f s alien status, he was hired on a oontract basis for

one year, effective October 1, 1947# and has been given a P-7 rating. He
took the oath on October 1, 1947 at Yfashington, D.C. His present address is

unknov/n.

The following description
forth in his personnel file.

Name:
Residence:

Races

Sex:
Nationality:
Citizenship:
Ages

of TODD is based on information set

JOHN TODD
124 East 24th Street, New York
City (last known)
YJhite

Male
British subject (Irish)
British

36 1

RGG:hjr
£2-1+108 - 2 -



Letter to Director November ij., 19^4-7

Borns
Height:
Weight:
Occupation:

Marital status

:

Quota Immigration =jj=i

Passport
Peculiarities:

May 16, 1911 1 Northern Island

5
fu ,f

175 lbs.
Mathematician and college professor
Married to OLGA. TAUSSKY (born at
Olomonc, Czechoslovakia, August JO,

1806)
16L08
British - 692l±J2
Suffers from asthma

The New York Office is requested to furnish the Bureau and this office
with any information regarding TODD* s mother-in-law. Dr# I. TAUSSKY, as reflected
in their files.

to reflect any information regarding .

'•*

herein is being furnished to the - -

several of CONDON* s appointees have

The files of this office failed
TODD or his wife, and the data set forth
Bureau for informational purposes, since
been of questionable loyalty.

2 co - 'New York

1

RGGihjr



Office M^tf^ndum • unit

to : Director^ FBI

from (hfyj^AC, Pittsburgh

GOVERNMENT
^ \

date: November ;8, 19h7

. \

&
subject: f 1 jaJSARD UHLER CONDON

INTERNAL SECURITY - B

AIL INFOFMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

-/ I *

si:



UNITED o-uVERNMENT

DA-TE: KoVo 15j 1947

ALL UIFORMATIOH CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/BK/TH

/,-*

INTERNAL SECPRITY-R

Relet Washington Field to Bureau ll/4/47o

A se^rch^of the indices of this division for information con-
cerning GECRGE HIBAjfSMTLEYg GECEGE_§iKfiTISr and EMILIEjSBCRTiSY failed to
furnish any identifiable data* /J '*

<5^

cc - Washington Field (62-4108)

GGsESG
100-7605

EX-78

BEoob»®

1UI>EX®D
/57



^ FEDERi ^ JREAU OF INVfc^. ,tflON
i f

(/ * *.

"H18 CASE ORIGINATED AT WASHINGTON, Do Co FILE NO. 62-4108

SPORT HADE AT DATEWHEN
MADE

/ WASHINGTON. D, C
3 *

Dfto EDTARD UHLER* CONDON

HERtOD FOR WHICH M
9/24-26,30/47

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH
ON 08-19-2009

REPORT MADE BY

ROBERT G. GIBBS EKT

CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

•SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

>

»•

n
&

% p-3

0 O*z

DEMETRY IVkmVLW^WQ^WW entered on duty 4-22-46
*as“one 'of three assistants appointed by CONDON,
director of the National Bureau of Standards. He was
bom in Russia December 14, 1877 and came to the

United States February 1, 1918. He served as New
York City representative of All Russian Zenstros Union from
February, 1918 to 1921. He was employed from September,
1922‘ to 'October, 1944, by ffestinghouse Electric Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and from November, 1944, to
to April, 1946, with v/estinghouse National Electric
Egrporationj New York City. Duties at latter organiza-
tpron were that of organization of lectures for engineers
0^,Soviet Purchasing Commission. VIN0GEAD0FF possibly
identical with Dj^INCGHADOV listed on Soviet Purchasing
Cemission payroll. Principal duty at present is to
receive and entertain foreign visitors at Bureau of

Standardss 58 of whom visited June, 1946, to June, 1947,
inc^jding several Russians and representatives of some
satellite nations. He has a son, E CGBNE_. fr^^lNGGiiADQFF,

•

an electrical engineer formerly with' .TilC, who resides
with wife, VERA DlHCENOGRADOFF, in Alexandria, Virginia.
VINOGRaDOFF in frequent intact with officials of Soviet
Embassy.

DSPS

REFERENCE:

ort of Special Agent E. HYATT MOSSBURG dated 7-28-47



•I

WFO 62-4108
'

DETAILS

t

-jT-1, a well informed source at the Bureau of Standards, stated that
EDVARD U. CONDON, director of this Bureau since November, 1945, has placed men
oi ms own choice' in top administrative positions. Among these Are three
.assistants to the dJseefreK^ J. H^CUHTISS, HDRBE^^DIS^AW, and pEME^g^
^g&NOVICH^yiNOGRAd^E^,

. . ToeT3B^»« s ]^lncif»^dut^^ foreign
visitors^t, the Bureau of Standards'. In view of his Russian background and
due to the fact that VINOGRADOFF went to H. P^HYDEH, who until recently
was an associate director at the Bureau o'f "Standards, and expressed considerable
concern at the possibility of his being investigated in connection with the
current government loyalty program, T-l has been • somewhat suspicious of

'

VINOGRADOFF. He added, however,' that he has no concrete basis for .this feeling.
This source further stated that VINOGRADOFF is a Russian who speaks broken
English and who suffers from heart trouble. He tries to impress people with
his importance and as a result of this and other personal reasons he is generally
cordially disliked by Bureau of standards personnel. T-l also observed that
VINOGRADOFF brought in a stenographer for his own use. She is a Russian who
v/as born in China named sMkrIEGER.

VINOGRADOFF was naturalized as a United States Citizen September 29,
1925 at the United States District court, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, receiving
certification of naturalization *#2211747. His file indicated tint his legal
residence is Pennsylvania; that his former residence was the Hotel Shelton,
Lexington Avenue, New York City; and that his present residence is 3816 Military
Road, N. YT

. , Washington, B. €. He speaks Russian, German, French, and English.
He is registered for Selective Service with Local Board 6, Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania. He has no known credit or criminal record in Washington, D. C.

EMPLOYMENT j

Special Agent L. W. R. OBERNDORF, on November 6, 1946, -obtained the
following information from VINOGRADOFF* S personnel file at the Bureau of
Standards.* Additional details as to his employment as reflected in the files ,

of the Westinghouse Electric' Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and those
of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, New York City, were obtained by agents
of these respective field offices.

VINOGRADOFF was bom December 14, 1877 at Sergach, Gorsky Territory,
Russia. From 1896 to 1902 he attended the Moscow Imperial Technical Institute'
at Moscow; from 1903 to 1905 the Technische Hochschule at Karlsrughe, Germany,
stuctylng mechanics and electrical engineering; fran 1906 to 1914 at the
Moscow Imperial Technical Institute as instructor; from 1914 to 1917 a colonel
in the All Russian Zinstros Union, Moscow, as general manager of a Military
Telephone Factory.

- 2 -
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YIFO 62-4108 V

,
• He entered the United States at Hew York City on February 1, 1918,

having traveled from Yokohama, Japan, on the "Empress of Japan" ,• From February

1, 1918, until 1921 he served as the New York City representative of the All
Russian Zinstros, Union, Gn September 1, 1922 he entered the service of the

¥estinghouse Electric 'Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, as librarian in

. their research laboratory. In 1924 he was transferred to their engineering

department where he was placed in charge of development of their information

bureau. In 1931 he was given the added responsibility of foreign development

plus the information bureau. On July 1, 1936 he was made manager of the

foreign engineering department. He was officially retired on October 1, 1944®

ATF.Y C. MQNTEITHE, manager of the Engineer Headquarters, rfestinghous?

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, stated that VINOGRADOFF* S official retirement

on October 1, 1944 was postponed since it was felt that he could be of value in

connection v/ith-tfestinghouse 1 s dealings with the Soviet Purchasing Commission
and therefore was transferred to New York City in an' advisory capacity, H5.S

employment at Pittsburgh was officially terminated November 1, 1944= From November

1, 1944 until' April, 1946, he was employed at the Westinghouse Electric Inter-

national Corporation, 40 Wall Street, New York City, According to VINOGRACOFF* S

statements his duties 7/ere the organizing of lectures for engineers of the

^Soviet Purnhnsing- Joinmission

.

DANIEL Y. BOM&N, Assistant to the vice president of the Westinghouse

Electric International Corporation, statedthat VU'JQGR&IDFF was placed in a

semi-retired position due to his long tenure of service and that his duties

v/hile there were mainly advisory, ALEX MONTEITHE added that VINGGRADOFF'S

duties at the International Corporation were the organizing of engineering

classes in Washington, D. C„ ftpr members of the Soviet Purchasing Commission

and consisted of lectures by West ingho use personnel or the personnel of various

plants in the United States, VINQGHADOFF 1 S' salary including bonuses and annuities

v/as approximately $8,000 a year.

On April 22, 1946 he entered on duty at the National Bureau of

Standards as a technical assistant to the director. He was given a P-5 rating

of a salary of $5,180 which was raised on July 5, 1946 to $5,905,20, His duties

included the develop® nt of a program of national and international cooperation

between the Bureau of Standards and scientific organizations of this and foreign

countries, and to assist senior staff officials with the coordination of special •

projects by relieving them of the onerous 'technical and administrative details o

In this, connection, there is set forth below the contents of a Bureau of Standards

memorandum dated July 25 , 1947 entitled, "Fofexgh Relations—Foreign Visitors to

the Bureau during Fiscal Year 1947,"



'•The attached is a list of foreign visitors who came to the Bureau
during fiscal year 1947$ they a re listed byname, country and field of
interest. The total number of visitors recorded is' 540$ of these some
repeated their visits two or three times, some remained for several
days running, "and others stayed on for several weeks. The guest workers
stay on the average for a number of months and, in a few cases,, as long
as a year. The trainees, who arrived here between iiay and June (1947),
have come for one year 1 s training. The list mentions each name only
once$ this does not express the work done by the Burea,u on behalf of
its foreign visitors and the work should be expressed "in man-days.

"In order to present a clear picture of various and diverse types
of foreign visitors that come to the Bureau, the visitors have been .

classified," according to occupations, into groups.

"Group I is comprised of directors of research institutions whose
research programs and scope of work are similar to that of the National
Bureau of standards; in this same group are also ^persons in charge of
national research programs,., such as the Institute for the Encouragement
of Scientific Research in Industry and Agriculture. During the past fis-
cal year (July 1, 1946 to June 30, 1947) there have been 13 such direc-
tors to the Bureau, some of them staying as long as several weeks at a
time to acquaint themselves with the organization and fields of research
of the Bureau. •

"Group II is comprised of directors of specialized research institu-
tions, such as tHeMi^ngal Tanning^ljistitute of India or theHgv/edish

J

Tex-
tile ,Resear

c

h lpstitutel ‘These inst'iTuiions "are,' in a sen^eysanaiogoi^*^*
3’

to the various 'sections of our Bureau, and their directors to the chiefs of
the sections. These directors usually limit their interests to the spe-
cific fields of their, study, discussing and comparing results, methods
and differences in practice with our section chiefs. -Of this catego-
ry 27 persons visited the Bureau.

"Group IH is comprised of research engineers, whose interests are
even more specialized than that of the the directors in Group II. How-
ever, they often spend some extra time at the Bureau in acquainting
themselves with, sections not within their immediate interest. There
7fere 98 such research engineers.'

"Professors, of whom there have_64 persons, comprise Group IV. They
come from leading, universities the world over, often presenting the
results of their studies in lectures and discussions and join in confe-
rences and consultations with our specialists.
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"Group V is made up of government officials; there were 93 of them<>

Some came for the purpose of obtaining information on-seommercial stand-
ards

^
some to establish closer connections with research institutions

in their countries, -and others Sbv advice and help on various scientific
and technical matters®

"Group VI consists of industrial engineers, viiose total number v/as

78o They represented various
'
private and nationalized industries and

came to the Bureau chiefly for consultation and advice® They are mostly
men of high standing and reputation in technical fields in their own
countries and most often are general managers of large concerns or na-
tional corporations, chief engineers, consulting engineers or techni-
cal advisers.

"Guest workers comprise Group VII® Since June 30, 1946 there have
been 31 guest workers© They stay* on the average several months, and in
a few cases have stayed, or staying, for as long as a year® The re-
quirements for acceptance as a guest worker are: university training or
its equivalent, good knowledge of English; interest in some line of re-
search conducted at the Bureau; consent to remain for not less than

3 months® The guest Yorker is placed as an assistant to one of our

staff research men, who acts as the guest worker* s instructor®

"The trainees from South America make up Group VIII® The Bureau
embarked on its training program for qualified technicians from the

South American Republics only this year® The trainees are selected
by directors of research institutions in the various South American
countries and delegated for one year* s training to the Bureau® The
countries represented this year are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colom-

bia and Mexico (£ trainees) covering the fields of ceramics, textiles,

plastics, chemistry, radio and hydraulics® In addition to their par-

ticular interests the trainees are to get acquainted with the work
of other section and divisions not directly connected with their own v/ork®

y
"Group .IX includes students who are still receiving -scientific or

technical training in universities® These students usually cone for

not more than one day, acquainting themselves with the work done in

the sections of their particular interest, and expressing the desire

to return to the Bdreau in the capacity of a guest worker for the comp-

letion of their training. There were 25 such students.

"Group X comprises delegations, of which there have been 6, with a
total numher of 83 persons. The countries represented were Belgium,

France (two delegations), India and Mexico and a mixed group of dif-

ferent nationalities from South America®
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"Group XI, named Miscellaneous, includes vbitors who do not apply
to any of the previous groups. Among them there are many who do not
have any direct interest in the work of the Bureau; these are accompany-

ing interpreters, U. S. government officials etc. Some others in this
group are educators, reporters and social workers.

"In summation it may be said that, here at the Bureau we are pro-

mulgating that "exchange of persons, knowledges and skills" discussed

So many tame by the 79th Congress, and concerning which the Secretary
of State was instructed by the President to organize a special inter-
departmental committee for the promotion of this policy.

d. iftmc(Signed) D. 1/. '7INQGRAD0FF
D. I. Vinogradoff
Ass't to the Director

Approved: (Signed)- ,El U. CONDON
E. U. Condon
Director

GROUP I:
7

>1RECTO S3 OF^GEi RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS .... ..... ........ .. 13

BFiggs, Dr. G.'H., National standards Laboratory, Australia.
^Casimir, Prof. H.B.G., Philips^ Gloeilampenfabrieken, Netherlands.

-s^/D&vik'j' Dr. Ph. Qlaf, Scie ntifib & Cultural department of Royal Nor-

v/egian Ministry of Church & Educations.
’'uffendack, Dr., 0. S., Philips Laboratories, Inc.

enry, 'Dr; Louis A. M., Institut pour l 1 Encouragement de la Recherche
" Scientific dans 1' Industrie et 1« Agriculture, Belgium.

•i^Jfaplansky, Dr. S., Hebrew Institute of Teclmology, Palestine
Marsden. E., Department of Scientific & Industrial Research, New Zea-

land.
^Pedersen, N.M.E., State Testing Laboratory, Denmark.

~f--Sitchi-e, Dr. J., Bureau of Standards, South African Union.
-n?. Tlfjfilii'iR, Dr. fl,rne.. Natural Science Research Council, -Sweden.

^•Jyferwey, Dr. E. J.tfi, Philips Gloe ilalnpe'nfabrl^eriT^aTfheilands'
iLiYoxen, Prof., The Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden.'

Zaki. Dr. Ahmad, National Chemical Laboratory, Egypt.

o Ogroup iii^^REcroRs (^Specialized research institutions*,,.,-..

•^gailejr,' George X., British Non-Ferous Metals Research Ass'n, England.
4^Bov/en,‘ Ivor, Instruments' Research & Envelopment, Ministry of Supply,

London*. England.

~&sJ3as, Rai'B.M. ,
Bengal Tanning Institute, India.

^C'_gupuy, E.L. ,
Bureau de Normalization de la Siderurgie, France.

27

- 6 -
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«i^Enberg, C., brick Laboratory at Royal Swedish Institute for Engineer-
' • ing Research, Sweden.
^^Esserman, N., Division of Metrology, National Standards Lab., Australia.

C; Franks, J. G., Axmaments Research & Development, Great Britain.

-MiJl£alen, Dr. Nils, .Swedish Textile Research Institute.
Grin steart : H., Aircraft & Research, British Ministry of Supply, Great

( Britain.

-^ifeusler. Dr. W.,' Institute of Heat Economy, Switzerland.
L-^grmans, Dr. P. H., Laboratory for Cellulose Research, Netherlands.

Llf. Hewitt . E.—.Tr̂ Tele coinmunications Research Laboratory, South African Union.

^Hibbert, G. .S., (Director of Research) Callico Printers Assoc. Ltd., Man-

chester, England
i^L&finik, G., Research Bureau of DE VOORZORG, Enschede, Netherlands.

•i^ordan, Dr. Louis A., -Paints Research Station, Teddington, England.
.

<£Kjellman, 0. ff., Government Institute for Soil Mechanics, Sweden.

i£-McCartney, Dr. J. E., Research & Pathological Services,. London, England.
•£/ Narayanaiaurt i , Dr. D., Vfood Preservation Section, Forest Research Insti-

tute, India.
^L^ttison, G.R.B., British Admiralty Electrical Laboratory, Great Britain,

'‘s^eralte, R. F., Geographic Institute of Costa Rica.

.L^_Scott, J. C. Canadian Radio v«ave Propagation Committee, Ottawa, Canada.

iL^pinlo, F-., Centro de Estudos Laminacao Nacional de Metais, Brazil.

Sutton, Dr. H., Research & Development of Aircraft Materials, Ministry of

Supply, Great Britain.
•TvT^lden, ' Dr. S., (Director o'f Research) Boliden Mining -Co., Sweden.

4lVfarnecke, -Dr. R. R., Laboratoire "Tubes Electroniques"'' de Companie Gene-

rale de T. S. F., France. '
• .

LLTformer. H. K., Commonwealth Bureau for Research on DentaL Materials,

Australia.
de^foude, Cato A* A., Laboratory for Testing Lfeterials, Bandoeng*

Cut ck East Indies.

GROUP IIIj^ESEARCH ENGINEERS'

Australia .
•

Belgium

Ferris, I.J,
Hercus, G.R.
Langlands, I.
Shaw, F- S.

' vValsh, A.
Algrain, P.

Brunin, M.J.
de Grave, A.

'

Jorissen, A.L,.

jfolff-Cammaerts, F.

lletallrugy
Chemistry
Bldg, materials
Aeronautics
Spectroscopy
Electronics

' Ele ctronics
Bldg, materials
Hydraulics
Bldg, materials

- 7 -
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"Canada

China

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Great Britain

Tnri

/ Middleton, 7T.E.X.

/ Smith, R .J

.

vvolochovv, D.

Chang, S.
Hsiao, LiT.
Hsueh, C.W.
Liu,'- Y.H.
Tan, C.C.
Tang, Y.C.
Too K.
Yfang-^ L.H.
iffang,' S.N*
'/fang, T.

Yuo, C. C.

Yen, M.K.
Yi, C. S.
Yu, ‘G. Y.

Yu, 3. Y.

Havlicek, V

.

Travnik^ A*
ttfewe'rka, V.

Skafte, H.

Barrow, F. L.

•Clarke, s. H 0 •

Coomejr, T. B*
Croft-frhite, P.G*
Dainty, Jr
Davidson ,/-£h. F.

*^^astooo_d,l_D^ v

' Fargher,vR. VG.
FegguaQa^s.J=^g:M.

f
*^Follett, S. P-

Goldie, E.A.G.
Haddock, L* A.

Lucas, C.
MacLatchy, R. S.
Pearce, C. A.
Pearce, N. A.

Atomic energy
Optics
Electricity
Bldg, materials

Bldg, materials
Paper, glass
Fnysics
Textiles
Refractories
Bldg . material

s

Paints, varcnishes
Chemistry
Aeronautics
Electricity
Hydraulics
Metallurgy
Electricity
Physics
Hydraulics

Electricity
Metrology
Glass

«

Radio

Hydraulics
Fire resistance
Heat A Power
Rubber -

Physics
Electronics
Nuclear research
Textiles f

Nuclear^ research
Aeronautic insts.
Chemistry
Spectrography
Bldg, materials
Colorimetry
Leather
Leather

- 8 -
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II
• Piggett, W. R.

~g-Soj3ln.

/ Ross, Wo
Rowe, N* Eo
Stevens, W*
Thomas, HoC.B*
Thorogood, i. L*
Todd, F. Ho
Villiers
.faterfield, AoH«
Yates, ToAo

Badio propagation
Nuclear research
Radio propagation
aeronautics
Aviat ion lighting •

Aer. & elo insts®
Bldgo materials
Model test, basins
Aviation lighting
Metallurgy
Batteries

India Chakravorti, S*
Iyengar, R.A.P V
Kanvinde, AoP*
Krishnamurthy, DoV«G 0

Narayanaswamy, M.Ho
Navlakla, Ho
Rai, S.

Ramakrishna, BoS«
Shankar, M 0 Bo
Sutaria, D« C.

Tatarao, N«

Chemistry
Radio propagation
Architecture
Hydraulics
Clays & .silicates

Pia sties
Architecture
Radio propagation
Metallurgy
Metallurgy
Radio propagation

.
Netherlands Berlage, H. Po

Blok, Ho

Geerlings, H. Go

Jacobs, Ho
van der Pol, B«

Saal, Ro N •

^ldgo technology
Chemistry
Corrosion
Chemistry
Radio propagation
Asphalt, plastics

Palestine Aman, Jo Jo

Freudenthal, A*M«

Chemistry
Metrology & statistics

Poland .

# Grossman, A* Chemistry

Portugal Oliveira, C*Mo de Civil engineering

South African Onion IJalliday, E« C® Metrology, mechanics

* Spain Rubiato, J.

Tora, Jo

Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy

Sweden Beskow, Go

Dahl, G.

Microstructure
Dental materials

- 9 -
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ii Funke,G„
Gudmundson, SoE« .

Josephson, B 0
_

Nordell, R.-

Olsson, K. G.
Wernholm, 0.

Wikland, T»Eo

Ohemistry
Aerodynamics
Microwaves
High voltage
Mechanical testing
Electronics
Radio

South American Republics •

Argentina Moretto, Oo Structural engr’ ing

Brazil Genova, J . . Engineering

Paraguay leguizamon, M«Bo Hydraulics

Peru Beingolea, J

.

Elias j F«

Metrology
Metrology

GROUP IV: PROFESSORS . • . * . « * • • . • • <> . . • . o • • • . • <> •

.

Belgium Breckpot, R„

Charon, L.F.

De Keyser, iif.L.E.

Mannebach, C.

Inorganic Chemistry
Dental materials
Chemistry
Electronics

Canada Briscout, P.Ao
Buist, M.
Cambron, C.

Electricity, radio
Metrology
Metrology

Czechoslovakia Faitus, F. Metallurgy

Denmark Jespersen, H.B,
Posselt, O.G.

Heat
Heat

France • Guinier, A.
Jacquet, P.A.
Kample de Feriet
Leclaire, R.C.A.
Milsant, F.M.S.
Renault, P.

Triallt, J . J

.

'Sound

Metallurgy
Wind tunnel
Metrology
Bureau« s research
Standsf .catalogs

Electronics

- 10 -
*
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Great Britain Jdaznal* J* Do
Davidson, G. F«*

Evans, A. G.

Fox, T.R.C.
Jones,
Melvilee, W.H.

Greece Hondros, D.C.

Hungary ZenpHen,

India Gill, PoS-
Mahalanobis, P-C«
Srinivasan, A.
Venkataraman, K*

Irari- Hessaby, M.

Netherlands Biezeno, C„B*
Esmeyer, Iff.L.

^t^Tors,

Hew Zealand Soper, FcG„

Norway Anderson, A e

Poland Szymanovksi, WT #

Portugal Costa, F«V*

Spain Torroja, J.M-

Sweden Christiansson, B«

Claesson,
Cramer, H.
Edlen, B

.

Heimburger, G.

Olerup, H.

* i

Electronics
.Textiles
Mass spectranetry
Heat & Power, chem.
Mining, clays
Polymerization reac-

' tion

Physics

Sugar chem., optics

ladio propagation
Applied statistics
Electricity, heat
Chem. technology

Metrology, radio
chemistry

Applied mechanics .

Applied mechanics

Hadio navigation

Hydrocarbons &
thermochemistry.
Concrete structures

Physics’

Civil engineering

Hydraulics

Coal, coke
Microstructure
Math 6 statistics
Spectroscopy

fc3sSau&SS&Sa
Microstructure •

Architecture, sound
Chemistry

V,
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11 Switzerland

U.S.S.R.

Furrer, W.

.

^Honegger, E.
Sound
Textiles
Chain molecules

I

Linnik, Yf.P.

Mikhailov, A.A.
lfc}nin, G.A.
Orlov, B.A.
Stabnicov, V.M.

Optics
Metrology-
Astronomy
Astronomy
Chem. engineering

South American Republics

Argentina Aprile, H.
Rebossion, A.

Dental materials
’ Dental materials

Chile
l

Cabala, L.
Chaufour, Pol.

Org . of Bureau
Hydraulics

Colombia - Silva, Manuel M.~ Hydraulics

Mexico Fierro. Co, E. Ele ctronics

Uruguay
0

Gerszonowicz, S. Electrical engr'ing

Venezuela Gonzalez,
Morasso, L. E„

Hydraulics
Hydraulics

GROUP V: • GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Australia Brown, B.F.A.
,

Chapman, A.
Gay, G.

Lloyd, I.jD.

Whiffen, N.A.

Ionosphere records
Ionosphere records
Ionosphere records
Ionosphere records
Bureau' s research

Austria

Belgium.

Canada

Thalberg, G.H.

Brasseur, H.

White, Yf .E.

Standards

Textiles

VT fuses

J2
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"China •Chang, J.Y.
Chang, Y .M.

Chen, K.C.

tj
)

0Bur. organization
Aerodynamics
Bureau organization

Fong, C.K. Aerodynamics

Ho, C. Hydraulics

Kiang, C.T. Electr. batteries

Lee, J„H. Chemistry

Lin, ff.C. Radio

Moody, L.B. Ordnance
Shang, S.I. Bureau organization

Tang, H.-'C. Aerodynamics

Tsao, Y.C. Aeronautics & metall.

Wang, H.H. Glass

Young, C. P. ConstroOf ord. labo

Yun, C. • ' Organization of Bur.

Czechoslovakia .
Hajsman, I. Organization of Bur.

i Koci, Jo Organization of Bur.

Kroha, R. Chemical technology

Musie, V. Structural materials

Denmark Engberg, E. Bldg, materials
%

France Jerrold, G. Flight test instr.

Great Britain Appleton, E„ Radio propagation

Couch, W.C.M. » Batteries, metrology

. Crow, A.

.

VT fuses
•

Curtis, So Jo VT fuses

Hill, S.L. Plastics

Horner, F. Ionosphere meas

.

Kerr, 'C.E. Aerodynamics
HacFarlane, Vi .A. .Heat transfer

Mitchell, F.G.So VT fuses

Pallor, A. C. Heat transfer
- Pressey, BoG. Microwave meas.

/^Rees, J.K. Milling, clays
• Radioactivity /

/^^emple, G.F.J. Aerodynamics
! atson, J. G. Batteries

Greece Kyriacopulos, 3. Bldg, materials

- 13 -
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'India Alexander, E.U.
Chandran, C.K.

Jain, S.K.
Kowshik, 23.N.
Mftra, A»C.
Rao, P.K«
Shimame, T.G.
Srinivasan, So

Electricity
Electricity
Hydraulics
Bureau organization
Hydraulics
Bureau 1 s organization

Trade stans., Bur.org

<

Electricity

Korea Lah, K.H.
' Chemistry & mining

Netherlands de Fremery, Ho

Gratama, So

Heyn, A.N.D.

jiskoot, J oJ o

Kok, J.C.

Mosrel, M«H«E«
Mulder, J.W.E.
Polak, 11.

Ranneft, .J-.E.M*

Rodrigo, H.A.
Verstelle, J.T.

%-dio
Radio

• -oldg. materials
Bldg, materials
Radio
Silicates & optics

Radio
Radio
intern 1 1 Communica.t-

Radio ions

Radio navigation

New Zealand Laing, P.Lo

Marris, N.A.
Nash, J.A.D.
Smith, G. Mo

Bldg, materials
Organization of Bur.

Organization of 3ur.

Organization of Bur.

Philippines Sycip, F

.

Paper
Si

Poland • Krzyszkowski, A.
Rozycki, J

.

Szniolis, A.B.

“ Bldg . - materials

'"Bldg « materials
Hydraulics

Sout_ African Union Gaigher, B,
Phillips, E.P.

Industrial chemistry
General Research

Spain de Bias G. ,
1. Bldg, materials

s
Sweden Blomqvist, E.A.E.

Jonsson, E.O. •

Sterky, H.

/iejke, G.

Hydraulics
Heat transfer
Radio propagation
Heat and power

Switzerland Lachmann
\

Chemistry



Optical instruments
Heating & Ventilation
Optical instruments
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"U.S.S.R. T^likov^.A.
^FPor.tsiankoV'-A . L.

South American Republics

Argentina

Brazil

Colombia

Lynch, H. Dental materials

Abreu, L.E.P.de Freitas Metrology

Mexico

Venezuela

Avidos, A.M.
Basto, H.D.A.
Cameiro, O.A.D.

Camacho L., H.
Mendershausen, G.

Chapoy, C. •

Silva, V.

Metrology
Metrology
Organization of Bur,

Bldg, materials
Electricity & optics

•

Trainee prog. inf.

Rural electrification

GROUP VI: INDUSTHI&L ENGINEERS.

Australia

China

•Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Tompson, B.

Chang, C.K.

Balada, A.
Burda, J.

Hmicko, 'J

Jedlicka, J..
Kallab, J.
Koritta, J.

Masner, L.
Michel, Z.

Primus, F.C.
Skarpisek, J. .

Starosta, 0.
Vaclavek, J.V.
Vesely, V.

Korzen, B.B.
Rud, J . <

Acoustics, heat trsf.

Steel testing

Oil refinery
Ketallrugy
Glass
Metallurgy
Mechanics
Metallrugy,-ind.stans

.

Leather
Oil refinery
Mechanics, electr.
Metallurgy
Metallurgy, ind.stans

.

Mechanics
Oil refinery

•

Chem. eng'ing
Ind. eng'ing
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"France

Great Britain

India

Italy

Netherlan ds

New Zealand

Norway

Dubois, R.
Halut, R.
Larguier, R.

Lecron, A,.

Meuring, J.H.
Peskine, B.

Tsipkevitch., N.I.

Bramly-Moore, S.

Eonabere, G. 0.

Dean, E_.S.

Dorrell', G.7J.

Elstub
Harding, G.R.

Henman, F,E.

Makinson, «’•

Pritchard, -H.C.

Smith, E.
' Stetson, G.I.
Underhay, G.F.
Satson, S o p 0

Bhuta, • G«Mo

Dut&a, SoKo
Jayakar, D.N.
Shah, M.H.
Thaker, J.C.

Cereseto, A.

Mayer, A.

Buhrman, G.Ho
Forbes, R.J.
van Oss
Pfeiffer, J.C.
Proost, U«

Pittendrigh, H.O.

Horntvedt, J.

Koren, C.J.
Schulerud, C.F.
Stephansen, N.

G]a ss
Metallurgy
Ind. eng* ing
.Glass
Hydraulics
Plastics
Metallurgy

Hydraulics
Leather
Electricity
Metrology, Heat, Chem.

Chem. eng'kng
Ele ctricity
Reenforced concrete

.

Aerodynamics
Aeronaut, insts.

Chem. eng 1 ing
Aviation fuels
Paper
MetaHrugy

Bldg, materials
^ldg. materials
Bldg, materials
Meclanics
Bldg, materials

Bldg, materials
Paper and pulp

Paper
Metrology, Heat, Chem,.

Silicates, optics
Textiles
Paper

Trade stans., leather

Architecture
paper
Paper
Org.& fibr. materials

South African Union jnf. on die firms

- 16 -
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“Sweden

Switzerland

U.S.S.R.

Anderson, K.
Bruzelius, A. S,
Carlqhist, G.

Horrdin, S.

Lindstrom, P.A.

Svens on, BoW.'vf.

Van Reis, D.

Keller, N. .

Sahoz, A.L.
Tschudi, Ho

danger, \T,

Zinkemagel, R.

"S^Alexe'ev , »M<

—

^piolot.cr&M.»A o..

"

J
;dS&'in

ffiaev

,inkov, KoN.
•-^Sha^no .

South American Republics

Argentina

Brazil

•Costa Rica .

Corronza, FoA0

Graviotto, M»Ao
Moffat, J oM«

liske, Fo

Gutierrez, F«

Civil eng* ing
Metallurgy
Civil eng' ing

Textiles
’Dental materials'
Ketallrugy
Metallurgy

Textile machines
Chem. eng* ing

Textiles
Electr. testing
Textiles .

Bldg, materials
Chemistry
Textiles
Bldg, materials
Bldg, materials
Bidgo materials

Dental materials
Dental materials
Liquid fuels

Precise gaging

/ Geographic meas.

GROUP VII: GUEST WORKERS.

Belgium

China

Goossens, P.J»

Chen, T . C o

Cheng, F.

Fei, T.Y.
Hsu, P.Y.
Lee, M»
Tang, CoY.

Tung, I. J.

Mineral products

Ele ct ro- chemistry
Metallurgy
Metallurgy
Electroplating
Electr. & radio
Concretes
Electricity

- 17 -



II Wang, C*K.
Wang, L.M.
Wang, L.
Wang, S.C 0

Wang, J.W.
'Wang, Y.C.
WU, SaCo

Concretes
Electro instso.

Electro- chemistry
vGoncreteSj glass
Metallurgy-
Leather
Metallrugy

Czechoslovakia
o

Hajsman, D«
Stork, J.

Petrography
Concretes

Denmark Krogh-Poulsen, V. Dental materials

France Bestougeff, M»

Touvay, G»

Hydrocarbons
Optics

Great Britain Rivlin, RoSo Rubber

India Bhargava, ,B 0M.
Chand, U » >

Krishna Murthy, C„R„

Pai, VoN„

* Radio
Hath* statistics
Radio
Concretes

Spain Gonzalez-Barredo, J.

Miranda G«R., to

Chemistry
Mechanics

South African union Marais, E.Jo. Optics

Sweden drandt, 0. Sound

Switzerland .
Riverdin, D» E3e ctronics

South American Republics

Puerto Rico
•

Arce, R. Radio propagation

GROUP VIII: TRAINEES -

Argentina Magno, H.

Brazil Philipp, P.

Cuellar P., M

Radio »

Chemistry, plastics

HydraulicsChile
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"Colombia Dominguez, N. Plastics, rubber
' Garcia, L- Chemistry

Mondragon G., A» Ceramics
Moncada Textiles

,
Mexico Gamposortega, G« Textiles

GROUP IX: STUDENTS oooooo®ooooooo*>oooboo oooooooooooooooooooooooooo 2^

Giina Loh, Co Hydraulics
Vfu, JoLo Indo eng 1 ing

Prance Bemas, R, - Ste ctrometry
» Birsten, V. Rubber

• Frenkiel, FoN» Aero, eng 1 ing

India Ahmad, S«Io Hydraulics
* Ali, lo -Trade Standards

Gupta, RoCoD.
Gupta, SoMoD.

<

Hossain, M„ -

Khan, S„A 0

Trade standards

Khanderia, K 0 So Textiles
Ladd, SoMo Glass

*

Lai, KoSo
‘

Bldg, materials
Moudgill, MoMo Chemical eng 1 ing
Oza, HoPo
Parikh, J.D° Chemistry
Parikn, K.Ho Glass

- Patel, F.N® •

*

Sanwal, BoD? Hydraulics •

Sekhar, A«Co •

' Sekhon, N.S. Bldgo materials (

A Sing, I. Bldgo materials

Siam Pattabongse^ P* Mechanics

South American Republics
>

* •

Argentina Peron^ LoS* Architecture

(
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"GROUP X; DELEGATIONS. ..(83 persons) a...*... 6

Belgian - 24 representatives of industry, received and entertained by the

Secretary and directed by him to visit the Bureau

French - 9 members of the federation National d'Entreprises a Commerce

Multiples visited the engineering mechanics and High Voltage labs.

French - 21 members of the French Association of Paints and Varnishes Ma-

nufacturers.

Indian -* 9 representatives of various branches of industry (iron, silk,

wool, electricity, machine tools, shipbuilding, chemicals).

Mexican - 10 representatives, mostly, of textile industry, accom-

panied by the Labor Attache. of the Mexican Embassy.

South American - 10 South American industrial engineers from various

South American countries.

GROUP XI: MISCELLANEOUS . ,€.*QOOOOOO00ft00000OOO00O0000000Q00000000000O0

Bajpai, R.B. Bldg, technology India

Bose, N.G. Bldg, technology India

Brito, Miss Interpreter Portugal

Crevenna, T.R„ Trainee program inf. Pan American Union

Froelicher, V. Textiles Swiss firm N„Y.
office

Hausler‘ Mrs. Accompanied Or. Hausler Switzerland

Ho, L.K. Educator Korea

Ismen. Mr© Newspaper reporter Turle y*

Kuyper, Ur. Translator Dept, of Agriculturs

Morgan, R. Attended Linnik lecture U.S. Naval Observa-
tory

Muxo, Ed. Interpreter War Department

Pyne, S.N. Accompanied F.H.Todd War Department

Reck, D. Accompanied S.I.Shang. Forne rly with State
•v* r\ o v-v

-LjVxeten..eten, A©Po

7/eiss, f.j;

Wenzel, G.F.
dolman, S.

Liquid fuels Shell Development
Co., California

Interpreter U.S.S.R.

Attended Linnik lecture U.S. Naval Observa-
tory

Sugar chemistry, toge- Sugar Research

with G.senplen Foundation,Wash.D.C.
Metrology Argentina

Trainee information Social worker

TOTAL HUMBER OF VISITORS.... 540

DISTRIBUTION A™
- 20
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VINO.GRADOFF has relatives in Belgium and Russia.

.FAMEU BACKGROUND:

VINGGRADOFF has a son, Eugene-D.^-VJ.NQGRA.DQFE. . an electrical engineer
with a PH.D., who was a division chief of the United States Employment Service
(formerly rfar Manpower Commission) at the Department of Labor as of February, 1946.
EUGENE'S wife is VERA D., a former teacher and also has a PH.D. degree. They
reside at 1778 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.liiTo, and are now believed residing at
Wellington Station, Alexandria, Virginia. T-l stated that VINOGRAEOFF on occasions
refers to a son vhom he stated was in the United States.

SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES:

VINOGRADGFF'S personnel file at the bureau of Standards reflected that
by letter dated January 14, 1946, addressed to E. C. SOBS, chief of the Russian
Division, Department of , Commerce, VINQGRADOFF requested a position with the
Economic intelligence Bureau being organized at the Department of Commerce. In
this letter he stated that during the war he was contacted at his East Pittsburgh
Office and supplied information to various intelligence agencies including -the FEA.
He added that for the past year he had been working exclusively on Russian affairs
while at ffestinghousp. He concluded by stating, "My close friend. Dr. E. U. CONEON
can give additional information about me."

Confidential letters dated March 13 and 24, 1944 to R. Sf. KING, OSED,
New York City, furnished information regarding electric railway systems in Italy.
This file also included a note? from VINOGRADOFF, to CONDON asking the latter to
advise. ROPES to disregard this application provided that .CONDON could place him
at the Bureau of Standards as he preferred the latter position.

REFERENCES:

In his application for employment at the Bureau of Standards VINOGRADOFF
fpunished the following references:

W

GEORGS/<TAYLQR, .Jr .
•'

Yfilkinsbujjg, Pennsylvania
Retired minister of the
First Presbyterian Church

T. I^PRILLIPS, Vice President
Vfestxnghouse Electric Corporation
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

21 -
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R, DtfiisNANIGAL
Westinghouse International Corporation

New York City

V
J. ff^HHIE, President
Vfestinghouse International .Corporation

It is noted that the"firstTthi^ answered' letters of inquiry regarding

VINOGRADOFF favorably, TAYLOR pointed out that VINOGRADOFF was not in sympathy

with the present Russian regime.

whose identity is known to the Bureau, advised that since

September 9, 194b VINOGRADOFF has been in fairly frequent .^contact with members

of the Soviet Embassy in Washington, particularly
y
£SDOR..,I^QREKHOV, Counselor

at the Embassy. The details of these contacts as furnished by this source are

as follows:

b2

»0n September 9, 1946, .the subject, describing himself as an assistant

to the Director of the Bureau of Standards, asked OREKHOV, whom he seemed to

know personally, for the official exchange rate of the rouble. OREKHOV furnished

him with this information.

"On December 6, 1946, the subject told OREKHOV that he had received a

letter from Dr. CONDCN (Dr. EMARD U. CONDON*), Erector of tne Bureau of Standards,

asking the subject to discuss with OREKHOV the problems of exchanging books, pam-

phlets, and other written material. The subject added that the library of the

Bureau of Standards has been sending material to the 1 Soviet Union regularly but

has not been receiving much in return. He added that it was to be an informal

conversation on the matter because otherwise he would have to go through the State

Department. OREKHOV said he would be glad to talk with VINOGRADOFF and suggested

'that he come to the Embassy, the following morning or have lunch with him the

following Monday. VINOGRADOFF left- the question open and said he would call

OREKHOV the next day to make definite arrangements to meet him.

"On December 7, 1946, VINOGRADOFF and OREKHOV made a tentative date to

have lunch together at the Mayflower Hotel on December 9, 1946, but VINOGRADOFF

added that he would call on December 9, 19*6, to confiim the appointment.

"On December 9, 1946, VINOGRADOFF told OREKHOV that he was waiting for

him at the Layflower. OREKHOV said he was leaving the Embassy.
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lf0n January 24> 1947 j VINOGRAEOFF asked OREKHOV for some photographs
of ruined, cities, scientific institutions, etco which he could use
to illustrate a speech he v/as to give the following Monday morning at 10:30
at a meeting -which vould be attended by Secretary HAHREM&N* QHEKHOV promised
to send all he could findc

JJA. Cultural Attache, acting on instructions from OREKHOV,
subsequentiy^asfced I^fa^KHEE^at the Soviet Information Bulletin to collect
a bunch. of photographs snowing the destruction by the Germans in Southern Russia 0

!t0n February 17, 1947, ERMOLAEV contacte^-^^OGRADOFF and arranged
•for VXNOGRADQFF to see GEORGI AI^KSATOHOVICH^^NIN .^an economic technician, the

following day at 2 fi 00
"**3

.

»

“On March 12, 1947, VINOGRASOFF, using his full name and giving his

title as Assistant to the Director of the Bureau of Standards, told Captain-A^^-E..
-BCT.TKQV. Assistant Naval Attache of the Soviet Embassy, that Soviet

• now in New York, was scheduled to give a lecture at
lfWer

^^^’au'^on'Tu'§iday^'~ferch 18th."1 In addition, Mr. WATTS of the Naval Observatory
would like to show 71NIK around the Observatory but in order for him to do so,

clearance for LINIK would have to be obtained from the Navy Department. WATTS
had appealed to VINOGRAEOFF in this matter and the latter was now appealing to

3ELIK0V. BELIKOV said he would see what he could do. VXNQGRADOFF invited BELIKOV

to attend the lecture. BELIKOV accepted and said he would bring J^jviander . K.. __A.

.

•^S^ZHKOV with him. At the beginning of the conversation, when VTl'&GSADOFF "was ’intro-.

V’TPaiSng^nimself, he reminded BELIKOV that they had met at MARSALKA 1 s .
' The identity

of the MARSALKA mentioned in this instance is not positively known but it is

desired to point out that it may be JQI^MABSAIKA, a principal subject in the

GREGORY case. 1
* /

Reliable source T-2 stated that Ji.^JALtlOGBADOV^ an employee of the
Soviet Government. Purchasing Commission in Washington, D. C., received the following

checks from this commission:

#5419, dated 12-4-44 for *£13

-#5475, dated. 12-7-44 for £223 .

• #5490, dated 12-8-44 for $375.50

On April 5, 1945 Mrs. ARNAUT0FF of this commission attempted to secure
• reservations for one VINOGRADOV to go to Portland, Oregon, on April 6, 1945. On

October 6, 1945 two unknown Russians discussed the location of D. VINOGRADOV in

Portland, Oregon, as they had some material to be typed. No additional identifying

data was reflected.

#
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Reliable source T~3 stated that Dr. D. I- VIN0GRAD0FF, 1028 LaClair'

Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was *co nguage organiza-

tion in the United States and that he was one of several persons who could be

contacted by this government (America) for assistance regarding these organiza-

tions. His address is given as c/o The Foreign Department of the ffestinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company.

It is believed' that VIN0GRAD0FF of the Bureau of Standards is identical

with the VIHQGR&DOFF of Pittsburgh.

The files of the Washington Field Office failed to indicate that any

D. I." VIN0GRAD0FF or^TOIOGRADQV was in contact .with the Soviet Purchasing
o c* mi"--<—B*s**®**ai®

DAVID Y. BOmuEN and ALEX C. MONTEITH, previously mentioned, and ,

CHARLES A. POWELL, assistant to' the vice president of the Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, advised agents of the New York City and Pittsburgh Offices

respectively that they could offer no explanation for any relationship of

VINQGRADOFF with the Soviet Purchasing Commission as he had no reason to come in

contact with them other than to prepare lectures for the company's program of

educating the Russians along electrical lines, and that his entire salary at

that time was paid by Westinghouse. D0VVL1AN added that VINOGRADOFF was friendly

|

’With Dr. CONDON inasmuch as he. taught CONDON the Russian language.
_

I

VINOGRADOFF ' S expense vouchers reflected that he was in Pittsburgh

from November 1, 1944 and was definitely there November 17, 1944 for a medical

check-up. He left Pittsburgh for New York City November 19, 1944* remaining

there until N0vember 24, 1944. He left New York City for Washington and

remained there until November 28, 1944> returning to Pittsburgh on the latter

date where he remained until December 2, 1944, at which time he came to New

York City. On December 9, 1944 he left New York City for Washington, D„

and on December 14, 1944 departed from Washington for Pittsburgh. He left

Pittsburgh on December 20, 1944 for New York City.

PENDING

- 24 -
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UNDEVELOPED LE&DS:

THE KBT YORK OFFICE:

At New York City, will recontact the Vfestinghouse Electric International
Corporation, 40 Wall Street, Nevr York City, and endeavor to ascertain from expense
vouchers or other sources VINOGRAEOFF* S 'whereabouts from April to November, 1945,
with a view to determining whether he was at Portland, Oregon, during this period,,

THE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE:

At Washington, D« in connection with investigation of the activities
of Dr. CONDON , will endeavor to. ascertain additional details regarding VINQGRADOFF,
particularly his contacts with the Soviet Emhassy.

*%•

- 25 -
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Bureau letter to WFO dated 10-29-46

entitled »D. I. VINOGR6.DOV

, INTEjml SECIRXTY - R-"

(The original sources are not set forth

in this letter) YfFO 100-18216

Same as T-2
Except the source is given as the State Depto
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Hr. Adrian S. Fisher
Solicitor ,

• ; ..

' United State b Department of Commerce

Washington, Di C. .
;s . .

Dear Mr. Fisher: - . •

v
r

Deference is made to your letter dated October 22, 194?

in connection with a proposed hearing before the. Department’s

Loyalty Board under the President’s Executive Order in the case

of Dr. Edvard U. Condon, Director of the National Bureau of

Standards.
'

'
.• V .

• - -

Pursuant to your request* there ere, attached hereto

brief • summary memoranda on Leslie Clarence Dunn, Walter B. Cannon,

Gilbert Kevton Lewis, Dr. Alice Hamilton, Charles Edward,A. Winslow,.

Harry Grundfest, Duncan A.' Maclnnes, Alfted -Esra Mirsky,' Yladiair .
.

E. Hworyhin, and Daniel Melcher. ! -. V- ,\
% * >*. •

•* % / «. ^

In connection with these memoranda, it is requested that

you protect the source thereof. -- •_
,

Sincerely yours,* ...

:-V.
•• -V- -"3,. sggar %

HEREiW IS UfSCLASiFIED

Tolson Jr

E. A. Tama ,!

iiA#

?
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Sovember 1, 1947

GILBERT SETCON&ESIS

Gilbert Newton Lewis was bom October 23, 1875, at Weymouth, Massa-
chusetts. He received an A.B. degree at the University of Nebraska and
received his Master's degree and Doctor of Philosophy degree. at Harvard
University. He. also is known to have studied at various universities in the
United States and:’ Europe. He was a chemist who was employed at the University
of California, He is known to have received several honorary commendations
for his work in the chemistry field, Lewis married J&ry Hinckley Sheldon in
1912 and has three children. He was a Lieutenant Colonel in the United States
Amy in 1919 and Chief of the Defense Division, C-as Service, in the American
Expeditionary Forces. Gilbert N. Lewis is reported to be deceased. The time
of his death is indicated to have been in the latter part of 1946 or the early
part of 1947. His residence was 948 Santa Barbara Road, Berkeley, California.
He was reported to have been the head of the Chemistry Department at the
University of California. ; -

Gilbert N* Lewis is known to have been one of the signers of a
message to the House of Representatives in January, 1943a opposing the renewal
of the Dies Committee. (61-7582-1298 p.1250)

Professor (Elbert- N« Lewis' appeared on a list of sponsors of a dinner
which was held February 22, 1943, at the Hotel Commodore in New fork City.
This dimer was held in celebration of the 25th anniversary of the Red Army
and was indicated to be under the auspioes Of the magazine "Soviet Russia Today,"'

'

as well as the sponsors who were listed. He also is reported to have sent a
message to the Soviet Union on the occasion of its 25th anniversary.

(61-7582-1298 p.l604j 61-6211-392)

On August 12, 1943, Gilbert N. Lewis was one of three outstanding
men in science who were honored by the Soviet Government. Hg received honorary'
membership at. that time in the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. In June,

1945, Lewis' was one of the several American scientists who were invited to
attend the 220th anniversary of the Russian Academy of Science, which was to
convene in Jfoscow on June. 15, 1945* Expenses for the trip were to fce borne by
the Soviet Government^ however, it has been reported that Lewis did hot attend.
He was reported in June of 1944 to have sent a message to the Soviet Union on
the occasion of the 50th anniversary 0f the birth of one Dr. Peter Kapitsa, a
prominent Soviet physicist. It also is known that he was invited to attend an

Qp .

-

LGDsLHf-v •

(L.G.Davis)

(r. Quinn Lama
kle. Room

“
r. Kccao
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•

:

.

Professor' Gilbert ft -Lewis is known to have been a sponsor for the

National Council, of American. Soviet Friendship. In 1943 he vras appointed
honorary chairnan of the Science Congress which was held in. conjunction with
the. Congress of American Soviet Friendship. Later he fjas appointed as an
honorary.' ghairman of the Science Committee of the National Council of America

Soviet Friendship. • He' also . IS . listed, as "honorary chairman of the American
Soviet Science Society which is knovn to have been affiliated nith the
National Council .of American Soviet Friendship.. (61-7582-1298 p.1202;
100-146964-239,639,1159 :p.S3j IOO-344903-I) .'V-'

•' •/

i*»*.
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ALFRED ;

!5R4-|%iRSItX

• The publication, ''American Ren of science'** a biological directory

;

printed in 1933, reflects that Doctor Alfred, gsra jjir3ky.r/as born in Flushing,
Long island, Ker? fork, on October 17, 1930 . Re received ^ &.' d^eb-at. -

Harvard^ University in 1922 arid a.Doctor of- RMlosophy'dogrce ffomfehb name ;;Y ;

.’

University 'in I925. ' IhiQ source reflected; thait. pirsly was "'an associate in
:

;b’\
tho field. of medicine at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital from 192$' fed *V
1933, whore he .specialized in .the- field of physiology. (American Ren of science.

.

:

.
' ;-V

’

v page 781)
The name of Doctor. Alfred Esra airsky of Kerr York wa listed as

“

one' of the sponsors •' of an orgcnization known' as the "Committee' of .,Equal •

justice for )&s.Recy Taylor" as reflected in a. pamphlet issued by -that • -V

.

organization. Xhi3
r
organization was organized in 1944 in connection hith: \

‘

a meeting called by 'the -"Rally T/brke*w,.allbge<^ publication.
It should be noted that this meeting was attended by a group of 'people ; • - _
who for the most part here known to be members of the Communist party

j; l.' Schmit/lc

sir. TolBon
Ur.\E. A. *1

Wr,' Clogg_
Hr. Glavin
Ur. Ladd-
er. -Nlchcl:

Hr. '.Posen.

Hr. Egan
Hr. Ournea_
Hr;' Harbo
Hr. yohr__
Hr. penmn:
Hr. qulnn Tam -

Tele. Rosa
'

1 » _
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CHARLES /EDWARD. A.Ywn-TSLOW' - .-^y.
-

'
.-, >;. <Kr}

' ' •
• 1

*-
"

'

*f'(

Charles Edward A* Winslow was born February 13, 187? in Boston,
'

' Hassachu.set.ts. He attended Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
.

.. .

Cambridge, Massachusetts, from 1894 to 1.899, where he received, a bachelor .

-

of Science degree as veil as a Master of Science Degree. He has special-

ized ip the field of "biology aha biological engineering, from 1915 to -•

1943 he was employed. at Yale Tmiversity, Hew Haven, Connecticut^ .as Profes-

sor of Public Health and was con stilting sanitarian at the Hew Haven

Hospital, Yale University. (100-244073-1; 100-344903-5) '
. . V

V She report dated in 1944. of the Special Committee on U'n^mer.ican.

Activities, House' of Representatives,- 78th Congress, -lists 0; J3. A,. Winslow

as a sponsor of the folio'vdng alleged Communist front organizations;

. Coordinating Committee to lift the Embargo; national -Council of American-

‘Soviet friendship,' Inc., and Medical Bureau .of the North American Committee

to Aid Spanish Democracy! (61-7582—1298) -
.

- The letterhead. Stationery of Russian War Relief, .Inc,, dated. ;
•-

;
March !, -1944, listgv Winslow as .Honorary. Chairman of this organization,.. .

(lC^The°Au^st^*19i'6' issue, of the ''American Review of Soviet

Medicine" lists V/inglow as a Regional Vice President of the' American- '.
/

- Soviet Medical Society. ( 100-344903) .•
.

•
-•
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^rrmplonats in this country.
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SgpC E. Moore - bb

(100-292259-212)
'ovist
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‘ ?he late Ralter ‘B. Cannon was formerly professor of physiology
at Harvard University. According to the reports of the Special Connittce
pn Un-Anerican Activities, Rouse of Representatives, 72th Congress, 2nd
session, printed in 1944, Cannon tras reported to be connected -.Tith the
‘following alleged Comunist front Organizations*.

A member of tho Rational Cornittee in 1940 and 1941 of the
American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual freedon.

A National Sponsor in 1940 of the American Conaittee for the
Protection of tho Foreign Born.

A Sponsor in 1939, 1941 and 1942 of the American Gortolttea to
Save Refugees.

s *
.

*

A Sponsor in 1940 of the Descendants of the American Revolution.

.. . A Sponsor in 1941 of the Spanish Refugee Relief Campaign.

A Sponsor in 1941 of the Assembly for Justice to Rational minorities

i

\
u

v

\

A Chairman in 1938 of the Radical Bureau and North American
Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy and a National and medical
Sponsor of the sane work in the 3ano year. • .

Sponsor of a dinner, October 27, 1943, of the joint Anti-Fascist.
Refugee Committee..

Patron in 1942 of the Congress of American Soviet Friendship.

Sponsor of a dinner given by "Soviet Russia Today'* on February 22,
1943, at New Tork City. (100-239886-1, p. 10,- 61-7582-1298, pgs.330,

. 349,689,941,1200,1604.)

J.L. Schmit/lc



The Civil Service Comsiseion reaords reflect that Daniel Melchsr was
horn July 10, 1912, at Jfewton Center, Massachusetts. R®. attended Mcntclair
High School, Montclair, Raw Hampshire, and from September, 1930, to July, 193ii,

'
' :j

he attended Harvard- University, warring in econoaics, Re received an A.B.
degree crura lauda. Jfelcher also took a short course in book selling at
Columbia Cniyersity. ‘

-

From 1931 to 193U he was employed by the 1. E, Bowker Company,
Raw fork City, and from 193U t<? 1935 by 0. Allen and Unwin, London,. England .

In 1935 he Was also employed by Siapkin Marshall inlondcn. Raring the same
year he claimed that ha studied European methods of book diatributtotv while
with this company in Leipzig as sell as in Berlin, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo,'
ana Edinburgh. In 1935 he ms also employed by the University of Chicago
Press, Washington, D. C. } and in 1936 was employed by Henry Holt and Company
in Bew York City. From 1936 to 1939 he was employed by the Oxford University

:
' Press in Raw York Gity.attd from 1939 to 19h0 by th® Alliance Book Corporation,

.
How York City. He also' worked for the Viking press in Raw York City in 19UQ. . V'!

Ifalcher has admitted that his criminal record consists of several
traffic tickets and on one occasion a $10.00 fine for lending his license
plates to a

4
friend. . In 1931 he was fined £10.00 for parking without lights

r on an unlit-country road with a girl.

Melehsria father, Fredrick a. Ifelcher, was born At Malden, •

Massachusetts , and his mother, Margaret® Feilows, was born at Boston, be
Massachusetts. His father was the editor end publisher of .»Publishera Raete3yv» b7c -

Malcher claimed to own a half interest in tea Reprotyua Corporation. 92
Liberty Street, Hew York City. Ha raarriec^ I on February 27 .

1937, at Ridgewood, New Jersey. She was: bom at

The files of the Treasury Departsant reflect that Malcher entered
on duty February 3, 19lt2, as a defense security promotion specialist at a
salary Of 13800 per annus.. He resigned on January 17, 19h6, at which time *.

he was earning a salary of $7il75 per annum, for the purpose of becoming
director of the National Committee on Atomic Information. AS of July, 19h6»

was employed at th® Southwest Branch of th® District of Columbia
Public Library.

‘ h6
-• b7C

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. a. 7a
ur. ciogg
Ur. Qlavln
Ur, Ladd —
llr. L’lchoUP

Malcher claimed to be a member of the following organization??*

A03riQBtt Institute of Graphic Arts •••
,

'

.'.V

Publishers Ad Club
Editors Luncheon Club

.

1

Direct Mail Advertising Club V
'i

* V

cA^



->r

(U)

I L/Lf
... +

Richer listed the fpllg^gepaclal qualifications: "Writer and
editor trailed in Bconontcsj extensive printing experiences private, pilots •

ay.atear^Eaecl’.anical sachinist and irh&Htor}- physicist} and also wrote a hook
entiU«d_ 'Totmg

Jj>
stone, Book Publishers’ which was described aa & vocational

iatrcxiuoUcm to book publiohing for young pooplo.n «, 4

, (l00-3h^223)
_ . _

. ,
Th& National Coaaittee on Atonic Information was formally set up -andBaniel Belcher, was appointed as director on Beceuaer 18, 19h$. Information,

was received froa a reliable source in February of l$k6 to the effect that
ffslcher had practically forced himself into the position of director of the
National Cosnaittoe on Atonic information by indicating to the executive
committee that he had free lisa inasmuch as .his duties at the Treasury
department had been almost coapletcd and ha could devote his tine to the
duties as director of. this Cosnittee. nnn u ,iCf9 •

(100-3hh52-6) (Rev. E.A.Ccnway, S.J.

_ ... Qa h a mating of the exeouUve
t
cwaSiUQe

0o^® NationalCcsmittee on Atomic Information was held in Washington, D. C., at which tine
ss® r3

!?y
ed hls position as director. The reason given by theGwaattee for this action was "general Incompetence.” BowQvor, infcrcationwas received froa a confidential source to the effect that the chairman ofthe National Comaittse on Atomic Information had been concerned about I'clcher’sallegadly^following the Coamuniet line in the publications issued by theNational Committee on Atomic Information.

Xu October: of 19h6 informtfeSs obtained from a confidential
?
owc

? *ha* richer was a wskv*r. of the Washington Eookahou
Association*/^ |(1G0-2^112 p.20) lfpd.inft.|

b7D

.CnSepte^erS^ I?h2, the Congressional Record on page 7hh7reflect* that th® Washington Bookshop was declared by the Attorney General'
"

as one of the organisations within the purview of Public law 135. In
£ac

£
icn c£ tbe report of the Special Coraittee on tJn-Acsrican

{uix,,
08 ' House of Representatives, 76th Congress, page I67hi it is stated

thit this organisation “was so obviously en enterprise of the Coauaunist Party
*

tit it
^P^ically Informed porson to walkinto it mtuout peycfciyxng Its Cosrsuflist character***

(61-7582-1298 p.!67li)
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.. v w
legits Clarence Dunn vas horn on. lloveraber 2*1893 at Buffalo,

1
,

r w
. ,

IIe r3C®ived a bachelor of Science Degree-from Dartmouth Colletin 1915 and, a Doctor of Science Degree- from Harvard University in 1920,^
He was employed as a_ geneticist; nt. Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station,in Connecticut. ?r°m- 3.92° to 1928.. Prom 1928 until 1939 he was employed,
as a profssaor in the Department of Zoology in Columbia University, andsineel939 he Has been an executive officer in that department . if He was aDirector of the national Council of American-Soviet friendship, -inc., aswell as Chairman of the Science Committee of this organization. In this-'

bG noted
,

that National Council^? American-Soviet
eu , • '<** A Communist front organization tv the
SSS**.

Comnltt
f
e on- Un-American Activities, House of Representatives,

^5th Edition;, biographical
v ... •„ , • , 61-7582-1298)' *&:?'.- < .

•• v.

In ohe September, 193^ issue of the publication "Soviet Russia
‘a '““

°Pstt letter calling far greater unity among the
.

vi
.

..
.

- f
1-—- cooperation with the Soviet Union.Mohg the -signers^ of this latter. appeared the name of 1. 0. Dunn, 'Professo

'. 'Sovi et Russia Today", it should he
,

.

....
j propaganda. publications

(.61-7374) i-:*, •' I-;/ >

In
*.
a

-

1fHw Issued ty- the' American Committee for Democr
ectual freedom in May, 1940, the name of Professor r. a.

friendship, Inch, has been cited
VWUilUi. W voo 'U^i . UU**!

7§th Congress* (American Men of
Encyclopedia of the World. 3rd 1

tu - - - -•
9 ' •

Today 11

, there appeared an
anti-fascist forces and for closer

of Zoology, Columbia University. ""1......
noted, is alleged to. ha’. one of the outstanding
in the United States.- (61-7374) i- 1

’ V A.- ;

Tracy'

Harbo



• In aa open letter dated July 12, 1942-j sponsored and circulated

^
"by the national Federation for Constitutional Liberties, the name of
L.' C. Bunn appeared as One of the signers requesting the President of the

-
. United States to rescind Attorney General Francis fiddle’s order for.de-

/ pbrtation of Harry Bridges, In this connection, the national Federation
L. for Constitutional liherties was declared to he a subversive organization

by the Attorney General within the -purview- of public law 1345 of the 77th
*

. Gongrese, (100-1170-207
; 61-7583-1298) ’ ’

’

It has been reliably reported that in the Fall of 1943 the
Organising Committee of the Jefferson. School of Social Science posted the
name of lealie C, Bunn as One- of the individuals to be considered as a

4 member of the Board of Directors of the Jefferson School, 3Jhis school
has .been described by ' the Special Committed .on Un-American Activities,
House of Representatives, 73th. Congress as a Communist .institution.

1

*
• (100-227027-1, p.24; 61-75824298) '

.

‘
-

xc,*H 5he letterhead of the .American Committee for the protection of
the Foreign Born lists Dunn as one. of the sponsors .of that organization.
Shis organization has also been cited by the Special Committee on Hn-

"

!V .

:

American Activities-, House of Representatives, 7.3th Congress as being

\ ‘ -Communist dominated and a Communist front. : (65-18417-10; 61-7582-1298)
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Harry Grundfest was "bom January 10* 1904 at Minsk, Russia* '

He. entered the United States at the Port of Hew York on September 1*
1913 • Grundfest was naturalized in the Jersey City Common pleas Court,

.Jersey City, Hew Jersey, on September 3?, 1921,. He attended,' Columbia
University from 1925 until 1930,' when he received a Doctor of Philosophy
Degree . Gruhdfe.st was employed at the Rockefeller Institute of Medical

^ Research in Hew York City from 1935 tb 1943. He Was employed at the
Port Monmouth Signal Laboratory, Port. Monmouth, Be*/ Jersey as of March 1,
1943., (100-334195-1) .V'

It has been reliably reported that in 1944 Grundfest was known-
to have been a guest lecturer at the School for , Democracy in Itew York
City, which organization was repprted to bo a Communist front* He was
appointed a Director of .the National Council of American-Soviet Friend-
ship, Inc,, at the timO that organisation was incorporated on February 1,
1943. On one occasion Grundfest is reported to have stated that he
believed the whole w^rld should turn Communistic. (100-334195-1)

Reliable sources have advised that Grundfest is known to have
been in contact with Soviet diplomatic officials, as well as with Soviet
scientists. (100-334195-25, .97, 189) *

• *.

*’ The August, 1946 issue of ”Soviet Russia Today”, page. 9, con-?

tained an article by Harry Grundfest entitled ^Atomic Energy Control —
An Analysis of the American and Soviet .Proposals”. In this article
Grundfest praises the proposal made by Andrei Gromyko for international
.control of the atom, bomb, but severely criticizes the proposal made by
Bernard Baruch* the American delegate to. the Atomic Energy Commission of
the ‘OhiLtbd nations*- .

(100-334915-93) .
•

. V *
. /

' ",

• v It has also been reliably reported that Grundfest has been in
. contact with an admitted Soviet agent in the Canadian espionage case.

(62-58853-21) .
- ..

JLStvj
‘Mr. Tolson
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• KovcabQr lj 194?

-
' DOCTOR ALXCE^&niLTON' “ *£* - *'

^

A source who is well acquainted with Doctor Alice Hamilton advised
that Doctor Hamilton resides in Hadlyne, Connecticut. This source advised;
that Doctor Hamilton is on elderly woman in her late seventies, and is .S
considered an expert on industrial and occupational medicines* This source
stated that she has lectured for a number' of years at -Harvard University I
Hsdical School and at the University of Michigan. (65-48970-1 and l6o-37-l-5jB

A reliable source advised that in 1936, £Lice Hanilton was & -
.

«"’

member of the. executive board of the Chicago Civil liberties Committee,
which organization-, - according to this source, has' a long and consistent record
of supporting Communists and Communism. (100-6605-2,p.6l) . - . .

• •

A confidential source advised. that Sector Alice Hamilton had
written a letter to Governor Thomas £5. Dewey of Hew Xork, lit 1942, appealing
for executive clemency on behalf of Horris U. Scitappas. This letter was
•wifcten at a. time when the qomaunist Party was organising a pressure campaign
to free Schappes, who was imprisoned on a charge of perjury, when ha -testified
under oath, that he was not -a Conmpnist. ( 65-48970-101, p.2 .and 10Q-195271-8,p,2)

-
.

' In 1943 the name of Doctor Alice Hamilton of Harvard University
appeared in, a printed message to the House of Representatives calling for
abolition -of the Dies Committee. This message was circulated and sponsored
by the national Federation for Constitutional' liberties which is an alleged
Communist front organisation. (100-1170-239) v.

The special committee on Un-Aaerican Activities, House of{Repre-
sentatives, 78th Congress, seeond session, in a report dated in i944Viist:
Doctor Alice Hamilton as a spbnspr of or assoeiatedwith the follc^pfValleget
Communist front organizations' and Gonahnist sponsored events: N£,' %/

American Committee for - uhti-ijazi Literature
,

American Comnittee for Democracy and Intellectual
American committee to Save Refugees
Russian Reconstruction Farms, Inc, ,

"
.

United States — Soviet Friendship Congress
Citizens Committee to Frpe Earl Browder •

.
,-£*•. v

,

Statenent Defending the Ccnsnuniafc party '. ^ 'A-v'C

Consumers 1 national Federation /%-’V
Friends of the Soviet Union

' '

national Council of American - Soviet Friendship,
national inergcncy conference »

Schneidorraan - parey Defense Committee (61-7582-]

Vvv .
.5''-* -j, ~f

J'/ i. r^v- ' /'-'C v..

J. L. Schmit/lc
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Uaclnnes is a chemist who -was bora March 1, 1858^01 Sal-
City, Utah. He obtained a‘ Bachelor >f Science degree at the Uniy

*

Utah in 1907, and a faster of Science degree from the TJniversi
in 1909. He received a Dr. of philosophy degree from the
Xllinoic in 1911 and taught at this University on the sub;
from- 1911' to 1917. He was employed as a Professor' in chtL™-*
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology from- 1917 to
associate member of the Rockefeller Institute For Medical J$T'
1926 to 1940, and has been a member of the Rockefeller Xnsti..

.
.

’ (7/ho?s ; T/ho for 1946-47) . ..

A reliable source has advised that Kaclnnes is one of the group
of los Angeles scientist who loft the united states for tfoscox?. Russia, on
June 11, 1945. (100-34168-12) . .

.* *
. .

.

' tSSsW'

1940,

The science Bulletin -of .the American-Soviet Science society for
October,1945, pointed out that Dr. Maclnnes had represented the Aceriean-

- Soviet Science Society at tho jubil'cc session, of 'the foviot Academy of. science.
According to this Bulletin, Dr. Lfaclnnes was quoted as having stated; “Although
the Amorican group at the anniversary meeting of the. Academy of Scientists

'

-
.

' ‘

of the U.S.S.R.'was shown many laboratories and quite a number of lines pf
researon, X feel! that I cannot report with confidence except on the investigations
relating to physical chemistry. Final appraisal of the work must await the
arrival of reprints and books b^ the diplomatic pouch. *r This article farther ; -

W-OtesZr. Maelnnes as having stated: «JSr chief .impression of Soviet Science
is ttia.t, much more than in. this -country, there is encouragement of pure science.
It is this fact that will make Soviet Scientists,,! hope, . friendly and cooperative
competitors in the future'*.

,
.

_ The Washington '•Times Herald" issue of Harch' 25, 1947, contained
£n ~c^0 te*ich discussed the American-Soviet Science Society. This -article
reflected that luncan a. Maclnnes, Acting Director of the Society, had stated
bhat most of tho naterial exchanged by the Society with Russia was of a '

theoretical nature. According to this article, £r. I&clnnes indicated that
none of the material had ^military vTLue, although no one examined the
material to determine if it -would be injurious to our national defense be-
fore it was sent to Russia. (100.-344903-18) .

' 1

J. L. Schmit/lc
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jRTMENT OF COMMERCE
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WASHINGTON 25

October 22, 1947
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Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C*

Dear Mr. Hoover:

DECLASSI
OH

EBRfilfl

BATS.

C0K?A1£!2>
31PI2D
ms.

J/Zrvt

i-

\\
>

l

vs-

The President of the United States, under Executive Order 9855

djited March 21, 1947, promulgated the Federal Employees Loyalty —
Program. Pursuant thereto, the Secretary of Commerce established

a Loyalty Board in the Department to adjudicate derogatory cases.

In this connection, the Department^ej^lV-ed„Fea££§l..Bur.e3.u^,
Investigation resorts under lettex~Q&J*Sg£^Ji^ '

1947. in the case of Dr. Edward uJSondon, Director of the National

Bureau of St^nHardsT'’’]^ , the Loyalty Board

desires additional information or a summary memoranda on certs

persons who are associated with an organization containec

Federal Bureau of Investigation reports.
• ^

The following persons are associated with the^imerican-Soviet^.

Science Society ., which is affiliated with
^
thetUational Council_.of.

.Americanr-Soviet'Friendship, ,Inc. A copy of the letterhead of the

SocietyTTs attached^

X

• Leslie C,

Walter B. ’Cannon
'Gilbert N^&ewis.
• Alice Hamilton
•C. E. AyfWinslow
• Harry £rundfest

daclmies

)

,
(Vladimir K.^worykin )

*D. i*.

-Alfred

Chairman
Honorary Chairman
Honorary Chairman
Honorary Vice-Chairman
Honorary ^iee-Chairman

j
Executive Committee

Recorded o

4

Bi“addition, information is re^lsl)

l
>
d onEjltr belcher

,

_ , • T\ • . ml. — am a! Tl/v-nvi 4-4* rwi A 4- nmn r*

CUL1 UJ-Vil ,
— ** — “'’1 — —

y^ Executive director of Th© National Committee on Atomic

. .

~
s*2

v?r» ! yOt*?

cv

>





AMERICAN-SOVIET. SCIENCE SOCIETY.

Affiliated with
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship,

Inc.

114 East 52 Street ' New York 16, N. Y. MUrray Hill 5-2082

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

CHAIRMAN
L. CJ^Ounn

HONORARY CHAIRMAN
Walter B* Cannon
Gilbert N. Lewis

HONORARY VICE-CHAIRMAN
' Alice Hamilton
Irvj^g^angmd.r ^

ChaunSey I^Leake
Leoy^oeb^

,
•

#

Wilde^ren^ieid -

Florence R^Sabin
C. E« A. Winslow

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Condon

Carl Ciy

John ^E^|iynn
Samuo^Gelfan
Harry Grundfest
Michael^eidelberger
S^^Eefschetz
D. A* Maclnnes

A.
T,larstq^.^o^se
Stu^rt^Mudd

>tanlg

Selman^A^^^icsman
PhilipJk?yffhite - *

Ignac^VZloto^ski ^
Vladimir K^\Zv/orykin

Edwin S* Smith, Executive Director, National Council American-Soviet
Friendship, Inc.



TO

SUBJECT:

DIRECT®, FBI
i

gdy hottel, sac, Washington field

EDWARD UHLEfi^C OBD C®T

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: November 19, 1947

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

y
1

, r-.J
st*ted bhat Dr * CQro(31 called "WEBSTER S^JCNESat New York City from Washington, D. C. on November 11, 1947

*£ S^tU8.°f a deal that he J01®S were work-ins.®' Thia deal refers to attempts by CCNDOf to secure aposition at Perm State College. JONES is trying to further

>4SSVZt- S

f
l0
S^ (Phonetic) and GEORGE.

<OS“!s (phonetic) and-by "pushing the board."

n * JJ®®®
stated that he has an offer for a position asDean of the Engineering Department at the University of TjH w—

nesota and plans to go to Minnesota to look things over.
|

that
f
11
^OTembfr 11 C®D® also talked topi^>i^TIG (phonotic)^of the University of Minnesota, -who isin- Washington with a Dr.^RELL (phonetic) attending a con-vention of the Association of Land Grant Colleges. These threeplanned to have dinner that evening. It is possible tXt £jT
iWemPtS t0 S''°Ure * P °Siti0a at 018

+ x.

advised JC8JES that ‘he ^preferred the position
at Penn State College and JOTES promised to keep him advised
as to developments. ' * „

, , , .

daba is beine furnished the St. Paul and Phila-delphia Offices for information only at this time. These
?;
fl
!!l

a^re9UeSted t0 oheok their fil®s ia an endeavor toidentify HARTIG, MORRELL, JQJES, HOLLAND and DYKES. Any ad-ditional information received in this connection will be fur-nished the appropriate office.

RGGjGH

62-4108
CC/st. Paul
CC/Philadelphia

rr . &.-S1&Y- 7
INDEXSE JT I, Tt-i csnw« «*««*»*•

1&1 7

(



Office Mtmrantium • united

'

fevn-i government

DIRECT®, FBI

SAC, -WASHING!® FIELD

DATE: November 26, 1947

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BftU/DK/TH

ON 08-18-2009

SUBJECT: EDWARD UHLER^CCND® , /

-INTERNAL SECURITY- - R Classifiedby_\ jW /
Exempt from GpS^Ca^gory

,
*?

/ .
-

- Pate of Ds^a^ficaUobWefinite' -y_
i~~S0HF. g^'-y.

reported that Dx^JR^ZILARD, Atomic
'

scientist at the University of Chicago and Chairman of the
Emergency Canmittee of Atomic Scientists, Incorporated, pre-
pared a letter £or transmission, to JCSEF STALIN in Moscow.
This letter in general expounded the necessity of avoiding
the drift toward v/ar and the deterioration of the present
situation, and proposed that STALIN start broadcasting to

(U) the American people.^^

SZILARD, prior to sending this letter, v/rote to
the Attorney General and the Secretary of State for permission
to send this letter to avoid a possible violation of the Logan
Act, vdiich prohibits private citizens to contact heads of
foreign governments with a view toward influencing relations

J]
between the respective governments

.5^

o c*

1(mm. n«|
gQry .J?
Definite’ W:7'7f

AtOTIC

yi/y

•iiexL LI

•X

AW?

«

,

• When two months passed with no acknowledgment to
his letter, SZILARD then considered the possibility of pub-

U)
|

. listing same in the Bulletin of th8 Atomic Scientists, hut
I

j

this was not dene. He subsequently gob in contact with
Vi l-JAMESktUSTIN, who agreed to publish- same in his column in

gjJ
the New York Times on November 12, 3.947

j
CGTDCN, who is the Director of the National Bureax

90^ $,of Standards and the subject of an Internal Security - R
vHoi ^investigation by this office, stated that his opposition to ^
Wjl

/\!'bhe publication of this letter was based on the fact that *

fvw \ SZILARD, even though acting as an individual, is a -represent-
. t 5 "the Emergent Committee of Atomic Scientists and an
f Atomic scientist himself. Thus, he felt that SZILARD’S let-

jter might result in a criticism of Atomic scientist/in general
/c m as being disloyal, untrustworthy and "crackpots •'Vt)

j
\

•/ c %
P* w S ©

ft a

,/aY

This could in turn give the military men such as
Major General LESLIE R. GROVES seme basis for criticizing

ufthe civilian control of Atomic Energy (McMahon Bill). CGND®
f
added that he did^icot .feel that the publication of the letter

'would affect in/any ‘viay^the national political situation. \O
"

Zrd' utvuiwuaj. ^oAivj.v<aj. OIOW
«. CGNDQN also point e,d out-that SZILARD was one of-the
(% J V X. r / <sr-% <1

'RECORDED /
& .

3&- *

j^Q-EXSD
2J_

NOV 26 19^7

/ 47 • . J/
{fit 7^ /mrzi

Leaders,

7 </



W- t

Director, FBI

(U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

November 26, 1947

of the opposition t o^tfie' ‘May'-Tohn's'on Bill, which bill proposed
military control of Atonic Energy. As a result SZILARD incor-
porated the enmity of C-ROTES and other military men.j^

CCNDGN therefore discussed this letter with several
people, including representatives of the Emergency Committee of
Atonic Scientists with the object of blocking publication of
this letter, and if it is published, to have representatives
of this Committee publicly state that SZILARD was speaking for
himself only and not the C onmittee ,Yc4

He also contacted newspaper friends to make plans to
"play down" this article should it cause- ahy considerable pub-
lic reaction,

In this connection C®DCN talked to Dr. HCGNESS
(phonetic), who is probably Dr . T . R ySCGNESS . Trustee of the
Emergency Committee and believed tobe'at the University of
Chicago. HCGNESS stated that he had been in touch with PHIL
MCRSE (phonetic), who is probably PHIIJPJi^iaRSE of the
Brookhaven ihboratdryland a* member of -the Committed and also
with PAULING (phonetic), who is .probably LINU££gAULING , noted
chemist in the California Institute of Technology and a member
of the C csnmittee

CONDON also discussed this letter with RQBERT/tFRAZE
of the Department of Commerce, and advised FRAZE that he’ had -

talked with WBISSKCPF (VICTOR EREDFRIC^WEISSKCPF, active mem-
ber of the Emergency C cmmittee'and on 4ie 'staff of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology). COS5DCN asked TVEISSKCFF to
contact 0ARL)&CMPT ON , PresJAen^ of Massachusetts Institute of
Technol ogy,^'i£"th.is matter •(

CONDON also called BETA (phonetic) (HANS|§ETHE,
Cornell University and a member of the Emergency^fCTimi't't'ee) ,
MCRSE (phonetic), PAULING (phonetic) and HOSNESS (phonetic),
and suggested to them that if requested to comment on SZILARD 1

article, to state that he acted only as an individualij

.

CONDON also called "my old friend,11

'YfARRET/AUSTIlT of
the United Nations to ask AUSTIN to attempt to have the New
York Times withhold this article. CONDON further told FRAZE
that SZILARD had called him and said .that he felt that this
article would cause a violent reaction and that this was what

(Uj he desired.

A
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November 26, 1947Director, FBI

FRAZE
Post had called
also of the "Washing-!w ^
the city. To obtain additional information regarding this
article, KUHN was referred to WALLER, who had a copy of SZILARD*
letter to STALIN. WALLER resides at .Apartment 305, LaSalle
Apartments, Connecticut Avenue and L Street, N.'W.'i Washington.,
D. C. FRAZE and CONDON agreed that MCRSE imS ECGNESS -would be
the best ,spokesmen to be quoted in the newspaper regarding
SZILARD’s letter. CCNDCSJ referred to contacts made by himself
and/or mZE with ALFRED FRIENDLY , Washington Post writer,

nil . M^QUTS/uSILDS . news columnist and commentator, and MARTIN
' IJ J ^AffimTSKY of Radio Station W*) *

In a later conversation with CCNDGN, FRAZE stated
that he felt. that the Times article had been stopped, as
SZILARD decided to make seme changes in it which would "take
the edge off the sedition angle." FRAZE indicated that the

. Times 7/as possibly setting a trap for SZILARD in publishing
this article. As a result of this change, nothing would ap-
pear regarding the article in the Washington, papers and pos

(U) sibly would appear in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

(U)

(Ui

tuj

CONDON had a lengthy conversation with MARTIN AGRCNSJT
in this matter, setting forth in -general the developments as
set forth above.' During the conversation he told AGRONSKY that
he was not a member of ,the Emergency Committee as he had
"pulled out of all such things." AGRONSKY agreed to wait and
see ivhat the reaction would be if this letter of SZILARD’s were
published and then act accordingly.^^

Due to the fact that several of the individuals
named reside in New York, Chicago, Boston and Pasadena, copies
of this letter are being sent to the offices covering these
cities for information only

Any additional information received in this regard
will be forwarded to the Bureau

'

RGGjGH

CC:Boston, Nev/ York, Los Angeles, and Chicago(AMSD)
File No. 62r-410

8



QirSTANDARD FORM NO. 64

V Office • unitebj^'b'i-rLBxiTD GOVERNMENT

TO

SUBJECT:

DIRECTCR, FBI

GUY EOTTEL, SkZ

,

ASHINGTON FIELD

EDWARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

date.- Nov-ember 26, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

ikzm JMT. Reported that Mr. SALISBUR£_(phonetie)
nramra -u.. -t, n _. , _

/yWQ'
attempted' to reach CQNDCN by phone an October 6, 1947 and
in CaiDCN's absence asked Mrs. CONDON if she and CONDON
would 30m him at dinner at the Mayflower Hotel on Octo-
ber 8. She tentatively accepted this invitation.

On October 8 CONDON tried to reach W. W'.'^SAIIS-BUR^at the Mayflower Hotel, but the latter “S mIroan#

„„„ V 011 October 20 TOT^ALISBHRY (phonetic) advised®XP®-0 that he wasIntW for a few days and agreedto visit the CONDCNs that evening.
7 agreed

_

The Washingtcn Post of November 19, 1947 reflected
' ^^t_Dr..-Jn~NFTELTlJ8u|k^I^S5URY and a cofoorker . Dr. DONATI) tt

.

S™el„ bobh astronomers at the HarvardVivBrsfty''obse?vatorv
gave a talk on Cosmic Rays at the fall meeting of the Acad-

*

emy of Sciences held in Washington cm November 18, 1947. Acopy of this clipping is being attached for the Boston Office,wo copies are being retained in the Washington Field Office.

In view of the probability that SALISBURY '.' of Har-
va™ ili;i

e
T

nt
i
cal with the SALISBURY who has been in contact

with CffilDON, the Boston Office is requested to furnish the
Washington Field Office with a summary of any infSatim intheir files regarding SALISBURY.

RGGsGH

CCjBoston (Enclosure)

File No. 62-4MCOSDBD JJlgf''
*
1 5Y/ \Fzz~rzT tos. TT s

jr B I
NUV 20 19.^7

Q 3DEC1

b2

*bi

\

l



^TAKtfAIto^ORM NO. 64

Office Me,
# \

~Stil • UNITEDv^T'vm^OVERNMENT

'IRECTCR, FBI

GUI HOTTEL, SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

DATE: November 26, 1947

EDYJ&RD UHLH^CONDOT
INTERNAL SBCURTfr"-"Tl

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

Remyiet November 36, 1947,

Attached hereto are self-explanatory newspaper
clippings regarding Dr, LEQfeziLARD’s letter to Premier
STALIN.

The Chicago Office if requested to obtain appro-
priate copies of f,The Bulletin of the Atonic Scientists"
and forward same to the Bureau,

RGGrtGH

Enclosures; Boston - 1

New York - 1
Los Angeles - 1

Chicago - 1 (AMSD)
•Bureau - 2

Pile No* 62-4108



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-I8-20Q9 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

COPIES DESTROYED

11 OCT 27 1964

^closure
'
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/
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
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Physicist's Open Letter to Him

.Proposes Peace Meetings of

.

- Scientists and Citizens

. .
. . Special to The NewYork Times. !

CHICAGO, Nov. J24-.zProf. Deo l

1 Szitaci. of the University of Chi-
*‘c^go, who was the first to discover,

•^the* chain’ reaction that made the

Jafcomhj bornty possible, has ad-
' ’

•dressed* ah opeh .letter to Premier I .
: T~^

Ai I

i^O; Initiate a neyr type, of chain,' re- \>|Vrthf-AcVC; — • 1
.action that)'might ;.the* MSKS
’ block which has’ daused' the 'dead- \-rf:

’ • *

• f * ^
^

‘

* J

‘lock’*
,
between, /Russia 'and* the DJJ Qthlm . /

jjjnited -.-3
.
j?!®* TP prqiirir; ^

[nfSpie letter -\vas 'first
5

submitted > C.V*. i

-

tblAttorney General Tom C. Clark CHICAGO* NoVi 24 (AP)—An
with a. request for' permission to appeal '-to Premier S.talin:.-to
send ;it directly to the- Soviet 'Pre-, “speak directly . and personally; to
mijr. Failing’ to, receive such per- the- American people’* on Rufcsiafs

t

mission, Dr.- Szilard fnadehislet- proposals* for'-. a •
general postwar;

ter public through publication in Settlement waS; inadd. today^by^a1-

the current issue of The Bulletin scientist who*;played,.a leading
bf^e Atomic SC^

1 >
role i^ddyeVopfnent; of ;the, atom.

'x»r. Szil^dproposes to Mr. Staliii pomb'.v*
'

'V
*a .number .of unique suggestions, ‘,'W an; "open

'

all aimed to bring about a more Dr.' Leo-fszilard’,.
direct^ contact^ between the Ameri- .»the .father of <7

can and the; Kussian people^rSt;
*old tMswi&’it

'rby a f series 'of .addresses by the within* your, po
; Russian* Premier to. the .American American People

ometiih
,

eS‘called,

iei'atbm'fbomt),!?'

3tr.itIs^clearl?;

er. to, give-,the;

*; choice betwepry
rnrses of* foreign*.

m.e recdnajwjctlonlot the post-warH
J-AV

-"
1

i'*!
*•' <

i

*
1
^'

•world, .anctiaecondly, by a series of I * lf< ' detWoralioh^ of - 'American-j
meetings of leading scientists and I sbyie^retetioh^
citizens >4*ori\ the niajor ' countries P other. -'six VlhoHtlis^lie . hddedj>-a£
of ‘the world for ironing - out the

<'fatefulcharige'^
.controversial issues., • r.;;;-v ; iv ^.-'.the ^lhmcis^ot•v

< the
:^eric^^

Such meetings''also, .‘Dr. Szilard people i'ana v‘
,nidfe 'likely. thhnnjt:

points' oiit, must* be initiated by UhV further course of events ,'Wfl,
Premier Staliii himself. He adds, he S’ut 0f the^ control 7of the.'.twb

however,^.that' *?‘if. . cailed '\ipon ‘^fes^^erhments.ih^ol^d^' _
>

do, so//' he
t
(Dr.' Szilard). would try >

’ ——
- v

•toiforni a committee, of ‘American ‘'Tf/liO-)-
ato^nici scientists *whp,^/acting asL •• W *1

.

hosts, i’ would' gather, “a. group :of' „ -/f£vf
'

citizens/from' all walks of' life—!
,

.v wAw
men' y/hp - axe concerned

.
about the 1 *

J /
^ vV wY y

t/o*> Y°*K
-]'rnAfri

9
'
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Office MemdM&iM
i

TO

FROM

/SUBJECT:

D. M* Ladd

J. P.

UNITED STATES GOVERN
\

date: November 'gk, 1947

EDWARDLONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY-R

if.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Hr. Tolson .
Hr. 2. A. Tam
Hr. Clegg
Hr- 01»vin
Hr. Laid
Hr. M>
Hr. Rosl
Hr. Tra.
Hr. car;

Hr. Eg:

Hr. Hendon
Hr. Pennington
Hr. Quinn •“

I thought you might be interested in the following conversatioigi«-“Soo

November 18, 1947 as reflected by a tech-““g°j“*between Condon and his wife
nical surveillance on Condo,

Lfe on Novemb '

.
I

Dr. Condon stated^l'Km-rn-bhtrTimes Herald again today — just
mixed up with the contempt of Congress, those 10 Hollywood Reds - the last
paragraph of the article says that THOMAS says now that I will be called ''dur-

ing the week of December 17th instead of December 12th, at which time I will
be questioned on my reputed Communist and Communist front organizations —
and just lets it go at that — but you see the old technique of dragging it
in and associating you with those other cases over and over again and so onj

it's really a disgusting thing, isn't it — I hate to spend time on this, I'd

much rather work and yet I sort of have a feeling that I had better somehow get

set and get prepared for it." EMILY asked "Do you really think they're gonna *

call you." and EDWARD said "Oh, I haven't any idea but I don't like this re-
peated — I've half a notion to get up quite a statement that's something like
the material in the H0LIFIELD speech, plus something like the departmental hear-
ings material that I supplied and mimeograph the damn thing and send it to every

member of Congress with a little cover letter saying that it's really not very
fair to have this thing dangle on and on like thisj here's my story and they
ought to get it over with." Condon advised he would have to think about it.

-b2

r>-



DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH
OH 08-18-2009

November 22, 19U7

PERSONAL AND CONlJ^TIAL
BT SPECIAL MESSENGERS

tt\ Tolson
12*; a. *]

ic*. cieg^_
It*. GlavJjT"
Vr. Ladd

—
12*. Nichols’

Wr. Cornea
-Mr. Karbo TT
w. nonr
1C*. Penningcon .

Mr. Quinn Taaa
Tele. Booo j, ~^T
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R'&enALL INFORMATION COMTAIKED'
, / *

, .

HEREIN 15. UNCLA55.IFTED , f\
DATE’ O8-I8-2O09 BY- 60324 UG BAN/DK/TH

WASHINGTON AND. BOSTON FROM. .WASH FIELD

EDWARD UHLER. CONDOR, IS-R

CORDON AND 'WIPE DOE ARRIVE HANOVER

HE WILL GIVE
:
.LECTURE ON ATOMIC ENERGY

MONDAY DECEMBER ONE AT - DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. ' "BOSTON WILL

ENDEAVOR TO ASCERTAIN GENERAL NATURE OF LECTURE AND OTHER
.

ACTIVITIES OR CONTACTS OP CORDON THROUGH :AVAILABLE. S OCFRCES
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 a
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIEL

DATE 08-18-2009 BY 6C^V NChSAN/DK/TH

mi
Office Memorandum • united states government

A.'(

TO : D. H. IADB {j/f

FROM : E. Q. FitchjS^

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD_ U.^JJOI®ON«

“T3rRSGf5R, BUREAU OF STANDARDS J(a^o i;A

date: November 25, 1947

2m
r:

>S

Ur. Ponr.!iT"''r_

«T. Qulin larr ..
Tole. FccOB
L!r. Nease«r. mison of the Office of Naval Intelligence axlvised Special

Agent Doherty that he had received information from a reprosenoative of the
ageiu> u i

p.ffQ0t that two rspcrtexs came to see him as a <&•=<,

£5 Of ?S5S Dr. CoSon befox/the American Society of ^chamca'

SS^eJs. SSon stated according to the Bureau of Ordnance representative

thltConion made certain disclosures concerning guided missiles during h

speech. '

Wilson did not know where the speech was made pissed to raak®

, further inajries to obtain information as to what was said by Dr. Gordon.

Wilson also stated that nb press release or transcript 1

a

g'®ch

ms available aid that he would make his inquiries by contacting members of the

Bureau of Ordnance who attended this meeting for die purpose ofdeterminirg
^

SSTwd when this talk was made and exactly *iat was said by Dr. Conion. ^
• AS soon as this information is obtained, Wilson advised that te^voaM'

inform ifr© Bureau*
'XSCORi>jSD

, £Z
XV IS wcu^muu —S memorandum T-

Security section for the attention of Supervisor R.
i f **•

4.

' "3W
It is rfeconmanied that this memorandum '^fopfSrfed^ the Internal

JFD:ihr

<^*33^ 5
"

‘i&yA
I-

'
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Office Me
!)
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TO

7
I

: DIRECTOR, FBI

idum • UNITED

GDI HOTTED, SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

DATE: Dece

(5}
SUBJECT: EDWARD UHLER CONDON

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

'OKV JMBfn

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

i

Mr. TracypC.

Mr. Egan.l ...

f Mr. Gumsk-

C i i-i*

C
I; I*

Ir. Harboi.

/ t.J?

'.Zl
r
i'i:T!.rr)a*?d SS CT°^ °n IJovember 27> 1947, telephonical^tiS“b2

S
i
r
®f

t,
,
A1®Xandria3 .Virginia, and idekif^tacted THURMAN.

come up in connection with this loyalty hysteria which affects my posittes-i

J
p®

J^
reau * ?

0ND0M requested some professional counsel in the matter andARNOLD agreed to see him within the next half hour.
t

On November 29, CONDON talked to Dr.2d t-o Dr. RICHARDS at the National Academy
vt-—v~..r ut . imw.4 0$y\RICHARD t President of the National

Sciences, Professor of Pharmacology and Vice-president in Charge ofLedical Affairs at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia). RICHARDS
h® had had a talk ^j^IcGIMNES (ph) in Not York (probably

glMCM A JpfecH'MBS of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, New YorkCity) and had asked MacINNES to send some letters and documents to him so he
C0
!rn™^ew’ same prior to ^turning to his home in Philadelphia. RICHARDS

and CONDON agreed to ride to New York on the same train out of Washington on

SmSer ?9 as CONDON was on his 7/ay to give a lecture at Dartmouth College.
CONDON said that he would get some data together in this matter but that some

AnwnTn
material

> Yhlch he had no coPles, was in the possession of THURMAN -

AariOLDj his counsel m this matter*

-, a+ . tn
*rded to reach CONDON on November 29 and ascertained from thelatter s wife that CONDON had left for New York City but could be contacted incare of Professor DICKEY at Dartmouth College on November 30, December 1 and

2
I ,™jD later Called IJrs ' CONDON and orated, »¥e have gone over

+hf?°?nKTnnM
U^ I'

1'11 rePresent him if he so desires." He further ' stated
stronger case than he had thought. Both ARNOLD and Mrs.

C0M30N believe that the matter will turn out all right.

o , 4.

iS ™ted that Dr * CONDOM, on November 18, advised his wife that hewas due to be called before the House Committee on Un-American Activities duringthe week of December 17 to testify as to his reputed Communism and Communistic
;<\organization activities. It is also noted that an article in the Y/ashingbon f w

\

h--

'

'# T3 - *
„ tec 3 1347

tiA



Letter to DIRECTOR, FBI
December 2, 1947

" Ŝ~HerfL

n

d" referred to CONDOR'S associations with the Southern ConferenceHuman Welfare and the American-Soviet Science Society, Inc. UacIMES is

ha^secured^he
°f ^ lat

^
e

f',

^roup and therefore appears possible that COMsecured the services of the law firm of ARNOLD, PORTER and FORTAS.

attention ^the^jeau^
deVel°pmentS in thiS natter wil1 be brought to the

RGGjJIF
62-4108

- 2 -



Director _
Tolson /
Ladd " lyr’g
Rosen Mr. Tolsf/x

Clegg Mr. E. A. Tonic?

Glayi i
Mr- c,ess ip -

NicholS*- Gls
'ra)'--

Tracy,

5

Mr *

TT» ^-U - u Mr- Kiilolsl.rs
HarboS

[
Mr. Rosen J

„ J Mr. Tracy ...ITTITITT
{jCarroll _ h

ii Mr. EcF.a -

C°yne
j
Mr.am.=$*• •-

Fletcngr n^0 Boom_
Laughlin :t. T jj

McCahe>*. ^ _
jj

Mohr ftiss Gandy
Neasep^-Kcico....Siii -

£ij^iss Gray
Penningtoii'^dy--rr^i^Miss Lyon
Quinn* Tamm ——Miss Artley
Tyler

‘

.Records Section
-ES&ainp and mail
rPMBare tickler

iS^e Mg
£3^11 me re this
.Note and return
iPlease ascertain status

NFORHATION CONTAINED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Edward A. Tamm
5734



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Me
JiS-i''

: Hr* D. H. LaddTO

FROM

SUBJECT:

r*

date: November 25, 1947

J. P.

DR. EDWARD U. CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

AL*L INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. A. T5
Ur. Clogs
Ur. Glavrl~
ur. Lada
Ur. Nichols”
Ur. Roson
Ur. Tracy
Vr. Carson
Ur. Egan
Ur. Gurnea
Ur. Harbo
Ur. Keadoc
iir. Pennington
Ur. Quinn Tam”
Tele . Rood

—
Ur. Nease
Mias Holrioo

Of «M
Inf°rma^°» was recently furnished to the Bureau by Jintfmiter

StanSrdf : E** C ?TOId U * Condon
* Erector of the Bureau of bss»

+bt ^ an address before the Society of Mechanical Engineers in
~

the Potomac Electric Power Company Auditorium, Washington, D. C. This
advised that during his speech Condon stated that the Bureau

? e

S“ WSS e"ga
f
d

.

in work on g^ed missiles for the Navy and that
Uri

?
g ttl® 1"ar me launched ^om a range of 15 miles.

JL+STSL?
^ thtfOJeCt was knOWn as the "Kingfisher" project. He alsostated that over 200 people were employed in this work and that the work wasbeing done in quonset huts on the grounds of the Bureau of Standards.

thP
S
°T

Ce
tl

S° a
,

dv^d- that captain H. 0. Munn, Department ofthe Navy, advised him that the^Kingfisher" Project is a highly restricted

?onSp
fc

+h
nd

M^
hat

-

C°nd0n hSd n° business discussing it. According to- thisS n °W
?
akdng an issue of .the matter with the thought in

SbliV^Ppif
,C5ndon would discuss highly restricted projects like^his in

cocktails^
8S> th6y questl0n What info™ation he might discuss over

.. Q ..
There is attached hereto a communication to the Department of

Soi?ct
y

-

req
?
eSta^ ^

haVhe 3ureau be advised whether the "Sngfisher"
clasa

^
f:Led a

£
d ln particular whether the use of the name andthe details mentioned above by Condon concerning it are classified. The

“5 aSk6d if they^ Present testimony concerning this

of prosecutive^action.
9V8nt 1:1113 matt6r Subse^ent1^ be^ the subject

i w^
U
?
0n

5
8
?
e
i
pt

°f.
inf(3rnB*ion from the Department o/the Navy thatn on dlsclosed information that is considered classified the facts will

«?.
furnished to the Attorney General for his opinion as to wither JonS*s

tSch°^
e
hP°Jf

ltU
J
eS

?
V
i
0l?ii°n 0f the espionage act or related statutesMuch may be the subject of prosecutive action.

fr
)

)
. , .

No investigation will be instituted in this case until the Denar*ment advises whether Condon’s disclosure., as referred to above, constituted

I

§

• T *7— uwiiVAuu'D uxsciosur.e, as reierred to
violation of a statute which may result in prosecution.

*0

NS

H

S*
PdOO

W
§oo



, DECLASSIFIEIX'BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH
(?N 08-18-2009

5 f £sf -
BX SP^^?^SSKu£H

Data: ^November 25, 1947

To: v * Chief of Naval lat&Higance
Department of the Navy
Constitution Avenue
Washington 25, D. C.

Proa: John Edgar Hoover - Director, Federal Bureau of investigation

Subject: DR. EDWARD B. CONDON

z

%

This Bureau has recently been advised that Dr. Edward tj. Condon,

Director of the Bureau of Standards, Bade an address before the Society of

Mechanical Engineers in the Potoaac Electric Power Gompany Auditorium in

Washington, D. C.

This source advised that during his talk Condon stated that the

Bureau of Standards was engaged in work On guided nlaBile3 for the Navy

and that the old type missile during the war was launched from a range of

15 niles. Re stated that the project was known as the "Kingfisher* project.

Condon also stated that over 200 people were employed in this work and that

it was being performed in quonset huts on the grounds of the Bureau of

Standards.

Although no investigation is presently being conducted by this

Bureau regarding the situation it is requested that you advise whether the

"Kingfisher" project is classified, and in particular whether the remarks

nude by Dr. Condon concerning it are classified. Upon receiving this infor-

mation this natter will be presented to the Criminal Xiyisiog of the Department

of Justice for an opinion aa to whether Condon *s disclosure jas referred to

afcove is a violation of the' espionage act or related Sta^te^f which say result

in prosecutive aqtion. 2- A

It is also requested that you advise whether the N£vy will present

testimony concerning this.-,classified, project in court in^h^eveht this matter

becomes the subject pffirCsecutive action. -^v

v.tV®’-.

KOEauG^u,)? msnsAmi
/

/A

fl
:f

ji

u

JS*/

ffiCOH®

copy

mm

„

Sp
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Office Memorandum • united states government

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
DATE: Decembor 5 , 1947

GUY HOTTEL, SA.C, Washington Field

SUBJECT:

INF$.

EDUARD UHLER CONDON

INTERNAL SECURITY - R
b2

b2

ALL rUFOPHATI ON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-18-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

that on December 3, 1947, COM

~K££=g|
ST-Si"5H3SectsSSST1
Faculty thee, he nould be in lihe for this

latter

SSLS SlflnZAori’ oS/econ. C0HD0N gated Wh.
ght g5\o-

S&T •—-—
at this time. .

i +h«t nn December 3, 1947, CONDON talked
also stated that on uecemuw.

J „ /„„ QT.ian+i v noND0H fS
of the uiversxty of

CONDON stated that he uoold
attempts to secure a position at that tavers y.

'

aM ^ accepted TATE'S invita-

». =^•-»S2Sr3s£S&-COMDON is scheduled to Appear before the
iuite concerned.

M^X^sSSrSiLWe and the University of Pennsylvania. Q
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WFO Pile 62-4108

This information is being famished St. Paul and Albany for information only

at this time, with the request that should any information be developed in
the press or through available sources that such developments be brought to

the attention of this office and the Bureau.

The Bureau will be advised of any additional developments in this

matter.

RGG;shk
62-4108

cc - Albany
St. Paul

- 2 -
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Mr. Edward Tami
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Mr. Ladd
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' DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
Ott 06-19-2009 "

-
. . .

•'

Honorable Ttilllam AverOil Earri&an
Secretary of Commerce
Department of Commerce
Washington, D, C«

PERS0E&L AND Cofeo^C^AL
BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

My dBar Mr, Secretary?

I thought' that you might be interested in the following .

information concerning Dr.- Edward ft. Condon, Director of the Bureau
of Standards, and his wife which was furnished to this Bureau by '

a highly confidential and reliable source.

According . to this informant, Condon recently discussed with
Dr. M. A. hunter. Dean of the Faculty, Rermselaer Polytechnic Institute,

'Troy, New York, the possibility of Condon’s taking .over Hunter’s position
when the latter retired. The informant advised that Hunter told Condon
that his position was next to the President of the Institute, and added
that the President in all probability would not hold his position longer
than six or seven, years at which time if Condon was Dean of the Faculty
he would be in line for the position of President of the institute.

I f

x.
. Through this same source it was determined that an. unidentified . V

„ individual at the Washington/ Cooperative Book Shop recently advised Mrs. "
'

\ Condon that certain publications were available. Mrs. Condon was also
'-..informed that her membership in the Washington Cooperative Book Shop
had expired. According to '[the informant, Mrs. Condon intended to send
someone to the Washington Cooperative Booh Shop on that .date

.

the' Washington Cooperative Book ShojMyas formerly
:nown as a subversive organization by; the. AtbWn^r (Mferal in,
fashington f ororSotioh with the President’s loyalty, Prograai. .

v <1 v^ ,

Sopk Shop Association/ ‘ .* ’

I’.nd as such, Was
liamed,-.—_____

expressions of my highest astedm^and'J^ti^ J TO
as>

Mr. Tolson ~
:

Mr. E'. A* Tad
'Mr. C19gg
Mr. Glav,
Mr. Ladd

i; ;:« d ,v \V /
A ft* I /''***&

Sincerely yphrs

T \V^of
3
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&

Office Memonr )um • uni ./C ‘1 •*

;

GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

: son-- r DATE: 12-29-47

L . £• Jlficftols
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

I am attaching 'hereto a memorandum which Jim Walter
of the Times-Herald gave me . It co,vers a story he wrote
folloioi ng a speech by Dr. Edward U. Condon of the Bureau of
Standards. In this Condon refers to a war project for the Navy
which is known as the "Kingfidh.” The Times-Herald talked to Captain
H. 0. Munn of the Navy who stated that the Kingfish was highly
restricted; that Condon had no business talking about this; that they
have tech- people out there to keep tech details from Condon. They
are now making an issue out of this' because if Condon is talking like
this in a public meeting they do not' know what he would be saying
over cocktai Is . Captain Munn also told Walter that in the newest
guided missile there is a telemeter in the missile that sends back
impulses to the sending point. This is a highly secret device
though recently the Russians started trying to purchase blueprints
and telemeter machines. The Navy3 of course , thought this was
confidential and nobody knew about it until they picked up this
information about the Russians trying to buy it.

\?l
V*

4
With reference to the Atomic discussions , the Times-Herald

checked with Trapnell 3 Public Relations at the AEG3 who stated there
was nothing restricted or confidential. Munn indicated that ONI and
the FBI had been requested to investigate the disclosure of the
Kingfish project. Walter further told me that he had been talkinq
to J. Parnell Thomas and Thomas had told him the Atomic Energy

! Commission has the telephones of both Walter and Ed Nellor of the
l New York Sun tappedi

Attachment

LBNiUP sj
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COPY NOV. 13, 1947

JIM WALTER ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
CONDON DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

The basic fundamentals for atomic energy, testing

uranium and plutonium, for purity content is now being carried on

at the Bureau of Standards , Dr. Edward U. Condon , head of that

agency, said last night

.

Dr. Condon also revealed that work on the atom bomb was

"centralised" at the Bureau in 1939 and the experiment remained

there until the winter of 1942 when the program was "given a large

expansion. "

He said the work now carried on at the Bureau was "

a

vital part of the whole atomic business. It is absolutely neces-

sary that pure uranium and plutonium be used. These minerals >were

assayed at the Bureau.

"We do standardisation work for the Atomic Energy

Commission, " Dr. Condon told the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers in the PEPCO aud.i'toriftm last night.

He also revealbd that while the budget of the bureau

this year is $7,000,000 the work carried on is double that amount,

the difference coming principally from contract work for the army

and Navy.

missies .

.

range of

Bureau . .

.

The largest of these peacetime projects is that of guided

.The old type missle during the war was launched from a

15 miles and equipped with radar... This was started at the

ENCLOSURE .... . i,

u ¥4



At present this is known as the "kingfisher " project

and employ s over 800 people. The work is being carried on the

quonset huts on the grounds

.

Stifl-another project now being carried on by the Bureau

is in the further development of the proximity fuse. This was

also started during the war. This is in two types, the rotating

and non-rotating types.

During the war work on the rotating type fuse was carried

on here in the District by the Carnegie Foundation and the non-

rotating type at the Bureau. Now all work is done at the Bureau.

Also doing with work for the Carnegie Foundation , on the

rotating type proximity fuse was the Johns Hopkins plant in Silver

Spring.

"Dozens of other specialised projects are also being

carried on. One being in quarts crystals necessary for radio work.

"During the war huge quantities of these quarts crystals

were flown here from Brasil and all sorted for radio work.

Condon said one of the major projects now, since the war

,

was the development of a central propagation radio laboratory . A

budget of #4,000,000 has been set aside for this.

"During the war this was under the Army and Navy,

"

Condon said.

He said this was necessary in order to establish a range

of radio frequencies due to solar activity. What frequencies are

best for used communications and for navigation on the entire

earth 's surface.

8



"The Bureau 's work is now global in scope. We are really

a radio weather bureau ,
" Condon said.

He said personnel in this field had been imcreased from

50 to more than 300 employees.

Plans are now being made for the installation of a 50

-

.

million and a 100-million volt machine to be used in testing

materials. These machines are the highest voltage ever used

.

Also a building, preferably in Bethesda for the filing

of radio active measurements

.

He said the Bureau , in cooperation with' the Atomic Energy

Commission and the National Institute of Health were planning such

a development.

"People would become frightened if this building was

located in the heart of the city but there is no need for this

fright.

"

"The radio active tracers are very safe" Condon said.

The only existing'-files are now located at Oak Ridge, Chicago

and at Brookline Long Island. There should be one in this area. "

He said the bureau needs an engineering experiment sta-

tion and "we have our eyes on a War Surplus Plant near Baltimore .
"

He described this as being near the Calvert Distillery plant.

On guided missies ... Condon said the present project is

for long range missies and that facts on this development were

being protected on advice from the Military

.

He described one such missle , guided by radar now

considered obsolete , that sank a Jap cruiser near the end of the

3



war. This missle was one with a 15-mile range.

Re also described a wartime project at the Bureau , now

discontinued, development of optical glass. "During the war more

than 500 persons worked on the project. "

<3

He said - the actual glass, used for binoculars and other

optical work, was manufactured at the Bureau and that many of

these people are now training manufacturers . in this exacting process.

"The peacetime requirements is but a few percent to wartime needs

for this optical glass, " Condon said.

Dr. Condon, an authority on atomic energy, was recom-

mended to President Truman by Henry Wallace to'head the Atomic

Energy Commission, but his name was withdrawn at the White House

and never submitted to the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic

Energy. He faces a grilling by the House Committee on Un-American

Activities early next month.
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liy dear Hr* Sz&rQtavij*

\

X thought you would he -interested in the following
]
information concerning $r* Mmrd If* Condon became it has

i come to ne from a reputable newspaper source* X an transuittiyig
.
it to you because of the probability that publicity nay occur

j

concerning this situation, -
• • '

during the mt'm& l&mrclied fron a range of is ssiics a^me ?
equipped with radar* - Its stated that this project ioaa tmo’jm
ao the "Kingfisher* project*. Me also stated that over two
hundred people were employed on this work andj furthers that
the wort ewer being done? in qudnsci huts on the grounds of the
Bureau of standards* ,

Xt has also been dotermine cl frod this source that the
navy Department has advised that the "Kingfisher” project, is
a highly restricted project and that Condon had no business
discussing itj tnat they have technical employees Gt the Bureau
of K'bonmrdQ to heap the technical details from Condon*
According to thisS source, the tfavv is now nakina an issue oh
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RE?^KA!3SA* DATE WHEN
MAM

PERIOD roa WHICH MADE IKTOOTMADBCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 'j
r'“^r' 1^' 7/7 “ lO/jl/ltf ROBERT HQ, GIBBS RGGahjr

SD3AKD JDI1L3R CWJDON

^/Y\fl/yWW —
*QfelSC? FACTS:

it
| 'tpp®

VmMWFP®

CHARACTER OF CACT

INTERNAL SECURITY - R
*

STRICTLY 0OM9BnJTIAL

VA COiroCK* born liaroh 2, 1902, Alamogordo, Hew Mexico® Received ShoD ;

.
^S4w..phys.ioS , . University- .o£.C.a4ifornia,: 1926. Studied in Germani/'r'192fc J

"' ’

^f ^’i/927 on Rockefeller foundation "grant o Lectured Columbia -University,!
'-1S^7-1928; was professor at Princeton, 1928-1929; University of f.! \

P/TZ Uinn6S0ta
' 1929-1930 ; Princeton, 1930-1937 = - In 1937 joined WESTING"?

'

/ yVl hCUSE CCRP, as Associate Director of Research Lab, serving until ap-

(. 'l/V’p
°inted D

j-
rector of Bureau of Standards, November, 19i+5= Was con-

J

f- ]
sultant. to National Defense Research Committee, 19^0; member of j.

K 'Ujv President Roosevelt’ s' Committee on Uranium Research, I9I4I 0 In
"

'}•
*' la-te 19l0 vent to University of California, to work on atom bomb „

IT.
’ In November, 1945 named advis&r to Senate Special Committee on

(•;' En
|rgy» headed by Senator BRIAN MoMAHOK. CONDON proposed

WiV^ivilian control o;f- atomic- energy commission as opposed to military
IM llfOMV'4 v\ m .A 1 1 *1 V * « . . _ _ . . . _

.... .

Headed by Senator BRIAN MoMAHON a CONDON proposed
Njivilian control o;£ atomic* energy commission as opposed to military!
warning that secrfet^s of atom bomb could not be kept indefinitely*

|

CONDON emphasized international cooperation of scientists and inter-
national control of^atom bomb . In May, 1946 helped ALBERT EINSTEIN

;

fdl^^Emerg^ncy Committee of Atomic Scientists' to "help arouse the
j

worla^ip i1%*_danger^ In July, 194-6 served on President 1 s Evaluation
Commissibs^ jre atom b'emb test at Bikini; elected member of Nfl j,-

^Academy of ’'Sciences, 19^4^1-5 was president of American Phys ioal^o6?%t^>
3*946 o Has v/raM^ten^ several books and articles re physics,. Married

1920 to .EMILES JICWZTK of Czech descent; has three . children o List
of publications set forth® CONDON has effected many changes in or-
SaiH2ation of Bureau of Standards, principal one being that he namecl
self\chief of Atomic' Physics Division, Among CONDON appointees are

I - \VIN06RADOFP , Assistant to Director, Russian-born engineer •

and contact of Soviet Embassy. Newspaper articles in July, 194? ** I
reflects^ CONDON to be called before House Un-American Activities
Committee ^or Russian contacts, pro-Russian sympathies, and for

**
.

f

•

tsr \.

activity iri\Al'5RICAN-SOVIET SCIENCE SOCIETY,. INC . and 'SOUTHERN

L*nr
f s-

opAC£$

COPIES OF TRIO

5 - Bureau
2 -.Boston
2 1

- Lob Angeles
2 - Pittsburgh-
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C0HPER1SH0E FOR HffMAHTffiLFARS^ defended in congress by CIIBT

.
\National Academy of Sciences

.

Confidential sources report tliat COKDON is associate of JAMES_

RQ&itf&nm, PHILLIP M^tAUSER and MART IN. -igROHSlff ,
associated

wlH iSe.'Gr.egot^Cas^
1

a^T with several officials at Czech

Embassy o CO£JDOHS.on Soviet Embassy mailing list for Red Army

Day (Celebration

.

TCOHDOH has indicated desire to employ per-

sons at Bureau or"Standards recommended by Czech Embassy o*“j

fnmrgAWA yft.TSMAM.~wif e of Czech Assistant Military and ‘££Tr

Sache, employed at Bureau of Standards 0 Mrs,, COHDON associates

with representatives of Czech, polish, Bulgarian and Russian

Embassies and with representatives of World Republic Movement,

United World Federalists, Southern conference for Human Welfare,

Czech-Ambrican Alliance; also active in sending packages to

destitute professors in Czechoslovakia <,

- P -

/

*
. R3FER3NCE: * Report of Special Agent E. 'Hyatt

.
* Mossburg, Washington, DoCo, 7/23/1+7

°
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62—i+108 At Washington, D.C

„

DETAILS?
'

A. PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONDON

The following personal history of CONDON was obtained from

"Current Biography”, 191*6 edition, beginning on page 127,

EDWARD UHLER CONDON was born March 2, 1902 at Alamogordo, .

New Mexico, and is presently the Director of the National Bur
f
a
^ .

Standards, Washington* D*Co He is a physicisto He resides at 5535

Van Ness Street* N•¥« *

"After eight years- Associate Director of Research for the

"WESTINGHOIJSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, EDWARD UHLER CONDON was appointed

Director of the National Bureau of standards of the United States

Department of Commerce in November, 19U5° , vv
f '

"The birth place of . Dr, CONDON has become- associated with

the historic first detonation of the Atom Boflibo The area' chosen for

that experimental explosion lies, not far from the town js>£ Alamogordo,

New Mexico, where he was born March 2, 1902 .to.

BARR (UHLER) CQKPOIT. WILLIAM CONDON was a civilengineer whose family

moved about in the West on various railroad con-

struction jobs,

"Young CONDON v/as interested in sciences as a high school „

student in Oakland, California, but v/orked as a reporter for three years

for Oakland and San Francisco newspapers before entering the University

of .California to study astronomy'0 His experience as a newspaperman

probably contributed to his facility 'for translating his ideas into

emphatic and readily quotable language. He w£s later to write numerous

articles for popular, scientific magaz'ines, as well as research b*ooks

and papers. According to his colleagues, even his research papers some-

immes contained a- ’fillip of language unusual to such literature’,. In

coilege he turned his main interest from astronomy to physics, . He was

av/brded a B.A. degree with highest honors in 192k and his Ph,D in 1926,

both from the University of California at Berkeley,

"The Rockefeller Foundation, in. an effort to stimulate the

development." oi/’t^aa^ed r'psparch men in physios, chemistry and mathematics,

had established National Research Council Fellowships, just after World

War I, Awarded- one of; these fellowships, CONDON studied in Gottingen

and Munich in 1'926, to 1927 c Itf the Spring of 1927, on his return to

America, he lectured in physics at Columbia University, -The next year

he was appointed Assistant Profes.s.or pfphysics at Princeton University*

this, he left in 1929 to take a' proDdsSd^ship at the University of



"Minnesota , 7/hen he returned to.- Princeton in 1930, he was to stay for

seven years as an Associate Professor^
_

"At Princeton, CONDON concentrated on applications of the new

methods of .quantum mechanics to the problems of atomic ;and mo!
indistry

structure and the interpretation of radxo acta-vity, /^ican industry

ms become increasingly interested an applied phyexes and late in th

1950's, many physicists entered the field of industrial research® I

1937, CONDON, too, left the classroom for the industrial labor tory,.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY in. East Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania appointed CONDON Aviate Director of its research lab.or-

atories where J-esearch-fallows deal* with pure science COITOON did

not lose contact with the academic world, however r while at WESTINGHOTSE,

he served as Advisory Professor for the University of Pittsburgh. In

an address at Purdue University in 1*8 at the opening of ^
Benedict Stuart Laboratory of Applied physics, he s i ,

that those who are entrusted with furthering scientific research at

see\h£ problem of applied physios in all its broad rmplioa-

tiors! They recognize, as we do in industry, that ail physics is

wli^d so-called pure physios being simply that part whoso

application is- to satisfy the curiosity of the physicists ,

"At Westinghouse, .CONDON directed the work of a group of

young physicists doing research work on the only iarge atom-smasher

to bl operated by an industrial research laboratory, With this equip

ment, the group carried out studies on uranium fission before the

Government's Atomic Bomb Project was started.,

"From the Fall of 194° CONDON was engaged full-time on various

phases of research for military purposes . Serving as a consultant to

the National Defense Research Committee, he helped organize the

Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which

conducted the research and development program on microwave radar.

Later, be organized and directed ,the research activities -of WESTINGHOUSE

in radar. Early in the war, he -assisted in organizing the rocket

research program. Appointed to President Roosevelt '^Committee on

Uranium Research in- mid-194l, ;he" helped with the,-studies which led t o

a launching in January, 19^ ,cf the major effort ^ich cuimxnated m
.

‘ the successful- development of - the. Atom Bomb, In the Fall of 943,
.

CONDON left the radar work, at' -WESTINGHOUSE to devote his entire time
_

to work on the Atomic Bomb.' Project at the University_ of Californi.

His work involved the separation of U235 from U23& with the use of
,

large mass spectrographs <>

7
- k ~



"In October, 191+5 CONDON was nominated by President Truman

as Director of the National Bureau of Standards to succeed Dr- LYMAN

* J." GRIGGS, who was retiring after twenty-eight years of service,
,

The Bureaus, a division of the Department of Commerce, is the

Governments principal agency for basic research in physics,

chemistry and engineering , Originally concerned mainly with the

standards of length and weight, it now conducts basic research on

. fundamental science of great variety., CONDON was also appointed .

' by
1

-:the president to the ‘National Advisory, Committee, for Aep^ufeics,

the Government research agency in the aviation field,

’
11On November 5, 19U5, two days after his appointment

to the Bureau of Standards was confirmed by the Senate, CONDON was

named Scientific Advisor to thq Senate -Special Committee on Atomic

Energy., This committee, which was headed by Senator BRIAN McMAHON,

reported unanimously to the Senate a bill providing for federal

operation of atomic energy plants by a civilian atomic energy

commission., While not advocating the immediate disclosure of

secret data on atomic weapons, CONDON warned that ’ Je cannot

expect the scientists of other nations -will be long in discovering

by their own studies what we now know, and more, and, therefore, no

, sound policy can be permanently based on the idea of keeping

secret our work in this field’ » He repeatedly emphasized the im-

portance of developing international' cooperation between scientists

as it existed before World War II, and the need for an effective

program of international control of tfye Atom Bomb through the

NoNo Atomic Energy Commission.,
.

"In Max-ch, 191+6 CONDON brought into the open the conflict

between the American scientists and military men for the control

of atomic energy in a speech before the WESTINGHOTJSE SCIENCE^ '

_ .

INSTITUTE (See "Science", April 5, 19^6) - 'Prominent scientists.
.

are denied the privilege'of traveling abroad', he stated, ^Physicists

are not allowed to discuss certain areas of their science with
.

.

each other, o,Information' essential to .understanding. is being denied

to students' in our universities, 'so that, if this situation were

to continue, the young studerrte., ,will get from their professors

only a watered-down, Army-approved’ version of the laws of nature'

,

CONDOF lashed out at Army officials who were 'without. knowledge,

and so, without competence' and yet who were' in a. position to censor

exchange of scientific knowledge, 'War research is not true

scienoe', he wrote in the 'Saturday Review of Literature' in June,

19i+6o ’Any attempt to' perpetuate into' peace-time the restrictive

practices which were used during the war will. have disasterous

consequencesodt spells death to oxnr own activity’,

"CONDON was one of several scientists who, in May, 19h&
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62-hlOB
‘

.

' /

'joined Professor ^LBBRT^EIKSTEIN^xn forming the ^rge^y C^ittee^
of, Atomic Scientists ^whioTThoped to ‘help arouse tKe^Vorlcl to its

danger' .* r

' Tv^'months later, CONDON served on the Presidential

Evaluation Commission, whiohVmade an offic.ial report to the President

of the results of the Atomic Bomb test at Bikini. He was elected to

the National Academy of Sciences in 19Uu is the 19^6 President of

the American Physical Society. -He is co-author of two books; with

P. W. MORSE he wrote ’Quantum Mechanics* (1929), and with G. H.

SHORTLEY, *The Theory of Atomic Spectra* (1935)° h0 was also one

of the seventeen scientists who contributed to the book, 'One World

or None’ (I9J+6). 1

_

"CONDON was married when he was only twenty years old, in

November. 1922. to MILIS..EQHZ1H J
.Mre one daughter and two

sons,
|

pQSEPS^^^i-^iiThe physicist

has been described a's V chunky, square-built” man with a closely-

cropped brush of black hair*. ’TIME* magazine called him ’approach-

able, colloquial and jolly* „ adding that he ’likes reading science

boots of all kinds, band music and complicated ice cream sodas 0

CONDON says his principal outside interest (is symphonic and chamber

music »"

References cited in this article are as follows:

"TIME" - 35t^U-5Psl2,^0
,

"U.S. NEWS” - 20:80-1 Mr.22-lj.6
'

"WHO'S WHO. IN AMERICA", 19l|.6-19lf7 »
'

A report of Stone’s Mercantile Agency of February, 19W>
reflected that CONDON has been the Director of the National Bureau

of Standards since November 1, 19U5 at a salary of $8,750=00 a year.

His prior residences were given as 5621 North Cumberland Street,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and 60 Robley Road, Berkeley, California.

This was during the period when he was employed at WESTINGH0USE°

His wife is listed as EMI.LIE H. CONDON, by whom he has three

dependent children. His prior employment was listed as WESTINGH0USE.

ELECTRIC CORPORATION at San Francisco and East Pittsburgh in their

research laboratories, and ..as a professor at Princeton University.

/ -6 -
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Dro CONDON wrote an article which appeared in the June 1,

19ij.6 issue of the "Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists", Chicago*

Illinois, whioh is entitled, "international Cooperation, in Science"o

The Indices of the Library of Congress reflected the fol-

lowing publications of CONDON o ’
,

"Collected pa'pers on Ionization" by EDWARD^01JD0N and

LEONARD BENEDICT/ LOEB (1925)5

"The Rapid Pitting of a Certain Class of Empirical Formulae

.by the. Method of Least Squares" by EDWARD CONDON,
Berkeley, California, University of
California Pre'ss (1927)$

"quantum Mechanics" by EDWARD UHLER CONDON and PHILIP Wo
MORSE, New York, McGra7/-Hill (1929)$

"The Theory of Atomic Spectra" by EDWARD UHLER pdNDON
and GEORGE HI RAM/SHORTLEY, Cambridge (England)

University Press and MacMillan Cftfr^any (1935)5*

"Selected Topics in Theoretical Physics" by EDWARD CONDON
with* notes by RUB BY 'SHORR, Princeton
Institute for Advanced Study, Mimeograph (1935)°

The New York Times Index reflected the following articles

regarding CONDON from the period, January 1, 1933 May 19U7o
\

1936 - article regarding scientific research, N8 IV 8*5

1937 - appointment as Research Director, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
AND MNUFACTURING COMPANY, including discussion
of ten company fellowships offered, Dl9 II 7s

8

’ t

19U0 - discusses finding new way to split uranium atoms with
gamma rays - illustrated, Je 30 II 5s 1

. 1941 - re use of uranium energy, American Electrical Engineers
Institute.- portrait, 9 II 5*6
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19^5 (1) article on atomic bomb manufacturing re-

viewed from the "Journal of American

Education", 0 28 IV 9*7

(2) nominated Director of National Bureau of

Standards - p.ortrdit, 0 JO ljs2

(J) Condon to testify before Congressional

> group on Atomic Research Bill; appointed

Advisor to Senate ^Atomic Energy Study
Commission, 1T6 6:1'

19^6 - (l) Honored for atomic research by National
Confo of Science, profession, -^rts

and 7/hit e Collar Organization, Ja 12

- i+sU

(2) elected American Physical Society
President, Ja 26 28:1

(3) re Government-Scientist relations, American
physical Society, Ja 2J 3^*5

(4) re Westinghouse Educational Foundation
•

“ * scholarship awards banquet, Nr 6 23*1

(5) Major General Groves 9 cancellation of
passport for TJ.S 0S.R 0 trip cited article
of H. W. BALDWIN, Ap 8 5*3 -

( 6 )
Condon to serve on Presidential Commission

at Bikini Atom Bomb test, Je 26 5*5

,
• (7 ) re atomic power outlook - National

Electronics Conference - Chicago,
04 id?

5

'
> 5

The following publication is listed for CONDON* s wife, EMILIE
CONDON, nee HONZIKs "Nase Maminka" (Our Little Mother) by VOJTA-'BENES,
translated by EKILIE CONDON, published, by the .CZECHOSLOVAKIAN NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF AMERICA, Chicago, Illinois (l9kU 4?}) 0

!

7?- .8 -
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Co - ORGANIZATION .OF BUREAU OF STABARDS

The Bureau of Standards, as organized under Dr„ CONDON in
July, 1946* was as follows

:

Director - EWARD UIILER CONDON

Assistants to the Director (Directly under CONDON there are three
Assistants to the Director)

lo J q He, CURTISS who has charge of the Mathematical
and Statistical Research Analysis and also Mathe-
matical Tables Project o The latt^r-'is located at
Nevr York City and is under the immediate super-
vision of A 0 N* LOWANc

/
2o j,0 ?„°

t

ADffFff^ heads foreign scientific and
engineering relations

fi

r*

3 o IIo ODISHAW who has under his control the
run by S 0A 0 JONES; publications^ run by J
MATHUSA, and information 0

library
Lo.

Executive Offic er

\Also directly under CONDON is the Executive Officer,
To Bo MORROW®
The Assistant Executive Officer is R 0 W« SMITH®
Under MORROW are four principal,' divisions:

lo Budget and Management (headed by Ho So T/EIFENBACH)
2 0 Personnel (under Jo Ei DONOVAN)
3® Shops (under W Q Ho SEAQUIST)

/

4o Plant (under Wo Jo ELLENBERGER ®

y

Details of the organization of these four divisions are
set forth below

o

Associate Directors

Also directly under CONDON’s supervision are two
Associate Directors -

lo .Eo Co CRITTENDEN
2o Ho Lo DRYDEN

Under these two men are the fourteen principal divisions

J “9
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of the Bureau -

' lo Electricity under F, B. SILSBEE

2.o, Metrology under f, SOUDER

3o Heat & Power under F. G% BRICKWEDDE

I40 Optics under F. BATES

5o ' Chemistry under G„ E. F« LTJNDELL
60'*' Mechanics and Sound under H, L* DRYDEN

#

7o Organic &' Fibrous Materials under A*To McPKSRSON

8 0 Metallurgy under • J a Go THOMPSON

9o Clay & Silicate Products under D; E v PARSONS

10o Simplified Practice under E* TWELY
11 o Trade Standards under F. TV/ REYNOLDS (acting)

12 0 Codes & Specifications under Go No THOMPSON

13 o Ordnance Development under Ho DIAMOND

.lUo Central Radio Propagation Lab under H®. DELLINGER

•
*

*
. .

The four divisions under the Executive Officer, above-mentioned,

are -

«

lo Budget & Management Division
lo Budget under E® Eo/tTPPERl'IAN

2 0 Management Planning under H® P. DALZELL —
3o Purchases & Stores under Go Ho VANEMAN

» I4.0 Traffic & Property under E« P« HAMBLIN
5c Records & Communications under R®.T/« LAMBERSON

60 Accounting under Co Mo FOLTYN (acting)

2 0 Personnel Division
lc Recruitment & Placement

.

•

2o Operations under Ho. KEFOVER

3o Classification' .

I4.0 Health & Safety
»

3* Shops Division
lo Design & Draft
2o Instrument Shop under A* Fo BACILLIE

3„ Pattern Shop under Ho L 1/ STEPHENS

'

J4.0 Glass Blowing Shop under Fo Ho' ENGLER
5o Shop Tools & Equipment
60 Materials & Supplies under,, J* Eo KIRBY

ko Plant Division
Operating directly under the Plant Division supervisor
is the plant Engineering Division under 0. L* BRET'Tc

1

Also operating directly under the Plant Division

10 -
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supervisor is Plant Services under F. L© MUNDS<

The following groups are under p-Lfent Services :

Power Plant under ^

Electrical under A* ,A* LTOfrEOr

Piping under Bo Co KOCH
Carpentry under J© P. KEISER >
Painting under R© E© MOtaiERSHEAD
Genera

l

;

£ey;ylpe under F© A© PETERS
Garage "under H© CoMkGRUDER 1

Protection
Grounds under W© R© 4 DAVID
Janitorial

By Bureau of Standards Order dated May 19, 19^7?
C0ND0H ordered several major changes in the organization of this bureau*
to become effective on July 1* 194^©

I t Electricity & Optics* to be headed by F. B© SILSBEE, Chief* and K. S©
GIBSON, Assistant Chief

II - Metrology - no changes were effected in this division/

III - Heat & Power -‘no changes were effected in this division

©

IV - Atomic Physics - headed by EDWARD UHLER CONDON, Chief, and R©-D. EU1TT00N,
Assistant Chief

V - Mechanics - no changes were effected in top personnel in this division©'
However, the guided missiles were transferred to
Division XIII©

VI - Chemistry - no changes in top personnel in this section©

VII - Organic & Fibrous Materials - no changes in top personnel©

V

VIII - Metallurgy - no changes in top personnel©

IX - Mineral ‘Products - II. INSLEY, Chief* \

X - Building Technology, D. E
Chief



XI - Applied Mathematics s J. H. CURTISS - Chief

XII- - Commodity Standards, E„ W. ELY, Chief; F, W. REFOLDS, Assistant

Chief

XIII - Ordnance Development - no changes , in top personnel . (This division

to include guided missiles)

-f v

.

XIV - Central Radio Propagation Lab ~ no changes.

1, 19U7*

.The following, additional changes have occured since July

m
Ho ,lc DRYPEN, an Associate Director, has resigned; Dr.

J, E« DONOVAN was replaced as Personnel Officer byvgAY RANDALL. Dr.

DONOVAN has beeja given a newly-created post of Security Officer.
'

‘

[Source T-l advised that/since CONDON v/as appointed Director

of the Bureau or*Standards, he has made manjn. changes in top-ranking per-

sonnel, and other changes. Some of these are as follows?

THERON B... VORROW '

MORROW, the Executive Officer, is reported to have been

an officer in the United States Navy, attached to the yards & Dock Section,

and also in the Office of the Secretary, of the NavyV Prior thereto, he

had been with the Classification Division' of the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation.

T-l further stated that MORROW s personnel folder .at the Bureau of Standards

has had all its material removed.
.

'

*
* ' *

I

CONDON and/or MORROW appointed the following individuals,'

under MORROW’S.supervision?

1° H.
He was a Lt

2. WEIFFENBACH, Chief of the Budget & Management

= Colonel in the recent war.Division.
*

.

*"

.

2. J a E. DONOVAN, Chief of the Personnel Division. DONOVAN,

'formerly 9-ttached to the Civil Service Commission for many years, was sub-

sequently made Seourity Officer, and his position was taken by RAY RANDALL.

3. RAY RANDALL, age approximately thirty-five, was em-

ployed prior to the war at the Civil Service’- Commission., puring the war,

he v/as attached to the' Office of Price Administration. believes that

possibly GEORGE VIETHEBRj D&p.uty Personnel Officer of the Department of

Commerce v/as responsible in part for RANDALL ! s appointment. .

• / /

lie w. . J. PLLEN3SRGER - ELLENBERGER is a Lt. Colonel in
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jj-1 stated thatjELLENBERGER is
ll 7qualified scientist and a loyal American',, He*~T5T"*CHi'e of the

the United States Army Reserve*

Hll-qu
ant d

''

dBMSTRY I. VINOGRADOFF
^11*1 -/-j-T" '.'".

~-~r~ rrr.v^~-~~ rTrrr^

(U.)

/

VINOGRADOFF is one of three -Assistants to the Director,
Dr* CONDON. He is a Russian-horn engineer who speaks' English with
an, accent* He formerly was employed ..for many years hy the

Vfi^INGKOUp ELECTRIC KAHOTACTURING COMPANY in Pittsburgh and New
IfojKfc City® j^-1 stated that jhe is generally disliked by fellow-
eirtplo^^s, due to high self-esteem* His duties consist principally
of fentert$£p>ing the'-'m&ny visiting, foreign scientists and other in-
dividuals interested in visiting the Bureau of Standards* He has
retained as his secretary a Russian woman, born in China, named
S. KRIEGERo VINOGRADOFF is rather elderly and suffers from heart
trouble*- He has a son who allegedly served in the United States
Army* fjT-1 added thatjthe man who is scheduled to fill in for
VINOGRADOFF during t*Tie latter* s absence, is a Russian scientist.
Dr* SAME2L L-.. --TODORSKY, who is well-known for his work in the
field of mass spectrography*

JOHN HAMILTON; CURTISS
*

.
~

...
* •'"v**p* ,>-• •

CURTISS, another Assistant to the Director, and a close
associate of CONDON, is a mathematician and has charge of that
division of the Bureau of Standards* He is an ex-diver, and during
World War II was attached to *the;JJnited States Navy, presumably x, ax
in the Supply Division* ^-ljponsiders him to be a malcontent
Y/hQ.-grea'fcly over-rates his'^own ability, "and, "furthermore,

1

"believed * ^
one jjHigrrSgffs^ s !

having^Navy^oSjact s v/ho liav^^B^een^ hnSs^flocat ed

Boulevard, Chevy
Chase, Maryland, and is a legal resident of the 39th New York
District, 'He was born at Evanston, Illinois on December 23, 1909.
He is single. Since April, 1946, .he .has held a P-7 grade. His
prior history reflects that from September, 1936 to January, 1943,
he was a mathematics instructor at Cornell University, Ithaca, Hew
York. Prior thereto, from September,- 1935 to September, 1936, he-

was a mathematics instructor at the Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland, From January, 1943 until April, 1946 he was
assigned to the Bureau of' Ships, Navy Department, under Commander
C. M. MOITLEY, U.S.N.R. CURTISS’ rank was Lt. Commander has
serial $242736. His references include Dr. V[. S. -DEMING, Bureau
of the Budget, Washington, D.C., who gave him an unqualified en-
dorsement as to skill, but made no remarks as to loyalty.

C'

-V

J-
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Professor R„ P* AGNEVf* Cornell University* stated, that he
had been acquainted with CURTISS for ten years and ‘attested as to
his loyalty and ability

Dr* :M« A*'*SHMHART
.
of the BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY* Murray

Hill, New Jersey* stated he knew CURTISS as an acquaintance for
severdl years and attested as to his ability

o

Eo Go OLDS* Carnegie Institute of Technology* Pittsburgh*
an acquaintance for a non-specific length of time* attested as to
CURTISS* ability o . ,

HUBERT/ ODISHAW
« \ 1 -

ODISHA’/y is' the third Assistant to the Director^ According
to his personnel file* ODISHAW was born on October 1J, l’9l6 at North
Battleford* Canada* the son of AERAHAM ODISHAW and MIRIAM DAVAJAN*
both Iranians* naturalized as United States' citizens 0 .He was
raised in Chicago* and worked for ARMOUR & COMPANY* Prom September*
19i|-l to September* 19Mb he was instructor at the Illinois
Institute of Technology* • Prom'19M}- to 1946 he was with WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC COMPANY at Pittsburgho During this period* he spent several
months in England, doing editorial work regarding radar

o

Two individuals Q who have become asspciate_d-jwi
o'f Standa^d

s

v . s

t

year* and whose background IT-I"!question
are and'lSTR^^^T^^^^Hg^ora *

* is by this source to have been associated
with GENERAL ELECTRIC or WESTINGHOUSE prior to his present employment

o

He is an authority oji the electron microscope o j^-O^eard that MARTON X/
was investigated by the FBI as a subversive element* as a result of 7\
which* CONDON allegedly wrote to the FBI* asking whether to retain
him as an employee 0

)

The following^ information regarding MARTON was furnished
in his personnel security questionnaire in connection with the
Atomic Energy Act investigatioru •

* . , ,

LAPISIAUS LASZLO MART 01?.'.was born on August 15, 1901 at
Budapest, llurig^yT^^eu^lide's at 3lj.ll Hodman 'Street', NoV£, Washington,
He became a United States citizen at San Francisco on September 5, ,

"

19i)ij-, at which time he was granted certificate' of citizenship #5926^4.360

He was classified l|A by Local Draft Board #112, Palo Alto, California

o

He has Social Security #137”fl8-lij.70; He has had no military service.
He attended high school at Budapest', Hungary from 1910 to 1918, and
the University of Zurich', in Zurich, Switzerland from 1920 to 192U,
receiving a ph,D degree. His employment record reflects that he was
employed at the University of Zurich, doing research work in 192i|. to .

Jo-
1b-
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1925, ana at the TUNGARAN LAMP COMPAQ at Ujpest, Hungary, 1925 to
1928; at the University of Brussels, Brussels, Belgium, 1928 to
1938. ana at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania, as a teacher, 1938 .ho 1939; at the R. C . A.
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Camden, New Jersey, as a research worker,
1938 to 191+1,

During the summer of; I9I+L , he taught at the University1

of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, He did research 'and teaching
work at Stanford University, California, from I9I4.I to I9I+60 Dur-
ing the Summer of 191+6, he wa’s employed as a teacher at Texas
A. & College Station, Texas, He entered on duty as a research
worker at the National Bureau1

of standards' in 191+6, His application
further indicated that from August lit- to August 27 , 191+7,' he was
in Canada, doing physics research. His parents were horn in
Hungary, They are JAMES L., MARTON, and ‘HELENA Viva, both deceased.
His wife in Hungary and
/is a United States od-tDzen. ' He has a sister, +E-LARA HALAS2, .nee.,

who resides in Budapest, Hungary, MAr¥<5§“is'

^

m^iH er
oi^the follov/ing* scientific* organizati.onss ,

The AMSRlfcAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY, -New York City, New
York,,. since 1938; •

4

.

The AMERICAN ASSOCIATION -FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE, Washington, D.C.,, since 191+3

;

• The ELECTRON MICROSCOPE SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
Princeton, New jersey, since ' 191+3;

The .PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, London, England,
since 191+6;

The BELGIAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY, Brussels, Belgium,
•“Since 1930;'

The PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON,- D.C.

,

since I9I4-6 ;

The AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL RADIUM AND X-RAY SOCIETY,
Chicago, Illinois, 191+1+ to 191+7;

/ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
/ ' 1939 to 191+1

The STANFORD FACULTY RESEARCH CLUB, California,
191+5 to 19l+6o

He is a member of the following, social organizations*

SIGMA XI, New Haven, Connecticut, since 191+2°
STANFORD UNIVERSITY FACULTY CLUB, California, 191+1 to

19i|l4S

- 15 -

»
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THE SIERRA CLUB, San Francisco, California, >
1942 to 1941+5

THE BELGIAN-ALPINE CLUB, Brussels, 1929 to 19595

The ORDER OF FREE MASONS, Brussels, 1951 to 1938;

The .HUNGARIAN STUDENT FRATERNITY, Zurich,

Switzerland, 1920 to 1921+5

LES AMIES de LA NATURE, Budapest and Brussels,

1926 and 1929o

The second, questionable individual named T-lJ
loyalists oY, fought in Spain, presumably with the loyalists

KENNEDY ms brought into the Bureau of Standards /\
by'Dr© CONDON with the aid of Senator LACEY o KENNEDY had formerly /
been associated with the Bureau' of Standards and* has acted as a

teacher at the University of Washington/ Seattle, -Vfashingtono He
has also been employed in the past by Athe California Institute of'

j*|
Technologyo This source has heard rumors that KENNEDY was refused

|||$$
permission to dp atomic research work in California by Army .* |*§

authorities©

CONDON* s confidential secretary is. DOROTHY 5. KINGSBURY .>

Her personnel, file reflects she v;as born on February lo9f

Richmond-, ’ Michigan/the daughter of I|r 0 and FSo 0. Co ' KINGSBURY

*

Rochester, Michigan o She studied physical education at the

Michigan State Normal School, Ypsilanti, from September/ 19lU
to September,. 1916° She studied at George Washington University,
Washington, from September, 1919 to September, 1922p receiving
an A«Bo degree at the latter date©’ She has been employed at the

Bureau of Standards since December, 19* 1918* arid has be'en the

confidential secretary to the Director since May 1* 1923p serving
as secretary' to Dr. LYMAN J© BRIGGS, former Director ’of the Bureau
of Standards '

9 prior to her present position under Dr. CONDONo She

resides at 2J2 North Piedmont Street, Arlington,. Virginia 0 |j?-l ^
stated tha^she is a fair worker who is quite jealous of her ^

position and authority/.-

"J- !6 -



Do - NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

“The New Republic”
,
of June 17* 19U6 contained an article

entitled, “Chain Reacting Liberal”, written by
This article, which deals with ^JAMESJR prai ses him*' highly
and also states that NE7JMAN, C0®t5^and"

j>
theoretical

atomic physicists, were primarily responsible"* for stopping the May-
Jbhnson Bill, and the institution of the McMahon Bill" (civilian con-
trol of atomic energy) <>,

'

„
The June, 191+6 issue of “Fortune” magazine contained an

article entitled, ”Tho Great Science Debate”, which deals with the .

national science policy of atomic energy and the, O.S.RJ)* CONDON 1 s

photograph appears in this article with the following comments:
“CONDON, the new Director of the National Bureau of Standards, came
out of Alamogordo, New Mexioo to teach physics at Princeton, do
"basic work in nuclear' physics and microwave engineering and
serve eight years as Associate Director of Westinghouse Research
Laboratories o Says he, ®We must regain for all scientists that
freedom from military domination which is so necessary if science
is to be used for peaceful ends 1 *,”

"'Further in this article it is stated that “The Kilgore
Committee of the United States Congres is eying Dr. CONDON, new
National Bureau of Standards chief with a background of teaching
research, a solid shift as a Westinghouse research director and
a down-to-earth articulateness on the side of science in recent
controversies, for the position of ’Chief Administrator of a new
agency, which might be set up, called the National Research
Foundation” o ^

The Washington “Times -Herald” of July 17, 19^7 carried
an article by JAMES WALTER as follows*

, “Dr 0 ED,YARD XT. CONDON, who played an important role
in development of the atom .bomb before taking his present job as
head of the UoS* Bureau of Standards* where vital information
concerning American industrial methods is. accumulated, will be
called before the House Un-American Activities committee for
questioning about Russian A-bomb fknow how 1

, this newspaper
learned last night

o ,

'

*”Dr 0 CONDON mil be quizzed because- the committee
feels his contacts with Russian scientists and pro-Communist
sympathizers in this country qualify him to discuss Soviet atom
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"research, according to Rep © Thomas (r) of New Jersey, chairman of the
Un-American Affairs committee o •

"This newspaper learned that after Condon left as head of

the research department of the-T7estinghouse Electric Co© in Pittsburgh
to join the Manhattan project, his leftist associations were under
continuous scrutiny by military intelligence personnel

o

"RAN HUGS CYCLOTRON

11Before ’ coming to Washington' lie directed atom-smashing
experiments with the Westinghouse cyclotron, only instrument of its
kind owned by an industrial laboratory in this country©

"He worked on the A-bomb project three times and later
the Soviet government violated diplomatic courtesy by secretly invit-
ing him to the 220th anniversary of -the Russian Academy of 'Sciences
in Moscow, but permission for him to leave this country was refused
upon request of the Army*

"SCIENTISTS SOUGHT CONTROL

"At that time a group of scientists in this country was
vigorously attempting ’to ‘west control of scientific secrets from
the Army 0 The request to keep i)r © Condon *at home’1 presumably-
came from Haj© Gen© Leslie R c Groves, who masterminded the Manhattan
or A-bomb project in New Mexico©

"Of this contemplated trip* Dr© Condon told the Times-
Herald®

Other scientists were permitted to take the trip to*
Russia but the military thought it best that I remain here© 1

* ' *• *

"While Groves would not admit direct intervention in the
Cond.on case, he did tell the Times -Herald*

" ? I would have been remiss in my duty if I had consented
at that time to let anyone who knew about the possibilities of "the
Manhattan project go to such a meeting so soon before the bomb was
to be used©*

"The visit, it developed, was to have been made just thirty
days before A-bombs were dropped on Nagasaki and Hiroshima, to force

"1 - 18 -
r
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f,end of the Japanes e-American war in the summer of 19i*5°

fl
WHnr PROBERS ARE INTERESTED

,rThe Un-American Activities committee also is interested
in hearing Dr© Condon for the following reasons t

11lo Condon, while working for Westinghouse, also served
on the science committee of the Amerifeari-Soviet Friendship society©

,f

2o During this same time, his wife, Emilie, a native '

of Czechoslovakia, was corresponding secretary for the Pittsburgh
council, American-Soviet Friendship society o

•
* * ' * * * * • '

f.

Afters moving to 7/ashington, Dr 0 and Mrs©. Condon
attended a meeting of scientists at the home of Mr. and Mrs o.e

Woodland Dr©, NW“, where Mr s ess ions
or^Rus sia were 'so strong that she was taken to task

by one member of the Senate and two members of the House c

/

& named%o Condon was a close friend of Hr© 'hAhLOT/SKAPLEY,
in 11 Communist-front organizations, among them the Joint Anti-
Fascist Refugee Committee, 16 of whose Members have been convicted
of contempt of Congress©

,rCL0SS FRIEND INVESTIGATED

n5> Condon also was a close friend and occupied the New
York apartment of , named in 21' pro-foreign groups
by the House un-American Activities committee, which had him,, under
fire in 194° P°r reputed Communist sympathies while he served
on the National Labor Relations Board©

* 4

• !, 6o Condon was constantly' checked by military authories
for security reasons at the same time, but not as frequently~as
Dr. FRANK OPPENHEIMER, card-carrying member of the Communist
party, 7/hose brother. Dr. J Q ROBERT/

7

0PPB9HEIMBR, led the team of
physicists who exploded the. first atom bomb in the Western desert©

MOddly, -Condon was born March 2, 1902 at Alamogordo,
N© Mex © , not far from the scene of the atom bomb experiments. He
quit his $l5,000-a-year job with Y/estinghouse to work for the
Government at a little more than $9*000© He v/as eased., into his job
as head of the Bureau of Standards under the aegis of

,,

^ffiY/3^LLACS^

,fThomas said last night that because of Condon 1
s .record

of reputed Communist sympathies his activities had been under sur-
veillance for a long time by committee investigators, who would

./ ~fp~
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"continue their inquiries,,

"LISTED A'S RED FR01JT UNIT'

"The bWl can-Soviet Friendshi^..sooi.9ty:,
with which C ondon

served is lisTST'by'the Un-Americaih Activities committee as a Red-

front group o At one time it solicited $500 each — a total of
_

$22 s 500 — from k5 American corporations to pay for puhlicatxon and

distribution in Russia of certain books

o

"Efforts of the Un-American Activities committee to get

at books and records of the American-Soviet Friendship society proved

as difficult to get as those of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee

committee o As a result the ReVo RICHARD/MORFORD, executive secretary

of the AoSoF.So*. has been indicted and is awaiting trial for contempt

of Congress 0

"A little more than a year ago the communist-owned Hew

York Daily Yforker carried stories about Condon and others headed

’UoSo-Soviet Scientists Swap Information Condon was quoted as

welcoming the ’co-operation' for peaceful and constructive pur-

poses o .

•
g

' Y'

"Condon also was closely associated with the

P-onfararinfl for Truman Welfare,, listed by the Un-American Activities

'commit'tee'a
s
"'a‘ifoimihis

t
"gr oup in which V/ALLACE also was active 0

The "Daily Worker" of July 23, 19V7 ran the following

.article, headed "Charges ’Smear' On Atom Scientists", date-lined-

at Washington on July 22nd

„

"Charges that, a deliberate 'smear campaign’ is being

waged against civilian atomic scientists, including Dr. Edward

Do Condon, were laid before the House today by '

(D=Califo)o

"HOLIFIELD identified Dr. Condon, chief of the U.S. Bureau

of Standards, 'as one of the principal victims of what he said was

apparently ’a concerted effort to discredit the scientists who

supported civilian control of atomic energy <>’

"HOLIFIELD did not specify whom he considered responsible

for the alleged smear campaign. But he pointed out that chairman



11Jo PARNELL THOMAS (R-NJ) of the House Committe on ' Un-American Acti-
vities, recently told reporters Dr® Condon ®might he called9 before
.the committee this summer 6

J

“THGHAS also mentioned Dr© Condon in articles he -wrote

for the AMERICAN and LIBERTY magazines, discussing Communist in-
filtration of the atomic program,,

!,The magazine articles have been criticized sharply,

HOLIFIELD said, by a prominent scientist from THOMAS® home state,

’Dr© FRANK JMETT, retired chairman of the board of Bell Telephone
laboratories ©

uINSERTS EXCERPT

’‘HOLIFIELD inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an excerpt
from a letter written by Dr© JEWETT, wfto retired this month as president
of the National Academy of Sciences, to GEORGE MERCK, finance commit-
tee chairman of the New Jersey Republican Party

o

*
,

.4. <

"The letter said* in parts
. ,

\ '

l?? I think it is high time some of you in' the New Jersey
Republican. high command let (Congressman) Thomas know articles like
these (in the .AMERICAN and LIBERTY magazines) are harmful and do
neither the nation^n&r’th'e'Rbpiiblican Party oo ©any goodo

!t *I am particularly incensed at THOMAS® treatment of Dr<>

Condon in these articles o By no stretch of the imagination is

Dr© CondoS’ a Communist -or an unloyal imerican© Yet THOMAS h$.s used
his position to make It appear that there is something hidden and
reprehensible in what Condon has done and is doing* o

’‘Dr© JMETT noted, several of THOMAS® references to Dr,
Condon have been in connection with Condon 1 s membership in the
American-Soviet Science Society o Of that society, the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co 0 executive saidg

t! ®It was organized by some of the most distinguished
scientists in America as an instrument to further resumption of
free interchange of scientific information — something all
scientists everywhere desire©

v
It was fully approved and sponsored

.by the Rockei&ler Foundation So for as I know it has been practically
dormant for a long time®©”

J - 21
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' An Associated Press article appeared in the Washington
“Evening Star11 under date of July 23* 19h7

»

entitled “Holifield

Condems ’Character Assassins’, Praises Dr® Condonu * which stated

the following* , .

“The reputation of Dr<> EDWARD TJo CONDON* director of the
National Bureau of Standards and atomic "bomb scientist* was upheld
yesterday by Representative HO.LIFIELD* Democrat* of California* who
called on ’rumor-mongering character assassins 9 to ’put up or shut
up* o

“in a House speech* Mr HOLIFIELD declared?

11 ’It begins to appear that someone is making a concerted
effort to discredit the atomic* bomb scientists and in particular those
who last year supported the President and his program for establishing
a civilian atomic energy commission*1 «

“Hr© HOLIFIELD devoted most of his speech to a paragraph-
by-paragraph analysis of a Washington newspaper (Times-Herald) story
of July 17 which sai'd Dr® Condon would be called before the House
Committee on Un-American Activities for questioning ’about Russian

A bomb ’know how’o

NEWSPAPER STORY QUOTED

“Mr© HOLIFIELD quoted the story as saying* ’The committee
.fiels his contacts’ with Russian scientists and pro -Communist sympathizers
in this country’ would qualify him for giving this type of testimony©

“Then Mr© HOLIFIELD quoted from what he said was a letter

written June 2i* by Dr© FRANK B© .
JEWETT P president of the

National Academy of Sciences* to GEORGE MERCK* Republican finance
chairman in New Jersey©

“The letter discussed LIBERTY and AMERICAN magazine articles

written by Representative THOMS* Republician* of New Jersey* chairman
of the Un-American Activities Committee* and said*

,

V

1,8 1 think- it -is high time that some of you in, the New Jersey
Republican high command let Mr» THOMS know' that articles like these •

are harmful and do neither the Nation nor the Republican Party any
‘goodo I am particularly incensed at his (Condon’s) treatment by
THOMS in these articles 8

<, __

7 - 22 -
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"CHOSEN AS DELEGATE

"Mr. HOLIFIELD returned to the newspaper story and told

his colleagues it said Dro CONDON was invited * secretly 9 * by the
Russians to the 220th anniversary of the Russian Academy of

Sciences in Moscow in 19^5° J

"fir© HOLIFIELD commented^

"*Dr© CONDON was not invited by the Russians, secretly

-or-^n any other way 0 He was chosen as a delegate of. the Science
Committee of the' National Council of American-Soyiet Friendship
a.nd the American Institute of 'physics ,

9

"In 19lA and 19h5 ’when Russia was our ally 9
, he •

,

continued, the council included, among others, Seanfcors, THOMAS,

'

Democrat, of Utah? CAPPER, Republican, of Kansas, and SALTONSTALL.,

Republican, of Massachusetts? FIORELLO Ho LA GUARDIA, Bishop .

MALCOLM E 0 /PEABODY and McSo Jo BORDEN' HARRMAN©

"The newspaper spoke of Dr© C0ND0N ? s wife as a native
of Czechoslovakia o She was born -in Chicago* Mr© HOLIFIELD saido

Her parents, Czech-born, were naturalized citizens, and Mrs©
CONDON spent her girlhood in Oregon, -he. added

o

"WAR SERVICE CITED

" 9Dr© CONDON has worked with great energy and competence
throughout the war on scientific developments of the utmost im-
portance*, Mr© HOLIFIELD saido 9His services v;ere in great
demand throughout the war©

" 9 My feeling is that if there is any one in’ America
who has any serious evidence to present against him, that person
is almost guilty of treason in not having come forward in a

responsible way to present it to the President or to the Congress 9 .

"Mr© HOLIFIELD said Dr© CONDON wrote the Un-American
Activities Committee July 9 offering full cooperation in any in-
vestigation it wants to make of his record©"

An article of ALBERT .DEUTS.CH, which appeared in "PM11 on'

September 22, was captioned "Nobel Prize Winners Rap Thomas For
Smear on Atom Scientists"

- 23 -
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"Congress, the FBI* or both ought to investigate the
strange excursions of Rep, J, PARNELL ('Snoopy'} THOMS into the
field of American science. Any enemy saboteur deliberately
intent on crippling our scientific defense potential could hardly
dream of wreaking more damage than the chairman of the House
Committee on un-American Affairs,

"Scores of America's best scientists — many of them
veterans of the epochal atom-bomb manufacture — are quitting
government-sponsored projects in disgusted protest over the snoop-
and-smear tactics of Mr,' THOMAS and his reputation-wrecking crew.
Many who remain are embittered and demoralized. The TJ.S, Government
is finding it increasingly difficult. to attract high-grade scientists
to work on its defense research projects, largely because they don't
relish being exposed to the dirty work of 'the THOMS committee,

.

.

"The current issue of SCIENCE, official organ of the
American Assn, for the Advancement' of Science, contains an incisive
letter of protest against the mudslinging proclivities of Mr, THOMAS,
The' letter is signed by six eminent- American scientists — four of
them ifobel prize -winners© *

» ‘
,

ATOMIC SCIENTISTS
SMEARED AS REDS .

"Rep, THOMAS, who emulates his predecessor, MARTIN DIES,
in converting his advantageous post into ready cash, authored two
highly sensational articles published- in national magazines last
June, One charged that our atomic energy plants were teeming with
Commie scientists in cahoots with the Kremlin, Key scientists in
the original manufacture of the atomic bomb — who had successfully
kept the greatest militai^y secret in history were smeared as
un-American saboteurs, Los Alamos and Oak Ridge were pictured as
virtual outposts of Moscow, The article was couched in the familiar
THOMS technique of innuendo and distortion -~’

: S6-and-so was a Red
because his cousin's brother-in-law had once been seen in close con-
verse with a man known to have attended a HENRY WALLACE rally,

’’The second article, written in the same style, charged
that scientists in Federal bureaus were surreptitiously transmitting
secret invention formulae to Moscow,

x »

"The letter published in SCIENCE debupks both articles and

r-*-
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"expresses deep concern over the Imrm done to American science by

Rep® THOMAS'® It is signed by Pro 'IRVING lAMGMgQt, associate direotor

of the General Electric RessafWffGa%br!afofyT^Dr ® ffojgC,

A

N_ C
.
.Mao^ME^

and Dro'jfEKDELL M® STANLEY of the Rockefeller institute for Medical

Res earch; Pr^ft^EOfe^ dean of Columbia University Graduate

acuities j^of^I^^^m^^Colvuttbia University physicist; and £ro£s.

'HAROLD C o 'llS^Uffivefsity of Chicago o

THOMAS CHARGES
CALLED ’ABSURD*

. ,
"The six scientists writes

u,We -wish to register a protest against two recent articles

by Rep 0 J® PARNELL THOMAS of New Jersey, Russia Grabs Our Inventions

(AMERICAN MAGAZINE, June) and Reds in Our Atom Plants (LIBERTY, June

21) o Mro THOMAS’S articles ape inaccurate to the point of absurdity®

Thus, in one, he says that the National Bureau of Standards tests

patents, which will be news to the Bureau and the Patents -Office®

"'Nevertheless, his attacks on the patriotism and honesty

of American scientists are bound to be taken seriously by many people

and will do harm®

"’Yfe are particularly aroused at the treatment accorded

Dr c EDtfARD U, CONDON, director of the Bureau of Standards, who, by

inference and innuendo, is made to appear engaged in reprehensible

and subversive activities o Dr<> CONDON is a distinguished scientist,

the director of a great national institution, a former president of

the American PHYSICAL SOCIETY, sometime advisor to .the Senate on

matters concerning atomic energy, and a former associate director

of the Westinghouse Laboratories ® By no stretch of the imagination

is he a Communist or an unloyal Americano

H, Mro THOMAS .especially attacks Dr 0 CONDON for his

membership on the board of directors of the AMliliICAN—S OV-IET SCIENCE

SOClETYo This organization, which has received a grant from the

Rockefeller Foundation, is in no .way -connected with any pro-Soviet

agency o 'it exists solely for the purpose of furthering international

exchaiige of -scientific information (something soientists. everywhere

favor), particularly by making Russian scientifio papers available

in English®

"’Mr® TJIOMAS owes Dr® CONDON and the Nation a retraction
' and an apology for his innuendoes concerning a distinguished scientist ®*

?5 -
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*

"Mr© THOMAS isn 9 t likely to pay this debt to D

and the Nation; he detracts but never retracts © The case represents

but another link in a long chain of contemptible smears by Mr©

’THOMAS and his committee which have been bringing Congress in con-

tempt o“

The “Washington Post” of August 8, 19i+7 had an article,

entitled, “Dissecting A Smear” -*

jfiflW*
* *4*

“The verbal mauling administered to Chairman J© PARNELL

THOMS of the House Committee on Un-American Activities by Representative

CE8T H0LIFI3LD the other ‘day was a healthy and heartening act© It

was" good to hear a' voice raised in the House of Representatives

against the character assassination by innuendo which has become a

standard practice of the Un-American Activities group o The particular

victim defended by Mr© HOLIFIELD was an individual who needed no

defense in the \eyss of men not blinded by prejudice — one of the

country 9 s most distinguished scientists and now the dirootor of

the National Bureau of Standards P Dro E© U© CONDON© Ho had been

made the target of v/hat seemed a deliberate smear campaign, by

Mr o THOMAS o

”Mro THOMS 9 tactics deserved dissection© In two

articles appearing in national magazines, he obliquely disparaged

Dro CONDON* making no direct charges, for of course none could be
<

substantiated, yet implying that the scientist had subversive associ-

ations and leanings o threatened to subpoena Dr* CONDON to aPP$ar

before his committe© as though the director of the Bureau of

Standards would decline an invitation from this oar any other

congressional bodyo In point of fact. Dr© CONDON has written Mr <,

THOMAS, assuring him that he would be- glad to appear before the

Un-American Activities Committee at any time* As Mr.© H0LIFI3LD

remarked pointedly, 9 My feeling is that if there is anyone in

America who has any serious evidence to present, against him,

that person is almost guilty of treason in not having oome for-

ward in a responsible way to present it to the President or to the

Congress .of the United States

*

9
N And then Mr© HOLIFIELD added,

’Rumor-mongering character assassins should put’up or shut up 1
©

Yfe entirely agree© ]V

The “Washington Post” of August 8, 19i*7 had an article,

entitled, ttMIT Head Holds President Erred in Science Bill Veto”©

As set forth subsequently in this report, CONDON was quite concerned

with the matt er presented herein© This article reads as follows*

I-*-
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National Science Foundation "bill which would have granted Federal^
financial support to universities and .colleges,, Dr* KARL T, COMPTON,
president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said today Q

"’I believe the values to the Nation of getting the
program going promptly outweigh the objections to the form of the
bill*. Dr o COMPTON said in a prepared statemento

"’Practically everyone agrees’, he said, ’that the
universities and colleges cannot contribute their part in meeting
postwar scientific needs of the country on their prewar basis of
financial support

The "Washington Star" of September 26, 1947 reflected
that CONDbN was elected President of the NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON.
MIGHTS AND MEASURES for the second successive year at the closing
of the 53rd Conference in the WASHINGTON HOTELo .The conference
voted to adopt as its official standard for weight's and measures
officials a Bureau of Standards handbook entitled "Testing of
Weighing Equipment" » It also voted its support of a technical
training school for weights and measures officials to be started
^arly next year in the Bureau of Standards

«
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\Alg, - SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES

fl]_2j a reliable source within the Government, indicated

that information received from the. AMERiCAN-SOVIST SCIENCE SOCIETY,

INC., reflected that there were many members of this group within

the National Bureau of Standards,

Inasmuch as allegations have been made that CONDON, who

is an active member of this group, prevailed upon other scientists

at the Bureau of Standards to join this organization, the names of

these members, who' are Bureau of Standards employees, are set forth

below.

’ Dr ^ F . C . .
BBI.CKV’/EDDE •

'

Wf'missT^C ' fiqcil/ .

.

w
B'f^A“:"T7

W
McPR^‘S0Jl '

' &;vR&sons '

.

thmkfy''' .

v / *

, CHANCES' PHAFFER. SAILOR
'-'-;DrY* ROBERT. SIBKA

~

SOUDER ;'

M#^ffJarost~:o^^issBERG *• -
'

The following, additional names appear on the membership

files of the AMERICAN-SOVrET SCIENCE SOCIETY as- being from Washington,

D.C, It is not known whether they are employed at the Bureau of

Standards , .

'

T)r{ WILLIAM P. APPEL. 3365 Rtranymeade Place, N.F,
>

/'

'

-
DrT 2713 Dumbarton Avenue, N,W,

.iTss ' MARINA WALKER, 1334 Cambridge Place

The following members of' the AMERICAN-SOVIET SCIENCE SOCIETY

are residents of Washington, D.C,, or near-by, T^by are being set

forth inasmuch as CONDON has frequent- contacfc^with local scientists,

^
Dr, D , B0D2NSTEIN, Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland

X- DrT"l®AN4BIJRR« National Cancer 'Institute, Bethesda, Maryland

^SrjjLOYD A?
^
FIRESTONE, Editor of the Journal of Acoustic

-
Society of America, 2318 Fessenden St,, N,W,

/ Dr, BERNARD FRANK, Forestry Service, U,S, Department of

"~*’"Agriculture
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S'Dr „ Y,\ HORSKYAGANTT ,
Johns Hopkins Medical School-, Baltimore,

m —-- -- Maryland.

< Dr. AAROH/hERSCHPBLD, U.S. Social Security Building, '.Washington,

/ Dr» HENRY SIGERIST., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
— yyland

. .

^Confidential Informant T-3 of Nan York City stated that|'on
X

November 8, 19l+!? SMITH , at that time Executive Director

of the NATIONAL CW^^T'MmiCAS-’SOVIET FRIENDSHIP, INC., had a •

meeting with Dr., EDWARD U. CONDON which pertained to an attempt

by the National Council to obtain a leading atom bomb scientist

to appear at a World Freedom Rally held by the National Council at

Madison Square Garden. on November li+, 191+5 for the purpose of inter-

nationalizing the atomic bomb® According t'o the Informant, J.

ROBERT OPPENHEIMER , former head of the Scientific Research Laboratories

of the U.S. Government, had refused an invitation to Speak at the

rally. Dr, CONDON, in his -conference with SMITH, advised that he,

himself, could not attend the rally as a speaker because of his

position (Director of the National Bureau of Standards), but that

he would attempt to arrange for Dr.„H. C^UREY, Nobel Prize winner

and leading figure in the production" of tite- bomb, as a speaker on

this occasion, (it is noted that Dr. DREY was not a speaker at the.

rally
, )

'

, ^
EDWIN S. SMITH, who under pressure resigned on December 1,

191+5 from his position as Exeoutiye Director of the National 'Council,

had made a trip to Russia in July, 191+5 with a group of American

scientists. Upon his return to the U.S., SMITH gave a report to

the National Council at New York on September 19, lSl+5 on His ob-

servations during his trip to Russia. He als.o spoke concerning this

trip at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on October 5» 191+5 &t a meeting

of the PITTSBURGH COUNCIL of the AMERICAN SOVIET FRIENDSHIP, INC,

.
On both of these occasions, SMITH’S remarks were most favorable

concerning Russia.

An article, which appeared- in the New York "Herald Tribune”

of August 13, 191+6, date-lined at Trenton, Hew Jersey on August

12, 191+7, concerning the EMERGENCY COMMITTEE OF ATOMIC SCIENTISTS,

INC., set forth the 'following information:

Dr. ALBERT EINSTEIN and a group of scientists associated with '

the production of the atomic bomb, filed papers of incorporation here •

J- 29 -
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today as the Emergency Committee of Atomic scientists, Inco Its

purpose, as stated in a contemplated charter, will he to advance

the peacetime uses of atomic energy and, to "diffuse knowledge and

information about atomic energy and to promote the general under-

standing of its consequences to society and to the people of the

UoSo in order that an informed citizenry may intelligently determine

its policy and shape its action to serve its own and mankind’s host

interests".

The home of Dr, EINSTEIN, 112 Mercer Street, Princeton, New

Jersey, was listed as the corporation’s headquarters, Co~trustees

were listed' as Dr, EDWARD U„ CONDON, head of the Bureau of

Standards in "Washington; Dr, "uICTCR F "WEI33K0PF of M.I.T.; Dr.

R, F o .'BACKER and Dr. HANS A.YlETHE of Cornell University; Dr.

HAROLD Co UREY, Dr 0 T, R HOONESS and Di^LEO SZILARD of the

University of Chicago.

The "Magazine Digest" of the "How York Post" of August 2,

191l7 contained an article by LSONARU.,EN,GEL, which appeared in

nThe Nation", and v/hich reads as follows;

"Accusations of Communist sympathies brought against Dro

EDWARD TJo CONDON* Director of the Bureau of Standards, are

part of a campaign to discredit civilian scientists so that the

Army can regain control of scientific- research, LEONARD ENGEL

asserts

o

"ENGEL points to CONDON* s distinguished career, his many extra-

ordinary achievements in industrial science. Industry could silence

the attaoks upon him, ENGEL says, but prefers to remain silent. It

doesn’t exactly approve his view that patents resulting from

government-subsidized research should belong to the public.^
.

"Rep. THOMAS of the House Un-American Activities' Committee

has made false charges against CONDON, ENGEL declares, as part

of the give-the-atom-back-to-the-Army drive. ’If the attack on

CONDON succeeds’ ,
he writes, -’no civilian scientist will be

safe. For a THOMAS that lies and invents and distorts about a

CONDON will not hesitate to do the same to any other scientist’

Information from the New York Office indicated that the ad-

dress of 1+5 East 65th Street, from which address Mrs. CONDON had

^

received mail, is 'the' mailing Address 'of the folloviirt, organisations

1 "
50 -
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and individuals* It ms not possible to ascertain the identity
of the individual who forwarded the coranunicabiono

^SRICAIJ^ASSOC IAT.ION.
. FOR THE UNITED NATIONS, INC,

v
ADERIC.AN..-UNI 6n"-F0R.:.CONC^TED ' PEACE EFFORTS INC .

, CHANGING WORLD
.

(Pub .

)

' ^ffiitSlOCra.STUDY THE -ORGANIZATION op peace
' 7

“ *— -
:

'£S£GU3~0F^MTI 01TS ASSOCIATION,
^#IT;ED-1TATI0NS^ NEV/Stl^

i
®ebi~?/a£ksk letter. SERVICE, IRC,

,^1firr?0ttDR0W'WiLSON FOUNDATION
^ ^OODROriTTLSOiriffiMORIA'L LIBRARY

E
onfidential Inforinant T-Z}.* a reliable source from Boston,
d on September 3, 1947jof a conversation between HARLOi’L-

' SUAPLLY and Jjp ,fEDMUND /ESNNOTT of Woodbury, ConnecticutT^Tbe
'’

conversation v;a’s coneerne^^Tth the affairs of the^AJ-SR-ICAN
ASSCCIATI.0ILFC!LTH5 ADVANCEI^NT OF SCIENCE, of'\vhiSrSHAPLEY‘ is
oui*rent presidenta^^Eiaioiris^afpApehtry sectary. -

SHAPLEY advised SENNOTT that in line with earlier conversa-
tions, he had arranged for a meeting at the' Association* s head-

'

quarters in ’Washington, D,C, on September 15, next, of the "-policy
committee". Hen invited
membe^ of the committee

o^H^ASTMIL.KODAE, ftOoristc wax/isf-aMe or Texas,*
“ -..;v-v^uvu CVUiiij J,,, \JUij± ...VI Ul/Ijn.

'AWmi .KOdliXs, 'ROGER WILLiafi of^ arST DForETO^^ • -
««***>*; ~ <

v ^ ^

SHAPLEY further stated that some of 'these men could not be
present or did not wish to serve on^ the committee but that he was
certain that CONDON, TOLLIAMS, SEMOTT and SHAPLEY couli.be present
and could initiate the work of the committee at the aforementioned
meeting o SHAPLEY further noted that there was some possibility that
COUPON- might not be in Tfeshington on September L5, but in his ab-'
sence, he could designate one of his assistants, J,such as my son”,
to represent him* ‘

.

1

' «

It is noted that the AMERICAN- ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF SCIENCE is composed of 35s000 scientists engaged in research .work
either for industry or schools and colleges. It is the boast of the
organization, and very likely an accurate one, according to Boston
informants, that every scientist of note is a member,' It is not
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known what matters of ’’policy 1
' have caused SIlA^PLEY to form this

committee and to insist.ppon a September meeting,

^Confidential SourceVr-5, a reliable source at Yfashington,

D„C», advised on September' 12, 194? that|as he is not a member
of the /dHRICAF ASSOCIATION FOR THE AlOTCDriENT CF SCIENCE,

'

he did not know the purpose of the "policy committee" meeting,

scheduled for September 15th, ' -He added that this organization
is the largest scientific association in the country and that
it has many affiliates representing every field of science*
and further, that the governing' Board of Directors' is a

conservative board, but that its current president, SHAPLEY,
is well-known as a Left Winger,

No additional information has been obtained regarding this
"policy committee" meeting*,

^Confidential Informant T-6 stated that on April.21, 1947
*1

Mrs. CONDON spoke to Mrs, )jOSEF J./YfEISSKOFF in Czech, referring^
to a. trip' which CONDON took and which trip was unsuccessful. The.

(U) two women agreed to meet late that day.

g-6 stated on June 6, 1947 thatf Mrs , CONDON invited Mrs.

KI.IMA of the Czech Embassy to a tedr party that afternoon, stating
that there would alsd be present Mrs. HOUDEK, Mrs, WEISSKOFF and
Mrs, REDFERN, _She added” that she had received some Czech books
which she desired to show her. This' conversation was in Czech,

^T-6 further stated that on June 20, 1947jKrs, CONDON
advised Mrs, REDFERN that she had attended a French conferene
the previous day (WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP SOCIETY), She stated that
the president of the Highway commission was there. She also
referred to a meeting of the United NatiQns Forum that day,
Mrs, REDFERN advised that she hvas planning to move into a hotel
while her husband went to' Europe, They carried on a lengthy
conversation relative to a conference Cpossibly TJN) at New
York. They then referred to a gathering to include REDFERN,
CONDOR and Mrs.' HANC-,

/

\T-6 stated that- on June, 2(^MrSo REDFERN talked to Mrs

o

CONDON ? at -which time CONDON advised that Mrs 0 tt'EISSKOFF was
visitingo NrSo WEISSKOFF and REDFERN then conversed briefly
on personal matters 0 The above conversations -with REDFERN.
v/ere in Czecho

June 2TJ 9 19l;7 ’

CLAIRE (probably Mrs* ^ made ar-
rangements with T3.'ILIE 00in)a? fo^ “aj^picnifc ‘ to^^'hela in Rock

T
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Creek Park oh -Saturday, July 5tho

pAccording to T-lT? MARTON was appointed to work at the Bureaur
of Standards approximately a year ago by CONDON. MARTON is an /*

expert in the use of the electron microscope.^ He and his wife .
*

are both American citizens, born in Hungary.

$£n the same date, T-7 state^Dr. VINOGRADOFF suggested to ^
EMILIE CONDON that she have a tea or party for. the seven Bureau /
of standards trainees, from Columbia on 'July i*; '19l*7« He added
that these trainees feel lost since they do not speak English
too well. He also Suggested inviting some representatives of
the State and Commerce Departments to consider, the possibility
of newspaper publicity. EMILIE stated that the publicity would
probably be all right since it dealt only with South America, *

but, in general, did not think that newspaper publicity was ap-
propriate at that .time. (Believed to refer to newspaper publicity
possibly concerning CONDON’S association with the AMERICAN -SOVIET
SCIENCE SOCIETY, INC,).

jAccording to T-l^)viNCGRADOFF, an Assistant to the Director
f

at the Bureau of Standards, was brought there by CONDON, He is a.''

F.ussian who speaks broken English, His principal duties consis't /
of meeting and conducting foreign visitors through the Bureau of
Standards

,

June 29, 19l*7
1 <

-
"

'
1 " % ^ w 1

•

FERDIKAITO G 0 Chief of the Heat & Pov/er Division,
Bure&u ' s ed the proposed visit to the Bureau
of Standards of one Colonel METGAL with Dr© CONDON© CONDON said,
that he planned to have METGAL at his home©

On the same day, EMILIE CONDON talked to HELEN (possibly
HELEN /MOODIE, Secretary of the U©N© Forum)© The latter stated
that she would bring over a copy of '"PM0 if she could locate

June 30, 1947

EMILIE CONDON invited one Mrs © • LANGHQRN (ph©) to accompany
her to the COSMOS CLUB for lunch©

Later, on the same day, Mrs© CONDON asked oneJ£rs
%

©' ANDERSON
if she and OONDON could visit them that evening© ANDERSON has
not been identified©

7>
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July 1, 19iU7

Mrs® CONDON. held a lengthy conversation with Mrs_« GIIB^IRT^

,C BLMCII^REDESRN which dealt largely with the Mar s^^rT'lau ''i’or

the rec ,r struction of Europe and, in particular, the reconstruction

of Germany® Mrs, CONDON stated that U®S®
.

into Germami-aga^Etetrin ,t^eglyearjg,>._Gerjgi£^
warl They both critized the Americans and the British for this aspect

of the plan® REDFERN added that she felt MOLOTOV would not let this

go through® REDFERN invited EMILIE to visit Mrs® JOSEF W1NIEV7ICZ, wife

of the Polish Ambassador, stating that she (BLANCA) was friendly

with all .the Polish Embassy staff® 3MILIE accepted this invitation.

Mrs® REDFERN is the wife of ^GILBERT .
JTEDFgRN who was employed from

1921 to 1933 at the United States" De partment of Commerce in

Bucharest, Hungary and Warsaw, Poland, and from 1939 to 19^4-1 with

the POLISH RELIEF COMMISSION, INC® in Bland® He was subsequently

with TJNRRA®

FRED COLE (ph®) of the WORLD REPUBLIC MOVEMENT told Mrs®

CONDON that the KING dinner came off- in grand style® He

referred to a’ dinner held in honor of Admira^mNE§^d<~lCING^_
at the HOTEL SHERMAN in Chicago® They then engaged in a very

lengthy conversation on the World Republic Movement with

EMILIE stating that prejudices, phobias and emotions are re-

tarding this movement® She also made reference to various

editorials in tne 'Washington Post” and "Times-Serald” regarding

h this movement, adding that the fear that is being created in the
* mind of the *man in the street" over the atom bomb is terrible

/ and that there should be no ohange in "our theories" regarding

world peace, based on Russia's having the atom bomb in five,

ten or fifteen years® She aiso stated that something should be

done to make people realize that the "two systems can co-exist"®

She read to COLE a lengthy letter from HARRY 'USBORNE, a British

member of parliament, in which USBORNE stated that he could not

understand now where "we" can merge with the -United World

Federalists because the UN cannot be amended since the Big Po-wers

cannot agree on the terms of the amendment® USBORNE suggested a

Worid\constituent assembly be held in Geneva in 1950° EMILIE

heartily agreed with this®

I - COHE/closed by stating that he was calling a meeting of his

\contacis in ’Washington to let them meet one another and that

thT5meei;ing vrould be held at the home of an un-named member

of one of the Senate committees® He requested Mrs® CONDON 9 s

aid in inviting people®

, /

. It was noted that on June 26, l$>h7 COLE was in oontaot with

DAVID WAHL, a subject in the Gregory Case relative to this

movement

o

~ 3k ~

•

• »
s T
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July 2, 191*7

/ JAMES R»
t

NEWMAN advised EMILIE CONDON that he, accompanied
ty HA^^^^Y3'6uld. “have dinner 'with thb'COIffipNso The latter
wereiTEaro as their guests DAYXD and BETTY -MGLISS- (ph„) of
Baltimore, arid JOHN .i.iANLSY (phJ) of the atomic Energy Commission
The dinner was to be held at HERZOG’S Restaurant <, CONDON was
also to bring along GEORGE (GEORGE SHORTLEY of the
Bureau of Standards (?})<>

NEWMAN, editor of’'l^IIew-^5epublic ,,

, is a prominent subject'
in the Gregory Case»-^5e .is a frequent contact of the CONDONs

„

DARBY is believed' 'to be identical with J'„ HALE DARBY, a
architect, who has offices at 2011 K Street, N„W0 , and who resides
in Silver Spring, Maryland o ' Mr . and Mrs o' ENGLISS have not been
identified 0 /JOIINJiANLgy of the Atomic Energy Commission, ac-
cording to DTo CONDON,“'is "one of the Los Alamos boys and a

,
good

' guy" « .

'

’

•
*¥

July 3 , 191*7

CLAIRE MARION and EMILIE ’CONDON discussed their proposed
picnic to be held on July 5th, Mrs „ TAYLOR (wife of. Senator
GLENN TAILOR (?))and' EILEEN (Mrs, EILEEN .HIPPIE of Pittsburgh
and Washington, D.C,, wife of -JOHN HIPPLE of the Bureau of
Standards) were to attend this picnic

o"

LlHELENJ^QODIE advised EMILIE that she had to rush to -the’
railroad^station to talk to a young woman friend who was' just
passing through town and who had been in Moscow ‘for several
year So' They then referred to wour little ’project” 'without
identification of same ,\ and .finally discussed a movie that they
planned to see, - (referring to a Czech film to be exhibited on
July 10, 19l;.7) \

/
' -

. ! * a# sponsor of the Washington Committee
of the Southern Con¥erenc e for Human Welfare and associated with
the World Federalists, is the widow of the former Governor PINCHOT
of Pennsylvania, and is a frequent contact of EMILIE CONDON © . .

She discussed on this date her proposed trip to the Balkans 0 The
latter asked her to have some of her friends at Yale university
aid Mro and Mrs, PELTZER.(pho) obtain an apartment, 'adding that
PELTZER is a geographer and an expert on Indonesia, who is known
to the COHDONso • They also discussed a resolution due to come
up on Congress in the near future regarding which resolution they

7>- 35 -
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were exerting influence on senators 0 The nature of the resolution
and thpir views regarding same vrero not discuss edo

y

BLANCA REDFBRN invited EMILIE to her hon^e that afternoon, stating
that the mother of Assistant Attorney-General CAULLI?' (THEROIJ, .LAJ5AR,

CATOLE) , and one Mrs 0 CORRAL (pho) would he thereo

Mrso PINCHOT’s secretary aslced EMILIE for the telphone number
of MrSo ATHAUASSCV (Mrs 0 BOYAH ATHAUASSOV, wife of the Bulgarian

diplomat) so she could invite the latter to lunch with Mrs* PINCHOTo

July 5, I9k7
/

Mr So HAUSER (mother of ^PHILLIP HAUSBR, professor at the University
of Chicago) stated that her son was goihg'to the "West Coast and would
visit CONDONES daughter,
California c

who is in college at Berkeley,
HAUSER, until recently, was deputy direotbr of, the

Census Bureau in the Department of Commerce and is an associate of
certain subjects in the Gregory Case® His wife,' YELDA D„ ABRAMS,
is an associate of EMILIE COTTDOUo

HUBERT (
,rHUGHu ) ODISHAU aslced EMILIE how the picnic was going

on, and stated that he Y;ould come over<> This is believed to refer
to the outing planned by Mrs® CONDON and VIN0GRAD0FF, previously
mentionedo

July 7 p 1947

Mr So GIFFORP ' PINCHOT stated that she would like to have Mrs®
CONDON, Mr So ATIlANASSOV and Mrs® HAJSMAN to a cocktail partyo

.

EMILIE called Mrs® EAJSMAN at the Czech Embassy to invite her to
attendo

Mr So HAJSMAN, an engineer, is the wife of^^1^^
Assistant Military and Air Attache at the Czech Embassy® She is
engaged in research Y/ork at the Bureau of Standards and is in

.

frequent contact with the CONDONs®

b6
b7C

Mrs® CONDON reminded her husbandshat he was to receive a gift
of a vase from the Czechoslovakian Government that day, and that
.JOSEF HANC, Minister of the Czech Embassy, would make the presenta-
tion at 2t00 P„M. '

.

/
Mrs „ CONDON asked WILLIAM ASHELMAN..t o drive her to the PINCHOT

cocktail partyo • It is ^^ievea^'thatn£SHE3LMAH resides at the CONDON
home D -

• '

7
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One Professor STEINHAUS, not identified, called Mrs o CONDON

to make an appointment -with CONDON upon the latter * s return from Now

yorko
j

'

.

Mrs, B.QZgpjaSISSgfiEF invited Mrs, CONDON to,hex>home on

that date, MrsTlvEISSKOFF is the wife of JOSgF_._JORD^^IssKOPF

,

a Czechoslovakian employee at UNRRAo, and 1’ormerly employed at" the

Czech Embassy, They also agreed to attend a showing of a Czech

film on July 10th, •'
.

•

July 9s 19k7 '

EMILIE CONDON called the COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL ACTION to

ascertain the home address of LILLIAN K, WATFORD, who resides at

Box #429 , Route 7, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

Mrs,. CLYDE (LILLIAN K
.
)' V/ATFORD is active in the UNITED

COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN, the CLEVELAND BAPTIST CONVENTION, the

NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC INFORMATION, and the COMMITTEE FOR

SOCIAL ACTION , .

July 10 , 19l|7
. {* " 1 1 1 1 1 ' * — —

\

YELDA HAUSER advised EMILIE that she had some old clothes

which she would leave at 'the CONDONs* to send to Europe.

Mrs ,' HAJSMAN asked Mrs. CONDON if she planned to attend

the Czech film to be shown that evening and agreed to obtain any

necessary extra tickets from her husband, JAN HAJSMAN. EMILIE

said she wished to invite the REDFERNs. Mrs. HAJSMAN added that

her husband would like to drive Mrs. CONDON to this film as Dr.

CONDON .was out of town,' EMILIE CONDON then contacted BLANCA

REDFERS? aijd offered to drive her to see this film. BLANCA in-

vited' E&EilE- to tea.
*

I

EMILIE," in a conversation with a woman believed to be
•1 YELDA HAUSER, invited the latter to see the Czech film, Mrs, HAUSER

^H^^'^that^she and Her husband had an invitation to a cocktail

party with "the communist crowd of the CIO". From further conver-

sation, it is believed that this group is an anti-Fascist committee

dealing with the Spanish refugee problem. They discussed this

question for some time, during which EMILIE gave a lengthy dis-

course on Displaced Persons which ms based on a booklet published

by a professor at the University of Illinois in which he stated tha-fc

not over 2C$ of the Displaced Persons are persecuted Jews, and the

rest were collaborators with the Germans, EMILIE indicated her

strong opposition to letting anyone other than those actually.
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persecuted by HITLER into the United States

BETTY MATHER (ph.) asked Mrs, CONDON for Mrs^THANASSOV-

’ s

address, They discussed having visited Mrs, %JSMAN’1uk
a few days previously. MATHER indicated she was staying with' Mrs

o

PINCHOT. Wo additional information is known regarding MATHER

»

Mrs. HAJSMN and EMILIE discussed the refusal by the Czech
and Polish Governments to accept the invitation to participate in
the Paris Conference o EMILIE stated that the Poles refused because
they claimed that Germany -would share equally in the reconstruction
efforts of other war-torn countries 0 HAJSMAN stated, "That's what
you were claiming". EMILIE approved the Poles* idea P and asked
HAJSMAN what the Czechs had to say 0 HAJSMAN remarked' that ELEMENT
G0TT7/A1D* Czech Communist Minister* and JAN MASARYK, ‘made the an-

A nouncement from Moscow o Both EMILIE and HAJSMAN regretted that
this statement from these men came from Moscow as it made for bad

I

.public relations o They both discussed the Marshall Plan and
EMILIE stated that the plan provides for large loans to those
countries which get rid of the Communists o HAJSMAN asked why
somebody did not ask for a specific description of the -Marshall
plan to which EMILIE only laughed 0

July 11, 191)7

EILEEN HIPPLE advised EMILIE that she was going .to

Pittsburgh to visit her mother and await the arrival, of a baby.
She is the wife of JOHN HIPPLE of the Bureau of Standards and a
former employee of YffiSTINOIOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY. .Both the
HIPPLEs are friends of the CONDONs „ -

'

EMILIE, after discussing the Czech' film shown the night
before, invited Mrs, VffilSSKOFF to the Sokol picnic at Bell Camp,
Maryland on July 13th,

J
It is noted that the|uNION.,.OE;.MlSRICAN,,SOKQL . GRQU££>

(CZECH) had a meeting at Vteshing^on , Eu C T- and Bel*l Camp, Maryland
on July 13 to 15 , 19^7 °

EMILIE advised that Dr, CONDOR was at YALE UNIVERSITY
giving a lecture at the Law School,

GEORGE SHORTLEY of the Bureau of Standards invited the
CONDONs to spend a Sunday with them at their residence at Aspen
Hill* Charles Town* West Virginia. EMILIE agreed to drive there
with ALBERT and MARJORIE CAUN who reside at the CONDON home 0

'
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1 SHORTLEY is a professor at Ohio State University and was

employed "by the Bureau of Standards during the summer of 19U7»

• July ^7
.

Mrso VJEISSKOPP advised EMILIE that she could not attend

the' Sokol picnic . EMILIE stated that COHDON had returned the night

before o
/

On the same day -EMILIE asked HUGH ODISHAW to join her and

CONDON for a -visit to the Sokol picnic * He agreed to go<>

, , *

July ll*, 19^7

Y3LDA HAUSER advis.ed EMILIE that her husbapd, PHIL' HAUSER,’"^

told her of visiting CONDONs’ daughter in California ,, T]i£__l£1±i£r
stated she planned to be married in February, 19k& to|

if she had obtained her degree by that time.

YELUA stated that she. and her husband were going to Chicago .

EMILIE referred to a recent visit by YELDA to her home.
\ . u

July lg, 1947

BLAICA REDFERN asked EMILIE if she planned to attend the

Sokol Conference to he held that day. EMILIE stated that she could

not go o

;
* RSDFERN referred to a letter which she had received from

her sister, indicating that their cousin, a sugar factory engineer

who had been interned by the Germans, had diedo REDFERN referred to
a visit she had had with Mr s o DEV7EY \( GLADYS) SHORT.

July 16, I9kl t

An unidentified woman, who spoke mixed Czech and English,'

agreed to meet EMILIE the following day* at the formers residence,-

as she had,, some important things to tell EMILIEo NQ additional

details were furnished
<> #

July 17, 19U7 ?
x

1-1
a

Confidential Informant T-8 advised that an unidentified'

man at the. Czech Embassy in a conversation stated that Dr.'CONDOH had

rT . said that he would place any person at work in the Bureau of Standards

V 39 -

mm
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-(U) that the Czechs would send him

EMILIE agreed to visit .BLANCA REDFERN on that date© .

Dr© CONDON called his wife and said, uHave you seen the

Times -Herald?” She answered that she had noto He stated, "It's

got a front page, column one, two columns on the left-hand side

of the worst dirty blast that you could possibly imagine, carrying
way over on the second page* that brings you in it as a notorious
Communist, a native of Czechoslovakia and a notorious communist

o

I tried to call you this morning soon after I saw it but you had

gone out”© *

^

She stated, ”l was just thinking that they must mean me
when they were talking about an atomic scientist v/hose wife was

a Communist”© i •

,
He asked, "Who said that?”

She stated, “Well, you know - where was it there was some .

mention of an atomic scientist whose wife was a communist <>©© ©I

thought they must have meant FRANK

Condon added, ”0h well, iij doesn't matterool didn't know

that you hadn't seen it© I thought you would be interested© I

v/on't be coming home oh account .of going out with these other
people, but we got lots of copies© It's so precious we thought
the paper would be sold out fast so we vrent and got fifty copies©

I want to give it national circulation, you knbw, and so on© I'll

send a copy home by AL when he goes home tonight
so you can see it, but" I^KfnlT^the vhing ' s under good control©

I don't- think v/e need to get agitated about it© I think it will /

come out all right© It's a choice piece of leading - you can
hardly wait, I am sure 0 If you can't wait, you can come over

here and get it©”

She answered, ”No, it's too hot© 1 don't want to move©’,

CONDON then stated, "That's right© Well, it isn't as

hot as it's going to be”©

July 19, 1947 *

y „
•

*
•

CONDON, in a conversation with his wife, stated that he

would bring HUGH ODISHAW to lunch? He .also added that he had called

an attorney and that they plan to get together on July 22nd© He also

stated that he had written a letter to ^ROBERT HUTCHINS of the

"Washington Post”, and is going to type^up^a^mdre
-
complete commentary

7
- i+o -
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on the ^Times -Herald” article 0 He also referred to the fact that
RAY RANDALL, Personnel Officer at the Bureau of Standards, had a
•writer from the United Press who wanted to do a friendly Sunday
feature article about what ”a great guy I am,l

o CONDON planned to
read his letter to IJUTCHINS to her but she suggested that he
bring it home*

They then discussed
1

receipt of a letter -from ALLEN Bo
URICH of Stanford University in which URICH stated, ”We deeply
appreciate your letter reviewing your situation at tho Bureau of
Standards o We understand fully the nature of the attacks, and
quite agree that the matter should be of deep concern to all good
citizens o I. assure you fully that these attacks had no bearing
whatever upon our consideration, and v/e had to keep in ’mind
our internal conditions oooooWe thoroughly enjoyed having you
visit us and we are grateful to you for the arrangements you made
to return after having left the West Coasto We shall bo glad to.
reimburse you for any expenses involved., o 0 o oPresident DONALD
TRESSIDER and Mrs* URICH join us in sending you our warmest
regards and I hope that you will return for* another visit in
the near- future” „ This letter referred to CONDON * s unsuccessful
attempt to obtain a position at STANFORD UNIVERSITY.,

'

*
i

•

BROOKS , not identified, tried to arrange a meet-
ing with CONDON .for July 21st<>

RAY RANDALL advised EMILIE CONDON that he. had a
United press newspaper friend who desired to interview CONDON for
a Sunday feature article..

EMILIE called ^^LL3^N
r3yATEORD at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

advising her that CONDOl'PSes£re*d~to~s ee her. as soon as possible 0

WATFORD stated that she had^ seen the pewspaper article in the Times-
Herald, and Mrs* CONDON stated that that was what they wished to
see her about o

« • >' ,

Watford - ”lt’s just too bad that things have to get to this kind
Of a state o We’ll have to keep a level head and see
that 'they don f t take our democracy away from us 0

Condon -

Watford

Yes | Oh, it’s terrible „ We* re not worried about it,
thougho We* re just thinking what’s the smartest thing
to do 0 I think it’ll' turn* out all right „ I’m not
scared..

Well, after all,' we ought to be able to stand on the
truth and there’s nothing mightier than the truth

o
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Condon - "The thing is, you see, they hav

all - anything factual. You see, we have absolutely

nothing to hide. We have a perfectly clear conscience,

but what’s dangerous is the way they can make something

out of nothing by innuendo, by phobias, by exciting

fear and suspicion on absolutely nothing.

Tf&tford •• Well, it’s part of the whole wave of hysteria that’s

going across the country." Unfortunately, some of it is

with malice aforethought but it does scare people and it

takes a lot of other people along with it.

Condon - And, of course, the worse of it is that it takes people

away from important work. I mean, it’s a h—— of a way

to have to live - to have to spend day after day think-

ing about this instead of being able to do the work that

you’re hired to do.

Watford - Well, I think, you know, MARQUIS CHILDS had an article /
one day this past week in the papers and I think that it

is definitely1 an attempt to discredit

•Condon - That’s it, you see. ' That’s the point and that really is

the story that has to be told all over the country. The

people who helped to defeat the May-Johnson bill last year

have got to be aroused and have got to be made to realize

that this is a continuing battle and these smear tactics

going on in the Thomas committee is the work of general

(LESLIE R. ) GROVES, an attempt to get back where he was

before

.

Watford - Well, you know, CHILDS .comes right out and ’’ says so."

Mrs. CONDON emphasizes that this must be said over and over'

again until the truth of it is accepted and recognized. Mrs. CONDON
thinks that it’s not only EDWARD that’s being attacked but that

actually "It's kind of a big thing they have up their sleeve."
. s

Watford - 11Yes • And I think that HICKENL00PER has been trying to do

the decent thing in this and I think that we’re going

to have to see that he’s commended for trying to be a

straightforward individual -

Condon - Well, it would be good if he just got one or two letters

commending for that©

7>
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Watford - "Well, my organization has already written him, I think,
and I’ve urged other people td^~ireoause he is subjected

to terrific pressure and you don’t know how well he
* stood up 0

Condon - You don’t know how well he f s going to stand up unless
you T re right there holding him©

7/atford - 'Well, he’s done all* right so faro"

Mrs 0 CONDON says she and EDWARD will be at home all this

week®

t Mrso CONDON feels that "they" have no intention of sub-

|
poenaing EDWARD, since "they know darn well they won’t find anything
when they do subpoena him, " but "they’re hoping that they can get

him scared enough beforehand so they can drag him and make a fool of

him in the hearing" 0 Mrs© WATFORD doesn’t think they’ll be able to

do that because CONDON is too straightforward and honest a persono

Mr So CONDON adds that about - a month ago EDWARD wrote to Representative

THOMAS that it wouldn’t be necess'ary to subpoena him, that he would
- be glad to come 0 In any event 0

, Mrs© CONDON* goes on to say^BDWARD
spent* half an afternoon with the two representatives of the committee
in an interview and gave them all the information they wantedo Mrs 0

CONDON says that in spite' of this, CONDON has received no reply 0

Mrs 0 CONDON believes that if "they" find their newspaper^ campaign
is going over good, they may go through with this subpoenaing© She

' points out that the committee work can go on even though the Congress
is not in session, adding that "thes e.-^NIB^ADMSQNs can do an awful

lot more horrid stuff when the rest of congress isn’t watching them ~

they’re entirely on their own in the summer"© Mrs© CONDON remarks
that it doesn’t seem right and constitutional "to hire people like

ERNIE ADAMSON and have them go around wasting people’s time" o

July 19, I9k7

3 . CONDON called his wife during the evening, stating that

he would be home in time to meet^RAY RANDALL’S friend from the
. , ,

—.—-*» I.
- — '<iJ

United Pres So

July 20, 19b7

HUGH ODISHAW asked EMILIE CONDOE to have CONDON con-
taot him© She suggested the possibility of seeing some Congressman
that day 0 .

She then called Mrs 0 GEORGE SHORTLEY at Charles Town,
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West Virginia, advising that she and CONDON could not visit that day
as they had to see some Congressman regarding the press attacks against

CONDON o

( •

'Mrs
o ^ALLEN ,

invited the CONDONs to

dinner on July 22ncH ‘“‘'S'KSTaSfi^vlILIE discussed packages which
> she (WATERMAN ) sent to Europe through CONDON®

^Reliable Source T-9i within the Government, advised in ($(
^October, 19^6 that̂ LLEN

t

WAT£R1M worked on the atom bomb during the/*-'*

~war and was with 0*S o R<>D 0 of*the Navy Department, and that WATERMAN 1 s

wife is the sister of^.TIGHT^S. a.^HALL.0N
tfl

the latter being an associate
"-of certain subjects in the “Gregory Case®

- July 21
,

I9J47

BLANCA REDFSRN cancelled a visit to the CONDONs until
July 23rd

c 4 ~

* /
LLIPS (^/ifeA

.of>?Byi - Gen PHILLIPS^ of
Port Nyer invitea the CONDONs to a housewarming on 'July 26th

®

July 23, 19^7 '

Axl unidentified woman talked to EMILIE CONDON, stating
that she had' found a good article in ,fPMtt but nothing in the New
York ^Herald Tribune 1

* or the Washington Post 1*, and added that 11 it
is not a bad article in the ? Times Herald 1 n '

9 (apparently referring
to the article re Dr<> CONDON)®’ EMILIE stated **Some people think that
if you are defended by PH, ipso facto, you are a Coramunist 1

*
<>

» >

In discussing the dinner held the previous evening at the
WATERMANS * , EMILIE stated 11 it turned out to be quite ah anti “-Russian
session**® **I think we held our end up;' they all think it very nee- }

essary to rebuild. Germany - Europe can ? t live without a Germany that ? s

making at least twelve million tons of coah That 1 s French ore that
they are going to use, so why can f t the French have German coal and
let the French be the center of the steel industry® I am scared to
death we are going to pay for this stupidity with our lives**®

She added that her hosts were t!real Americans and .tried to be fair**®

She referred to other guests from the State Department and the Navy®

CONDON, in talking to his wife, asked her if she had
seen the ^Record*1 which has a four-page article® He. also commented
on the article which appeared in mPMu ®

7-
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Mrs, EBDFERN cancelled her appointment for tea with the

CONDONS,

' JSKILIE called Mrs, WATERMAN to thank her for the dinner

of the previous evening and discussed with her the threat of German

imperialism and the possibility of trouble with brown race, colonial

peoples, and also made reference to DREtf PEARSON’S column.

July. 2k, 19^7

‘^MARTIN AGRCNSKY, employed by radio, station YiMAL and also

associated witTle^ai^cTpthe subjects in the Gregory Case, read an

article to CONDON regarding civil liberties. This article is as fol-*

lows

:

,fThe House Committee on Un-American Activities produced

a witness on Russia yesterday, who apparently had only one good

thing to say for the Soviet Union, and that was that he, himself,

was no longer living there® The witness was a gentleman named

VICTOR KRAVCHENKO, a former Communist official who broke with

Moscow while stationed here in 7/ashington during the war® Since

his publicized break with Russia, Mr a KRAVCHENKO has made a

satisfactory capitalistic career of denouncing the Soviet Union in

books and newspaper articles® His testimony yesterday provided more
as spies and warned

the Congress the Kremlin didn’t Y/ant peace and said if Russia had

the atom bomb, no one would dare meet as they were doing now in

Congress and concluded the Russians were operating a giant spy

ring here in Washington under the qloak of diplomatic immunity®

Fear and suspicion literally stalked the committee room as Mr ®

KRAVCHENKO spoke® - An adequate bit of drama was provided by a special

guard provided for Mr<> KRAVCHENKO by the F«B»I. and the local

detectives and police® Russia’s master spies, if they were looking

for KRAVCHENKO, never had a chance® The witness, himself, was

taking no chances® He wore dark glasses, made a special request

that no photographers be allowed to take his picture® The request

was acceded to by the committee chairman, Mr® J • PARNELL THOMAS of

New Jersey® Mr® THOMAS also stated KRAVCHENKO requested the press

refrain from using any pictures they might have in their files® He

explained the reason. for that request was that the witness’ apart-

ment house neighbors didn’t like ;his picture to appear in the news-

papers® Mr® KRAVCHENKO’S rieighbors, said Mr® THOMAS, got nervous

when his pictures appeared in the press because they feared their

building v/ould be bombed® Jliho, STALIN, and away. What with the

press of the kind of spin e-chiXling comments that Mr® ICRAVCHENKO,

very little attention was paid yesterday to a sober analysis of

- witch-hunting and character assasination. provided for the Congress
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"by Democratic Representative HOLIFIELD (CHET) of California e Mr* ^
HOLIFIELD came to the defense of the Bureau of Standards Director,
Dr e EDWARD CONDON* Dr* CONDON, .who is a v. distinguished nuclear
physicist, .formerly employed by VffiSTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC, hi s been,
subjected to a particularly nasty kind of attempt at character
assasination by the local Times-Herald, a newspaper published here
by Mrs o CISSY PATTERSON (ph*)* He has also been the subject of
articles written for national magazines by Congressman Jo PARNELL
THOMAS, himself * The newspaper articles and Mr* ‘THOMAS* articles,
all specialize in the technique of implying a lack of patriotism
on Dr* CONDON* s -part, by indirection* They, casually link the
distinguished physicist with Russia, for example, by mentioning
that he is a member of the AMSmiCAN-SOVIET SCIENCE FOUNDATION* -

This organization, though the attacking articles don*t mention
it, is so subversive in character that it was constituted and in
good part supported by funds from the Rockefeller 'Foundation*
The whole technique of the articles written by the Times -^erald
and the House Un-American Activities Committee Chairman are
bound in this kind of unfair innuendo* Mr* HOLIFIELD warned the
Congress it was this kind of action which threatened civil
liberties in this country* He also made it clear that he saw in
it another attempt to discredit civilian administration in control
of atomic energy in this country, and an attempt to reinstate
military control© Congressman HOLIFIELD* s documentation of both
the stupidity and inaccuracy of the attacks on Dr* CONDON provided
irrefutable evidence of CONDON* s character, loyalty and usefullness
to the nation* Yet, because- it provided no sensation, it is un-
likely to receive much national attention* • It is against the
background of this kind of witch-hunting atmosphere uvhih the scare
.headlines on KRAVCHENKO T s testimony yesterday provide and the lack
of headlines which greet the siober analysis of Congressman HOLIFIELD
that the Reece Loyalty Bill, recently passed by the House of
Representatives, should be considered * The Reece Bill, overwhelmingly
passed by the House and now waiting Senate approval, subjects to
scrutiny and suspicion every one of the government *s 1,600,000 em-
ployees* In each case where' departmental loyalty boards see fit
any one of these employees could be held before the board on charges
by anonymous accusers. Anyone who had ever belonged to an organiza-
tion, v/hich the Attorney-General at hi a personal discretion could
name as subversive, could be automatically suspected, and the F.B.I.
would be empowered to make an intensive check on his background* It
is estimated the cost of just the preliminary investigations v/ould

be about ten dollars, which seems a shocking waste of money as only
an Infinitely small number of government employees could be regarded
as truly suspicious* The Washington post summed’ it up well in an

7>-w-
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“ editorial recently by declaring that the bill is extravagant in

another more serious v;ay Q The Post remarks it squanders not only

money* but also a heritage of* personal freedom, which has been the.

peculiar glory of the Anglo-American political tradition**1

.
• '

f

CONDON praised this article of AGRONSKY, and then

asked him if he knew a mari named ALEXANDER SYLVESTER (ph*) who

works in Washington for the “Newark. Evening News 11

*

“SYLVESTER wrote a piece for his paper about a week
ago about, you know, tieing- GROVES and PARNELL THOUAS together

and claiming that they were responsible for this outburst of repent

par (pho). leaks, and the New York Sun* etc* (.?)o It was an anti-

GROVES and an anti-PARNELL sort of pidc'e and that was published

in the Newark Evening News with pictifres of GROVES and PARNELL

THOMAS - a front-page throw about a ,week ago - and, according to

him, the next d$y GROVES and the head of. the Newark office of

the F„BoIo invited the editor of the Newark Nev/s out to lunch and

raised h— with him0
w

“ GROVES made a special trip to Newark for this

purpose, raised h— with*them, but the editor of the Newark Evening

News raised h—- with them back, and 1 understand it got a written
apology from the F.B.I.'man for butting into what was none of his

G~ d—— affairs, and GROVES was ^fcold also to go to h* o The

Newark News played *the HOLIFISLD 'story yesterday on the front page,

and so on, but I don’t knoiv whether there is a story in the such

as that or not if you could get the Newark Nev/s to tell it“

o

. "It is the sort of thing that people often have said

about GROVES. You see- I wouldn’t say it myself, especially since

this wire is probably tapped, but you dp hear it said and GROVES

ought to somehow answer it o’ But I think -you might be amused to

get a hold of this fellow. I don't know him personally, but ~
ODISHAW -was’talking to him and he', seems like a nice guy and is

playing it straight, and he told ODISHAW that story".

AGRONSKY stated that he would check on this. story,

and, if true, v/ould oertainly use it. CORDON- again thanked

AGRONSKY for the favorable comments regarding him. AC-RONSKY

added, "I didn’t do it. just for you. I mean, it’s just this whole

stinking thing. It’ s just all .wrong"

.

CONDON stated, "Oh, yes. Well, I kinda have a feeling

~b-b7 - • • ,
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'

"that maybe the toad will turn after awhile. It's just too wrong to

last, you know. You know d well it is going to turn sometime

in America. We are not going to have that kind of country forever.

They then ‘discussed the appointment of Major General -

LESLIE GROVES and Rear Admiral WILLIAM S. PARSONS to head the new
-S •

atom bomb experiments.

CONDON invited AGRONSKY bo his home at any time he
^

was freeo also suggested that AGRONSKY go to Atiantip City

’to get information for an article at the International Radio

Conference being held there

o

EHILIE cancelled a proposed trip to the summer home

of Dr. FERDINAND BRICKWEDDE which was scheduled for July 27th, She

accepted an invitation to tea on the following day at the home., of

tBLAFCA REDFER1T.

July 28, 191+7

BETTY MATHER called Mrs. CONDON on behalf of Mrs.

PINCHOT, asking if the CONDONs plan" to be home. EHILIE stat.ed that

she was sending an article, referring to Congressman HOLIFIELD’s

defense of CONDON, with the request that this be forwarded to
-

_ ,

Mrs. PINCHOT:
/

ELIZABETH..FRIEDMAN, who -has a summer home at

. Indian Head, dryland, invited the CONDONs to visit. EMILIE told

her about the insinuations against Dr. CONDON and the steps he had

taken to combat them® *

• . •

July 29, 19^4.7 '

EMILIE. CONDON called the office of Congressman BLATHIgK

' asking for a copy of hi's speech on Germany and German coal production,

praising same as a wonderful .speech.

July 31, 19U7
'

’’

BLANCA REDFERN- advis ed EHILIE that she had spoken to

Mrs. SLAVIK in New York (probably Mrs .YJURAJ. SLAVIK., wife of the

Czechoslovakian. Ambassador). She “then discus sed'EMILIE ’ s sending

packages to Europe and concluded by discussing the newspaper articles

regarding CONDON.

EMILIE asked CONDON to invite^MARTIN ASRQ.HSKY' to dinner

but ascertained that he was in New York. SKePtherf invited ''YBLDA and.
UUU OW**.**w\A W**— '

^PHILLIP HAUSER, who accepted.

>- he -
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BLANCA REDFBRN stated that she wished to visit EMILIS

to show her some newspaper clippings 0

m
August 1;, 1947

EMILIE called MTo CROMWELL (ph.) at the. AMERICAN' LIBRARY

ASSOCIATION regarding an article which he had written in the '-'American

Book Review". ‘ She also questioned him as, to the disposition of books

given to the Army’.

EMILIE tried unsuccessfully to get in touch with MARTIN

AGRONSKY. . .

'

I

August 5» 1914.7

CONDON advised EMILIE that he planned to look over a

factory near Baltimore for possible use as a Bureau of Standards,

experimental laboratory.

EMILIE called HELEN (HOODIE) and discussed recent news

articles regarding CONDON and especially the editorial in the

"Washington post" -(defense of CONDON against the THOMAS attack).

'EMILIE advised that CONDON was pretty busy in connection with that.

HELEN stated, "Oh, .for heaven's sakes, are we just having witch-

hunting?"

EMILIE stated that she (believed that General GROVES

was at the bottom of this matter since he (GROVES) is
(

angry at

the atomic scientists for taking control of atomic energy from the

military and placing it in civilian i*ands under LILLIENTHAL. She '

added that GROVES has friends who -listen to him. she then continued,

and stated, "And then, of course, the funny thing is though the

thing kind of blew up in his face because ,they^ started this story

about some photographs -having been stolen by a couple of G.I.’s who

were on "-guard, and that was going to ’be a great big scandal and that

was going to show how civilians control doesn’t work, and all that,

but unfortunately it teirned out that the photographs had been

stolen under GeneraK^QVSS^ (
laughter) -v^'in his time..

"So that kind of blew up —then there"— it's always -

this that suspicion, suspicion, suspicion, you- know, trying

they’re really trying ..to get rid of the atomic scientists. They're

trying to make the atomic scientists rue the day that they ever stood

up against General GROVES".

"I think General GROVES vd.ll lose. In fact, I know

1 - & -
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’’he’s losing already and- -that’s what makes him do these things that .

are really perfectly silly— that are no they they’ll
f

never get him© I mean even if he does; if he did succeed in blacken-

ing my husband’s name — and getting him driven out of Government

service, he still could never get back control of Atomic energy,

see, he he’
s
‘overdoing it. He’s, but

Helen - Oh, it you know the whole think makes me sort of

ill, simply because you think you’ve done something you

know we’ve all worked to — to keep out an epemy without
and we have them right around us I as X have

said, v/hen it seems to me that when anybody is trying

to do anything you have to spend three quarters of your

time proving to other people that you’re doing the

right thing©
*

Emilie - Oh, that’s true© *

Helen - And it just takes that ; so much more energy v/hen you’re .

simply dodng a constructive job but that seems to be part

of

Emilia - But that’s what you have to do if you’re in Government

service© You have to you have to keep up your defenses

all the time. I mean that’ s' the price you pay for getting,

to serve 'the people, apparently©

;

Helen - Evidently©

Emilie - And — that — that’s the way it is, I mean — if — if —
of course, I didn’t realize, v/hen we first went’ into

Government servide, what it would be like.
.

Helen No ©

Emilie + That it v/ould be quite that bad, but s now —

—

Helen I didn’t either and I was ~ I was just put up on a cross.

Emilie - Uh huh.
Helen - It’s not pleasant either.

Emilie - Yeah,' and now I’m learning and and EDWARD has got the

right kind of personality. He doesn’t mind a fight. He— he really — he’s really Irish enough to just sort

v of enjoy it.

V5°"
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Helen - "Oh, he's wonderful. IIow are the hoys? .

Emilie- Oh, the boys are fine. And then, of course, we had

‘ had people sort of come to our rescue, you knowc

V/Q

Helen

Emilie

Yes*

Mr. JE9TSET (ph.) of the President of the American Academy

of Sciences, did a wonderful thing. "When he heard ahout

. this- attack on EDWARD, he wrote — You see Representative

(J. PARNELL) THOMAS is from New Jersey --- so Mr. JEWETT

,

his hone is in New Jersey -- so he wrote to the chairman

of the Republican committee. in New Jersey protesting

against THOMAS’ behavior — and that 7- that was a wonder-

ful thing to do©

Helen - Yes©

Emilie - Getting THOMAS scolded by his own boss.

Helen Yes©

Emilie - And tha* of course, Representative (CHET) HOLIFISLD of

‘ California got interested in it and he delivered a perfect-

ly -wonderful speech©

Helen - Yes, I read thato
t

Emilie - And I’ll send you a copy of it when we have one. Wo’re

having some extra ones printed, and that’s really wonderful . -

Helen - Well, I’m certainly glad that you’re both not being made

uncomfortable by this thing o *
'*

Emilie’ - Oh well, we were for a while until we found out what to do.

Helen - TJh huh. . ..

* •

Emilie - You just have to fight back. 1

.Helen - Yes.
' '

‘ K .
•

Emilie - And you have to have legal advic.e.

Helen - Yes, of course.

Emilie - - And that’s what we have'. We have a good lawyer that (laughter)

advises what to do and wjiat not to do (laughter).

> 51 -
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Helen Oh EMILIE,’ it just makes me ill. "

IOL3H told EMILIE that she was just having one or tvro

couples over to her plaoe tomorrow night for a small, informal

'dinner, and asked MILIE if she thought she could come with

ED'YARt) EMILIE said she didnM* know about EDWARD because he

was going to Baltimore today but she told H-3LEN that she would

let her know as soon as ^he could find out.

CCEDC17 called at the ^hite House

stating that he was repf^0f^WCRD*s previous attempt to

contact him. .CONDON said he didn’t want to butt in but did want

to express a view to CLIFFORD about, the -"Science Foundation Bill ,

urcinr a veto. CONDON volunteered his help on opinions and details.

CLIFFORD stated "we must act on it (bill) tomorrow .- CONDON said

he had expressed some views on the bill in a memorandum bo Mr.

STEELMAN and to Mr. HARRIMAN. CLIFFORD stated that the memorandum

was in the file and that he had rc-vd xt and thought that it

"sets the picture up right straight", and added that they appreciated

CONDON’S help.

August 6, 19^7

^BOZENA Y/EISSROFE agreed to visit EMILIE COIN)ON as the latter

was auffering*"from' varicos e veins and hemorrhoids and was obliged

fco stay at home®

Mrs. PINCHOT told EMILIS that she was trying to get some

help which was needed very much, but did not amplify this statement.

She then discussed her preparations for her trip to the Balkans.

-
• PINCHOT said that she inay get typhus injections todajr

and' suggested that she and EMILIE CONDON have luncheon together

tomorrow. Instead, CONDON invited PINCHOT to dinner at CONDON’S

home at 6:30 tomorrow evening. >

PINCHOT, in discussing the proposed typhus injections,

inferred that she is going to the Balkans. She said that, if

possible' she wants to go out into the country and stay in farm

houses once or twice and "things like that".' She said that if

one just stays in Athens and those places, "you just got

propaganda 1
* ® /

.
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PINCHOT 1 said, "Madam^ATHANASSOE. has been so nice to me.
I v/as disappointed because I thought they could help me to get
the visa in Bulgaria and' Hungary and Roumania — I don’t v/ant to
go in — and one other country I don’t want to .go, I’ve forgotten
what it is now. you have to go to the Allied Control Commission,
and the State Department said they just automatically say no to every-
one v/ho isn’t just .violently a Communist. Madam ATKANASSOV said
she would write to Bulgaria. I had an idea that tho .Bulgarians
-would then communicate with the Allied Control Commission and say,
’Well, hey, she’s a nic e ,woman and you’d better let her ip ’ . 0 .

.

and they’re not... I think I’ll see ATHANA’SSOV in ITew York. 4 *’

PINCHOT said that she saw the tTCz ©oilman ,f yesterday.
PINCHOT said that he v/as very nice,, and' CONDON inquired whom she
sav/. PINCHOT thought it v/as Mr. HANC, who is a friend of CONDON.

\

*

Insofar as Yugoslavia is concerned, * PINCHOT said, nMrs.
(RUTH) SHIPLEY sort of put i

:

t up to me not to ask for a visa here
because they are having a squabble with Yugoslavia in which the
State Department is sort of looking down their* noses at Yugoslavia
on account of those aviators and saying, ’If you don’t protect
Americans, ;\r0re not going to let any Americans go in’. tr

'•"'PINCHOT said that there is a "little thing in your passport
that will say you can’t go to Yugoslavia, but she said they will
v/aive that for me but we would a little .prefer that you didn’t try
to get your visa here because it makes us a little ridiculous
(apparently State Department)."

' \ .» '
.

EMILIE contacted MONROE STERN, press attache of the
Yugoslav Embassy. She discussed withTMm Mrs. PINCHOT ’ s proposed
visit to the Balkans and asked for a book ivhich describes the
Balkan countries. STERN stated that he had a book, published in
England, which he would be glad to lend her together with some
other material.

CONDON spoke to his wife 'and she advised that they were
having dinner at the MOODIEs’ that evening. .He then commented on
the Presidential veto of the Science Foundation Bill, which he
approved. He also referred to obtaining' a reprint of the speech
made by Congressman CHET HOLIFIELD.. He then read her a letter
received fr om_CARl2{S..GMRT.0I'L-in. which COMPTON thanked him for the
copy of EOLIFIELD’ s speech, adding that HOLIFIELD had given an
eloquent and well-documented defense of CONDON, and stated that
if the use of his (COMPTON’s) name was of any help, this help

- 55 -
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was available.

* He continued by -stating, “I should think, that after this

discussion, any further half-baked, unjustified attacks on you -

would be pretty well squelched - at least, I hope that this may

be truen 0 ‘
.

'

CC1ID0N referred to a call from as to his

comments about the veto of the Science BilT^, CONDON statod,
l!0f course. I’ll be quoted as thinking that the President did

just right, and so on n
.

•

He also referred' to the departure on August 7bh of FRIENDLY
with his superi or ,^EUfiE^JffiYgR, on a tour of Europe , including a

visit to Prague o C OSTON^stated that he knew many fine, people there

and could give them letters of introduction and requested EMILIE to

contact the HAJSMANs to see what could be done* EMILIE agreed to

contact the HAJSMANs and stated that FRIENDLY ivas invited to dinner

the following day 0

CGEDCE further pointed out that MEYER' was a prominent
international banker befor^he bought the “Washington ^st‘“,N^d<was
personally acquainted with ^AN^J^SARyK , and added that^po s s ibly

*
a^2^j^CARL

}
NOyAK and SOLSNSKY (ph^or^ other first-ratp professors

|
w
^iould" meet

'

Iv'EYER . He further stated that he had told FRIENDLYJ
about NOVAK who had had considerable engineering expedience in^tne

United States and could furnish information concerning nSSrtOfialized

industries in Czechoslovakia «

CONDON then stated that if EKILIS? could get five or six

introductions to people who speak English from EOEJDLK end HAJSMAN,
both of the Czech Embassy, these letters of introduction could '

be used to good advantageo
&.*•**' “""""X

EMILIE c ontact st Secretary of the

Czech Embassy, and menti onedr^&S^f'V^'dnver sat i on with her. She

invited him to dinner the following evening, stating that Mrs.

PIMCHOT would be there. HOUDEK suggested that FRIENDLY visit the

Tihe letlCzech Embassy in regard to

August 7. 19U7

letters of introduction.

EMTT.TE advised CONDON that there would be guests for

dinner that evening, including Mrs. PINCHQT , vBILL BRESKA (ph.),

HOUDEK and STERN of the Yugoslav Embassy.

- 5k -
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'.contacted FRIENDLY, advising him that he did not
have th'e*4ietters of introduction but did have names and addresses
.of newspaper editors and the card of the Director of the SKODA
WORKS in Pilsen, Czechoslovakia,, He invited FRIENDLY to dinner,
stating that he would introduce^ him to Mrs <, HAJSliAN whose father-
in-law ms a. v;writer in Czechoslovakia 0

August 8, 19^7 '
v

> ‘EMILIE received a telegram from California, advising that
her daughter was en route to Washington,,

EMILIE advised EDWARD of their appointment with the ASHTONs
that eveningo The ASHTONs have not been identified,,

v^OSF, MCKERJIa who has not been identified, attempted to
contact EDWARD' CONDON*

\

August 9, 19kl
' *

•

EMILIE talked to Mrs 0 FRIEDMAN at Indian Head, Maryland,
advising of the pending arrival of her daughter, and invited
JlRIEDMNLs* daughter , |

~| to visit their home to be a companion
to the CONDON girl

August 11, I9I4.7

CONDON ? s daughter advised that she would arrive
in Washington on the following day 0

August 12, 19U7 ‘

YELDA HAUSER invited the CONDONs to a picnic , on the fol-
lowing day at her sister’s home in Bethesda 0

August 1J>, 19U7
*

* * •.

Mr So HAJSMAN,

a

conversation with EMILIE CONDON
stated that a Professo r BARTA was in Washington from Czechoslovakia c

She added that" CCHDOEf' ''IiaTmeTTrim and desired to 'know whether
EMILIE would also like to meet him* She identified BARTA as a
professor from Prague University who’ planned, to go to ‘California

- 55 -
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shortly thereafter® B4ILIE then" discussed their pending camping

trip 0 They discussed the pleasant time they had had at a dinner

a few evenings prior and characterized Mr® STERN of the Yugoslav

Embassy as a very pleasant individual® They then discussed the

statement of .the ‘seven Protestant Ministers who had toured

Yugoslavia, and agreed that the 'statement was wonderful® EMILIE

advised of receiving d letter of acknowledgement from a man in

Europe to whom she had sent seme clothing®

August lUs 19^7

Dr o^ETf KO\YARSKI , Director of the French Atomic Energy

Commission, called~CONDON from New York, asking if he could stay

at the CONDON home while in Washington, to which^ CONDON agreed®

KOVTARSKI said that he had a business appointment' at tho French

Embassy and desired to visit CONDON while in Washington®

p

* 'An article in the New York nHerald~Tribune tf of July

2, 19^7 referred to KCWARSKI as the Scientific Director of the

French Atomic Energy Commission, who at that time v/as serving

as scientific advisor to tho Fr ench/l el egates . to the U®No

Atomic Energy Commission under Dr » JEAN FREDERIC JOLICT "CURIE 9

a reportedly known French Communist Party memb er an3 ^
High Commissioner of Atomic Energy®

On July 1, 1947 HOvTARSKI was quoted in the press as

saying that France has enough uranium and heavy water to build
' its first atomic pile®

CONDON advised his wife that ODIS.HAW had invited them

out to dinner®

\
'

:
August 1$, J9U7

Mr s , ^STMISLAV KLIMfe. of the Czech Embassy advised

MILIE COHDON that she was leaving for Prague on August 17th,

August 18, 191-1-7

BLAl'TCA REDFESN agreed to visit SHILIE on the 19th-,'

EMILIE ^vited JOHN SIPPLE of the Bureau of Standards

to dinner that evening.
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JAMES NEflKAH talked to CONDON* s daughter, stating thair

he ivas presently teaching at Yale
0

t
He agreed to come to dinner

the following evening with the CONDONs 0

August I9> 19^7

EMILIE invited Mrs. TJEISSEOFF and Mrs. REDFERN to accompany

her to the farmers' market. ‘

EMIL3E called Senator GREEN 5 s Office, Rhode Island, stating

that she had. met ttieiu senator, at the Russian War Relief, and that

she thought he mightV.be interested in contacting' STEF’EN DEDIER,
editor of the biggest newspaper in Yugoslavia, sh^a'd.d'ed^that'"

DEDIER was a student under COijDON at Princeton. She desired to

fhrnish this information to GREEN for his trip to Europe.

CONDON invited ODISMW to dinner that evening, stating

that KEFJMAN had also been invited.:

An unidentified man called C02©ON, speaking hesitantly

and with an accent, and stated that ^MILLER 1
* (pho) is at Lake

Success for .three weeks 0 IIAUSER^ who is on three weeks * leave - l

will not return after leave’,
,,7And^the thing is that he (unidenti-

fied) will not handle this “business at alio It is necessary to

write this memorandum now 0
11 CONDON inquired where this man

received his information and he stated that it 'came from BASSIE

/ (VEp gA§jSIEj Department of Commerce (?)), whom CONDON has not

se^^Tor^r^y months o This man stated that he would see BASSIE

the following day c *
.

The -man further asked CONDON if he would write, the

'mono io which CONDON agreed o The man stated that he would

tell CONDON the ,,impression,, of the conversation with BASSIE

and that they would see each other the following day 0

It has hot been possible to identify this man nor

the nature of the matter discus sedo

* August 20, 19U7

HELEN HOODIE advised EMILIE that she was sailing for

• Europe .on the 18th of September to. attend a conference in Paris

and added that it also was her intention to visit London,*

Rome and Milan in order to determine the^ changes brought on

in the social and economic lives of the European women >• This

.
information she plans to use at various women* s clubs upon

?- 57 •
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her return. She asked for- suggestions from MILIE to
accomplish this .mission. • '

.

• *

>

August 21 , 19U7 . .
• \

MOODIE ce-lled EMILIE and said she would like to visit
the CONDONs. She stated that the conference she wishes to attend .

in Paris is a conference of Women’s World Fellowship. Her itinerary
was to include several days in Paris, Rome, Florence, and possibly,

Frankfort, and a few days in. England. EMILIE stated that a Czech
friend of hers was going to Europe shortly to negotiate with the

Czech Government for the emergency fund for children* and added
that she would introduce this friend to MOODIE.

BARBARA. FRIEDMAN invited the CONDONs to a cocktail
party. BARBARA stated that she had resigned her job in New
York and expressed a desire to work for the CIO* and asked

,

•

EMILIE to use her influence with BOB LAMB (ph.)<> EHILIE agreed* 0

to .do thiso She also added that she had a relative in the £
Oil Workers -Union whom she might approach. She also requested.^

permission, to bring HUGH ODISHAW to the cocktail party to be
held on August 2ij.th. 7

• /

August 22, 1947 .
1

•

Mrs . CHARLOTTE EWELL of the National Analysts, advised

EMILIE that she was in town from New York and agreed to stay over-

night with the CONDONs

.

Mrs. PINCHOT
.
advis ed EMILIE that she was flying to

London on August 26th, and from there she would go to Greece
for six weeks. She expressed her appreciation for EMILIE* s

assistance* stating that the Yugoslavians had been polite, the

Polos very cooperative, and the Bulgarians, helpful. She asked
that EMILIE obtain letters of introduction from her husband
to scientists in Europe. EMILIE stated that she felt this
could be done. PINCHOT requested that these letters be forwarded
to QLYAjmOgLIN.

#

‘

'

August 23, ISkl

if ELIZABETH FRIEDMAN discussed their picnic to be held
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that day with EMILIE CONDON. EMILIE stated that HUGH ODISHAVf

also accompanying them,

August 23,

/ ' 1
BROYJIJIBILDEI^DJHS-. contacted EMILIE CONDON,, stating that

she was a frien^'oft/CHASLOTTE EVVELL, and she desire'd to ’get in touch
with CHARLOTTE who waT^#'fng*wi^ MARGARET EARBN DAWKINS, 1+007

Connecticut Avenue.

• EMILIE subsequently spoke to EWELL and mentioned that ,

they were starting on their camping trip that day„

August 28, 191+7 •
•

Mrs. DONALDj

B

ETTY )
HOGATB called the CONDON residence.

WILLIAM ASHELMAN, who resides there, stated that they were

out of town on vacation. She left an invitation to attend a picnic

at her home on August 31 s to

«

September 1, 19U7 *

MfiillE CONDOK made reservations to return to California

pn September lUth.

The COKDOMs 1 trip included a drive to the Shenandpah

Mountains o .>

*

September 7> 19U7
*

s »

.

"
• Mr. and Mrs. VLADIMIR HOUDEK called EMILIE CONDON and

invited the CONDONs to visit their home to meet a Czechoslovalgi^n-

professor named^Dr.'^NETOSHAY (ph.) from Prague University. (gOUDEK^
advised that Iffi?^HAY~was'

r
lS the United' States with the Rockefeller

Foundation.
.

,

September 9, 191+7

EMILIE CONDON attempted unsuccessfully ‘to contact a Dr.

EISENHARDT, who has not been identified.
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September 10, 194-7

BLAHCA REDFERK incited BMILIE to attend a mdvio v/ith her*

.
*

V

September 11, 19h7

Dr< VINOGRADQFF contacted "EMILIE relative to an invitation

to tea. She stated that CONDON and some of the foreigners, v/ho are

on a tour (of the Bureau of Standards) would he there. VINOGRADOFF

asked whether it was ’’business or just friendship", and BMILIE said,

"Gan you separate them?"

September 12, 19^-7

• WILLIAM ASKBLl.'AN, who resides' at the CONDON home, arranged

for an interview mth^KATOLE JAMES SCIINEIDEROV,.
who is located at

the Library of C ongr e s
s

" s e

s

in Russian history

and the Russian language. ASIIELMAN stated that he was interested

in attending these courses

Mrs. 3ISENHARDT invited the CONDONs to a buffet supper

on September 13th, which invitation was accepted.

An unidentified woman advised EMILIE G 01JDQN that EDGAR,

MEYER (ph.) would accept GORDON’S dinner invitation.

September li|., 1947

/

-j

J harry DIAMOND . of the Bureau of Standard^ advised

CONDON
HARRY. DIAMOND, of the Bureau of Standards* advised

S^he^would be over for a visit.

Miss MOYfRER (pH. ) spoke to EMILIE stating, that she desired

to discuss with CONDOR an atomic scientist named KLINE ^ph.^).

September 17, 1947

J vfflT.T.flr.V. mv$IT,TL called CONDON from New York, stating that

he would arrive within- a few days with Kis wife and father and re-

quested permission to stay at the CONDON home. It appears that

BREWER has been appointed to work at the Bureau of Standards.

CONDON stated, "The idea is that you will — we can kind of start

some paper work whenever you feel like settling down". BREWER

stated that he was interested in preparing a thesis. They made
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reference to- an Admiral HILLENCUTTER, whom BREWER planned to seeV&SH
•« »

September ,18, 19U7 ...
llrso LOGWOOD (pb*) advised EMILIE that she was in

•Vashington to attend some meetings and invited the COEDOKs to

dinner? She was invited to stay at the. CONDON home while in

Washington.

September - 19 > 19U7

/t ,tt ,T,TANw.WAT-E-QED called her home in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

from the ToS^Sidenoe, asking about her mail, and she advised ohat

^she had received some mail from ^he/ America °

September 21, 19^4-7

1 ' V/ALLACE BREV/EH advised that h© had arrived m town and

was attempting to locate an apartment. Prom the -conversation, it

r appeared that BREWER had previously worked at. the Bureau oi

Standards.
v .

>*,

^ \
S ept ember 2^ , 19^7

A> * CLAIRE MARTOE invited the COM)OKs to dinner on September

^ 26th 3
which invit'atioh was accepted.

s
%

•

September 27, ^-9,h7 -
.

X4
'

Mrs.. MARTHA. (HELEN.). AGRONSKY invited the CCliDORs to_visit

§ that eveninlfTt-mn^-tharthby would have as a guest Dr. FRIEDMAN

S of New York City.

4 ' *
- - •

. .

September 29, 19U7
\

1

'• /carl KARSTm advised MlfilE CONDON that he had met her

sometime a^TSSTTSEted that he was inviting people with British

university experience to a luncheon on. .September 30th for Rhodes

scholars to be held at the Library of Congress, and desired to

• invite Dr. CONDON to attend.

October 3. 19U? •
.

©!ILIE spoke to'an unidentified man with an accent and

• discussed a magazine, "The' Land".,- published in Columbus, Ohio,

which discusses the land problems of Europe.

;
7-fi-
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October 19til

, An unidentified man attempted to reach. CONDON from Oakland,

California, and was advised that CONDON was attending a physicists’

conference at Pennsylvania State College*

October 6, 19^4-7

Z
?

“

s.o^MlN 2836 Albermarle Street, N.K., asked

EMILIE to help out in connection with a project of the League

of Women Voters^ EMILIE agreed*

An unidentified woman, believed to be Mrs. HAJSMAN, invited

: the CONDONs to dinner on October 11th, stating that the WfilSSKOPPs,
* and a )

would be there,

*~and added that Mr. BOR desired to meet COSDON

.

EMILIE then asked this woman if she had heard about the

Czechs 1 wonderful, new idea for the gasification of coal- .and how

the Americans were much worried about how to get behind the iron

curtain and find out about it. EMILIE then stated that the Czechs

had invited the Americans to consult on it* EMILIE agreed to come

to the dinner.

EMILIE CORDON called- -the Yugoslav Embassy, asking for MONROE

STERN, and also the address of the Yugoslav Relief in New York City.

7/. YI. SALISBURY, unidentified, attempted to contact CONDON.

October 8, 19i|7

CONDON attempted to reach SALISBURY at the Mayflower

Hotel

.

October 11, 19-U7

• EDGAff^SfyRBR .advised CONDON that he had just returned
frofn. Lake Success and that an interesting situation had arisen in
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which CONDON. could be helpful through his friends and associates.

He invited CONDON to his home that evening to discuss this matter,

and added thai/HELEN KIRKPATRICK, a foreign correspondent, would'

be there®

MOV/RER is identical with^ EDGAR A. MORTISR, 3301 Garfield

Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C. ,

y
Dr. CARL NOVAK,, formerly of WESTINC2I0US1 ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Pittsburgh,'^
_
a^Czedfi Scientist, advised CONDON that he desired to

see him hut that,, if this were not possible, VIHOGRADOFF cquld see

him at the Bureau of Standards.

October 12, 191+7_ y
EMILIS CONDON advised FRANCIS FAY Ahat Dr. NOVAK had

visited her, and during the visit had advised that the Czech potato

crop was 1+OJo of normal.

Mrs. CONDON, had an idea to approach Idaho potato growers
^

of Czech descent to donate Some potato crop for the Czechs. FRANCIS

MAY suggested that she send the information to ADOI^KACER ,
President

of the Czech-American Alliance in Chicago for a’id”ih financing a

proje'ct of drying potatoes. MAY "added that the next meeting of this

group in Washington would be on October 27th.

MY, who resides at 1J61 Spring Road, If .TV. , formerly

owned a restaurant at 2317 Calvert Street, M.W.

CONDON advised Dr. JOHN H. CURTISS, an' Assistant Director .

at the Bureau of Standards, that he had some tickets and asked

CURTISS to come by his house t,o pick them up. No definite details

were given regarding these tickets.
*

• 1 ,

1 Mr s. CONDON attempted to get in touch with Senator TAYLOR

XCLEN TAYLOR-y-ldahc.) . She was advised that he was in Idaho. Mrs.

CONDON invited the HARDWICKs (ph.) to her home that afternoon, ,

stating that CONDON was leaving town late in the afternoon. She

also advised that Dr. CARL. NOVAK of the Carborundum Company of

Czechoslovakia visited their home. Mrs. HARDWICK declined the

invitation.

October 17, 191+7

'/itIM (SIEGLER {?)) called CONDON from New York, inviting

- 63 "•
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him bo attend a dinner to be given by the Quartermaster^ Corps on
November 6th, adding that General BISBHHOP/BR and Secretary of

State GEORGE MARSHALL would be there® CONDOR accepted the in-
vitati on

«

LILLIAN V7ATF0RD called EMILIE CORDON from Pittsburgh,
requesting the CONDONs to visit for the 'weekend o EMILIE stated
that it was impossible as CORDON was very busy, just having re-
turned from Oak Ridge, Tennessee® LILLIAN stated that she v/ould

be in Washington the following week to attend a conference on
migrant labor® EMILIE invited her to stay at her home®

October 19 * 194-7
•—** —— \

VINOGRADOFF advised EMILIE that CORDON* s speech in the
Philosophical society was written up and desired to obtain a copy
of it® *

October 20, 1947

v''

W« Wo SALISJgffiy advised EMILIE CONDOR that he was in
town for a few days and would visit them*

*

.

' *

October 22, 1947
.

EMILIE CONDON contacted
. STANISLAV KLIM ,

referring to
booklets- on Czechoslovakia Y/hich he had sent to her® She re-
quested several more booklets entitled "HELLO*1

®

* Mrs « CONDON talked to BETTY MATHER (?) (ph®) referring
to Mrs® PINCHOT who was travelling in Greece® EMILIE hoped that
PINCHOT v/ould be able to get to Czechoslovakia® MATHER stated
that PINCHOT should be in the United States about Christmas®
CONDOR stated that she' had received information from a Macedonian
on her last trip to New York, which information explained the
desire of the Macedonians to combine the three apportioned sectors
of former Macedonia and enter Yugoslavia as an autonomous republic

October 26, 1947

oh®) advised CORDON that he would
like to see him inasmuch as he is planning to write a book
embodying physics and psychology and would like some help and
advice from CONDON o . CONDON agreed to meet with HEILFRIN®

- 6U -
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October 27, 19U7

BLANCA REDFERN advised EMILIE CONDON that she had received

a letter from her sister for CONDON. She also reminded EMILIE of

a party at the embassy (Czech £?)) that date, adding that she hoped

that Dr. CONDON would be able to attend so that he could meet

GILBERT (REDFERN (?•}).

EMILIE advised IIELEN AGRONSKY that she would like to.
'

have the letters back which Mrs. PINCHOT had sent her and which

EMILIE had lent AGRONSKY. They both agreed that PINCHOT* s

letters were so interesting- that they should be published.

October 29, 19^7

CONDON talked -to his 'wife regarding the situation of

j

the Bureau Of Standards employeej'^^ROLl^alLLER, who had been I

charged with abortion. He stated tha-nhe'TSd suggested to I

MILLER* s superior, JOHN DELLINGER that DELLINGER aid the
|

prosecuting officials with any information he might have. *

October 30» 19^7

^ERBERT,r.S..JfO
OD of' the Cooperative Broadcasting

advised EMILIE CONDON that his group w'as promoting a listener -

control radio station, and that shares Yrere being sold at
'§10.00 each. He advised that the investment v/as speculative

but that, if the enterprise were successful, it would be 8/0

cumulative. He added .that they had accumulated about

§60,000.00 from Washington subscribers, some of them liberals.

He explained that this’ is an enterprise designed to improve

the quality of radio and to insure an outlet for liberal views.

EMILIE commented, 'Well, it sure needs it".

WOOD continued, stating that the purpose of this
station is to improve the ' integrity of radio, both in its ad-

vertising and entertainment features. HOOD also added that
at least §100,000.00 more was necessary, and that the present •

plan is to set up a subscription fund which would become valid

and effective only if an amount, sufficient to insure operation
of. at least six months to a year, was obtained. He added that

they were in hopes of receiving a substantial amount from certain
foundations and also from labor unions although this had not

been followed to the end, and that, in the meantime, they were

7-65



^ob
asking for subscriptions from- interested citizens throughout the/

.
g|K

countryo EMILIE stated that she would have to discuss this with
“

her husband, and acknowledged receipt of literature from TfO0D.

She added that she had to watch her expenditures', however

o

\

T/OOD identified himself as a neighbor of the CONDONs

who lived at 2090 Brandywine street <> VfOOD further stated that this

is-an_ enterprise aimed at the future inasmuch as it is to be an

F.Mo station, EMILIE commented that -it would be a wonderful
thing, if successful, WO.OD agreed to visit the CONDONs that

evening to discuss the matter, upon which EMILIE advised him that

friends of hers, named VPELTZER, were visiting and that they might

be interested in this s^^S^S^bS^^ELTZER is a geographer,, and untii

recently he was employed by Johns Hopkins University, He is pres-

ently en route to Yale University,
V

CONDON contacted his wife, making reference .to some

printed papers headed, "CIER" (COMMITTEE ON IJTERNATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION) , -v/hich he identified as a non-
governmental group, international in scope, which is attempting .

to work out aid for the reconstruction of universities in Europe,

He added that UALDIECK (ph,.), a young man employed at the Bureau

of Standards, was active in this group, and had invited the

CONDONs to a tea at the WILLARD HOTEL on October 31st,. and to a

-meeting of the group the same evening at. the Department of the

Interior, CONDON added that he had invited Mrs, SHORTLEY to join

them at this meeting. He promised io bring the printed matter

regarding this organization for EMILIE to. read,
' * *

CONDON further stated that he did not know the extent

of VfALDEECK ? s participation in this group but that there would be-

approximately one hundred representatives 'at the meeting and that

if they attended, EMILIE might be able to "peddld* some 'bundles for professors

•at the meeting

o

It is noted that Mrs<> CONDON is engaged in sending- bundles

to needy professors in Czechoslovakia 0

. He stated that this might be a channel for handling work

of that kind in the future and getting a fresh start with a new

group of people o CONDON characterized this group as "a little bit

left of center"

o
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EMILIE CONDOS* in a conversation with Mrs, IIGUDEK of the

Czech Embassy, stated that she had received an invitation to

attend the reception 'at the Soviet Embassy in honor of Red Army

Day, November 7th, She stated' that stre^-an4__Dr, CONDONMjrould

accompany the HOUDEKs to this reception, and “al-se-referred to

the possibility of. the LAT'TIMOREs attending.

EMILIE CONDON spoke to MARJORIE CAHN at West Hartford,

Connecticut, stating that she desired' that CAHN attempt to

obtain a large refrigerator for her use.

ELIZABETH PELTZER advised EMILIE that they would be

at the CONDONs* for dinner, following which they would take

the train to hew Haven<> '

%
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UNDEVELOPED LEADS

BOSTON

At Springfield, Massachusetts;

Will discreetly ascertain the identity of JOHN HIPPLE

employed by WESTING-HOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY at

Spningfield from 1898 to 19^2. ' .•

At Boston, Massachusetts; -

. *Will furnish this office with any information contained

in the files of your office indicating pro-Communist or pro-

Russian activities of HIPPLE.
i

.
-

'

As set forth on pages 35 and 38, it is noted that

HIPPLE has worked at Pittsburgh for the WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CORPORATION. -
•,

<-

LOS ANGELES

At Los Angeles, California*-

. • \

Will obtain information re ROY J. KENNEDY who worked

at California Institute of Technology and who allegedly was

refused permission to do' atomic research work there by
Army authorities. -(See page 16). .

PITTSBURGH

At Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Will obtain information as to JOHN HIPPLE," formerly

of. the WESTINGHOUSE. ELECTRIC CORPORATION, and will also set forth

any information in its files re him and his wife, EILEEN. (See

pages 35 , 38 and 56 of instant report.)

Will' furnish any information available re. Mrs . CLYDE'

(LILLIAN E.) WATFORD, who resides at post Office Box 1*29 - RD #7,
Pittsburgh.

YJASHINGTON FIELD

#

At Yfashington, D,C«.

Trill continue to follow and report CONDON 1 s activities
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CONFIDEKT IAL INFORMANTS

The following Confidential Informants were mentioned in

the report of Special Agent Robert G. Gibbs, dated at Washington,

D.C. on
'

T-l

T-2 SAMJEI^fONT GOMERpf, ' Internal
Revenue Department,' as reflected in
the report entitled, "AMERIC.AN-

SOVIET SCIENCE SOCIETY, IRC.;

INTERNAL' SECURITY -R" , by SA
Robert G. Gibbs, Washington, D,Co,
August 1+, 191+7 (WO 100-1865l)o

T-3 as set forth in report •

entitled, "NATIONAL COUNCIL OF

AMERICAN-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP, INC,;

INTERNAL SECURITY - R" by SA-

John B. Frisch, New' York, March

15, 19I+6 (wo.. 62-1+108-56)

T-b2

T-I+ tuff,

(sj

ft-5
.

as set forth in
Boston letter to Washington Field
entitled, "HARLOW SHAPLEY; Dr o’

EDWARD U. CONDON; INTERNAL SECURITY -

'R
,f

, September 8^, 19^4-6 (WO 62-i|.l08-64).

b2
b7D

i

as furnished to SA George
n September 12, 1947

.(WEO 62-J+108-62) x
bl

«

t-6

t-7

T-8.
1

T-9 MAURICE ALLEN, Security Officer, State
Department, as furnished to SA William
R. Cornelison, October 29, 191+6

(WFO IOO-I7I+93-3735 )

k V -

(U)

b2
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New book stresses nuclear forces and beta disintegration

ELEMENTARY
NUCLEAR THEORY

A Short Course on Selected Topics

by H. A. Bethe, Professor of Physics, Cornell University; formerly
with the Manhattan Engineer District Laboratories.

In this book Dr. Bethe approaches the theory of
atomic nuclei from the standpoint of two of the funda-
mental problems in this field-nuclear forces and beta
disintegration. The author has written Elementary
Nuclear Theory for scientists and students who are not
specialists in nuclear theory and he has remembered to
keep his explanations on the level where they make
sense to this group of readers.

Nuclear forces are explained in terms of the simplest

nuclear systems. All the discussions are treated entirely
from the empirical point of view. Purely theoretical
considerations and special applications of nuclear theory
are omitted or covered only briefly. In keeping with
this, such topics as the meson theory of nuclear forces
are given only brief treatment because they are not yet
m a form which permits useful predictions of the proba-
bilities of nuclear reactions. Special phenomena in the
field, such as the fission process, are left out entirely.

A. Descriptive Theory of Nuclei.

1. Basic Facts

2. The Size of Nuclei

.3- Beta Disintegration (Descriptive)

4. Further Facts on Nuclear

Disintegration

5. Spin and Statistics

6. Beta Disintegration and the
Neutrino

September, 1947

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.,

Table of Contents

B. Quantitative Theory of Nuclear
Forces.

7. Physical Properties of Neutron,
Proton and Deuteron

8. Ground State of the Deuteron

9. Scattering of Neutrons by Free
Protons

10. Scattering of Neutrons by Pro-
tons Bound in Molecules

11. Interaction of the Deuteron
with Radiation

12. ScatteringofProtons by Protons
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SCIENTISTS AND WORLD GOVERNMENT

Should the scientists organized in the Federation of American Scien-

tists join the movement for world government? This question has troubled

atomic scientists since 1946 when they first began to think of political

action. For several reasons, they decided to make international control of

atomic energy, and not world government, the first plank in their platform.

In the first place, the necessity of establishing international control

of atomic energy, was obvious to all scientists; to subordinate this .con-

crete aim to a more general program would have caused at that time,

considerable dissention. Some felt that the solution of an urgent practical

problem was weakened by predicating it on the achievement of a vague,

unattainable ideal. Others were afraid that raising the question of world

government would jeopardize the chances of an atomic energy settlement

with the Soviet Union.

The majority of scientists were aware even then that no system of inter-

national control of atomic energy could long survive without the establish-

ment of an authority with power to render national states incapable of

waging any kind of war, atomic or “conventional”. However, they believed

that scientists can contribute most towards the ultimate creation of such

an authority if, instead of joining forces with the groups which have written

“World Government” on their banners, they concentrate on educating the

peoples of the world and their leaders to tho dangers of international law-’

lessness in the atomic age, and thus help to create the psychological back-

ground for the acceptance of the radical decisions necessary to end this

lawlessness.

Physicists know that effects produced by a certain cause depend on

two factors—quantity and intensity. In mechanics, it is the product of

mass and velocity that determines how deeply a pile driver will drive into

the ground; in electricity, it is the product of charge and potential that, de-

termines how much heat and light will be generated by an electric current.

In political life, too, the effectiveness of a movement depends both on

the number of people who support it and the intensity of their convictions.

With justifiable satisfaction, the world government groups point to the

large majorities which their program has received in recent polls of public

opinion or in actual popular voting, such as the Massachusetts referendum

of a year ago.

These majorities undoubtedly are significant; probably they could not

have been obtained two or three years ago, and reveal a rapid evolution of

public opinion. But precisely how much they mean in terms of possible

political action depends on whether the voters who agree that world gov-

ernment is desirable
,
also feel strongly that it is urgently necessary; and of

this, there might be doubts.

The same people of Massachusetts who overwhelmingly endorsed the

idea of world government, sent men to Congress more likely to obstruct

than to speed up the achievement of this ideal. Price control, taxation,

patronage, racial discrimination, labor legislation, even foreign issues,

such as attitudes towards Britain and Russia, these questions really stirred

the voters and determined their choice; it did not occur to them to examine

their candidates as to where they stood on world government.

If the world government cause is to triumph it will need more than

sympathetic endorsement by the majority. People must be made to feel that

their own security, freedom, and prosperity, yes their very survival, depend

on the creation in our time of a world rule of law. They must be made to

believe that the establishment of a world government is more urgent than the

maintenance of a high domestic standard of life and as, if not more, practical

than the pursuit of a deceptive security by full military preparedness.
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Whatever feeling of urgency exists behind the Ameri-
can sentiment for world government probably is traceable
to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The lesson of the atomic
bomb, driven home largely by the scientists* activities

—

which some have dismissed as “scaring people without
showing them what to do'*—probably ha3 done as much
for the intensification of the world government appeal as
the activities of outright world government groups have
done for its numerical growth.

The scientists who prepared the ground for the
Lilienthal-Baruch-UN plan, are still lending and will

continue to lend it their full support. They will also
support any satisfactory alternative plan which may
emerge in the course of negotiations. They will do so
not because they are so naive as to believe that inter-
national control may successfully endure in a world of
rival national sovereignties, although this was imputed
to them by some critics (for example by Mr. Borgese in

his article, Of Atomic Fear and “Two Utopias,*’ Common
Cause

, Vol. 1, No. 3)'. >Rather, they will do so because the
closer the atomic energy control program, or other practi-
cal attempts to establish international community of
action come to success, the wider will be the recognition
that the present rivalry between sovereign national states
can be eliminated, and the stronger will be the demand
for the abolition of a system which obstructs the operation
of mechanisms of international cooperation.

Three possible developments could be anticipated when
the atomic energy negotiations got under way:
A system of control could be agreed upon, ratified by

the major nations, and put into operation, only to be
continuously endangered and, sooner or later, completely
stymied by recurrent international tensions and rivalries.

An agreement could be reached in the UN Commission,
and a blueprint of control organization prepared, but
would prove impossible of implementation because of in-
sufficient mutual trust and unwillingness to cooperate of
nations belonging to different economic and ideological
camps.

The third possibility was that from the beginning the
divergent interests of national states would be so strong
that no agreed plan could be put forward.

The closer the plan of an International Atomic Energy
Authority had come to realization, the more violent and
widespread would have been the reaction if obstruction
by national states had prevented its initiation or made its

operation impossible after an initial success. The more
intense and spontaneous will be the desire of the nations
that the obsolete political structure which so obviously
stands between them and their security, be changed, cost
what it may.

The first possibility was most desirable—not only from
the point of view of elimination of an immediate threat
of atomic warfare and consequent relaxation of inter-
national tensions, but also from the point of view of
demonstrating the feasibility of a supra-national authority
and the advantages which accrue to all nations from its
existence. The chances for this development were slim
to begin with, and have been reduced almost to zero by
the rapid deterioration of Russo-American relations during
the last two years.

The prospects for the second outcome have perhaps
not yet quite vanished. The Soviet concessions in the UN
Atomic Energy Commission, taken at their face value,

are far-reaching enough to make a compromise plan
feasible, a plan which would contain less international
ownership and management and more inspection than is
envisaged in the present majority proposals, but with
enough teeth in it to assure—if it could be properly
implemented—an effective prevention of clandestine manu-
facture of atomic weapons.

But perhaps, what is now taking place in the UN
Commission, should not be taken at its face value. Perhaps,
in the realization that no agreed plan could be implemented
under the present conditions of international strain, neither
side is really anxious to achieve a compromise, but prefers
to stick to proposals which are demonstrably unacceptable
to the other side, so as to be able to attribute the deadlock
to the stubbornness of the opponent.

Even as things stand now, the manifest difficulties of
an agreement on atomic weapons, coupled with the spread-
ing knowledge of what' a war with such weapons will be
like, probably constitutes the most potent object lesson
for world government.

As far as the scientists are concerned, this lesson has
been quite sufficient. When the “Lake Geneva Program**

* adopted at a conference in June, and since then endorsed
by the member associations of the Federation of American
Scientists, committed the scientists to the recognition of
world government as prerequisite for the stable, solution
of the atomic energy problem, no dissenting voice has
been heard, neither from the “conservative** nor from the
“radical*’ side.

The question of participation in the drive for world,
government may soon confront the scientists* organiza-
tions in a more concrete form. In this issue of the
BULLETIN, we print the articles by Mr. Henry Usbome,
Member of Parliament, and by Mr. Joseph Mayer, dealing
with a new development in this drive—the plan to hold
a world constitutional convention in 1950. The adoption
of the Lake Geneva program, and the fact that the
Usbome proposals appear to have united the separate
and, in the past, often discordant, world government
organizations, make active participation of the scientists*

groups in the preparation of the convention both possible

and desirable.

However, if the reasoning given above was correct in
the past, it remains correct now, and at least for some
time to come. Even if the scientists themselves are now
fully convinced that without a world government in our
generation, no temporary solution of the atomic energy
problem will be durable enough to prevent the next war,
this does not mean that they should cease their present
educational activities, abandon their interest in the UN
Atomic Energy negotiations, or other partial plans for
relieving international tensions.

•Scientists must remember the path which brought
them to the unanimous realization of the necessity of
world government. Their special task, which none else

can perform with equal authority and chance for success,
is to lead others along the same path, so that more and
more people, may arrive at the same conclusion—that
political likes or dislikes must be subordinated to the
urgent common cause of establishing, within this genera-
tion, a community of mankind under enforceable law.

E. R.
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LETTER TO STALIN

Leo Szilard

In 1939, Dr. Szilard, os Is generally known, foot fhe Initiative in

bringing to the attention of President Roosevelt the scientific

experiments which indicated that an atomic bomb was a possi-

bility. This first step resulted in the mobilization of resources and
skill which led to fhe atomic bomb. In fhe present article, Dr.

Szilard discusses how Mr. Stalin, by taking the initiative, could in

time resolve fhe present deadlock. ' Dr. Szilard would have pre-

ferred not to have published this article but rather to have sent

a letter to Stalin dealing with these matters if permission to send

such a letter, within fhe meaning of the Logan Act of 1799, could

have been obtained. The memorandum on page 351 which he

presented to Mr. Byrnes some time before the first bomb was

tested in the New Mexico desert illustrates fhe type of clear

thinking which forecast fhe present difficulties.

I take the step of writing this “Let-

ter” because I am deeply concerned

about the deterioration of Russian-
American relations, and also because
I believe that the general sentiment
which moves me to this action is

shared by the majority of the atomic
scientists who take an active interest

in matters of public policy.

The steady deterioration of Russ-
ian-American relations has many dis-

turbing aspects, but perhaps none is

as serious as the lasting effect which
it may' have on the minds of the

American people, as well as the minds
of the people in Europe and elsewhere

in the world.

Here in America more and more
men will say to me in private conver-

sation that war with Russia is inevi-

table. These are men who are capable

of thinking independently and are not
guided by whatever editorials they
may read in their newspapers. To me
their attitude is a symptom of grave

danger because, once the American
people close their minds on this sub-
ject war, in fact, will have become in-

evitable.

There are those who argue that
there is no danger of an early war be-

cause at present Russia is too weak
to start one and there is no precedent

for the United States embarking on a
preventive war. That there is no such
precedent is, of course, true; but nei-
ther have the American people ever
before been in a position where they

had to fear that if they remain pas-

sive during a protracted period of un-

easy peace they may live to see the

day when war—if it breaks out—will
be brought to their homeland. ?

I do not mean to say that the United

States may start a preventive war
. against Russia within the ’ next six

months; what I mean- to say is that

if the present trend continues for six

months, a fateful change might take

root in the minds of the American
people and the situation would then

be beyond remedy. Thereafter it would

be merely a question of time—a few
short years, perhaps—until the peace
would be at the mercy of some Yugo-
slav general in the Balkans or some
American admiral in the Mediterran-

ean who may willfully or through

bungling create an incident that will

inevitably result in war. If the pres-

ent trend continues for six months,

more likely than not, the- further

course of events -will be out of the con- •

trol of the two governments involved.

The main reason* for the present

trend is the fact that two years have

passed since the end of the war and
no appreciable progress has been made
toward a settlement. Russia and the

United States have reached a dead-

lock.

All this does not come as a sur-

prise to most of us who had worked
in the field of atomic energy during
the war and had time to adjust our
thinking to the implications of the
bomb. It was clear from the start

The following is part of a letter which
Dr. Leo Szilard sonf fo fho Attorney
.General under dafe of October 25, 1947..
The article as prinfed is a revised version'
of the manuscript originally submitted
to the BULLETIN and the Attorney Gen-*
eral.

*
•

* •

\

Enclosed is a copy of an article'

entitled “Letter to Stalin”
.
which"

I have submitted to' the' BULLI5-
TINv OF THE' ATOMIC SCIEN-
TISTS for publication.

*

j u
. • p ,**

If it were in every respect proper
for me.\to do $6, I would;,write a;:

letter to Mr. Stalin embodying the >

thoughts contained in the enclosed
article arid would seek'some way of'

transmitting such a letter to him-,

through the good offices of ' some
prominent person, who is known to
him. It - would be my hope that

• if my letter were transmitted to

Mr. Stalin in such a manner he
would perceive the genuine, anguish
which prompted my writing it and

*

that he ‘might therefore give con-

-

sideration to its contents.
'

If such a letter were in fact to *

be transmitted to - Mr.
,

Stalin ,

through some proper and desirable

channel I would probably want .to-

postpone - indefinitely the publican
tion of the article.

The enclosed article' does not
touch on any specific dispute * or

’

controversy with the United- States-
and the letter which I would send
to Mr. Stalin would merely follow
its text, possibly

.
shortened

' by
omissions. You may, in the circum-

’

stances* think that .the transmis-
sion of ‘such a letter would not :

come under the Logan Act of 1799. *

On the other hand, you might
think that the transmission of."

such a letter might come under the’

Logan Act or some other similar

act and therefore, in accordance,

with the Logan Act, I am here-,

with making the formal request

for permission or authority of the

Government for the transmission
:

of such a letter in the meaning of

the Act.
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that the existence of the bomb and

the manner in which it was used

would not make the settlement easier

but rather more difficult. We knew

that the world could be saved from

another war only if both the United

States and Russia were able to rise

above the situation, and before this

can come to pass one of them will

have to take the lead.

Situations of this general type are

not without precedent in history;

they occur also on occasion in the

lives of individuals, and the story of

one such occurrence made a very deep

impression on me. In 1930, twelve

years after the end of the First

World War, I met a classmate of mine
and we talked of what had happened

to us since we had separated. He had

been a lieutenant in the Austrian

Array, and in the last days of the war
in the Carpathian Mountains he was
in charge of a patrol. One morning
they had heard by way of rumor that

an armistice had been concluded, but

being cut off from communications

they were unable to obtain confirma-

tion. They rode out on patrol duty

as usual, and as they emerged from
the forest, they found themselves

standing face to face with a Russian

patrol in charge of an officer. The
two officers grabbed their guns and,

frozen in this position, the two patrols

remained for uncounted seconds. Sud-

denly the Russian officer smiled and
his hand went to his cap in salute.

My friend returned the salute, and

both patrols turned back their horses.

“To this day,” my friend said to me,
“I regret that it was not I who salu-

ted first.”

Perhaps by writing this “Letter”

today I may make some slight amends
for my friend's tardiness, for in these

troubled times it is not without some
personal risk for an American scien-

tist to write a “Letter” such as this

one.

Today Russia and America find

themselves standing face to face, each

of them fearful of what may be the

other's next political move. The
American people want peace. The
Russian people want peace also.

As I see it, Russia wants peace

—

as does the United States—not only

for the next five or ten years,

she wants peace for good. And if I

am correct on this point then peace

can yet be saved; it can be saved by

you, yourself.

It is within your power to resolve

the deadlock and thereby to permit
a change in the course of United

States foreign policy, but you can do

this only if you decide to throw off the

self-imposed shackles of the old-fash-

ioned, and also of the new-fangled

forms of diplomacy.

Russia and the United States are

deadlocked on almost every point on

which they have negotiated in the re-

cent past. On every such point, Russia

may have very good reasons for not

yielding, and the United States may
also have very good reasons for not

yielding. I am not going to suggest

that you should now yield on this

point or that one, or that you should

now “appease” the United States.

THE APPROACH

SUGGESTED

What I am suggesting in this “Let-

ter” arc a series of interconnected

steps which are within your power

to take. Because they are most un-

usual steps, these suggestions may
appear quixotic to many and ridicu-

lous to some.

What I am suggesting in this “Let-

ter” may come somewhat as a shock

to you. It may also come as a shock

to some of my fellow-Americans who
will read these lines. But this is not

the time to hold back for fear of

being exposed' to ridicule or unwar-

ranted accusations.

My first specific suggestion is that

you speak directly and personally to

the American people. What you may
say to them, and you might wish to

speak to them once a month, will be

news, and because it will be news, it

will be carried by the radio stations

in the United States and will be re-

printed in the newspapers. Naturally

you would want to speak in Russian,

but your interpreter could convey

your speech sentence by sentence in

English. Your speech could be re-

corded and released simultaneously in

Russia and America.

The American people listen to their

presidents because what the President

says to them may affect their lives,

and they will listen to you for exactly

the same reason. But there is one

important difference; you will be

speaking to them as the head of a

foreign state; your speech will be

without effect with them unless it is

felt to be one hundred percent sin-

cere. The sincerity of your expres-

sion, as well as the other tokens of

sincerity which you may be able to

present to the American people, will

determine whether your speeches will

strike home.

If your speeches to the American
people were given full publicity in

Russia, you would go a long way to-

wards convincing the American people

that you mean what you are saying

to them.

And you would go a long way to-

wards convincing the American peo-

ple that they may expect fair play

from you if you invited the President

of the United States to address the

Russian people just as often as you

speak to the American public and

accorded just as much publicity to

his speeches in Russia as is given to

yours in America.

All the machinery through which

the American public is being kept in-

formed in the United States would be

at your disposal, and it would

remain at your disposal in the ab-

sence of any attempt to use it for

purposes of propaganda.

That you would be heard by the

American people is certain; but how
your speeches would affect them
would depend both upon the substance

and the tenor of these speeches.

What indeed should be the substance

of your speeches ?

What I suggest, in the first place,

is that in your speeches you present

to the American people a clear pic-

ture of a general settlement within

the framework of a post-war recon-

struction of the world, a settlement

that would enable Russia and the

United States to live in peace with

each other.

At first you will be able to give such

a picture in rough outline only; gradu-

ally you may be able to fill in more

and more of the details. You might

convey the details, perhaps, by issu-

ing from time to time supplementary

official reports.

By the time you have filled in the

details, you will have given the Ameri-

can people more than merely a pic-

ture of a possible post-war world;

you will have presented them with

something that will amount to an

offer for a post-war settlement.

You might well ask at this point,

because it is indeed a crucial ques-

tion, whether such a unilateral offer

on your part, if it is generous, would
not put you at a disadvantage from
the point of view of later negotia-

tions. You could easily make it clear,

however, that your offer has to be

taken as a whole, that you are per-

fectly willing to modify any one sin-
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gle point to meet the wishes of the

United States Government, but that

for every point that the United States

wants to have modified in her favor,

you may ask that some other point
be modified in Russia’s favor. As
long as this is clearly understood,

you need not, and should not, hold

back for the sake of later bargain-
ing.

Such are the means through which
you may be able to convince the
American people that—in your view
as well as in fact—private enterprise

and the Russian economic system and
also mixed forms of economic organi-
zation can flourish side by side; that
Russia and the United States can be

part of the same world; that “one
world” need not necessarily be a uni-

form world. Until such time as the

American people as well as the Rus-
sian, people shall be convinced of this

all-important point, we shall remain
headed towards war and not towards
peace.

I am told that these days the op-

posite thesis is presented by authori-

tative writers in Russia. And if this

opposite thesis should be accepted as
correct in America as well as in Rus-
sia—if it should be generally believed

that there is indeed some inexorable
law which, in the long run, makes war
between your country and ours in-

evitable, then those in the United

States who are now working for the

preservation of peace would begin to
feel that they are merely* delaying
the war which will be all the more
terrible the later it comes.

THE RESPONSE

EXPECTED

Naturally you would want to know
how the American people would re-

spond if you should decide to take
the initiative and adopt a new line

of approach towards the United
States. Would you really be able to

break the present deadlock and there-

by bring about a change in the course

of United States foreign policy?

There is a vast body of men and
women in the United States who view
with genuine concern the rapid de-

terioration of Russian-American re-

lations. Many of them have grave

doubts in their heart as to the gen-

eral wisdom of the present course of

United States foreign policy, while

they, regard with equal misgivings
the Russian counterpart of this policy.

If they do not at present take a stand

in favor of changing the course

steered by their own government, it

is first of all because they do not see

with sufficient clarity any practicable

alternative course under present cir-

cumstances. Moreover they may be-

lieve that any attempt to bring about

a change must necessarily come to

naught as long as the speeches of

your ' delegates will continue to fol-

low a line of reasoning which is un-
' acceptable to the large majority of

the American public.

If you succeed in the difficult task

of formulating in your own mind a

practicable solution of the post-war

issues and in conveying your picture

of such a solution to the American
public, then gradually, as you make
statement after statement and issue

report after report, a complete pic-

ture of an acceptable post-war settle-

ment may unfold before the American

people. By the time you will have

filled in the details, and thus have

implicitly extended a comprehensive

offer, you also will have removed the

block which had caused the deadlock.

This should have a direct and im-

mediate effect on the foreign policy

of the United States. Most Ameri-

cans believe that those who are at

present in charge of gliding Ameri-
can foreign policy were driven to the

present policy because none other ap-

peared practicable to them tn the cir-

cumstances. It is generally believed

that they are men of good will, who
can be expected to change the present

course the very moment they see a

satisfactory way out of the present

impasse.

You may or may not concur with

this opinion. But in any case it is

clearly within your power to give the

American people a choice between

two alternative courses of foreign

policy. And if they do have a choice,

the American people will exercise

their choice—this I fervently hope

—

in favor of a course which may lead

to peace. They will exercise their

choice through all the mechanisms by
which public opinion influences govern-

ment policies in America. And those

who are at present in charge of steer-

ing the course of American foreign

policy may, to borrow a phrase of

Mr. Stimson’s, “either change their

minds or lose their jobs.”

In this
<fLetter” I am trying to

cope with a difficulty of communica-

tions which might be insurmountable.

We in America have a crude and over-

simplified picture of how political de-

cisions come about in Russia. You in

Russia may have a similar picture

concerning America. It might be

therefore difficult for a Russian to go

along with the basic assumption of

this “Letter”, that in America the

most important factor for political

decisions is not a public opinion cre-

ated by the press but rather the at-

titudes and opinions of the individuals

who constitute the American public,

and that these attitudes and opinions

may become the controlling factor in

certain • circumstances. . But if this

“Letter” had not one chance in a
thousand of receiving serious con-

sideration in Russia, I still would

want to write it rather than to face

the charge of seeing the approaching

catastrophe without even raising a

hand trying to avert it.

If the conclusion were reached that

the measures advocated in this “Let-

ter” would be effective, if adequate-

ly implemented, it would become nec-

essary to face the difficulties of im-

plementation. The difficulties of formu-

lating an ^.adequate solution to the

post-war issues which would be ac-

ceptable to both Russia and the United

States, as well as the rest of the

world, are greatly increased by the

absence of any interchange of thought

between Americans and Russians who

are not encumbered by the respon-

sibility of representing the views of

their Governments. It is perhaps un-

derstandable that atomic scientists

should particularly stress this point

and that they should discuss with

each other whether there is any

proper way in which they could help

to bring about such an interchange

of thought. The difficulties which

stand in the way of achieving this

or even a reasonable substitute there-

of are obvious. But in view of their

special responsibility it is perhaps

not unnatural that atomic scientists

should wish to assist in the implemen-

tation of some significant endeavor

aimed at the permanent establishment

of peace.

The general sentiment underlying

this “Letter” is, I know, shared by

the majority of the atomic scientists

who take an active interest in matters

of public policy, but the specific

thoughts embodied in this “Letter”

and the decision of writing it are

my own and I am not speaking for

any other person or persons.

(Continued on Page 979)
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WORKING FOR A MIRACLE

On superficial reading, and given

the present trend of public opinion,

Mr. Szilard’s “Letter to Stalin” may
bring to the author and, by implica-

tion, to the atomic scientists, an ac-

cusation of- pro-Soviet leaning, or at

least, of great naivet4 in respect to

political realities in general, and the

Soviet system in particular.

Those who have followed the educa-

tional and political activities of the

atomic scientists; know that the rea-

son why a majority of them feel keen-

ly the necessity of a comprehensive

settlement with the Soviet Union and
are skeptical about the long-range

value of a policy of “containment”

is not ideological sympathy or polit-

ical nearsightedness, but the sober

reflection that in the age of atomic

and bacteriological warfare, no “con-

tainment” can be a lasting guarantee

of the incapacity of a nation with

che dimensions and industrial and sci-

entific potential of the Soviet Union,

to challenge the rest of the world.

They know that if we. were permitted

to drift into such a conflict, the

.Soviet Union, despite a vastly in-

ferior industrial power, would have

the advantages of lesser vulnerability,

easier . dispersal, better psychological

preparation for total war and habi-

tual regimentation of national life.

.
Starting from these premises and

refusing to consider a “preventive”

war as a morally justifiable alterna-

tive to a more dangerous war later,

Mr. Szilard is looking desperately for

a way out of the deadlock. In a let-

ter reprinted on this page, he de-

scribes the reasoning by which he

concluded that one such way might
be to induce the Soviet leader to

approach the American people direct-

ly. Mr. Szilard sees the American
people and the Soviet leadership as

the main forces on the world scene;

if these two make up their minds
that war is inevitable, nothing will

be able to prevent it, since the Rus-
sian people has no voice of its own,
and the American government is only

an agent of the people.

Obviously, this concept is quite

different from the Soviet “line”, which

blames the trend toward war on

“warmongering” by a capitalist-dom-

inated government and press.

How much chance there is of the

Soviet leaders heeding Mr. Szilard’s

advice, or of using the proffered

channels of communication for some-

thing other .than their usual pro-

nouncements? Mr. Szilard acknowl-

edges that this chance is very small.

COMMENT TO THE EDITORS BY DR. SZILARD
November 13, 1947

Dear Sirs:
#

*

Since the permission requested in

'my letter to the Attorney General of

October 25 was not granted, I did

not ask for further postponement of

the publication of the article entitled

“Letter to Stalin.” I i. d discussed this

article with quite a n«^ *fcer of per-
sons outside the atomic scientists’

movement, and perhaps some of the

questions raised, and the objections

made, deserve to be recorded here'.

One objection took the stereotyped

form of “Why do you address your-

self to Stalin? Why don’t you write

to President Truman?” Curiously

enough, this very same phrase was
used by two groups of persons—those

whose outlook is close to that of the

Administration and those on the left

who oppose, the foreign policy of

the Administration. While these two
groups use- the * same phrase, they

do not, of course, mean the same
thing at all.

“Those on the left” mean that by
writing such a “Letter” I am acknowl-

edging that Stalin is the real ob-

stacle to peace and I am neglecting

to mention that actions on the part

of our own Administration have con-

tributed to, or have been largely re-

sponsible for, the present disturbing

situation.

Those sharing the Administration’s

point of view seem to feel that, by
addressing myself to Stalin, I am
acknowledging that Stalin has a
greater desire for peace, or has a

greater ability to recognize the right

path to peace, or else has a greater
power to bring about a change than
President Truman or his administra-

tion.- These men will also say to me
that those who are in charge of guid-
ing American foreign policy are men
of great ability who have an intense

' desire for peace. And if I accept this

view as correct—they say to me

—

Why, then, does he deliberately ex-

pose himself to accusations of polit-

ical naivete?

As witnessed by his memorandum
of 1946 (reprinted in this issue),

Mr. Szilard early recognized that the

atomic bomb would make the main-
tenance of an “armed peace” very

difficult, if not impossible, and that

only the “miracle” of a comprehen-
sive settlement (Mr. Fermi has de-

fined a miracle as an event which has

only a 10% chance of happening) can

prevent a war between the two re-

maining major powers.

Recent developments give little rea-

son to dismiss Mr. Szilard as a foolish

prophet. He apparently thinks—and
he may be right—that by now, the

chances of preserving the peace have
become so small, that every approach
which may conceivably break the

deadlock, is worth trying. Not being

content like many others, with wait-

ing. for a- miracle, he feels that he

must do something to bring it about.

Many will think that the kind of

miracle Mr. Szilard is trying to con-

jure up is the least likely to mate-
rialize; it is up to them to analyze

what “miracles” have a better chance

of happening, and go to work to in-

crease their probability.

E. R.

then I ought to propose to Stalin (if

I must propose anything to him at

all) that he make a comprehensive
offer to the Administration, rather

than that he address himself to ’the

American people.

My answer to them is, of course,

that their view of our policy-makers

—

which incidentally is shared by the

majority of the American people, as

stated in my “Letter”—is irrelevant,

for Mr. Stalin will base his actions

on his own views rather than on ours.

In my “Letter” I have, therefore,

suggested a course of action which
Mr. Stalin can follow even though
his view may differ from ours. I sug-

gested that if and when he has a

case—and at present there is no case

before us—he can take it to the high-

est authority in America—the Amer-
ican people.

Why did I not write to President

Truman? First of all, because I can-

not say to the President that if he
•

. (Continued, on Page S5S)
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ATOMIC BOMBS AND THE POSTWAR POSITION

OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD - 1945

The following are excerpts from a memorandum prepared by

Dr. Leo Szilard in March, 1945. This memorandum was to be

placed before President Roosevelt, but owing to his sudden

death, it did not reach him . Referred by the White House to

James F. Byrnes it was placed before him by the author in a per-

sonal interview on May 28, 1945 (six weeks before the first bomb

was tested in New Mexico). These excerpts contain none of the

secret information which was embodied in the original document.

It is believed that this was the first document which discussed the

implications of the atomic bomb with respect to our future rela-

tions with Russia and the question of international control of

atomic energy. It also contained the original suggestion of dena-

turing fissionable materials for the purpose of making more diffi-

cult their use for the manufacture of bombs.

The development of the atomic
bomb is mostly considered from the

point of view of its possible use in

the present war and such bombs are

likely to be available in time to be

used before the war ends. However,

their role in the . . . years which will

follow can be expected to be far more

important and it seems that the posi-

tion of the United States in the world

may be adversely affected by their

existence. The following might very

well turn out to be the future course

of events:

Before the end of* the war we shall

use atomic bombs against Japan.

These bombs will be much less power-

ful than we know could be made and

which in all likelihood will be made
within . . . years yet the first bomb
that is detonated over Japan will be

spectacular enough to start a race in

atomic .armaments between us and

other nations.

In a few months Russia’s war with

Germany may be over. The work on

uranium will then undoubtedly be

given a high priority there but it will

perhaps still not be carried out on a

large industrial scale until we det-

onate our first atomic bomb and thus

demonstrate the success of this de-

velopment. For a few years after

that we shall almost certainly be

ahead of Russia. But even if we as-

sume that we could keep ahead of her

in this development all the time, this

may neither offer us protection from

attack nor necessarily give us sub-

stantial advantage in case of war . . .

years from now.

. . . years from now Russia may
have- accumulated enough of some of

the active elements which may be

used for constructing atomic bombs

to have an equivalent to. .

.

Clearly, if such bombs are available,

it is not necessary to bomb our cities

from the air in order to destroy them.

All that is necessary is to place a
comparatively small number of such

bombs in each of our major cities and

to detonate them at some later time.

The United States has a very long

coast-line which will make it possible

to smuggle in such bombs in peace-

time and to carry them by truck into

our cities. The long coast-line, the

structure of our society, and our very

heterogeneous population may make

an effective control of such “traffic”

virtually impossible. One can easily

visualize how a “friendly” power in

time of peace may have such bombs

placed in all of our major cities under

the guidance of agents. This might

be' done free from aggressive intent.

Such a power might know or suspect

that we have accumulated a quantity

of atomic bombs and fear our de-

fenses aTe so strong that after the

outbreak of hostilities it would be

difficult to reach our cities by air. In

such circumstances it may be exceed-

ingly difficult for its “government” to

refuse to take “precautions” which its

“army” considers necessary. . .

.

So far it has not been possible to

devise any methods which would en-

able us to detect hidden atomic bombs

buried in the ground or otherwise

efficiently protected against detection.

If there should be great progress in

the development of rockets after this

war, it is conceivable that it will be-

come possible to drop atomic bombs

on the cities of the United States

.

from very great distances by means

of rockets.

The weakness of the position of the

United States will largely be due to

the very high concentration of its

manufacturing capacity and cf its

population in cities. Thirty million

people live here in cities of over

250,000. This concentration is so pro-

nounced that the destruction of the

cities may easily mean the end of*our

ability to resist. Keeping constantly

ahead of the Russians in our produc-

tion of these heavy elements will not

restore us to a strong position. No
quantity of these “active” materials

which we may accumulate will pro-

tect us from attack and so far as

retaliation is concerned, we might not

be able to do more than to destroy

the large cities of Russia .which are

few in number and the economic im-

portance of which is in no way com-

parable to the economic importance

of our own cities. Thus it would

appear that we would not gain an

overwhelmingly strong position in a

war with Russia merely by accumu-

lating an enormous quantity of these

elements or by increasing, as we

might, the efficiency of our bombs

from. . .to a much higher value.

The strong position of the United

States in the world in the past thirty

years was essentially due to the fact

that the United States could out-

produce every other country in heavy

armaments. It takes a very large

number of tanks, airplanes and guns

to bring about a decision in a war

and as long as tanks, airplanes and
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guns are the major instruments of

war the large production capacity of

the United States gives it an advan-

tage which may be considered decisive.

The existence of atomic bombs
means the end of the strong position

of the United States in this respect.

From now on the destructive power

which can be accumulated by other

countries as well as the United States

can easily reach the level at which all

the cities of the “enemy” can be de-

stroyed in one single sudden attack.

The expenditure in money and ma-
terial which is necessary to reach this

level is so small that any of the major
powers can easily afford it provided . .

.

For us to accumulate active materials

in quantities beyond that necessary to

destroy the cities of the “enemy” would

probably give us' some advantage in

the war, • but it is difficult to
,
say

whether the importance of such “ex-

cess” amounts of material would be

really substantial. Out-producing the

“enemy” might therefore not neces-

sarily increase our strength very

much. •

The greatest danger arising out of

a competition between the United
States and Russia, which would lead

to a rapid accumulation of vast quan-

tities of atomic bombs in both coun-

tries, consists in the possibility of the

outbreak of a preventive war. Such

‘a war might be the outcome of the

fear that the other country might
.strike first and no amount of good
will on the part of both nations might
be sufficient to prevent the outbreak

of a war if such an explosive situation

were allowed to develop.

One of the questions that ha3 to be

considered is whether it might be

possible to set up some system of

controls of the production of these

active materials. Such controls would >

ultimately have to extend to every

territory on the earth. Whether it is

politically and technically feasible to

set up effective controls and what we
could do to improve our chances in

this respect are questions that urgent-
ly require study and decisions. Some
further remarks on these questions

are made below, but other considera-

tions might be put forward as soon
as the question receives the attention

of the Government.

A system of controls could be con-
sidered successful only if we could
count on a period of grace in case the

controls were denounced or obstructed
by one of the major powers. This
means that the system would have to

be of such a nature that at least . . .

would lapse between the time the

nations began to convert their instal-

lations for the purpose of manufac-

turing atomic bombs and the time

such bombs became available in quan-

tity. . . .

SYSTEMS OF CONTROL

OUGHT TO BE CONSIDERED

From a formal point of view all

countries may be considered as po-

tential enemies, but it is perhaps not

too optimistic to assume that we
may disregard the possibility of a war
with Great Britain in the next fifteen

years. It appears, however, rather

unlikely that jointly with Great Brit-

ain we could police the world and thus

prevent by force the manufacture of

all of the “active materials” anywhere
in the world, including Russia.

It might perhaps be possible to set

up jointly with Great Britain and
Russia some sort of joint control of

the manufacture of the active ma-
terials everywhere in the world if

we could get Russia to agree to such

a control which of necessity would
' have to extend to her territory. The
purpose of such a control would be

to prevent the active elements from
becoming available in a form in which

they could be used for the manufac-

ture of atomic bombs. This would not

necessarily mean that the develop-

ment of atomic power has to be sup-

pressed but only that the elements

involved must not be prepared in

certain forms and degree of purity.

This point raises the following ques-

tion: What forms of atomic power
can we permit to be organized if we
'want to make sure that the available

materials and facilities cannot easily

be converted for the manufacture of

atomic, bombs? Some thought has

already been given to this question

•with the following result.

There are two types of active

materials. Materials of the first type

can be diluted by the abundant iso-

tope of uranium in such a way as to

rule out the possibility of using them
for atomic bombs while leaving 'un-

impaired the usefulness of the materi-

als for industrial purposes. A chemi-

cal separation from the diluting ma-
terial would be impossible and a con-

version into materials which can be

used for atomic bombs would take ....

Material of the second type which
can be used for atomic bombs can be
“denatured” by . . .. Whether more
elaborate methods can be worked out

which will permit the detonation of

the denatured material is a question

which would have to be carefully

scrutinized. These lines merely serve

to indicate that there might perhaps
be a satisfactory solution to the prob-

lem of reconciling .the requirements

of safety of the United States with

the desire not to hamper the develop-

ment of atomic power for industrial

purposes.

Unfortunately it is by no means
sure that a satisfactory solution of

this problem is in fact possible. It

would be much easier, safer, and
would require a much less tight con-

trol to arrest the development of

atomic power by scrapping and out-

lawing the large and easily visible

installations which characterize the

first stage of this development.

CONTROL OF RAW MATERIALS

COULD BE CONSIDERED

If Russia, the United States and
other countries were willing to forego

the use of atomic power for peacetime

purposes, one could have a system of

control that would be fairly simple

since it would be almost sufficient to

control the movements of raw ma-
terials. Ores of uranium would have
to be mined under control and trans-

ported to some, “neutral” territory.

Whether or not it would be permitted

to have in a neutral territory installa-

tions belonging to . . . and atomic
power plants is a question of minor
importance. It appears likely that if

the major powers were willing - to

forego the use of atomic power, a

system of controls could be set up
without encountering too great diffi-

culties.

AN ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM OF

CONTROLS WOULD HAVE

TO BE MUCH TIGHTER

On the other hand, if the United
,

States, Russia, and other countries

should have atomic power installations

within their own territory, a very
tight system of control would be

needed in order to make sure that the

nations would not have to face a sud-

den attack by atomic bombs. For a

control of this sort to be effective, it

would he necessary that our agents

and the agents of Great Britain move
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freely around in Russia, be permitted
• to keep contacts with Russian civil-

ians, secretly employ Russian civilians

for the purpose of obtaining informa-
tion, and have entry into every fac-

tory or shop throughout the vast
territory of Russia.

That there may be dangerous loop-
holes in control systems which might
be set up is illustrated by events that
took place in Germany after the first

World War. At that time, there were
many Germans who were willing to
give information to the Inter-Allied
Commission about violations of the
control regulations, but those who ac-
tually did so were publicly tried under
the German Espionage Law and were
given heavy sentences. The Treaty of'

Versailles did not stipulate that the
German Espionage Law must be re-
voked.

Clearly, it would be desirable to
create a situation which would per-
mit us to appeal in various ways to
physicists and engineers everywhere
for information that would uncover
violations of the controls. This would
give us additional assurance that such
violations would bo detected but it

presupposes that we succeed in creat-

ing conditions in which we would
guarantee the personal safety of those
who volunteer such information and
the safety of their families.

Since Russia cannot be expected to

agree to such a control unless she
obtains the same rights of control in
the United States and Great Britain
the question whether Congress and the
people of the United States are will-

ing to agree to such a control might
become of paramount importance.

HOW COULD RUSSIA

BEST BE PERSUADED?

As to our chances of persuading the
Russians to accept mutual control,

much may depend on the proper tim-
ing of our approach to Russia. It
would appear that such an. approach
would have to be made immediately
after we demonstrated the potency of
atomic bombs....

Events may be expected to move
so fast that if it is intended to reach
an agreement with Russia arid other
countries such an agreement would
have to be complete before the next
presidential elections.. .

.

IF THE CONTROL IS

INTERFERED WITH

While it may be a great step for-

ward to establish a tight control on
the atomic power development by a
reciprocal agreement with Great Brit-
ain and Russia and extend it to all

territories of the world, yet we cannot
• disregard the possibility that one of

the major powers, for instance Rus-
sia, after a few years—during which
the controls may have operated quite
successfully—may begin to place diffi-

culties in the way of an effective con-
trol of activities conducted on its own
territory. It would be quite essential

that the people of this country and'the
world be brought to understand from
the start that any difficulties which
any nation may place in the way of
the established controls would have
to be considered as tantamount to a
“declaration of war”.

Such a “declaration of war” would
have the effect that the United States

and other countries involved would
at once begin to manufacture atomic
bombs. If up to that time the control
had been effective, it would take...
to convert the materials and installa-
tions involved in the utilization of
atomic power to the manufacture of
bombs. In such an “armament race”
in which all countries would have to
start, so to speak, from scratch, the
position of the United States might
be quite favorable, provided the de-
velopment of atomic power had been
kept up at a high level.

Clearly if any major power deliber-
ately wants to start a war, there will

be a war and all that we can hope
to achieve by the reciprocal control
which- we have discussed is that a war
may not break out as a result of an
armament race.

Still, it would seem that if the situ-
ation were generally understood there
might be some hope that having suc-
ceeded in setting up a system of
reciprocal control and having kept it
in operation for a few years, neither
the United States nor Great Britain
nor Russia would attempt to interfere
with this system of control in such
a manner that its acts would be con-
sidered by the other partners as a
menace. We would then perhaps -have
a chance of living through this cen-
tury without having our cities de-
stroyed.

An attempt to manufacture atomic
bombs undertaken by any of the small-
er countries would he of minor im-
portance since it could be met by

immediate armed intervension using
ordinary methods of warfare such as
tanks and airplanes.

IN THE ABSENCE OF

A SYSTEM OF CONTROLS

In discussing our postwar situation
the greatest attention was given in
this memorandum to the role that
Russia might play. This was not done
because it was assumed that Russia
may have aggressive intentions but
rather because it was assumed that
if an agreement can be reached with
Russia, it will be possible to extend
the system of controls to every coun-
try in the world

Dr. Szilard’s Comment
(Continued from Page S50)

made a comprehensive offer for settle-
ment of the post-war issues the Rus-
sian government would respond fa-
vorably. I cannot possibly have any
basis for knowing how the Russian
government would respond to'any such
approach. On the other hand, I can
say how I believe the American peo-
ple would respond to such a new ap-
proach on the part of the Russian
government.

Moreover, while I would not wish to
say that the conduct of our own for-
eign policy could in no way be im-
proved upon under present circum-
stances, I do not believe that the prob-
lem which faces the world today can
be solved at the level of foreign policy
in the narrow sense of the term by
the Administration; nor do I believe
that it is within the power of the Ad-
ministration to offer to the world
a satisfactory solution of this prob-
lem without the full support of the
American people for a bold and con-
structive solution. Since I have devel-
oped these thoughts in a previous ar-
ticle—“Calling for a Crusade” which
appeared in the April-May issue of
the BULLETIN—I need not again go
into this point here. But I might
perhaps add that today it no longer
seems likely that popular support or
popular pressure for a bold and con-
structive solution will be forthcoming
unless the people would have reason
to believe that they could expect the

Russian government to be cooperative.

Leo Szilard
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ALSOS: THE STORY OF
GERMAN SCIENCE

Philip Morrison

Dr. Morrison reviews for the BULLETIN Alsos, Dr. Goudsmit's

story of German scientific effort recently published by Henry

Schuman and Co. Dr. Morrison, who is now Professor of Physics at

Cornell University, followed closely the attempts to find out how
far and how fast German wartime science was progressing, and
was a member of the first United States mission to visit Japan

after the bomb fell.

The Pentagon was a strange place

in the months just before D-day.
The enormous staff and detailed

planning which makes up the base of

every modern campaign had for the

most part been finished. The experts

had begun to learn a new geography;
the National Geographic maps on
every office wall showed the Japan
Sea more often than the coast of

Fortress Europe. Planning and initia-

tive had passed for the most part to

Eisenhower’s staff, busy in London.

Washington's job was to look ahead.

There were a few urgent tasks still

to be organized from the foundation

up. One of these was Alsos.

ALSOS IS

ORGANIZED

The Manhattan District, under Gen-
eral Groves, was anxious to learn how
far German work on the atomic bomb
had gone. This problem was a rather

new one for Military Intelligence.

The great secrecy about our own
effort and the novel nature of the

weapon combined to invalidate many
of the traditional schemes of G-2.

The bomb, with°its top priority and
its even higher secrecy, was the last

but one of a whole series of techni-

cal innovations which made a scien-

tifically-oriented military intelligence

necessary. Under the sponsorship of

G-2, but with concealed and high

pressure from the Manhattan Dis-

trict, a special intelligence mission
was organized. This was Alsos.

The word is an excellent example
of the letter jargon of the war, and I

have heard many readings of it, be-

ginning perhaps “American Liaison

Special . . But it just means groves,

in Greek.

The name epitomizes the story of

this mission. It was to examine the

whole scientific progress of the enemy,
first in the soon-to-be liberated coun-

tries west of the Rhine, and finally

into Germany itself. Its assignment
was a wide one, covering everything

from camouflage paint to vaccines,

but its heart belonged to uranium.

It was from the Manhattan District

that its real powers and its eager-

ness flowed.

The scientific leader of this mis-

sion was a happy choice, Professoi*

S. A. Goudsmit, now at Northwestern

University. Goudsmit was an early

recruit of the Radiation Laboratory

at M.I.T., who was pried loose from
them only by considerable skillful

diplomacy. He is a physicist of wide

training, a man fluent in half the

languages of Europe both by his

birthright as a Hollander and by

years of continental study. He knows
the physicists of Germany as few men
do. It was he who turned the hopeful

lists of names and the bad guesses of

Washington into real evidence.

PURSUIT OF URANIUM

AND TOOTHPASTE

Alsos is Professor Goudsmit’s story

of the mission. It is only candid to

say that the unfortunate demands of

continued secrecy, added to a not en-

tirely winning style, make the story

of Alsos somewhat less good reading

than it ought to be, and much less

interesting than Goudsmit’s skill as

raconteur promised. But it is still an

exciting story, and its anecdotes not
only show how far Nature holds up
the mirror to the art of Eric Ambler,
but have a genuine historic impor-
tance for us. The nature of secrecy

in science and the difficult question

of the relation between scientists and
politics are two points of the widest
value which Alsos illumines.

The urge to tell at least one story
from the book is irresistible. The
Washington economic and technical

studies of Germany were good enough
to guess which German firms were
likely to be engaged in any German
work on uranium processing. When
Paris was freed the early entry of
Alsos to the happy city gave the mis-
sion plenty of work. A prime “target”
was the Paris office of the Auer firm.

As we had feared, Auer in Paris had
indeed collected uranium. More than
that, the Paris representative had
scraped the French supplies of thori-

um for every kilo in the land. Was
the U 233 possibility worked on by
the Germans ? Were we missing some-
thing important?

Alsos would find out. The Auer
office was bare. But with real elan
and much hard jeep-riding and some
luck, the Auer man from Paris was
found hiding out in a little Belgian
town newly fallen into Allied hands.
The trail had been followed in the
best tradition; cherchez la femme!
Peterson was quizzed. He had bought
thorium, he didn’t know why. He had
been in Hechingen not long past to
“visit his mother”.
But Alsos knew that Hechingen

was the evacuation village in south
Germany for the Kaiser Wilhelm In-

stitute for Physics. Herr Petersen
couldn’t be cracked. It is still hard
to believe, but the reason which ac-

tually led Auer to stock thorium
turned out to be the crack-brained
scheme of an Auer director for mak-
ing thoriated toothpaste in the happy
post-war world! The reader of Alsos
will find more than one such mar-
velous yarn.

There are more serious things to
be found in the book. One is impressed

(Continued on Page 865)
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ATOMIC SCIENTISTS

HAVE TWO RESPONSIBILITIES

Edward Teller

From his own conscientious consideration of problems raised by

the development of atomic energy Dr. Teller recommends two

courses of action to his colleagues. Dr. Teller came to the Metal-

lurgical Laborafory in Chicago in 1942, later went to Los Alamos,

and is now Professor of Physics and member of the Institute for

Nuclear Studies at the University of Chicago.

The original program of the Atomic

Scientists consisted of two important

issues: one domestic; the other inter-

national. The domestic issue was to

place the direction of atomic develop-

ment into the hands of a civilian

agency and to enact legislation which

secures to our people the maximum
benefits of the new discoveries, and

which does not place unnecessary re-

strictions on the scientist working on

atomic energy.

The international issue was to get

agreement and cooperation between
all nations so that the people of the

whole world could work together in

this new and wonderful field of human
endeavor. This was the positive side

of the international issue—but there

was also a negative side, which in

the minds of all of - us outweighed all

other questions. How shall we avoid

a war in which atomic weapons and
perhaps other scientific inventions

would be used?

DOMESTIC SUCCESS:

INTERNATIONAL FAILURE

The domestic issue has been settled

to the complete satisfaction of the

scientists. Atomic energy legisla-

tion has been enacted after consider-

ing carefully what every informed per-
son had to say.

The result is a triumph of demo-
cratic procedure. Within a year after

the fateful date of Hiroshima; our
legislators had . familiarized them-
selves with the new and perplexing

field of atomic energy and a law was
written .which is wisely designed to

encourage and coordinate scientific and

technical progress. To administer this

law a commission was chosen consist-

ing of capable and well informed men.

These men are fully aware of the. na-

ture of scientific work and are more
than willing to create conditions under
which scientific and technical person-

nel can work with success.

Initial progress on the international

question was no less promising. The
Achoson-Lilionthal committee worked
out a hopeful and imaginative plan

for international cooperation in the

atomic field. This plan was to a

considerable extent inspired by the

best of our atomic scientists and was
fully supported by the organiza-

tion of the Atomic Scientists. The
proposal demanded from the govern-

ment of our country considerable

sacrifices. We were to give up at an
early date our monopoly of the
atomic bomb. In addition, we were
to relinquish a considerable part of

our national sovereignty.

Our representative, Mr. Baruch,

put this plan before the United Na-
tions as the .official United States

proposal. This was done for the
* good of mankind; it was done with
the clear understanding that what is

best for humanity as a whole is also

best for the people of the United

States. The majority of the United

Nations adopted the Acheson-Baruch-
Lilienthal proposal as the basis of

further discussion. Yet the plan is

now a complete failure. It failed when
the men of the Kremlin rejected its

essential provisions of joint develop-

ment and international management.

The domestic success and the in-

ternational failure places two heavy
responsibilities on the Atomic Scien-

tists.

Our responsibility at * home is to

work for the successful and rapid
.development of atomic energy. In
this development we must include all

phases: The scientific exploitation of
intensive neutron sources for the ad-

vancement of nuclear physics, the
use of radioactive tracers in biology
and medicine, the development of
equipment to transform atomic ener-

gy into useful work, and the explora-
tion of that terrifying problem, the
atomic bomb.

CONTINUED WORK IS

OUR RESPONSIBILITY

That scientific work should be pur-
sued, none of us doubt. Most will

agree that technical progress must
continue. Our specific knowledge of
atomic energy, the blessings of our
wealth, and the opportunities of this

democratic country place on us the
responsibility to make atomic ener-

gy a useful servant to man at the

earliest possible time. Our country
possesses big coal mines and plentiful

oil wells. Many of our rivers help to

provide us with energy.

• We do not need atomic energy
as badly as many of our less for-

tunate neighbors. But the scientists,

as well as the majority of the people

of this country, know that we must
serve humanity as a whole if we
want to survive. We fought two wars
for reasons other than personal gain.

We are now prepared to spend a con-

siderable part of our wealth to help

in the reconstruction of Europe. The
scientists can do their share by con-

structing the machines which will

help to develop industries in South

America, India, and China.
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There will be more doubt concern-
ing the atomic bomb. Has man not
yet found a good enough way to
destroy his brother? There can be
but one answer to this question. It
is our bitter misfortune that this
question and this answer do not solve
any of our problems.

. The men of the Kremlin showed
by their actions that in the world
to come military power will be of
the greatest importance. It is the
duty of those of us who made the
first atomic bombs to find out all the
dangers and all the terrors of our
discovery. We have eaten of the tree
of knowledge, and as scientists we
must have the faith—perhaps the
temerity—to believe that knowledge
in the end will be turned into blessing.
At least we should have the convic-
tion that if we * should give way' to
fear and if we should fail to explore
the limits of human power we shall
surely be lost.

To me there is one compelling rea-
son for a whole-hearted effort in all

the fields of atomic energy. Progress
in this democratic country under the
present liberal Atomic Energy Ad-
ministration is the only chance to
realize our ideals of peace and plen-
ty for all. Not to believe in this is

defeatism and will bear the fruits of
defeatism.

OBLIGATION OF

INTERNATIONAL FAILURE

No one can discuss our domestic
plans for atomic development with-

out bearing in mind the grim reali-

ties of the international situation.

I have not tried to separate these in-

separable issues; But now I should
lik'e to say a few more specific things
about our failure to reach an inter-
national understanding. Have the sci-

entists discharged their duty by help-
ing to formulate the Baruch-Acheson-
Lilienthal plan? May we now .turn
our backs on this apparently insoluble
problem ?

I do not believe so: I also do not
believe that we should accept as a
solution anything less than was orig-
inally proposed by. the United States.
The safeguards of peace were slim
enough in the Baruch plan. We could,

nevertheless, have hoped for success
if everybody had entered into the

proposed agreement in the spirit of
sincere cooperation. This has not hap-
pened, and no bargaining will now
make the Baruch plan the- living re-
ality that it might have been.

In the present difficult situation I

think it is the duty of every man to
be an optimist. I shall add a defini-
tion: an optimist is a person who be-
lieves in the survival of the human
race.

Above I have stated that the stand
of the Russians has blocked any prog-
ress based on the Baruch plan. I

should now like to add that to me,
agreement with the Russians still

seems possible. Russia is now act-
ing as an extremely nationalistic

country. What they are now practic-
ing, is imperialism, pure and simple.
I see no reasonable way to justify
their stand, but there is also no com-
pelling reason to believe that this
disastrous Russian policy will re-
main unchanged in the coming years.

There have been other nations which
have left the road of imperialism
and unbridled national ambition and
which are now fit and ready to be
the cornerstones of a peaceful and
cooperative world. It is a constant
surprise to me that—if I can believe
history—this description fits the, na-
tion of the Danes to perfection.

If, however, we are to. arrive at a
stable world order, we must not pro-
pose less than the Baruch plan. We
must propose more. We must work
for world law and world government.

How this is to be done is a ques-
tion of extreme importance—a ques-
tion to which the answer must depend
to a considerable extent on day-to-

day politics. But our aim, it seems
to me, ought to be clear. I have tried

to clarify in my own mind what this

aim should be.

We need a world government which
makes war between the participating

nations technically impossible. Thus
the world government must be an in-

dissoluble military union.

There is an economic* requirement
no less important than the military.

We must accept responsibility for
the well being of all the participat-

ing nations. It is clearly impossible

to lift the standard of living in China
to the American level in the next
twenty years. But we must set the

American standard of living as a
goal for the whole world, and we

must make a substantial down pay-
ment on this pla'n.

We must refute by clear deeds
those who would call us the exploiters
of the world, and we must show that
prosperity in this’ country will be
used to aid any one who is willing

to accept our help and friendship.

The military and economic condi-
tions must be finally rounded out by
a political requirement. There can
be no world government unless such a
government has the power to pro-
tect personal liberty and freedom of
speech throughout its domain. If we
do not insist on such a “Bill of Rights”
nothing can prevent a local dictator
from setting up a state within The
State and the purpose of the world
government soon would be thwarted.

Many will argue that Russia will
not accept such conditions. However,
the realization of such a plan over
a considerable part of the globe will
create a new situation and it is diffi-

cult to predict how the masters of
Russia will react to it. They have
changed their policy in the past. They
will change it in the future if we
give them good and strong reasons
to do so. Even if Russia should not
join immediately, a successful, power-
ful, and patient world government
may secure their cooperation in the
long run.

I often feel that most people around
me are beset by fear and confusion.
I am not immune to these ills. Yet,
in the following simple statements
I firmly believe.

The development of pure and ap-
plied science cannot and must not be
stopped.

The events of the last years have
made it clear that world government
will in fact be established either by
agreement or after further blood-
shed. The dignity of man and the
freedom of science, which is the basis
of our life and our work, can be
maintained only under a democratic
government.

“The world cannot remain half slave
and half free” must be our guiding
principle, regardless of political ex-

pediency or of -practical difficulties.

We have two clear-cut duties: to

work on atomic energy under our
present administration and to work
for a world government which alone
can give us freedom and peace. It

seems difficult to take on these respon-
sibilities. To take on less, I believe,

is impossible.
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TOWARD A
NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY?

This analysis of the conflict between two points of view reflected

in recent attempts to pass a National Science Foundation Bill was
prepared by a Study Group of the Washington Association of

Scientists, Washington, D. C. It was based upon developments up

to and including the Presidential veto and the Steelman report.

The Study Group included C. Grobstein, chairman, J. M. Conly,

I. Feister, L. B. Heilprin, H. Olken, F. J. Pratt, J. W. Rowen,
I. Schocken, G. R. Silbiger, R. D. Steiehler, F. J. Weiss, and
L A. Wood. For permission to reprint this analysis the BUL-
LEl IN is indebted to the editors of SCIENCE in which the mem-

orandum first appeared. •

scientific activity in the country by
enlarging the existing structure, con-

centrating support in well-tested or-

ganizations and centers if results may
be thus more effectively attained. It

would place control of the Foundation

in the hands of recognized leaders in

science, industry, and national de-

fense, insulating it from the people’s

representatives in the interests of

security and immediate efficiency.

After two years in gestation a
National Science Foundation Bill

emerged from the 80th Congress, only

to be vetoed by the President. This

outcome is undoubtedly puzzling to

those who have followed the course

of the legislation and are aware of

the almost unanimous support for the

establishment of a strong national

science policy. The paradox exists,

however, only when viewed from a

distance. Close analysis of the hills

introduced into the 79th and 80th

Congresses, of the Congressional hear-

ings and debates on these bills, and of

the President’s veto message and the

relevant sections of the recent reports

of John R. Steelman,1 special assist-

ant to the President, and Attorney

General Clark 8 shows a sharp cleav-

age between two opposed philosophies

of the relation of science to govern-

ment and society. From the introduc-

tion in the 79th Congress of the orig-

inal Kilgore and Magnuson Bills,

which were based on two sharply di-

vergent conceptions of the nature and
purposes of the proposed Foundation,

down to the Presidential veto of S. 526,

the fundamental dichotomy has per-

sisted and prevented successful com-
pletion of the legislation.

In the most general terms, the con-

flicting philosophies appear to be
these. That of the original Kilgore

Bill, concurred in by the President

and his advisers as well as by many
scientists, is based on the premise
that science is a national resource,

that its raw material is the Nation’s

scientific manpower, and that, as a

vital national resource, its furtherance

should be entrusted to an authority

directly responsible to the elected rep-

resentatives of the people—the Con-

gress and the President. The propo-

nents of this philosophy place primary

emphasis upon long-range planning

for the whole field of science to en-

sure the development of scientific

potential on the widest possible basi3

throughout the country. They seek

guarantees which will deny to special

interests a disproportionate influence

in formulation of Foundation policy,

or disproportionate benefits from its

activities. They insist upon a patent

policy which will permit free public

access to discoveries made with public

funds.

The opposing philosophy, embodied

in the original Magnuson Bill and, in

even more extreme form, in the re-

cently vetoed Smith Bill, regards

science as an auxiliary to the develop-

ment of industry, medicine, and the

national defense; it places complete

confidence in the existing organiza-

tions and facilities for research and
believes that these organizations

should further the development of

science with a minimum of control by
the elected representatives of the

people. It would thus simply expand

1. Science and public policy. Vol. If A Pro»
gram for the nation. (A report to the Presi-
dent by John R. Steelman, chairman. The
President's Scientific Rejearch Board, August
2/, 1947.)

2. Investigation of government patent practices
and policies. Vol. 1: Find report proper. (Re-

. port and recommendations of the Attorney Gen-
era! to the President.)

'

AREAS OF CONFLICT

AND AGREEMENT

It is clear that these differences

between the two opposed points of

view are fundamental and underlie

the swirl of controversy which has

gone on about more specific issues,

e.g. form of administration, inclu-

sion of social sciences, geographic

distribution, etc. The basic issue is

none other than the proper role of

the Federal Government in regulating

those areas of our national life which

are intimately related to the public

welfare and security, in this instance

the shape and scope of science. It is

not surprising, therefore, to find that

groups, organizations, and individuals

have lined up on the National Science

Foundation very much as they have

on atomic energy, national health in-

surance, Federal support of housing,

and similar issues. Science, with its

present budget of approximately

$1,000,000,000 and a recommended

budget (Steelman report) of 1 per

cent of the national income, can ap-

parently no longer remain out of the

political arena. Issues of fundamental

national policy are involved, issues

important enough to produce an im-

passe between the executive and legis-

lative branches of the Government,
as expressed in the recent Presiden-

tial veto.

In actual fact, the area of agree-

ment between the contending phi-

losophies is limited to the most general *

features of the legislation. Nearly all
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parties concur that some Federal

financing of science is required, that

the responsible agency should be in

civilian hands, and that major em-
phasis should he given to fundamental

or basic research, albeit the exact

definition of the latter has remained

somewhat hazy. The necessity for in-

creased training of scientific manpow-
er also is generally supported, as well

as the importance of coordinating the

scientific work of Federal agencies

and of encouraging international ex-

change of scientific information and
personnel within the limits of national

security.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUE

A STORM CENTER

But beyond these most general fea-

tures the deep cleavage appears, and

the debate becomes bitter. The form
of administration of the Foundation

has been a major storm center. To
many observers this has seemed un-

fortunate since, it has been said, in the

final analysis the success of an organ-

ization depends upon its personnel

rather than its organization chart.

But the opposing schools of thought

have sensed in this issue the crux of

their entire difference.

The Magnuson-Smith school has

sought to design the Foundation so as

to effect a minimum of change in the

existing structure of science. They
have tried to erect an administrative

barrier between the science agency

and the ordinary instruments of Fed-

eral authority—a barrier, in other

words, which would be permeable to

the Federal dollar but impermeable to

the virus of Federal control. They
have placed final adminstrative au-

thority in an unsalaried board con-

sisting of scientists and other

authorities serving on a part-time

basis.

In its most extreme form, the orig-

inal Smith Bill introduced into the

Senate of the 80th Congress, this

board was to consist of 48 individuals.

It was to elect from its own mem-
bership an executive committee of 9,

which would in turn select a direc-

tor, the actual administrative head of

the Foundation. It was this complex

structure which was denounced by

the President in his veto message as

implying ."a distinct lack of faith, in

. democratic.-, processes?/ apd.^offering

the danger that "it would impede

rather than promote the Govern-

ment's efforts to encourage scientific

research.”

On the other hand, the Kilgore-Ad-

ministration school believes that sci-

ence has grown to such stature, and

is so important for the national well-

being, that its management can be

left neither to chance nor in the

hands of a small group of private

citizens, serving. part-time, no matter

how well qualified or well intentioned

they may be. Moreover, they feel that

an activity which is fundamentally

geared into the main drive-shafts

of our economic and social life can-

not be left free from the normal

processes of democratic political con-

trol. Recognizing the need for pro-

tection of the freedoms of the individ-

ual investigator from irresponsible

political meddling, they nevertheless

would firmly integrate the National

Science Foundation in the Federal

governmental structure. Thus, they

would place the direction of the Foun-

dation in a single individual, or at

most a small, full-time commission,

appointed by the President and con-

firmed by the Senate, and fully re-

sponsible to these elected representa-

tives of the people. They -would re-

tain the advantages of a larger part-

time* board by establishing it in a

purely advisory capacity.

Thus, the quarrel over administra-

tion is essentially one over the na-

ture of the Foundation. . The former

view would make of it a virtually

autonomous agency, Federal only in

its financing, quasi-governmental in

structure. The latter would make of

it a truly Federal agency, integrated

in the governmental structure and

capable of closely coordinated action

with agencies responsible for other

aspects of the national life—educa-

tion, industry, agriculture, defense.

PATENT POLICY AND

ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS

No less sharp has been the cleav-

age over patent policy. The Mag-
nuson-Smith school seeks to avoid

the problem by directing the Founda-
* tion to ’ remain within the limits of

existing., patent policies, and prac-

•tices, Executing- --its contracts ."in a

manner calculated to protect the pub-

lic interest and the equities of the

individual or organization" (S.526)

involved. The opposing school argue9

that new problems have been created

by the wide-spread support of re-

search by Federal funds, and that

existing patent practices and policies

are inadequate both to protect free

scientific publication and to insure

the full exploitation for the benefit N

of the public of discoveries financed

by public funds. They advocate, with

certain safeguards, the free avail-

ability or the free dedication of all

patentable discoveries arising from
government-financed research.

Again, in the matter of distribu-

tion of funds in support of research,

the basic conflict is revealed with the

Magnuson-Smith school a r g u i n g
against any specific directive on the

basis of population and geography,

on the ground that such, mandatory
distribution would hamper. the Foun-
dation and constitute a “pork-barrel”

for all future Congresses. The Kil-

gore-Administration school argues
that the widest possible distribution

is required in order to stimulate the

growth of science throughout the Na-
tion, and mandatory provision of some
kind is the only guarantee against

the natural tendency toward centrali-

zation of support in ' already well-

established institutions and organiza-

tions.

SCIENTISTS AND THE

FUTURE OF THE BILL
>

Thus, after nearly three years of

debate the issues remain undecided,

the contending philosophies unrecon-

ciled. It is impossible to predict at

this moment what new action may be

expected when the 80th Congress

reconvenes. The probability of pas-

sage of politically disinterested legis-

lation by a Congress in a presidential

election year is notoriously low. Mean-
while, new trends are developing, and

patterns are being established in the

relationship between science and the

remainder of society. In spite of al-

most universal desire for control of

science policy by civilians, the ' ab-

sence of a National Science Founda-

tion is establishing control more firm-

ly in military hands. It is widely con-

. .. (Continued on. Page 369).
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THE CRUSADE FOR WORLD GOVERNMENT

Henry C. Usborne

Mr. Usborne is Labor Representative for Birmingham in the British

Parliament and Secretary of the Parliamentary Committee which
has initiated "The Crusade for World Government". He has deter-
mined to act as well as to talk on behalf of world federation,

and hence has become a leader in the movement to organize a
constitutional assembly

, not in the Utopian future, but now. We
present here the text of a speech delivered at Oak Ridge on
October 14 during Mr. Usborne's recent visit to jhis country.

Further discussion of the plan will be found on Page 361 of this

issue.

I flew from England to the United
States late in September because I

feel that the world today is facing an
imminent and appalling catastrophe.
I am not sure that the American
public has a correct appraisal of the
situation as it is now appearing to
observers on the continent of Europe.
In Europe, fairly generally, and- in
France, specifically, current opinion
believes that the present Marshall
diplomatic offensive is in fact the pre-
lude to the opening of a shooting war
this winter. Frenchmen believe that
they axe already on the brink, of the
catastrophe.

CONSIDERATIONS OF

PEACE AND WAR

When we talk of war, you should
realize what'we mean. To us in Eu-
rope there is only one war. It is the
war between the two big power com-
plexes, the United States and the
Soviet Union. Many Europeans ap-
parently believe that the United
States proposes to start this shoot-
ing war within a very few weeks. I
should add that this is certainly not
the opinion which is held in the United
Kingdom.

In Britain we are only too vividly
aware of the danger that now faces
us all and of the political dynamite
which has spread around the globe.
But we feel in London that you are a
democracy and that although you may
shout your heads off in favor of war,
you are not likely to start it.

But apparently the more logical and
precise Europeans think differently.

To them it is evident that you now
hold in the atomic bomb a superior-

ity of power, that conflict seems
sooner or later to be inevitable and
that logical America will use its power
while it holds it.

What Secretary of State Marshall
is now saying and doing in the United
Nations is, I think, regarded in Eu-
rope as the proper and logical pre-
lude designed to produce the correct

frame of mind upon which a shoot-

ing offensive can then be launched.

I repeat, in England, we do not hold
that view. But unless we can do some-
thing to reassure the Continent on
this point, we are not going to make
much headway on anything else.

I find that there are people in the
United States who apparently are able
to think past the next war. Perhaps
there will be some Americans who
will survive it. But we in England
know that there will be no one of us
who will live to see it through. For
us, therefore, there is no future un-
less war can be averted. For us the
pressing task is to prevent that war
occurring. That is all that concerns*
us now. The future for us is unim-
portant until we are first assured
that there will be a future.

I have noticed in the last six months
as I read the American press that
there are two predominant trends of
thought in this country. One argues
that the price of peace can be paid
in dollars: if you are prepared to
spend dollars in Europe, as little as
may be, then you can buy your Way

to peace. The other argues that the
price of peace is power: that if Amer-
ica would only use its power to dom-
inate the globe and prevent Russia
from doing so, then peace would be
maintained.

It is not surprising, in a way, that
a rich man should think in terms of
buying himself out of trouble or that
a strong man should believe that he
might be able to fight his way out of it.

But the organizing of lasting peace
cannot be assured by either of these
simple concepts. • In practice, there
is no peace without law. Nor is there
statutory law unless there is a legis-
lature to make it. Moreover, to bo
effective, law must be enforced. Other-
wise the making of it is a waste of
time. Effective enforcement implies
that the power behind the law must in
all circumstances be stronger than the
power potential of the litagent.

WORLD GOVERNMENT

IS NOW POSSIBLE

We know these things. Within each
national community over the course
of years we have learned them, often
at bitter cost. But quaintly enough,
internationally we appear to ignore
the implications entirely. We ask our
statesmen to keep world peace, and
we refuse to give them those powers
without which it is so evidently im-
possible for peace to be kept. We re-
quire, therefore, a world government
which has both the authority and the
power to make laws applicable to in-

dividuals. Moreover, the power of en-
forcement available to the world
authority must in all events be strong-
er than the power of any state which
might wish to oppose world law.

We know that peace is the by-
product of responsible government.
To establish such government at the
world level is the unfinished task of

our generation. Never before has
universal peace been possible. In all

man’s history, the world has been

continuously at war. Now for the
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first time peace is possible. Now also
it is essential to our very survival.

Until the last few decades, univer-
sal government could not have been
effective. The channels of speedy
communication upon which a central
authority must depend for the pro-
mulgation of its laws, until recently,
were not available to us. Now science
has provided us with these tools.
Science has also given us the means
of mass annihilation. We have the
means to create world government
and the ability to exterminate our
species. Within the immediate future
we must decide which road to follow.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

DECIDES ON ONE PLAN

In January 1946, a group of Mem-
bers of Parliament met to consider
these problems. We were all “back-
benchers ” Insignificant people, not
in government at all. We felt it was
our duty to tackle the problem for
we then realized two things. First,

that we had to get world government
quickly if the next war was to be
averted. Second, we became convinced
that our statesmen could no longer
negotiate world government for us.
From about January' 1946 inter-

national suspicion and tension were
becoming so great that there was no
longer the slightest chance of the
necessary amendments to the United
Nations Charter taking place. Far
from it, instead of the nations getting
together to improve the situation,
they were growing apart. There was
less and less prospect of the funda-
mental alterations in the structure
of the United Nations without which
it was impossible to maintain peace.
From that time on, any governmental
proposal for alterations in the Charter
would be regarded as merely another
move in power politics, with other
governments opposing or abstaining
from support.

Having faced this situation, we
realized some other approach had to
be found to the achievement of world
government if war was to be averted.
It was no longer any use leaving it to
our statesmen because they cannot do
what has to be done.

Our Parliamentary Group met each
Tuesday night to examine this prob-
lem. We collected all the plans and
proposals we could get together and
studied them alL Then one by one
we eliminated them because- th$y..fell

short of the need in one respect or
another.

Finally, we were left with but one
proposal. One idea! One plan! At first

it seemed to be utterly Utopian. It
seemed to require so much effort
against such awful odds that it did
not look possible. Then we looked at
it again and it did not seem so Uto-
pian. The more we thought about it

the more practical it became. One by
one we realized that it was eminently
practical, could be carried out and
would meet the requirements of the
situation exactly.

That plan involves the people them-
selves taking the next political step
to world government which at this
stage in history the statesmen—even
if they were ready to do so—can no

* longer take.

We decided to be as precise as we
could about the details. According
to the plan we outlined, we propose
to hold in the fall of 1950 a Peoples'
World Constitutional Convention to
draft the Charter of World Govern-
ment. Delegates to this Convention
will be unofficially elected in as many
countries as possible on the basis of
one' delete per million of popula-
tion. This Convention will draft and
approve by majority vote a Consti-
tution for World Government.'

RATIFICATION OF

POPULAR WISHES

Clearly, before we set up a World
Government, we have to see its Char-
ter in writing and examine it in de-
tail before we can approve it. And
it must be a composite Charter with-
out the mark of nationality. The
finished charter remains merely a
scrap of paper until it is ratified by
the nations of the world.

Our problem then is to secure rati-
fication. There are two possible pro-
cedures. We can present the World
Constitution to the United Nations
Assembly as a composite amendment
to. the Charter for adoption by two.
thirds of the member nations and
still subject, under the Charter, to
ratification by two-thirds of the mem-
ber nations including all the Great
Powers.

If, however, the United Nations is

deadlocked, those who have partici-
pated in the Peoples’ Convention, have
the democratic right to submit the
World Constitution directly to their
national legislatures for- formal rati-

fication. In that case, ratification of
the Constitution by 60% of the na-
tions of the world or nations repre-
senting 50% of the peoples of the
world should suffice to bring the world
government into operation. Member-
ship shall be kept open for other
nations as soon as they have rati-
fied the World Constitution.
In Britain, we hope to bring to the

unofficial polls not less than one quar-
ter of our population. That involves
about half the people on the election
registers. If we can implicate, in the
selection of delegates to the Peoples’
Convention, about a quarter of our
population, we will have given our
people the chance of choosing demo-
cratically their own representatives
and shown the world the weight of
public opinion behind the conception
of world government.

If in the United States you also
get a quarter of your population to
the polls, you need have no doubt as
to speedy subsequent ratification. If
in a substantial number of other
countries a similar proportion of the
population is mobilized to participate
in, the unofficial elections, all govern-
ments, including that of the Soviet
Union, whether the Russian people
have been able to participate in the
Convention or not, will know precisely
that world government will be organ-
ized because the peoples of the world
have registered an overwhelming man-
date to that effect.

For here is our problem. There is
.a lot of sentiment for world govern-
ment. Many people claim to be ready
for it but complain that no other
country is. The British people are
ready, our statesmen say, but are
the Americans? In Paris they say
the French are ready but the British
are not. A recent Gallup poll shows
that 68% of the American people
say they are ready for world govern-
ment. Yet nothing happens. We all

sit waiting for someone else to move
first.

I believe the people are ready and
ahead of their statesmen. It is they
who are not ready. The solution lies
in an action program that enables the
peoples of the world to work together
and simultaneously toward the achieve-
ment of world government.
As far as we can see, the plan we

propose can be carried out. It will be
carried out throughout the world and
is of such magnitude that we do not
estimate it can be done in less than
two and a half years. If we are
wrong, and if by some miracle, we
can accomplish it sooner, let us- do so.
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GENEVA - 1950:

A PEOPLES' WORLD CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY

Joseph E. Mayer

Dr. Mayer has faken an active pari in discussions of ihe proposal

advanced in ihe preceding article, and here gives his esiimate of

iis value and chances for success. Dr. Mayer is Professor of Chem-
istry and Associate Director of the Institute for Nuclear Studies

at the University of Chicago.

Mr. Henry Usboroe, member of the

British Parliament, has been touring

the United States recently and speak-

ing on behalf of a movement for

world government He has spoken to

the Atomic Scientists at Chicago and
also at Oak Ridge. A considerable

number of those who have heard him,

and who have spoken with him, have
become enthusiastic supporters of his

plan.

The TJsbome Plan, as it has come to

be referred to in private conversation,

is more properly known as the plan
for “A Peoples’ World Constituent

Assembly” in 1950. Briefly, it is a
plan for a peoples' movement, through-
out the greater part of the world,

Jf.
Constitutional Convention

in Geneva' in the autumn of 1960,

and there to draft a world govern-
ment constitution to be submitted for
ratification to the various nations.

At first sight the plan seems hope-
lessly Utopian. After longer con-

sideration, many have become con-
vinced, that it is eminently practical,

and that it is a move worthy of sup-

port. It has the particularly attrac-
tive feature that it does not conflict

with, but rather supplements, most
of the other ideas that many have
been supporting. It is also a plan
which offers a definite and attain-

able immediate objective: namely, the
holding of a popular poll in this qoun-
try in early 1960.

There is actually very little to be
said of the specific nature of the plan
in addition to the rough outline al-

ready presented. It is proposed to
start a popular movement in the
countries of the world in which this

is possible. The movement, in each
country, will attempt to .carry out a
popular poll in 1950 to elect represen-
tatives to a "World Constituent As-

sembly,
-
, to be held in Geneva. It is

hoped that in many countries a con-

siderable fraction of the electorate

can be induced to vote.

REPRESENTATION AND

MINIMUM PROGRAM

Every country, whether or not a
large popular vote is taken, will be

invited to send one representative

per million of ‘its population. From
some countries these representatives

may be selected and sent by the gov-

ernment, but, in principle at least,

they will be regarded as representa-

tives of the people rather than of the

government.

The more specific details for the

plan in this country could be outlined

briefly as follows: A committee, rep-

resentative of the groups supporting

the plan should he set up. This com-
mittee must raise money, and carry on
the campaign, for the plan. Popular
support, and the necessary mechan-
ical aids to carry out the poll, must
be arranged.

The committee, in agreement with
its sponsors, must define, somewhat
in advance, the minimum requirements
which it understands a world govern-

ment must meet. For instance the
* British group agree upon:

1) A‘ monopoly of armed forces

to be used as a world police force

—

participating States to be disarmed
to the level of their internal policing
commitments.

2) A monopoly of the processes in-

volved in atomic development and
other scientific discoveries capable of
mass destruction.

. 8) The establishment of' .a World
Bank for the . purpose* of creating a

common linked currency which can

be utilized in every country of the

world and which shall hold funds for

the Central Authority in order that

it may initiate and finance on a large-

scale economic planning such as that

operated by the Tennessee Valley

Authority.

4) The establishment of a World
Food Board, similar to that advocated

by Sir John Boyd Orr at Copenhagen.

In the British view these would be

the necessary prerequisites of an or-

ganization which could call itself a
world government.

The committee would also have to

induce a certain number of able men
to appear on the ballot, and to screen

other nominees.

To the obvious question as to

whether the representation suggested
does not give undue weight to such

countries as China and India the an-
swer involves weighing several fac-

tors. In the first place this method of

representation is proposed only for
the Constituent Assembly, and it is

not implied that the same system of

representation would be carried over

into the final Constitution.

The delegates from India and* Chi-

na, who have most to gain, will prob-

ably be most willing to compromise
on this point in order to attain a

Constitution which would be accept-

able to the great powers. Secondly it

is doubtful if India or China would
wish to send and support their full

quota of delegates, and each dele-

gate will have one vote regardless of

the population he represents. This
method of representation in the Con-
stituent Assembly is simple, and there-

fore practical; a more complicated

scheme of representation would hard-

ly seem desirable at this stage.

RELATION OF PLAN

TO THE UN

The plan appears to, and does,

ignore the United Nations. It is not

intended, however, to be inimical to

the UN. At present the UN is dead-
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locked. The existence of a strong

popular movement would strengthen

the hand of those in the UN who
might wish to carry out the reforms

within the UN necessary to streng-

then that organization. Were the UN
to anticipate the movement by actual-

ly holding, before 1950, a conven-
tion looking toward a fundamental
strengthening of its own constitu-

tion, the Usborne movement would,

without doubt, collapse from lack of
the impelling necessity which nurtures
it now. One can also be sure that

none would be happier than the sup-

porters of the plan for the Peoples’

World Constituent Assembly. How-
ever, few will visualize this as a
likely occurrence.

A more likely eventuality is that

the Constitution drawn up by the
PWCA might be introduced into the
UN as an amendment to its own con-
stitution. If this does not occur the
next step in the plan would call for
support of ratification of the Consti-

tution by the governments of the

various countries. Presumably the

Constitution would become operative
when ratified by a certain number
of countries.

CHANCES OF

RATIFICATION

One great strength of Usborne’s
proposal appears to be that it avoids
working through the existing gov-
ernments. This has been criticized

as a lack of faith in the democracy
of our government. To me, at least,

this criticism appears to be unjusti-

fied. It is a natural method of reform
movements to gain popular support
by holding, and advertising, a con-
vention or conventions, in which the
exact nature of the reform is clear-
ly defined and specified. The fact
that this reform, the movement for
world government, is world-wide rath-
er than national, requires an interna-
tional convention. In most reforms,
such as women’s suffrage, the exact
nature, of the reform is fairly well
defined by the catch words describ-
ing it. In the case of world govern-
ment the situation is different. An
exact definition, in terms of a pro-
posed constitution, is necessary - be-
fore governmental action is possible.
To seek such a definition is hardly
a rejection of our government!

Any discussion of world progress
is too abstract to be .appealing if

mention of Russia is omitted. The
chance of success of any scheme clear-

ly depends not only on its recep-

tion in the “capitalist” countries,

but also in Russia and its satellites.

A “world” government that consists

only of those countries now on the

American side of the UN fence may
be desirable, or necessary, but it is

a different thing than a world govern-
ment embracing ail nations.

The probability that one assigns to

the chance that Russia and the coun-
tries dependent on her will enter
the Peoples' World Constituent As-
sembly depends largely on the ex-

tent of one’s Russophobic or Russo-
philic leanings. It .may be hoped that

the plan will be supported by lead-

ers of left-wing parties in the western
continental countries, France and Bel-

gium, for instance. If this support
is forthcoming it is doubtful if the
Russian government would care to

antagonize these forces by actively

condemning the movement as “im-

perialistic” in nature.

It is hoped that a popular move-
ment may be initiated and carried

out in Czechoslovakia. Russia would
then be likely to send observers, if

not participants, to the Assembly.

Even if Russia were not willing to

ratify the Constitution, it is possible

that some Russophilic satellites

would. The “world” government, with-

out Russia, would then not have too

strongly -the character of an aggres-

sive alliance, and an eventual assent

of Russia might be hoped for.

The likelihood of events in this

order may seem remote. The like-

lihood of any defined series of events'

leading to world stability is remote.

Certainly this scheme, initiated

popularly, and not primarily in the

United States, has more chance of

meeting Russian approval, or more*
accurately stated, of avoiding open

and active Russian opposition, than

one initiated by the American gov-

ernment, which is certain to be

branded as “imperialistic” in present

circumstances. Any scheme encoun-

tering active Russian opposition, is

bound to fail of attracting the East-

ern European states, and is likely

to be boycotted by Western Europe

through fear of Russia.

Finally one remark should be made
about the advantage of a popular
referendum in many countries. The
possibilities of obtaining ratification

of any constitution of a world gov-
ernment in one country will always
be influenced by the opinion of the

statesmen of that country about the
likelihood of ratification elsewhere.

A very successful popular vote for

the Constituent Assembly in any of
the democratic countries, say in the
United States, would make eventual

ratification by that country of a rea-
sonable constitution quite likely.

The knowledge of this would immea-
surably increase the likelihood of

ratification in many other countries.

Any advance towards world uni-

fication niust go by steps, and one of
the most valuable steps, needed in

the near future, is an assurance, by
popular demonstration, that world
unity is really desired by the people

of the world.

THE PLAN PROVIDES

DEFINITE STEPS

.
The atomic scientists have shown

a strong tendency to believe that uni-

fication, in the form of a world gov-

ernment strong enough to, prevent

wars, was an eventual necessity. They
have differed greatly in their opinions

about the exact character of the most
desirable union, and as to how it

could be achieved. The difference in

opinion as to the form of govern-
ment will always remain, and must
be settled eventually, as Usborne
proposes, in convention of the peo-
ples of the world.

The PWCA plan neither militates

for or against the schemes previously

‘proposed in our group, but does pro-

pose a method by which, in concrete

limited steps, the world can proceed
forward towards what most of us
feel is an eventual necessity.

The attainment of world govern-

ment is a gigantic task which can be

arrived at only by the combined ef-

forts of many. The PWCA plan offers

a definite series of limited stops in

which the help of the many enthu-

siastic supporters of world govern-
ment can be enlisted for active and
specific aid. The steps proposed have
the great advantage over many pre-

viously suggested in that they do not
increase the likelihood of precipita-

ting the catastrophe of war which
we so dread. .

* "
•
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MEMORANDUM TO THE UN -

ON BACTERIAL WARFARE

American Association of Scientific Workers

The following memorandum was submitted to the General Assem-

bly of the United Nations on September 26 by the American

Association of Scientific Workers. The memorandum outlines the

problem of bacterial warfare and proposes a course of action for

the UN. The bibliography that accompanied the memorandum

points to the existence of a growing body of relevant maferial of

which the BULLETIN has selected less than half as examples of

both the popular and the technical treatment of the subject.

Numbers in parentheses refer to Hems in the bibliography.

STATEMENT OF

THE PROBLEM

Bacterial (or biological) warfare

comprises the use in war of patho-

genic bacteria, fungi, protozoa, ricket-

tsiae, viruses, and other agents of

infectious disease, of their toxic prod-

ucts, and • of certain other organic

chemical poisons (animal or plant

toxins, plant “hormones”), intended to

kill or incapacitate human beings or

economically useful animals, or to

destroy or damage food crops or other

useful plants. Bacterial warfare is

known (1) to have been under investi-

gation and development by Germany

and Japan, and as a joint project by

the United States, the United King-

dom and Canada. The American bac-

terial warfare project is continuing

<».

As of January 3, 1946 (1), wartime

studies of bacterial warfare in Amer-

ican, British and Canadian labora-

tories were officially stated to have

shown “that this type of warfare can-

not he discounted.” Since bacterial

warfare in its modern form has not

actually been used in a military oper-

ation,’ no precise estimate of its effec-

tiveness can be made. Published data

that might indicate the potential ac-

tivity of its agents are scanty. It has

been suggested (5) that botulinus

toxin, as crystallized by American

bacterial warfare scientists (10, 12),

contains per gram about 7,000,000

lethal doses for man. Being a poison,

not an agent of self-propagating dis-

ease, this substance would be expected

to be less potent than infectious materi-

al..'. The. hemolytic streptococcus, a

common pathogenic bacterium not

considered important as a bacterial

warfare agent (4) would probably

be many times as active against

man on a weight basis.1 A rou-

tine. unpurified preparation (chick

embryo yolk sac suspension) of

psittacosis virus, a representative

member of the group of highly in-

fective
,
disease agents characteris-

tic of bacterial warfare (4, 29-32)

has-been reported to contain per

milliliter approximately 20,000,000

respiratory doses for man (42).

No published data are available on

dispersion efficiency of. bacterial war-

fare munitions, but even if the efficien-

cy were as low as 0.01 per cent, the

potency of this material would still be

extraordinarily high. Such prepara-

tions of psittacosis virus could easily

be produced in liter amounts in a sin-

gle small laboratory, with only such

equipment and materials as are com-

mon, to virus laboratories throughout

the world. The payload in a psittaco-

sis “bomb," and therefore probably the

wfible-munition, could be small, cheap,

and easily turned out in quantity.*

Although bacterial warfare comprises

1 Hamburger, M. G., Puck, T. T., Ham-
burger. V. G.. and Johnson. M. A. Studies on
the transmission of hemolytic streptococcus in-

fections III. Hemolytic streptococci in air, floor

dust, and bcdclothing of hospital wards and
their relation to cross ventilation. /. Injec. Dis.

75: 79-94 (July-Aug.) 1944.

8 It may be noted that a vaedne of unproved
utility has been developed against psittacosis

virus and that this virus, unlike most others,

is amenable to chemotherapy. These facts
would doubtless have defensive value. Yet the
whole problem of defense against bacterial
warfare appears extraordinarily dlfflcult, so
that ’if"d6ea rifct essentially modify, the ar*
gument doveloped horoin.

a varied range of agents and tech-

niques, these circumstances may serve

to exemplify it and to contrast it with

atomic warfare, which is known to

require enormous amounts of expen-

sive materials and equipment, huge in-

stallations, and a very high level of

industrial potential and technology.

Bacterial warfare comprises a va-

ried and flexible group of weapons.

It could be used to destroy men, ani-

mals or plants selectively—or merely

to make them useless, and, if desired,

perhaps only temporarily. Unlike the

atomic bomb it would not destroy

property. It is the pre-eminent terror

weapon, because its effects would al-

ways be delayed rather than instan-

taneous, and because it would employ

strange or altered or artificially com-

bined diseases. It might be used to

produce casualties in large numbers,

or in such a way that only a few

cases would be needed to demoralize

a whole population. Bacterial warfare

epitomizes the total war that is now
or will very soon be ready for use.

Among the diseases whose agents

are listed* in the appended technical

bibliography as having been investi-

gated during World War II for pur-

poses of bacterial warfare are: botu-

lism, a rare and highly fatal form of

food poisoning; anthrax; tularemia

or rabbit fever; brucellosis or undu-
lant fever; glanders; psittacosis or

parrot fever; rinderpest of cattle;

Newcastle disease of poultry; fowl

plague;, fungous diseases of plants;

and plant poisoning with synthetic

“hormones". It is probable that many
other disease agents could be used (4).

BACTERIAL WARFARE

CONDEMNED

Bacterial warfare production could

proceed in any civilized country irre-

spective of its size or relative wealth

(1). Since it could employ the facili-

ties of normal medical and biological

research and development, bacterial

warfare could hardly be controlled by

an international policing authority

without interference of a most inti-
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BACTERIAL
WARFARE

mate sort with activities upon which

the health and welfare of nations

depend. Yet it is plain that bacterial

warfare constitutes an extremely

serious potential menace, and that

world peace demands the elimina-

tion of this major weapon of mass
destruction.

COURSE OF ACTION

RECOMMENDED

During July both the International

Congress for Experimental Cytology,

at Stockholm, ' and the International

Microbiological Congress, at Copen-

hagen, adopted resolutions condemn-

ing bacterial warfare (7, 8). The
Cytological Congress set up a commit-

tee to offer technical advice and assist-

ance to the United Nations on this

problem.

Since bacterial warfare falls into

the category of major weapons of

mass destruction, the problem belongs

with that of atomic warfare within

the province of the United Nations
- Atomic Energy Commission. This

body, which up to now has dealt only

with atomic energy, is responsible, in

the eyes of the peoples of the world,

for paving the way for general dis-

armament and peace. It is therefore

imperative that the Atomic Energy
Commission proceed without delay to

consider bacterial warfare even as its

deliberations on atomic energy contin-

ue. Since the problem of bacterial war-
fare is very different from that of

atomic warfare, there is no reason

to assume that the accomplishment

of the control of atomic energy would

necessarily have the slightest value

in the solution of the problem of bac-

terial warfare. On the other hand,

parallel examination of bacterial war-,

fare and atomic warfare by the com-
mission may disclose new means
whereby both may be eliminated.

The American Association of Scien-

tific Workers therefore hopes that the

United Nations General Assembly will

take cognizance of this matter, that

it will undertake a preliminary in-

vestigation of the available factual

information on bacterial warfare, and

that, if the findings of such an investi-

gation warrant such action, it will

instruct the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion to proceed at once to devote part

of its attention to this major weapon
of mass destruction.

The appended bibliographies are

provided to facilitate such investiga-

tions.
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The Story of Alsos

(Continued from Page 854)

by the ease and completeness with
which the German secret—not very
secret—project was disclosed when
the very first German physicists were
interrogated at Strassbourg. The re-
viewer remembers the exciting days
of poring over their notes and inter-

views in Washington to confirm the
Alsos conclusion that here was the
whole unimpressive story of the Nazi
effort.

Surely this points to the difficulty

of preserving a scientific secret. Not
only had the Germans started on much
the same track as we had done, but
any link with the world of German
physics was enough to prove it. Such
secrets are hard to keep, and should
be especially hard to preserve from
the authorized inquirers of an Atomic
Development Authority in any coun-
try.

Goudsmit himself takes pains to em-
phasize that German science had

atrophied because of its arrogance
and complacency, its narrow political

domination, with the barring of many
of its greatest men from work or
even from the land itself, and its

increasing emphasis on technology.

Those are certainly errors we come
very close to repeating in 1947. A
curious controversy has arisen around
the story of Werner Heisenberg,
scientific head of the somewhat de-
sultory German project and among
the world's first physicists. He has
lately tried to claim that the motiva-
tion for the German work was a peace-
ful one, since they wanted not bombs
but merely a pile.

HEISENBERG’S STORY

A RATIONALIZATION

The careful story put together by
Goudsmit demonstrates this account
to be essentially a rationalization in-

vented while some of the participa-

ting physicists were interned in Eng-

land. The documents cited in Alsos
prove amply that, no different from
their Allied counterparts, the German
scientists worked for the military as
best their circumstances allowed. But
the difference, which it will never be
possible to forgive, is that they worked
for the cause of Himmler and Ausch-
witz, for the burners of books and the
takers of hostages. The community
of science will be long delayed in wel-
coming the armorers of the Nazis,
even if their work was not success-

ful. Men were able to remain aloof
from the German war effort, and
brave and good men like von Laue
and Gentner could resist the Nazis
even in the sphere of science. That
is a story Alsos does not fully tell.

Alsos is a book to read if you are
fascinated by spying or if you want
to know what science became in war-
time Germany. It is too bad that
many important acts of Alsos and
many of its findings are still secret,

and others still told best in Professor
Goudsmit’s urbane conversation. If
you don't know him, and you can't
read the G-2 files, buy Alsos.
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RADIATION CHEMISTRY:
A BRIEF HISTORY AND FORECAST

Milton Burton

Radiation chemistry is a highly essential phase of atomic energy
development that has been by its very nature unsuited to detailed
public discussion. Dr. Burton came to the Metallurgical Laboratory
in Chicago in 1942 to direct the work on radiation chemistry, then
referred to as photo-chemistry. He spent some time at Oak Ridge,
and ,s now Professor of Chemistry at the University of Notre
Dame.

During the last two years anyone
who can read, understand pictures or
listen to the radio, has learned some-
thing of the more glamorous or dra-
matic aspects of atomic energy.

*
Artists' dreams of atomically powered
cities have excited and inspired. Re-
ports of new elements, new fission

processes, new high-energy machines,
new radiation techniques have amazed
and mystified. Photographs of Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki victims have
horrified

; and the discussions in home-
town and radio forums, in Congress,
and in United Nations Committees,
Council, and Assembly have agonized.
However, the situation is not entirely

a case of "much excitement, nothing
learned.” The public has gathered
that it is dealing with something new
and unconventional, difficult to de-
velop, handle, and understand, por-
tentous of extreme danger, promising
of great things to come.

If the world is to survive in the
atomic energy age many problems
are to be solved. The most intriguing

(i. e., the political and social) will be
struggled with in the full light of
pitiless publicity. The most exciting

(new elements, hew fission, new
sources of atomic energy, new radia-
tions and more and more hundreds
of millions of volts) will be announced
in radio news-casts and interpreted
in color in the picture magazines.
Down low in the hierarchy of atomic
importance are the chemists, physi-
cists, and engineers who will continue
their struggle with some of the ulti-
mate, non-exciting though practical,
problems necessary to translate

dreams into the stuff of which reality

is made.

THE BEGINNINGS OF

RADIATION CHEMISTRY

Early in 1942 a group met in Chi-

cago and outlined the chemical attack

on atomic energy.1 Groups were to

work on the separation, isolation and
purification of the transuranic ele-

ments, on the fission product^, and on
the multifold analytical problems.

The physicists had their own plans

well under way. Experiments long

in progress (i. e., for a matter of

months) were to give the fundamental

information on the basis of which
pile design could be specified. They
were to have the first (50 watt) pile

before the year's end. Both groups
were to work with engineers who in

their turn would combine the pooled

information, ask and answer ques-

tions, and come out as soon as pos-

sible with a high-power pile.

Almost as soon as the chemical

division was created, the existence

of another problem, momentarily neg-

lected, was appreciated. Any pile

which was to operate would produce

energy of a type, intensity and be-

havior quite unknown and perhaps
unpredictable. What would the in-

tense radiations characteristic of

1. The nuthor would like to express here th*»

great indebtedness of himself and all those
who worked in the field of radiation chemistry
on the Manhattan Project to Professor James
Franck for his helpful advice.

atomic energy do to the materials of
construction of which the pile had to

be made? The answer was not in the
books. A radiation chemistry group
was created.

In spite of all the publicity that
has been given to the various aspects
of atomic energy, very few of the
public at large are aware of the ex-
istence of radiation chemistry—and
indeed most nuclear scientists have
bub a trivial interest in it. Neverthe-
less, this branch of nuclear science
was not new even in 1942. Actually,
it is the oldest branch of the science,

dating back to 1895.

If a beginning is to be set for the
history of nuclear science, there is
no more fitting point than in Roent-
gen’s announcement in 1895 that rays
emitted from certain evacuated elec-
trical discharge tubes were so pene-
trating that they could pass through
the paper covering of a photographic
plate and fog it, just as if it had
been inadvertently exposed to light.

This was the first chemical effect of
high-energy radiation reported. With-
in the year Becquerel searched for
the natural production of such pene-
trating radiation in a variety of min-
erals. Early in 1896 he reported that
they were emitted from uranium ores.

Thus x and gamma rays were dis-

covered by their similar chemical
effects within a single year. It was
not until 1898 that the Curies re-
ported the existence of radium.

Isolation of radioactive elements
and studies of their properties brought
with them new knowledge and new
problems. Among the latter were
theoretical problems of the sources
of energy and of the radiation, soon
to be answered in part by the bril-

liant theoretical work of Einstein.
The practical problems included the
very simple one of how to keep radio-
active salt solutions in the laboratory
without annoyance from their con-
stant effervescence. Such materials
caused a steady decomposition of
water (the usual solvent) into hydro-
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gen and oxygen. Left in the open,
the radioactive salts might be carried
in the microscopic spray from the So-
lutions. Left closed, the pressure
built up over the solutions by the es-
caping gas might cause, trouble at a
later date. *

OBSTACLES TO

BE OVERCOME

Other more' troublesome phenomena
were also discovered. An apparently
innocuous sample of a radium salt
could not bo handled too long with
the bare, or even with the covered,
hand—not even when the sample was
enclosed firmly in an adequate con-
tainer. Relatively short exposure
might leave the black mark of a radia-
tion burn in the flesh. Workers with
high-energy radiations either from
radioactive salts or from the x-ray
tube discovered that detailed precau-
tions were essential if they were long
to' preserve their fingers, their limbs,
or their lives.

Careful studies of the effects of
high-energy radiation were initiated
and the discovery was made that,
although substances might differ in
the degree of their sensitivity to such
radiation, chemical elements alone
were chemically insensitive. A num-
ber of investigators studied the effects
on organic compounds—in part, per-
haps, because of some similarity to
the material of which living things
consist and, in part, because these
compounds offered a steady grada-
tion of characteristics which might
give some clue to details of the mech-
anism of these radiation-chemical
processes. Others studied simple in-
organic gases in the presence and in
the absence of the inert elements.
Many, such as Lind, in this country,
worked at the problem of the primary
step.

In the period up to 1942 radiation
chemistry was somewhat a rich man’s
hobby. Sources of radiation used were
confined almost exclusively to radium
(at one time $100,000 per gram) and
its emanations. It was a very for-
tunate investigator who had a gram
of radium at his disposal and even
he was certain to be circumscribed
m his efforts.

The problem of cost was solved in
part by the use of the x-ray tube.
Fricke and Gunther and Holzapfel
used that instrument in their work
on water and others also found it to

be important in their work. However,
...the low-energy of the radiation

sources generally available continued
to slow up work. A one-gram radium
source gave energy only at the rate
of 0.15 watts. The best x-ray tubes
available produced energy at a rela-
tively even lower rate so that in gen-
eral energy was liberated in a sample
at less that a ten-thousandth of a
watt per cubic centimeter. Obviously,
experiments conducted at such low
levels of radiation intensity took long
times for their completion and the
work could rarely be hurried.

However, it would be a great mis-
take to belittle the achievements of
the period prior to 1942. Radiation
chemistry was still ambiguously and
variously named (for example, as
radiochemistry) but the great ground-
work had been laid. Eyring, Hirsch-
felder and Taylor had proposed a
theory of the primary effect which
appears even now to be wholly satis-
factory. Glockler and others had
studied the effects of low-energy
electron beams, and various labora-
tories had made important contribu-
tions by the use of a variety of elec-
trical discharge devices.

Thus, when this country entered
the atomic energy age under the
shroud Of secrecy, we were by no
means ignorant concerning the phe-
nomena of radiation chemistry. We
were, however, inadequately informed
for our very serious needs.

NEW DEGREES OF ENERGY:

NEW TYPES OF RADIATION

From the very beginning it was
appreciated that the piles necessary
to satisfy our requirements for plu-
tonium would have to operate at many
thousands of kilowatts. Compare that
figure with the 0.15 watts available
to the wealthy laboratory of the pre-
war days and the energy problem is
at once apparent.

Also, it was immediately evident
that we were to deal not only with
new orders of magnitude of atomic
energy, but with essentially new types
of radiation. In the period prior to
3942 most of the investigators had
used as sources of energy x-ray tubes,
radium and radium emanation, and
electrical discharges of one kind or
another. Thus, we knew something

—

but by no means enough—about the
chemical effects of x-rays, alpha, beta,

and gamma rays and of high speed
electrons. In addition, Libby and
Willard, particularly, had both been
studying some of the chemical effects
associated with the recoil atoms pro-
duced in radioactive decay. There was
a paucity of information on the effects
of fast neutrons and no information
at all on the possibility of special
chemical and physical effects of all

these radiations (or corpuscular em-
anations) when present in great quan-
tity and intensity.

Although the pioneer work on radio-
active recoils was in principle the
guide as to what the much more ener-
getic fission recoils might do, there
was little satisfaction in the thought
that the new phenomena which might
be found would fit logically into the
extension of the old pattern. The
extension was too great. Practically
anything could have been discovered
in this new magnitude of energy and
intensity without disturbance to older
concepts. Experimental work was
needed at once and on a large scale.

UNCERTAINTY

ABOUT RADIATION

The radiations characteristic of a
pile are beta and gamma rays, fast
and slow neutrons, and fission recoils.

The radiations present in separation
processes and in separated products
are beta and gamma rays and in a
few instances alphas.

This is hardly the place for detailed
analysis of the potential effects of
these radiations but it does no harm
to retail the fears characteristic of
the early days 'of 1942. For example,
it was evident that the pile would be
made largely of graphite, that it

would have to be cooled with water
flowing through metal tubes (of low
cross-section for absorption of neu-
trons), that it probably would con-
tain metallic uranium in suitable
metallic sheath, that it would have to
be controlled with special devices, and
that it would have to be shielded with
a great weight and thickness of
material having certain special prop-
erties—and above all that people
would have to work somewhere near
it. The attendant fears were obvious.

What would radiation do to graph-
ite, to water, to various metals, to
metals in contact with water, to ura-
nium in its metallic envelope, to the
control mechanisms, to the shield and
to the people who might have to ap-
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proach the pile during its operation?

Prediction from past experience was
unsatisfactory. When it awoke no new
fear, it did not allay the fear of un-
due optimism engendered by extrav-
agant extrapolation.

'

Means were found to make the nec-
essary tests. Instruments hitherto un-
available to chemists were put at the
disposal of the radiation chemical sec-

tion. Groups located at cyclotrons,

Van de Graaff generators, and
eventually at piles at various sites

throughout the country experimented
on the effects of high-speed deuterons,
neutrons, and electrons in some cases
at energy and intensity levels far in
excess of those to be anticipated in
normal atomic-energy operations.

Every material of construction was
subjected to tests designed to preclude
the possibility of tragic break-down
during operations. Some materials
were discarded and some were im-
proved. Specifications were set upon
the basis of which radiation safety
(for example, against corrosion) could
be assured.

A philosophy of skepticism gov-
erned the actions of the section. Any-
thing untried, that could be tested,

was tested. Materials that could not
be tested were avoided unless there
was a sound basis for reasoning from
suitable tests on related materials.

The results of most of the extensive
tests by the radiation chemistry sec-

tion will ultimately be published.
Some preliminary reports have already
been declassified. It is sufficient in this

place to say that the successful opera-
tion of the pile and the production
of plutonium are testimonials thatx
whatever radiation difficulties were
anticipated either did not exist or
were solved satisfactorily prior to
the time of operations.

VALUE TO PURE

AND APPLIED SCIENCE

During the course of the experi-

mentation which was a necessary prec-
edent to operations it became more
and more apparent that studies in

radiation chemistry were important
not alone because of the assurances
they gave concerning the adequacy
of design and processing at the ex-
pected high radiation levels. Quite
apart from such purely service val-
ues, the studies were beginning to

give intriguing leads as to the be-
havior of molecules not only when

greatly excited but also under con-

ditions common in most chemical op-

erations. Thus, from the point of
view of the research man, radiation

chemistry had regained some of the

esteem in which it was held when
atomic power was still unconceived.

There is a peculiar virtue, in science,

in those matters which are remote
from practicality. Radiation chemis-
try, fortunately or unfortunately, is

no longer in that category. However,
the fact that studies in this field help
to interpret the behavior of matter
even when atomic energy is not in-

volved make radiation chemistry
slightly more palatable to the “pure
scientist”.

Furthermore, during this prelimi-
nary period prior to pile operations,

another development in radiation
chemistry similarly served to intrigue
engineers.

It was well known to the chemists
engaged in this field that high-energy
electrons from discharge's and radio-

active emanations produced a variety

of strange chemical phenomena in
materials ordinarily considered inert.

Thus, natural gas could be made to
react with water, diamonds could be
colored, and a variety of ptartling

changes could be produced/ in such
diverse materials as petroleum, glass
and rock. Incidentally, to their other
activities, the radiation chemists dis-

covered that some rather useful
changes could be thereby induced.

The fact that radiation from an
atomic energy pile is so cheap means
that chemical processes, in which ra-
diations are deliberately employed to
produce effects either in or near a
pile, may have real significance in

the age we are about to enter.

The atomic energy projects are
not beyond the pioneering stage. We
have atomic energy but we do not in

any real sense have atomic power.
Vast forward steps are required and
once again problems arise because
of difficulties of extrapolation.

PROGRESS LEADS

TO NEW PROBLEMS

The plants that we will construct

in the next few years will probably
not operate at power levels any higher
than those of the piles now existent.

The power of the present pile3 is,

however, wasted. If it is to be used,

it appears essential that the new pile3
be much smaller units operating more
intensely and at higher temperatures.

Materials of construction will have
to be changed. The heat-exchange
medium may no longer be water.
Metals and ceramics may play a more
important role and the shield materi-
als will be exposed to new magnitudes
of radiation. The high temperatures
involved will make necessary some
fundamental studies in the behavior
of the various proposed structural and
operating members, new developments
will occur and the effects of radiation
under the new conditions imposed by
ultra-high intensity operation will

have to be studied.

Radiation will also become a more
serious limiting factor on the econom-
ics as well as the method of the
various chemical operations attendant
on pile operation, product isolation,

and metal recovery. It may be ex-
pected that within the next few years
developments in this field will pro-
ceed at an even greater intensity than
during the war years.

EFFECT ON

BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS

Early in this resume we examined
briefly the original discoveries of the

effects of high-energy radiation on
biological materials. The story of

these effects is properly the subject

of another article. However, it should

be pointed out that one phase of the
research necessary to the elucidation

of these biological phenomena is es-

sentially radiation chemistry. For
example, various organisms differ fun-
damentally in their response to vari-

ous dosages, intensities, and types of
radiation.

If these effects are to be understood
they will require the close coopera-
tion of the radiobiochemist, the radio-

biophysicist, and the radiation chemist.
The latter has already discovered that
different types of radiation act differ-

ently on the same chemical systems.

The specific effect of intensity is a
not uncommon phenomenon in chem-
istry related to the mechanism of the
chemical processes involved. It is

possible that the specific effects noted
in biological systems, studied as es-

sentially chemical processes, may help
in the interpretation of what are or-

dinarily considered as purely biologi-

cal phenomena.
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In concluding these comments we

may revert for a moment to consid-

eration of the purely utilitarian as-

pects of radiation chemistry. In 1946,

the Baruch Committee included in

its report to the UN Atomic Energy
Commission a statement on the prac-

tical applications of radiation chem-

istry. I can do no better than to

quote from that report.

“At present prediction of definite

processes in which radiation chemis-

try will be of great technical impor-

tance is premature. It is not too early,

however, to enumerate groups of

processes where application of radia-

tion chemistry appears promising.

“We may anticipate economic ad-

vantages in the vast field of polymer-

ization processes which are now so

successfully applied in the manufac-

ture of plastics, rubber, etc,; in this

field, in fact, initial successes have
already been obtained. In a similar

connection, studies even prior to the

war on the effects of radiation on

some of the constituents of natural

gas indicate that they, may be con-

verted, via the medium of radiation

chemistry, into industrially important

products. Their present uses (e.g.,

. in the production of carbon black or

for fuel) are economically unsound.

'‘Belated to such processes in a cer-

tain sense is the low-temperature

cracking of oils, which should be in-

tensively studied. Radiation chemistry

here presents the opportunity of a

new technique which may produce

new and very interesting products.

“A host of rare but medically im-
portant drugs, until now synthesized

only by plants but not in vitro, will

probably be by-products of the utili-

zation of radiation chemical processes.

Very interesting preliminary photo-

chemical effects on viruses have been
reported ; viruses may be made to lose

their virulence while still retaining

their ability to produce antibodies.

Progress in this important field is

limited by the lack of penetration

and the specificity of the rays which

must be used; radiation chemistry

should promote such work at an ac-

celerated pace. The chemical aspect

of the large field of biologicals is a

portion of the field of radiation chem-

istry which we are now just begin-

ning to tap.

“Some notion of the vistas which-

He before us, when we begin to under-

stand primary effects a little better,

is indicated, by the suggestions of the

medical use of specifically absorbed

radioactive dyes and of the possible

large-scale production of vaccines.

Toward A National

Science Policy

(Continued from Page 858)

ceded that we have been weakest

in fundamental research, and that

strong measures are required to

strengthen this aspect of our science.

But the present tendency appears

to be strongly in the opposite direc-

tion, with available funds for research

bearing on industrial, military, and

health problems enormously over-

balancing those available for research

having no obvious immediate prac-

tical importance. We are in grave

danger that our universities will be-

come adjuncts of, and recruiting

grounds for, the laboratories devoted

.to application. Here again goes the

goose that lays the golden egg.

As scientists we cannot escape our

share of responsibility for the present

hazardous state. Congressmen who
were interviewed displayed a flatter-

ing interest in the views of scientists

and their organizations on national

science legislation, but many con-

fessed their lack of knowledge of de-

‘ tails of the legislation and stated

that th4y had had little advice from

“In continuation of considerations

of the effect of radiation on biological

substances, we note briefly that such

radiation has great possibilities in

large-scale sterilization. In fact, such

a process may be an important, if

secondary, application of operating

piles. The suggestion has even been

made that in the atomic age of the

future the power plant of a city will

be an integral part of the sanitary

system providing, incidentally to its

principal function, pure water and

sewage disposal.

“In the fields of inorganic chemistry

and physics the production of new

phosphors and of inorganic polymers

should be studied. Possible hardening

of metals by radiation and a host of

new enterprises made possible by the

interesting process of dislocation of

atoms in solids may become important.

Anticipated large-scale production of

long-lived radioactive materials in

association with suitable phosphors

makes less remote the day when cold

light becomes an industrial reality.”

home to guide them. One remarked
ruefully that, if this were a labor

issue, he would have beard from
every labor leader in his district.

He was forced to conclude that scien-

tists were not very much interested

one way or the other.

It must, indeed, be regarded as

amazing that individual scientists

have made so little effort to influence

the legislation, considering the in-

escapable effect on science and on

their personal future that the estab-

lishment of a Notional Science Foun-

dation must have. National scientific

organizations banded together in the

Inter-Society Committee, and their

representatives participated in com-
mittee hearings. But when the chips

were down and the individual legis-

lators were making up their mind on

how to vote, there was very little

pressure of the kind that counts

—

communications from individuals, col-

leges, institutes, societies, and aca-

demies in the home districts .

With the formation of the Inter-

Society Committee at Boston in De-

cember 1946, was there a complacent

tendency on the part of individual

scientists to over-estimate the po-

tential effectiveness of this organiza-

tion, with a resulting decline in other

types of activity? Have we mis-

read the tactical picture assuming

the issue to be National Science Foun-

dation, yes or no? The Inter-Society

Committee spoke strongly and effec-

tively in favor of the establishment

of a National Science Foundation, but

was much less clear in its stand on

the specific questions which lay at

the heart of the controversy and pre-

vented a successful outcome for the

bill. Do recent events indicate that

the issue is not whether we shall

have a Foundation, but, rather, what

kind of a Foundation we shall have?

What indeed is the proper role of the

Federal Government in the support,

planning, and direction of science?

As the time for a now Congressional

session draws near these are the ques-

tions which occupy the minds of ob-

servers here in Washington. Na-

tional science policy will be decided

with or without the participation of

scientists. But the wisdom of the

decisions will in large measure de-

pend upon the forcefulness with which

scientists on both sides of the con-

troversy express their considered

judgments, both publicly and to their

representatives, now.
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areas overrun by the Soviets, lost

the latter obtain new sources of sup-'

ply. This will not endear the United
States to the peoples of Eurasia;
many of them may well make common
cause with Russia.

Moreover, a mere destruction of
cities will not be sufficient to guaran-
tee safety for the U.S.A.; American
forces jvould have to conquer and
hold the vast spaces.of Eurasia. Regu-
lar and guerrilla warfare of unsur-
passed magnitude would face them.
At the same time, Russian air fleets
may attack American cities with “or-
dinary” bombs and with bacterio-
logical weapons. Consequently, Ameri-
cans may die from the plague while
Russians die from radioactivity. Fi-
nally, a “preventive war” would alien-
ate large segments of public opinion
at home necessitating in all proba-
bility the institution of a totalitarian

regime in order to prevent internal
collapse.

Thus' it is apparent that a “pre-
ventive war” is not a solution, 'not
only because it runs counter to the
traditions and moral standards of
the American people, but also because
it would bring about the destruction
of the American way of life and would
mean the end of the U.S.A. as a
great power. If we engaged in a
“preventive war,” we would commit
suicide while we attempted murder.

REASON TO SEEK PEACE

BUT TO FEAR WAR

If a war would prove disastrous
to the U.S.A. today, how much more
ominous would it be ten years from
now when she no longer possesses
her present advantages. It is appar-
ent that the United States has every
reason to make peace its major ob-
jective. Unfortunately, peace cannot
be had by mere wishful thinking.
Peace can be obtained and maintained
only by creating the conditions that
will make war unnecessary and/or
futile.

Despite repeated disappointments
in the past, we should continue whole-
heartedly in the endeavor to make
war unnecessary by working for long-
range settlements of all issues that
threaten the peace. We should con-
tinue our attempts to strengthen the
United Nations and its various func-
tional organizations; we should con-
tinue to work on the diplomatic level
to reach an over-all agreement with
Russia.

However, it would be the height of
folly to rely merely on the hope that

some solution will be found. As long
as no true world government exists,

as long as there is no international

control of atomic bombs and of other
forms of mass-destruction, the dan-
ger of war exists. A true world gov-
ernment and effective international

control of atomic energy cannot be
established without the Soviet Union,
and the Soviet Union will not coop-
erate as long as she feels there is a
chance for a Soviet world empire.

FILLING OF POWER

VACUUM NOT ENOUGH

How can the U.S.A. prevent the

establishment of a Soviet world em-
pire and obviate the danger of war
at the same time?
A concomitant execution of the fol-

lowing policies would in the writer’s

opinion constitute the best guarantee

against a Soviet world empire and
against war: (1) The endeavor to
fill as rapidly as possible the power
vacuum on the western, southern and
eastern borders of the Soviet Union;

(2) defensive preparation against
atomic attack, with special emphasis
on reduction of the vulnerability of

the U.S.A. to such attack.

In regard to the first point, it must
be admitted that great difficulties

confront the U.S.A. The core areas
are Europe, the Near East, and China.
Only a United States of Europe
would constitute an entity formidable
enough to withstand the Soviet Union
hi case of armed attack. The obstacles

to be overcome before such an entity
could be created are great. Nation-
alism, communism, and defeatism
stand in the way of union. The Mar-
shall program for the economic re-

habilitation of Europe through Ameri-
can help Is a step in the right direc-

tion, but will not of and by itself

solve the basic problem. A true solu-

tion can be devised only by the Eu-
ropeans themselves, with such support
as the United States can afford to

give.

The Near and Middle Eastern area
does not now, nor will it in the con-
ceivable future, constitute a signifi-

cant power potential. It may be

,

regarded as a no-man's land, its fate
being determined by the over-all

power situation in the world.

The Far East and especially China
constitutes perhaps the most incen-

diary sphere in the contemporary
world picture. Two armed camps, the
Nationalists and the Communists,
stand opposed to each other and en-

gage in large-scale military activi-

ties. If the United States sends aid
to the Nationalists, the Soviet Union
will undoubtedly retaliate by aiding
the Communists. The resulting situa-

tion will bo very explosive and may
well lead to World War III.

For the present, the United States
should continue its policy of watch-
ful waiting, but should make it quite

clear to the Soviet Government that
material support to the Chinese Comr
munists would result in material sup-
port for the Chinese Nationalists.
The stigma for the resulting conse-
quences would be on the Soviet Union,
not on the United States.

As is apparent from this brief

survey, the outlook for a speedy eradi-
cation of the power vacuums in the
Eurasian rimlands is not very promis-
ing. It is certainly not promising
enough to warrant the assumption
that United States security will be
assured, or a Soviet world empire
prevented, by whatever may happen
to the west, south, or east of the
Soviet Union.

FOREIGN POLICY

BEGINS AT HOME

Lenin once said that “foreign policy

begins at home.” This may well be
made the watchword of the American
people. A United State prepared for

any eventuality is the best guarantee
against war and against Soviet world
empire. How well prepared is the
United States against the eventuali-

ties that may be expected in an atomic
age ?

At the present time, while the

United States has a monopoly of

atomic bombs, no one will attack her
or anyone whose territorial integrity

she guarantees. However, five to ten

years from now the situation will be
different Then the U.S.S.R. (and
possibly other countries as well) will
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THE CHALLENGE OF OUR TIME

Ernest Oppenheimer

The realization of the threat to civilization involved in atomic

warfare brought forth prompt proposals for the dispersal of urban

populations. This possibility was discussed in an early issue of the

BULLETIN by J. Marschak, E . Teller, and L . R. Klein, ("Dispersal

of Cities and Industries ", Vol. 1, No. 9). The question of dispersal

has been subordinated in recent months to discussions of interna-

tional politics. Mr. Oppenheimer, a political scientist, trained at

the University of Chicago, now shows how the logic of interna-

tional politics enforces previous arguments in support of de-

centralization.

More than two years liavo elapsed

since mankind was first faced with
the challenge of atomic energy. On
August 6, 1945, homo sapiens initiated

a race with time, a race that would
determine his fate. How has he fared

thus far? What has the future in

store for him?

Man has not yet been able to curb
his Frankenstein. International con-

trol of atomic energy, as envisaged
by. the Baruch plan, was repeatedly

rejected by the Soviet Union, nor was
any effective substitute offered by the
latter or by anyone else. As matters
stand now, the gulf between the

U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. is so wide,
that there is little if any hope for a
true solution on an international

basis. Such a solution will be feasible

only when all nations, including the
Soviet Union, realize that they have
nothing to gain from any alternative

policy.

Is there anything that induces the
Russians to believe that they might
gain by following a policy which does
not safeguard the world against
atomic warfare? In order to answer
this question, it is necessary to look

at the actual and potential power
positions of the U.S.A. and

. the

U.S.S.R. respectively.

ADVANTAGES OF

U.S. AND U.S.S.R.

The U.S.A. at the present time
has these advantages: (1) Monopoly
of atomic bombs; (2) most highly
developed technological system in the

world; (3) location away from di-

rect contact with hostile powers;

(4) world’s largest navy.

The U.S.S.R.’s advantages are:

(1) Vast area; (2) location in the

“heartland” of Eurasia, which lends

itself to expansive move3 in the di-

rection of Europe, the Near East,

Central Asia, and the Far East, es-

pecially at the present time, when
these areas constitute poorer vac-

uums; (3) the size of the population

and its rate of increase
1

(already

there are over 50 million more peo-

ple in the U.S.S.R. proper than in

the U.S.A.; 150 million more if one
adds the populations of the Russian-

dominated Eastern European coun-

tries); (4) the character of Russia's

population, accustomed to regimenta-

tion and to making immediate sacri-

fices for possible long-run benefits;

(6) most powerful standing army in

the world; (6) an ideology with a
strong following all over the globe.

If we look at the respective advan-

tages of the two power nuclei, we note

that those of the United States are

bound to be temporary, whereas

those of the U.S.S.R. are bound to in-

crease. Within five, at the most ten,

years the Soviet Union will possess

the atomic bomb, thus erasing one of

the points in favor of the U.S.A. At
the same time, she will have increased

her industrial production to such a
level that she will approach that of

the United States, eliminating a sec-

ond advantage of the latter.

Finally, while the location of the

United States assures her against

any. immediate attack by land, and
while her navy may protect her
against sea attack, neither can pre-

vent air attack. Moreover, the decisive

battles of any future conflict would

most likely be fought on the Eura-
sian continent. The very fact that

the United States is situated away
from the areas where Russia might
conceivably engage in expansive moves
makes these areas all the more vul-

nerable.

Thus from a prospective point of

view the United States is in a rather

dire position, much more dire than

most people realize. What, if any-

thing, can he done about it?

One “solution” repeatedly expressed

by “realists” who are. not realistic

enough to evaluate all the relevant

factors is to engage in a so-called

“preventive war.” According to these

short-sighted gentlemen the United

States should “wipe out” Russia while

she still has a monopoly of atomic

bombs and a technological superiority.

FALLACY OF

PREVENTIVE WAR

What would be the real consequences

of such a “preventive war?” In all

probability U.S. air squadrons could

devastate most of Russia’s cities and

destroy a large part of her industry.

However, even under the most “fav-

orable” circumstances this would not

eradicate more than 40 million peo-

ple (which would still leave Russia a

population larger than that of the

U.S.A.), nor could the assault destroy

more than 50 per cent of her indus-

tries. Moreover, the Russian armies

could hardly be wiped out by atomic

bombs; they would have sufficient re-

serves of supplies and equipment to

engage in large-scale military activi-

ties for some time at least. That time

would probably be sufficient to enable

them to overrun Europe, the Near
East, tjie Middle East and most of

the Far East, especially since they

can count on the support of strong

“fifth columns” in all of these regions.

The U.S.A. would have to atom-bomb

cities and industrial centers in the
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have the atomic bomb. Then someone
may dare an attack upon us, under
one condition: If we continue to con-
centrate our population and indus-
tries in cities, while the attacking
country has placed her industries
underground and has dispersed her
population.

A PROGRAM

FOR DEFENSE

There are two ways of frustrating
an atomic attack: (1) To destroy the
carrier of the bomb before it reaches
the target; (2) to have no target. .

In regard to the first point, it is
obvious that with present means
(anti-aircraft batteries, ban-age bal-
loons, fighter planes, etc.) no complete
assurance against attack can be given.
It should be remembered that only a
relatively small number of bombs need
be delivered to wipe out a disastrous
proportion of our population and in-
dustries. Only in case an absolute
defense is devised can we afford to
rely on number one.

- That leaves us with the second al-
ternative. The concentration of our
population and industries in big cities
is a constant invitation to disaster.
The Russians realize that they count
on the fact that (1 ) we will not en-
gage in the folly of a "preventive
war” and (2) that we will not decen-
tralize and go underground. At the
same time, if they are smart (and
there seems to be considerable evi-
dence that they are, especially in mili-
tary matters), they will decentralize
and go underground themselves, so
that by the time they have the atomic
bomb, they will be ready for all even-
tualities.

If Russia puts most of her indus-
tries underground, decentralizes her
population, and manufactures atomic
bombs, while the United States con-
tinues to concentrate her population
and industries in cities, the day of
world empire may have arrived, and
it will not be an American empire.
On the other hand, if both Russia

and the United States decentralize
their population and place most of
their industries underground, an at-
tack by either upon the other will be
useless. The two giants will have
lost their vulnerable spots; they may
still eye each other suspiciously for a
long time and will, of course, always
look for a new outbreak of weak
spots, but as long as both are pre-

pared for any eventuality, they will
stay in their respective stamping
grounds. Under those conditions it is
even conceivable that the Russian
Bear and Uncle Sam will learn to
get along with each other.

The biggest question that confronts
us today is: Are the American people
able and willing to bear the cost en-
tailed in moving industries under-
ground and decentralizing the popula-
tion?

In order to evaluate our ability to
carry out the program, we must con-
cern ourselves with

( 1 ) the scope of
the task and (2) the availability of
the necessary raw materials, man-
power, scientific and technological
know-how, and industrial organiza-
tion.

That the task of placing industries
underground and dispersing the urban
population is stupendous no one will
doubt. However, it should be remem-
bered

(1 ) that we have a number of
years, say from five to ten, in which
to achieve our goal;

(2 ) that there is
no intention of placing all industries
underground or dispersing the whole
population.

The five to ten years in which the
U.S.A. continues to enjoy the monopo-
ly of atom bombs and/or technologi-
cal superiority are years 'of grace.
We should never forget, however,
that the sandglass is running out,
that every second ticking away may
bring us closer to disaster unless yfe
take advantage of the time we have.
The most important task for the

immediate future is the setting up of
an over-all plan of procedure. This
plan must be ready before any large-
scale movement of industry and popu-
lation can be initiated. Cooperation
of governmental, military, business,
labor, and scientific personnel is ab-
solutely essential if the setting up
and carrying out of the plan is to be
successful.

#

The Plan should take into considera-
tion certain obvious facts. Its main
purpose must always be kept in mind:
to make the United States safe
against any attack by atomic, bac-
teriological, or other weapons. To
attain this objective, concentrations
of any kind, be they concentrations
of industry, of population, or of
transportation facilities, must be
avoided or at least minimized.

One way of doing this is to create
a series of more-or-less “self-suf-
ficient areas” in various parts of the
United States. These areas would be
self-sufficient in the sense that even

if all communication links with other
areas were cut, there would be suf-
ficient industrial and population re-
serves to enable them to function
effectively.

Transportation links can be made
less vulnerable by diversification /not
relying on any one means of trans-
port), by increasing the number and
reducing the size of concentration-
points, such as railroad yards, air-
ports, etc., and by minimizing the
number of obvious weak spots such
as bridges (to be replaced as far as
possible by tunnels) and lock-canals
(to be replaced by sea-level canals).
The population should be spread out
(above ground), so that any one
atomic bomb could do a minimum of
damage. Special attention need be
paid to providing proper transporta-
tion facilities as well as air-raid
shelters for the decentralized popula-
tion.

DISPERSAL

OF INDUSTRY

Industries should be placed under-
ground as far as possible; produc-
tion of goods should be diversified
and decentralized. Stockpiles of stra-
tegic materials, especially from
sources that are subject to attack
(such as oil wells and open-pit mines),
should be established in the various
“self-sufficient areas.” The plan of
course, should take full advantage
of the experiences gained in this
country and in Germany in regard
to underground facilities. A great
deal of research and experimenta-
tion is necessary to discover and de-
velop appropriate sites. A system of
priorities must be established to as-
sure an orderly procedure in carry-
ing out the plan.

During the years of the Second
World War the United States pro-
duced war materials in quantities that
amazed everyone, friends and foe
alike, Ve supplied not only our own
armies, but also to a large extent the
armies of our allies, with equipment
for carrying on the campaigns that
finally brought victory.

The demands made upon our re-
sources during the war years were
much greater than those which would
be made upon them for the realiza-
tion of the plan to safeguard the
United States against atomic attack.
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In my opinion a total expenditure of
$100 billion, spread over a period of
five years, i.e. $20 billion a' year,
would be sufficient to make the United
States relatively safe against attack.

Of course, this would not safeguard
all of our people or all of our indus-
tries, but it would immunize a suf-
ficient proportion of them against at-
tack to assure that the United States
would not be caught off guard in case*
of an emergency.

The writer vqfl be the first to
admit that $100 billion is a tremen-
dous sum. But what would happen
if we did not prepare? If our big
cities as they stand today were wiped
out, the material cost alone would
be more than ten times as high, not
to consider the millions of lives that
would be lost, or the elimination of
the United States as a significant

power in world affairs.

COINCIDENTAL

ADVANTAGES

Certain incidental advantages would
result from the carrying out of the
program here advocated. While the
program is in progress, we would not
need to worry about depression or
unemployment of men and materials.
The resulting economic stability

would greatly strengthen the position
of the United States both internally
and externally.

Moreover, as sociologists and psy-
chologists have pointed out; urban
life is not the most healthy conceiv-
able; a decentralization of cities

might well do away with, or at least
ameliorate, a great many of the social
and psychological evils that now beset
our society. The writer wants to em-
phasize, however, that these advan-
tages are incidental and do not con-
stitute in any sense the main raison
d’etre of the plan here advocated.

Are the American people ready to
make the sacrifices, material and es-
pecially psychological, to carry out
the above program? Is there not the
danger of mass-hysteria with its re-
sulting impetus to ill-conceived action
once such a plan is seriously consid-
ered ? Will we not destroy civilization
as we know it when we dismantle
cities ?

The fact that the writer presents
his views to the public indicates that
he believes in the essential sanity
and common sense of the American
people. Moreover, while the writer

has no doubt whatsoever that an
atomic war would destroy civilization

as we know it, he does not hold the
opinion that a well-planned, gradual
dispersal of population and industries
would constitute the denouement of
civilized living.

Aside from the fact that one may
seriously doubt whether citie/3 have
been in history or are today the only
or even the main cai*riers of civiliza-

tion, it should be noted that the above
plan does not call for the dismant-
ling of the objects, instrumentalities,
and institutions that constitute the
matrix of city life, but merely for
their dispersal. *

Admittedly, there would also be cer-
tain modifications, in our way of life

some slight, some profound, as a re-
sult of this dispersal, but these modi-
fications would in no. case constitute

the end of civilization. On the con-
trary, they would once more affirm
the ability of man to adapt himself
to a new situation, an ability which
constitutes the cqre and essence of
the term “civilized living.”

What destiny demands seems clear.
It is up to the American people to
decide whether or not they are capable
of meeting, the challenge of our time.

Editorial Comment

The proposal to disperse our popu-
lation and to place vital industries

underground was discussed in the
BULLETIN at an early date. In the
intervening two years, the danger
of atomic warfare has come closer.

It is, therefore, fitting that the ques-
tion of dispersal should be reopened.

The arguments for the proposed
dispersal seem sound. The cost of
100 billion dollars estimated in the
article is low compared to the esti-

mates made in the BULLETIN two
years ago. Discussion of the costs
of dispersal seems particularly timely
now when we are trying to decide
whether America can afford spending
a sum of the order of twenty billions

on an attempt to maintain peace by
rebuilding Europe’s economy. The lat-
ter plan has its risks; but neither is

the dispersal program a full guaran-
tee of security.

Dispersal may have less permanent
value than assumed in the article of
Mr. Oppenheimer. Bacteriological
warfare, for example, may find a dis-

persed population as vulnerable as

the people in a city. Decentraliza-
tion may in fact become a disadvan-
tage due to delay in medical service.

In spite of this, the measures ad-
vocated in the article may well be
the most effective means of national
defense available to us. The present
housing shortage may offer a good
opportunity to get dispersal started
by supporting new construction in
favored areas. Thus the first step in

dispersal would help to meet an im-
mediate and pressing need.

URBAN AREAS

NEED PROTECTION

Statistical information relevant to

Mr. Oppenheimer’s article has re-

cently been published. A Census
Bureau report of November 4 based

1 on a study made by Dr. Warren S.
Thompson, director of the Scripp3
Foundation for Research in Popula-
tion Problems, Miami. University,
Oxford, Ohio, stresses the extreme
vulnerability of the United States to

attack by atomic bombs by citing the
growth of metropolitan areas from
1900 to 1940. In 1940, the report
points out, more than 40% of our
population lived in urban areas cen-
tering around cities of more than
100,000.

Two significant facts were noted:
1) that cities are still growing despite
all talk of decentralization and dis-

persal; and 2 ) that the growth con-
tinues although the population of the
urban areas does not reproduce fast
enough to maintain itself, but re-

ceives recruits from farming areas.
This shift from farm to city seems
likely to continue, but may be directed
toward the centers of the south and
west rather than to the northeast

and north central regions.

Commenting upon the atomic bomb
shelter planned by the Chicago Tri-

bune, General Leslie R. Groves rec-

ommended that construction of such
centers in all large cities begin by
1950. He stressed their potential val-
ue to the defense command in keep-
ing communications at work and in
providing a center for military intel-

ligence and medical aid. At the same
time General Groves expressed doubt
that the bomb would ever be used
because of the danger of retaliation

and self-annihilation, and called it

“the most effective agent for uni-

versal peace ever created by man”.
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TED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY NEWS

Peter Kihss

The BULLETIN offers this first-hand report of events at Lake Suc-

cess as a regular monthly feature. Mr. Kihss, a staff member of the

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE, has specialized in Atomic Energy

Commission activities.

During October, the Soviet Union
lost a move to tie a new demand for

outlawing atomic weapons into a
United Nations condemnation of war
talk. The majority of the General

Assembly political committee took

the view that any ban on atomic weap-
ons must be bound up with creation

of international controls.

DEVELOPMENTS DURING

A. E. C. RECESS

mis-

sion reu.— adopt.
‘ ~

second report to the Securit.

September 11, and with the L
occupying the time of most delegate

other U. N. developments in the

atomic field included:

1. The Assembly elected Argentina

an 1 1 ' "’“ity Council,

each _ cs out of

fifty-seven cast ^0. * Re-

peated ballots faile

the Soviet Ukraine

get the third seat It*-

terms of Brazil, Australia a.

expire December SI. Under u
tern by which tK? Atomic Energy
Commission V ted of the

Council » .. ns nada, this

means Argentina would joz i the 1948
commission.

2. Over Soviet objection, the Assem-
bly majority worked on an American
proposal for a year's test “Little As-
sembly” standing committee. Sir

Hartley Shawcross, of Great Britain,

told the political committee October
17 “it would be folly for any commit-
tee to intervene in the (Atomic En-
ergy) Commission sphere, at any rate
until such time as that commission
or the Security Council have decided

either that they need the Assembly's
assistance, or wish to convey informa-
tion to the Assembly, or that fur-

ther progress is impossible ”

3.

Dr. Ignacy Zlotowski, Polish mem-
ber of the atomic commission, said he
would ask a discussion of biological

warfare before his nation leaves the

atomic commission this year. When
the Assembly first set up the commis-
sion, its resolution of January 24,

1946 called on the new agency to

study elimination from national

armaments of all major weapons
adaptable to mass destruction. The
American delegation on June 14,

1946, circulated scientific reports call-

ing attention to the biological war-
fare problem. But the commission
has concentrated on atomic energy,
as a basic problem in which contr * ?

id * enp*-’

itdLY’S

POLITICAL COMMITTEE

The atomic issue came before the

Assembly politic* ! comr *» as a
of a So' to de-

len* ropa-

•Iar

A \

goveim.. prohibit

ganda by criminal pennies.
Fourth and final paragraph of the

Soviet resolution was: “The United
Nations affirms the necessity for the
speediest implementation of the de-

cision taken by the General Assembly
on December 14, 1946 on the reduc-

tion of armaments, and the decision

of the General Assembly of Janu-
ary 24, 1946, concerning the exclusion

from national armaments of the

atomic weapon and all other main
types of armaments designed for

mass destruction, and considers that

the implementation of these decisions

is in the interest of all peace-loving

nations and would be a most power-
ful blow at propaganda and the in-

citers of a new war.”

A digest of atomic phases of the

committee debate follows:

October 22. Opening debate, An-
drei Y. Vishimkyh Soviet Deputy
Foreign Minister, said the Assembly
disarmament resolution, which set

outlawry of atomic weapons and early

establishment of international con-
trols as an “urgent objective,” re-

mains unfulfilled.

“But its implementation is an im-
perative necessity,” he said, “for this

resolution affects the interests of mil-

lions and millions of people still carry-

ing on their shoulders the burden of
war expenses.” U. N. affirmation of

the need for “early execution” of the

arms and atomic resolutions, Mr.
Vishinsky said, “would be an act of
paramount importance and would be
in the interests of strengthening peace
and sep’’ *‘v of nations.”

inister Herbert

lia, offered an
.^Laua<i a . .. .t, which, among

other things, omitted the atomic
problem. Dr. Evatt said he would wel-

come a full atomic discussion when
the committee later dealt with the

Security Council report.

“In some respects, I think, as I

can show perfectly clearly,” Dr. Evatt

said, “the '»'»'? -*s * r the delays in

the A*r Commission and
* eport and con-

of it. uy tu Security Council

and by the General Assembly must
be borne by c

.

' s Union—a very

large pa/i of that responsibility at

least

“Admittedly the Security Council

and its subsidiary organs have made
far too little progress in the past two

years in such matters as the control

of atomic energy and conventional

armaments, and this delay is weaken-
ing public confidence in the effective-

ness of the United Nations to pre-

serve international peace and security.

“Let us then do all in our power to

work together and to widen the area
of agreement between us. Let news-'

papers and public speakers in all

countries also cease to talk about

using the atomic bomb first and cease

spreading any gospel of the inevita-

bility of war.”
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October 23. Brigadier General
Carlos P. Romulo

,

of the Philippines,
said peace can be safeguarded by,
among other things, “our agreeing
as speedily as possible on the control
and regulation of armaments, espe-
cially atomic armaments as provided
in Paragraph 4 of the Soviet resolu-
tion which does make sense, but which,
unfortunately, is here placed in the
wrong context and is wholly irrele-
vant to the preceding paragraphs of
the resolution.

PROHIBITION

VERSUS CONTROL

“Indeed, Mr. Chairman, the manner
in which the last paragraph is tacked
on at the end of the resolution would
seem to have been deliberately in-
tended to confuse and mislead, and to
place the responsibility for the non-
implementation of the resolutions we

- approved last year on armaments reg-
ulation and reduction upon the United
States. The device is patently dis-
honest. It reveals the highly dubious
motive which inspired the resolution,
and on this account alone, if on no
other, it does not deserve more seri-
ous consideration than we have al-
ready given it."

Warren R. Austin, of the United
States, complained the Soviet propo-
sal diverts attention from practical
programs for removing causes of war
--“distress, despair, hunger and ill

health," the creation of U. N. police
forces, the control of atomic energy.
By ten votes to one, with one absten-
tion, the atomic commission had
approved its interim report on func-
tions of an international control
agency.

“The Soviet Union alone voted
against this interim report,” Mr. Aus-
tin said. “It has continued to urge
prohibition before control is set up.”
The proposed resolution spoke only of
outlawing atomic weapons, he went
on, and “its silence is more eloquent
than what it says, when it omits the
balance of the resolution” of January
24, 1946, which called for effective
safeguards as well.

The majority of the commission
which has worked '

assiduously for
these many months on the problem of
atomic energy control,” Mr. Austin
said, “knew that an exchange of
pious promises not to use atomic
weapons is of no value, except as a
part of a fully effective system of

control. Without such control, no
treaty would provide the security
which the world demands. ... It would
be an actual fraud upon the public,
unless it realized the limitation, if

they thought it would protect them
when in fact it did not. .

J. L. Ilsley, Canadian Minister of
Justice, took the same view, introduc-
ing his own substitute resolution
which also omitted atomic reference.
The majority of the atomic commis-
sion, he said, had insisted that effec-
tive control “cannot be achieved either
by a mere diplomatic document say-
ing that the manufacture and use of
atomic weapons is being prohibited,
nor by the later Soviet proposal that
periodic inspection and check is suf-
ficient.”

WARMONGERING

AND DISARMAMENT

October 24. Foreign Minister Dmi-
tri Z. Manuilsky, Ukrainian Foreign
Minister, called the question of war.
propaganda “second in importance
only to the problem of control of
atomic energy and reduction of arma-
ments.” /The three issues were “nec-

< warily (‘'linked in any workable
program for peace.” Propaganda in
reactionary circles of the United
States had created such war hysteria,
he said, as to prevent agreement on
atomic energy, disarmament and
world police forces. The Australian
proposal, he said, was “utterly in-
correct” when it deleted the disarma-
ment clause “in a vain effort to bypass
questions that were unpalatable to
the United Kingdom and the United
States.”

J. H. Van Roijen, of the Nether-
lands, called the Soviet atomic clause
“out of place in this resolution and
moreover incomplete and misleadingm its citation of the General Assembly
resolution of January 24, 1946."
Carlos Eduardo Stollc, of Venezuela,

saw no need to link up warmongering
and disarmament. “A close study
would have to be made of all the as-
pects of the problem to determine
whether or not the General Assembly
should make a recommendation,” he

said. “If so, the scope of that recom-
mendation ought to be carefully de-
fined.”

V. K. Wellington ICoo
, of China,

said the Soviet atomic clause con-
tained only “the negative, passive as-
pect of control, namely the exclusion
from national armaments of the
atomic weapon.” Effective safeguards,
he said, were “an indispensable coun-
terpart of exclusion.”

The 10-1 vote on the second atomic
report. Dr. Koo said, led to the “wish
that there had been more cooperation
so that unanimous agreement could
be reached, thereby paving the way
for its effective implementation. This,
in our view, is the more necessary'
because progress in the work of the
Commission for Conventional Arma-
ments must necessarily depend upon
a solution of this vital problem of
atomic and other weapons of mass
destruction.

“If the spirit of cooperation is lack-
ing, another resolution of the General
Assembly will not bring about more
rapid progress, but will only serve to
call attention to the failure to reach
agreement and the underlying cause
for this failure.”

Maurice Couve de Murville, of
France, saitl “the reduction of conven-
tional armaments, the control and the
prohibition of atomic weapons are
in our opinion essential elements for
the establishment of a true peace.”
But he also argued that the question
of disarmament should be discussed in
connection with the report of the Se-
curity Council, and submitted a
French resolution on propaganda,
which dropped the atomic clause.

Foreign Minister Kusma V. Kise-
lev, of Soviet Byelorussia, charged
that the disarmament and atomic reso-
lutions had remained “a dead letter
because of the United States and the
United Kingdom,” and asserted “the
armaments race is going on.”

•

WAR PROPAGANDA LINKED

TO ARMS MANUFACTURE

October 25. Foreign Minister Jan
Masaryk, of Czechoslovakia, sup-
ported some positive action against
war propaganda, and said this was
definitely connected with the speed-
iest implementation of the arms reso-
lutions. “Moral and material disarma-
ment should go hand in hand,” he
said.
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Alfonso Lopez, of Colombia, won-

dered how it was possible to prevent

warmongering when East-West dis-

agreement appeared to be intensify-

ing. No accord bad been reached

regarding peace treaties, atomic con-

trols or disarmament. No progress

had been made in conciliation since

the last session of the Assembly, he

said.

Hector McNeil , British Minister of

State, said: “I do not pretend, or at-

tempt to pretend, that there is no

relation between the uncontrolled pri-

vate manufacture of arms and propa-

ganda in favor of war. There is

unfortunately too much evidence on

the subject of uncontrolled manufac-
ture of arms and its co-relation, propa-

ganda, for me, as a member of my
government, to shut my eyes to this

fact.”

The British Laborite said there

would doubtless be a full disarma-

ment discussion at the appropriate

time, and added: “Equally, I fear
that the committee will have the

greatest difficulty persuading them-

selves when they examine the evi-

dence that the representatives of

Soviet Russia have not been primarily

responsible for the lack of progress

on this essential and urgent subject.”

COMPROMISE RESOLUTION

ON WARMONGERING

October 27. Australia, Canada and
Prance succeeded in blending their

views into a joint resolution to (1)

condemn all propaganda which might
disrupt peace, (2) request govern-

ments to promote friendly relations

by available publicity and propaganda,

(3) transmit this resolution to the

Conference on Freedom of Informa-

tion, meeting in Geneva next March.

This omitted any atomic clause.

Mr. Vishinshj declared it would be

“ridiculous" to speak against war
propaganda, and at the same -time to

increase armaments.

“We do not suggest any solution,”

the Soviet delegate said. “We simply

say the United Nations affirms the

speediest implementation of the Gen-
eral Assembly resolution. Isn’t it one

of the measures that would redound

against war? .... You are not

against that? Or are you?"

The Soviet resolution was rejected

by paragraphs. On the atomic clause,

the vote was forty to seven against

it, only Egypt joining the Slav bloc

(the Soviet Union, Byelorussia, Czech-

oslovakia, Poland, Ukraine and Yugo-
slavia), with seven nations abstaining.

Tho joint resolution against war talk

then won committee approval, 66-0,

with Haiti absent, and was sent to

the full Assembly.

On biological warfare, Dr. Zlo-

towski told reporters Oct. 3 that he

would bring that issue up in the

atomic commission, after an eleven-

page memorandum had been circulat-

ed to Assembly delegates by the

American Association of Scientific

Workers.

The very existence of biological

weapons, the Polish delegate contend-

ed, demonstrates that “it is absolute-

ly necessary to have a3 a first step

the immediate prohibition of weapons

of mass destruction.

“From the point of view of atomic

control, one may argue that this pro-

hibition is meaningless as lohg as we

don't have the mechanism *jo inspect

development.

“In the case of biological warfare,

the value of such a mechanism is ex-

tremely doubtful—or' impossible. So

first, at least, there should be an

agreement to prohibit such weapons

—for the moral value, anyway.”

This view—counter to the majority

opinion—would again defer establish-

ment of controls over mass-destruc-

tion weapons, pending an initial

prohibition.

Dr. Zlotowski argued that the

U.N. should work to eliminate causes

of war, rather than believe control of

weapons would provide real safety.

He envisioned a future which would

see uranium resources playing the

same role in international rivalries

as oil has done.

So he contended any control must

be such as would least interfere with

individual nations* economies, while

preventing any country from estab-

lishing dominance in the atomic field.

Unless war causes were removed, he

said, biological weapons would enable

a disastrous war even if some nations

lacked atomic bombs.

Letter to Stalin

(Continued from Page S49)

POSTSCRIPT

Having prosonted a number of sugges-

tions outlining in detail—perhaps in too

great detail—a course which you might wish

to adopt, I fool ihot I ought to go ono

step further at the risk that what I am

going to say may seem out of proportion

with tho main theme of this "Utter."

Tho vast majority of the atomic scientists

who take an active interest In mottors of

public policy are freo from any anti-Russian

bias and they do not include Communists

in eithor the narrow or wider sense of the

term. If I were called upon to do so, I

would try to form a committee drawn from

fhoir ranks who, acting as hosts, would

gather a group of Amorican citizens from

all walks of life — men who are con-

cornod about tho welfare of Amorica and

who are also concerned about the welfare

of the rest of the world, including Russia.

Such a group could meet with similarly

constituted groups from Groat Britain and

France on the ono hand, and Russia, Poland

and Czechoslovakia on the other hand.

Russian scientists would sucely cooperate If

the initiative were taken by you, and the

scientists of all those other countries could

thon also bo counted upon to help in ar-

ranging such a meeting.

If the issues which face the world today

were freely discussed in such an interna-

tional group of private persons, after some

initial faltering, the picture of a bold and

constructive solution of these issues might

emerge, and public opinion all ovor the

world might then rally to such a solution.

In governmental negotiations the discus-

sion is always hampered by the fear that

once a point is conceded it is difficult to

go back on it. But in such a discussion

among private individuals it may bo possible

to deal with tho controversial issues In tho

propor setting of a wider framework, and

some of them may then appear reduced to

their true proportions.

If a sufficient number and variety of

those persons who would participate in these

discussions would feel free to present their

private opinions as distinguished from tho

official positions of tholr own govornmants,

a free flow of thought might ensue, which

could make available a valuable fund of

ideas and suggestions upon which the gov-

ernments could draw later on In thair

negotiations.

There could be, of course, In these dis-

cussions, no disclosuro of any kind rotating

to the subjoet of atomic energy.

MEMORANDUM ON

BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
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Just How Important Is

THE ATOMIC BOMB?
I
N/ these times of mounting- tensions, the
atomic scientists continue—as they have

since the bomb fell on Hiroshima—to tell all who
will listen of the social and political implications of
their discoveries. Their message is increasingly
important: “The responsibility to see that atomic
energy is used for the benefit and not the destruc-
tion of mankind is ours—and YOURS.”

THE scientists do not claim to have all the
answers but they are continually explor-

ing the relationship between science and society,
between the potentialities of atomic warfare and
the survival of civilization. The monthly BUL-
LETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS is their

medium for keeping abreast of developments in

this field. It should be yours, too, if you are to

participate intelligently in the democratic deci-

sions on which our destiny may hinge.

J
UST how important is the atomic bomb? The
term “atomic age” seems to have drifted

into our vocabulary. Its implications are too often
absent from our thinking. Recent issues of the

BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS show
how the problems created by atomic energy im-

pinge on every phase of our existence.

WARFARE. In February, an authoritative
article by Edward Teller, “How Danger-

ous Are Atomic Weapons?”, discussed the proba-
bilities of newer, more powerful bombs, capable of
producing a radioactive cloud that could endanger
a continent. In March, Ansley Coale reported on
the problem of reducing vulnerability to atomic
bombs—the result of a study made by the Social
Science Research Council’s Committee on Atomic
Energy. In June, Austin Brues’ report of his ob-
servations with the Atomic Bomb Casualty Com-
mission described the effects of atomic bomb in-

juries and revealed a previously untold story of
the Japanese decision to surrender.

POLITICS. A workable system for the pi*,

vention of warfare and the control of atom-
ic energy is the only answer to the political prob-
lem posed by the atomic bomb. This year’s BUL-
LETINS have carried articles by R. Gordon Arne-
son, Quincy Wright, Warren R. Austin,Leo Szilard,

Aba P. Lerner, Edward A. Shils, Cuthbert Daniel
and Arthur M. Squires, Harold C. Urey, Philip

Morrison and Robert R. Wilson, David E. Lilien-

thal, J. Robert Oppenheimer, and others, all deal-

ing with phases of this problem. In addition, the
BULLETIN has inaugurated a monthly review of

United Nations developments in the field of

atomic energy by Peter Kihss, New York Herald
Tribune staff member and a notably astute ob-

server of UN activities. The BULLETIN has
also printed the texts or careful condensations

of major documents issued by the UN and the

United States Atomic Energy Commission.

ECONOMICS. BULLETIN readers found in

the April-May issue an authoritative report

on the costs of atomic power and the economic fac-

tors which may affect its use by Sam H. Schurr,
co-director of the study of Economic Aspects of

Atomic Energy conducted by the Cowles Com-
mission at the University of Chicago.

SCIENCE. Although the BULLETIN is not^ a technical journal, its articles on the devel-
opments in science which importantly affect our
civilization have attracted wide interest and com-
ment. Articles by H. J. Muller, Kenneth V. Thi-
man, Edward Teller, J. Robert Oppenheimer, and
others have covered the field from the effects of
radiation on the genes and heredity, to the organ-
ization of research under the National Science
Foundation Bill and the proposed UN Atomic
Development Authority.

All these articles, and many more, dealt with problems of vital concern to you. If you missed them, you owe it to
yoursolf as an intelligent citizen, to see that you do not miss future issues, as the BULLETIN continues its coverage of
the most important problem the human race has faced since the discovery of fire.

The most important and thoughtful gift you can give your friends this Christmas is a subscrip-
tion to the BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS. A subscription to the BULLETIN is more
than a gift; it is a contribution to your own welfare and the welfare of each of your fellow citizens.

Enter or extend your own subscription and give the BULLETIN to your friends this Christmas.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT RATES
One 1-year gift subscription $ 2.50

Two 1-year gift subscriptions 4.00

Each additional one-year gift subscription ' 2.00

(An attractive gift card will be sent to all recipients upon request.)

USE HANDY GIFT ORDER FORM ENCLOSED

MAIL IT TODAY!
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

ce

TO

-UNi^BD^A®^0V^NMBN^

Lt5?r^T

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, Chicago

date: December 9> 1947

ED17ARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R
(Bureau File

ALL INFORKATI ON CONTAINED V’
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED “/

DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

b ^

)

Reference is made to letter from tne SAG, Yfeshington Field, to
the Director dated November 4> 1947#

a
A search of the Chicago- Office indices reflected the following:

In February of 194^^onfidential Informant
! [

furnished a list
of IWO members ir/tne Chicago area. The following were included
in the list:

.USER, 5220 Drexel, Chicago
5414 Kimball, Chicago

.7 East 60th Street, Chicago
»NP. TOP'D.

On February 18, 1941*

I. HAUSER, 1404 East 55th Street - Young Jewish Communist

No other information was available in the files of the Chicago
Office. RUC.

JFG:HD
100-19221

|
furnished a list of individuals

believed to be members or une CP. The following name was included
in the list:

cc: Washington Field
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Washington, Hold Office, Room I7Q6

November 18, Ipkl

. Director, FBI

-Bear sirs

RE: BOYAH AIHANASSO? -

‘ «**•= -W?
- as^ssai, sEcmggg ^aa g-y- gf '

09>yV/a/

Please be advised that confidential infonaant| -whose
identity is know! to the Bureau, attended a dinner party at th >

residence of BOBN ATH&NASSQV on the evening of Monday, November 10,
1947s at which time the guest of honor -was Dr* EUftfiRB D. CONDON,
Director of the Bureau of Standards, and his -wife EMILY* Also in
attendance at the dinner party -were HENRY BOREN SMITH and his -wife,
subjects of the GREGORY CASE* After the. dinner ANDREW S32T, Attache
of the Hungarian legation and LAURENCE ?OBB of Tass News Agency
arrived, at the ATHAB&SSOV

1

Msixie&es and the group discussed several
topics in which the Bureau is interested, until 12*30 A.M*

meetihgj

The following is the report furnished byI Ion this.

•
• “Oa the evening of Monday, November 10, l<?h7, FED ATHAN&SSOV

arranged for a dinner party at her .residence, at which tine the guest
of honor was Dr* EDWARD XT. CONDON, Director of the Bureau of Standards,
and Ms wife, EMLI, SHUT was born in Czechoslovakia* Also in
attendance- at the dinner party were H. BOWEN Siam and Ms wife, CLAYTON*
BOWEN SMITH is (^finitely a progressire* Xou can tell it the first five
ainutes while talking; to. him. Dr* SiSSEtt HEVOPAB {the new Bulgarian
Minister to Washington) was expected to attend the dinner, however, he

,

did not appear and I believe that he did not realize the significance
of the group meeting, Thatts the impression he gave me the next, day*
ANDREW SIK arrived at the AYH&NAS5QV residence about 8:30 p.M. and
LAURENCE TODD of Tags Raws Agency arrived shortly thereafter* y& had
cocktails first and then sat down to dinner about 7sl& P.M. Among
other things, we talked about the followings the Spanish Civil -war,
the 7 State Department employees being discharged without hearings, the -

Marshall Plan, the Director of the mx9 CONSTANTINE BROWN and various
correspondents, including METER ILPHfANN and ALEXANDER UHL of "flf,
BOWEN SMITH talked for quite,soma time to EMILY CONDON and myself*

>M 6 ..

ss®
055*

CST-ST* y: -7--=3

. -F EL 1

M'if im
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«Jt- was brou^it out, I think by BptJSK SHIT#, that president
ROOSEVELT,' at the time of the Spanish Civil Tfar, Was bound Officially
by treaties with Spain and could noli legally refuse to Bell armaments

' •' ”
- •

ar-n» materials to the legal Spanish Government which was the loyalist
Goverzaraat* In this connection, MS$C TODD discussed an interview iriribich
he mentioned a big catholic leader in this country from the Kiddle west and
reputed to be a very powerful leader, who had come to Washington and spent
either an afternoon or an entire morning closeted with. President ROOSEVELT./
ICDB said that no one knew exactly what, was being discussed between this
representative of the Catholic Church and President ROOSEVELT, but it was
felt on side information that he had acquired one way or another, that the

.

'

following conversation had taken place, and TOED related it as follows:
The Catholic leader stated, *lbft* president, t have in the past give:you
unlimited support in all of your campaigns with the Catholics in this country*
1 am prepared to do the same thing again in, this ceasing election »# Z think .

this was just before the third election of ROOSEVELT* >Sut the question of
‘

the Danish, war comas up and X know that my people here, the Catholics, will >
not tolerate any assistance to the Spanish Legalist Covemment which is
guilty of murdering Catholics* you contemplate any assistance to them ..

-2 warn you that none of ay people will vote for you again,* That* according;,
to lARRI TOODj was what transpired between the Catholic leader and president
ROOSEVELT* fie Went en to Bey that he thought the Catholics were bluffing
lOQf and cited an example of a- subsequent election in Detroit where the
Catholic Church had coate out with a declaration that on this issue the
Catholics should vote one way, which was apparently anti-labor and as a result
of the election it was discovered that in spite of the catholic Church, the

'

people, who were mostly Poles, had voted labor in spite of the fact that. ;• V
the rapreseatatives of the Catholic Church had declared publicly that the

.

?

"

peqfde would not auppctrt it* .... ... •

.

'.

«fhat iras' on a different issue, but TOED thought that that was a
good example that the church was not supported by the Catholic populace of
this country and that the priest had been bluffing to President ROOSEVELT,
TODD was trying, to point out that the- Catholic influence in this country was.

.

Wry ccsisiderahle and the Catholic influence in the White. louse is very . , .v
;

;

considerable* However, in his opinion the official stand of the catholic V ;
V

Church was largely a bluff because ha maintained, that" the Catholic leaders •/

hew did not have the catholic support oa a majority of issues* . J.' ••
f

“SOeiecaiQ asked whether the American Brigade or American participants
in the International Brigade had been foraed in the and organised here*

;;

BOWER SIHH spoke, upend stated that it was foraed id France and everyone of
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Director, JBI v A"
.

ms mm ath&nassq?

... the* had to be smuggled out -of tie United States and seat to Erance voder
. a pretext, and after tie tight- there wasp a ntm&er.of these Anericaa cltisena-

,

that had. been very severely wounded and caae had? to the United States* JGK#
- ' EDGAR HOOfEB did hie very beat to put than So prison, hat S&UE said HOOTER

did not succeed. In that connection the name of i!23^SDEB $82. {pf TM) inis A
, mentioned When someone asked whether American public pinion here had been

:
. an the -aid® of the Loyalists; or the Sepals, -and. 1 think; both TODU and SlSTE
stated it was only the progressives, in this, country who had any real knowledge
of the international sot-up and the. implications- that the Spanish Civil War. A

:. had odd that only these- lew very progressive; elements understood the; Spanish,
situaldw. well' and were supporting, the loyalist side# It was stated that f;

.
..

DH& was one of the very lew correspondents who had supported the loyalist v‘V .A
A side in. this campaign* ••./. .\A.A. ' >"y5 .;' .A ‘

^

»With regard to the discharge •at the seven State Department
eiaploseeai .BEJKBK SK!^ more or less held the flLepr* Be appeared to be an

" V expert cn that question and he apparently bad bean connected with, the Stats
;• ,

Bapartsent . for a number of years, and stressed the point that he knew:- the . ?

State Itepartaeht; very well, that he had been ccn^scted with, it for a long--
.
A.-,

time in a rather important capacity*. Be. mentioned having had a number ofA :• -
.

.

A eboncodsts and other people woridng lor him* . BG8ES SH32B mentioned one
.

A
particular instance: when a certain gentleman from the United States had been

' ; sent to- Boscow in seme official Government capacity, and upon his return to
* - the States there was held & top secret Heating at midnight one night where .

:

• only a very few people were admitted, and.he gave them; 4. picture of what ,.

A

’ Russia was doing, in the war* .Be i» :
apparently a very important man but 1;

cannot recall whether his name was mentioned. He hadbeaa connected with A; A
stats' sort, of bu&ineea organisation here and had been snsmonad by the. StateA -

Department during the war and sent to Russia on a. mission. According to A
• BOffES SMIIR, Who sat in On. this meeting, the Russian, war effort was doing .

A
wonders* fhis man Who had been to jfosco* was sdLd completely on the Russians ;

. and he later became- a. very active, member in Russian war relief* Be- is »

A apparently a very wealthy person, bat the important thing, according to
BOREH SBXia, Was his reaction to, what he had seen in Russia aa&how the. >

.

' *

;
/ Russians had moved factories although' they did not know anything about - '

;

I; building or aparating them, . SSULl GOHDOS said, that it was- stupid to think -?

'

f- :

\ that only the 'inglo^axQnS' we2?e able to dp those. things because the Russians,
the caechB and the Slavs; generally were vary efficient, and aha maintained
it was a fallacy to believe that only people of Angl^aacon descent were

,

/A mechanically minded, that actually the Slavs were better technicians and
. mechanics than, the Anglo-Saxons wera, BQSEJf SttETH related that this man who

had. been to Hoses* also said that it. was his impression that he thought -the

Russians were the most wonderful people in the world and that there Was not

- 3 ~
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a shadotT <jf & doubt but that tbs Sussians could defeat the Germans, and' •

already had everytbiog well da. hand.
,
though SHX5H did not specify the

date of this top secret meeting it must have been, in X9h2 or X9h3. SHIIH
said, «1fe. tried pur- best to persuade this. gentdeiaantO go cm the air with
the ncn-.cenlidential part of liis story and tell the united States people
in- general •shat a wonderful 16b the Russians mere doing** SMITH and TGBB
did not act as old acquaintances and they may have met for the first time
atthis dinner party* '

-
.
•;! - 1

. T.
v

• -

’

«&'ith further reference to tlie
;

f employees discharged at the '

State Department, everyone present made extreaely derogatory remarks about
this situation and could not believe how it mas possible to discharge anyone
•without telling him what the. charges against him were. SQsIsSf SMI£H, in
this connection, said, *¥e had always been able in. instances of this sort
to provide free legal advice and assistance, and me wouldsake a lot g£,

noise around this question and after two or three weeks the people ia
authority in the State Department mould get tired of being annoyed by the

.

rest of us and mould thr<»f up their hands and say aH right, these ara the T
charges against them*#. But, he -said, i& this instance *We. haven’t been /*/.
able to do- that and me have last come -up against. ^ blank wall and me don«t: •

really know which War -to turn* Ire don’t know mho to go to. to get a hearing
or to bring pressure’ to got them to tell us the reason for the discharge ; •

;

or these,seven people. :Whsrever sse go--all we have been told is that these • •

people mere bad security risks, but what constitutes & bad security risk : -.-

we are never told*7

* He said, *1 feel personally responsible for two; -
• • ?

,

people (that is wham ha started talking sbout MSI #SB and JBIESF eHH- .

- 'V
..

KEEHEX), I have been instrumental iii peratuislly wfedsing. their .lives and.

%'

m

deteftsinsd to get to the bottom of it because these people- had in the
past been proved by the far pepartaent and the- far Department had. always

been very mudi mora Ibaient and much easier to deal with* They have never-
’

made any trouble for ua before*. S!SfS- also spoke of a case involving 7
someone who was General CHT'S labor .dr eccaaoaio advisor in Germany* -s*0 - -L

has dust been discharged. {This is probably GEOE^/BHBEIBR, brother, of
Txmw HIVES’ bHEBXSR, :a main, subject of the Gregory Sase)* General iGGIDS •

B. GLEE in Germany put up a terrific fight on ;
behalf of this man. This 7 .-' 7.

man was recalled last, yaar from gemany by the State Department as. a bad':.. ;,

security risk, .> General GB&J sent over a Colonel attached to his staff who
.had been a jrcainent attorneyih JSeW fork* - This colonel, came to the plaited

States and sat in on the hearing- of this man and had letters from GlAI
stating that be had the utmost corfidenoe in this person, that he bad 3ost
:performedWeellent work for him and there was; no imitation that he was *
.bad 'security risk, '-'SimS: related, that last year -they .-cleared this man. • A



Director, PEE •'*
' '

'
*•

m*- Bona; iramssor */ . . "/.•

*.
> and he Was given anotbor appoirttaent and returned to ^raany nnder GJAX, .- '' ','^ / ,

:i;

bat powerful -forces in the Ifc&tM.States intervened again and. Shfcfvran
forced toroid a tearing in Germany, clear the nan coaplebely, bat discharge

;

•:
•' v -•

’

him# SMITH considered this very had* Ha stated *we have subsequently
detarained that those raspcnBiblQ for the discharge of thiswaa (meaning

'
"

* <SOSGB WHEEEER) were people, from the £., F* of £* who had a grudge against
'

" hi* and were not going to atop at. anything until they got Mm discharged** ';

S£»IES aixrg gave as the whdl® story* v.'.

"With farther reference to. M&BY IMS .KEEHEt, SHlm said that •’

y'/'-l
:V

-

.. .
they were both elderly and had both been employed in Goverraaent work *V
separately in different countries, and that ha wanted to fiend them to japan

~

toother and the War Department had given the* an o«k*, and an application
'

-

ior tha wife's passport had gone to Mrs, SHIPiST of the state Department*
These people in the meantime had given. up their -apartment, given their dog
to soae friends and when the passport was not forthcoming SMim reaUted

_V that something was wrong and he called jirs, BHIHfif* ..He s.aid, win Ihe >'

i

'

• meantime i have found out that, several senators and Congressman, Ssnatttre 5 V v's
~'°'

:
• KJRRar, TGBSI, TMEflH, MGHSE and. FSPPBS and several others had intervened -v

:

in this matter* chen X called »ray SHXKLST she pretended to be absolutely \ . V •

unaware of the fact that anyone had intervened* X tdtd her that these
. {

'

'

J

Senators had intervened and that 1 was just calling, to dateraine why they
''

’

; had taken an interest in this case*. The first tins J called X could not -
v •

. readt lire, SBIPIEI, but talked %& a secretary who asked ae if she could ' V<
v

\

help me and 1 told he? that £ Trantad to know about the passport for this .

- ; '

; '.

.
person* f*ll bet that was laid on the desk of .Mrs* SHOTS! and She handled
the case herself** SMITH related that when he called the next tine he asked V -

.for the secretary, and distinctly heard over- the telephone whan he gave Me. V
' v

-

xum, semfibas in the roaa said ‘you have to be very careful** Instead of -
.

the secretary Hra* SHlPiBr caae to the telephone*. He told her who he was '
*

- : ; ;•
•

and what ha wan calling for and she replied, *Mr* SMITH, % shall tall you . ; • •

what i tcld senator so and so and Congressman so and so,, that m cannot c
; issue- this passport because- of the: security risks involved** SMITE said £ ;

there, he was up against a blank wall and there was nothing he. could do about . ?J~ V; ’.-

.
, : it* 1 asked hi* if it was possible that any coo- parsec such 'tm Mrs* SH3HET " :;V

!

v5
in the state Beparfement cpaid be entrusted with so much power, and who ia

' y
. behind her authority* Hho is tha authority which decides whether a person • ; >

.

' is a bad or a good risk, is it the mi?. SHITS said, *no, 1 don’t think it*s
the FBI, but you must realise that Mrs.* SHIPI&Y has been rwith the State- Depart^ •

went f<a* ^O or 25 years and
.
she has worked' herself up frc® the bbttaa and V

mt £ —

•
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can Actually disregard are order. fro® the -President of the $n$tacl
: spates

himself*. phs care pall wired dfid has' connections here eng there Is Sobbing' .;

anyone can da about it** '• 1 asked’ 3JGSK if Iw thon^it the 3BI was behind
the firing. of the ? State Department employees and fee said no fee did not
think it -was the fbi. ;•

r
.... ..

'•

•./
. ...

•;.
.

' «EarIier, in tide, connection, when',to were. discussing the Soap-Safe
Civil War. sn&'-ths' authority of the: President oft natters, of legislatiori,
L&RET fGDBcaaa ont'ldtit the statement that is Ms opinion he considered "•

that gv EDGAR HOOVER has ahcfc sore poser than the president of the United
States* - lhat was ail he 'said and there Here no consents by anyone else

"

with regard to. the Director. ' X stated that I had cbaarved treat the papers ;

'

that tha t State PBp»r^»t ^Ioy^B.Md h»ea giTOn'a hearing and' ixSB . .

•said ‘yes* they hay© been given a hearing but. 1 don>t think wa will get
anywhere eft;that because X dqn*t helieTe. the reastsi. for their discharge

"”•

*dll bc'-made-public** ^

.

GC8BQS brought a ; »usber of letters which she had 1 racaivsd
frost Its* GORHEtlfc PHeHOf* .{wife of the former Governor of i^nr^ylvania) :

.7*
’

who is at the present »c«eftt in Greece and whois a -great friend of the.

-

>:7
and S50XX COHDOf. • PINCEOf is the president or leading sesfeer ./

•Of one of the hc»aen*s Societies in. WssMogton^iffid fren tfee general cttivarsa-
tion I gathered that she is not; ft Gcamatnist. She left the United States
with, the' intention.©:? travelling through E»iro|«aK noantrisa, and 1*883? Tom, V

.
the. LltmkBms and; Hrs* GORDON ridicftlsd her political ;ooncspfcions hnt \
they thought sks was- ft nice old lady* Was harmless and wanted- to go to
Sarope and dbserre tha.con.M1d.oiie there* East GCSDON had a huafcsr of . ::

lettersfro« Nf-s. ®« ’which she brought to FEQ AIHftSASSCfV to read; - mm#'
33X3H stated that before- PINffiOX left she had .gotten ia touch with hist and

*' ;

ashed Ms to' finds*' young and attractive- persda here who cauld go with her
’

' -

. and speak Greek fluently,,
. S3S2E said that they had referred this Ration

id another person and that this other person had feared .$ sale nsgr©,. feemver,
fey that hi$a Era.\?XH0HG£ had left* ? *;

,

: r .; -

;
’a

;
;‘ vy-.-T.r> Vi; '

.;• :

’

"?h« -disetssion-trnad to. GCSSffiStms BSCfSW and erapyone ridiculed.'-':--:
hi* and IAEPX TpShsing in the field Of ^ofcanSSiga- toefe it t®oa hiaseif

' '

to tMl the. cosspanyifcat fee know pf caSSf&SEESE JBCWIf, and ho?? MRi; had"
started out in the male lest as a small tom.. reporter and has *
coraiectlcn in the Tfeit'e .Horse St this moment throng a General or Admiral- ' ' •

who is: a ferother-ift-law ©r ft. coftsih of BEd8»*S'«if«^- E^i'-said that
had coae ho NaaMngtoft 'sad.efotained .» position as ft columnist withthe U
Evening star .ah

.
an authoritym foreign policy* . 2GDB ast BROSN -cc . the. / -v

'SI
street me day* at which tiae BRG*S ^topped him and said. *N&w look, her&*-:''- '-.-

HR5X* I was. not invited to the last, reception of either the soviet: or polish
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Director, WX . ’••-•'.V

RS s. mm mmsmf

timtS**** X receiyed ***** 9t dhmmxw <
**£* **# ** *** «».eti>r ho» ^ stead **&h '$**** , 50Di> repHfi4

*Wlwardawijr stat#**** 4a *ytW,Wj5r
heard anything put ;«a crudely, that yeay attitude toward the Eafeijssy daseiidfe
t?d fcp* such chaapagno .and. caviar yea received fro* <$». S&haasj^^** v -.

,

w’"^*¥- ***$$$ OT3&K*# Mfe*ant* op 3k cottaectica sith his defeat v •:;

articles oh the cold mr-j^terhis return fro® Europe* 3;"dc®s«S- think > ••'•

that Siam ^4.ilEHI SODD had read gMjS'S -*s^.a^dltt'a*;i.;»o^oui'
a21 of those cojwaraations »ra, <«a®c« ioo& a. srery actlw part v
?&mye.cheated Very unfavorably oaAaorieaJv :attRQared ;

ts-he wry rifeidia this ccamactic®. C0&3OS fciaself did aot t£ raj* )& :
•

«CcaptMth an. occasional raaaafe afaich was alwayTin fairer
**** «PWt*T, hth ptherjiig* Ije.did

Jot parfcltdpata. ti» <8.s<msslons,
, Of coura*, at ms. hay* *ith UTa* G£2Mthaw, for aryoae to.speak, stleagtV if afcehadsaid; law.JLaaghi-fc* ableto 3«®esber soae of the

'
tMogO shP-.'^.J-; say, ;

';/•"' ' //
', ,* : • ;.•

\ "Wa^k^abwt.tiw. «^hkfc JOop geasra^y, -hut I ea^'K^I
exactlyahatw said,. I think ..£*m very general, along 1

: v

^ £1*®*^^ acre hplkiag & general about the Anglo-

Z.
t^1*?9*** **•'

^

matalityfWhet her cements sera

S-? S2
to?'^ a? “*!? ?** *Weil, yoa Slavs ara too siacei«

too.hmefit,
a
, !&?a havea*t learned the technique of the iai^o^axbuat -alnd •

SS^'W8?^ practically' anything even though It is. contrary to the •
.- 4

existing la*s if you.-.oaa' fahd a legal myaround this Iwr* A. legalistic •
.

•
;

'£&*
^

'^^©atfieap £*©«$*
‘

*

-Xoft have :

hto£<ti&

bha sasypry eiacerO .at. the
. 5&«e tia* and she stated that’

l^o have, the proc&ed my of, getting$&&& existing.'Iwra .StiC'o,:^;'.

'^v ;2ama*d ho^ Oa GaatRuoisa In XugoslaViam discussed and 'C
soeapoe- as^d if J£RKH&H sae Supposed to he sa authority .cut Bulgaria* •

'•

JCI© s«de a lengthy otatffiaent, m.HilSSHSIfj Shat .tort of a ;p©rsc« he. 'tcaa.- hoS
'

he.i«d'&*#&faahingt.au .##. *' correapondeat for the
. Christian. Scisnea ifcaiitor

sod hcrtr lj had talked to liEHf yoDD for hours about, hos had. the g^er^erit 3
-v .

’

sas in Bttlgaxda sad hm-croel- the,'police- .sere*., .-mBKd&Mfa© refers ^O^tha^
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'anoard form no. 64

'Office Memorandum • united states government

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

Guy Hottel, SAG, Washington Field

&
EDWARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

date: December 12, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ....

DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 U^W>6k/TH

— /
As previously reported by| CONDON has been

trying to secure some sort of teaching or idministrati/ve position
at such institutions as the University of Minnesota, Pennsylvania
State College, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute\/ On December 4>
1947, 1

"[reported that CONDON talked to ROBERT M>HjrTCHINS at
the University of Chicago and told him of these offdfs' mentioned
above and added that he was always interested in the University of
Chicago, and before taking any definite action on these offers,
desired to know what possibilities existed for him at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. He told HUTCHINS that he was serious in his
intention of moving (from the National Bureau of Standards, where
he is the Director), because "the situation is pretty d—

—

reactionary down here, as you knojj^and one gets increasingly
lonesome with fellows like PHJJ^rlmUSER gone, and it seems as though
there is very little one can do.** (HAUSER was Assistant to the
Secretary of the Department of Commerce while HENRY WALLACE was
Secretary of the same. HAUSER is presently reported to be a
Professor at the University of Chicago. HAUSER was .a contact of
certain subjects in the Gregory case, an alleged Soviet espionage \
ring.) .

HUTCHINS tried to ascertain whether CONDON desired to
be a scientist or an administrative officer. CONDON indicated
a preference to be a professor but would not mind administrative
work such as dean of an arts college or a graduate school at a
good university. He added that the University of Minnesota offer
was to be Dean of the School of Engineering, but that he was "a
bit more on the side of pure science and interest in the liberal
arts and social problems and all that and not attracted to just
the bare technology of an engineering school."

CONDON then asked if they were trying to find somebody ,

for "that job down at Clinton" (possibly refers to the Clinton /
Engineering Corporation, 0abridge, Tennessee), as he might be
interested. HUTCHINS stated the position was still open.
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HUTCHINS also agreed to make initial inquiries regarding
the possibilities at the University of Chicago and the "Clinton
situation" for CONDON and would advise the latter when CONDON
passes through Chicago on his return from his visit to the

University of Minnesota. It is noted that CONDON planned to go
to Minneapolis on December 9, 194V, for a brief visit.

Any additional information in this matter will be
furnished the Bureau.

CC Chicago

RGGsmjm
62-4108

- 2 -
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:
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Honprafale T./iiliaia. AreteXl Barrinaji on 08-19-2009
.

$fce Secretary of .Commerce , '

;

JfagMngton, D. C. - „
. v •

.

’

Hy dear Mr, Secretary:. . .
O' ; '

I thought you would, be interested in the' following. Information . .

concerning Dr. 3ivard Uhler Condon, Director of the Bureau of Standards,
which was brought^to my attention by a confidential informant of this
Bureau, .who is believed, to bs reliable. V

ThiS' so^ce advised that Dr. Condon recently delivered a
"closed" lecture -atomic energy at Dartmouth College* Condon spoke
about .seyea6y-£&Vuirtttes and made, four major points, which are set
forth helpf/ii.

‘
•

" '
. ...

'

1. Atomic energy is not likely to replace conventional steam
and water-power electricity as a source of power. Condon stated that •

v/hile, conceivably, atomic power could be used to. manufacture electricity,
the electric power would have to be transmitted by the present method .

and the resulting saving to the consumer would be negligible.

2. Condon reported he was at Bikini Atoll for the Ifevy
experiments and that, the atomic bomb is an awful weapon.- He did not ;

-

give any details. V , \ " V. _
•

3,

As a result of his experience, he Iq convinced that fehe .1,

problem,of how to control use of the bomb, is moat Serious and urgent. 5
Ho. offered no solution to. this problem*

. V'
'•

'rf'
' - , . o*•••*. •

* ,w Tf
. .

4* In conclusion, lie intimated strongly that, it might jib wall
to discontinue atomic research since the potentials of atomic weapons£
are.

f
so terrible and potentials .of peaceful «ase appear slight* ^ *?’

'

;

“

*. ... ...

c’‘

* -

* With “best wishes and kxjid regards, •

;
rSiV»#lC^^^CTU)WI sincerely

,
yours, ,• J ,

.. .

'

1 :JrJL sags*.' Hoevos-; ;;
‘

" kW*' -

£Q3iU EUREAtl OF ItiVEQTRi©

%.sn,OEPAQTt®^ 0? itiSTC



Major General' Harry . Hawkins Vaughan
Military Aide to the President
The TJhiite House -

.Washington,. D. C._ ;• ’

:

Dearr'General Vaughan: •• *[ -:i •;

1 thought the President and you -Would be interested in the
following information concerning Dr. Edward tJhler Condon, Director, of
the Bureau of Standards, which was brought to my attention by a confi-

dential informant of this Bureau, who is believed to be reliable.
a ... *

. ... '*• *

This source advised that Dr. Condon recently delivered a
"closed" lecture on atomic energy at Dartmouth College. Condon spoke
about seventy-five minutes and. made four major points,' which, are set
forth. below? . :

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC- BAtiJ/DE/'TH

OH 08-19-2005 * \.

1, Atomic' energy is not. likely to' replace .conventional steam
and water-power electricity as a source of power. Condon stated.-that
while, conceivably,, atomic .power could be used to manufacture electricity,
the electric power would have ...to be .transmitted by the present method
and the resulting saving tenths; consumer would be negligible.

.

2. Gopdon reppHed he was. at Bikini Atoll for the Havy ««

experiments and that the atomic bomb is an awful weapon..- He did not-,
give any details. .

'
•

• !
: \ :

:•

3* As a result of his; experience, he is convinced that the
problem of hovr to control, use of .the, bomb is most serious and -urgent.
He offered -no solution to this problem. ' "

;

' - -
• ;

: 4« In .conclusionj he intimated strongly that it might be well
to discontinue atomic research since the, potentials of atomic weapons •

are so terrible and 'potentials of peaceful use appear slight. 1 '

' .' .S

r
With explosions- of my highest esteem 'and best- regards,

jCOIiWJJUNp^NS
L

%£CTlbrr
Sineerely-'yours

, , < A* .
-

. • >f

*•'

'gt 'WSar aobvps- .•

*\ -Mr. Tolaon * 1 c
-

.

Ur. E; .A«\7aiga

•

i--Ur;'01bsg .

Ur, Qlavln
~

Ur. Nlchoj
UC. Rosen

oufiSAu o? immmisyk, I ^
?!

« :>5S-:05iPTr,iE(3T-eF S\ -q

Ur-.
-

Egan
Ur. Qurnoa
Ur. Harbo
Mr.. Mohr

‘ '

Ur. Pennington
Ur. Quinn lam r

Tale.-Roon
—

Ur.,-Neese
—

'
•

•

uisa QanQy :
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The Informant likewise attended the speech Monday evening on

Atomic Energy. He stated that CONDON is a very poor speaker and the Informant

doubt's that his audience heard more than 10 per cent of his speech. There was no

microphone and COHDON spoke in a very low voice.

CONDON spoke about 75 minutes and made four points:

1, Atomic energy is not likely to replace conventional steam and

water-power electricity as a source of power. CONDON stated that while,

conceivably, atomic power could he used to manufacture electricity, the

electric power would have to be transmitted by the present method and the

resulting saving to the consumer would be negligible.

2.

" CONDON reported he was at Bikini Atoll for the Navy experiments

and that the atomic bomb is an awful weapon. He did not give any details.

3., As a result of this experience, he is convinced that the problem

of how to control use of the bomb is most serious and -urgent. He offered no

solution to this problem.

4. In conclusion, he intimat ed strongly .that.^it^might^b^mlT^

°

discohMPJie^aj3^fp".y^3aFdh^rhc*^t'he potentials of atomic weapons are so

ferritleaiid pot entials of
t
peac'fel

li^J'^e''^p'^ear ! slight i
" * •*’

Eh© Informant did not attend the question period Tuesday morning,

but ascertained from sources within the Physios Department , that nothing

of importance transpired. It appears that the inability of the students

to hear CONDON's speech on Monday evening reacted very strongly against CONDON

and the students took no interest in the question program.

The Informant believes CONDON confined his contacts on the campus

to the administrative officials and scientificpersonnel on the faculty.. The

Informant noted no contact wi&h JOHN WALI,AGE^Fll^GH
,
Assistant Professor of

English, of THOMAS WAHDEDJ^EADEN ,
instructor in English, both of whom have

reputations as fellow travelers. It is entirely possible, however, that .

CONDON contacted BRADEN inasmuch as BRADEN is secretary of the Great Issues

Course and it may be that CONDON received his invitation to speak due to

BRADEN* s influence with DICKEY.

There are enclosed for your file, two clippings from the Daily Dartmouth

student nev;speper, relating to CONDON* s appearance. RUC.

Enclosure to Washington field: Two clippings from Daily Dartmouth.

RSM/jas
100-18335

O3 cc: Washington field Office
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Mr. TtJcoa

ce memorandum • united states government

Director, EBI u" uo_i

/from : SAC, Boston

•

SUBJECT: EDWARD TJH1ERC0NB0N
IKCEEOEAL SECURITY - R

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
ON 08-19-2009

Mr. Cle^g .

Mr. Cfevla

.

DATE: Decemb err‘ '1947*
rir. KieSo2-

f Mr. Eoscn .

: Mr. Trccy

|

Mr. E-cn

Mr. Guxnea

Mr. H&xbo

Reference is made to teletype from the Washington Field Off^e^JJ’.'t'He
Boston Office dated November 28* 1947* l

c‘-njn«*t3n—
F Mr. . .imm

A Confidential Ihfdrmant 5?—1 (otherwise identified as I

| |
furnished coverage on thi§ subject in accordance with, the 'll

suggestions in your teletype of November 28, 1947. The identity of T-l should
not be revealed under any circumstances.

Subject and hiS'wife arrived in Hanover, N. H., on November SO, 1947,
and stayed at the Hanover Inn, according to the Informant. Nothing could be
learned of his activities on this date although Informant believes he spent
most of the time in the company of JOHN SIiOAJI&%ICKEY, President of the college
as CONDON made reference to a long walk he*"took with DICKEY and also to having V
ee,ten with DICKEY.

In this connection, the Informant explained that CONDON visited the
Dartmouth campus as a guest of President DICKEY to appear as a speaker on the
so-called “Great Issues Course. 11 This is a three-hour course required of all
seniors and is in the nature of a glorified current events class. Each week
the college engages an outstanding man in a field pertinent to a current issue
to deliver a “closed 11 lecture on Monday evening. Members of the class and
guests who have a particular interest in the field represented are allov/ed ^ *

to attend these lectures. At a class mee'ting the following Tuesday morning
the speaker answers questions. A third meeting of the class is held on Thursday
morning for the purpose of furnishing background material on the next speaker. ^
Because the Thanksgiving holiday intervened, no introductory material was /

furnished relative to CONDON and the Informant advised that editors of the A-—

^

Daily Dartmouth asked him to open the library Sunday evening, November 30, in
order that they might search reference books for background data on the subject.

The Informant stated that the Physios Department holds a meeting each ^Monday afternoon and that CONDON attended this meeting and made a few
remarks concerning purely scientific matters connected with the Bureau of
Standards. Following this informal discussion the Informant approached CONDON 50 i

and talked with him for about an hour and a half. Although the Informant
u

attenpted to lead the conversation to political and social topics, CONDON
stuck strictly 0to scientific.mattej^^^the Informant found himjb o Jb e quite

a charming personality.
\
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would!havepre’fere*d&' nptftb^have

t
.Aspublished/hiS'letter.to!SfeUri

varied * that- , !if present:--ySoviet-

Americah tension continued‘forj;six

months; , “it. .would, be A:merely ; a

question^of
,;f
time—

a

r few' short

years, v';p£rHap^
iwcfuld' be at. the; mercy\ b£;:spme

iYugbslav 'general
;
in. the ‘Balkans

or^some- Americaii\admiral : .in _the

IVfediterranean who may, willfully

'Some Felt Proposals Naiv^;^V*^;v
J'V ‘Scientists were., chary of^com-
menting yesterday,

1

although many
of them had ‘tried, privately ftoMls-

suade Szilard from publishing his

letter.0~ vj
.

.
Some ^felt his; proposals .-were

naive and would' reflect upoii..vthe

good • judgment of
.
atomic .

scien-

tists,generally.
v

>/ : \

In 1939, a yearRafter Szilard.had

come to the United States "from
Hungary, he. wa's- one of the -first
.scientists to confirm,; the; German
discovery of

r
;atomic ^fissipn^and

the theoretical-possibility Uof'^a

chain reaction. - Professor Albert
Einstein promptly wrote -President

Roosevelt, telling hirmof the. work
of Szilard and of Enrico' Fermi,

the Italian physicist, who reached

the same conclusion* independently.'

.2,
The Einstein' letter »and a- long

memorandum from’ Szilard ; per-
j

suaded; the .President' to authorize
secret development of >.the atomic

bomb.
:
During .the -War ' Szilard

Hreijjfcd to invent the bask>« pi uiWSfc

for producing plutonium, y

Uohal'^htere’S to- grant ?the re-
tfSKt . "Vr. !

v

published; instead"as ,an;ar

the
;
Bulletin -df

‘

'th'eCAtomr

m
sic

tr;

th

Ui

State Department Invokes Logan Act$ • ,V
’

1

. : /Forbids Plea for End of'Controversies
:k> * V

.

By Ferdinand Kuhn, Jr. •. ,• -

'
:

Post Reporter
. \*

; ‘J ,
v

' Asserting its authority under the menf,,, .under the Logan Act of

v' a
148-year-old Logan. <Act, the State 1799..' A\; .

. V
v

.’

Departments^ . This enactment jnakes it-a crime

American '§cieiUi^ for any American (dtizen, 'Without
to Jdsef. Stalin for/a settVeme'n^pf the'perrnissioh br authority of the

, . Soviec-American -'controversies.^

^

II VAn*

•,
' -Th^sciehtist is'Di-;^ LeQ-Szilard;

Government,
; fr

carry son^ any

. . Himgarian^or^^^ verbal ror 'written^correspondence
^vcagb7phyAcist/,;\vho '"was^ne'd^the or intercourse^' with any foreign

*3$* brjng;the'mews^ofSatqmic government, Avith^'an intent- to iri-i

f
.flhencp- a foreign’ count’s; conduct

Hisr. proposed * letter:
J

'tbi:SS4W « gelation,to
;
any disputes or -con-;

'suggested':that;the|56viet; dictator troversies With, the United-States’’

' make a^senes™^ pech'eS',;to 0r.-“to defeat -the: measures .Pf the

ference o^,American;. Sovie^anfl The-pemlt'es.are set. at noMnore

other “citizens from all walks of than: a $5,000 fine and three . years
-

-v *.y life”
5

to. work oqt..some “boli^and imprisonmW;>l<.^^v^\£ :}

; constructive solution" ,pt ; Soviet-
, SoUcit6r General Philip Perimari

. Amoncan issues;*
. ,

' j
Szilard, said his “general;ienti-;

answered;,.- With
.
a..-noncommittal

ments” were shared by “the major- letter* toSzilard on- Nov’ember. 11,

itv of the atomic scientists whtftake saying that .the .Attorney General

an ac.tive interest nv matters^^ of.pub- “does 'not advise private individ-

lic policy,” but that in his specific uals as.to/the consequences of their

. suggestions he. spoke only for'him- acts under the criminal statutes."

'
: self..' . '• :

7 ‘. He said Szilard - could,, of course,
'

-
; ^Before sending the letter "’'to ask his own lawyer whether the

f ,. . -Stblih: he sent ^ draft of it to- At- Logan, Act would* apply. - **

;

.

torne^v^enerai Clark for ^permisT Lovett Is-PosiUvc- ^ ^

vt;:
:
sib^^. authprity.-.-.of, the-, Goygii

|
Biife Perliriahv also; encIbsed'Va

'

;
•• letter frpm:Undersecret'ar/.of State

;
Robert: A. ; Lovet;t. which wasr. ahy-

j
thing* hiit noncomipittal. The^Lovett

\ . a f it % \ A A t
1f letter* n dated November 11

; ex-
W/TiS’ \0o|

j
plainett. -̂.that.;-the /department

.
of

Justice had sought, "th'e Statd' D6-.

, n * ,Ov/-j
' partmerit^. views.;

//0 V *

/ i*tf “An examination of the text tof

!
the letterj.” Lovett .wrote, ."reveals
that it purports^ to deal with mat-

j

ters^affecting the foreign policy 6f
the. United. States which have!been
and' are^ now.- under, active, discus-

. sion. betWeen.-The; Governments*’ of
the United ' States' .and. the'. Soviet

• Unioiij ag'well as among-the states

members of the United Nations;. It
is not believed that transmission of

„ the letter 'would be of help in re-

solving the problems * under dis-'
*1 cussion.. *

. . . ..

I “Ifc js, of course, the right of
every ’citizen to give public expres^
sion of his. personal views concern-
ing the conduct of American for-

, pign policy,, as well as his opinifflw

regarding ; the meastirds which he
feels would further ;.the interests
of the‘T/nited States ;ar(d the .cause

b> 7- *U/op of
;
world peace.*- \ ..IY



fl.Tft.B- -Washington,£. c;
,93/ ? '- V -

1 —

JMCIIIOI JlOlllt

To Put Atomic Issue

.7. •{•/. . t/i' V'^W/^fv., A^vT^T' 5 ,} J „• ,. .-•*.*

rectly/.tb’ Russian;^eapl^yand-.$*0* RuS^/

:

sian. dirq^ $he;j

;
Ame&can/;peo$

rapport *through;%e mystefio^srafc

/radio! What

ft/M/appcai!
’ the "dead-

lock”; between the pnit^/Statea ’and

Rus^ hy
!

• puttlhgytheir • differences

to the people \oi -the two WVfiA
tries4./was

%
/published

scienti^.,today .
af&r..h$ was. refused

^'entilssion^'to :. send lt
v

'directly to

;;V-J&\X10 -

.
' Tfie S£ate :i3epj&tmept

;
ruled that

it /‘would’
l
not be

.
in the national

interest”- -to approve transmission

to/MdscQW*
;
of< th^aPI^al'h^^* Leo'

Szilard/ Hungarian-^
of cAlcago^professor, ^whp/played 1

'a

prominent role-'in development' of
the. atomic bomb:'

*
- *’.•

•./.
"

* "

? DW Szilard.;, then
1

printed, .'his* ap-
i

peal as an'open ’'letter' to' Stalin”!
in the ^Bulletin of/the rAto’mic - Sci-
'enti^ts.;.-

;
'%*/'* '

? t
k He. fproposed,that.Mr. Stalin speak
directly’, to the American/ people,
possibly once a''•month,

1

presenting
Russia’s -proposals for. a. general
pbst^r;.settlemeht; and ' that Presi-
dent-iTruman'- address ,-tl?e ' Russian
people ’‘just' as often as yoii-speak'
to the American public.”/ .

••'.;*

JJr, ,Szilard said he had ‘sought
permission from'th&>Justice Depart

-

menfc
;
to; send- his letter ;dlrectly to

Stalin.; Under the .'Logan', Act;’it is
illegal for private* citizens, with-

;

out official: permission, to carry on
correspondence :-wlth ' . any. • foreign
government •• in an effort’ * to/ influ-
ence: its * cohduct

;
in relation; to;any

disputes witli. the 'United States/ /

£The ‘ Justice Department ... made
•public a. letter . from -Undersecretary
of State Lovett concluding 'that it
would not beln the national 'interest
to grant' Dr. Szilard's request. 1 Mr.
Lovett said granting permission to
transmit the letter might be con-
strued .'as:?approval of/Dr. 'Szilard’s
views which “are not of a nature; to
assist in -the solution of £h£_p£o&a
lenw-wUhighich the letter ,deals

w**s»*vy
V 'u.'ifr/'f'T

57*4
Lfohunate./'p&'ce^

•'i'etfe&'tcr .resolve -tfagfcdnfusiphs'and^con-'

fliclTwItihffiicfi: that;Sgel^





STANDARD FORM NO. 64 ftMSSS-
^vv'v C

OffifG MSfWf^ndum • united "lillis government
**GG*HS

62-1^108

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

GUY HOTTEL, SAC WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

DATE
December 22, 19^7

EDWARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

*

DfCTE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

|
reported that on December 8, 19h7 MTLIB^DONDON received a

call from the Washington Cooperative Bookshop advising^nSF^her ’ copy of
"Mr. Trcig«s Mistake 11 and the Children of the Comadger (phonetic) articles
were available. She was also advised that her membership has expired.
She stated that she would try to have somebody call at the Bookshop that
day.

• Although! |has reported contacts of EMILIE CONDON with the
Bookshop in the past on a few occasions, this is the first indication
furnished by this source of CONDON »s membership in this organization.

Any additional information in this regard will be furnished
the Bureau.

cc - WF0 100-1618 .

J

IXfQlSy^
1 ^ 13 ' H

,

D 21 DEC 23 1947

•A
•

5



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 ft
Officg Memorandum

f

62-lil08

TO
ECTOR, FBI

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

•
DATE: December 22, 19k7

^SUBJECT

GUY HOTTEL, SAC WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

. All INFORMATION CONTAINED
ED7/ARD UHLER CONDON herein is unclassified
INTERNAL SECURITY - R DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 nc -baw/dk/th

Dr. CONDON, Director of the National Bureau of Standards

js^ the, subject of a pending Internal Security Investigation by this '

b2
offic.e "ladvised that on December 6, 19U7 ED SPANEL, phonetic, of

the Statler Hotel contacted CONDON stating thatJje was in town and desired

to visit CONDON together with a. friend MARGARWLEVERSON, phonetic.

Through sources at the Statler Hotel it was ascertained that

they had no record of apybody with a name similar to LEVERSON ; however there

was a record' for A. NYaSPANEL who was at the Hotel from December £th through

December 8th. He has 'visited this hotel 107 times in the past. His resi-
dence was given as Playtex Park, Dover, Delaware.

The Baltimore Office is requested to review its indices in an

attempt to identify SPANEL.

cc - Baltimore

Recorded
<fc

indexed
i jitC;
r

p$;

•j
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. ^ in Spain for the Loyalxsts; in -the ;Abi-aham. ...

'Idttoolii Brigade, r Either late
;:
ih 1936 or, early-' ih.vl9'37-, ..her -was.' -refused read-- ..

"

rrn nrvto +rrV TTn-«.'4rtor3 .V»iV C*4-rv4- ^ ri

X
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^ktitute 6f.:fepWl^iy'
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On December -4, the writer contacted J. 'P.;‘ TGTJTZ,-' who had been -in' ::

charge; of personnel and seeiurity' w©i*k. ab Cal Tech -.dufing the v^
.
yearsi- and'},

lie; advised the --'waiter that 'fie dees notr©member 1CEHIIEDY- personally but that
;

.«

perhaps Dr... FOIYLER, who was -in charge of the type 'of work iStOTEDI did,' might-
remember him.?. \V, .

• - . ' v .

- .On December 4, Dr. W. A. -F0?O3R..was contacted- at Cal Tech} and he V.

.•'Cjdji£fed.;tha.t .he fepallefi.'KEMNEDf and believes, the reason for .his -t'ermhatioh
at. Cal Tech m? tha% ha;was an- older man and not .happy vdth his work- in a

;

The CaljTech office in -charge ' cf^pehsonnei Records'-ms checked-

:

the writer on December- 4,‘ axici .the^writef ms. advised that, their . records 'con-
cerning JKEN13EDY v/ere stored, aipug'.with. other -.records dealing With -the .'war kb.
years* ;:and these records 'were generally'inaccessible. Should it .'become neces

matronjrpncerhing.’KBSlJBDY^sary for n^re. complete information,.conaerning..KEN^BDT, an effort' wili' be made
;by thie;;officd

:
.to

;
ceLuSe - a .mor ebdetailed.

•; sear-ch'/of' ’these -records to be made. : /

In. fhe llk>s’|ngele's''Times 'b;n: .October '18fi945; Upp-sdred^ME^* s-

picture and an article -stating that liEI'lNEDY
?;
.widely known' physi-cistf was' siiihg

•-the -..Uni-versity of California for. $.50,000 damages-.-' .The newspaper .artipie' v.’
:

v ;>

stated: that tho 'difficulty which confronted XEMBDY was
;
how to unraVdl the ’.V;,

mystery of, why he was dismissed frpm the .tMivorsity of ;California without
-divulging to the. 'Qury informtion. regarding a; highly confidential war :

projects .'•
k

' k;- ,t‘

s-’v"
". y .i ;'i; '•i.'A

He started the . TJniver sitjr of. 'California workin fiat Diogbibut -was*
'

.

dismissed by the Diyisioh bf War-Ite'sehr;ch ”on : technical
1944,;.-. The ban- in. charg'd of thpl San Dibgo project
entered objections to-your employment .on'teChnical :groundsV :

aiid-'
l,the Bureau 'of /

%-val Intelligence • does.' noV-give .detailsior explain. n'V.KEM]®Y:^
January ;fof work at ;various\tmiv©rsities. but- had.’ been' unable to. make a

-connection since', his dismissal.- -KSMEDY '.testified?fchat'' :

,he went -;to Spain
. in

i9S7-v;and-. joined the^Abraham Lincoln -Brigade' -pfs dbo- -~fi:g3*fe
invading ;TtaIianand.GerTihn'forces .and.Spanishfascists'^o-wefQ'attaGkihg''
from within. ... f

,

Angeles reflected thdt ‘under #497148 R0Y^^^^3ii2.,sued the University of
California Board Cf • Regents ' for- libel .and slander-'and $50,000 damages^ ;•

KENNEDY
.

had, been dismissed’on January. 15,. .1944 from the linited States. Naval
Radio and. Sound Laboratory, Point:

.
lAma,vSan .Diego , by- the; bnxye'r.sity pf^'t

.

;;k.

California; -be'causft^he--D^te.d Stabes. 'Navy.-reguast^^ ;*.X *'

v '

-f>
: . bis'-, complaint claiming 'the.' damages 1KENNEDY--gafe;. the foilowing

personal information; He obtained a degree .of Doctor' of Philosophy in.-
Theoretical; Physics, from Johns Hopkins Ifiiiversity' in .1924. fie was employed



L A 100-24338 •'

v '-V'
' : V/.*

at /the National Bureau of Standards from 1922 to' .1924. ‘ He- W4s employed at .
-

Cal Tech' from 1924 to 1927.. He wasi/a- National Research fellow at- Cal Tech, -J

.

&>unt Wilson Observatory,: Intermittently: from; 1924 to 1931;. trorking ;oh
,
J-/-.

"Time Transformation' of the. Restricted Relativity Theory.” He held the •

John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellowship in Physics -at the University' of
Cambridge, Cambridge,- England from 1928 to 1930. He was a research associ-'/
ate in .Physics' at ‘.-Cay Tech from 1927. to 1931. / .He was r ©search professor of *

Physics at the University of/Washington in 1931.' In; 1942, he ms employed
as physicist' at- Cal- Tech on a United States/; Government war. research project .

He -was' employed by the' defendant; -University of California , oh; October .5 ,
'/

1943.for |4.50 a month at ‘the .Point Icma, San Diego location on_.a project iff.
mentioned before.,; / v ! *

; \ '. ;

; The/United States Navy entered objections- on technical grounds ott'V
January ,13,-. 1944, -and KEOTEffif. was. dismissed. These ..records further -reflect /•

that at- the .trial the ' defendant,; university, of .California Board, of Regents^
were granted

.. a.; non-suit -on their defense-' of- justification and’ privilege,- / r,-;/
:

.

/

and -appeal was denied. KEMEDy’ s attorney vra.s, HflKtT S,.AFTER., and the/ -V-

University of California, Board' o^^ege^s -was represented by United States
and ROBERT E^SyRIGHT.. ''

- “ V
-

-, . , //f •

|
whose' identityvhas .been made known to the’/ Bureau,, on

September .15 , -1947-,advised that- IVANaGANIN,,, of .the; Soviet Vice .Consulate, ,/i-

CNDl] | whose' idehtity.-has been made known to the ; Bureau, on
September .15 advised that-; ^AU^SAjjlH^.cif .the.' Soviet Vice .Consulate,
contacted on^mlllEV': 'and advised'that'jARRY/ Sv~>APTIE,!,325 Iffest Eighth- Street
was an;-at.torney“-wKb'‘had sent him: the, will; of/ :(ph; ) in which,
she Willed her clothes end .personal- effects to the^Eussiah/War Relief .- ,

•/:.’

Neither man kneW; anything- of /tHi's . matter'• y;
>' ;

f; /;, K’r-

REFERRED • UPON C0HPEETI0H' Tfi THE’ OFFICE OF ORIGIN



STANDARDFORM NO. 64 Mk - '

9 '

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO : D. M. LADD

FROM : R. W. Wall

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD uMoNDON
DIRECTOR
BUREAU OF STANDARDS

date: December 9, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

Ur. Tolson
Ltr. E. A. Varna

~

Mr. Clegg
Mr. GlP.vl n
Mr. Ladd
Mr. Nichols

'

Mr. Roson
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Car3oH
Mr. Egan
Mr . Gurr.oa
Mr. Harbo .

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Pennington
Mr. Quinn Taian
Tele. Room
Mr. Nease
Ml 33 Molrngg"

~
Miss Gandyy /->Reference is made to Mr. Fitch's memorandum to you dated November °°n

J%Si

25, 1947, reflecting ONI has received information from a representative of
the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department, to the effect that Dr. Condon madersVy is

speech before the^American Society ofjfechanical Engineers. It was reported^^fj
that Condon made certain disclosures regarding guided mi^siTes during his speech.

Mr. Wilson of ONI stated that since no press release or transcript of
the speech made by Dr. Condon was available, members of the Bureau of Ordnance
who attended this meeting would be contacted for the purpose of determining where
and y/hen this talk was made and exactly what was said by Dr. Condon.

There are attached tvro copies of an ONI investigative report setting out
information received from two Naval employees who attended the meeting of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers on November 13, 1947.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that -this memorandum and attachments be for-
warded to the Internal Security Section for the attention of Supervisor Mossburg.^

Attachments

^£jlm

u (•;

§y /V :/ i* -

2,% BS£

OS
\*v INDEXED

p



STANDARD FORM NO. 6i

ce Memorandum
TO Director, FBI

SAC, Philadelphia

SUBJECT: EDWARD UHLEITCONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

v
'

'

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: December 26, 1947

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED • fyWu
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

Re Washington Field letter dated November 19, 1947*

For your information, the Philadelphia Office is submitting
the following names as possible identifications with, names appearing in
referenced letter*

The name MI^ROLLAND apparently refers to JAMEB^llILH0LLA1ID

,

who is, at the present time. President of the Board of Trustees of PENNSYLVANIA

STATE COLLEGE. He has also been serving in the capacity of Acting President
of the College since the death of President RALPH DORN HETZEL, on October 10,

1947* MILHOLLAND’s address as -it appears in the college directory is the

First National Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

i/ The name GECRGErDYKES appearing in this letter probably refers

to GECRGE HT^DEIKE, who is al£o a member ..of the Board of Trustees of the

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE* In this capacity he serves as a member of the

Executive Committee of the Board, and also on the Standing Committee of -

Finance and Business* His addresses are Braddock Avenue, Thomas Boulevard,

and Meade Street, all Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

It should be noted that at the present time there axe two

positions to be filled at PENNSYLVANIA STATE 'COLLEGE, one of which the subject
may be trying to obtain* President of the College, •which was vacated by the

death of President HETZEL, and Dean of the School of Chemistry and Physics,

which was vacated by the death of FRANK WHITMORE in June, 1947.

Referred upon completion to the Office of Origin.

WBWjVFH
100-33387

'^JC

\<Z>sd

cct Washington Field

r ..

RECORDED

INDEXED
•
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• Office Memorandum UNITED SIXTHS GOVERNMENT

x°
?

:

'/A
FROM ;

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC , Butte

s
EDWARD
Mrs

RQ
BESS SON, aka Mrs. Rolf'

HELElf^TM^A, aka Mrs. Clarence'

UNKNOWN, SUBJECT, teacher. Government Project,

Klamath Falls, Oregon, brother of BESSIE GEERTSON;

UNKNOWN SUBJECT, residing near Klamath Falls, Oregon,

sister of BESSIE GEERTSON
SECURITY MATTER - C

DATE :December 19, 1947

All l!»rO”KAT'ON COMiffl

HliiS BfflttBtyl
-s-

3^

On December 16, 1947,
|

1 furnished information concerning the captioned indi-

lis a Confidential Informant of this office* Noviduals.
attempt has been made •to conceal her identity in this communication* How-

ever, if any of this information should later be used in reports, it is

requested that the phraseology be such that her identity will not be dis-

closed.

[
I

'y.

v>
%

The AESfiTSONs
age 12,

|
Mr. and Mrs.. ROLF (.BESSIE) GEERTSON.

still live at Route 1, Homedale, and have two children.

She

1

and

b7D

•b6

b7C
b7D

age 9. She and her husband-diave known the

GEERTSONs very intimately since they first met them and have oonsidored

each other their best friends*. Mrs* GEERTSON is a former school teacher

and an intelligent ‘vyoman. Mr s*, GEERTSON was born in America, but her

parents (names unknown), who live at Klamath Falls,, Oregon, were born in

Czechoslovakia. Her parents cannot speak English very well to this day*

Mrs. GEERTSON has a sister by the name of Mrs* EEWARD U ?
CONDON,

who lives in Washington, D. C*' Mir* EOTARD U. CONDON is a top ranking '

scientist who formerly worked for Westlnghouse Electric Company .on the Atomic
Energy Program, but Informant believes he was fired from thsUi, position (rea-

son unknown). EDWARD U. CONDON was later appointed by KEMY^ALLACS to a
top TJnited States Government job in Washington, D. C., arid Informant believes
this job is with the Bureau of Weights and Measures, but is not sure of
this* „

• Mrs* GEERTSON also has a sister at Metolius, Oregon, by the name
of Mrsj HELEN (CLARIRICB) PTAMPA, also a former school teacher,. - BESSIE _

».

*

GEERTSON also has a brother, name unknown, who i s a teacher on
,

al_G.CLvarnment
at Klamath Falls, l^egon,wan3 a sister whose husboard runs^a news-

PaP^
^ ^

gQ?E3S D
'2 ;Snov

5,1

Wear, but not in Klamath Falls,

RECORDED
INDEXED

fl
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Director, FBI

Re: EDWARD U. CONDON, Etal

During tho twelve years Informant has known the GEERTSONs, they

were always apparently normal people and apparently loyal Americans except

for the fact th^t ROLF GEERTSON admitted he'd do anything to avoid the

Draft during the last war. However, about one year ago, Mrs GREETSON 1
s.

sister, Mrs. EDWARD U. CONDOM, came to Home dale to visit Mrs.. GLEETSOK and

at this time brought along a whole trunk load of Russian literature and at

this time apparently converted Mrs. GBERTSOIJ to Communism, Mrs, ' C0KD0I-! at

this time also told Sirs. GEERTSON, who later told Informant, that Mr. and

‘firs.- EDWARD D. CONDOM travel in the best circles in Washington* D. C., and

that all of their friends and acquaintances there. are "Reds, • Mrs. CO.- •DON

also is alleged to have said at this time that they are wined and dined m
Washington and New York and attend various "Red" meetings at these places.

Further, Mrs, CONDON writes to an unknown party in Russia constantly and is

at present studying the Russian language. Mrs. CONDON told Mrs* GEERTSON

that prior to her trip to Hcmedale, Idaho, (date unknown) she had made a

trip to France and from there to Russia and that this trip was made with

all* expenses paid by the Russian Government, The person to whomErs. CONDON

writes" in Russia also corresponds with her. regularly,

ther. who is teacher.—on a Government Project in_Klcunatl^F^ll s_,—is—also
sympathetic co the Russian and dianmunlstL..Q-ftiAgg s ^gpd_ keeps, ijL^Aas.g.. taaph

with Ifr. EDWARD* IT . CONDOM- and is alleged tb furnish^to^ infhj^bion^jhiature

unknown, J There is no allegation that Mrs ; iSnBN FTAIvirA .or the sister of

Mrs. GEERTSON whose husband owns a newspaper near Klamath Falls; are

sympathetic to Communism or are pro-Russian

,

Mrs. CONDON has told Mrs. GEERTSON that she feels that if Russia

ever does take over the United States, that her husband is in a good posir

tion to get a big position with the Russian Government.

Informant feels that Mrs. GEERTSON is not dangerous .since she lives

on a farm, never goes anywhere, and does not even drive the family car.-

Further, Informant says that ROLF GEERTSON is not at all sympathetic with

his wife's views.

Informant has never seen Mr, or Mrs, PTAMPA, the sister of Mrs.

GEERTSON whose husband owns a newspaper near Klamath Falls, the brother who

teaches in a Government Project at Klamath Falls, nor Mr . or Mr s ,
EDWARD L.

CONDON. •

-
.

;*>

Informant .said that she .and her husband debated for nearly a year

as to whether they should turn in their best friends to the F-3I, For a -

< **'
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director
,
FBI

Re: EDWARD TJ. CONDON, Etal

while she said they felt -that if the CONDONs were in Washingtpn, D. C,, and

were as active as was indicated, that the FBI would surely receive this

information from another source. Further they felt that Mrs. GEERTSOr;

would not he dangerous due to her isolation, hut when they read so much in

the papers recently about difficulty with the Russians and the President S'

Loyalty Program, they decided to report the matter of the GESRTSOUs and

-he COjTDONs to the FBI 4

This letter is being directed to the Bureau so that the names can

be- appropriately indexed for possible future use under the Loyalty Program.

Copies are being designated for the Washington Field Office s0
_

office will be aware of the activities of Mr, and Mrs. Elf/ARD^U, oOjDUL

.

Copies are being designated for the Portland Office because JSILEh PTAdPA

and two of the Unknown Subjects reside in that Division.

Unless advised to the contrary, no further investigation Will be

conducted in this matter by the Butte. Division except to further identify

the two Unknown Subjects. If their identity is ascertained, loraand MU
be advised.

LHL:FCL

cc : 2 - Washington Field

6 t Portland

4 - Butte
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Director,

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH
ON 03-25-2009

date: December 30,

lx

• GUT HOTTED, SAC, VfeshirSTfc ••;;• c
subject: EDWARD UHIER CONDON

Internal Security - R jg/Xy % X •--X.WX- &>-•::>

Reference is mad^J®iia§l^rSigton FieiS^^fice letter to the
Bureau dated November 18, 19lt7, entitled irBQYAN^THANASSOy~: Internal
Security - R” which contains a report furnished by| 1 kncron to the
Bureau, which report points out at the home of ATHANASSOV on thjf evening
of November 10, 19^7,, Dr. EDWARD UKLIR CONDON and his wife SMgZE were
guests o£» honor at.^dinner party. The evening’s entertainment also in-
cludbdxHENRY BOWEN^MITH and his wife, subjects of the Gregorjr^Gase, and
ANDREW^IK, attache 1 of the Hungarian legation, and IAWRENCg^ODD, of
Tass New> Agency

^

In the report]
|
made the following reference: "EMILIS CON-

!

DON brought a number of letters (to the party) which she had received from
Mrs. CORNELI^^rcHOTVwho is at the present moment in Greece and who is a
great friend o"f tlie ATHANASS0VS and EMIL3E CONDON. PINCHOT- xs the presi-
dent or leading member of one of the women’s societies in Washington and
from the general conversation I gathered she is not a communist. She left
the U. S. with the intention of traveling through European countries, and
LAWRENCE TODD, the ATHANASSOVS, and Mrs. CONDON ridiculed her (PINCHOT’s)

j

political conceptions but they thought she was a nice, old ladv, was harm-
lessj. and wanted to go to Burope and observe conditions there^^X

"EMIL^sCOTDON had a number of lettersxfrom Mrs. PINCHOT which
she brought to FEOM^HANASSOV to read. BOWEl^SipTH stated before PINCHOT
left she had gotten in touch with him and askeckhim to find a young and
attractive person here who could go with her and speak Greek fluently.
SMITH said they had referred this question to another person and that this
other person had found a male negro j however, by that time Mrs. PINCHOT had
left. 'VxlT

|

| has since the party at the ATHANASSOV residence furnished
this .office with it? pages of correspondence typewritten from CORNELIA

. BRYCE^TTNCHOT to someone ^rxWaghington, D. c., which person is believed to
be I@r®2ARDX

.

^ELI^ETH)^TI33SR, PINCHOT* s social secretary, and that
this individual

-
from the appearance and set-up of the correspondence appar-

ently typed the correspondence and readdressed it in a different envelope
to^an individual believed to be Mrs. E. Uyf:G.ONDON, 3535 Van Ness Street, j;"

N. UY. In any event Mrs. CONDON used’ the same’ envelope- by cover Bl® ||

return address on the envelope with brown sticking paper and covering the h

j

1

j j <!

old (her) address with brown sticking paper and on the face of the brown •-
.

paper readdressing the letters to Mrs. ,B^MHANASSOF, 3617 Woodley Roadv.

~ N. W. It is noted the correct address, however, is 3716 Woodley Road.

XE SHOW aST IB }r

PAN 3 W48
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Director

It is believed these letters are of interest to the Bureau

inasmuch as they* relate contact by CORNELIA PiNCHOT with American (State

Department), British, and Greek officials in Greece during a period when,

frequent border incidents were occurring between the Northern Greek pro-

vinces and the Southern Bulgarian provinces. It is pointed out to the

Bureau this office, although in no position to evaluate the substance of

this correspondence, nevertheless is attempting to set out what is believed

to be material dealing with military, diplomatic* political, and economic

features

(UJ

(U)

(U)

A letter dated August 27, 19U7, indicates Mrs. EINGHOT left from

La Guardia Airport on BOAC Tuesday, August 22, 19k7; stayed in London at

the Claridg^ until Saturday, August 30, 19^4-7 • On August 27> 1947 5
she wrote

as follows:

'‘Tomorrow I’ll go to the Embassy (U. S.Nhand notify them officially

I am here. Nobody really knows except LOUISEMfocMILLAN so I hope they,

have not sent any possible mail back to America. I found a lei^er-

from the Rhodes scholar young man saying he wants, to come to/Londonv

and see me on a ‘Barker is willing—perhaps* basis^jrhich Is' eminently

satisfactory. So tomorrow 1*11 . . . chaperone EVA/^JRNS through her

troubles with the .Greek Embassy\hjmt up the president of the British

trade union congress to whom PHI^^TORRAYn (CIO) has given me a marvel-

ous letter of introduction, etc.*(OC

It is noted EVA BURNS who was formerly with the National Resources

Hanning Board is accompanying HNCHOT on this tour. In conversation be-

tween PINCHOT and Mrs. CONDON, PINCHOT stated BURNS is familiar with economics

and labor unions and at one time prepared a plan for consideration by Con-

gress which the latter group considered -too radical. No further Identifying

data has been obtained

A letter dated Monday, September 2, 19U7, reports arrival in

Greece. PINCHOT stated she went to register at the U. S. Embassy and stated

“Ne had barely given our names when out bounded a beautiful young man all

spats and striped trousers. ^SROLOE his name is. Told me the State Depart-

ment letter had arrived—they were expecting me—that the Ambassador wanted

to see me, etc. Incidentally his (C's) father is a Tale professor of

forestry of which fact he made much.
.

One rather depressing remark was that

of course I'd have to be 'presented to the king and queen. This is the last

thing I want and it would probably get in the papers all through Greece and

what a silly thing to have happen if I eventually manage to get into what

is darkly referred to here as ‘the North.' So after hastily deciding it

might be a mistake to give the real reason for refusing, I said something

about my only clothes being mussed and dirty. CROltEE looked stunned, proba-

bly no one had ever refused beforef
r

t I-.'-0**, IT'S ft I
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(U)

(U)

(U)

say it (the Greek Army) doesn't want to fight-neither the officers who are

royalists and still more or less quisling and are quite satisfied to have a
Russian menace to *view with alarm 1—and the soldiers viho hate the very guts

of their officers and don't know what they are fighting their own people
for anyhow* (I don't remember whether I told you that in the division of
cabinet posts TSALDARIS got the secretary of war* He is keeping, with

hearty backing from the British, by the way, old collaborationist^generals

five of whom in particular are anathema to all the liberals

"SOPHOULIS grinned wryly when I mentioned Sir CHARLES WICKHAM, head

of the British Police Mission, who is charged with playing in with the^

worst Greek collaborationists so closely as to come pretty near to making

a hollow mockery of the amnesty. SOPHOULIS 1 answer to that was to tell me

that he thought I would be happy to hear that under the terms of the Greek-

British contract whose time was almost up, (British) would be returning home

shortly* I hear TSALDARIS however is trying for an extension egged on there-

to by the British I assume

"He then talked about inflation, the flight of capital, and what

if anything could be done to restore confidence so that Greek investors would

bring back the money into the country. Also asked about balancing the bud-

get and whether there was any chance of that, especially in view of the

huge and still increasing military expenditure; whether after the thirty-day

period he would ask for an extension of the amnesty* He answered all these

questions and in discussing the latter announced firmly that if at the end

of the amnesty the Andartes were still fighting it meant all out war* What

a decision to have to make $

"Later on there was some discussion of American public opinion,

whether it would support and continue to support American aid to Greece.

SOPHOULIS said flatly that Greece desperately needed more help, that another

one hundred million was essential. Of course, the only possible answer

to that is that it's up to Congress, in the last analysis to the American

people themselves, that no one can speak for them, not even the President."

In a letter dated at Athens, Greece, October 8, 1947, PINCHOT

stated: "I am told that gossip in Athens is to the effect that I am

supposed to be a dangerous red, and that I refuse to see any but the left-

ists, a base slander as I have been to several parties that were one hun-

dred per cent Kolonak (a mixture of Park Avenue, New port, a
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(U)

Director

"Anyway the Embassy crowd was all in a dither. The Greek
•crisis* was crising away at boiling point—the new cabinet probably
will not be confirmed on Monday and obviously couldn't last if it were.
& State Department man, LOXjjffi!NDERSON (l f ll tell you more about him later)
had arrived from Washington ‘aS^ouple of days ago to report on the general
situation to TRUMAN and Congress, and they all were obviously up to their >

necks in preparations, excitement, intrigue, and parleys.

"After leaving CROMIE * s office, vre stopped in to see the Embassy
clerk, a Greek, from whom we got much general information—very much to the
point re economic situation and political attitudes of the Athens bureau-
crats—a most important section of the community from the political angle
incidentally. He told us for one thing that outside the rich in great,
magnificent cars, practically everyone we saw on the streets of Athens who
was not in actual rags was dressed and probably living by and on American
bounty. He pointed dramatically to his coat, his shoes, his shirt, his tie,
one after the other,, saying 'This came from.a cousin, this from my son, the
other from a friend—a relief organization—American, everyone of them.

4 •'-'Sailors, dock workers, carpenters are paid nearly a third more
white collar people but even they can do little more than feed thdmseSmselves

tuj

(U)

(U)

(U)

than
and their families, he said—-never buy fxmiiture, etc.|

/
yj^the hotel I connected up into a correspondent callec

to wioarGESVASI had given me a letter. He writes for the Washington"Post-
special 'articles on the Balkans and excellent they are too. He is syndicated
in other papers, so if you see his stuff, read it. He certainly knows the
score. Oddly enough, both the conservatives in the State Department (here-
after known as the SD) and his communist friends respect him. "<

EENCB3T attended a cocktail party given bj^raiTH-SIl^SON, the labor
attache,-, and met some people including a man namgd^HfffilEY nraWAPTBY, a
public health man and a minion of General PARRAN, 'as well as/ a Colonel
CHANNON, executive of the American Mission to Greece, who offered to furnish
HENCHOT with an official plane wheneverppssible when PINCHOT wanted to get •

to the inaccessible places. ColonglJfeKSNNON arranged for a trip to Salonika
and Ioannina which is in the northern part of Greece in the strife-torn
provinces. FINCHOT claims since her trip is part survey, part relief mis-
sion—medicine, and a health nurse, it will give her a marvelous opportunity
to see something of a number of the villages and faim families in the dis-
turbed part of Greece./^/

At the cocktail party ECNCHOT also met "a stuffy looking American
officer, the military attache at the Embassj'-, and. said he heard I was going
all over Greece and if I found anything of interest would I let him know^^/

- 3 -
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(U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

Almost certainly he was making fun of me although he looked too pompous
and serious to be making that kind of a joke. I was sorely tempted to
tell him I had already found out why the great army of 120,000 were not
getting anywhere against the 10,000 guerillas, that it might possibly be
connected with the fact a motorized army is at a disadvantage in fighting in
a country when the .rough mountain roads deadended- some distance short of
where the guerillas were operating.^^^

"And now they expect us to underwrite them—inpidentally to feed,

pay, and equip-' their little tin soldiers foy them.

"

PINCHOT stated CLINTCIMIOLEEN and others "fell upon our necks and
numbers of other people came up tnick'and fast introducing themselves,

offering help, so many that I entirely lost count. EVA BURNS (her travel--

ing companion) also had a crowd around her;.... falling on her neck with great
enthusiasm.*' FINCH0T also met Governoa^GRISWOLD . PINCHOT stated LOT HEN-
DERSON was at the cocktail party and said he was going to Salonika the next
day. HENDERSON reminded F1NCH0T they had met at '*BILLY BULLITT's" in Y/ash-

’ington, and PINCHOT stated, "That evening in Washington he (HENDERSON) was
^violently, bitterly, rantingly anti-red and anti-everything he classed as

red, so much so it would seem he would embrace .the .most extreme red opposi-
tion; namely, this, populist party and the king.R/j

"That may be extremely serious if he should go home and persuade

the President along these lines, \Jpf I gather there is a difference of

opinion, actually a rift between^MacVEAGH, the Ambassador, and General

GRISWOLD, head of the American 'Mission, the former intensely royalist and
blind to the facts of his lack of real populist support and inclined to

follow in the dangerous British footsteps*—the latter somewhat more realistic

(meaning GRISWOLD). F0D0R, however, telis me as I write this he hopes there

is a chance that HENDERSON may have the sense to back up GRISNOLD in insist-

ing upon a cabinet that represents centrists and some mildly leftist groups.

This situation here is disintegrating so rapidly that even the most extreme

royalists can hardly miss the point—it is only their belief that America
needs Greece and so will swallow anything—needs Greece even more than

Greece needs us that makes them. . .....

(U)

By letter dated Friday, September 6, 19k7

,

PINCHOT wrote; "Our

‘contacts* are multiplying so fast we could stay here for months ’without

getting at them. It will take a little while to sort them out even on the

basis of rough priority. I thought it better not to try for political

figures just now. . The crisis rather long delayed is proceeding according

to orthodox Greek pattern apparently with innumerable delays for parleys,

negotiations, etc. -Agreements broken the next day. Maneuvers, jockeying

for position, etc."

The. next letter is dated at Athens, Greece,

In this letter she stated in part; "X talked to Marquis^

-li-

mber 11, 19h7*
IDS who said he!>
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U UHL

couple of vigilante groups. The most important is the Xono (?) armed and
organized by the British after the revolution of 19i4i—tougher babies than
the others and responsible for hideous outrages not only against known com-
munists but against anyone who so much as talks or supports the mildest
liberalism. There are plenty: o:L guns about for anyone who wants to use

^ibhem and everyone seems to. J,v^<^

In a letter dated Sunday,^e£tember 28, 19U7, PINCHOT said* “Did
I tell you the new Prime Ministei^SuPHOUIJS asked me the other day to come
and see him. TJp to that time P'had rather deliberately not tried to see any
politicians. However, when you get an invitation from a prime minister
you don*t refuse, especially this man who sees, almost no one so I went.
He, as you probably know, is one of the few liberals^^lightly leftist he
used to be—who has any following in the countrj^-^feiULDARIS, the Populist
or royalist prime minister put in by the British was messing things up so

^badly it was clear vre could not back him up any longer, (in spite of Mac-
VEAGH, the U. S. Ambassador,fwho follows the British party line in all their
mistakes) so SOFHOULIS was made prime minister with TSAIDARIS deputy prime
minister with the latter getting the best of the deal in the division of the

^
cabinet} that is, secretary of war and

^

other key positions

“Well anyway I went in with a Greek, a friend of FOEEORwho is
SOPHOULIS 1 stepson. I started off with the platitudinous remark that America
was very happy to see him prime minister. He answered well he was glad if
America was happy, he himself certainly was not. He stated he wanted the
job but not as he had it} that is, sharing a coalition cabinet with TSALDARIS.'
It is refreshing to have a man talk like that—I have heard he was direct,
frank, and that one could ask him anything. So I went to town and had a
good talk about the probable effectiveness of the amnesty, his program of
taxation, the chances of putting it over in parliament, and after in effective
administration what the chances were of eventually stabilizing the country
over a term of years so that Greek flight of capital would be reversed, and

(TJJ most critical of all the Andartes, what they would do^

(U)

(U)

“He answered everything~the pattern that Russia had given orders,
that most of the Andartes would not dare to avail themselves of the amnesty
as the Russians murder the ones that start to come down, and that it looked
3-ike all-out war.”^^

In a letter dated September 26, 19^7 > entitled “Interview with
SOPHOULIS, Office of the Prime Minister, House of Parliament, Interpreter

—

SOPHOULIS* stepson,” Mrs. PINCHOT stated as follows: “At this point (dur-
ing the interview with the Prime Minister) I decided to cut- out the soft-
soaping and go ahead with some straight-frora-the-shoulder questions. What
about his economic program? Was he planning to introduce specific legisla-
tion to carry out the drastic taxation reforms he had outlined in his ac-

ceptance speech some weeks ago. If so, how was he going to get this legisla-
tion passed—and have of bein& successful. He did not

- 6 -
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would like to go and see what was doing if anything up there in the North.
Finally this morning eight correspondents showed up. A funny thing happened
just as I was about to get into the jeep Colonel CH/LNNON had sent. The
manager of the Hotel Grande Bretagne (where PTNCHOT was staying) came to
me politely and said, *J!ill you tell me something. Will you tell me what
it is that. is going to happen in the North. Will you tell me what it is
and what you are going to do there. ’

y I laughed and said nothing at all is
up as far as I know, and I am not taking the correspondents, they are going
on their own hook. The Ulan was convinced the Andartes (Greek revolution-
ists and guerillas) were coming down out of the mountain to take advantage
of the armistace offered by the new government or to step up the war.

'•There are loosely estimated to be six hundred thousand tragic
people scattered over Greece. America is feeding them. Otherwise they
would be facing actual, factual starvation,

K "By this time the Mayor had become attached to me, also the Greek
Red Cross and various other patriots (in the town of' Ioannina). I found

^.myself arranging with the Mayor for meeting between the editors of three
local papers and the public relations man of the American Mission for aid
to Greece who seemed rather helpless because he could speak neither Greek
nor French. Tfe met the local nomarch, a very big shot and a tall, young,
strong, and yet decadent sort of creature who is, I assume, cruel and rich,
judging from his car and his very extreme British-via-Cairo clothes. He
seemed of the very stuff of which fascists are made, brutal, without^, a .doubt,
a nomarch, a top-heap cog on a local basis in government machinery. 1

Letter dated September 16, 19hl, at Drama. PINCHOT said, '•Why

twelve thousand to thirteen thousand guerillas can operate with increasing
success against an army of one hundred and twenty thousand and practically
paralyze the country, what the villagers really think about the Andartes
who after all is said and done are their husbands, brothers, sons—all
these are the questions I*d like to get some answers to which answers cannot
be found in Athens

"About fifty miles out of Salonika we were stopped by some soldiers
who told us if we wanted to go on we must hurry and catch up vd-th a mili-
tary convoy that was patrolling a stretch of road supposed to be particular-
ly dangerous. Eventually we caught up with the convoy, literally bristling
with guns—otherwise a despondent and scrubby lot of poor little Greek
soldier boys lunching in a village—.White Swamp, its poetic name. In this
village as usual we found three or four American speaking Greeks, one from
Pittsburgh, one from New York, all delighted to see any Americans. We
heard the local news from them or rather such news as they wanted to tell.j^-^^

"You see, in addition to the local gendarmorio or police, most
of whom are royalist and tough babies much hated by the people, there are ar >>/)
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act resentful at all, very much to the contrary. As a matter of fact he
seemed to welcome the chance of explaining his position. Yes, he was going
to introduce legislative program. He talked hard and fast ‘for about three”
or four minutes without stopping to draw his breath and give the inter-
preter a chance to do his stuff. When the latter finally got a look in, he
was neither clear nor specific. Probably the interpreter could not remem-
ber all that had been said. 7/hat I did get was that the Old Fox (the nick-
name he goes by) is planning a rather convincing program of heavy taxation
on some types of businesses that had been paying practically nothing,
that something will be done to curb the importers some of whom have been
responsible in part at least for the inflation.

"He said specifically he proposed to bring food prices down,
reduce indirect taxes and level down some others, no dwelling on the how.
Then I asked about his chances of getting his bills through the heavy
Populist parliament, then into effective administration in view of the
ingrained Greek tradition of non payment of taxes. He said as far as the
legislation was concerned the parliament would oppose it violently, call
him . and his supporters all manner of ugly names, but in the end however
they would almost certainly vote affirmatively, probably even unanimously.

"Talking of administrative tax procedure,' we heard the story the
other day from the Greek War Relief head which is quite apropos. He was
making out a tax return for some of his employees, liability, indebtedness,
and gave his secretary a check made out to the proper deputy tax collector.
The man, a Greek, said 'That's not the way to make a tax payment. You must
send it in cash.' 'Nonsense, said ABERNATHY, but the man continued to
protest saying that checks were never used and would not, he wa-s certain,
be accepted. 'Well, ' said ABERNATHY, 'This is one check that will be ac-
cepted. I'll guarantee that. Take it up and deliver it personally.' To
make a long story short, the check was returnedand eventually ABERNATHY

( U had to pull in his horns and fork out the cash.J^G

"I then asked (SOPffOULXS) how he thought the amnesty would work
out, whether it would bring any considerable number of the Andartes down
from the mountains (of course it won't but I wanted to see what he would
ansvrer). Again he was entirely frank, said that the recent order that no
one was to take advantage of the amnesty, no one to come down, had hardened
the situation particularly in the north, that the attitude of the Russian
newspapers indicated clearly that this was a deliberate decision on the part
of the Polit Bureau. He referred to the tales of execution, atrocities, and
torture inflicted on those who did try to escape—stories brought dorm by
men who had managed to slip away at night and by others who have been cap-
tured by the army and volunteered to tell all. (Uiy hunch is that such
stories should be taken with several grains of salt coming as they do
either from young peasant boys who hate the very guts of the communists
after having been strong-handed by them—or by prisoners who, wanting to
stand in well withrfehe -soldier*guards, hasten to tell the stories these

- 7 -
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guards most want to hear.) In spite of all the Russian high command could
do, nevertheless

, continued SOPHOULIS a few Andartes did trickle down every
day from the north, and even though the number was small it did help the
government if for no other reason than for the stories they brought down
of actual conditions In the mountains and perhaps a slight rebuilding of
morale in the villages. He then told something very hugh hush about most -.

important and significant negotiations going on at the moment with some big
communist bands at Parnassus. He said he expected to hear results from
that before the day was over but that X must not breathea word of it until
the next morning. Altogether he was far from optimistic which fits in with
all I have been hearing.

"Actually the 'Tracian-Macedonian country and part of Epirus is
pretty well paralyzed. Many villages are absolutely cut off from the rest
of the country.- The army gats more ineffective every day'. The newspapermen

>^say it (the Greek Army) doesn't want to fight—neither the officers who are
royalists and still more or less quisling and are quite satisfied to have a
Russian, .menace to 'view with alarm*—and the soldiers who hate the very guts
of their officers and don't know what they are fighting their own people
for anyhow. (I don't remember whether X told you that in the division of
cabinet posts TSALDARIS got the secretary of war. He is keeping, with
hearty backing from the British, by the way, old collaborationist, generals
five of whom in particular are anathema to all the liberals

.

(U)

(U)

"SOPHOULIS grinned wryly when I mentioned Sir GHARLEp'fWlCKHAM, head
of the British Police Mission, who is charged with playing irf'with the
worst Greek collaborationists so closely as to come pretty near to making
a hollow mockery of the amnesty. SOPHOULIS • answer to that was to • tell me
that he thought I would be happy to hear that under the terms of the Breek-
British contract whose time was almost up, (British) would be returning home
shortly. I hear TSALDARIS however is trying for an extension egged on there-
to by the British I assume/fe^

"He then talked about inflation, the flight of capital, and what
if anything could be done to restore confidence so that Greek investors would
bring back the money into the country. Also asked about balancing the bud-
get and whether there was any chance of that, especially in view of the
huge and still increasing ' military expenditure

; whether after the thirty-day
period he would ask for an extension of the amnesty. He answered all these
questions and in discussing the latter announced firmly that if at the end
of the amnesty the Andartes were still fighting it meant all out war. What
a decision to have to make^Ss^

"later on there was some discussion of American public opinion,
whether it would support and continue to support American aid to Greece.
SOPHOULIS said flatly ttiat

f
Greece desperately needed more help, that another

m 3 r
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one hundred million was essential. Of course, the only possible answer
to that is that it's up to Congress, in the last analysis to the American
people themselves, .that no one can speak for them, not even the President."

In a letter dated at Athens, Greece, October 8, 19U7, PINCHOT
stated: »l am told that gossip in Athens is to the effect that I am
supposed to be a dangerous red, and that I refuse to see any but the left-
ists, a base slander as I have been to several parties that were one hun-
dred per cent Kolonak (a mixture of Park Avenue, Newport, and Palm Beach

(U) rolled into Wall Street plus a dash of quisling profiteer)

She also said: "There are a lot of dignitaries and people to whom
I have letters but have not tried to see yet. One of my troubles is that
the longer one stays and the more people one talks with the- less one under-
stands, I knew far more about Greece before leaving America than now. I
sympathize with the old boy who said what an excellent judge he would be

U) if only he did not have to listen to both sides

.

S' In another letter undated PINCHOT stated: "TSALDARIS was the
White Hope of the British—one of their many white -hopes they had built
up, backed, and subsequently discarded. One has to admit there is none too
much material among Greek politicians to pick from. Nevertheless, the truth
seems to be that the British have come as near to being one hundred per cent
wrong in their, machinations as it is possible for a weak man to attain to.
This is not my personal opinion since I haven't facts enough to form an opin-
ion, but it's what practically everyone whose opinion seems detached and in-
telligent tells me. (except of course, the American Embassy) ,>&X

"There ensued some weeks of crisis (in Greece). At one time
there was virtually no government existing in Greece at all. (If the An-
dartes had come down then, they could have swept everything before them I'm
told.) During this time much juggling, parleying—haggling went on,
supposedly secrdt'—but actually not too much so

"Finally SOPHOULIS, an intelligent, honest, and very smart political
leader was sent in to bat. At first they tried to get him to 'come in' on
a coalition government with TSALDARIS at' the head, but he was having none of
that. Finally SOPHOULIS was offered the premiership, but, and it's a very
large but indeed, with TSALDARIS as vice premier, each to have power to ap-
point certain number of ministers. SOPHOULIS had previously insisted over
and over that he would enter no government except as head. Such an arrange-
ment, a two-headed executive set-up, meant sharing power with TSALDARIS, the
enemy of everything SOPHOULIS stood for, and sharing it in a way that wrould
give the former the chance to sabotage from the inside any effective admin-
isti’ation of the reforms SOPHOULIS felt the country must have. He therefore
promptly refused to serve on any such terms and refused more than once . (&{

H J irV.
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'•Thereupon ensued a week or more of &?•.complicated series of maneu-
vers and tugs of war between various and sundry groups of Greeks, Americans,
and British. (Our people deny they took a handin the pulling and hauling
but it's pretty clear they did participate.)

'•Much pressure was put on SOPHOULIS to reconsider, not only by
some Americans but by Ms own power-hungry followers . Many of them sin-
cerely felt as did a large section of the country outside the Peloponnesus
which is always conservative and royalist that the republicans can do a better
job for Greece both on the domestic and on the international side than the
populists. That was where MacVEAGH, American Ambassador, tangled with Gov-
ernor GRISWOLD, recently appointed head of the AMAG. GRISWOLD, a far better
politician and therefore more realistic than MacVEAGH, felt a change must
imply something that would have at least a chance of bringing confidence
to a cynical and disillusioned people, embittered by the goings-on of their
.corrupt and inefficient government. The Embassy, 100$ status-quoers, of
.course thought differently^

V. "Finally LOY HENDERSON - was sent in from Washington to see what
could and should be done. Of course you understand we, as Americans, main-
tain the fiction (and I believe that to a certain extent it's right to do so.
I'll discuss the pros and cons on that another time) that we have nothing to
say either directly or' indirectly about the internal affairs of Greece, that
all we hope to see is an effective and democratic administration.!

"Once more I am not saying all this on ray own authority but on
that of the best informed newspap.ermen who almost unanimously report the
truth of the above story/^^

"I am enclosing some notes I made just after the interview with
SOPHOULIS. He kept me a long time and talked with amazing frankness and v .

directness. I could not get all the fine shades—interpreter difficuLty.fc^V

In a communication dated October 16, 19h7, at Athens, Greece,
PINCHOT statedj "I have just about come to the reluctant conclusion that
I am not cut out to be a big bold brassy reporter, moreover that I. don't
know a thing about Greece, not even as mu as I did before,!^;

excellent briefing given by MAR^fi'THRIDGE and PAUL^PO:
NNAII and the other big shots-^dln* State (Department) .'•,

spite
mention’

V
PINCHOT stated in a letter dated October 17, 19U7: "I have been

sitting in for the last hour with a number of alleged trade union leaders
who talked solemnly about the probability of a general strike early next
week. Actually not one of them could affect the issue one way or the other*
They have very few members in their (largely) paper organizations or so
told. They practically admitted those talks are principally a matter
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blackmail directed at old man- SOPHOULIS for the purpose of forcing him to
consider the entire wage question. CLINTON GOLDEN is struggling to force
the SOPHOULIS government to think out this strike business in relation to
a basic wage scale, cost of living, etc. GRISWOLD, not understanding the
idea, opposed the plan in toto. He has now been scared by the threat of a
general strike into accepting it in principle. What that means^ if anything
will develop later-—but at any rate GOLDEN is going ahead.

PINCHOT made reference to a meeting t/ith CHAKALIS, the Associated
Press correspondent in Athens. She stated PAUL PORTER had run into her
telling her to be sure and meet CHAKALIS. She stated CHAKALIS had plenty to
say and though less pessimistic than the rest of the reporters, is far from
optimistic as far as long term results in Greece are concerned. She claimed
the situation breeds pessimism and included as her reason a crop failure,
rampant and unashamed exploitation by a handful of politically entrenched
profiteers, a stupid civil service law, etc^she stated on the night of
October 17 she is dining with a man caHed^MIBEN , a friend of PAUL PORTER
who, according to -PORTER, knows more about'^the Greek "mess" than almost any
other American/^

(U)

>4 PiNCHOT advised in a letter dated October 18, 19k7, at Athens,
Greece, as follows: "SOPHOULIS has just come out vath his new economic
plan about which he told me in the interview I had vath him last week. He
had not said much then about the very complicated set-up that has just been
launched j his -whole emphasis was on the taxation and military angles. This
may tend to confirm the theory I have heard advanced; i.e.J the plan itself
is a MUST of the AMAG and not really SOPHOULIS 1 at all."

/ PINCHOT explained the plan will attempt to control inflation, un-
employment?''limit imports, and subsidize the exports of the farmers*:. She
saidt-^PATTERSON, a youngish and liberal American, Sir THEODORgMItEGORY,
an oldish and conservative Britisher (both on the Currency Control Gommis-

x sion) are credited with having produced the plan, though others say it was
M)AWSON in America. -Theoretically of course these two men, being in a
minority in the Commission, and the Commission itself being merely advisory,
could not have done so. ,

‘'" y''

Ylhen speaking of the British mistakes and bungling, PINCHOT -wrote
as follows: "For instance, after the' German occupation, the British, de-
ciding that Greece might have to be written off as a dead loss, proceeded
to reorganize the Army so that, if necessary, it might be evacuated from
Greece and incorporated into the British one. To that end they equipped it
with English guns and English ammunition and proceeded to mechanize and
motorize it, all right perhaps for a war on the broad highroads of the con-
tinent—if that*s what they are thinking ofr-but a preposterous set-up for
mountain fighting in Greece^r^V^

(UJ
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"This is FORDOR'' s story, -whether it is true^ejj>not I have no
means of knowing. Tomorrow I am dining with GeneraJ^ilVESEY—perhaps I

(UJ can PJT something out of him.^jC^^ J

"As to the Andartes—far from decreasing they are actually in-
.... creasing or were until a short time ago. Now nearly four thousand have
(U) come doTfn to take advantage of SOPHOULIS' amnesty and it makes a difference.^

Speaking of her ideas along military lines, PINCHOT stated, "Some
of these objections are that the politicians will never permit the change
from defense to offense—each wants a good big chunk out of the army, the

(jjl
bigger the better, sitting all the time in his own cpnstituency. The pres-
sure on Athens for this is fierce and incessant. ^

9
Many of these letters are captioned merely "Prom CORNELIA BRYCE

PINCHOT." Others merely bear the place and date of the writing. Still

others are addressed to "Dearest GIFF and SALLY," PINCHOT * s children. It

is noted at this time there are obviously other letters and reports from

PINCHOT which were taken personally by EMILY CONDON to ATHANASSOV of the

Bulgarian Legation which, as a matter of fact are referred to in the first

portion of this letter.
|

|feels assured all of this material has been
transmitted to, Sophia, Bulgaria, as ,±t w%s received from CONDON instead of

having been briefed by the Legation J

b2
b7D

Washington Field. Office file 100-5473 reflects Mrs. GIFFORD PIN-
CHOT, also known as Mrs. CORNELIA BRICE PINCHOT, as of July 1, 1941, was,

listed on the indices of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action

(WFO file 100-263), the Socialist Party (100-888), Keep Out of War Con-
gress (25-192), and the Capital City Forma. Her residence was given as

1615 Rhode Island Avenue , N. W.j and her .phone, District 4048.

According^5o| by letter dated July 10, 1947, Mrs. HOWARD

T. (ELIZABETH M.) MATHER, secretary to PINCHOT, advised Mrs. B0YAN ATHANASSOV,

3716 Woodley Road, N. W., that PINCHOT left for Washington on July 10, 1947,
and she MATHER was sending biographical data prepared regarding PINCHOT in

1945. in 1945 PINCHOT was an American delegate to the International Women's

Congress in Paris. This data reflected PINCHOT is "co-chairman of the Dele-
gation to the International Women's Congress* a leader in political and

civic life of the U. S. and Pennsylvania* leader in a number of liberal

movements* chairman and co-chairman of two Pennsylvania organizations,

fighting for the Fair Employment Practices Committee (rights of negroes in
economic and political fields)} helped to organize steel worker^, hosiery
workers, textile and automobile -workers* addressed strikers in the automo-
bile sit-down strikes * life member of Hosiery Workers Union (CIO) and of

the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America (CIO) j led a number of strikes

b2
b7D
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i
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Off**
(when her husband was governor of Pennsylvania) to aePp s?/eat shops and do
away with sub-standard wages; member of the executive committee of citizens
(Political Action committee) organized by CIO; also a member of PAC of CIOj
diredtor of United.World Federalists (formerly Americans United for World
Government; union for Democratic Germany] Southern Conference on Human Wel-
fare; Institute of Pacific Relations; chairman. United Nations Forum; worked
for the cause of the Spanish loyalists in many different organizations; on
the executive committee of China Relief, Russian Relief, France Forever;
leader of women 1 s suffrage; a member of the Grange (a farm organization), >

Federation of Women's Clubs, one of the most influential women in America.

MATHER stated in her cover letter Mrs. PINCHOT objected to the
last line and said it is nonsense. This* biographical data was reported to
have appeared in "Look" Magazine sometime ago. MATHER stated PINCHOT was
elected in 1916 to. the board of directors of the Progressive Citizens of
America (CIoV^yT

‘Unless stated to the contrary, the following information was
furnished by|

On March 20, 191+7, PINCHOT in a conversation with EMTT.TE CONDON
invited Dr. and Mrs. DONDON to dinner with her andAtfrgf. J. -BQRnFJS^rolffl.Tmw

to be held at the- Democratic Club. Senatra^Gjffl^fTAXLOR was to be “the speaker.
EMILIE CONDON accepted. BHUJE CONDON isfthe wife of Dr. EDWARD UHLER CON-
DON, Director of the National Bureau of Standards and subject of an internal
security - R investigation.

Mrs., HARRIMAN, a former diplomat, is a sponsor for the Southern
Conference, on Human Welfare, a member of the UN Forum, and' of the Americans
for Democratic Action. She was a member'of the board of directors of Russian
War Relief.

b2

The- Times Herald of March 23, 19i*7, reflected Dr. CONDON stated
he had never heard of the Washington Committee of the Southern Conference
on Human Welfare prior to the time he allowed his name to be used as a
sponsor. He agreed to sponsor same since he was advised Mrs. HARRIMAN and
Mrs. PINCHOT had agreed to be sponsors of this organization.

On March 26, 191+7, an unidentified woman believed to be Mrs.

PINCHOT called the CONDON residence to advise of a meeting of the Union for
Democratic Action to be held that evening, the purpose of same being to vote
on the amendment to join the Americansi^for Democratic Action.

On March 27, 19li7, LH*IAlji&EFORD advised EMILIE CONDON she was
going to PINCHOT 1 s for the reception''of the 7fomen's Act±«Qvfcommittee following
which she agreed to visit CONDON. Mrs. _CLIDE-_(LILTilAN K . VlWMLFORD of Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, . is secretary of the Tri-State /Atomi

c

T Inforrriatxon Com-
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mittee, secretary of the Northern Committee of Atomic Information, member
of the United Council of Church Women, representative of the Northern
Baptist Committee, and connected with the League of Women Voters and the
Washington Cooperative Bookshop.

On March 31, 19l*7 , EMILIE CONDOR explained the object of UNESCO
to PINCHOT and especially the enormous task of rev/riting textbooks due to
the difficulty of trying to get to a common ground of understanding with the
Russians. She also discussed a forum meeting (Unitedjjations Forum) to be
held that evening. PINCHOT referred to ELEAN^feoO^^LT'«.s -visit to Wash-
ington to attend a meeting of the Americans^for ^Democratic 'Action. PINCHOT
said she talked to SWING (RAYMOND GRAJ^fNG ?) regarding TRUMAN’s Greek-
Turkish policy. PINCHOT agreed with SWING that "until we get a stronger
United Nations we have to sacrifice just as much nationalism as Russia has."
EMILIE stated the U. S. was not interested in Greek democracy but rather
oil in the near east. PINCHOT then advocated a warm water port for the
Russians. EMILIE agreed to this stating Turkey has always- allowed Russia*

s

enemies to have access to the Russians, and if the U. S. wants naval bases
in Greece, Russia should be allowed to have naval bases.

On April 3, 19U7, Mrs. HARIA1MHETZEL advised EMTT.TE CONDON her
son OTTO desired to visit the Bureau of Standards . She was requesting this
favor at the"suggestion of Mrs. PINCHOT. It iXrioted Mrs. RAliwDORN
(MARIAN DUBOIS),MpZEL, formerly Mrs. OTTO VMAR^PRINKEL, is a resident of
Falls Church and according to Dies Committee reccJr&s she is a member of the
Washington Committee for Democratic Action. Her husband, former secretary
to JOHN L. LEWIS, is listed as a member of the Washington Cooperative Book-
shop and was a speaker of the American Student Union and the National Con-
ference of the Workers Alliance of America.

"

On April lit, 19U7, PINCHOT and CONDON discussed the luncheon of
the World Federalists, Inc., and the^Sederation of American Scientists to
be held on April 26, 19U7, with HARLOW/^HAPIEY as speaker, on government
financing of research. PINCHOT wondered if it would be a good idea for Dr.
CONDON to sit at the head table due to the fact SHAPLEY is being accused
of being a communist. Apparently PINCHOT is active in the World Federalists
as she requested EMILIE CONDON to call up some scientists' for '‘them 1* to
attend this luncheon and said they ' could attend without paying the $

3

luncheon charge. PINCHOT agreed to contact the Federation of American
Scientists to invite representatives of this group. It is noted SHAPLEY,
astronomer at Harvard University, is national vice chairman of the Progressive
Citizens of America, and is associated with the American-Soviet Friendship,
the American Youth for Democracy, and other alleged' communist’ front groups.
He was subpoenaed by the House Committee on Un-American Activities on
November 15, 19U6.
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'to/lpril.25, 1947, PINCHOT and CONDOM discussed the possibility
of HENRY A. r&LLACE's^ engaging in a speaking or debating tour on his return
from England.^V

On May 1?, 1^4? , EMXLIE CONDON contacted MrsvraATHER asking if
she could bring Profe/spr and Mrs._E^^^|i£P (phonetic) of Cornell Uni-
versity to the UN F/a*um meeting to be*Tfeld at PINCHOT' s on May 21. Mrs.
MATHER said PINCHOT was in New York but felt this would be satisfactory.,

n/ In a conversation with Mrs. KENARD, EMILIE CONDON stated ROBERT
(BACHER would be the speaker at this meeting. BACHER is ROBERT-^rRlPSciffiR
of ' the Atomic Energy Commission and a member of the Emergency ConiMttee of
Atomic Scientists, "

’
, y

On May 20, 1947, EMILIE CONDON advised BEODipfHOGATE she would be
at PINCHOT's on the following day and would be accompanied by Professor and
Mrs. KENARD. HOGATE stated she planned to bring four girls ‘frou George *

Washington University who are interested in foreign affairs. They both
stated theps-Tfould be quite a few people at this meeting. l^rs. DONALD D.
(BETTYjfffOGATE is the wife of the Washington representative of^She^Ic^aw-*''

1

Hill Publishing Company. She is active in the UN Forum.

On May 21, 1947, EMILIE CONDON invited OPAL —— to lunch on
May 26 stating she was entertaining some ladies from the'^UN Forum including
the secretary Mrs. flELEN^ODIE, Mrs. PINCHOT, Mrs^&NC, Mrs. HAJSMN,
Mrs. HOGATE, and Mrs. ‘ATHANA3S0V. EMILIE invited Mrs. GEORGE-D^r^ivSCTfSKI,
wifeipfj&e'1 Congressman, who regretfully declined due to other commitments.
Mrs^SHENEFIELD (phonetic) also declined due to a prior commitment. This
7/oman is associated with the UN Forum.

HELEN MOODIE has been identified as being active in the UN Forum
and one of those who attended a meeting in Paris of the Women ! s World
Fellowship in Septe^er^' 194,7 « She resides in Washington^ D. C. Mrs. HANC
is the wife of JOSEPHSMNC,/C^ch6slovakian Minister in Washington. Mrs.
HA.JSMAN is Mrs. JAN (]i)Otel^WCA)^HAJSMAN. JANpHAJSMAN. is assistant military
and air attache at. the Cz^ch Legation. Mrs. H&JSMAN, an engineer, is en-
gaged in research work at the National Bureau of Standards where she is a
“guest worker."

On May 22, 1947, EMILIE invited PINCHOT to attend the luncheon
on May 26. PINCHOT agreed to come if possible but added she was going to
Detroit to try to see general MARSHALL and if this were not possible to
New York City to see BOmMVETT . She did not amplify this statement. „

EMIT.TE said she planned to'^have some of the ladies from "behind the iron
curtain1* at this luncheon including Mrs. ATHANASSOV and some people from
the Czech Legation. PINCHOT stated with regard to her proposed trip to

TPS
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the Balkans she had .the names of a lot of people to see "behind the iron
curtain" whom the Embassy people did not see- especially in Greece. She
requested EMILIE to furnish her the names of people in Czechoslovakia and
through ATHANASSOV the names of some people in Bulgaria whom she could con-
tact. They discussed passports. EMILIE thought PINCHOT could get along
with her knowledge of French and not resort to interpreters who bias their
translations, especially those used by the State' Department who are
definitely rightists.

PINCHOT indicated she would not go to Russia on this trip but
she would like to see Russia. She lias a friend in England who is a sort
of relation and who is an avowe^doiamunist . This person is a Hungarian
and the divorced wife of Lord^lSTOlELL (phonetic) . . This woman has close,

relatives in the Hungarian government and was anxious that PINCHOT visit
Hungary. EMILIE stated she heard this woman talk in Pittsburgh and considered
her to be anti-democratic and anti-communist whose liberalism^-slike that
of many Hungarians, is a kind of pretense. She stated Lad?^l,ISTGVELL
approved of Hungarian domination of Slavic peoples in Hungary and had written
a book which she EMILIE considered to be very anti-Czechoslovakia and anti-
Slavic. They had further discussion along this line.

J* EMILIE then invij&d PINCHOT to lunch on May 26, 19k7, to meet
TEOfMmNASSOV who could tell PINCHOT a lot about Hungary as Mrs. ATHANA-
S8uV had just returned from there, and could give PINCHOT the names of
many people to see. PINCHOT tentatively accepted this invitation.

3

On May 27, 19U7, EMILIE invited PINCHOT to tea that day or the
following day. PINCHOT refused for May 27 stating she had to attend an
executive meeting of the World Federalists. EMILIE invited Mrs. ATHANASSOV
to attend this tea.

On June 3, 19ltf, EMILIE CONDON spoke to Mrs . STURM&N at the Czech
Legation requesting permission to bring Mrs. PINCHOT to a reception to be
held that afternoon at the Czech Legation. This permission was granted.
PINCHOT did not accept the invitation, however, due to a prior commitment.

The reception at the Embassy was for the purpose of deggr^Cing members of
the Unitarian Medical Mission.

.
Mrs. STURMAN is TAl^A^STURMAN , receptionist

at the Czech Legation. ^ ^

On June 27, ±9h7, PBICHOT asked EMILIE CONDON for the identity
of the Bulgarian woman she had met at CONDON'S house. She was identified as
Mrs. BOYAN ATHANASSOV. PINCHOT stated she desired to contact ATHANASSOV re-
garding her '(PINCHOT 1 s) trip to the Balkans. They discussed the question
of passports. PINCHOT stated the State Department recommended she travel
as a correspondent and not as a tourist; PINCHOT added she wanted to see"a

hundred per cent satellite country to find out how much of an ideological
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pull communism has on a people that are battered and beaten and how much is
true. 11 She requested EMILIE to furnish her with letters to Czech people.
PINCHOT stated her traveling companion would be EVA BURNS. PINCHOT stated
she was leaving town for one week.

On July 3 , 191*7, PINCHOT and EMILIE CONDON discussed the luncheon
held at CONDON'S, >he previous day. PINCHOT referred to a proposed visit to
her son GIFFO^PBICHOT, Jr., who is at Yale University. EMILIE asked her
to try to help Mr. and Mrs, PELSOR obtain an apartment at New Haven stating
Mrs. PINCHOT had met PELSOR the day before. They discussed a resolution
to be introduced in the' Senate on or about July The PELSORS are proba-
bly identical with Mg* and Mrs. G. T. (ELI^BETH-P&ELSOR . He is a geographer
formerly attached tothe Johns Hopkins University* gnd presently working at
Yale University, • \

On July U, 19l*7, PINCHOT' s secretary asked EMILIE CONDON for ATHA-
MSSOV's telephone number so that she could invite them to have lunch with
Mrs. PINCHOT in the near future.

On July 7, 19i*7, PINCHOT advised EMILIE CONDON she was in town
for a few days and would like to have EMILIE and Mrs. ATHANASSOV over for
cocktails. EMILIE stated she would bring Mrs. HAJSMAN along also.

On July 10, 191*7, BETTI MATHER asked EMILIE CONDON for the ad-
dresses of BOIAN ATHANASSOV and DOUBRAVKA HAJSMAN

.

On July 28, 19l*7, MATHER 'advised EMILIE CONDON that PINCHOT would
return to Washington the following week.

On August 6, 19l*7, PINCHOT advised EMILIE she was trying to con-
tact PHIL MURRAY to obtain some needed help. PINCHOT stated she had to
obtain typhus shots for her trip to the Balkans. They agreed to have
lunch and dinner at their respective homes within the next few days. Re-
garding her trip, PINCHOT stated she wanted to get into the country (rural
areas) and stay in farm houses as she felt in Athens and places like that
you just get propaganda. She added Mrs. ATHANASSOV had been very nice to
her but she was disappointed because Mrs. ATHANASSOV could not help her
get visas to Bulgaria, Hungary, and -Roumania, stating she PINCHOT would
have to get same from the Allied Control Commission.

PINCHOT said "The State Department just aut omatically says no
to everyone who isn't just violently a communist." PINCHOT added since
Mrs. ATHANASSOV-agreed to write to the Bulgarians,' possibly the Bulgarians
would intercede for her with the Allied Control "Commission to get her in.
PINCHOT also inferred to meeting EMILIE's friend Mr. HANC. PINCHOT
added Mrs. RUTHTSHIPIEY at the Passport Division Of the State Department
had requested hernot to ask for a visa to Yugoslavia as the State Depart-
ment is having a squabble with Yugoslavia in which the State Department is
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Director
Poll's?

• sort of looking down their noses at Yugoslavia on account of those avia-
tors and say "if you don't protect Americans, -we are not going to let any
Americans go in." She added, "In your passport there is a little thing say-
ing you can't go to Yugoslavia but she (SHIPLEY) said they -will waive that
but would prefer that she not get her visa in Washington as it makes the
State Department a little ridiculous."

Subsequent to this conversation, EMILIE called HONRCpsTSTERN and
referred to PINCHOT's proposed trip to the Balkans and asked fors.some book
which PINCHOT could read which describes the Balkans. STERN offered to
loan her "Partisan Picture" which was published in England and to also
loan her some other material. STERN is the press officer at the Yugoslav
Legation.

On August 7, l?i+7, .EMILIE CONDON advised PINCHOT of her dinner
engagement Ath/the CONDONS that- evening stating others who would attend
included BILlVbRESKA (phonetic), Mr. HOUDEK,. Hr. S.^M^and Mr. HAJSMAN..
BRESKA has not^een identified. HOUDEK is^^ADB/tE^mOUDEKj* first secretary
of the Czech legation.

On August 22, 191+7, PINOHOT told EMILIE she was flying to London •

on August 26. from inhere she would proceed to Greece for six weeks. She
thanked EMILIE for the latter's assistance stating the Yugoslavs, Poles, and
Bulgarians were very polite and helpful. She asked for letters of introduc-
tion to European scientists . EMILIE stated she felt confident this could
be arranged for the Czechs and Poles and would try to do something regard-
ing Yugoslavia and other countries. PINCHOT requested these letters be
sent \o her through Mrs'. MARGOLIN (phorietic) who will know her whereabouts.
Mrs. MARGOLIN is believed to be OLYiU^MRGOLIN, the Russian wife of EUGENE
MTnffAPT/knrjsnHTTRP..

. She is an associate of certain subjects of the Gregory
"case and is a registered lobbyist for the National Council of Jewish Women.

On October 27, 19i+7, EMILIE CONDON talked to HELJjmGRONSKY stating
the last time she was at HELEN'S house she left some letterdnfrom Mrs

.

PINCHOT. She wanted these returned to show them to someone else. HELEN
said the letters were fascinating. EMILIE added she had a lot more and
they could get together soon arid read the others. EMILIE added she didn't
believe PINCHOT would try to go to any other place but would remain in
Greece. In her last letter, PINCHOT'" referred to a visit to the island of
Crete. HELEN and EMILIE agreed\these letters should be published. HELEN
AGRONSKY is the wife of MARTIN Z^ftAGRONSKY, a radio and news commentator on
station MAL. He is an associate ''Vf certain subjects in the Gregory Case.-
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Director

jr On December 8, 19H7, EMILIEHoi a conversation vdth Mrs* ELEmORjlMi~ tf

SADOWSKI, wife of Congressman GEORGeMaDOWSKI

,

stated the UN Forum was -
n }r

"Toun3eU”Ey Mrs. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT ancL'is presently being carried on by Mrs. /
PINCHOT.

Any further developments in this matter -will be called to the
attention of the Bureau.

JPB:JAG

62-U108

CC 100-51i73
100-18370
100-18622
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Mrs. Come lia'^inchot the widow of \ the former governor of

Pennsylvania, Gifford Pinchot,.;.Kas, as you are probably aware, been

in Greece. \ / ; J •••

J-

'According to *n informant whom we have in the past found to be

reliable, she sent badlc to the United States a- number of letters which

were extremely critical of the United States polioies 'in Greece at

present, the Greek government\ahd the British,government. These letters

came into the .possession of Eailiel&dndon, the wife of Dr. Edward Dhler.

Tjondoh. Mrs. Condon, who is a friend of Mrs . :Pinchotj turne^oWr-oopie
‘of tEese letters to Feo Athanassov, the wife of Boyan Athanassov, of the

Bulgarian Legation.; . 'V: ;-; ;,
- \

letters

Pinchot Taft

? ;
stayed in

.4/
• On August 27,

^rr/rr:.a f

j an<3‘
rhotify ’4Tiiem : o£-

ixcoJMj dSouise MacMillan, 'so V

I found;

a letter from the Rhodes s cholar, young man saylhg lie >antg. - to-

\

'

|~t.OB5t»lUNlCATlQNS SECTIgi^-.^f^

v M A I bED^f -< F. • >

V * FEB 3 W48
|

59 ,tfi

• ?EDER*t BUREAU OF IMVF8TI6ATI0N T '&

5*5 CCD-1 ISM: OEPAteNT OF JUSTICE
|

A letter dated August 27, 1947, indicates Mrsi

from La Guardia Airport on BOAC Tueaday, J.Aygu8th22,,; 1947

London at the:‘-Claridge pntil Saturday, ^u^us1jr
;

;30, 1947 i..

she wrote aB follows t -
; ;Vrf£e£}A£Q.~£

, J^bapsy;
j-

fioially I am here. Nobody really knowsS
I hope they have not sent any possible mail back

;
to. America,

mt
l»*. 7ol80n
Ur. £• A. Ti
Ur. Clogg
Ur. OlavJrT

-

Ur. Ladd
“

Ur*. Nicholo"
Ur. Rosen

“

Ur. Tracy
Ur. Egan .

Ur. Karbo

Ur. Quinn
T*lo. Roon
Ur. tease
Uiss Gandy
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^

Londoa and nee me on a -Barker i». rtllin£-tthap.-
'

nently satisfactory. So tomorrow 1*11 . a >|J ohaperone^BVA. BUI »

her troubles with, the Greek Embassy, hunt ilj. the. president of the British

trade union' congress to Whom MIL MURRAY <<?3jO) has- given me a marvelous

letter of introduction, etc."
j

j

It' is noted EVA BURNS who was formerly |with tho National Resource 8

Plaimine Board is aocompanying PINCHOT on this tour. In conversation be-

£££ PINCHOT and Mrs. CONDON, PINCHOT, stated BURNS is
•

.

and labor unions and at ode time prepared a plan for oonaiderationbyCj
.

grass which the latter group considered too radical. No further identifying^

data has been obtained. _5 . i i

A letter dated Monday, September; 2, .1947, reports
, , L l

Greece. PINCHOT stated she went to register at; the U. S. Embassy and stated,

"We had barely given our names when out hounded .^L^Dep^tl !

spats and striped trousers. CROMIE his name ie.j ^old^me
^
h
?
State Depart^ !

ment letter had
.
arrived-they. were expecting me--that the

to see me, etc. Incidentally his (C’s) father Jih- a Yale professor of
. ,

forestry of which fact he made much. . One rather, depressing £
of course I'd have to be presented to the Icing and queen. This is the last

SingTwait and it would probably get- in the
.

^pers all

what a silly thing to have happen if I eventuaUy .manage .to ^
is darkly referred to here as ‘the North. *

!

might be a mistake to give the real reason for: i-e fusing, I said oom«th^ 1

about my only olothes being mussed and dirty. j
CROMIE looked stunno , p -

bly no one had ever refused before. .
•'

* *
' \

'
'

'
;

/'
’

* * - f
.'*/'

!

"Anyway the Embassy crowd was all in a dither.. The Greek
;

*» crisis* was oriaing away at boiling point—the new o^binet pirobably

will not be confirmed bn Monday and obviously Wouldn't laet.if it mre.
I

A State Department man, LOT HENDERSON (I'll tel?, you ™°re about him 1
,

had arrived from Washington a couple of days ago - to report on the genera
,

situation to TRUMAN and Congress, and they all ware obviously up to rneir

neoks in preparations, excitement, intrigue,, and parleys.

"After Is aving CR0M1E * office, we stepped in to see the Embassy >

clerk, a Greek, from whom we got muoh general information—very much to tie,

point re economic situation and political attitudoe; of the Athens bureau- .

oratS—a most important seotionof the community;. from' the Political ang .

incidentally. '.He told us for one thing that :
ou^sidej^he rich in great,, *

magnificent oars, praotloally ovoryone we saw ion; the streets of Athena who

was hot in aotual rags was droesed and probably living,.by and on Amarioarr \

bounty. Ho pointed dramatioedly to his ooati .[his; shoes ,
his shirt, his tit

one after the other, sayihg *Thia "came,, from,'.a^clcmsi^.tliip from my oon^the

other from d friend—a relief organiBabipnr-^eribahy^e^.rirorfi pf 'them. '

'

\ f;•-
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•
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'Sailor*, dock worker*, oarpenter* ara paid nearly a third more
than whits collar people but oven they can do little more than feed themaelWs
and their fsr&lie*, he *aid“*-never huy furniture* etc. I

J

*V?
‘ *

*.
;

'
J,

At the hotel I connected up Into a correspondent called FOEDOH i

to whoa GERVA8I had given no a .latter. He writs* for the Washington Po«t f

ipeoial articles, on the Balkans and excellent they , are
|
too. He i* syndicated:

in other paper*, ao if you see hi* stuff, read it. He certainly know* the j

score. Oddly enough, both the oonsarvativst In the State Department (hers- j

after known as the SB) and hie communist friend* respect him. n
|

P1HCH0T attended a cocktail party given by SMITH-SIKPSON, the labor-
attache, and met sobs people including a man named HADI15Y or HEADIEY* a '

;

public health man and a minion of General PAREAH, aa well a* a Colonel -

SHANNON, executive of the American Mission to Greec$, who offered to furnieh
TtYtTfwtAf* ' nt __ _ nrti __i '

• : wl 2 nvif/wtAm a i

i

PINCHOT'with an offiolal plane whenever possible when PIHGHOT wanted to got
to the inaccessible placet. Gt>lonel (SANHON arranged for a trip to Salonika
and loannina which is in the northern part of Graepe in' tho etrife*torn ;

provinces. F1ECHQT claims ainoe her trip is partrauryoyf part relief mia-
jcion—-Medicine, and a health nurse,; it will give 'her -a marvelouo opportunity

to see eometbing of a number of the villages and;farm; families* in the die-
j

turbed part of; Groeoe.
. ;

V* • . * -v:

\

At the cocktail party' PIHCHOT aleo met' "at stuffy looking Amorloan
officer* the military attache at the Embassy* and\ said he heard 1 was going
all over Greece pad if I found anything of Intereet "would I let him know# .

Almost certainly he wae making fun of me althou^x'he looked too pompous
and aerioua to be making that kind of a sorely tempted to
tell him I had'.Already found out why the great^army of 120*000 were not
getting anywhere; against the 10,000 guerillas* .thiat At might possibly be

j

connected with the faot a motorized armyis in fighting in i

a country when the rough mountain roadc deadpndk&ooine distance short of
where “the .guerillas were operating* *-• -^S-

5

I
:

^ *

[

n ..£***£«*•>•. * .*
.

.*•*
- : V.'J- ?••'}

.
i: *.•

I71And now they expeot ue to underwrite ,thom-winoidentally to feed, j*

pay, and equip
:

their little tin soldiers for them."
.

\

i •

;
'

• 'V *'*"
• •

‘ .V ’

;
’ .

-•
'J j

’ P33JCHO? stated CLINTON GOLDEN and others "fell upon our necks and
jnumbers of other.; people came' up thick and fas t ; Introduoing themselves, •. j

offering help,-: so many that I entirely lost oobntv. EVA BURNS (her travel-. '!

enthusiasm. -PINCHOT also met Governor ORISTOLDv'.;. .PIHCHOT Stated LOT HEH*
DERSON was at the cocktail -party and said he waft going to Salonika the near

day. HENDERSON reminded PIHCHOT they had mot at.fBILLY BULLITT'S** in Wash-
ington, and P.INCHO? stated, "That evening in Washington he (HENDERSON) was
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•

*
5

»
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.

*

•

violently, - bitterly, rantingly anti-red and anti-everything he classed ao

red, so much so it wuld seem he would embraoe the most extreme red opposi-

tion! namely, this populist party and the king, i ... -

-

"That may be extremely serious if he should go home and persuade

-the President along those linos, for 3 gather there is a difference of ;

opinion, actually a rift between MaoVEAGH, the Ambassador, and General

GRISWOLD, head of the Amarioan Mission; the former intensely royalist and

blind to the facts of his laok of real populist support end inclined to

follow in the dangerous British 'footsteps---the 'latter somewhat more roali«ti<

(meaning GRISWOLD). FODOR, ; however, tells ms as I .writs this he hopes there

is a ohanoe that HEHDERBOH may have the sense to back up GRISWOLD in insist-

ing upon a cabinet that represents centrists and; some mildly leftist groupB,.

This situation hers is disintegrating so rapidly that even the most extreme

royalists ean -'hardly .aiss ;the point—it :-ifl only ‘their.belief that America

needs Greece an<L so will swallow ahything-^needavGreece jeven mors than

Greece needs us .that makes them.

/ ./ . -By letter dated Friday, -September; 6, 1947, iPINCBOT wrote i "Our
.

'

•oontaets* are multiplying so fast wo oould stay here . for months without

getting at them. It will, take a little: while to ,sort them out even . on the

basis of rough priority. I thought it better not to try for political

figures just now,, The oriais rather long delayed is proceeding according

to orthodox Greek, pattern apparently with innumerable delays for par3ays,

negotiations, etc. Agreements broken the next .day. '('Maneuvers, jockeying

for- position,: wtc**. \ \
:!}? ‘ •

The next latter is dated at Athens, Greece, September 11, 1947.

In this letter she stated in parti;: . "I talked .to Harquia CHIIDS who said ha

would like to. go- and see what was doing if anything up the ro in the North.

Finally this morning. eight correspondents showed. up, A funny thing happened

just as I was about to get into the jeep''Colonel .
CHAHHON had sent. The

manager of the : Hotel Grande Bretagne (where PINGHOT was; staying) came to

me politely and said, ’Will you tell me something? Will you tell mo what

it is that is going to happen, in the North? Will you- tell mo what it is

and what you are going to do there J* ’ I laughed and said nothing at all is

up as far as I know, and I am not taking the ob^roepondonte; they are going

on their own hook. The man was oonvinoed the Andartes (Greek revolution-

ists and guerillas) were coming do wa out of the ‘mountain to take advantage

of the anniet^te offered by the-rum governn»n;t
:;c^ the war,. ,.

\ V "There' are loosely estimated to be six hundred thousand tragic

people scattered over Groeoo. America is feeding them. Otherwiee they

would be .facing actual, factual starvation. :V
;!'£x

*

j::\. .

-
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"By this time the Mayor had bdcoiia a^taohod to mo, also the Qreoi \

Rad Cross and various other patriots (in the town, of Ioannina). I *°und
;

myself arranging with the Mayor for meeting between the editora of three

local papers and the publio relations man of ti« American Ulsoion for aid

to Greece who seemed rather helpless because be; could speak nexther Greek

nor Frenoh. We met the local nomarch, a very big shot and a tall, y°unS*

strong, and yet decadent sort of creature who is,;. I as sumo, cruel and ricb,, ,

iudging from his oar and his very extreme British-via-Cairo clothes, he
,

.

seemed of the very stuff of which faaoiste taro made, brutal, without a doubt.,

a nomaroh, a top-heap oog on a looal basis jin government machinery.
|

^ Lotto r dated September 16, 1947, at Drama# <_3PINCH0T said, *Wky
,

two1vo ttiouoand to thirteen thousand guoriilae can operate with increasing
[

ouocese against any army of one htindred and twenty thousand and practically
j

paralyse the oountry, what the villagera really think about the Andartes
j

who after all. ie said and done are their husbands, .brothers, sons*—all

these are the questions I»d like to get some answers --to which answers cannot,

/be found in Athens. V - '[ F }' '

a 5
x , -

. . i

; "About fifty miles out -of Salonika we wore stopped by soma soldiers

who told us if wo wanted to go on we must lurry and catoh up with a mill-
j

tary convoy that was patrolling a stretch of road supposed to be particular- 1

ly dangerous. Eventually we oaught up with the convoy; literally bristling !

with guns—otherwise a despondent and sorubby lot of poor little Greek

soldier boys lunching in a village—White Swamp,
.
its poetic name. In this

village as usual we 'found three or four American speaking Greeks, one from,
j

Pittsburgh, one from New York, all delighted to see any Americans. We

heard the local news from them or rather such hews as thoy wanted to tell.-
j

- , % >./* ... ' ' * •
'

! •
^ ,.-J- ... '

j

* "You see, in addition to the looal gendarmorio or police, most
j

;

of whom are royalist and tough babies ouoh
;
hated 'by the people, there are a

couple of vigilante groups. The most important is the Xono (?) armed -and
j

organised by the British after the revolution, of 1944-tougher babies than
*

the others and responsible for hideous outrages not only against known oonj-
j

munists but against anyone who so much as talks or supports the mildest

liberalism. There are plenty of guns about for anyone who wants to use i

them and everyone seemB to."
. ,

-

.

In a letter dated Sunday, September 28, 1947 PINCHOT saidi "Did

I tell you the new Prime Minister SOPHOULIS asked me the other day to comej
j

and see him, Vp to that I had rather deliberately not . tried to see any :

politicians. However, when you get an invitation from, a prime minister

you don't refuse, especially this man who Sees almost no one so I went.
;

He, as you probably know, is one, of the few liberals—slightly leftist he r.

used to ba-->-who has any following in the country . • TSALDARIS, the Populist
;

or royalist prime minister put in by the British vraa moo sing, things up So
i



rm

badly It 'nos clear We could not back, him up any longer, (in spite of Sac-).

VEAGH, the U. S. Ambassador, who follows the British party line in all their
mistakes) so SOPHODLIS was made prime minister with TSALDARIS deputy primp!
minister with the latter getting the best of the deal in the division of the

oabinetj that is, secretary of war and other key positions.

"Well anyway I went in with a Greek, a friend of FORDOR who is
’

SOPHOTJLIS’ stepson. I started off with the platitudinous remark that America
was very happy to see him prime minister. He answered well he was glad if:

America was happy, he himself certainly was hot.- He stated he wanted thi .

job^but hot as he had it j that is, sharing a coalition cabinet with TSALDARIS.
It is refreshing to have a man talk like that*-1 have heard he was direct,;

.

frank, and that one could ask him anything. So I went to town and had a
|

good talk about -the probable effectiveness of the amnesty,, his program of
;

taxation, the. chances of putting it over in parliament, and after in effective
administration what the chances -v/ere of. eventually stabilizing the country,
over a term of years so that Greek flight of oapital would be reversed, and
most oritical of all the Andartes, what they would do. I

' He answered everything—the pattern that Russia had given orders,
that most of the Andartes would not dare to avail themselves of the amne sty
as the Russians murder the ones that start to come dovn, and that it looked
like all-out war,"/ ’

; !

'$' in a letter dated September. 26, 1947, ^entitled "Interview with
j

SOPHODLIS, Office of the Prime Minister, House of Parliament, Interpreter—
SOPHODLIS’ stopson,” Mrs. PIHCHOT stated as follows * "Jit this* point (du?-.
ing the interview with the. Prime Minister) I;decided to out out the soft-

!

soaping and go ahead with some istralght-from-the-shpulder questions. Y?hat’
about his economic program? T?as ho planning to. introduce specific legislation,
to carry oat the drastic taxation reforms he had outlined.. in his accepter- ch
speech some weeks ago.- If so, how was he going. to get this legislation passed—
and what ohance did ho have of /being successful.'. He did not act resentful! at
all, very much to' the contrary .!v As a matter of fact he seemed to weleone the
ohance- Of explaining his position. .‘Yes, he was going to introduce a le g i s-
lativo program. He talked hard and fast for /about

. three or four minutes Without
stopping to draw his breath and- givo tho interpreter: a chance to do his stuff.
When the 3a tter finally got a look, in, he was noither dear nor specific. !

Probably the interpreter could not remember all: that had been said. Vlhst [l did
get was that the Old Pox (the nick-name he goes by) is planning a rather con-
vincing program of heavy taxation on soma types of business that had been paying
practically nothing, that something id 11 be done to curb the Importers dome of
whom have been responsible in part at least for the inflation.

"He said, Specifically he proposed to bring food prices down,
reduce indirect taxes and level1 down some others, no! dwelling 0n the hoilr. i

Then I ask»d about hie chances of getting his hills through the heavy

- 6 -
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Populist parliament, than into effectlvo administration in ri** of the

ingrained Graefc tradition of non payment of tax*.. He «ald a* fjr a
^

legislation was concerned the parliament would oppose ^ i

him and hi. supporter, all manner of ugly names, but in the end however

tSy would almost certainly rote affirmatively, probably, even unanimously.

, . .
•• <'.

.
(> . -:} : :

.
-I.v* s

, %

'• .)/*•.

•Talking of administrative tax procedure, we heard the story the
{

other day from the Greek Tfar Relief head which is quite
.

J*
J**

’

making out a tax return for some of his employees, liability. indebtedness,

and gave his cooretary a oheok made out to the proper deputy tax c°ll«°tor.

£» Sn, a Greek, .S -That*, not the tray to make mUx payment. Toumuat , •.

:

.end it in oaeh. • ‘Noneon... ' .aid ABEHHATHY, j but the raw continued to

protest saying that oheok. were never used and wouid not,

*

*

he aooepted.^’Trell, • said ABERHATHY. 'this i«.,one oheok that will be ac

cepted. I»U .guarantee that. Take it up end

* male* a long story short, the oheok was returned*^ eventually ABERNATHY.- ,

had to pull in his horn, and fork out the ou^
. ... y • ‘

»I then asked (SOPHOXJLIS) how he thought the smnesty would work
|

- out, whether it .would bring any considerable number of the ^dArtes down <

V from the mountains (of course it won’t but I wanted to what he wou!d^

answer) i Again he wae entirely frank, said that:,the recant ord«^
t^d

^°
di

*

'

4 ; one was to take advantage of the amnesty, no one to ooao down, had hardened

the situation particularly in th* northj
that^t^ttltude of

t i

: newspapers indicated clearly that .this--.wae a dfl^ rate:W«ion^_the

of the Polit Bureau. He referred to the tales of oxeoution^atrocitioo.emd

torture inflicted on those who did try to e» caps—stories brought down by »

. men who had managed to slip away at night and pother.;* oJhaw
oa*“

,

/•' tured by the ahay and volunteered, to tell all^;: hunoh i« tha

stories should be. taken with several grains of.altoomingaB
;

•

eitherW young peasant boys -who hate the vpry guts of ths

after having ba*n •trong-handod by thaa^-or by pri«onar« *****?£ t
!

stand in well' with the soldier guards, hasten to, toll the sh> ries «»«• ;

guards most want to hear*) In spite of all the^ssi^ high oo^and co^d

: do, nevertheless, continued SOPHOULIS a few Andarfs did trickle
;

•

- day from the ftorth. and even though the number was. small It did help^the
;

;

•
e government if- for no other reason.! than for the stories they brought down

j
• Of actual conditions in tho mountains and parhap* a alight rebuilding of

j

morale in the villages* He then told something very>ush hush about most i

j

important and.signifioant negotiations going on at the moment with Bcma big
5

.-

oommuniat bands at Parnassus i He; said he expected to hsar results from^
!

'• that before the day wac over but that T must not breath a word rtJLtwtn.
!

. the next morning* Altogether ho was far from optimist io which fits in with
,

-

• ail I have been, hearing. • ;p
' - ''

•
! .

.

<:?>:
: -;h - .zf -<i>.

.
-

•
’

•Aotuelly the Tracian-Haoedonian country and part of Epirus is
\

pretty well paralysed. >Meny villages are absolutely cut off ^°m tho rQ6t
^

of the country;. The army gets moi-a---ineffective. every day. The newspaperasn
;

-1 -
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:

Bay it (the Greek Army) doesn't want to fight—ne ithe r the officers who are

royalists and still more or leas quisling and , are- quite satisfied to have a

Russian menace, to 'view with alarm '.--and the soldiers who hate the very guts

of their officers and don't know what they are fighting their own poople

for anyhow, (I don't remember whether I told you that ;in the divieion of

. oabinet posts TSALDARIS got the secretary of war;. He la keoping, with •

hearty backing from the British, by tho way, oldj ‘.collaborationist generals

five of whom in particular are anathema to. ell the literalo.). ;^

“SQPHOULIS grinned wryly when I mentioned Sir CHARLES WICKHAM, head

of the British Police Mission, who is oharged wi th preying in with the
.

worst Greek collaborationists so closely as to oome
,
pretty near tomaking

a hollow mockery of the amnesty. SOPHODLIS' answer to that was to tell me >

that he thought I would be happy to, hear that under the terms of the Greek-

British contract whoso time was almost up, • (British) would be returning home

e hortly. I: he ar TSAHJARJS however is trying - fox; |an extension egged on the re-

to by the British I assume;:;
'

''4

.

: "He then, talked about inflation;; the

;

if anything could be done to restore confidence isp that Greek investors, would

bring back the money. into the country. Also asked about balancing the budr

get and whether there was any chance of that, especially -in view of the
.

huge and still increasing military expenditure, whether after the thirty-day

period he would ask for an extension of the amnesty. : He
;

answered all these

questions and in diecussing the latter announced firmly that if at the end

of the amnesty the Andarte s were still fighting.it meantall out war. J»hat

decision to have to make'!' *' ,44 v

•later -on there was some discussion of'American publio opinion,

whether it would support and continue to support American aid to Greece, v,

"SOPHOULIS said : flatly that Greece desperately needed more help, that another

lone hundred million was essential. : Of course., the only posBible answer to

that is that it's up to Congress, in the last analysir to the American
w

^ people themselves, that no one oan speak for them,. not e^en the President.

In a letter dated at Athens, Greece, October 8, 1947, PINCHGT

stated, "I am; told that gossip in Athens is to, the effect that I am
,

^'supposed to be a dangerous red, and that I refuse to see any but the kft-

- iats. a base slander as I have been to several parties that wro^ono hun-

dred per cent Kolonak (a-mixture of Park Avenue* Newport, and Palm Beach.-,

'•roiled into Wall Street plus a daah of quis ling profiteer).

V'. ?•: she also said « "Ihers are s^lot of dignitaries and^people to whon

I have’ le tiers but have riot tried to see yet. One of my troubles is that

the longer one ,stays and the more people: one talks with the lass one under-

stands. I knew far more about Greece before leaving..Arne»rioa -than now.^I

sympathize with the old' boy who. said what an excellent judge he would be

if only he did not have to listen to both aides.,. ^
• ..

•'/'= vV - :V •

"•

.

5

'cti-vi 'Vjl?'*' -ICVV :/
'./

•

. V ;/ •
• - “ 84T R i
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in another tatter undatod PIKCHOT

Mbit. Hop. of the Brlti.h-.oae of their mmoy
tJM is noM too

up. baolced, and subsequently discar.a«d. One ^has
.^evo Choices, the truth

|

much material among Greek politicians P r being' one hundred per cent- £ s ?r^n.
r - t :

telligent tells ms (except of couree the American Embaeay)..

"There ensued some vreeks of crisis ( ) * t / Tf°t

h

s^At*-

there *a, virtually no Soverm,ent
erletlnp th™ Pm :

toll)

8 »l»S. -* «.

supposedly Seoret-»but actually n?t too much ao»
;

.

"Rinai.lv 80PH0UL1S. an intelligent, honest, and very smart political

i^ee^^th '

that Finally SOPHOtTLlS waa- offered the .
premiership, but, aiai i

f

i 2 w JnJLd Sth TSALDAEIS as vice premier, each to have power to-*g
large but inde d*

rasters* SOPHOOLIS bad previously insisted overj

^TvImToHOHLIS .toed f- ^d ^arl^l^e *

&&5SS&&tSpr^~^
"Iheroupon ans».d a ™.Sf or more of oomplloated '^££2t,

but it’s pretty clear they did participate.) , ;.; j.

l “MU0h pfosSur. aa. TPrt?Oh ®rHOBLM
i

fc;K&m.Uer,: not ouly
^

asms hmoriosn, hut ty his Poloponnosus
ceroly felt as did a, large section, o .. .

republicans can do a better
nhioh is ataays conservative “Royalist th^ t^ ^ublio^e

•

tJ
|

•iob for Greeoe both on the domestic and on tber.internauio
Qov-.-

:

populists*.. that, rat yher. '
MucVEhGH

> fir bettor
ernor GRISWOLD, recently appointed heed ^ • f lt a change must ,

'

politician and therefore more .realist:Lc than MacVEAQH
^

felb a S
«

imply something that vould have :at ^eaet/a ch^ wvS Sing^on of their!:-
to a cynical, and disillusione peop a ' °ra

100^ status -queers, of , :..

corrupt and ineffioient government, *be fcmoassy, xuu/. «

course thought differently. » *T *.



i

,
• _

"Finally LOY HSHDERSON was. sent in from Washington to see what-
j

•

could and should be done. Of course you understand we,
ri^S to do so J ,

tain the fiction, (and I believe that. to a certain extent it a right to do o
,

.

1*11 discuss the pros and cons on that another tine) ]*at we D
fhat ‘ 1

say either directly or indirectly about the internal M’fairsjf Greece, that
,

all hope to see^s an affective and democratic administration.
j,

,

"Once more I am not saying all this, on my own authority but on

that of the bast informed newspapermen: who almost; unanimously report the
,

;

'truth of the above story.

'
;

• V "I am enclosing some notes I made Rafter the Intervie^ with
j

•

SOPHOOLIS. He kept me a long time and ”

directness.. I could, not get all. the fine shades-intergreter difficulty.

• in a communication dated October 16, 1947, at Athena, Oreooo*

5wsrt,uk«vry :

mention KEMAK and the other big shots in State (Department).
-

PIHCHOT stated in a letter dated October 17, 194?s "I have toon

sitting in for the last hour with a. umber of aileged trado union le ade

who talked solemnly about the probability of a general 8trtkd
v
ea
fL^^her ,

week. Actually not one of them could affect the isoue one way or the othe

j
,

They have very few members in their (largely) paper organisations or so I ani •

told. They practically admitted those talks »r« principally a matter of ,

blackmail directed at old man SOHiOHLIS for the purpose of forcinghim^to

consider the entire wage question. CLIFTON! GOLDEN i*^struggling. to force

the 80PHOULIS government to think out thia atrlko buainosa^in relati

. basic ™gs seals, cost of living .to. 8EIS1DUJ, not understanding the

idea, opposed the plan in toto. He has now been soared by the threat of a,
.

general strike into accepting it in prinoiple, .Tftiat that means, if anythi
fe.

will develop later—but at any rate GOLDEN is going ,
ahead. ^ ...

PINCHOT made reference to. a meeting with CHAKALIS, the Associated

Press correspondent in Athens. She stated Paul: Porter, had run into her .

tolling bar to bo aura and meet CHAKALIS*. 8h© stated CHAKALIS had plan y to

aay and though leaa pessiiaiatic than the rest of the report© ra t is for from

optimistio afl far aa long term results in Greece are- ooncerned. - She claimed •

the aituatlon breeda peasimlsm and included as her reason a crop failure, i

rampant and unaahamed exploitation by a handful of politically entrenched . ,

profiteers, , a itupid civil eervice law, etq. She stated on the pijht of '

October 17 she Waa dining with a man called MAJ3CT, a friend of PAUL VCRTER

who, according to PORTER, knows more about the

other American.

- 10 -

Greek "mess" than almost any
-•

>
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PINCHOI advised in a latter dated October 18, 1947, at Athens, •

Greecs, os- follows* "80PH0ULIS has just come cut with his new edonomia
plan about which by told ms in the interview I had with, him last week. He
had not said muoh than about the very complicated set-up that has Just been
launched) his whole oiqphasls was on the taxation and military angles. This
may tend to confirm tho theory 1 have heard advanced j l.e., the plan itself
is a MTJST of the AHAG and not really 80PHQUUS * at alii" .

PlHCaOT axplained the plan will attempt to control inflation, un-
employment, limit imports, and subsidise the exports of the formers. She
said* "PAfTERSOH, a youngish and liberal American, Sir THEODORE GREGORY, <

an oldish and conservative Britisher (both on the Currency Control Commis-
sion) are credited with haying produced the plan, though others say it was
8AHS0H in America.

,
Theoretically of course these!' two men,; being in a

minority in the Commission, and the Commission itself being merely advisory,
could not have done so." ./

)’

When speaking of the British mistakes and bungling, PIHCHOT wrote
a.B follows) "For instance, after the German occupation, the British, de-
oiding that Greece might have to be written off sis a dead loss, proceeded
to reorganise the Army so that, if necessary, it might be evacuated from
.Greeoe and incorporated into the British one. To that end they equipped . it
with English guns and English ammunition and proceeded to mechanise and
motorise it, all right perhaps for . a war on the broad highroads of the con-
tinent—if that's what they are thinking of—but a preposterous set-up' for
mountain fighting in Greece. y

This is FORDOR's story, whether it is true or not I have no
moans of knowing. Tomorrow I am dining with General LIVESET—perhaps I
can- pry something out of him. ' .V : •.

' W i.V:
’

"As to the Andartee—far from decreasing they are actually in-
creasing or were until a short' time. ago. How nearly four thousand have
come down to take advantage of SOPHOULIS' amnesty and it makes a difference.'

'si *
<

* • • ' "
. , . #

- «,

• Speaking of her ideas along military lines, PINCHOT stated, "Some
of these objections are that the politiciane will never permit the ohange
from defense to offense—eaoh wants, a good big chunk out of the army, the
bigger the better, sitting all the time in his own constituency. The pre-
Bure on Athena for this is fierce and incessant.”' •

I

We are furnishing you the above for your information with the
thought that it might be of interest to you. r^' V • •

:

J; r
.

/•J*
'

; v •
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Expense vouchers of DESTRY^IYANOVICH
X^NOGRADQFF for period April through
‘December, 1945 checked at Westinghouse
.Electric International Corporation, NYC,
reflect periodic trips to Pittsburgh
and Washington, D.C, , but none to Port-
land, Oregon, Information concerning
TLONANTAU -SSKY set forth.
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Report of SA ROBERT C.- GIE^S, Washington,

D.C., 10/20/47..
Washington Field letter to ^ureau,
II/4/47.
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At New York, N« Y. DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

Mr. H. P. BOSWELL, Assistant Vice President,
Westinghouse Electric International Corporation, 40 Wall
Street, New York City, made available to the writer the.
expense vouchers of DEMETRY IVANOVICH ^IN&GRADOFF for the
period April i to December 28, 1945, inclusive.

, It is to be noted that these vouchers do not
reflect any trips made by VIE0GRAD0FF to Portland, Oregon
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during “this period. The vouchers submitted by VINOGRADOFF For travel expenses

reflect the following travel made by him:

April 12
April 20
May 28

June 2

June 12

June 17

June 27

July 9

August 26
August 30
October 18
October 22
December 1
December 4
December 28

New York to Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to New York
New York to Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to New York
New York to Pittsburgh
Washington to New York
New York to Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to New York
New York to Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to New York
New York to Washington
Washington to New York
In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh to New York
New York to Washington

Mr. BOSWELL stated that he was acquainted with VINOGRADOFF during his

employment at the Westinghouse Electric International °ompany at New York and

that the expense vouchers submitted by VINOGRADOFF came to BOSWELL’S personal

attention for review. EOSWELL could not recall that VINOGRADOFF had ever made

a trip to Portland, Oregon on behalf of the Westinghouse Company. He advised

that there were no other records at the company’s office in New York which

would tend to reflect VINOGRADOFF’ S whereabouts during any particular period

other than indicated in his expense vouchers.

It is to be noted that on August 30, 1945 VINOGRADOFF made a trip

from Pittsburgh to Nevr 1'ork and that the next item for travel reflects a trip

on October 18th from New York to Washington, D.C. No expense voucher for

September was submitted.

It is also pointed out that on October 22nd VINOGRADOFF made a trip

from Washington to New York and the next entry, December 1, reflects that he

is at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Because of the lapses of time between August 30th and October 18th

and from October 22nd to DeC e raber 1st, reflected in VTNOGRAQOFg 1 S .expense

- 2 -
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vouchers as indicated above, fir. BOSWELL was asked by the writer whether or

not VtNQGRADOFF might have had a vacation during these periods; (it is

possible that VINOGRADOFF had made a trip to Portland, Oregon while on vaca-

tion.) Mr. BOSWELL stated that he had no v/ay of knowing from the records

available at New York whether or not VINOGRADOFF had a vacation. He advised

that the records reflecting any vacation period had by VINOGRADOFF and his
,

whereabouts during a vacation period would be maintained at the «estinghouse
j

Electric Company at 306 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh,- Pennsylvania under the
.

supervision of Mr. W. L. KETTERING, Supervisor, Group Insurance and Annuities.
|

For the information of the Pittsburgh Office, previous investigation

reflected that VINOGRADOFF was placed in a semi-retired position with the

Yfestinghouse Electric International Corporation at New York due to his long

tenure of service and his duties were mainly advisory, consisting of the organ-

izing Of engineering classes in Washington, D.C. for members of the Soviet

Purchasing Commission and arranging lectures by Westinghouse personnel or the

personnel of various plants in *fch.e U,S,

Confidential Informant T-l stated that one D.HjTINOGRADOV, an employee

of the Soviet Purchasing Commission in Washington, D.C., 'had reservations made

for him on April 5, 1945 by Mrs. ARNAUTOFF of this, commission for VINOGRADOV

to go to Portland, Oregon on April 5,. 1945. On October 3, 1945 two unknown

Russians discussed the location of D. VINOGRADOV in Portland, Oregon as they

had somo material to be typed. No additional identifying data was reflected.

In comoction with the Individuals mentioned in the referenced Washing-

ton Field letter, the files of the New York Office were reviewed with the follow-

ing results

:

The name ILONA TAUSSKY, 124 East 24th Street, New York City, was sub-

mitted by the TT.S. Coast Guard on July 6, 1942 amongst a list of aliens employed

on waterfront facilities. ILONA TAUSSKY was employed by the Harbor Tank Storage

Company. P.0. Box 28, West New York, New Jersey, as a research consulting chem-

ist. She was born in Olomouc (Olmutz), Czechoslovakia. Her Alien Registration

Number is indicated as 3402509,

A report dated November 15, 1940 from the New York City Police

Department reflects that one Dr. ILONA TAUSSKY, who resided a t the Midston

House, a hotel at 22 East 38th Street from July 21, 1939 to June, 1940, was

reported to have evidenced pro-German sympathies.. At the hotel she had given

references as Redding Inc., 17 Battery Place, New York City* She left a
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forwarding address care of Clark Hotel, Darby, Connecticut, phone Seymour 115.

Hor description is stated as short, s tocky, slightly huachbaolced^ dark blue

oyes, blond hair. '•

\

The indices of the Now York Office contain no reference to OLGA
.

'TAUSSKY or OLGA'TQ.DD, and tho filos of this office contain no derogatory

•information concerning JOHNMODD .

^ \
• The files reflect that oho Dr. RICKARD \0URANT, 142 Calton Road, New

Rochelle, New York, a Professor of Mathematics at New York Univorsity, was

investigated in July, 1947 by the New York Office in connection with an Atomie

^nergy Caso. No dorogatory information is noted concerning him.

Concerning Dr . HOLBROOK MJOTVMAC NEltLE, it is noted that all the .

information concerning him contained iifths files of the Now York Offico is also

in the possession of the Washington Field Offico and is not boing restated in

this report.

There being no further leads in the New York Office, this case is being

referred upon completion to the office of origin.

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN
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LEADS

PITTSBURGH

AT PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

Will contact Mr. W. L. KETTERING, Supervisor, Group Insurance

and Annuities., Wostinghouse Electric Company, 306 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, in

order to ascertain from information available in bis files whether or not

VINOGRADOFF was known to have had a vacation between tho period April to Novem-

ber, 1945 and whether or not the record rcfloctod that he had at any time during

this period been at Portland, Oregon.
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT

The Confidential Informant mentioned in the report of SA JOHN M.

STOLZSNTHALER dated Jan .5 ,194 8rt New York, N. Y. is as follows:,

\

T-l: Letter from Bureau to Washington Field datod October 29,

1946 entitled ”D. I. VINOGRADOV; INTERNAL SECURITY - R"*

(The original sources aro not set forth in this letter.)

Washington 'Field Office File 100-19216

,

- 6 -
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OfflCe • UNITED ST^fe^g^ERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BALTIMORE

#
EDWARD UHLER CONDON
I. S. - R

DATE: JANUARY 8, 191+8

ALL INFORMATION' CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 .UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-19-2009 BY £0324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Re Washington Field Office letter to Bureau dated December 12, 19l+?,

cc to Baltimore requesting information concerning DAVIOTENGELS (phonetic,
possibl^NgNOLISS _or>pGLISH )

and wife BET^TY,
"'s“ ^

^hdTSndividual referred .to is believed to be identical "with DAVID
RITTENHOU^%MGLIS

.

Information concerning this individual has been set out
in”i>h"e^^b^A'of Special Agent JOHN R. THAYER dated'May 12, 19U7, at Baltimore,
Maryland, under the title "DAVID RITTENHOUSE INGLIS - 3, ATOMIC ENERGY ACT -

APPLICANT 11

,
Bufile Il6-5>i|8r7 Ar~copy of this report is being enclosed to '

the Washington Field Office.

The only additional information available at Baltimore is to the
effect that sident , Johns Hopkins University, has advised
that he considers Dr* INGLIS to be "harmless as a dove" and "a child on world
politics." Dr, BOV/MAM has further related that Dr. INGLIS is a brilliant
scientist but leads a very monastic life and is therefore not aware of the
true significance of world conditions and that any views he would have on the
atomic bomb policy would be his own. Dr. BOWMAN looks upon Dr# INGLIS as
one of those scientists who consider the purely scientific aspects of their
work and themselves as a world brotherhood. He stated that it would be
possible for Dr. INGLIS to follow a person possessed of Communist sympathies,
hut it would not be on a political basis but merely because such Communist
beliefs or policy would coincide with Dr# INGLIS* own ideas as to the
scientific approach to atomic research#

The latest (lpij.2) Baltimore City Directory did not indicate any wife for
DAVIl^ 3728“ Tudor Arms Avenue, and Mrs. T. H. FREYMAN, 3726 Tudor
A'fms Jvleme, stated that she did not know Mrs. INGLIS* first name.' Mrs#
HOWARD SHELDS, 372U Tudor Arms Ave., advised that she believed Mrs. INGLIS*
name was BETTY, ylhe indices of the Baltimore Office were negative with
respect -to BETTY^CNGLIS.

•

cc: Washington Field (ENGL.) (62-1+108)

JCG:arf
62-1+6

CL,

m u
V

L
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J Form No. 1
This case originated at

ALL INFORMATION COHTAINEtr?--^ ",
'

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED \ ' £
DATE 03-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

WASHINGTON FIELD

llfertilON

"“682957

REPORT MADE AT

PIMSBUEGH, PA.

DATE WHEN
MADE

1/13/48

TITLE

3DWAHD UHLER London c:;. o
n ** CO

SYNOPSIS OF FA£TS:

1/13/48 12/12 j 1/9, 13/40 THOMAS C. BURKE

CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

E^piojonent^ecord, Westinghouse Research, East Pitts-

burgh, PaJ-r disclosed JOHN HIPPIE native horn,

formerly vSrked under ;Pr. CONDON at East Pittsburgh.

HlJPLE marPied EILEEN^McELROY ,
Turtle Creek-, Pa..,

.

ragortediypof reputable family. An associate and
acquaintance of HIPPIE for five years believes

HIPPIE thoroughly loyal. LILLIAN WATFORD and
husband both active in FEPC, Union for Progressive
Action, America United for World Government, and
atomic organizations. No indication of' pro-Communist
or pro-Russian sympathies. Westinghouse Electric,
Pittsburgh, records have no information of value on
DEMETRY IYANOVICH VINOGRADOFF.

SFERENCES:

DETAILS

;

- RUE
'

Report of SA ROBERT G. GIBBS, Washington,' D. C. , ll/2l/47
Report of SA JOHN M. STOLZENTHAIER , New York, 1/5/48

AT EAST PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
/,__w

Miss ISABEL HORVATH made available the personnel file at
V/ gstinghouse Research on JOHNj&HPPLE , which disclosed that he

was born on June 22, 1911 pat Lancaster , Pennsylvania; was
originally employed by "Westinghouse Research on May 3, 1938; •

and voluntarily quit on February 14, 1947. HIPPLE was

employed in the Electronics Department of the Physics Division.

His residences during his employment were Box 85, R. D. 1,

APPROVED AND
FORWARDED:

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE

KtLHiSiiSf; Bill
1 QFL3&4KI ^

3 -p Washington Field (62-410^6
2 - New York City (100-87011)

•OF THIS REPORT
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Verona, Pennsylvania, and 311 Lenox Avertue, Forest Hills, Pennsylvania*

The record disclosed that HIPPIE had spent one year at Oak Ridge, and
^

was a member of the American Physical Society and the ’P
^
rsica

Society* Also indicated in the record was the fact that HIPPIE had

worked on a mass spectrometer with MARTII^SHEPERI) , who is now employe

with the Bureau of Standards.
1

.

i

RUSSELL EV EOX, a former associate of HIPPIE and an acquaintance for five .

years, advised that HIPPIE had worked under the supervision of Dr. .COEBOfl

while in East Pittsburgh and was a great admirer of Dr. CONDON s scientific

knowledge. EOX said that he believed HIPPLE and his wife were., loyal

Americans, and he never heard them make any remarks of an unpatriotic

nature.

Miss HOP.VATH, ’who made the records available., advised that she was

personally acquainted with Mrs. HIPPLE, had knbvm the McELROY fa?i^ ^
a number of years, and believed them to be entirely- reputable and thorougmy

loyal.

AT WEST VIEW, PITTSBURGH, 2, PENNSYLVANIA .

- •

E. C. WASHINGTON, carrier 760, North. Side Post Office, informed that

LILLIAN and CLYDE R."^WATFORD residedat 1101 Davis .Avenue^ Pittsburgh,

until approximately August 15, 1946, when they moved to R. D. , West

View, Pittsburgh, 2, Pennsylvania. WATFORD, according to WASHINGTON,

is engaged in the insurance and real estate business and' was formerly

secretary of the North Side Branch of the YMCA. During the war ^WASHINGTON

said, about six displaced Japanese stayed at the home of the WATiORDS.

The indices of the Pittsburgh Office reveal that on February 26, 27, and

28, 1943, the American Friends Service Committee, of 20 S. 12th Street,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, sponsored an institute on "Pattern of Lasting
.

Peace." The WATF0RDS were listed as sponsors, ^long with others.
’ T"'-1 -

~
*•’ i*.

The Pittsburgh files also disclosed that the WATFORDS v/fif

S

active in the

"Union for Progressive Action," and according to CNDl
|

a meeting of

this organization was. held at. the home of the WATFORDSTand. a resolution

passed, to unite this organization with- the "Union for Democratic Action®

CLYDE |WATF0RD was chairman of the executive committee.

. -V-V'-'i. Vi! 1
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3,1 so. reported, that on May 14, 1946, LILLIAN WATFORD was ohe ctf ^
fifty persons at a meeting of the Association of Pittsburgh Scientists

and the 11 Tri-State Committee of Educators, Scientists, and Religious
.

Leaders on Atomic Energy and Related Problems, " held at the University

of Pittsburgh. The meeting was called to discuss the McMahon Bill to

control --tomic Energy and to' try to get this bill passed in place. of
the Johnson-May Bill, the latter of which would keep the control of

the atomic bomb in the hands of- the military leaders.

A

In July, 1946, the indices disclosed that LILLIAN WATFORD was secretary

of the "Tri-State Atomic Information Committee" and spoke at a hearing

on the McMahon Bill on atomic power in Washington;, D. C. The WATFORDS
« attended a meeting on July 11, 1946, of the Pittsburgh Chapter of "America
United for World Government. 11

% N

The indices also disclosed that the WATFORDS are also active in the

FEPC in Pittsburgh. However, there is no indication that the WATFORDS

have ever been in contact with. any member of .the Communist Party or

that they have any pro-Communistic or pro-Russian sympathies.

AT PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA . •
'

.

V ,

W. L. KETTERING, Supervisor, group insurance, and annuities, Westinghouse-

Electric Company, 306 Fourth Avenue, checked the records of his office, •

which disclosed that DEMETRY IVANQVI CMVINOGRADOFF was retired by Westing-,

house Electric on October 1, 1944, ah#*rehired by Westinghouse Electric

International Company on November 1, 1944. -'VINOGRADOFF had requested
that his annuity checks be sent ' to' Westinghouse Electric International

Company in New York from January, 1945, to February, 1946, when the .

records indicated he left Westinghouse Electric International on March 29, '

1946. • Mr.* KETTERING advised* that his department would have no record of.

any vacation periods inasmuch as VINOGRADOFF had been retired from Westing-

house Electric, although it Was. possible that .VINOGRADOFF might have
requested his checks., sent to a place such as Portland, .Oregon. The ,only

possibility suggested by Mr. RETIRING was to check through H. J. MAUDBRER,
Vice-President and Treasurer of Westinghouse Electric International
Company, 40 Wall Street, New York .City*

'
• * '

.

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN - *

• t
• •*" 3. ~ ^

* ' b2
*; v b7D

„
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THE HEW TORE CITY DIVISION

AT HEW YORK $1®* •

Will contact Mr, ’Hi j. lUlfflEEER; Vice-President and

Treasurer of Westinghouse, Electric International Corporation,

40 Wall ‘street, for possible records of a vacation taken by .

'

VINOGRaEOPF. during the period "between April and November*;

1945, and the possible recording of information requesting

that checks be forwarded to Portland, Oregons /

«r
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Office MeTTUrcfftaUm • UNITED S^»- 'GOVERNMENT

™ : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM
: SACj BALTIMORE

SUBJECT:
• ED

-

;/MD UHLER^CONDON
. i INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: January 14, 1948

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

J Re WO letter December 22, 1947 requesting information

concerning one A. K^SfANEL, Playtex Park, Dover ,. Delaware.

Information concerning ABRAHAMjJ|WlEL available in the

files of the Baltimore Office is set forth in three reports entitled

" COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, DISTRICT NO. 3, BALTIMORE FIELD DIVISION, INTERNAL

SECURITY - R", as follows}

Report of Special Agent EDWARD J. DUGGAN dated July 21, 1943

at Baltimore, Maryland.

Report of Special Agent PETER J. CATTANEO dated August 6, 1943

at New York City.

Report of Special Agent ERNEST C. WAIL, JR. dated August 9,

1943 at Buffalo, New York.

Copies of these reports are being enclosed to the Washington

Field Office.

The indices of the Baltimore Office vrere also searched for the

name of MARGARE^CSVERSON with negative results. RUC.

JCGjKLS
62-46

k,,00edbd*®m®B/ -
/3 if b k

cc : Washington Pi^ld

(File 62-4108)'

(Enos.. )

7/

5 3JAN 271048

4^
•?/V*V Mr

/ v <
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FROM

SUBJECT:

§» , 43.,IH K
___ xEn^jgpr ,i-&oy-ER¥

^ ^
i'; ®L

''Director, • 7 .

^E: Janua#^

GUI HOTTEL, SAC, Washington Field
, 4

* “
. .

. . ALL INFORMATION CQNTAINED

APPLICANT INVESTIGATIONS hefeih -is unclassified

DR. EDYfARD UHLBP>'CONDOrI, date o*3-19-2009 by 60324 uc bau/dk/th

Director, National Bureau of Standards

INFORMATION CONCERNING

yfcio'ce. r.i

|
Mr. Ladd„.g~^^ J

I
1

MrS Tracy—
Mr. Egan fj

Mr. Gurnea—— y
Mr. Borbo

Mr. Mohr

Mr I Pennington—
Mr. Quinn Tamm

—

Mr. Ncass .

Migs Gandy-jt—-
--

j

bhls.-OtUtkl-,

0 TM
On January 6, 1948, Special Agent C. Edward Nicholson, Jr., of phls-^^g^ij'

office, liad occasion to interview Hr. E. U. CONDON, Director of National Koreany/\\-y
of Standards, in connection with the case entitled, "THERON BROMLEY MORROW

ATOlflC ENERGY ACT - APPLICANT" • It will be noted that MORROW is Executive ’

Officer at the Bureau of Standards and as such is directly and solely
.

j

'g

responsible to Dr. CONDON. I ^

Upon being informed that this office was conducting a routine
^ 77^4

investigation of MORROW, because the latter has access to highly confidentxal A*y
data and that his. Dr. CONDON’S, opinion was being sought as to MORROW, s

character and trustworthiness,. Dr. CONDON beganhis remarks by expressing

E opSo^ihat the mi ms .'silly' to th. Or
technique of contacting the superior and fellow workers of the employee sj

feeing investigated. He' stated further that it was "simply a waste a. time \
End money" and that everything pertaining to the employee, favorable- or otherA N
blse, was in the personnel file for that employee and accordingly he felt it )

liras entirely unnecessary for FBI Agents and 1QD Investigators to make

j additional efforts to obtain information at the place of employment. /
! . . * . n j. j j. —n J tr nVnri mis 1! *ho 1*ihe "PBT i -

Dr. CONDON stated that it should be "perfectly obvious" to the FBI

that an employee' would not continue to hold a trustworthy position at the

fetional Bureau of Standards if he. Dr. CONDON, had reason to question that

employe's loyalty or dependability and.that when he. Dr CONDON, gave an

troloyee an excellent efficiency repol., it meant just that in all respects,

le coined further that the FBI’s efforts in these investigations were,

•ridiculous'" and only served to disturb other employees unnecessary -

it 'was pointed out to Dr. CONDON that it

- to the investigation to obtain from superiors an express^ of confidence
.

.fin the character, loyalty, and trustworthiness of a subordinate^who *3 -

being investigated. The observation was made to Dr. CONDON that pa sv

-experience had taught that persons in executive positions
,
who ro ght

occasionally come into possession of derogatory information .concerning an

employee, often welcomed an opportunity to confide this_ imoni£uionl to an

FBI Agent in the privacy of their office, which information might, because^

of its trivial or unsubstantiated nature, not appear in jttie^pei^onn .’7

folder of the employee; however. Dr. COM^stated-thSt he did not consider

\l these observations by the Agent to ha-pment. &£¥
COPIES DEETROIJlli A # ~
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Letter to Bureau January 6, 1948

On the whole. Dr* CONDON was uncooperative, but not in any sense

belligerent* He left the in^ression that in his opinion the FBI as well as

the Army ! s security investigators were making themselves to appear

"ridiculous" and that the frequent contacts with him were proving annoying*

The Bureau* s attention is directed to the fact that the Washington

Field Office presently has a pending investigation entitled, "Dr. EDWARD

UHLER CONDON - INTERNAL SECURITY - R".

As the Bureau is aware, this office frequently has occasion in

Atonic Energy Act cases to investigate- individuals employed in various

capacities as scientists and physicists, and who during such employment have

worked in a subordinate capacity to Dr* CONDON or have otherwise had contact

with him. In addition. Dr. CONDON's name is often given as a reference by
individuals being investigated under the Atomic Energy Act — Applicant

category.

f

Uhless ad-vised to the contrary by the Bureau, this office will

not contact Dr. CONDON in the future in any type of applicant case,

including Atomic Energy.
. , CrJ

cc 2 62-4108

CEN :BG

l

- 2 -
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UNITED STATED.;

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr# R. W. WALL

q

n

T-vn pm*DR rr nA
4#y >

date.- January 21* 1948

DR. EDWARD Ur CONDON ^
REQUEST FROM CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

FCR NAME CHECK all information contained
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

Ur. Tolson
Vr. E. A. Tax

Mr. Clegg
Mr. 0lav in
Mr. Ladd
Mr. Nlchol3_
Ur. Rosen
Ur. Tracy
Ur. Carson
Ur. Egan
Ur. Gurn~a
Ur. Karbo *

Ur. Kfiadon
Ur. Penning^
ia*. Quinn Ta

DATE 08-24-2009 BY 60324 UC BAH/DK/TH 2^.25“
_ . Ulsa Holoa;

On January 8, 1948, the Central Intelligence Agency re-

quested that a name check be made of the above captioned individual.

Ulss Holnes_
Ulae Oandy

A review of the Bureau files has reflected considerable

information regarding Dr. Condon, indicating that he is apparently

regarded by both present and former associates as a liberal in his

political thinking and is described as outspoken and sympathetic to

Russia and the Balkan countries.

Attached will be found a blind memorandum covering, gener-

ally, a series of investigations that have been conducted by the

Bureau. Detailed and specific information covering Dr. Condon’s ae-

itivities are not played up in. the referenced blind memorandum *»»•-

(much as it is believed that technical surveillances, sources of infor-
much as it is oeneveo unau uouuuwal -7 V . 7 x , • a1 „ 1

mation, and informants, should be sufficiently protected. It is al|o

. ; 1

1

. . l it. . n .^1. tv,+qt i t (Tpn^p. Acrp.rmv has civen no Inaica'uiLon as
I

maiion. ana xuxu xma.u\ja> — . ..„ -

noted that the Central Intelligence Agency has given no indication as

to how the
- information in question will be used.

RECOMMENDATION

It is suggested this memorandum with the attached blind

memorandum, covering Dr. Condon’s activities, be forwarded to the

Internal Security Division for comment. If no objection is raised

af SSSs of said blind mem,random it sh.ould beio—
back to the Liaison Section for release to the Central Intelligence

Agency.
'r\

Attachment
1

^nBdD: jks^

. vj 0

4rj

/f
/ K Kgaapnttti ajpvtur» . 5

itkfin'' IF 13? /****** m FEB 14 1948
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TO : MR. D. H. lAEeO5-^ - &' 4
L

.

date: January 30, 1948

FROM : R. XT; VS

date: January 30, 1948

JkU^Jjh'ip

SUBJECT: DOCTOR EDWARD U. CONDON fbi automatic declass

REQUEST 'FROM CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE exemption code 2SX<i>

AGENCT FOR NAME CHECK DATE °s-24-2O09

EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC g
ol
f^

n
,raBa —

DECLASSIFICATION AAyjfj, .fe gSfc—
AUTHORITY- DERIVED FROM: £•

ijSS^rs

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE Ur! Rosen _
Mr. Tracv

EXEMPTION CODE 2SX(1) itr. Carson.
}ir. Egan

DATE 08-24-2009 Mr. Gurnea.
Ur. Harbo
itr. uo

h

r -

Ur. Pennington
Ur. Quinn Tasin

Tele. Poop
Mr. Koaao _
Vias HoIras
Miss Gandy

ALL •INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOOT OTHERWISE L6> lif

ip ~ -V f9/-J



/ #
• UNITED i GOVERNMENT

GUY HOTTEL, SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

SUBJECT: EDWARD UKLER"CONDOM
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: FEBRUARY 14, 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

<V

\

DOUBMVKAmAJSIvIAl‘1, a Czech engineer and the wife of JAmHAJSMM,
Assistant Military and Air Attache of the Czech Embassy, has been' the
subject of several prior letters to the Bureau in connection with her
employment as a guest worker at the National Bureau of Standards.

| |

on January 15, 1948, advised that HAJSMAN contacted Dr. DEMETRY I ,-WINOGRADOFF
Assistant Director of the Bureau of Standards, advisiHg^tlSiVshenfiaa^!S^dme”“
difficulty in attempting to retain a book she had obtained from the Bureau of
Standards Library, inasmuch as the Librarian, SARAH ANN/IJONES

,

had requested
her to return it. This book is an OSRD report. HA.JSMAl\ added’that as she
was no longer a worker at the Bureau, she decided to use the facilities of the
Library of Congress instead of the Bureau of Standards. It is noted that
HAJSMAN has completed her research work in the Glass Section of the Bureau
of Standards and has not yet been assigned to a new section.

VINOGRADOFF advised her that she should pick o.ut any section in
which she desired to work, except a section devoted to confidential work,
and he would arrange for her to work there. She suggested the Metrology
Division, to learn, the details of preparation of standard samples. VINO-
GRADOFF added that some parts of the Metrology Division are engaged in
secret or confidential work. HAJSMAN added that she did not want to become
involved in anything of this nature. He further told her that she should
feel free to use the library facilities of the Bureau of Standards and that
he wanted to "push Miss JONES out" and planned to speak to JONES and to Dr.
CONDON in this regard.

Shortly after this contact, JONES contacted HAJSMAN and apologized
quite profusely for this misunderstanding . HAJSMAN then told VINOGRADOFF
of this apology and requested VINOGRADOFF to forget the whole matter. VINO-
GRADOFF insisted that he wanted to get rid of JONES

.

b2

.{Jr
l <<?

o£
m

QQ'gF. IHFT.
voluntarily advised this Office of this same information,
had learned of it from JONES. The book in question is a report'

stating that he
_ ,

w
f

— *-*w .Uix V^UVW UXVJU J.Q CL

dealing with "Deterioration of Equipment in Tropical Climates," which he
believed was preparedly the National Ijefense Research Council. This report

b2
b7D

i

— — V

has been recently declassified,
over this incident Mi

indicated that JONES was rather upset

copies

1 1 OCT 27

71MAR16

.

tsgr &^ ,

-

*3

TP “

31 FEB 18 1948



ROBERT G. GIBBS under the pretext of the Bureau's interest in the protection
of classified information, and in the ensuing conversation she confirmed the
aforementioned information. She added that, although declassified, the afore-
mentioned publication,

/

['Tropical Deterioration, 11 is a limited publication.
Miss JONES was quite concerned over tKeTTree5om""enj oyed by foreign guest
workers at the Bureau of Standards.

This data is being submitted to the Bureau for information as it
concerns VINOGRADOFF and HAJSMflN, who have been the subject of several
prior communications.

RGG:mjra

62-4108
cc 65-3683

- 2 -
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e Niemo^ idum • united st,.

DIRECTOR, FBI

GUY HOTTEL, SAC , 7/ASKINGTON FIELD

DATE: FEBRUARY 14, 1948

aS SUBJECT: EDWARD UHLER CONDON
/y .

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 TJC BAW/DK/TH

Set forth belorz is a list of names of j

presently at the National Bureau of Standards* 1
1 T- _ * y • _L . 1- _ • uHTl^ TT-T-rv'tTJ

stated that he believed it to be fai
dated January 13, 1948.

lest v'orhers' and trainees

[
who furnished.same,

and accurate. The list is

,ONATIVIA, J. M.
PHILIPP, P._

^UELLAi^ffiALTA',^1,1.

^"'DOMINGUEZ, N.

j^GARCIA, ,IuJ£, orJL
ijJJOHCADA, mTlX A.

T^MONDRAGON, 1.
JfyuiizasORTEGA, c.

Man, s.

-flWANG, Y, G.

jjiCAO, S.

I/^huMng, h.

-

jy^GJEN, C. M.

l^fDOUBRAVKA- , H. (Mrs .

)

MlANURA, B .

,

1931 19th St. ,

J^r KOEIK, J.

-4f
SLAMSKY (SLANSKY), A.

lU-**TQDD, 0. (Mrs .

)

L^DENISSE, JEAN FRANCOIS
jUr'uENISSE , J. F.
r t.

*7~rn n « - T
‘

if L^SZIZ, S. A.

<1 JXbhargava, b.. n.

I
^ IBRAHIM,' B. M.-

COPIES £ESIRQTE»

110CJ 27 1964

'S-.l f SI® 3-t>

Division

7
6.

R. -

1 & 3-

Government by
Whom Assigned

Argentine
Brazil

«

Chile ,

/

Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Mexico
China
China

China

China
.Chink
Czech
Czech

Radio—Trainee
Chemicals & Plastics

—

Trainee
Building, Technology & *

Mechanical Engineering • ..

Rubber—Trainee
'

Organic Plastics—Trainee
Textile Trainee
Ceramics Trainee
Textile Trainee
Paper—Guest
Magnetic Measurements—
Guest
Electrochemistry .(Storage
Batteries )—Guest
Paper—Guest
Aeronautics—Guest
Guest—how in Library
Electricity—Optics

—

Heat & Power—Guest
9 Czech Glass—Guest
3 Czech Heat & Power-Guest

11 4'England Mathematics—Guest
14 France Ra'S-io—Guest

Radic^-Guest .JA14 - France
f 14 India Radio—Guest —

14 India Radio—Guest

>r»
.1

'

India .Electrical Insts,—Guest

y ! ! y
£%. - /-Q3

. t&SSI&rfof
JF5 ^ H

22 feb-17 igd£ s i /

‘jf5 ts n
\

feb-17mss

ptk



Director, FBI

Name

jMmtiX, G. R. KRISHNA
jUBARREDO, G. J., Dr.

^ESCUDERO, ,E^

j VgonzAlezMrredo, J.

f
L^-REVERDIN, D.~‘ L.

ISCHER, T. E., Lt.,Col.
> j^Perguson, ;

G.--W.

I Jx'GRUNWALD, A. W.
\ • xDGW, ~R. B .

^
* 'f^/MORlOfr, " CLAIRE, Mrs.

'

l x>HACKETT, R.

J>1lICKS, H.

>^SMITH, R.

OURTNEY, J. H.

-/*'

MONG, F. S.

BREECE, J« M.

L^'butchu, d. p..
" PARMELEE, G. B.

pease; L. M.

—

SHAY,’, R. J. , Jr. I

RAGSDALE, M. M.

BATES, F. J.

/^J^^BRIGGS ) L • J •

j^COBLENTZ, ff. W.

.v^' ?
\A .

V / '~W

Division

6
'

5
5

5

4
2
2
2

3.j_.

%
7
7'^'
10 5

i

io

;

\

13

13
13

4

13

13

13

Unattached

Unattached

'

Unattached

Unattached

R.

10

February 14, 19& ^ ^

Government by
TThom Assigned Purpose of Assignment

India
Spain
Spain
Spain
SvJitzerland

Army
Navy
Navy

JIavy — -~

ijnofficial

Sound—Guest
Physical Chemistry—Guest
Physical Chemistry—Guest
Physical Chemistry—Guest
Electronics—Guest
Dental Research—Guest
Dental. Research—Guest
Dental Research—Guest

Lubrications—Guest

V

Electronics--Guest
Rubber Reserve Rubber—Guest

. Rubber Reserve Rubber—Guest
Rubber Reserve Rubber-Guest
American Standards
Association Standards—Guest v

American Standards
Association Standards—Guest
Army

^
V. T. Fuse Developmejrb—
Guest ;

Guided Missiles—Guest
V. T. Fuse Development-
Guest ;

V. T. Fuse Development-
Guest "1 •'

V. T‘. Fuse Development--.-

\ Guest - F: -

V. T'. Fuse Development

—

Guest-.

Former staff member-
retired

Former staff member

—

retired

Army
Army

Army

Army
' V

Army

Unofficial

Unofficial
guest

Unofficial
gjlest

‘^Unofficial
guest

Unofficial
guest

Unofficial
guest

Former staff member

—

retired
Former staff member

—

retired
Library Research

Fire Resistance Research



r

Director, FBI February 14, 1948

9 v/ It is noted that DOUBRAVKA H. refers to DOUBRAVKA^JSMAJS , wife
Assistant Military and Air Attache of the Czech Embassy;

is. JlgS^ftocIK, representative of a Czech glass factory; - Q.-=TQDD is
OLGA^JraDD, ne^^AUSSKI, Czech mathematician and th^vJ.tejO&/[jQl^^xQl)D

, a British
mathematician presently a contract employee of the^ure'^'^'f-Standards

.

» *

The names preceded by an asterisk are ones who havg used or taken
books from the Bureau of Standard s Library, according to information furnished
by SARAH AHN JONES, Librarian, to|

|
The following additional persons

believed to be guest
.
workers have also had books

:

/ > ^ x>i
Jiidia ^

' C. C,$tffiAN(\ - China-'
’

R. S'wrfdLIN - England'
DvfiCSyiRDIN - France

S^fODD - England
- China

|
[

ascertained that a Czech, was apparently sponsored at
the Library by rtAJSMAN as. representative of the Skoda Works, Pilsen,
Czechoslovakia, and is interested primarily in obtaining information regarding
testing data as published by the American Society for Testing Materials. JOMES
ascertained from VBTOGRADOFF that RAUF is not a guest worker but if recommended
by HAJSMAF he should be given access to the -Library.

RGGsmjm
62-4108

- 3 -
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Senator Bri erT^McMahoh^t el ephoned late last
evening to inquire whether Dr, Won don., had ever been
"cleared'1 by the Manhattan District. Senator McMahon
indicated that he desired this information solely for
his personal guidance,

I told him that I did not know whether our records
would show whether Dr, Condon had been so "cleared", but I
assumed that he had been since he had been working on
the Atomic Energy Project when it was under the Manhattan
District .

)

I told him that I would review our files, and that
you would be in touch with him with reference to this specific
question

,

We are checking to determine whether the Manhattan
Engineering District ever directly "cleared " Dr. Condon.

53 MAR 1 9 1948
jjj
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I thought you might be interested in the attached technical log

which reflects the conversation between Martin^gronsky, radio commentator, •

and Dr. Edward U. Condon. This information was obtained through a technical

1surveillance on the residence of Dr. Edward U. Condon.

.

- / u t=e.L v^pTet^i) l y
At 8:40 a.m. on March 4, 1948, Martin Agronsky contacted Condon and

asked if he knew about “the sentence “ that A1 (AlJ&riendly, reporter for

the Washington Post?) had. Agronsky advised Condon that he (Agronsky) secured

this information from “Hoover 11
. It is believed that Agronsky is referring

here to the matter you discussed with him on March 3, 1948, to the effect
that our letter of May 15, 1947, to Secretary of Commerce Harriman contained

a statement 11there is no evidence to show that the contacts between this
.

individual (the Russian espionage agent) and Dr. Condon were related to

this individual 1 s espionage activity.

“

Agronsky informed Condon that this story about Condon was not important

to him and that “getting you out of this Cod Damned is more important. 11

Agronsky then read to Condon what he had written concerning this matter on
the morning of March 4, 1948 (for his radio comment?)- Ehis information is

set out in detail on page MI-8178, attached.

Condon informed Agronsky that he had personally delivered a letter

to Senator Hickenlooper requesting him to study the question of scientists

in relation to the government. It is believed that Condon is referring here

to reported accusations against and dismissals of, for security reasons,
certain scientists by some agencies of the government. Condon stated that

he is sincere in his letter but that he also thinks the publication of his

letter would react to his advantage and show that he was interested in the

welfare of the government. Condon indicated to Agronsky that he mi'ght have

to get the approval of the Department of Commerce prior to publishing this
letter. Condon advised that he had discussed the letter with Senator Hickenlooper.
Condon and Agronsky agreed that Hickenlooper does not have much “guts 11

.

^ Condon advised Agronsky that he was devoting the morning (of March 4,

1948) to v/riting a point by point analysis of “that Thomas report 11 to file
with the President and the Secretary. Agronsky told Condon to “hold on to

your letter”

*

that he “would like to do something about it“. Agronsky also
/requested Condon to advise him what he (Condon) did about the Hickenlooper
letter (referred^to 4bovej*.

5 av ‘
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Agronsky advised Condon that last night he "met one of our mutual
courageous friends. The man you worked with very closely upon the Hill. 11

It is believed that Agronsky is referring here to Senator Brien McMahon.
Agronsky stated that he asked him (McMahon) "What are you going to do about
Ed? 11 According to Agronsky "he" (McMahon) replied that he did not know and
that he thought he had already done a lot for Condon. Agronsky then told
Condon that "he 11 (McMahon) had informed him that "he" had' talked to ."Hoover^
assistant and that Hoover* s assistant had told him not to get out too far
on a limb". Agronsky stated further that "he" (McMahon) was very interested
but didn* t like to get involved in this sort of thing. Condon stated "Oh,

he*s certainly valiant, certainly valiant." Agronsky and Condon agreed that

"these guys are all just leaking courage, just leaking courage."
(MI-8174 through MI-8178 attached)

V 'l

Attachment
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DATE. .
06-19-2009;.&Y;V6D324yc,BWI>K-/TH- ...

•8r40 at' . 'MARTIN AFONSKY to EDWARD” COM)GN.. After exchaning greetings' th^fcontinue:
.

-

MI-1015^-4''.. - C: .The story, seems to "be pretty good this morning, huh? •• V
10i54-8'

;
Ar ;Jeah.' ¥eH,-, oh, ’ you. know that sentence that AL had? . - .

f-OT ^7-1 C: Uh huh.:. .
. . ....

‘ -V
. ; lA(.F/\en. F/ti£*r>*.Y ..

- :i>2

A: Some, Of it, you see T '

J
gpt-it< WA%Ht*'6TilA//%37~ J .

•
. .

-
.

'

‘ Qr 'Oh, you did? \ Vi*. ..
'

* '
. V' r' *» -v

A? Yeah, I,got it 'from. HOOVER. ^ ' :

' . .

.. v ••
• G: ' Goody gocfdv --1 was wondering where -ft came from; •

. '/ *V
t •. A: ’And I "gave it to AL’ and, hd.promised me he' wouldn’t use it In .the bulldog;.:.

• *• .'‘(edition) see.,-.-
‘ •

•
C:JJh huh •• "•

.>
..."

...
- <•

’

'’•//„
.4

<-•

,

•*'
...

‘
’ A> Because 1 at -least wanted to beat' the -AP on it, f -don't mind getting, you

know, . tied (ph) by AL. on' it

‘

;
-j"

. . .
' ,*

•’
’ /

.

: C: ’Uh huh ^ ••

‘ J

,

^
'' ’

.j -v. .• •.

A: But the’ AP didn’^t- have' it so^ J. had, a little' 'bit of.an 'exclusive on itv /-

Cs' Good, splendid, " .S. r '
“t ft

. - ; . A; Yeah, but Ah '.rites — I can rep.ort ' you., exclusively 'this morning. “Df^

•<;; -
' **'•

'..Course the -God Damn AP vdll pick it up and he’ll get /the.- credit and'- X won’t
. C: (laughter) Yeah, - thats - kind of, bad,; isnlt it?.

'

.*•
. A: Huh?-' -'

• : -V' *
.

:

‘
.

'.
'

,C{ .That's bad frpittVa professional point, of vievf ;

,A: -I’ih ;kind of .annoyed’ about that.' '.V
" /

'•

'•
'• .'V

'
- .. .. •, .

.

-» :

C:- Yeah
. V 'v

'•

'....iT'.
' :

v'.'.
:v y

.A'f,’. don't care';-

a

/
.

Cv'Of course, ah, I .suppps'e.in the stress'' .and strain
;

of it "uh^ ‘he.'.ah^- was- sort,

, . of thinking of exclusive meanings . reiahy^ to the. local papers rather than
any wider' sense, because this story —

,

•'(’ " V '.

’ "
’

' '

:

>

'A: Oh, ,1 don/1. blame him ;

, Christ, i mean those,-.stales ,. vfere -f- ; l

C:. TJhat’s that? - '
.

-
.

' •' ,-‘V-

‘

A: I say .the story isn’t- that important to. 'me^ I
,

mbah, g'ettiny .'gettin you. .

/ .out bf • this G.od Damhec, (garbled)-,.is .more, import'tant • . *,
‘

" ,,

'

G:-' Yeah, well,: f .thinky; ' I; suppose everrything, will.;, be ^dl'l ’ tight

’

1

A: Yeahj n.ow .lo'ok.b’ Here.’ s what”,
I

'ah', I ah., 'i'/rote ; this morning

1

.- . r
C: TJh hghV"’

'

' ---

A: I got to keep' youup to date pn what ’s- happening. "Representative J. ! ;T;
PARNEU. -THOfiSB, Chairman

,
of. the Hpuse, Un-American Activities; Committee.^

' made a . significant admission yesterday, he ' 'said actually implications of
' " disloyalty,---leve'ling, at DR. EDWARD : GORDON,, '.director' of the Bureau ' of

. .. ; ,
...

-Standards-, f MftV -THQJiAS ’ admitted there’ was ‘ no,
;

evidence that 'DR;-.,Cp/JD0N •

;
was irsr6lye,d;;ih espionage activities -in his contacts^

'
ya,th;.an. alleged'..

Russian agent.

T

- repor-fed t'o’ you yesterday morning '• that ' FBI. Director ,

.'

J. EDGAR HOOVER 'had promised, me he'd giveme,the sentence from,the FBI’s
report on-DS. CCMDON which, referred to -hi's,.,contact’, with; persons' close to

- the Russian Embassy and to espionage agents' for foreign powers'. '-'HR. HOOVER
infJSuSb however,. 'he s unable because of the -offical reduiren^MA-iasailfeiis
position to provide actualiy text of- the significant sentenceJ*yI did

'

;

- manage, hpvrevfer, to.qhtaih it elsewhere a: "-report it to you •

..exclusively this morning,.; The related sentehcg reads-y^and,

I

-^uote At, -ijlu

-. .. exactly now/ J There is, no evidence to- show'yU^^v^^itstefs^ bet^eA;t^gg^;,t
:(/

, individual’. and DR. COIDOH'v/ere related -to tB»c,iccaxyilua^Spee^B5age

/

activity. ‘ " This exonerating sertenc.e about DR-J-^OllDCK.y/a^&omejpMjfefe?ao«8ly
missing' from the text of the FBI report on DR. *COM)C® 'gj^-CTrlaR. rap^^had
released earlier.. At f xrs't MR. THOMS'.-claimed there was nothing

. ..
•••':

•
:

'* '

.

(coOTiNUED^®&i;' A
-MI-8174 / '-V M



Washington, D
March 4, 3-948

CONTINUED

FBI report"which cleared COMMON, of disloyalty,

.ay however, backed down and admitted that his

omehow neglected to copy the exonerating sent-

>ir. . Strange thing that, the only, sentence an
' DRLCCND'QN-’S loyalty and a

THOMAS’ investigator! " In the

careful how"Re goes about the-. .

-

disloyalty and conducting - character

should. hire investigators who are

i s omehow managed to miss the most

garding CGNDOSMS loyalty in the entire FBI -report. • .

- had any comments, backxrom. t-ne

committee investigator: had s

ence into his report on GOKD0

V.. the -whole report which- draiJs. a conclusion on

* "favorable orie,'is somehow- passed .over byyMR.

•. -future m. THOMAS ; is certain;to be.-more ca:

business of making allegations of «
.

assasinations or. at the very least he
' more intelligent

.

than this
.
gentleman -who

important fact reg _
G: Very good,' excellent .excellent. Have you.

field- or-I guess you wouldn’t yet. , .

A; -Ho not a .word . .
.

..
.*
;

.: ^ •

:J-
b.ru'*

.

' *M-

v

Cf: Hh-Ruh ‘ ->
- ’• '•

A: I‘m (garbled)- stay on it; though.

a v,'hat*s that?,. . \v
•

'

7

A: I‘m going to stay, on it.-

• C : Well that ’ s dandy , .
-

;
1 don ’t know whether

,
1

; say MARTIN; maybe you can'.'give' roe a sugge!

A: .yeah. -i - _ , y
•G. As you might, well imagine," of course

.
I ha;

.

‘'

the ranks --of' those who^
ate , have; as Conn;

;

. was. down there -talking. yesterday -with- ABE. a

'AV :

yeah' he told me, you were; going.to .put out ;

G: Well-, now there *s the situation ABE -went

be out of .
toTm. all -day today -.and so,. ,

I' can.

here is' the 'situation, that' I '-m Sort Of feel a

-
• would .kind of.like to. .just .see :hpw. you think ,f

/ becauser-first place,the statement .isn’t:, a t^ 1

'

'-^,r!itj s just merely reduestihg.HIC®kTLpOPEB. b

\*
'

yod know, aht.'ofl scientists- in. relation^t.0 -gp'

.,
.hysteria making it important to-;geb gooafto W

.'it would kind of. put'me in the ..light Ox a, or

• about the government- servicegoing to pieces

.. .
-
'- away from'the tusiness;,of.,all this answering

' k

know.' 1
- So,- tat was sort of; the- thought, of it.

> .
’- letter 'isn' ^perfectly .sincere,, but ^-what I m

•v and in -this way .all right-, but here-is/the-da

• course:.' weH*so' we typed it -all .up. and I^oo*

•MpOPER-about an hour y^te-rday-and^gave rt.tc

developments -,



Washington, D,. C

March 4> 1948

MI-SUlftlARY — CONTINUED

AGRONSKI to COITOON ;(CCNTII'!IM) )
1

, l.y'X*V /;
'

/.

Now this is- a guy who' all through thejwar worked
.
pn classified work, .who

. produced results that - resulted in research reports and patents , who, whom
.
.they had plenty of time to look-intoj. they didn't; whom, where

'

:

he took
• the ;job at their urgent request and: he. had some doubts about it. It's-'

... really a chaiming document',. ah, -'I want to get the damned thing and I'll C
' ball you back somevhere.1

'
and read it to you, because,. I mean he tells about

• how, - as he' is .being practically almost being thrown out . of the place by
the',.Scruff— Oh;,; EMI13E' found ^4ti: . 'It's a- right here. "het.'.me- You,got

- a minute? Shall.! read it to yp.u?
;
! mean, X don* t .think we ought to - v >•

use it without his permission or at, vOr at-the very- and.‘even .then with J :

-

- disguise. But consider all'- the -angles and I think yotitd. like-to hear it.
It's/ about 2..or

i
3—-' It'll take 15 minutes maybe to read it,

4

•AGRONSKY has an .'appointment v/ith Bis doctor and doesn't have time for' CONDON’;
vto read, ths .letter. , at‘the: moihent . ^V CONEjON said he wants to devote this
morning'’ toyti^hg to. OTite-- a’ point by^point' analysis .of "that THOMAS report”,
to file with the 'President' and .the Secretary. A®(BSKi-told'’CONDOR to hold
on to the letter'as he would like \to- do- scmethlrig.'

-. v >”•

" ’ •
•

’
’ '*'

V : f! '
* -'

-v,
v

'-V- :.
'.'u

'- • ..’s--

’.They continued -> *•

.

1 ~ -‘'1.. ••

A: ABE' told me of two more cases*
•'

• i /.
••

'
.*

C-: who?'
"

- , ,V . .

•A.i ABE. .{ft tv
**’.*’

' •••* •/*. ’ i. .' '
• •’

.

*' '

;c:,‘Uh huh,;\ -:.Xi V; vvCv'

-

-/• •“
..

.

.A:. He .told me two cases,' very'''similar, w --v P .v'.-.T- V
C: It's perfectly stinking ''what's .going on and ah- -last’ week- ypuknow^ '.they
", were ah- there was it was' really amusing. There was- 'a

.
person"’come .up/'

.

V from- one of. the prominent physicists, at Oak Ridge, came up, waiting, - as a
-.sort- of a 'spokesman, for about a dozen of them that wanted ..to - quit Oak*-;.

'

;• Ridge...and- come to work for The.Bureau ; .of Standards,. and me, 'I was just 4

. ,;sort of embarrassed so’ .as hot ,to be in the. role, of a guy that, was stealing
'"other.'peoples ' employees you kriow, and'-kind' of discouraging it: and say-

: ing, -f'V/elij I .don't -know that
. things’ are any better, up' here than''the way .

-you-'described- them down thereyMyou know':-; and' •they;sa3;d>/?'0h, ."you're' j.'-

crazy; you don*t\have any idea what it's -like’ '.down there”, "But.. I suppose
now they're, convinced that' things up here are' rather (garbled)' after c; .V

reading the papers. this ’.week and so ;on. Well, . anyway, it's a -mess,

A: 1 know it's a mess,
,

1

C: And' it’s 'a mess, .'that i;-thihk has an extraordinarily. accurate parallelism
’

. with purges
.
and

:
things . that, the Armans and the Japs and the. Italians did'

to 'their 'scientists -
just be-, ,in- the. general' flourishing of the fascism

period.. - I know that Fascism is -a word that /Communists use an avtful lot
these days but,.-but it has a. historically acetate 'dvay ofibeing; used,

A: .Yeah,- I think 'it's- reasonably, accurate 'ED,'
- '

'<*. :
T'

• AFONSKY thinks the best v/ay he (AoioNSKY) can handle" -the article is With -a

"magazine fix (ph) 'or. something like that" as he' can’t, -handle it' very well
• on'

a

broadcast. ACEGNSKY thinks - that someday he .will,- however, just, collect -

:.
.

: • 1 1 -v • .'V*
•• (ggittiiiueb)
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Washington/’D , • Cy-

. .
March' 4,1948

'

m-SUI3JARY —
. CONTBIHED' . -‘v ;\y‘.

,
'v- iVT./' '

'• ,
:

, >r*' : 7 JV
’ AFONSKY' to. COipOF (GO$TII‘fUEP) yV-' ‘‘V?

;
• 'Vy. . .t/''-' J

.

'•
•'

.
& lot. of "this stuff 11

;
and'devote. one 'entire ..broadcast to- Civil. liberties.*-

CONDON said there is - a nurd3er.;bf .chruch. groups that are ‘getting oulte V,

active on making; kind of a national; campaing. on: .civil -liberties- •"'‘and

•

in particular .-RAYMOND .WILSON is here the legislative representative of.
the friends, and has ',his' office, right, there in the meeting house across the

;

street from where you live. He

i

s ,,collecting a -lot ofjnaterial, and:he knov/s
uhat, the other; church groups, are

-
planning todo- and X think he vrould be'«r i:

-gopd source for you,; very nice .fellow." A3R0NSKY said. he. would look him up.

:.;0d|B)C6r asked -if is" going' to. the' White 'H’ouOq Correspondents dinner -

:

on Saturday night,.. A®a'ISKI; replied, that he is '.hot as, it -is Prdykfor -PV. ,
newspapermen. CONSON..said that the- reason, -he asked is that apparently it •

>111 be a
.

fancy affair and; the President- is supposed -to come, .to
-

it- "and -

-

r

~Jny-- old friends., Thc^tcQlAW HILL CO., for then which there's nothing more’

.

"conservative, ^ made -a* special point bf, inviting me this year as their guest-
'

to sit., attheir table,
, and the point was /that- somebody- one

.
of them was

-

s£W
Trio ' +K/£»Tr 4-Uo*rt,4 'V: 1 \ *

AGRONSKY. asked CONDON to' let . him know' about -the HICKENhOOHR' letter ifT ‘"he"
;;

'does anything,; CONDON -said he will.but thihlis, ''he" .’won't do' anything but
Show it to the' rest of tke committee at tlia* T-'VieYt. rnoo+.’i v»rr r»l-»

‘ 'm it to the' rest
;
of the committee .at their- pext meeting -.which>111- be - t-

It; >#&’£*' C 1;^ W‘„*U-- r^ .. .VyA *•
' 4 ;• A'W ~

.
:

ey coiitjuiuedr’
.

;

4
:

..Vv=, ' -y-' k
”

•• -7'.
.

- r,
'.Vnr<rW T . m V T ^ _j. '

1

'
• ' J. 1 » ' ' .V n *

*•'.**« * J

„ 1

"Y
—

7* .
**7^“: **7 .- .-6.r *v v YLX »'

crap, 1
!.; .- what HOOVER"had told m&i s'

" C:. Nh huh.
. ; y ,y; i, - -- o'

'

v' :''r ...... >. - . ;

A: . And- ah- he was very interested, ‘ He,.'said, well, -he didn*:t though,- he
didn't like to get involved -in this sort.;''of.thing,! r-.

'

'
; .

- V*
C:^^ Oh,, -hej's -certainly valiant,' certainly valiant '• *' '

. . YPflh-' ; fF»oem .' mirro * ;'Xl 1 a«\a 4* -1 a m m



V uWM • UNITE^-r^^GOYERNMENT.

MR# D# M. L,

H. B. FLETC:

SUBJECT; DR*' EDWARD U/ CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: March 3> 19,48

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

Mr. ToIson
Ur. E. A. Taca
Ur. Clogs
Ur. Qlavln
Ur. Ladd
Ur. Nichols

~
Ur. Rosen
Ur. Tracy
Ur. Carson
ur. Egan

' Ur. Ournea
Ur. Harbo
Ur. Hendon

At 11:17 .a,nu today, Mr* George Washington of the Department
called and stated that he and Mr. Peyton Ford -wanted a 'copy of the
Director's letter to Congress on the Condon matter, I explained that
I -was not aware of any

1

such "letter * He then referred to the article
appearing in the Morning Post and made reference to a letter written
in May, 1947, addressed* to the Commerce Department, in which it is set
out that the Director's letter been set out in full*

1

I explained to Mr. Washington that both Mr. Tamm and you were
out and that I did not have access to the letter to which he was referring.
I advised him that, it was available only in the Director's Office. Mr.
Washington' indicated he was going to call the Director.

/

I immediately advised Miss Gandy of this request.

Ur. Ponnlngtcn
Ur. Quinn Taaa_
Tele. Roan
Ur. Nease
Ulsa Holces
Ulss Qandy

era

rV
I

PJLCOS©^

IIS
3^ rs £
MAR 4.1G48

HBF:cmw
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAIJ/DK/TH

, \
Pl°nV‘ (SWLt*

Bomjii^arqpgbrd^ N^Mexico,
in 1902; last ./Tuesday was TO Con-

' don't 4dth birthday. He received

his FhlX degree from the Univer-

sity, of California in 1926. He studied

at the Universities of Munich and
'Goettingen in Germany- in 1926-27^

Hfe has been successively a mem*
bet' of the /faculties of California,*

Minnesota and Princeton Universi-

ties. In 1937, Dr.« Condon became
director of the laboratories of the

Westinghouse Co. at Pittsburgh. In

1940 he became a member of the

National Research Council Defense

committee and during 1941 was a

member of the President’s special

committee, on uranium research. \

'Dr. Condon succeeded Dr. Lymaf
J»-Briggs on the latter’s retiremen

as director of the Bureau of Standi

aids in 1945.

.
Well Qualified for Post

/At the tirpe of his appointment
r»r-' <

’* " *^^as Secretary o,

' §ht depart

I

ENCLOSURE



March 3, 19ii8

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED-
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

MEMORANDUM IOR MR. TOISON

Stacy Jones of Liberty Magazin^bailed advising that the
story he had in Liberty last year ori^Dr^Condon is coming in for
some attention by local newsopeople in view -of the expose by
Congressman Thomas* Committee within the last few days. Jones said
he had in mind going up to New Yprk this weekend for the specific
purpose of interviewing Generad^Groves who is now out of the Army

,

and who is working for Reminghori-Hahd in Connecticut. Jones said
that when he talked to Groves last year about Cond&n, he got the
impression that Groves would like to open up on Dr. Condon but that
he could not do so while he was in the Army. Jones now hoffes that
he can get Groves to really talk. He passed this observation on in
view of the fact that Jones was looking for a piece from the FBI to
do for the June issue of Liberty Magazine and he has come around
to seeing our point of view of not doing a piece on SIS operations
in South America during the war.

He said he had a piece for the May issue of Liberty that
he obtained from..Congressman Thomas which will be based upon Thomas’
investigation recently in Panama. I told him (Jones) that v/e have
been keeping him in mind with the thought of doing something on our
general criminal situation which would be suitable for Liberty '

during the s ummer months. We are, of course, following this and if
an agreeable story does suggest itself we will let Stacy Jones have
it.

Respectfully,

L. B. Nichols /

CC — Mr. Jones

o*

&
JJMsMP



form no. 54

Office Men^amkim •

MR. LADD

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: March 9,

V. P.

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD TJ. CONDOE
yftLL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAIJ/DK/TH

Corfey
// I (]'Jr. Glavin •

m-m'Ite. Ladd

HxfPhocH *VT
Vx. Traci:

Mr. Carson

Joseph Volpe, Assistant Counsel General, Atomic Energy Com- Mr. Hendon

mission, advised Special Agent Lawrence that he had a letter to answer £: qSiHi
n
?SS:

regarding Dr. Condon which necessitated his having certain data from ^^Kease
ra

the old files of the Manhattan Engineer District* Volpe stated that if olnay
he could obtain the MED file from the Bureau, he could get the information —
or he could furnish to the Bureau the questions he desired to answer which
relate chiefly to personnel matters and we could provide him with' the information.
He stated that inasmuch as he had to answer the letter immediately, he would
like to have the information as quickly as possible* ' \

*

You will recall that the MED file on Dr. Condon was one of a group
llthat was turned over to us by the Manhattan Engineer District after General
IjLeslie Grove discussed the matter with the Director * The file in question is,
of course, technically an Atomic Energy Commission file* It does not containSis or documents and relates entirely to the investigation of

e Manhattan Engineer District*

est that we release the old MED file to Volpe on the basis that
us and let him abstract the information he: desires. This, of
t involve the Bureau: in any way as it is not data obtained
ur efforts.

Wg f
[/

\ v

Th i s

'Do

VFKttlc
OfC

jQi^AtA^gQ

Mwwm tc***
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

ih ‘

. w H
Office JSdemomndum I- UNITED STSrES GOVERNMENT

TO Director, FBI

SUBJECT:

GUI H0T1EL, SAC, Washington Field

EDWARD UHLER^ONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: March 10, 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

V- —i
4^

on March furnished the following information ' ^ 0^

of the An,

A4M
+
C?4ES

5

°£ the Rockefeller Foundation and a member

formed tbl ?° •

Sc
^
en

?
e Societ7 Inc., wrote to HELE^&RRIS,

? i

American Soviet Science Society and presentiyemplSyed

to the
he d±d not/eel her suggestion that he write

Xork TiMes was necessary, (probably concerning the American

Dr DUNN had
C

wH+r
e 7 ^. OTNE

?
N?S associations with same) inasmuch as

publi™d!?
d ritt 3 letter alonS similar lines which had already been

on March ll^SF t
m
f
eting of scientists would be held

tLn of rownnw t r ?!T
Yorker to Protest the present investiga-tion ol CONDON by the House Committee on Un-American Activities.

' B
• &

.m 016 NeW Y°rk
°f
fice is requested to submit to the Washington

£ DUNN nV^rS Cl^?TSS r9gardine the above mentioned letter of• DuNN, any clippings which may appear regarding the scientistmeeting as well as any other slippi^s (exempt pSeee aeeoSSn items)which are available regarding CONDON.
ltems;

£-b

zu
3

2

-Ss.

cc - New York - Special Delivery

RGG:EL
62-1*108



;3rDAKD FORM NO. 64

Office Me.
9

v * unit! ::..

v GOVERNMENT*

To : DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: March 10, 19^8

FROM : GUY HOTTEL, SAD, WASHINGTON FIELD

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

'
~~X6onfidential Informant] [stated that CONDON'S Assistant b2

Director, Dr. DEIIEPIgOr^^'INOGRADOFF , vrho has been the subject of
several prior conMinications" from' this office vjrote a note to the
Charge d‘ Affaires, Enbassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
112^ 16th Street, Northwest, which was postmarked October 31, 19k7.

The note, which was typed reads as follows:

"October 31, 19U7

"I wish to thanlc you for the - invitation to attend
a reception oh Friday November 27, and to say that I
shall be pleased to attend. \

/S/ D. I./felNOGRADOFF

- D. I. Vinogradoff

OSS’
u

o~

CJ2

"Please note that my present address is 3608 Ord-
way Street, Northwest and not 3816 Military Road, North-
west any more. ,,:

This data is submitted' as further evidence of VINOGRADOFF's
associations with the Soviet Snbassy as previously reported by

[

RGGsJIF
62-4*108

vj/OONF. INPT.

:b2
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

Mr . ToTsdn

Mr. E. A.

Mr. Clegg_

//Mr. Glavin

/ Mr. Ladd ^

February 86 , 1948

Mr. Nichols,

Mr. Rosen

'r. Tracy
Mr. Egan

Mr. Gurnea

Mr. Harbo
i

Mr. Mohr

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON

Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Tamm_
Mr. Nease
Miss Gandy^

Jim Walter of the Times-Herald told me that the
Un-American Activities Committee was releasing a report on
J)r. E.

|

tcj^fcgndpp^op March 10th which will make headlines all
country fT"'The report will contain letters , documents,

etc, ’

Walter, also told me he has gotten up an excellent
story on tkeffimer ican Scientific^ V/orkers Association and its
April meeting~vn AtianiicfCiiy where in "they contemplate
blasting the intelligence agehcb'&s on the loyalty program .

He has talked to a Hr^Sliab i ro._who was dismissed by the
Army in 1946 and then received a fellowship at the National
Institute of Health in Bethesda, He stated Shapiro is very
talkative and gave him the complete story . They contemplate
using this story a day ahead -.March 9th - inasmuch as
Shapiro discussed Hr. Condon at length .

Respectfully

,

H-
r-

LBN:RC
L. B. Nichol s ^

*%} SB ]£

32 MAR & 1948 ^0% *)•

v**. * '• r

' \ «

f ff WV JHIS MEMORANDUM IS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

§)&MB I^PIPSTROYED AFTER ACTION IS TAKEN AND NOT SENT TO FILES



^STAMOAHU-fOHM NO. ©4

Office ife; WlTt ERNMENT

TO

FROM

The Director date: March 9> 19^8

D.

}

SUBJECT:

24. Ladd

M'EDWARD Ur COKDON

,L IHE4RHATI ON CONTAINED
HEREIn/iS UNCLASSIFIED

-19-^2009 BY 60324 UC

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. A. Tam
Ur. Clegg_+ Ur. Clegg^ ur. Glavin

r Ur. Tra<&
. Ur. CarsonUr. Carsbn

Ur. Egan
~

Ur. Gurnea
Ur. Harbo

*"

ur. Hendoff"
Ur. Pennington
Ur. Quinn Tansn

Tele. Room
Confirming the information which I orally furnished to Miss

n . *0 *0 . IWWI

you are advised that our iiles reflect the following with respect %&£$££&
to hie affiliation with th^^Bgerlean Soviet Science^Society, and the

Miss CandyJ]

National Council of American Soviet_I^iendship:

1« The files.\of the Pittsburgh Office contain information indicating
that a letterhead of theAPlttsturgh Council of American Soviet Friendship dated .

“

October 8, 1943, lists Mrs . Edvard U. Condon as corresponding secretary and \
!Dr. Edvard Condon as e. member of the board of that organization,

2. The New York Office has reported that in June of 1944 Dr. Condon's
name appeared as a member of the General Committee of the Science Committee of
the Rational Council of American Soviet Friendship., Inc.

3. Through a highly delicate and reliable source having access to
the premises occupied by the Rational Council of American Soviet Friendship,
Inc. in New York City, it was learned on June 24, 1945, that a letterhead of
the American Soviet Science Society reflected that Edward U. Condon was an
honorary vice president of that organization.

The Rev York Office has also reported that Dr. Condon1 s name appears
on the stationery of the^merican Science ..Society as a member of its Executive -

Committee. Elaborating on this point, the New York 0ffi.ee reported that the
American Soviet Science Society is an outgrowth of the Science Committee of
the Rational Council of American Soviet Friendship, Inc. You will recall that
the Rational Council of American Soviet Friendship, Inc. has been declared
subversive by the Attorney General. gy

All of the aforementioned data will be included in detail^ ir!
•

memorandum which is. currently being prepared on Dr. Condon.

*=3-
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7 TIMES

QUOTES THE KOUS

1ST PAI:

ICA!! SOVIET SCISP

SOVIET FRIENDSHIP, I HC,. • Al'D UHICK UAj RECITE

a

_J

OSGAMI ZATI OH BY ATTOE^CT i^SfiAL
^
CLA3!^ ,

HE VSA3 LMX^'J-3-J-MjiL^
II'FLUEUCE TO 01 !E GF^ THE PRICI P-E COiiiiUHlST EEDZAVCRS IU THE U .

3

FURTHER, DR. W'M) REFERRED TO LETTER URITTEH LARCH SIX, HIRE

FORTYSIE FROL A wERICAR-SOVIET SCIENCE SOCIETY DIRECTED TO ST

OF BUREAU OF STANDARDS. IK UHICK SCIENCE SOCIETY APPEALED FOR

i iZi3ERS . IE LETTER ALS O DR- DUHH STATES THAT AiiERIC^LSmS

SOCIETY HAS RO CORRECTION UITK RATIONAL COUNCIL OF AIiE?.ICAi T-

SOVIET FRIENDSHIP » Cl
|

lu ‘-

THAT RICKAR^ORFORD, EXECUTIVE PI|

LALOUT THAT AUERICAM-S OVIET • SCIENCE

THE LENDERSHI? LETTER HAS URI

I OH i-IARCH EIGHT ADVISED

•*r , ^SL . bfi



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

7 # '7 1 %
Office id/uM • united s

/

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

^^^^^gutTottel, SAC, ^/ASKENGTON FIELD

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

/ GOVERNMENT

DATE: March 12, I9I18

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

>^Oonfideritial Informant
] |

stated that ESCTIIE H^CONDON
on October 16, '191+7, wrote the following note to MONROE /STEEN

, Press
Attache of the Yugoslav Embassy: /'

'•Dear Mr. STERN:

'•Please, may I have copies of the publications
mentioned in the enclosed article? (The ones underlined)
I'm grateful to the Memphis Commercial Appeal for having
bro't them to my attention.

'•Also, do you have anything on the Macedonian
Slaves in Northern Greece?

Yours

/S/ EKELIE H. CONDON”

The enclosure referred to is a newspaper clipping from
"The Commercial Appeal*1

, Memphis, Tennessee, October 15, 191+7, entitled
‘•Assignment America—Tito Spreads Tomes For A Well-Red Man, Yugoslavs
Have Paper And No Lack Of ,Propaganda, Guess 7/ho Prints It?” The article
was written by KENNETH LyJ^DIXON , International News Service Writer and
had a Washington dateline’ October ll+, 191+7.

The books referred to in the article are various publi-
cations and books regarding Yugoslavs. Photographs of the letter and
enclosures are being retained in the files of the Washington Field
Office.

<2 l

b2

‘ f A *

that ELULI

RGG : JIF
62-1+108

This letter confirms information furnished by]
I0ND0N is in contact with STERN who is related to Mrs,

«&(£***

by]_

ALBERT S.>CAHN, Jr., nee MARJORIE^STERN, a close friend of the
Communists ^

recorded! T^cry.
• IP TB

"

MAR12J94P
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ALL I-JIFOBMATIOH' COHTAXJJEDv .
A",'

HEPEDJ IS- UNCLASSIFIED .

'
T

DATE 08-19-2009 .BY "60 3*24 UC BAW/D^/TH

-•
'

3 • -• ' •->* -v
• -

.
•

• 3 w
'•••• - ; . . ;
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;

•'

In connectim mtb the JDr* Condon matterAW.-fa
'

"r

:

;

iascraiim thatme 'amstrir abeoluie-ace^racg m& aompleteaem. ;

of c$'r file npm-thim individm!* -Am-, the public ocntromr&v
.

%» havt shading ts the . m~4mritswi Activities Remittee is',

predicating He 'Case againct C'toitsea largely ** amteatG f

bf the letter akteh m seat to ihe Secretary. of aa&zerce., Gan*.

mmmtiUa m state* be aartaim that, eoan portion of that.

and#/ the enclosure* included therein mere accurate and mill
stand ..»» acid 'teatM ••

„

’ a
; . ,'Y

". d
f -;

*

'

the other' hand, 'it io’ imvttable that ,the ®a~Am&tGm
Activities CfomHiee mill probably develop «$«ws infermtim aeisr

carnum Br*. Cantien in iliair am inmetigaticns and iar mat there*:
fora dztea certain that the FBI has acquired aU pertinentJazts :

Gcnqserniri'j Gondan .and hie pmt wd .preeeat cctitiitiexj for
should the {th-Avsariam dctiui£$a$ Committee develop same pertinent,
ihf&rmtion opneerntttft dr. 'Vend on- mhich. -»i?, did not h&tfts ;i&' oiir:

• A...

-J$Z4f9g.#nd c&neeauerttli/ -did act furnish £& .*§&#- P&bveiary of Stoa-.: ;

zereay the latter official my very properly -tak®’ the .y:
that -haul ha been furnished that information by the &3£ difffront. ••

nation mould have imn
.
taken by tm Mp&rtmnt of $tus®2r&& in:- -

/:

ffmdoR rB &as@p
'
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•
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•
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•

- :?ery truly yoursf

A*V»d**: ; '

- id
fGlM. iM.gar ’Sooner

Mroctor
•00*1

Mr. Tolson
Ur. S‘. A- l

Mr. Cleg* •

Ur. Glavin
Ur. Ladd .

“

ur. Nlcholi
Ur. Rosen

Ur. Egan
Ur. Ournca
Ur. Harbo •

Ur. Uohr
'"~~~

Ur. Pennington
Ur; ^ulnn Tarmf
Tele. Room

“

Ur. N'ease «
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FORM NO. 64

f *Office * UNITED STATES7 GOVERNMENT

iu :

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, New Yori

EDWARD TJHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

DATE: March 13, 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2009 BY 60324 TJC BAN/DK/TH

Reference Washington Field letter dated March 10, 1948*

Enclosed for the Washington Field are the following news-
paper clippings: a letter to the "New York Times’1

, March 6, 1948 by Dr.

L. JLr^fOTNN; articles from the March 12, 1948 issues of the "New York
Heraid Tribune" and the "New York Times" relating to a meeting and press
conference held by a* group of New York scientists in connection with the
CONDON case; other items concerning CONDON from ®ew York newspapers of
March 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 11, 1948.

In connection with the letter to the . Tjimes " by L. C. DUNN,
the New York Office or/{iarch 8, 1948 was advised byTvSo

n

fi.denti-a-I—Informants
I "J

bhat RICEARD^^FORD, Executive Directpa^of the^ational Coimcij^,o.f~
r

j

ban-Soviet Fri^dship^JDac . , told CORLISy^^MONT^ that the*

Soviet Scx^n^^^o'eiety~was--affiliated with t&€$VNQASEi-at the time the member-
ship letter (referred to in DUNN* s letter) was written. This information
was forwarded to the Bureau by teletype, March 8, 1948, entitled National
Cbunoil of American-Soviet Friendship Inc.

For the information of the Washington Field Office, a com-
plete set of articles concerning the CONDON case, for March 2, 3, and 7th,
are not available at this office. However, all articles to date referring
to the CONDON case have been forwarded to the Bureau.

It is suggested that the Washington Field Office obtain
copies of the missing articles from the Bureau.

Future articles available at New York will be forwarded to
the Washington Field Office.

cc - Washington Field (Enc. 46) SPECIAL DELIVERY

JMS :MMF
100-37011

/2Jf'
0* JS

\>^ 29 MAR 15.1948

f^i



AL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

STATES -DEPARTMENT OF JUS'

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

Transmit the following message to: sac, SAU FRANCISCO

EDilAP.D UHLER cOITDOH, IS - R. RE UASBEIGTOH FIELD OFFICE LETTER HATED

MARCH NINTH, FOi-TYEIGHT.
:

ADVISE BY TEL RESULT OF THE INVESTIGATION

REQUESTED IB RCFSRSHCE IE.TTEEw FORWARD DETAILED RESULTS BY LETTER

MSB. THIS FATTER. IS URGENT AND MUST RECEIVE ILH3DIATB ATTENTION

.HOOVER

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ,
•

herein 'is unclassified --

DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW^DK/TH

CC: Washington Field Office

(3$r Special Messenger)
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON

Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Tamm_
Mr. Nease

Miss Gandy

Congressman J. PfvSHiomas called me yesterday • He asked me 'l/ws*#*
to come and see him at'wie hospital , which I did . In this conneo-
tion it should be pointed out that last Saturday while I was in "• 1

Pittsburgh he called me. While talking to Mr. McGuire he told me
of the call and I endeavored to reach Thomas but his line was busy.
I told Mr. McGuire to call Thomas and tell him I was in a travel
status and if the matter were urgent he would have me call. Thomas
said it could wait until Tuesday

.

When I called on him at the hospital he said one of the things
he wished to discuss was the Condon report and he wanted to tell us
exactly what they contemplated doing before doing it. He stated they
rushed the report out inasmuch as they had heard the Dept, of Com-
merce Loyalty Review Board had cleared, Condon. He ttefi wanted to
know if we had any information on Joe^Barnes and' CarrSLevin of the
New York Herald Tribune. Levin writes^an occasional article for the
Daily Worker and Thomas thought we might have a card on them, 'i

told him I was not familiar with this but would check and get in
touch with him.

He then stated he had received word that Stepheftrunauer had
been indicted by a, secret grand jury in Washington. He said this
7iad come to him through intelligence sources in New York and in
Washington. We have had this rumor before and have not been able
to establish the correctness of this allegation. ^

&

•b-or

This morning Thomas called and referred to the Washington"
stdry. He stated that his committee did not have the full text of
our letter to Secretary Harriman and asked if I would read to him
that portion quoted in the Post. I told him I would endeavor to
locate the letter and would then determine just what we could or
could not do. He stated the Commerce Department had declined to
make the letter public to the press which of course confirmed the
fact that the letter did not clear Condojuggl He •thought the letter
was being quoted out of context • i .a ,

. - Jestedh

A

S ~

I have had. calls* fron Rexy^oHie T&arz&Le iv.tSw
.
Mo rfi

ing . In both instances I have seated there woullj$
J

be3§£o comment and

/

YS ;
2'

:

‘ *U

while I had not seen the text of the letter w impres-
sion that the quote in the Post referred to something specific

A
^||i^5'^&^ST.RaY-ED-A&T.ER^



lYhile I have not seen the letter as yet, it is my understanding
the quote from the Post referred to one specific allegation and
while I thoroughly concur that we do not want to become involved
in this matter, I do think we should read Thomas the full para-
graph because if a conflict develops and a portion of our letter
is quoted out of context, sooner or later the Bureau is going to be
the one to suffer.

It would also be my recommendation that we read the one para-
graph to Collier and Fulton Lewis for their own personal and con-
fidential information and background purposes, and of course adhere
to our policy of no-commenting the matter .

Respectfully

,

Li B. Nichols

LBN:RC
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Send File
For Appropriate Action
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L. B. Nichols
Room 5640, Ext. 691



of 'the Air^Program and'wanted official- ..figures which -hedSsopld use-at.

that time, Jffeich. figures. 1 were, furnished - him .,.!

$

told- the .Aitorney
:

,*•'

V>aiV iiJFflKHATi'oir cosrriiH^p ,;

''

' s

.HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED' \

’

-DATE 08-19-2009 B'i 60324. UC BAN/DK/TH'

March 15, 1948

FOR MR;.. !K>LS0>I

L'R. TAlll
'

: • t-R. LADD
•. . ; 'V •<- ••• HR. JIICROLS

5 :3-0 pm

;i
"

:
.
The- Attorney--'’General called me andis-dvlsed. that, he' had.', IN' /fy\ ;

received. the .copies 1 of the' letter - to me. from tiri- Seth X Richardson y \
.• - '.

and'.iny answer to him regardihg .the releasing of information from time'. /
"

• t

to time regarding the ..work of the '.FBI. in the handling of its functions
under the Loyalty .Program

1

told the Attorney -General that i felt
. _ __ , V-

very strongly that we should not yield to Richardson’s, suggestions.
that -public announcements with'. res.pe.ct to.'-tpb mumer'ical; progress .which */•

the FRI is making be .ceased- .-until -some agreed date in the future, when .

'
• N .-.

,
a .proper' compilation can he :mad'e and, .a .balanced' public

.
report' author^'' " '•

. i&ed.
. The. -Attorney General stated ,'he'.'agreed."'-to - ray 'vievis and Conclusions -

; ::J
arid.! Morris Brnst aboutVtv/o months ago

. .

- ^
Krnst expressed his. opinion that the public''iaterest-is leveled at the

. ;

‘

,

" ’ C\
progress of, the loyalty 'investigations.

.
and he felt they should

,
know ..

.the official figures, frod. time to .time. •'I- also told the Attorney .
•

*
v
_;V

f i/STT.'ir'Si'l 4-Ki-n^ 1 :/\w»4 o cj*+ me -f/v H^i'-ira t-o r,r> +ho ‘i-niTi-t HcilTl- -• . _

General that : -ternst did .a.magnificent- job. apct'dispelled' the idea,of any
.

: ..V -

vvitah hunt.cn -the -part of the /department of Justice- or- the Bureau.', I
' -

1/ advised the-. attorney General of the progress being made in this program :

;

’• '"Ns.

1
and- told' him that as many a-S ,35,000 questionnaires ,are handled per • ;• y •

day and that we. are ty/p~thirdb-.finishe.d and are expecting, .to be through
,

§ .

this- pfcase.by the end of -April of -first part of Kay".- . >• .£•'
• ja-

;• >•
' nvv; ;• v -,y

•

.• . The Attorney General .and -1 discussed the Xtty iCpacldn matter 'P-i

at- spjne-.lengtb regarding; the -bmissidn.'.'of the qualifying,Statement' con-
'

'§£

|
tained in 'my letter -to. Harriman regarding Dr, Cohi^' as fit- was carried 3

j

in the' local, papers.- "I 'tpld the.'Attorney General that--!, felt we, should,
.

refrain from giving out information contained in - our files- pertaining;
__

. •?§

| to; matters, regarding vfijich. we have-'oonducted' no investigation and the p
E Attorney General -• expressed Agreement to this. '

;

'

• Veiry •' truly yotirs.

cc - Mr. I'.ease-'

•?

. -
r

.' l
-•
T^CORDE®^|

[i/lftR l8 1948

John Sigar ‘Hobver . .
- - *

*

"Director -
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REPORT TO THE FULL COMMITTEE OF THE SPECIAL
SUB-COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY, OF THE

COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

Members of Sub -Committee

:

Honorable J. Parnell Thomas, Chairman
Honorable Richard B. Vail
Honorable John S. Wood

When the Committee bn Un-American Activities was reorganized in January,
19^7 ,

it adopted an eight-point program of investigation. The fourth point of
that program stated: "Those groups and movements who are trying to dissipate
our atomic bomb ’know-how' for the benefit of a foreign power will have the
undivided attention of our committee agents, as well as those who are seeking
to weaken other aspects of our national security." While your Sub-Committee
is fully aware that it is not our respeonsibility to detect and counter the
espionage activities of foreign countries in the United States, nevertheless
in our continuing investigation of the extent and character of communism here,
we necessarily have to check on the activities of Soviet agents, because of
the integration and tie-up between so-called domestic communist activities and
that of the official Soviet Government.

That the Soviet Union and her satellite nations have been desperately
attempting to not only secure our complete atomic know-how, but also to weaken
or destroy our hold of this important knowledge, is plainly evident to this
Sub-Committee. As the full Committee is aware, for\ over a year now, agents
of the Committee have been assigned to special investigations in this field,
and while their investigation is not yet completed, the Sub-Committee feels
that it should submit a preliminary report, particularly bn bne aspect of
this matter which is of such importance that it- demands immediate attention
It has to do with Doctor Edward U, Condon, Director of the National Bureau
of Standards. From the evidence at hand, it appears that Dr. Condon is one of
the weakest links in our atomic security. In substantiation of this statement,
the Sub-Committee respectfully submits the following information:'

Personal History and Education of Dr. Edward U. Condon: gANDTLHB.ST
WI'QF (ufM

Dr. Edward U. Condon, Director of the National Bureau of Stand.arpsl, was
born at Alamogordo, New Mexico, on March 2, 1902. On November 9, 1922, he
married Emilie^lQnzek, and American-born woman of Czechoslovakian descent. Dr.
Condon is a graduate of the University of California, having received an A. B.
degree from that institution in 1924, and a Ph. D. in 1926. During the years
1926 and 1927 ,

Condon studied at the Universities of Munich and Gottingen in
Germany. In 1928, Dr. Condon was a lecturer on physica atf^umbia-sUni:
in New York City. In 1929, Condon was a professor of umrsicB.'

University, and during the years 1930 to 1937, he was Ana^ci-^te Di^btorWf the£
Physics Department at the institution. From September

3
^37/ '



19^-5, Dr. Condon *was employed by the Westinghouse Laboratories at Pittsburgh,
Pa. While with the Westinghouse Laboratories where he was employed as Director,
Condon was a consultant on war research projects, being performed at the radiation
laboratories of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., and
the University of California, at Berkeley, California. Condon is principally
regarded as a theoretical physicist which involves radar, nuclear physics,
radio-active tracers, mass spectroscopy and the elastic properties of metals.
On November 5, 19^5, Dr. ‘Edward U. Condon was appointed Director of the National
Bureau of Standards. Dr. Condon was recommended by Henry A. Wallace, who was
then Secretary of Commerce, The Bureau of Standards is a bureau in the Department
of Commerce.

In addition to the employment mentioned above, it should be noted that
during the year 19^0, Condon was a member of the National Defense Research
Committee and that during the year 19^1, he was a member of the Roosevelt
Committee, on Uranium Research. During the 79th Congress, Dr. Condon was
scientific Adviser to the Special Committee on Atomic Energy. In July, 19^6,
Dr. Condon was a member of the Presidents Evaluation Committee which was formed
for the purpose of observing the effects of the atom bomb test made at Bikini
Atoll. Condon has also served as an advisor to the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

Information regarding the National Bureau of Standards:

The National Bureau of Standards is the principal agency of the Federal
Government for research in physics, mathematics, chemicals and engineering.
It acts as custodian of the Nation* s basic scientific standards and serves
government and industry in an advisory capacity on any scientific and tech-
nical matters in the physical sciences. The Bureau 1 s direct appropriations
for the fiscal year totaled approximately $6,800,000, which was supplemented
by approximately $10,800,000 in funds transferred by the Army, Navy, the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the office of the Secretary of Commerce,
the Bureau of the Census, and other Federal agencies.-

The bulk of the Bureau* s work is conducted at its laboratories in
Washington, D. C. However, it has several field testing stations located
at various points within the United States and its territorial possessions.
Included in the research work presently being conducted- by the Bureau of
Standards’ is the field of radio propagation, which relates to guided missiles.
In conducting its radio propagation activities, the Bureau of Standards main-
tains field stations at Sterling, Virginia; Adak, Alaska-; Punnene, Maui, T.H.;
Palmyra Island; Guam Island; Trinidad, British West Indies; and Las Cruces, White
Sands Proving Ground, New Mexico. Research projects engaged in by- the Bureau
of Standards at the present time concern atomic energy, radar proximity fuses,
instrument-landing systems, and radiosonde. During the year 19^7; *fche Bureau
of Standards conducted research work on classified projects for the War Depart-
ment, the Navy Department, and the Atomic Energy Commission.

With reference to the work performed under the auspices of the Atomic
Energy Commission, it should be noted that the background for this activity
extends- to the early years of the 20th Centry, for in the atomic energy field,

- 2 -
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the National Bureau of Standards has had the responsibility for conducting basicresearch associated with the scientific standards, the physical Constances andproperties of substances and methods of measurement and instrumentation. Theatomic homb project itself originated
. in the Bureau in 1939.

Other national defense work carried on by the Bureau of Standards during
the year W*, particularly for the Army and Navy, consisted of basic studies of
the properties of electro-magnetic radiation in connection with communication andradar activities, the development of realted instrumentation, and radio propa-
gation research. The Bureau also conducted special research regarding jet fuels,
the design and construction of new types of optical-range finders and methods ofretarding gun erosion.

The Bureau of Standards is one of the most important national defense
research organizations in the United States. Because of this, it has become the
target of espionage agents of numberous foreign powers.

The Sub-Committee has in its possession a list of employees of the
national Bureau of Standards who have been cleared by the Atomic Energy
Commission to- perform work on atomic projects. Because of the fact that th<s
list contains restricted data, it is not being included in this report. How-
ever, it is to be noted that when this list was issued at the end of November
194-7

j
the name of Dr. Edward U. Condon was carried in a rending status . This

list contains the names of all of those persons who are qualified to work on
atomic energy projects from aloyalty standpoint. The fact that the name of the
Director of the Bureau of Standards was carried in a pending status by the
Atomic Energy Commission as. late as November 19^7, becomes a matter of serious
concern to us when it is recalled that he had, as early as 19U1 , held several
important positions in the United States Government which related to the development
oi atomic energy. For instance, in 19^1, he was a member of -the Roosevelt
Committee on Uranium Research, and in July 19^6 he was a member of the President's
Evaluation Committee which, as stated previously in this report, was formed for
the purpose of observing the effects of the atom bomb test made at Bikini Atoll.

,, t)

It iS °f interest t0 note
; -that in May 19V7 , Dr. Condon reorganized

uhe Bureau of Standards and set up 14 separate divisions. Despite the fact
that he had not been cleared to perform work on atomic energy projects for the
Atomic Energy Commission, he appointed himself head of the Atomic Physics
Division, one of the Divisions involved in the reorganization.

That the Atomic Energy Commission had reason to doubt the loyalty
of Dr. Condon, is evidenced by a letter, the original of which the Sub-Committee
has m its possession, which letter was dated July 11

, I9 I16
, and is addressed

to a member of Congress-, who at that time was a member of the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy of the Congress. This letter ms written by a person who
held a high post in the security division of the Manhattan Project, and who
is now a ranking official of the Atomic Energy .Commission. The first paragraph
of this letter is quoted in part as follows;

. "Attached is a very hurried attempt which may be of some
help. Unfortunately, the group has loaded me down in prepa-
ration for Friday' s meeting. May I suggest that you demand Dr”
Condon's record of the FBI. It would be enlightening."

- 3 -
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The associations of Dr. Condon and his wife .hare been cause for great

concern to the agencies charged with the security of the United States. Dr.

Condon, knowingly or unknowingly, entertained and associated with persons who
are alleged Soviet espionage agents,- and persons now reported to "be under

investigation by a Federal Grand Jury. So serious have Dr. Condon* s associa-

tions been, that on May 15, 19^7 >
J* Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, sent a confidential letter to W. Averill Earriman, Secretary

of Commerce. The letter is quoted in part as follows:

"The files of the Bureau reflect that Dr. Edward U. Condon

has been in contact as late as 1947 with an individual alleged, by
a self-confessed Soviet espionage agent, to have engaged in espionage

activities with the Bussians in Washington, D. C., from 1941 to 1944.

"Mr. and Mrs. Condon associated with several individuals con-

nected with the Polish Embassy in Washington, D. C. Among those are

Mrs^^osephiliinieiTize, wife of the Polish Ambassador, TirginiayWoerk

,

"clerk employee of the Polish Embassy, Helen M^^arris, Secretary of

the Polish Embassy and Ignacei^lotowski
,
former Counselor of the Polish

Embassy and presently a Polish 'Delegate tothe United Nations

«

1

"Helen Harris is identified as a former secretary to the American

Soviet Science Society during the time it was known as Science Committee

of the National American Soviet Friendship Society. She went to work for

the Polish Embassy in the fall of 1946.

"Zlotowski is identified as a nuclear scientist who studied under

Joliet Curie, known member of the Communist Party. He was ex-secretary

of the American Soviet Society. It is known that in February 1947,

Zlotowski purchased 270 hooks on atomic energy which had been

published by the Department of Commerce.

"It is also known that Mr. and Mrs. Condon were in contact

with several other persons closely associated with this alleged

Soviet espionage agent. It is also reliably reported that in

March 1947
,
Zlotowski offered the use. of the Polish diplomatic

pouch to scientific groups as a mehns of transmitting scientific

material outside the United States, dissemination of which had to be

restricted because of security reasons by military authorities.

’"Zlotowski was in contact with Anatole ©romov, First Secre-

tary of the Soviet Embassy who has since returned to Russia. Mrs.

Emily Condon applied for passports for European travel in 1926, and

passport for travel to Russia in 1945 • Passports were withdrawn,

Condon ussued passport 276319 on October 11, 1946, to travel and study

in Germany, France, Holland, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain

Denmark and Switzerland. He applied for apSsport June 4, 1946, to

Russia which was issued but was later cancelled by the Army."

There are other instances in which Dr. Condon and his wife have been guests

at the 'home of persons who are attached to the Embassies of Soviet satellite

nations. Also present were the representatives of official Soviet agencies.

- 4 -
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We have previously stated herein that the Bureau of Standards
,
because

of its importance to the national defense, has become a focal point for espionage
agents attached to foreign governments. Bor a great many years, the Bureau of
Standards 3^as been visited by representatives of many foreign governments.

In order to accomodate foreign visitors, shortly after his own appoint-
ment as Director of the Bureau of Standards, Dr. Condon appointed DemetrvJE

>

>^B.nogradoff . a Russian-born scientist, as the liaison Representative of the
Bureau# Vinogradoff, prior to his affiliation with the Bureau of Standards
was employed by the Westinghouse Laboratories at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
During the wartime years, he was in charge of liaison between the Westinghouse
Electric Company and the representatives of the Soviet Purchasing Commission.

During the period July 1946 through March 3i> 1947; a total of 238
visitors and 64 delegates from foreign nations, including Russia and Poland,
visited the National Bureau of Standards. Dhring this period, a total of

39 Russians and 3 Polish nationals visited the Bureau. Among these visitors,
were the Naval Attache and the -Assistant Naval Attache of the Russian Elmbassy,
and three representatives of the United Nations Relief arid Rehabilitation
Administration. Since March 1947; a total of 666 persons representing
foreign governments have visited the Bureau. Very few Russians or Russian
satellite nation representatives ' are included in this number. The reason for the
decline in the number of Russian visitors to the Bureau of Standards is
unknown to this Sub-Committee. However, it should be noted that during 'the -

month of December, 1946, Demetry I. Vinogradoff, liaison officer of the Bureau
of Standards, made arrangements with E. T^yOrekahov , the first Secretary of the
Russian Embassy in Washington, D. C., to discus's 'the problem of exchanging
books, pamphlets and other Witten material. The arrangements for the dis-
cussion were made by Vinogradoff at the request of Dr. Condon, and it was* agreed
that the discussion between Orekahov and Vinogradoff would be informal because,
otherwise, it would be necessary to obtain a clearance from the State Department.

It is also known that Vinogradoff has been in close touch with
Captain A. Fr^elikov, Assistant Naval Attache of the Russian Embassy.

Your Subcommittee would like to point out to the full committee that
the exchange of scientific material with the Soviet Union is a one-way street,
and that our Government is pursuing a dangerous and foolish ’policy of making
scientific data available to the Soviet Union, since they will not permit
us to inspect any of their bureaus, nor will they exchange any information with
us. Early last year, the Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Thomas, disclosed
that the Soviet Union, acting through its fronts, had secured hundreds of
thousands of patents from our patent office and our present investigation
along these lines reveals that even today they are continuing to oi'der thousands
of patents. We are convinced from the information we have that what the Soviet
Union is actually doing is setting, up her own patent bureau by obtaining all
of ours, at the rate of ten and twenty-five cents each. We should like to
point out that the Russian Government- has refused to give the United States
a single patent since 1928.

Your Sub-Committee, by a very diligent investigation,has determined
that Dr. Condon has in the past five years ‘been in personal contact and



communication with a number of individuals who are American citizens, hut who

are members of the Communist Party. There is no evidence in our possession than

Dr. Condon is a member of the Communist Party, however, but as a- member ' of the

Executive Committee of the American-Soviet Science Society, which "is affiliated

with the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, Inc., and which was

recently cited as a subversive organization by Attorney. General Clark, he has

lent his name and influence to one of the principal communist endeavors in the

United States.

The extent to which he has aided and abetted this communist front

is illustrated by the following letter, dated March 7, 1946, addressed to

certain employees of the National Bureau of Standards, by Samuel^Gelfan,

for the Membership Committee of the American-Soviet Science Society:

**
t

can-Soviet Science Society .

Affiliated with
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship^ Inc.

114 East Street New York l6, N.Y. Murray Hill 3-2082

March 7, 1946

11

National Bureau of Standards

U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Washington, D. C.

nDear

11

It has Been suggested "by Dr. Condon, who is a member of our

Executive Committee, that you might -be interested in the activities

of our Society and membership in same.

"We are, therefore, enclosing a brief statement concerning

the objectives end activity of our organization, and under separate

cover are also mailing you a copy of our last Bulletin.

Sincerely yours

,

,
/s/ Samuel Gelfan

Samuel Gelfan
For the. Membership Committee."

In response to this letter, ten scientists of the Bureau of Standards

joined this subversive organization. The Subcommittee is cognizant, however,

of the implied pressure which Dr. condon, as Director of the Bureau, applied to

his subordinates, and therefore it should not necessarily reflect upon these

ten employees. It does, however, indicate the dangerous extremes to which Dr.

Condon has gone in an effort to cooperate with communist forces in the United

States

.

Speaking before the Fifth Annual Scientific Institute March 5, 1946,

Dr. Condon stated, in speaking of Russian



"We must welcome thier scientists to. our laboratories, as they

have welcomed ours to theirs, and; extend the base of scientific coopera-

tion with this great people. Of course, we must behave this, way toward

the scientists of alienations. I only mention Russia because she is right

now the target of attack by those irresponsibles who think she would be

a suitable adversary in the next world war."

This Sub-Committee is in possession of no evidence or information

which indicates that the Soviet Government has in the past, or will in the

future ^permit the scientists of the United States in their laboratories or

to make available to them any information of any scientific importance. Any

Government official who is not aware that the Soviet Union is bent upon the

Stalinization of the world, is not qualified to hold a strategic position

which affects the security of the United States.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEKDATIOMS

:

In considering the case of Dr. Condon, we wish to emphasize that

what is involved is not a question of freedom of speech or research. The

ruthless rush of Stalin through Europe, in the opinion of this Sub-Committee

necessitates a revision of the policy and thinking of this Government and

the people of the United States, regarding communism. We should bear in mind,

that the Government is charged not only with the administration of public

affairs, but it is also charged with the security of the people and the

institutions of the United States. Whether we like it or not, we are en-

gaged in a great epochal struggle; not a struggle with guns, because the communists

don’t fight that
-

way. They didn’t take over Czechoslovakia with guns, they

merely employed the strategy of getting a few men in the Government and then a few

more, and” then they took over the entire government without firing a single shot

or calling out a single regiment of soldiers*

They are conducting exactly the same kind of campaign in other countries.

In this country they haven't gotten as far as they have in Czechoslovakia, but

they got pretty far, because they got a man as Yice President of the United States,

and he is now their candidate .for President, and he is the same man who recommended

Dr. Condon as Director of the Bureau of Standards.

It is the unanimous opinion of this Sub-Committee that Dr. Condon

should either be removed or a statement should be forth coming from the

Secretary of Commerce, setting forth the reasons why he has retained Dr.

Condon, in view of the derogatory information which he has had before him.

We further recommend that the' full Committee address a communication to

the President of the United States, calling to his attention, the fact that the

situation as regards Dr. Condon is not an isolated one, hut that there are other

Government officials in strategic positions who are playing Stalin’s game to the

detriment of the United States. It should also be pointed out to the President

that the evidence before our Sub-Committee and the evidence which we are sure

should be available to him, indicates very strongly that there is in operation at

the present time in the United States an extensive Soviet espionage ring, and to

permit this ring to continue, in view of the high atomic prizes which they are

seeking, is folly, and can only lead to ultimate disaster.

We recommend that all of the evidence in the Committee’s possession be
.

forwarded to the President for his consideration.
: ^——
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By reference from your Office, I -book a
telephone call from Senator Brien McMahon, who wanted
you to know that the House Committee on Un-American
Activities was issuing a press release for tomorrow’s papers
relating to Dp.Condon of the Bureau of Standards

.

Wt

Senator McMahon stated that he would undoubtedly
be asked about Condon and wondered if he should come out
and defend him or "duck the issue”.

I told the Senator that I knew you would want him
to kjiow that there were certain unsavory allegations concerning
some of Condon's connections , and that I was confident yodr
advice to him would be to reserve any championing of Dr, cb-pdon
until he was certain of his facts. I told him that it woul
be hard to evaluate the merit of the Un-American Activities
Committee’s charges until they were fully known, and that etAnf|\\

then it would appear to be judicious for Senator McMahon \ y
to carefully ascertain the exact truth with reference to eve

1

item alleged before he took his position*

The Senator indicated that he fully appreciated
this word of caution and that he would aot accordingly

.

He stated' that, of course, Dr, Condon had never learned any-
thing from his connection with the Joint Committee, but that
later he might desire to talk to you to see whether Mr, Nichols
might not discuss Dr. Condon with him.
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You will recall that earlier I advised you
that Brien McMahon had inquired whether the Manhattan
Engineering District had ever cleared Dr. ^Con don

.

.*V
The attached files are old Manhattan Engineering

District files which we obtained when that District went
out of business, and it vjill be observed from these files,
particularly the marked serial in the attached file that
the Manhattan Engineering District formally cleared
Dr. Condon on December 28, 1944

.

You may desire to advise Senator McMahon of this
for his confidential information.

Mr. Hendon
tr. pennlngton_
Mr. Quinn Tama
Tele. Room
Mr. N'ease

,
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Attachment
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to : The Director
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DATE: ?CQ 3, 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED *
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Ur. Tolcon r „
Ur. E. x. 'IdcT
Ur. Clegs

—
Ur. Qlavlo

~
/Ur. Careon
Ur. Egan '

Ur. Ourrea
Ur. iterbo

" "*•

Ur. Hendon
Ur. Pennlnston__
Ur. Quinn Tam
Tele. Rcoa
ur. Neaae

'

Ul88?HolD98
Mips Gaudy

, v , .

Reference is made to my memorandum dated March 3, 1948, concerning: y)the captioned matter* ^
&
/y 1/4-

In resPoa.se i;o y°^ question: "Is there any lead as to how tMs
V

Ljhoroueil review of the file ^ a ckeck with Mr. J. J. McGuirein Mr. lUchoisi office and a further check with the Washington Field Office
t
5
al afc

TT

thiS there is no lead as t0 how fchs Wu-American Activities
Committee of the House of Representatives secured access to our letter of

,,
Concerning Dr. Condon. However, an article appeared in the

Washington Daily Hews under today* 3 date, which is attached hereto, in which
Representative John SyfWcod. (D. Ga.

)

is reported to have stated that "Asub-committee investigator ‘managed to get hold of the letter' and copied it."

regard to your question as to whether we have investigated
Dr. Condon under the loyalty Program, Condon has not been investigated as yet^der this pro^am There is no record in the Loyalty Section of this Bureau
of a loyalty Form (Form 84) having been yet received from the Department of(Commerce by this Bureau regarding Condon.

,

t0 ?ovx instructions continuous attention is being given to

„ p
^
epaxati0

“-, 0:
f
a ful1 and complete memorandum regarding Dr. Condon which

f r,
pr°p

f’
ly *ndexed for use in the event Congressional hearings are heldin this-mat-tdr..) ^ <n

w *ssr
Attachment

,
-xj

^
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DIRECTOR, FBI

GUI HOTTEL, SAC, mSHINGTON FIELD

SUBJECT: DR, _EDWARD U. CONDON
33JTEK1AI. SECURITY - R

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

date: March

—

1 1.'*-, t-w?

—

t1.ir.E35n

I Mr. GuTOp5 -.-

I Ur
}
1

i Mr. Pc-ntioSt®0

| fir.
•yaaT®a--

In connection with recent newspaper articles concerning open:-
hearings before the House Committee on Un-American Activities relative

(

to the loyalty of Dr. CONDON, it may be of interest to the Bureau to —

“

learn that Mr. LOU RUSSELL, investigator for the House Committee on Un-
American Activities* today advised an Agent that the open hearings will
not be held for at least three weeks#

\
rn.s, l-iessc

m
jitm

In connection with the above, Mr. RUSSELL stated that Congressman
J. PARNELL THOMAS will go to New Jersey for approximately three weeks
before holding the hearings on this matter.

In the event additional information concerning the plans of x \

the Committee in this regard is received, it Trill be promptly forwarded
to the Bureau. .vWu

'

l*

•JMGsJC
62-1*103

jlAWOLSI> ^
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FROM V. P. Keay\| \
-

f 1

SUBJECT: EDWARD U. COUPON

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: March 6, l^j.8

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEFEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

__ . Tolson
Mr. E. A. Tasra

Mr- Clegz
Mr. Glavln
Mr. Ladd
Mr. Nichols

‘

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Carson
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gurnea
Mr. Harbo
Mr. Hendon
Mr. penningtcn_
Mr. Quinn Tacn_
Tele. Rood
Mr. Mease.

Miss Beaten
.Miss Gandy

On March k» 19U8, Rear Admiral John E. Gingrich of the

Atomic Energy Commission advised Agent R. W* Lawrence that Condon

had previously been cleared by the Manhattan Engineer District for

access to restricted data. He stated that the Atomic Energy Commission

had not granted formal clearance to Condon but were KolcGmg up the —

^

'issuance of this clearance pending the degi^ioa^Qf^ecretai^^ol
~HarriTnari ; He mentioned that^bhe contract which the Atomic Energy Com-

'mission'has with the Bureau of Standards is low in quality and does not ^
involve a great deal of classified or top secret information.

ACTION:
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The CONDON and Polish ’technical logs'’ were revieY/ed to as-
certain what contacts were had between EDWARD and/or fellLIE^^NDON and of-
ficials of ^ the Polish Embassy, particularly with Mrs. JOS^s5INIEWIG2, wife
of the Polish Ambassador and VIRGINIAs^OREK of the Polish Embassy.

The following are the only references located:

JANUARY 3, 1946: Mrs. E.- UT^QNDON (wife of the Direc-
tor of the Bureau of Standards) to unknown woman at the Embassy. Mrs.
CONDON said that the Polish Government, among other governments, was to
prepare a list of things they 7/anted included in the German Peace Treaty.
She wanted a copy of it. The unknown woman asked if she were a newspaper
woman and Mrs. CONDON said no, her husband was a government official and
she v/anted this information as it probably ?/ould not be in the newspapers.
Mrs. CONDON was requested to call tomorrow.

JANUARY 7, 194?-: Mrs. EMIL^ONDON to HELEihHARRIS

:

J^T
'

S • CONDON asked whether the memorandum to the Ministers concerning the
Polish Government's recommendations on the peace treaties with Germany have
been released. HARRIS said no and suggested that Mrs. CONDON call ZL0I0WSKI
later in the day. HARRIS informed Mrs. CONDON that she (HARRIS) had former-
ly been the secretary to the American Soviet Science Society of which Mr.
EDWARD U. CONDON v/as an executive board member.

JANUARY 14, 1947: Mrs. E-. U. CONDON toWAWINSKI : Mrs.
CONDON wants STAWINSKI to send her publications about German reparations
and Polish memos concerning Polish recommendations to the Foreign Ministers
meeting in Moscow. STAWINSKI will forward such information to her address,
3535 Van Ness St., N. W.

march 3, 194-7: HELEN HARRIS to Dr.- CONDON'
s

"secretary
(Bureau of Standards). HARRIS arranged for ZL0T0WSKI to call on Dr. CONDON
tomorrow 3/4 at 10:00 A. M. CONDON is in Room 314, South Building, at the
corner of Connecticut . Ave. and Van Ness St.

. A1SC0RDE3
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LETTER TO THE DIRECTOR

>

March 8, 1948

MARCH 20, 1947: EMILY CONDON (?) to VIRGINIA (WOREK)
(at office?) EMILY said to tell "her" (MrsT^JNIEWICZ at Polish Embassy(?)
"I" will he there at 10:30 and would like to take RAYMOND/^LSON along.
VIRINIA said "she" said to 'bring- .anyone EMILY wishes. EMILY said to call
and tell her that she (EMILY) is bringing him; that he is a Quaker and
that the Quakers have done a lot of work in Poland. -VIRGINIA looks up
the address of the Embassy as 264O 16th St., N. W. (Polish Embassy).
EMILY is going first to the "Hill" to talk to Senator THOMAS on "This
conscription thing". EMILY said yesterday, she (MILY) was asked to head
up the church forces against it.

MARCH 20, 1947: Miss HARRIS to Dr. CONDON.at the Bu-
2?eau of Standards: HARRIS requests a luncheon appointment for ZLOTOWSKI

'

with CONDON. 1:00 P. M. Saturday is suggested by HARRIS. CONDON informs
that he (CONDON) will be home Saturday morning. They can call him (CONDON)
and a definite time and place will be set.

I
^ MARCH 22, 1947 J

HELEN HARRIS to Dr. CONDON. H in-
formed C that ZLOTOWSKI will pick him up at his home at 1:00 P. M. today.

MARCH 27, 1947: HELEN HARRIS to Mrs. CONDON. HARRIS
informed Mrs. CONDON that ZLOTOWSKI would like to see Mr. NEWMAN (ph) on .

Friday at 4:00 P. M. Mrs. CONDON will call back if the time is satisfactory.

MARCH 27, 1947: Mrs. CONDON to HELEN HARRIS: Mrs. CONDON
suggested that HARRIS call Mrs. NEWMAN to arrange for a meeting at the CONDON

(s' home between ZLOTOWSKI and Mr. NEWMAN. NEWMAN' s phone number is Emerson 7249.
HARRIS will call Mrs. CONDON late this afternoon.

APRIL 1, 1947: HELEN HARRIS to the office of Dr. CONDON,
who was in conference. HARRIS told his secretary that ZLOTOWSKI would like,

to see CONDON for about 10 minutes tonight, and it is very important.
.
Secre-

tary will advise CONDON.

APRIL 1, 1947: HELEN HARRIS to Mrs. CONDON. She Said
ZLOTOWSKI would like to see her or Dr. CONDON for about 10 minutes tonight.

, .. Mrs. CONDON said she. and her husband are going out to dinner, but it will be
^ convenient for Z to come to their home at 5:30 tonight. He will do this.

APRIL 9, 1947: HELEN HARRIS to EMILY CONDON: HARRIS con-

i''*
firmed a dinner date for Mr. and Mrs. CONDON with ZLOTOWSKI at 7:00 P. M.

tomorrow at the Hotel 2400, Room 729.

RGG :MAH

62-4108
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LETTER TO THE DIRECTOR March 8, 1948

APRIL 10, 1947s HELEN HARRIS to EMILY CONDON#, CONDON
asked if the Minister (ZLOTOWSKl) got together with (SnamelQ^EWMM#,
HARRIS said that she (HARRIS) believes that ZLOTOWSKl got back from
Nevf York# ZLOTOY/SKI was very excited and wanted to speak to CONDON
quickly. Mrs. CONDON said that ZLOTOY/SKI didn't tell them (CONDONS)

that he (ZLOTOY/SKl) had spoken to NEWMAN. Mrs. CONDON said that she

and her husband are invited to the NEWMANS after dinner tonight and
Mrs. CONDON wants to know if ZLOTOWSKl wants to go too. HARRIS said
that she (HARRIS) would mention it to ZLOTOY/SKI when he (ZLOTOY/SKE)

returns this afternoon. Mrs. CONDON says that they can talk about it
tonight. (ZLOTOWSKl and the CONDONS are having dinner together). Mrs#

CONDON says they will be there at 7:00 P. M. HARRIS said that there

will be no others at the dinner to interfere with them all going to

NEWMAN after dinner#

is

MAX 2, 1947: ZLOTOWSKl to HARRIS.- Z asked HARRIS to
make appointments with him to sefe^LITXNSKE and Dr. CONDON. He would
like to call on Dr. CONDON at 3:00 P. M. today, at the Bureau of Stan-

dards. ZLOTOY/SKI would lik^yROZ , the code clerk to meet him at 1:15

P. M. in the lobby of the Mayflower Hotel. ZLOTOY/SKI plans to spend

the day at George Washington University at the meeting of physicists,

and will leave town for New York City on the 8:00 P. M. train.

MX 2, 1947: HELEN HARRIS to the office of Dr. CONDON.

Dr. CONDON was not available and his secretary said that he has a very

busy day planned. HARRIS was trying to arrange a 3:00 P. M. appointment

today for ZLOTOWSKl to see CONDON, but CONDON has a previous commitment

at that time.

MAX 2, 1947: ZLOTOY/SKI to HELEN HARRIS. ZLOTOY/SKI ad-

vised that he had seen Dr. CONDON at George V/ashington University this

morning. He asked her to ascertain if LITXNSKI is well enough to see him

for a few minutes. Also said that BROZ, THe 'c63e clerk should meet him

in the lobby of the Mayflower at 1:00 P. M. today. He also requested

that she write a letter to the Roumanian Delegation saying that he could

not attend their function this month.

. MARCH 2, 1948: LITXNSKI to JAV/0RSKE. They discussed

the articles in the papers concerning Dr. CONDON. LITXNSKI asked what

/ < W0REK and HARRIS had to say about their names being in the papers. .

]/' T^JAWORSKI said T/0REK was sick, and he hasn't seen HARRIS today. LITXNSKI

asked JAY/ORSia if he had heard the broadcasts of EARE^GQDWIN and ELMER

'yklA.VIS last night. JAY/0RSKI said he was busy and did not hear them.'
' MTXNSKI said these were very interesting and suggested that JAW0RSKI

get transcripts of these. LITXNSKI said it was interesting to note that

RGG:MAH
62-4108 -3-



LETTER TO THE DIRECTOR March 8, 1948

DAVIS referred to the matter as "vague accusations of the house sub-
committee". JAWORSKE stated that intelligent readers would understand
that there was no specific information in the sub-committee report.

MARCH 2, 194&:"'/^RDGOZINSKI to Mrs. WINIEWICZ in New
York City. ROGOZINSKI informed her that the New York Times carried astory in which "we were severely attacked", and in which Mrs. WiNIEWICZ 1 sname was mentioned with Dr. CONDON. He instructed her to make no comment

. ^
he P êss about this to read the story. She asked, "Where and who

R0G0ZINSKI stated that he is located in Washington asChief of the Bureau of Standards and is presently under investigation. He
added that the story only mentioned that Dr. CONDON had met Mrs. WINIEWICZ.
She asked when she had met him, and ROGOZINSKI said they would discuss the
matter, when she returns this evening. .He added that if anything should de-
velop in the matter, she should eontact^QA.LEWICZ

.

v • . T?2 2 > 1%8: JAW0RSKI to'^HARP, at the Foundation for
They agreed to meet at 1:30 P. M. today. They discussed

80I
^

0i' publicity. JAWORSKI stated that the charges are non-specific.
*

that the iraportant thine is that the Department of Commerce
and HARRIMAN stand behind CONDON.

MARGH 2, 1948s ROGOZINSKI to^QALEWICZ in New York City.
ROGOZINSKI asked if GALEWICZ had read the story on Dr. CONDON, and GALE-
WICZ said he had. ROGOZINSKI said they decided against any protest or
reaction. GALEWICZ agreed and said that the text of the story should he
sent to Warsaw and WINIEWICZ advised. GALEWICZ said he didn't think it
was necessary for him to come to D. C. in regard to this story, ROGOZINSKI
said he advised Warsaw and WINIEWICZ and instructed Mrs. WINIEWICZ not to
make any comment to the press. Regarding ZL0T0WSKI, ROGOZINSKI said that
he can say that he (ZLOTOWSKl) is not with the Embassy but,- has been with
the Polish UN Delegation since last April, and tha^KATZ^UGHY is respond
sible for him. ROGOZINSKI said that he didn't think that' ' there would be
anything more to the matter and said, "Our friends didn't know anything
about the matter." GALEWICZ said that he had spoken to Mrs. WINIEWICZ
and will contact KATZ-SUCHY.

MARCH 2, 1948: Mr. GALEWICZ - from New York City - to Mr,
ROGOZINSKI : GALEWICZ said that ROGOZINSKI might ask WINIEWICZ by wire if
any comment or explanation should be made about the story (concerning Dr.
CONDON) . GALEWICZ said, that the point that' he has in mind is that the
charge against Ignace^LOTOWSKl) is fake and the Embassy would be in a
better position to answer the charge than UN Delegation. ROGOZINSKI ex-
plained that the afternoon papers made no further reference to the story.
GALEWICZ said the same was true of the New York Papers. GALEWICZ sug-
gested that ROGOZINSKI send the wire to WINIEWICZ immediately and give

it an expedite priority.

-4--



LETTER TO THE DIRECTOR March 8, 1948

(

MARCH 2, 1948 s Mr^ERlMAR - from Detroit - to Mr. JAWORSKI:
FRYMAR advised that the Detroit News 'carried an article on Dr. CONDON and
mentioned MME. WINIEWICZ with him. Also it carried a photograph of her.
FRYMAR said that the article mentioned that "she was an associate of Dr.

1 CONDON." FRYMAR said that he had many calls about this and answered
that she (MME. V/INIEWICZ) knew CONDON as well as she knew Secretary

l MARSHALL. JAWORSKI said that they are making a lot of her knowing CONDON
I

7/hen at most. she may have met him socially. JAWORSKI suggested that FRYMAR
make no comment to the press and to send all press comments to the Embassy.

MARCH 3, 1948: Mr. JAWORSKI to Mr^J&EONCZEK in New York
\

City: JAWORSKI asked WIONCZEIC if he had heard the news aboiffc^SLAVIK and
the Czech Minister in Canada resigning. JAWORSKI said that the story came
out on the 12:00 o'clock news report today. WIONCZEK stated that he had
not heard any details. JAWORSKI told WIONCZEK to pay particular attention

./to the reports in the New York papers. JAWORSKI told WIONCZEK that accord-
ing to today's Washington Post, Dr. CONDON denied that he v/as acquainted
v/ith Mrs. WINIEWICZ or VIRGINIA WOREK. JAWORSKI

. also stated that today's
Post revealed that the THOMAS Committee had withheld the portion of the
F.B.I. letter which said, * "CONDON is 0. K."

It is noted that EERDINAND/^UHN of the Washington Post, has
v/ritten articles in that newspaper in favor of CONDON. The
Polish Log reflects some notations regarding KUHN which are
set out below:

MARCH 3, 1948: Miss T/OREK for FERDINAND KUHN at Washington
jPost, who v/as not in. WOREK left message v/ith Mr/ FRIENDLY that it v/as
/

very important that KUHN call WOREK tomorrow morning at the Embassy. *

j

JULY 1, 1947: BLANGA/REDFERN in a lengthy conversation v/ith
EMILIE CONDON discussed the rebuilding of Germany. During the conversation,
BLANCA stated that she v/as going to call on I^rs. WINIEWICZ and asked EMILIE
to go with her. EMILIE said she would like to go to call on Mrs. WINIEWICZ.
BLANGA stated she v/as going to try to get some Polish linen through the Embassy
and added that all the Embassy people are her friends. EMILIE told BLANCA

I that she would be free any afternoon to call on Mrs. WINIEWICZ. They agreed
to call one another again. BLANGA stated that she would visit the CONDONS
the following afternoon, July 2.

MARCH 4, 1948s KUHN called WOREK at the Polish Embassy. She
advised him that JAWORSKI would like to have lunch v/ith KUHN that day. KUHN
said that he could not make this as he would be tied up at the Senate debate
from 12:00 o'clock on.

RC-GiMAH
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MARCH 4, 1948 s GALEv/ICZ (Hew York City) to ROGOZINSKE

.

GALEWICZ informed that he had received a wire from Warsaw which informed
that no action should be taken until word is received from Warsaw. (On
the CONDON matter). Both agree that the situation has changed verv
much.
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GUY HOTTEL, SAC, ’WASHING ION FIELD

EDWARD UHLER ODNDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

SAv

[furnished the following information regarding a con-

.versatiod Which occurred between JOHN P. M^IARSALKA and ALEXANDRA “SffiJRA3
j

TrLEWIS on August 20, 19U6* MARSALKA told LEWIS that he had an idea "for"
'

‘

her to eam-some-rooney^By opening a kindergarten at the National Bureau
of Standards for children who want to learn Russian* He added that

Dr. CONDON wants his children to learn Russian and that the premises are

ideal for a kindergarten with a building suitable for classrooms. MARSALKA
said that LEWIS could start on a modest scale with the CONDON children and
her own and then enlarge if it looked' promising. LEWIS said that she
would think it over*

There is no additional information to show that any further
efforts were made along this line*

MARSALKA is an American of Czech descent who is presently '

teaching at Yale University* He was employed for several years at the
American Embassy at Moscow from which position he was recalled as he

was "not trusted1** He has held several government positions from
which he was discharged' due to allegad/Sommunist tendencies* LEWIS

is a Russian national married to JlM^EWlS, a law school student*
She formerly taught at the Good Neighbor School, is a tutor in Russian
and English, and is also a lecturer on Russian matters. She once
characterized herself as a "representative of the Soviet Intelligentsia*'*
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Mr. Tol3on
Mr. e. 'A. Tana
Mr. Clegg

—
Mr. OlavliTT-
Ur. 1 add

“—-Sr

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy'

The following data were dictated by Agent Brenton S. Gordon
of the Boston Office ^d jrg.gor(ag.aj?y_a-£.tgnQEm
vision:

-~f
,Sc> v £

.

]

'"Informant
! [

informed that in Washington. D. C. there is a
Hotel Graylyn located" next door to the Science Service News Agency. The.
hotel is ovmed by Arthur John Erskine. It is an unusual hotel. It close
its doors at 8:00 in the evening. It does not advertise for guests j it
dedicates itself to providing rooms for scientists, particularly scientist
of an international' character - that is, visiting British, Polish, Russian^
et cetera scientists. The hotel is a favorite meeting place for minor dip- a /f\lomatic officials and scientists - native and foreign. In this hotel there

/L
•was at some time prior ^o Condon's appointment, a meeting at which were *}
present Condon, YTatso^lavis and Harlowyfihapely. Davis is the Manager of A ^ x

Science Service. He acts in Washington as a lobbyist for scientific groups.
He is alleged to have a good lobbying political influence in Washington.
Science Service is maintained by contributions from business organizations
and citizens. The largest contributor is the Westinghouse Company. Harlow
Shapely is thepresident of Science Service. According to the best information
that Informant

!
.

lean get. Shapely utilized Davis as a 'front man' to original- b2
ly place Condon in Westinghouse'. and then gave a further endorsement personally. , b7D
to Condon and orally to. the responsible Westinghouse officials when Condon was
hired. The same technique of Davis making the original approach and then using
Shapely as a corroborating witness was used when Condon obtained hi s Government
appointment thru the intervention of Henry 7/allace. Informant

! |
has not

visited the Hotel Graylyn in a year and a half, but he suggests that if the
Bureau can discreetly review the register of that hotel it can get some ideas
which may warrant further investigation because it would be a very suitable
place to pass information from one person to another and be undetected. It ,

also a good place because of the promixity of Davis to make contacts. Any
visiting scientists to Washington can get to Davis and DjMQP3£§8 get them into U " -
the Graylyn regardless of the hour of the day' or night."' & . Fjf fStS-

1

I advised the Boston Office to submit a letter -n—„JETL.t4.,.YFK

fa

copies to the Washington Field Office immediately confirming the
furnished re Condon and upon receipt of that letter appropriate instructions
will be Issued to the Washington Field Office as to the action which should he
taken relative thereto. In the meantime]..we will, of course, check our files
for the purpose of ascertaining what we havd in the nature of corroborating
information relative to the report made to -the Boston Office by Informal*
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Remylet December 22, X9h7% Set forth belcrrr are references to
LONDON’S aasociation with and membership in the Washington Bookshop

Association* /
V'S.'-if*. ' rT.

% /
|

Stated that on November 17> 19H7> EMILIE CONDON called" the

KOFF ?) and stated' that she had sent a check for $10*00

%
Bookshop
for reprints of the COMMAGER articles, but had not received seme* (PASKOFF)
acknowledge! receipt of the check bub erroneously thought it was a contribu-
tion* EMILIE added that she had a friendJ^ATFORD* "who Tdll be in town
this vreek and BMTLTE requested that the reprints be held at the Bookshop
so that WATFORD* who travels extensively and "who Trill distribute the re-
prints, can pick then up* EMTT.TF, ordered a copy of '‘Mr, Twig*s (?) Mistake",
published by little, Brown and Company, (PASKOFF) said that she would
contact EMILIE when the book was in.

The C0MMAGER reprint is a reprint of an article written by
Professor HENRI STEELE?jC0MHAGER which appeared in the September, 191+7

issue of "Harpers"

for 1J>£« The art!

RD
WATFORD is Mrs, GLIDE

?, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

The Bookshop was selling reprints' of this article
is entitled "Who is Loyal to America".

IN K^^fAT^ORD, Post Office Box l+2£,

3RD frequently contacts EMILIE
'

CONDON-;-''
on her visits to Washington and on occasion stays^at the CONDON' home®
For example, March-

$, 1918, Jantiary 28, 191+8, Dece:
‘

191+7, September 19, 191+7* and several prior dates®

WATFORD is secretary of the Tri-State Atomic Information
member of the National Committee on Atomic Informa'

said that she is active in the united Council of C'

191+7* December 1
r--, .

a
source

stated that
ccnnittoe and
his same

, EM£LIE»CQNim
Twig'^SistaKS" E

further reported that on December 8
received a call from the Bookshop advising her tha-

was available, as were the balance of the. C0MMAGER articles
also advised that her membership has expired, CONDON stated that she would
try to get somebody there that day, (To call for the books and arrange for
renewal of membership ?),

•

CSV. ,:**

h;
>7b2

'

"b7I

Enclosure

RGGsJC
62-1*108

.COPIES DESTR'

1 1 OCT f

Qi/ JA i

0J

*

X 1



Director, 5EI
RE s' DR. EDWARD U. CONDON

A highly confidential and reliable source was contacted on
December 13, 19hl, at which time this source furnished a list of
names of

\
present and expired members of the^ashi^ton_Bookshop

Association. The name of Mrs. EDWARD CONDON, c/o the Bureau of Standards,
Washington^ D. c* appeared on an index card carried among ,the current
active members. It was noted that the card bore a notation "June, 19^6'*,
which according to the above confidential source, indicates that she was
a member in good standing for one year from this date. No renewal date
was observed. However, this source added that the Bookshop bookkeeping ,

system was not up to date at that time and that in view of CONDON *S

conversation of December 8, 19U7, it is quite possible that her membership
was renewed.

There is being attached as an enclosure a copy of C0NDCN rS
membership card in the Washington Bookshop*
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Office Mei
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• united. GOVERNMENT

TO

.

\ FROMV

Mr. Tolson DATE: 3-12-48
C/y » i

!>. B. Nichols ^ (J,

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. A.^ 1£T. Cl8gg_
Ur. Glavln

SUBJECT:

By.Reference from the Director’ s Office ! took a call

Ur. Ladd
Ur. Nlchols_
Ur. Rosen
Ur. Tracy

Carson
Ur. Egan
Ur. Ourne a

Ur. Harbo
Ur. Hendon
Ur. PennlrgtorT_
Ur. Quinn Tasa_
Tele. Roon
Ur. Nease . .

Miss Ho.ldea \ *

d7f
~

O. V _f . 7. — .

from Stewarvfis&lsop yesterday afternoon • ife stated Mr. Hoover
had critici zed him in the past for not checking with us and
he now wanted to check one fact—he wanted to know where „ the
Un-American Activities Committee got the letter in the Dr. Cond
I told him I could speak only for the FBI and that I could assuref'h'im that
the FBI had not released the letter . He then asked about the missing
portions of the letter and whether the letter was quoted correctly .

I told him we could not comment on this. He stated he understood that
a portion of the letter had been left out and he wanted to know if we
could furnish him any details on this. I told him we could not go
into any discussion on this. He wanted to know if there was a missing
portion of the letter. I told him I thought his assumption was
He then stated that the Department of Commerce was asserting withQ^Q
equal vigor that they did not give out the letter. I told him that

utJ iJ®iv

obviously the letter had to come either from the Commerce Department or
the Bureau and that I could tell him categorically and specifically
that it did not come from, the Bure
in calling.

ALL INFORMATION COHTAIIJED

HEREIN I'S UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

LBN:MP
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^^’EDWARD V. CONDON, National Bureau of^
Standards Director who U *ntw oh the Thomas-

.Rankin Un-American Affair* Committee griddle, hM
•a strange itor/ to tell about bis relations with the

j other character* ln^thL* lalcit spy scare- Most.lra-

I poitant are Demetx^^VtoogrndoIf, Igcaco Zlolowskl
" and Helen. BL Hunt*. '

, -

I

Dr. Vlnogradol/, 70. tow employed ri-th* Bureau
of Standard* at adviser ort relations with foreign' gov*
•rnmenU 'and -scientists, came to the United States

after thi. BoUfccvUc revolution In 1917. Educated as

an electrical engineer, he was sent to this country as

purchasing agent for the old- Kerensky, regime, tha

. first’ democratic government set up In Russia after

i overthrow of the Czar. ^
fa When the Kerensky government wu Itself oyer-

•, thrown by Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin and their pals, Mr.
jgVlnogradcff decided he didn’t want to go back. So
Site stlyed In the U.S. and became an American citizen.

8 * * ‘

: -UE got a Jcb with Wcstlcghouse Electric Co. In
jlLi.

pi((5t,urgh. and In time became manager of their

f*Intcrnatioaal engineering department Dr. Condon
1 was head of Westinghnnse laboratories from 1937 to

\pIW5. and it was there he first met Dr. Vlnogradoff.
i All during the ivar, after he was pensioned by
;
AVeitinghouse; Dr. Vlnogradoff worked with U. 3.

;
vArmy Air Fortes. Because of his vast knomedga of

itlEuropcan electrical and Industrial installations, he
.'gave Invaluable advice on the selection of bombing.
•tCaesets. *

,
' When Dr, Ccndon was made head of ,the Bureau of
^Ojtandardt In November. 1915. he took Dr. Vlrograioff •

j.p3n h!s. staff to advise on relation* with foreign gov-
ernments and visiting foreign scientists. The war
C pad disrupted the International exchange of scientific

_ - nformatlon that has been carried on over since the
UOSmlthronUri Institution first began It In 1849. Work-
I ng thru tho State Department, efforts were made to
». •ocstabUsii contacts between American and foreign

scientist*, universities, laboratories and research m-
t

dilutions. . *'
. .

• '

1 ! :
• • •

last year it became apparent the Russians,
would not penult their sdentfifs to eommunlenfo

^=v»h the' rest of the world. Dr. Vlnogradoff
. was

. jy
selgned to look Into It. First report was that many

fn limlan laboratories had been destroyed by the Gcr^

, non? and that they would bo alow' In gctt/n<'- J—
r ttP work. Some material - *“

.

* was f*"-*".

^nrendoni Vn.
* ’ '

"
;

'
*

J
Open from 9:30 to 9 P.M.

xw,-no^9tentmc'n>atcrtar\t5^cL^'^h}»ng(^^tii" 7^1.

any foreign government that did not vend .like m*-
j

terlal to tho U. S. Russia dld-not reply. Since that time
,

jthe lid has been on; \ "U ’

-V ‘1

- This applies* to the non-ciossii/ed material that can 1

be bought openly by the Russian* or anybody else lit* I

U. S. bookstores or thru the Government Printing
j

Ofllce. Tha classified, secret material which has only . V

limited clrculatloa In the United Sfates -would not
jbe 'Included In International exchange under any.

condition. ..

*
'

.

jyL IGNACE^ZLOTOWSKI, the second character *
,

with whom Dr. Condsq Is accused- of having
aiiocla’ted, h a Polish physicist. He was caught la

Pari* at the outbreak of The war. He had been work*

Ing with th« Curies In France. Not being able to

return to Poland alter Germany overran hls country,

he came to the V. S. During the war he taught
phyilc* at Ohio State university and Vanar college. •

After the war be hooked up with the Polish Em*
baiiy, and was assigned as Polish observer tor the

atomlc.bomb -tejU- at Bikini In' the summer of 1910;

It was on this trip that Dr. Condon first met him,

along with a whole shipload of ether foreign scientists

and observers who made this Junket at.U. S. Goverty-
.

ment expense. * «

Later Dr. Z1otowakl Was made adviser on ,atonic
enfray matters to Dr. Oscar Lange, Polish ambas-
sador to tbs United States. Until Jon: 1, when tha

iob folded. Dri ZlotowskI was Polish member of tho

International Atomic Energy Commission to New.
York. .v-*•••• *

TjR. ZLOTOWSKI ms single, and in Washington
*-' liked . to stop out socially. On one accaslon hai-/ liked • to stop out socially. On one accailon ha
escorted to Dr. .Condon's horns, for a dinner party,
Min Helen' Bu-JJorrlJ. At that time and until last

'

November. she w&'srcrelory to the American-Soviet
Sdenco Soidety. This was fen organization started by
a grant of S25.003 from—of all -places— tho Rocke-
feller Foundation. Dr. Condon had encouraged* ihtf

work of. this aoclety. Dut when Its grant was used .

up and tho Un-American Affairs Committee started
blowing* hot on It* reck/ tho society went otit of
business,

' ' *•
. ..

.

Miss Harris was bom In Poland, of »/*>•-<*- *

Tlwy brown** *v~ • . ,



_
, f

Congress needs- an able, adequate force of inyesfetors working
h*jrd 12 -months every year; And,' in the La FolMte-Monropey
Congressional Reorganization Act, it

1 has authority to provide'
itself with just such a.force.

„
’

.

'
'

.

. <
WE HAVE- FAITH IN BRITAIN

’

gBITISH economic collapse can be prevented only with Ameri-
' can aid. This is the grim coneluiion of the Economic Sur-

vey for 1948 . which Sir Stafford Cripps, Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, presented to Parliament yesterday. .

,
By June, one third of Britain's January gold, and* dollar re-

serves will be gone, leaving leas than $2,000,000,000. That will

'

not lost another year.

She cannot tighten her belt any more without cutting off raw-
material imports upon, which her export industries depend. She
already has slashed food imports to the danger point, reducing
the average daily diet for this year to an estimated 2681 calorie!
compared with a prewar 8000 . Clothing and ott\er necessities

are under tighter rationing than !n wartime. Austerity cannot
be pushed further without undermining the productive capacity
of the people. / i

The sovereign remedy of harder work has been applied. De-
spite all the handicaps of housing and rationing, of Vnr disloca-

tions and fatigue, of the setbacks of the terrible winter of a
year ago and the drought of last summer, she has raised pro-
duction above prewar levels includirig the key industries of coal
and steel.

_ .

*
.

*

By great effort she is reducing her $2,
700

,000,000 trade deficit
of last year to $1,000,000,000 'this year, jhat spread between
exports and sharply curtailed imports Is the measure of her
problem. With American aid she has some chance of closing the.

gap; without it she has no chance. .

Tiint aid will be forthcoming under the Marshall. Plan. Just
ns the 'now exhausted American loan enabled Britain to restore
her prewar production, renewed .American help can provide the
food and row materinla for self-help to wipe outher trade deficit
We ore proud that-America wants to help and is able to do so.

But we don’t foci a bit self-righteous about it.

To share with a people who have given so much td the- world
. ia the poat eight years of heroic sacrifice Itf a privilege. .'It'S*

also a good' investment: in democracy and our own security;
However pear Britain is to collapse, she Js not going to fall.

Because America and Britain will stand together In this world
<slsis—not only as they did. during the last war but oven-rlos??
together. •*/ * -

• ' ’* *

We have faith in the British people. We have faith, in the
American-British. partnership. * .

• •
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1»

some people that aren 1
'

dragged t

worse than what is ha

wants to dismiss i-

to it and this whole procedure has
e is so much

s. Ifethan

are the
then stat

?
d that "^ey are the ones that we knew. Theyare the ones that we were acquainted with. Then they were accused by the widow

1
°
J
er that he a SP^" Mrs. Hupael asSedwhat this man said about Dr. Condon. Mrs. Condon stated that he never knew

cL to Sh f
the Sleged inf0Miant was dead before Dr. Condon had evercome to Washington. She said: "You see, this man was a friend of this couple.

is auite a

uite an
ad_another friend livin

this da
room because he ivanted to pho

^pJtTu) 4 kltT-J

ITm ihTi

that he_had
had_the.. dark

red to the

the house that she and her husband went to
Dr

iocuments in
t that was
that is how

She said that »it either makes you feel ve
an^spionage

,

- that there aren 't any s.pjes and the ls Derrfifyr.iv **r0^ and these investipatdwS^tie^are so incompetent^^the^_are__just chasing after the^
ACTION:

From the above, it appears that some unknown contacts of the Condons

- 2 -



I

are familiar with the facts in the Gregory case to a large extent, although
they ar.Q-iiot certain of _ the,..ejcact. identity of the self confessed espionage
agent as referred to in the Bureaus letter dated 5-15-47, ' It is of interest
to note that the Condons have identified the Si lyemasters as their contacts
in the Gregory case, and the explanation that Mrs* Condon has given ror tlielr
contacts T/ith the Silvemasters

•

You will he kept informed of any additional pertinent information
in connection with this case*

The technical log covering the above conversation is attached
hereto.
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The Director
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date: March 5$ 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
*

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC EAU/DK/TH

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. A. Tana
Hr. Clegg

Ur. Carson
Vr. Egan
Ur. Ourne a

~
ur. Hart>0
Ur. Hendon
Ur. Pennlrgton_
Ur. Quinn Tam_
Tele. Room
Ur. Nease
Miss Holme s
Miss Gandy

I thought you would he interested in the following information j^^r,

concerning Dr. Condon and his wife, Bnilte^Sendon, wfalph was obtained
uisa oS" b2

through a technical surveillance on Condon's residence^]

|

You will '

note that the detailed conversation reflected in the technical logs in this

matter are attached and are referred to t>y page number.

At 4:30 pm on March 2, 1948, Mrs. Condon advised an unidentified woman*
/!

that "Half of the stuff is wrong" (newspaper publicity regarding Condon). Mrs. x.B
Condon commented that "If they (the FBI?) really were good, they would know five ^
times as much 'stuff' as they do because 1 know dozens of foreigners. Those few
(foreigners) that they (FBI?) mentioned are Just half of them. If they think •

they are protecting the country by doing this kind of thing, they are not. This .

—

is no way to catch spies. It's Just wasting money and effort because while they zo
are trailing me and Edward, they are probably letting some real spy and saboteur

*

f

go." Emilie stat.ed~that Dr. Condon had good-legal counsel jn Thurman/Arnold , „

Ab§>Fortas anporter, who toe familiar with the background”in this matter.
J (page M35-8156). .... .. ;

\

At 5:10 pm on March 2, 1948, Condon called Dr. Harlow Shapley, Director
of the Harvard Observatory, at the Statler Hotel In Washington, D. C. Shapley
was in Washington to speak at the Science Talent institute held at the Statler
Hotel on the evening of March 2, 1948. Condon advised Shapley that he had received
information to the effect that the National Academy of Science was behind Condon-

in this matter. Shapley advised Condon that several other groups were preparing
to make statements in this matter. Condon advised Shapley that with regard to

the letter from "J. Edgar Hoover to Secretary of. Commerce Harriman" that was quoted
in part in the report of the un-American Activities Committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives that he had been advised that part of the letter indicated that there

was absolutely no evidence whatever of any misconduct on his (Condon's) part.

Condon remarked that if this point could be "smoked out", there would be a natlonalVff ,

'

reaction (that would turn the publicity in his favor.) Shapley assured Condon
he would secure a statement (in Condon's favor) from the Arts, Sciences and Pro- V v

fessions Group of the Progressive Citizens of America. During the conversation,
they brought up the question whether Senator Brien McMahon would make a statement
(for Condon). Condon stated that McMahon.was a timid soul. Condon informed -A<

Shapley that he had heard that Senator Thomas' Committee had^gubpoenaed ;the Depart-
ment of Commerce Loyalty Hearingyfile. (pago»fffi^l57 and MI-3158) ' t* '

•' >
l'J~

LeoASzilard, a member of the: Atomic Scientists^ G^ago-^gariT^Uion
-and also a member of the Emergency Committee ^of Atomic Scientist ^r^gj-ty,
whom you will recall was one of the scientists who originally workeaon theatomic

‘ bomb, contacted Dr. Condon at 5:30 pm March 2, 1948. Szilard informed Condon of
statements being issued by scientific groups in defense of Condon. Condon remarked

mW\ \n
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Bie Director

that the President of the National Academy of Sciences had commented in his favor.

Condon indicated to Szilard that this publicity came as a surprise to him. Condon

informed Szilard that the part of the letter (Bureau’s letter of 5-15-4*7 to Secretary

Hahriman) which stated that there was no evidence of improper conduct on Dr. Condon’s

part had been left out (of Representative Thomas’ Committee’s report which appeared

in the newspapers). Condon suggested that the "friendly” Chicago newspapers might

be able to "smoke out” the part of the letter favorable to him which did not appear
(

in the newspapers. Szilard stated that Secretary Harriman should "make available"

the entire letter on Condon. Condon asked Szilard to see President Hutchins of the

University of Chicago and "ask him to say something" (in defense of Condon).

(pages MI-8159, MI-8160, MI-8161)

At 5:37 pm on March 2, 1948, HugK^Odishaw, an assistant to Dr. Condon

at the Bureau of Standards, contacted Arthurj\Sylvester of the Newark "Evening News"

newspaper. You will recall that Sylvester wrote ah article for this paper in July

of 1947 concerning General Leslie-'Groves and Representative Parnell^TKomas . Sub-

sequent to the appearance of this article, the Special Agent in Charge of the Newark

Office and Groves discussed this article with the Editor of the Newark "Evening

News". In the attached conversation, Odishaw stated that he knew that part of the

information contained in the letter (Bureau letter of 5rl5-47 to Secretary of

Commerce Harriman) had been left out of the report made by Congressman Thomas’

Committee. Odishaw suggested that Sylvester attempt to "smoke out" the part of

this letter which contained the statement that there was absolutely no evidence

indicating that Dr. Condon had been guilty of any improper conduct. Sylvester

agreed to Odishaw’ s suggestion. In the latter part of their conversation, it is

believed that Odishaw referred to General Leslie Groves andthat he felt General

Groves was partly responsible for the report issued by Representative Thomas’

Committee. (pages MI-8161, MI-8162)

At 5:45 pm on March 2, 1948, Al Friendly, reporter for the Washington

"Post" newspaper, contacted Dr. Condon. Friendly informed Condon that Senator

Hickenlooper had informed him that he had not found anything in' Condon’s association

to arouse any suspicion. Friendly advised that Hickenlooper informed him that

"Condon was a nice guy". Friendly advised that Hickenlooper made it clear that

the reason that Condon had not been, cleared by the Atomic Energy Commission was

that "The issue never came up and that there has not been any occasion to have

Condon cleared." Condon informed Friendly that his loyalty hearing (by the

Department of Commerce) was held in October. Condon stated "It was just straight

negligence on their part that they didn’t get around to writing their damn report

until a week ago." Condon advised that an .amusing incident in connection with

his loyalty hearing occurred when it was necessary for him to postpone a hearing

in order to attend a secret atomic conference in Oak Ridge. Condon advised that



The Director

"they" said it was all right for him to go and postponed the hearing. Condon
then asked Friendly if he could "smoke out of the Department" the statement in
the letter from the Director of the FBI to Secretary of Commerce Harriman to
the effect that they had absolutely no evidence of any misconduct on Dr. Condon’s
part. Friendly suggested to Condon that he (Condon) obviously had been cleared
for certain things by the Atonic Energy Commission or he wouldn’t be attending
certain meetings. Condon informed Friendly that he knew Ignace Zlotowski and
Helen Harris personally* (pages MI-8162, MI-8163, MI-8164)

At 6t00 pm on March 2, 1948, Dr. Condon contacted Martipi^fgronsky.
Agronsky informed Condon that he had written an article that morning regarding
.Condon and that he was writing another one fpr” March 3, 1948. Agronsky informed
Condon that he had spoken to Senator Brien^Mahon and McMahon had informed
him that Condon had been cleared by the Manhattan Engineering District on
December 28, 1944. Condon then advised Agronsky that he had received tta tip
off from a friend downtown*9 to the effect that there was a sentence in *tHoover , s
letter to Harriman" which says that "There is absolutely no evidence of any
misconduct on my (Condon part*" Agronsky advised Condon that he would also
use this information. Agronsky informed Condon that Brien McMahon is "all for
you" and that McMahon is positive that this is not a fight to get it (Atomic
Energy Control) back to the military. Agronsky stated that, according to McMahon,
Thomas is just hunting headlines. Agronsky then informed Condon, "I think you
should ask Emilie (Condon) to be very careful;. 1^ think that the kind of talk that
she unknowingly indulges in is the kind of thing that some malicious bastard will
pick up and report and they*!! very seriously mark down," Condon agreed,

(pages MI-8165 , MI-8i66)

Attachments
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Director, FBI -'"• .' '•/.

SAC^' Net? York

-PROGRESSIVE CITIZENS OP AMERICA
INTERNAL SECURITY (C) ;

'

•

.

„ ’

,
Enclosed herewith are articles appearing in the New York

Ti
f
es fOV 5/ms concerning the defense of.

A. WALLACE. WALLACE defended CONDON in a l
ot the mriIE3:> office .& pro sessional, vworkers neld at the Hotel St. George* Brooklyn* IIY* on 3/2. ^

v.UoH o* the. Hew York World Telegram, ad&BF&1
Ti

s
f3.0

th
i

he nesting which was in the late afternoo’iM 1,°f 3/2. He said that WALLACE spoke extemporaneously for approx!mat afcLm
S?don??\now\-^JeP0^? d ?** ***** stated dLingl aon t know when they will start putting us into 1 ail- ‘for talkinf^^w
?®ace * ' You merely running the risk of getting your' name^lnto JSsIhI
Hof

li
H
63

a°^
ky talking peace or being • investigated by the! %£ t®|Rouse Un-American Activities Committee. That’s the penalty."

7
A1eo» fl

thlnS
S
nf

h
^
S tal

?
W^LACE * ac

?
ordinS fco ®A1IK, -Stated that ho coulcT&l'l^nlC

£
f a prominent person in the motion picture industry , who. waWla MG
?
mmU

>
lst had had great success who might bewailed befor® Hi

^f^rArfCan Act
^
Vltie3 Committee.. WALLACE stated that, "The^fn

fP;!-
ctarq peopl® asked the- FBI for her file and they went oye»

I

in4rmn«nS S
aenC8

-i°?
0110 °f her friends who stated

' that it contaiSs^llinformation re social engagements from the time she went in to the;# il
iden+ifv

puiv WALLACE, according to FRANK, 'did not further

'

'

n?
9
?ri

f

7
^
hia woma& or furnish further details re the alleged furnishing

in thA ??* Mr, FRANK also furnished the information appearing

SiSc ie sssj?
Ti*e3 —ing i

cc : Los Angeles

• My'-
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

DO-6

/'

Office of Director

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

March 5, 1948

The memorandum on Dr. Condon
will be ready by Wednesday
nig hi; of this coming week «

Therefore presently three men
working on this memorandum, and
,they are devoting their full
time to it in order to complete
it as quickly as possible •

taram_

ClVgg

Glavin -— .

Ladd

Nichod

Rosen r
Tracv

Ecan
Gurnea

Harbo

Jones

Mohr

gan

Mr. Pennington

Tele. Room
Mr. Nease
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy,
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r .

V
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%
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'
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'STANDARD FORM NO.
64*

m m %m UNITED; ; V^. • ": nMENT-i. ,

r* *f\V
to : Director, FBI DATB: March 10, 1948

OM : SAG, St. Louis

SUBJECT:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
D'ATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

There is transmitted here?/ith a copy of a letter furnished to thi
office by Mr* F. R^vor^pjidegger, President of The Plaza Bank of St.
Louis. Mr. von Windegger has been a close friend of the Bureau for a
period of years. It is submitted for the infornation of the Bureau.

\\/ ' t' . /?/ M i r>

GBNshral

Enclosure

eboordS®
&

r

QTOi^mK

Di8S^ES£&^@9SS5i!f€^ P

Htsimz-t**. j
IEH O H ,

V t.

33 MAR 12 1948' ^ \
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ALL .INFORMATION CQHtAINEb

HEREIN I? UNCLASSIFIED'.

DATE 08-19-2009' BY 60324 UC EATJ/DK/TH

March, 5, 1948

Dear Hr. . Speaker:

The recent disgraceful action of the ACn-American Committee 11
-

•in smearing Dr. Condon can only succeea3»^s'creditfng

“

Congress in the eyes of all the .decent people in' this
country. Don't you agree With us that it is time to do

.

away with that Committee , which is only interfering .with

"

the agency we already have which is ‘doing such an excellent
job along that, .line, the Federal Bureau of Investigation?:

Respectfully;

/s/ F. R. von Windegger.

yon Windegger

Hon. Joseph: W. Martin,. Jr,. >
*

Speaker, House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington,. Di;-,'C..



STANDARD FORM NO. 54

Em
Office * UNITED STAty-;^ffeRNkENT

: DIRECTOR, RBI

GUY HOTTEL, SAGjgWASHINCzPON FIELD
DR. EDWARD UHLEETCONDON

DATE: E-^ch 10, 19^8

SUBJECT: INTERNAL SECURITY -'R
MISCELLANEOUS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

Co

Miss SARAH ANN JONES, Librarian at National Bureau of Standards,
furnished a list of names of 6ffi^foreign visitors to tho^National Bureau
of Standards Erring the calendar year 19U7. This is a:Meco Publication
issued by D,_j33£^IN0GRAD0FF , Assistant to the Director, which is distributed
to officials at 'the Bureau of Standards. This list is broken down as fol-
lows: ^

I. Directors of General Research Institutions - 10 CD>
II. Directors of Specialized Research Institutions - 32

III. Research Engineers - 103 .

•

‘

IV. Professors - 73 •

V. Government Officials - lOU ^
VI. Industrial Engineers - 92
VII. Guest Workers - 33

VlII. Trainees - 10 ~ - OJ
IX. Technical Students ->78
X. Delegations - k (102 persons)

“ ' *'

XI. Miscellaneous - 28

The numbers listed after each division refer to the number of
individuals in each group.

The names of the representatives of USSR and satellite nations
appearing in this list are as follows: „•£> t

w -
4

* Al
II.^SSSACHENKO, ..! Committee on Weights & Measuring'

V Instruments, USSR; 'o'./fe,
'mmom, Director of Broadcasting, Czechoslovakia. i

III-r^lEWERKA. JT.

.

Glass , Czechoslovakia .

IV.^ARTA,. Ceramics, Glas^^Bd^ovaki-a'^^C-^ £ fig*
H^XGANSK ._L... Electricity (h&gh volt,.),- Czechoslovakia-
'T^SraXAYEg,^.,, Statisti^$^oslWSkiSi iS$ TZ.

^fALTUS,-E.y Metallurgy, Czeclfo|lbvakig. gD lg ,a4G
^ANKO,_J,,,_Statistics,

. Czechoslovakia
-^g-RMKA.-Z ...-Magnetic measureiieribs', Czechoslovakia

1*^ f , ^ I

; mAl ‘***fcT

Lovak-ia!’
'

• J!

.
’"p

'
!*; d \

f

/ £r



Letter to Director
INTERNAL SECURITY - R
MISCELLANEOUS

- 2 - March 10, 1$>1*8

(0J0UK0V, M. I., Chemistry, USSR
NNIK, ¥. P., Optics, USSR
iNIN, G. A., Astronomy, USSR

ORLOV, B. A., Astronomy, USSR
SISAKOV, M. ¥., Chemistry, USSR

KROHA, R. , Chemical technology, Czechoslovakia
~KOCI, J., Organization of -NBS,;. Czechoslovakia
'KRAPKA, J., Radio, Czechoslovakia
MARES, Bureau organization, Czechoslovakia
MUSIE, V., Materials testing, Czechoslovakia
BELIKOV, A. F., Optical instruments,. USSR
EYSHKOV, K. P., Optical instruments, USSR

j
BURDA, J'. , Metallurgy, Czechoslovakia

r

HRNICKO, J.^' Glass, Czechoslovakia
'"4». JEDLIGKA, J.,' Metallurgy, Czechoslovakia

KORITTA, .d. , Metallurgy, Czechoslovakia

s— MASNER, L., Leather, Czechoslovakia

f
5^ NOVAK, 'K. , Bureau organization, Czechoslovakia
7— SKARPISEK, J«, Metallurgy, Czechoslovakia

STAROSTA, 0., Czechoslovakia

•f-
VAZENILEK, B. , Metallurgy, Czechoslovakia

VII.' HAJSMAN, Mrs. J., Physical sciences, Czechoslovakia
JANURA, B., Electric heating appar., Czechoslovakia
KOCIK, jj., Glass, Czechoslovakia
SLANSKY-, A., Electric heating appar., Czechoslovakia

c

IXF- FRANTIKOVA, J., Computing machines, Czechoslovakia

X. USSR - 7 members of the USSR delegation to the Atlantic
City Tele-communications Conference visited Radio Division,
76 Members of the International Statistical Conference in
Washington visited the Applied Mathematics Laboratory.

»

'

XI. ,3BUBININ,A. V.

,

Interpreter, USSR

RGGjJIF
624*108

cc: 65-3683
65-2226



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • 'united states government

to The Direct

FROM D. M. Ladd

SUBJECT: DR. EDWARD IJ^COHDONj
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

DATE: March 2, 1948

is.

Rafereace is made to your attached note in which you requested

x
that you be furnished -with a memorandum concerning the publicity which

^ appeared in today's newspapers relative to the captioned subject. You
h ^ r5.1 530 Tim n'f'.oH nnf n r\ VAim nn+o +V»?3 4- A -P + j a. 1 •jb^also pointed out in your note that if this matter had not been reviewed by
C^-^the Training Division before it was forwarded to the Commerce Department, it

should be done immediately. There are attached hereto several newspaper Wm
clippings relative to Dr. Edward U. Condon which appeared in today's news-
,papers. It is noted that these articles refer to information furnished by
this Bureau to Secretary of Commerce Harriman on May 15, 1947.' It is believed
that portions of these articles were in fact taken from the Bureau letter to
Secretary Harriman dated May 15, 1947.

As you know we have conducted considerable investigation concerning
Dr. Condon and at the present time have an active investigation on him. We
ffist began an investigation of Condon at the request of the Army in July.
1940. _ The Army desired to determine Condon's loyalty as he wa^ under consid-

‘

1 -1-1 A • - 1 • • * • • • . - .
Thiseration by the Army as a scientist-advisor on highly secret matters.' • w » —— * —IWw— WM MWWA W u JUUUUUiL kJ

investigation was concluded on September 21; 1940. (62-58854-1)

7fe subsequently conducted an Atomic Energy Act Applicant investl-
gation of Dr. Condon after receiving from the AEG, on February 13. 1947

f
a

Personnel Securit^Questionnaire concerning him. The AEC was furnTihed with
the results of ourHnvestigation in this matter and the AEC was advised on
April 23, 1947, that, our investigation was completed. (116-624-U) 3

We continued our' investigation of Dr. Condon under the character
/ Jnternal_Securij;y_^tt. roiiowing the completion of the Ttnmin

ft rro^Q „+/;.

investigation, jhis). investigation is still in an active status . (62-58854) //
•p .

.
wV'

In accordance with your request, there is set forth below a review
of the reports and communications furnished to the Department of Commerce
relative -'to Dr. Condons

.
* dAND&p fK

_ ^ p.vdp ghjsS'
Secretary of Commerce Averell Harriman directed a letter dated' May/6.

1947 to the Attorney General m wnicn Secretary Harriman reaimstad that
1H.T available information in the files of the FBI concerning Dr. Edward

Condon be made available to the Department of Commerce. Secretary

4>

U.
. . -c

—-- —• w-
Harriman stated that it would be..appreciated if this information were
forwarded to Mr. Thomas J ... Scanlon, Investigations Officer of the Depart-
ment of Commerce.,,,^ This letter was forwarded to your office by the - ,

Attorney General, and was received by your office ph Mayf7pL947:

' — - II n _ _ ^

EHMsvjsdbb

15 ..MAR 20 7§4g



addition to the nine inv.estigatLv.e^aBffirj;g_there -was aiao

siderable detailed information concerning Dr« Condones actitfi

associates. (62-58854-44

' Mr. Adrian S. Fi3her. Chairman of the Department of Commerc

Tf>yai t.v Rnardj in' a letter to thi3 Bureau dated August 25. 19.42.

jueste'd to be' advised ol' tbs name3 o±’ confidential inforraants re

IjTBnreau letter of May 15, 1947^ Mr. Fisher also asked to be ad

what information confined in the Bureau's letter of May 15. 1947

ed as co

er da 3, 19

umishod to Department of Commerce in Bureau .

mentioned above) should be cleared with the FBI for sec

in this letter to be fum* "
ttiIMVgm

h Wini
and Anatole Gromov, (62-58854-58)

In a letter dated September 9. 1947 from this Bureau to Mr. Adrian

S. Fisher 1" he ''•was furnished with summary memoranda re Zlotowski, Harris.

"Smith and Gromov. Mr. Fisher was advised tnatT"tne Bureau flies contained

no derogatory information concerning the other persons mentioned in his

letter of September 3, 1947. Mr. Fisher was further advised that the
identity of confidential informants and other sources msntionedJ,j_the

information furnished to Secretary Harriman in the Bureau letter dated

May 15, 1947, should be protected^" (62-58854-58)

In a personal and confidential letter dated November 22, 1947,

Secretary of Commerce Harriman was furnished information by this Bureau

relative to Dr. Condon's efforts to obtain other employment. (62-58854-78)

In a personaiL.and confidential letter dated November 25, 1947,

Secretary Harriman was furnished with information by this Bureau indicating ,

that a reputable newspaper source had advised that Dr. Condon had discussed ^
a highly restricted Navy project during a public lecture given by him on

November 13, 1947. (62-58854-84) .

In a personal and confidential letter dated December 30, 1947,
Secretary Harriman was furnished additional information concerning Dr.

Condon's attempt to secure other employment. Secretary Harriman was also

furnished at this time with information indicating that Mrs. Edward 0.

Condon was a member of the Washington Cooperative Bookshop. (62-58854-33)



In a personal and confidential letter dated January 8 , 1948 , Secretary
Harriman vras furnished with information relating to Dr. Oondon which reflected

that Condon had recently given a speech regarding atomic energy at Dartmouth

College. Condon*s remarks were set out in this letter. - (62-58854-84)

The Bureau files concerning Condon fail to reflect that any of the
letters to Secretary of Commerce Harifiman or to Adrian S. Fisher, Chairman of
the Loyalty Board, Department of Commerce', have been reviewed .by the Training
Division. *

*•

ACTION: Pursuant to your instructions, the Condon files containing these letters
are being immediately made available to the Training Division for review.

Attachments.
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'The- Alsops • subtly take another -crack at'- the
"

'<
‘

:: v-

Bureau in the attached- article' entitled/. 11Matter bf /S’act
M
•

;

'

.
• " *• _ - *

t
• ' p. >

J

/; It ^ill be observed that :-fr.<k the riarrativey it ? \ >

,

is pointed put that, the .leal: of your, letter to the Commerce - -

Department qn Dr.V Oondoa. could coate only from -the Commerce
Department or the FBI Later reference is mad^;to the so-
called leak Gelatin's -.to-.the ila-ster File of the Ci.vil Service' \-

Coiiimission, and the - FBI %s * identified
,

as
' an *Agency having acce

to the information .. In the third places reference -is made
to . the dismissal, of ten- State Department employees y." and xt r

.

is pointed, b^t that, the .State Se^rtment,. Civil Service 2y•;

:

Coramisslori, and/the
3
IjEE.had access to these names.

;
(

.

»
• „ .

* .
*

-
* "

•

.
It will be observed, that the FBI Is- Identified vdth-V

-each, of the ttiree^mtters - upofi'whleh Îd' leak occurred, and' I
think the average nev/dpaper Reader would conclude - that, side©
the. -JBl was- involved in all- three situatipne/.iihe logical , .

?.!

inference is that the fBi- is^ the source- of these'. leaks.. 'I-' -.;.'

'

. -I believe -ire- should continue to -vigorously deny •
• •

any responsibility for these leaks, and 1 think, in addition,
you should give serious consideration, to the possibility

.

• ot
,
advising Secretary. Hafcpis^. >dh- a personal basis,- %aV- -

.the Dr. Condon letter: has made available to the ,I2..es -Cb'madttee
investigator by Scanlon of the Department of Commerce. .Perhapi
Harrimah will be man enough.to announce- that the' leak -was- •

In' the Commerce Department. •_ .

.• \.V
*

.
.• V '

v

,-r

J

.
'

\ V *

.

'
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN, IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

00-6

Office of Director

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

1946

NEA^y^

r
March 15, 1943

MEMORANDUM FQg MR

friend oft mine who is^a physici
n the Bureau of Standards told
e that ijb was

.

general knowledge
n his section at the Bureau that

Mr, Conlon had received a letter
from the Secretary of Commerce
requesting him to resign his
position.

Mr. To*lsoa

Mr/E.
•mj*

Slavin

Mr.

Mr. Pennington

Tele. Room
Mr. Nease

Mis^g^Holmes
He further indicated that the Mi's//Gand yv
scientists were quite dis satified \
10 Z~th Mr* nn n r? n*n * o ri i* A 4-.* - /> .1 * ^ TjJ b* r»with Mr. Condon 's
particularly with

direction of the Bur^au’dnd
-

, .
His appointment of a Mr.Vande ryrauf (phonetic) who is in charge of theBureau s foreign information and visitors from

f°le ]9n countries. Mr. Vande rgrauf has a

in
f° reJZn accent Having been educated

+L %t°°
W andfe™any prior to his coming to

Tulr
S
lrt

ea ‘ 6 WGS aPP° inte <l by M r. Condonover one year ago. **

Hv friend is assigned to the Atom'^%‘A$9$y'^'
tyection- of the Bureau of Standards. -W

rgk

in I
,81

w je
MAR IS 1948
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ujpce

TO :

1
.

• *•
-

Director* 531 =

0
•/SAC, Cleveland

SUBJECT:

1

EDWARD U. CONDON

•'GOVERNMENT

DATE: March 9, 194® /

^.LL INFCPJ’IATI ON COHTAINED

DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/.

INPOKiATION CONCERNING
if \ i,

f if kS

On March 2. 1948.

v/hose name is to
e Kept conriaential at ail times ) telephonically advised this office that” ^

he had noted an article in the March 2nd issue of the Cleveland Plain Dealer,^
the article pertaining to Dr. EDFAHD U. CONDON, Director of the National
Bureau of Standards, -who, according to the article, a House of Representatives
Committee charged with being associated with "alleged Soviet espionage agents"
The article stated that CONDON also associated with individual^ connected with
the Polish Embassy, oi;e of these individuals being VTRGINIAwffiRK. a clerical
employee of 'the Polish Embassy.

' "7™ ~

ted that in about 1936 or 1937, at which time
_had a girl named VIRGINIA WOERK, clerk typist^ . b7r

employed by him. He stated that she was very unsatisfactory in her work, and^'* * :

that he observed that confidential information was leaking frpm his office
during the time she vras . employed by him, with the result that he found it
necessary to fire her..

| j
knows nothing^about VIRGINIA VOERK which

would indicate her to' have Communist sympathies and tendencies.

He described her as being about 35 to 40 (present age ), stringy • <7
a , b7i

blonde hair, blue eyes, 5'6", thin build. >long hatchet face". | |

believes that she is the* wife of, a HAPR^BLACK who. iri the middle 193$Js, was
CIO Velfare and Relief Administrator f6r the Cuyahoga County Relief |dj%iistration.

* \
There is no record of VIRGINIA VvOERK in the Cleveland indices nor

do the usual sources of information indicate her to be residing in Cleveland F"-
at this time. —

The above is being submitted for your information. itJlBDbJpi

qtop/mk
.

100-0
cc - 100-16459

REK’dma

^ fTV -

. IP IB I
1 1 to oo MAR 11 d48



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

14M * UNITE S GOVERNMENT

Director, FBI ATTN: CRIME RECORDS DATE: 3A3A8

UBJECT:

SAC-, Baltimore ^
DOCTOR EDWARD TJ* COHDON
RESEARCH

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

. .

DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAWDK/TH

As of possible interest to the Bureau, I am attaching hereto
a copy of an editorial appearing in the "Evening Sun," Baltimore, Maryland,
under date, of March 2, l$ii.8, captioned, '.'The Condon Case*"

Enclosure
FHsmeb

'

80-li06

-ss B
- y

*jww'waV #/ . .



s- .*

vV-i-:™. Mate* Steparfmenf of mi

IN REPLY. PLEASE' REFER TO

FILE No

•Jf-; Btttemx of

Washington Held Division, Room 1706^^

March 10, 19U8

, EBI^
<5%

RE: EDWARD UHLER CONDON
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

Dear Sirs

Mr. Ladd..

*. N3®>lsi

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tracy ............

Mr. Egan.•.•••Mm..

Mr. Gnrnea..........

Mr. Harbo „m.tna.

Mr. Mohr .............

Mr. Quinn Tamm....

Mr. Noose
i

This is to' advise that on March 10, 191*8, Mr. LOUIS RUSSELL,
former Special Agent and presently investigator for the House Un-America$i“‘
Activities Committee, advised in the strictest confidence as follows

f

e ” '°n

regarding the manner in which the House Un-American . Activities Committee)

obtained the contents of the letter addressed to Secretary of Commerce
HARRIMAN by the Director.

f&S .

Mr. RUSSELL stated that WILLIAM WHEELER, one of the investiga-.
:
'>>|

tors for the House Un-American Activities Committee, had occasion to
consult, with Mr. T. J. SCANLON, Security Officer in the Personnel Offi'ce';^

of _the U. s. Department- of Commerce,^- regarding the CONDON master, owing

I

the discussion of this matter with SCANLON, WHEEIER was shown the letter
sent to Secretary of Commerce HARRIMAN by the Director. WHEELER copied
certain portions of this letter but did not copy all of"'it, and neglected
to copy the statement in the letter which has been the subject of consider-
able newspaper comment. Mr. RUSSELL said that Representative J. PARNELL
THOMAS was considerably disturbed over the failure of WHEELER to obtain
all of the contents of the letter.

Very truly yours.

'v ' ^Special Agent in Charge

*2
IB £
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EDRAHD UHLER COJJEOH

INTERNAL SECDRITX - R
DECLASSIFIED BYJ 6032.4 UC ’ BATJ/DK/TH

ON 08-J19-2009 ! .
' ? '

-

Reurform FJXL42 dated Earch 11, 1948, recommending the installation

n nal surveillance on the telephone used by Dr. Condon at his office

to the installation of this technical
sgard is being made to the Attorney'

'men®

MAILS© S'
Ur, Tolcon

I

lit. EV A. 1
Ur. Clegs.
Ur.GXavIn
Ur. LaJQ
Ur. -Nlcholi
Ur. RoBon_
Vr. Tracy^
Ur. Egan
Ur. Ourr.ea

Ur. Hart>o_
Ur. Uchr aizm of

u. o. Kara

•

SI PonnTngV>n
[Ur. Quinn Ta&r,

Tele. Rooa I
1

lur. Kaoso 1

tills3 0and/__—

,



IN BHjJtY. PLEASE REFER TO

* *
•SmteD states Bspatttneni nf Justice

. Sle&eral SSumm erf Xnuesrffgaium

Washington Field Division, Room 1706

March 11, 19U8

RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF TECHNICAL

OR MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE

Director, EBI

RE: Title EDWARD UHLER CONDON
AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED

herein IS unclassified Character of Case INTERNAL SECURITY - R
date 08-19-2009 by 60324 uc bau/dk/th Field Office Washington Field

Symbol Number
Type of Surveillance (Technical axx

1. Name and address of subject: EDWARD UHI£R CONDON, North Building I /I I

National Bureau of Standards I - I

Woodley 1331 (Non-listed non-public.
1/ /

charged to Bureau of Standards). I

2. Location of technical operation:

Established plant.

3.

Other technical surveillances on same subject:

I

Technical surveillance on Woodley 10U9, telephone
ximrujectts residence, 3535 Van Ness Street, N.W.

4.

Cost and manpower involved:

None additionale Would utilize existing facilities at

HI . ,s. ^

®('o5 * ao »48

'

‘SSw.'t

5. Adequacy of security:/;'

Excellent.’:/. 7

OS*'' ft
2^7

'JZ-

fiAKODED- BV
eMwsb

w
.COPIES DESTROYED

11 OCT 27 1964



6.

Type of case involved:

Internal Security R. Subject has been in contact with subjects
of GREGORY CASE and is presently tinder investigation by House Un-American
Activities Committee,

7.

Connection or status of subject in the case:

Principal Subject,

8.

Specific information being sought:

Associates
Activities
Travel

9.

Reasons for believing the specific information will he obtained

by the technical surveillance:

Information presently available from
(
indicates much

information not. being gathered without more complete coverage.

10.

Importance of case and subject:
Subject is Director of National Bureau of Standards and as such

canes into possession of vital information relative to atomic energy,
- 2 -



11.

Possibilities of obtaining desired information by other means (Explain

in detail)

:

Due to the fact that CONDON lives on the grounds of the National

Bureau of Standards and also has his office on these grounds, physical

surveillances are not generally practicable* Local sources existing at

the Bureau of standards are unable to furnish information as to CONDON’S

outside activities and associates. It is also noted that CONDON travels

frequently all over the country and it is difficult to attempt to follow

his activities without the aid of complete technical surveillance.

12.

Risks of detection involved:

None.

13. Probable length of technical surveillance: •

Indefinite.

14. Request made for technical surveillance by any outside agency (name

specific official, title and agency):

None.

- 3 -
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15. Remarks:

It is noted that the requested installation is for a phone
charged to the Bureau of Standards. However, it is located in -CONDON'S
office and used by him as a private phone.

16. Recommendation of Assistant Director:

/

3// 3/YS'

17. Recommendation of Assistants to the Director:



Office Mem^^dum • united! ._^Js government

x\j

^^Jfrc

Director, FBI
Attention:
CRIME RECORDS SECTION date: 3/S/48

C4TJFROM . SAC, Baltimore

„ %
fffc SUBJECT: Dr, EDWARD U. CONDONU

RESEARCH

ALL INFOPHATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

As of possible interest to the Bureau I am transmitting
herevtith a copy of an editorial appearing in the Baltimore morning “Sun, 11

Baltimore, Maryland, under date of March 3, 194S* captioned "The t 'v*
Warmed-Over Case of Dr* Condon."

kj{J f'

FH: ahe arCoP W*

Enclosure

4P ,

% t

&-*>

V
1
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' - .

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

ThsLS^rmed'Over Case
Of Dr. Condon
The attack by a subcommittee of- the

House Committee on Un-American Activities
on Dr. Edward U. Condon, director of the
Bureau of Standards, is another those
cases in which the committee puts its worst
foot forward. The effect of such ill-considered
attacks is to strengthen the hand of its non-.'
Communist enemies, cast doubt on its com-
petence and good faith, and place its
apologists on the defensive. The committee's
attack at no point makes the flat charge that
.Dr. Condon is a Communist or
disloyal. Yet it is a mass of innuendo so
put together as to make a superficially
damaging case against him.
I Who is this man whose suspected dis-
fioyalty gives rise to a special report by the
Committee? He is one of the nation’s most
eminent nuclear physicists, who was a mem-
ber of the faculty of Princeton University!
from 1928 to 1937, and .was subsequently
associate director of tfie Westinghouse Re-*
search Laboratory before being appointed?
to his present position. He was one of the I

leaders in the development of the atomic
bomb. He is one of, those rare men who
are "starred” in the handbook, "American
Men of Science.”

Not only that: It turns out that Dr. Con-
don had already been investigated and been
given a hearing by the loyalty board of the
Department of Commerce, created pursuant
to the President’s loyalty program. This
board stated its unanimous opinion that no
reasonable ground existed for believing that
Dr. Condon is disloyal to the Government
of the United States. The only thing lacking.

,

m h,s loy*ny “dossier” is formal clearance
jb| the Secretary of Commerce. Secretary I

I Hkriman should make his own position.

;
clkar without further waste of time/™

no question but that;

like these, public servants should receiie

and must expect rigorous scrutiny as to their

loyalty. The Federal Government has set up

an elaborate loyalty test- program, for the

purpose of making such scrutiny. In this

program the FBI. is an important factor.

The program is designed to do its job effec-

tively, while also giving due regard to the.

rights of the individuals concerned.
,
Dr.

Condon’s eminence does not exclude him

from the provisions of the program. Indeed,

his eminence in atomic physics makes him
especially subjectto it.

. If Dr. Condon had somehow been over-

looked, then no one could reasonably ques-j

I

on the propriety of the^ommittee's making!

im the subject of a special investigation

ad report, however distressing the attend-

}

ant. publicity might be. And certainly The

Sun, which knows nothing of Dr. Condon

beyond his professional reputation as a first-

.

rate scientist, has no intention of defending

him against any well-grounded charges. In

what the committee has made available,

there is no such well-grounded charge. -And

to make a special issue of old .charges and

suspicions long since placed at the disposal

of the loyalty program is to betray a woeful
j

want of judgment. The committee, thanks

to its wide authority, has done much useful

vmrk in the past. But an outburst like th s

.

dies not increase the faith of the gene* [7

public in its competence or its spirit
< j

•

#ir play. .
j

CLIPPING FROM THS
BAlffIMOEE MQRNIE& £UH

MAECH S, 1948
BA.GE 12, COL. 2
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ID FORM NO. 64

ce Memc jm DNITED i

DIRECTOR, FBI

^ f*'

r™am~

"

-

1

(M&m ]

DATE: March 1

SUBJECT:

GUI HOTTEL, SAC
WASHINGTON FIELD

EDWARD UHIER'*'30ND0N
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH

n Mf.

j 19 4^, ft^son —~.*—

•Mi* ^aoy -r-

Mp* Sgsa —

—

Mp» Qutoea——

—

M?t Qttrbo ....

Mfc Mohr

M»t Pwiatagtoa—

•

M5K Quinn Tamm...

^S0A..n...2

DR. CONDON, Director of the National Bureau of Standards)^
is presently under investigation ty a Sub-Committee of the -House

Committee on Un-American Activities. The following information r§ ^
CONDON was furnished this office unofficially and “off the record1 *

by LOulfRPSSELL, Committee Investigator and former Special Agent of
the FBI. His name and that of the Committee should not be disclosed
in any mariner#

CHARLES WADEftSNOOK, of Snook and Chase, Central Bank

Building, Oakland 12^ California, addressed a letter dated March 3*

1948, to the Honorable WILLIAM F. KNOWIAND, United States Senator,

with a carbon copy of same to the Honorable JOHN J. ALLEN, JR.,

United States Representative# This letter reads:

1

"Dear Bill: Last night vfliiLs reading the account in the

'Tribune* of the charges against DR. EDWARD U, CONDON, I noticed his

photo and recognized it as that oi^ witness who” testified in several
|

i

,

criminal syndicalism trials vtfien I was Deputy District Attorney betvreen
'

1920 and 1922, in Alameda County and particularly when I noted his
accompanying history that he had. been a student at the University of

California graduating in 1924, and had vrorked while in college for an
Oakland newspaper.

"I located ray notes on two of/the se trials and thought you .

should have a report of the circumstances in view of the Congressional
investigation now in^progress. The trials to which I refer are those
of CHARLOTTE ANITA^WHITNEYj JOHN C^TAYKiR, a man named^ffilLER and
third of several defendants including JOffi^bOLSEN and-^mXaBEDACHT.

'These charges ^aros?
Kouts

,,of a meeting which occurred la^ipim 1919 in
Oakland whibfi was* anOrganizing convention of the Communist Labor.

Party of California* i.,.

~ y £ ~kS
Ei!

11CONDONjtestified that he attended partly out of*' curiosity

and partly as ‘a'keporter for the Oakland 'Post-Enquirer.' He stayed

throughout the proceedings and testified as to who, was present, the
y

talks that were* made
-

, the resolutions and reports adopted, 1 -the

constitution which. was drafted and adopted which endorsed the manifesto

of the 3rd‘international of Moscow, purchased literature and identified

other Communist literature which was

* W
iM



62-4108

MHe was used by the defense in the 7/HITNEY case in an
attempt* to shovr that a ‘red flag* which was hung over the American
flag had been placed ty the police® In other words that this was
a ‘frame® 1 This was denied fcy Inspectors FENTON THOMPSON and
WILLIAM F® KYLE, both now deceased® We used him .as a prosecution
witness in the latter two trials mentioned® .

*»

"If further information is desired with respect to these
individuals, .CEQS(3^HEIJ<S, former chief detective officer now living
in San Lorenzo/ itT familiar with the details and I believe .Judge

H&1EH .E^HOXL-is also. I spoke to Judge EZRA. DeGOTO who was then
District Attorney aid he believes he has some notes on the matter

-

also which he is looking up.

"At any rate whether or not he was interested in joining
the organization his testimony at least shows that as far back as

1919 he was associated with the ‘left wing* element.

"I thought this information was important enough to be passed on

to you and I telephoned your father this morning and spoke to him about it.

I can give a fuller account of the matter if necessary.

"CONDON testified that he left the employ of the ‘Post

Enquirer’ because he did not wish to write anything derogatory about

HAKS/\ROFEGKE. I have no recollection as to who ROECKE is except I

believehCONDON said he was the individual who invited CONDON to the
meeting.

"MAX BEDACHI while under indictment jumped bail ard Trent to

Russia. He and DOLSEN both testified before the Dies Committee before

the war and read excerpts from their testimony in Congressman Dies Book.

BEBACHT ’ S testimony resulted in his arrest for travelling to Russia
without a passport on numerous occasions. DOLSEN testified that he is

still a Communist organizer in and about New York City.

"I personally prosecuted the 1EIIER and DOLSEN cases.

"Trusting this will be of assistance to you, and with best

regards, I am

/s/ CHAS. WADE SNOOK
CHA.S. WADE SNOOK."

MR. RUSSELL stated that one of the Committee Investigators

located on the 'West Coast would be instructed to interview SNOOK for

additional details and to conduct other logical investigation.

-2-



62-4108

The San Francisco office is requested to ascertain in as \

discreet a manner as possible -what information may be reflected in \

court records relating to the above case to show any Communistic \

activities, on the part of CONDON during the period he was a student \

at the University of California. If deemed possible inquiry should
'

also be made at the Oakland “Post-Enquirer 11 as to CONDON’S employment

as a reporter. Any other investigation which could logically be made

to indicate any possible disloyalty on the part of CONDON to the United

States without revealing the information set forth in the above letter

should be conducted.

Since it is quite possible that CONDON will be called to

appear at an open hearing by the House Sub-Committee in approximately

two weeks* any development s should be submitted immediately.

RGG:IEB
62-4108
cc - San Francisco (AMSD)

.

-3-



- STANDARD PORM NO. 64

i
'

?

Office • uniteeU'^
T

.-iaO ~VTGOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

The Director

D. M. Ladd

date: March 11, 1948

SUBJECT:

&
EDWARD TJHLER <JO]HX)Kv,v/xio^«

ALL rNF0PHATI0N CONTAINED
INTERNAL SECURITY - R herein is unclassified

DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAN/DK/TH

Reference is made to information previously received reflecting gie?

ur. Tolson
Mr. E. A. Tans
Ur. Class
Mr. Olavln
Ur. Ladd
Mr. Nichols
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Carson .

Mr. Er
Mr. Gurnoa
Mr. Harbo
Mr. Hendon
Mr. Penn lngton_
Mr. Quinn Tans

Miss Holmes
U188that Charles Wai^Snook, Oakland, California, had written to Senator

William F* Enowlahd that Edward ufficondon testified in the syndicalism
trial of Charlotte An±t#YWh1tney at Alameda County, California, in 1919.

For your information, Charlotte Anita Whitney is. the subject of a

Security Matter - C investigation. She was born July 7j 1867j at San Fran-

cisco, California, and in 1947 was reported to be residing at 74 Macondray
Lane, San Francisco. It is known that she was a member of the Socialist

Party from 1914 to 1919 . Since the latter date, she has been prominent in

Communist circles on the West Coast and on several occasions has been the

Communist Party candidate for state offices and for United States Senator.

On November 28, 1919, she was arrested in Oakland, California, for violation

of the Criminal Syndicalism Act. She was held to answer charges on December 11,

1919, and after by a Jury sentenced to serve from one to fourteen

years in San Quentin. She did not actually serve any time at San Quentin and

on June 20, 1927, was issued a pardon.

A review of our

identical with Anna Louis

r

3^S
les reflects that Charlotte Anita Whitney is not

Strong.

San Franci’sco is checking on Condon's alleged testimony on behalf

of Charlotte A^Whitney

.



* STANDARD FORM NO- 64

*- •»

Office Mem
TO

FROM

Mr, Ladd

J 4 P • Coyne

• UNIT]'

m’*2*

19?

iVKRNMEN/f

DATE: March 12, 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE' 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC

r

Ur. Tolaon
Mr. E, A. Tam_
Ur. Cleg*

SUBJECT: EDWARD U. CORDON
BAU/DE/TH

At 8:40 p.M. last night I telephonically communicated vith
SAC Harry Kimball of the San Francisco Office relative to the captioned

I called his attention to the letter of March 9, submitted by thecase,

Washington Field Office to the Bureau vith copies to the San Francisco
Office, vhich embodied the information initially supplied by Charles Wade

—-ISnook, former deputy district attorney in Alameda County. I cal led Mr.
~ "

Kimball’s attention to the necessity for giving the request contained therein
immediate and preferred attention, pointing out at the same time that the
Bureau is in the process of correlating’ in one memorandum all data available
concerning Condon. •

I likewise utilized the occasion of that call to talk to Mr. Kimball
concerning the report of SA 1. Hyatt Mossburg dated at Washington, D. C., on
March 20, 1947, in the case entitled "Edvard U. Condon; Atomic Energy Act
Applicant, " and advised that there are three administrative pages attached
to the report proper and since a copy of the report vas made available to
Secretary of Commerce Harriman by SA E. G. Fletcher, now assigned to San
Francisco, I was desirous of ascertaining from Mr. Fletcher whether he could
remember if these three administrative pages were detached from the report
sent to Mr. Harriman.

At approximately twelve noon today, Mr. Kimball called back, at
which time he put Mr. Fletcher on the phone. Fletcher stated that he recalled
the report in question very definitely; in fact, he referred to certain of
the information appearing in these administrative pages and he then advised
that he was of the definite recollection that these three pages were removed
from the report proper which was sent to Mr. Harriman.

With respect to the foregoing, you axe advised that Supervisor
Lawrence of the Atomic Energy Section had a discreet check made of the file
on Condon at the Atomic Energy Commission, at which time it was definitely'
ascertained that these administrative pages were not attached to the copy of
the report of Agent Mossburg which was made available to the Atomic Energy
~ . Ci'ilil. _-j

/ s

You will recall that at this poi^^you talked to^Mr
.

' Kimball and

.Commission.

instructed him to conduct certain additional linvestigation with respect to
copies DEsmiXEQ m
11 OCT 27 1964 V
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Memorandum to Mr. Ladd

the Snook letter vhich included contact with several of the people mentioned
in the Snook letter.

ACTION:

This memorandum should he referred to Supervisor Mosshurg for hie
consideration in connection with the summary that is currently being prepared
on Condon, It appears from an examination of the investigative report men-
tioned hereinabove that no distribution was made of the administrative pages
since the only distribution of the report proper was as follows; one copy
was sent to Mr. Harriman on 15, 194-7 > and one copy was sent to the
Atomic Energy Commission on Ap^ll 18, 1914-7.

- 2 -
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Office

®Ri.

• UNITED;*

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr. D.

J. P. Coyne

EDWARD UrcOHDON

OVERRENT
8:l£ PM
March 13 , 19^8

¥: A

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAU/DK/TH

Ur. Tolson
Ur. E. A. Tom
Ur. Clegg
Ur. Gla7ln
Ur. Lad!
Ur. Nlchoia

~
Ur. Rosen
Ur. Tracy
Ur. Carson
Ur. Egan
Ur. Gurnoa
Ur. Harbo

*

Ur. Hedon
Ur. Penningtonx
Ur. Quinn laccT]
Tele. Rood
Ur. Nea
Ulss tiff

Ulsa/Oandy
"

At the above time I telephonically communicated -with SAC
-Harry Kimball of the San Francisco Office on the basis of the information
appearing in the attached memorandum, prepared by Mr. Nichols on March 11, ^ ^
19^8. I furnished Mr. Kimball with the pertinent data .contained in Mr. i VC*
Nichols* memorandum, particularly that concerning Hans jR^pbski^ whose cor-
rect name is believed to be Fran-

"7<- T ''

Bureau was desirous of having
investigation of Roetcke *s bad

Ice^cke . I advised" fir.
1

Kimball that the
"office-conduct a complete and searching

•ound.

/ •

I called Mr. Kimball's attention to the report received earlier
intimating that Condon might have been invited to the meeting held in
Loring Hall in Oakland, California, " in November 1919 by Roe^cke. Sou will
recall that this meeting was the basis for much deliberation at the various
Criminal Syndicalism trials that were held in California "between I919 and
1922 at which Condon testified. I observed to Mr. Kimball that since the
meeting in question was sponsored by the Socialist Labor *Party and inasmuch
as the Communist Labor Party was created at that meeting, it was quite pos- .

sible that the meeting was of a closed nature and, consequently, the invi- /

tation^for Condon to attend by Roetcke would obviously be of ominous import. \

I advised Mr. Kimball that it was the Bureau's desire/that he
conduct the most searching investigation possible of RoejOcke with emphasis
being placed upon the nature of Roepcke's activities leading up to the Crimi-
nal Syndicalism trials. I informed Mr. Kimball that we do have some references
on this subject in our old German files j that these references will be examined
as expeditiously as possible and that pertinent information resulting from our
review will be made available to his office in the near future to assist him
in the conduct of this investigation. In this regard we examined a number of
the references on Roetcke Saturday evening and it appears from that examination
that Roejscke was a Left Wing Socialist possibly identified with the Inter- /
national workers of the World and that at that time he was engaged in writing /

articles of a questionable and possibly subversive nature. As soon as the re- \ f-\

view is completed the results thereof will be telephonically communicated- to /" ‘

the San "Francisco Office.

JPCsID



E.1ANOANO FOKM NO. t>4

'6 ALefflwkflduM • united stAes government

Mr. Tolson

FROM : x. B. Nichols
f

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED { J
V 7 UyTS: rJeSq

SUBJECT: HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED VJ_X ^
l&J Kir

!

' DATE 08-19-2009 BY 60324 UC BAW/DK/TH g. Surged

]
Senator Hickenlooper called. He said that on,e of

his colleagues9 whose nane he did not wish to mention but Sie^Son!!

whose name he told me confidentially was Senator Knowland^

DATE: March 11 3 2948

yS ^4ioggJ

SUBJECT:

^^ClogS
Ur. Qlavln .

Ur. Ladd .

Ur. Nlcb©n_75s^
l?r. Ro&aH V ^
TK. Tracym Carson
yr; Egcn
Ur. Gurnea
yr. Harbo
yr. Hendon
yr. Pennlngton_
yr. Quinn Tana_
Tele. Rood

received a letter from an Oakland lawyer , whose^name again he 88

—ft:
did not want to mention hut who is Chari es^fg^efffSMpgk, Central

Bank Building, Oakland, California . The lawyer wrote to the effect^
that Dr. Edward U. Condon was quite active in various Communist

trials in California between 1920 and 1921 as a witness • He mentioned

that Condon appeared as a witness in the trials of Cha.rl otte/ftfhitney

a rl. individual named Wyler and an individual by the name of_Maw,' iw

s?Bedacht .: that this occurred while he was a student at the University

'of Colorado and that his testimony in the trials indicated ay asso-

ciation with left-wingers back to 1919 • He said that GAQJl^^Solmes-,
• r» J _ t. - a ~ -4- r\n Ir 1 n y* /~1nn rf r> nm 7. 77 &n.7). T.OV &T1.&

O

JXl(l Q

&

At that time Condon was a part-time reporter with the

Oakland Post Inquirer and it wa& alleged that he left his fob as

a reporter because he did not want to write anything derogatory

regarding Hans Ropeski who allegedly invited Condon to some sort

of a meeting

.

Hickenlooper thought that if we did not have this in-

formation it night be well to get it in order that our files might

be well-rojinded. He also told me in confidence that he thought

on the Condon matter that time was of the essence and that he was

merely passing this information on to us in a personal and unofficial

ea'p'acity in order that we could be certain we had the information

because he said he is positive that these allegations will arise

later on. 7

It is suggested if we have not developed this information

'f. that SAC Kimball be contacted telephonically and that we promptly

\ \ get after it. Hickenlooper said that if we could tell him any-

r-„ thing after we have made the investigation purely, on a personal

\
T\ 'bas-i s that he would be most appreciative

.

\ \IBf/iliTi

;
.* 'Kadd^’.i »

•

w?* . ,J\r-v''v

EEGOKOBD
* '
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'^ jezA 23itmm of Jiiuesftgatton

States department ax Ifustise

ii2 — Federal Office Building, Ci^»±tr*€anter
San Francisco Z, California \

. / March 13, 1943 ' hft )

* C 'Is -
^JU ;

c PERSONAL AND C

AIR MAIL - SPECIAL DELIVERY

^irecic^FBI.

AtfcWxxb£bs$ Assistant Director D. M. Ladd

Re; EDWARD UHLER COliDOlI

ISTERKAL SECURITY - R

-This will confirm tho telephone conversation between SAC H. II. KIMBALL
end Sd^srvisor COYNE at the Bureau this afternoon.

upon a request contained in
dated- Hat ch .9.,. 13-48,-, and in

mfrk&^&stLSt
xeesta, a -*• -.-.

DATE



Letter, - Director, FBI
RS: .EDT/ARD TJHLER CONDON

INTERNAL SECURITY- - R

3/13/48

f S-
:Xhl

?
itS whi®}!

-were described as. a -song, ihe manifestoVdf the Third- Inter
• •
natl°nal

?
a book .entitled ''Sabotage'', and other literature; Annotation in' thminutes indicated that ED CONDOS had 'also been cVlled

^.witness, .The minyte fi
~p-^*

’ • - '
' ~

-In case No',
- .7476' .The * People' of the "State pf yZalifornia versus jrwff .fty

/WEILER*. J
.
f/RAGSDALB, ALmTS®<^ESSIONS,

#
JCSN WfTAYLOR,' ,JAMES- B^DOLSEN, ,'

'

71 CLARENCE A^\ TdBY,- EDRIC
. and MAX^BEDAC^T,‘,-an -indictment .'similar. to

j
bha,t in' the i^ITpiY .case, ’was returned* The Various defendants secured]', i? .

J
separate trials . The' indi otment in-'ithi s 'cdse

:

indicated' that
,
C.ONDOT had- been

‘

-a witness- before the. Grand Jury as- had FRMI^SOEECIE,,' RICHAkD/^TEING, , TOLL1A
-BEffiffiRp R»\ALVERSCN • : / The eight trials resulting frbm the splitting

•

j

of the trials of the eight defendants mentioned in the indictment in 'base
No . 7476 contained -subpoenas for CONDON in 'all but ’ two of the cases -which 1

involved-SESSIONS- and. RAGSDALE, who pleaded guilty, The minutes -of .these
..•jtriais -giye no indication of, the' nature .of 'COHt)0N rs testimony although in-.

:

;
each instance they indicate - that he .Was sworn -and examined as ^prosecution.

'; 'witness;
_

One of these, subpoenas was issued 'to
.**

»vas the Tribune,Building.* This is the building where the .Oakland' Tribune, a
<^aily newspaper, is published by the father 'of-0V S,' Senator 'Tfl!LLIAM F. .

-
•'

PCATAND of California. ; v- 'V
"

•
.

'

V

j;-" ••,Each,of the indictment s'. ..indicated that,"the Griminal Syndicalism /t./-;
complained of iinthe, indictment's 'had oocurred ^ meeting at Loring

r

Hall,
;

,-.>

Cakland, when'the -Socialist Labor'- Party 'deci44d';to
:
-.organize ^s-A branch of'h.iV

#e Communist Labor Party and •to send, delegates to: a-- coOTbhtibn'-Sf).-6ha.t-i Pbirby
ffe, Chicago, This, meeting was- held on November :9^

-

1919 ." \-V~ .7 ./

'

..... RAhPH B«^HOYT, presently a Judge in the Superior , Court; ‘..of Alameda’. /• .

"•

County; whose tame appeared .in the court records as participating in ' these '.

trials; informed that he; had been an aide in the District'Attorney’s office -S
at the

.
time of 'the VffilTNEY and TJEILER trials* (The’ 'case involving ~vTOTT.FR' . ,

’ /

and. the ,eight - defendants is.'referred to "hereafter b;y the persons interviewed '

-

,as the JiEILER trials because he-, was the • firsbnomed.\defendant in the indict-,' V:
:

meat,) ^ Mr,-. HOYT stated* it was his’ recolleotion that ED CONDON had beeh'=a/cub
reporter for either ’the POSI-ENQUIMR or the ,0AK-iAiJD''mBU13E. fie' was not' V
certain of the identity of COLON'S-.employer,. • HOYT recalled ..that CONDON, had
acted -as a prosecution witness in several of the trials .involving T7HITKEY

'

•and "defendants in the case against YffilLER .and others, HOYT-’-s only, recollection
of .the nature of1this testimony Was to. the effect .that /CONDOS. had- testified as
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'to his presence_ai the meeting -and the proceedings there He was unable, to
. ;

elaborate on .the. .proceedings -as. described’ by CONDON in his testimony-, p
1

- - T

' j HOYT recalled definitely, that e®ID(^,,’had - testiiiedfhr ith® defense if"
:

concerning an alleged conversation -with a Police Inspector FENTON. THOMP$pNvV:
CONDO® had testified that in a conversation.with FENTON Q3I0HESGN, TH0MP3.CN

'

•had told him of removing a red piano cover and; draping it. on a flag pole .

.* ••
'

- vdth an'Merioan' flag -in such a '-way, that the',cover., was over, the fl'agi. ’>'. •

According to CONDON* s' testimony as recalled . by H0Y3V FENTON THOMPSON- had - .7'.

informed .CONDON in‘th‘i-s •conversation that he' ha'd;- draped .the piano cover ' -i?

over. the. ‘fjag prior to- ;staging thV raid : at Loring
- Hall ;in which TJHITNEY: and

.the eight, defendants in the^'WEILER case -were Arrested *
' HOYT recalled that./

•Police Inspector FENTON THOMPSON ,had
;
thereafter taken the- stand in each of

*
•

the trials where CONDC®' bad- testified Concerning; thi s “framed evidence" to..- •!

^vigorously deny having .so conversed with CONDON, or 1 having arranged the /evi- -

"

dene© prior to the raid.

•

' --v. ‘ 7 .,.^.5/ • ;.!

’
’ C7 -HOYT, stated that .throughout his career as an Assistant and.As the '

.
•

District,
'
Attorney, in Alaneda.- county he had’ had numerous/ dealings.' with ."FENTON >

THOMPSON, who for ©.'period subsequent to these/trials.was Chief of Police in /
• Oakland*' California^. .. In all of these-'transactions, ..according to HOYT, -

THOMPSON- had been found to be absolutely .truthful and reliable, and HOYT
seemed to. be, convinced, in his. oto/mind that THOMPSON had ..hot -.arranged1 this
evidence as CONDC® had testified j and .HOldT. observed that had THOMPS® .ever

-engaged in - Any- such activity he would certainly not -have disclosed it to" a.
,lcub. reporter”.,--; HOYT •; claimed . to-.feel that as -a ; result -of,-his • opinion- of

‘ ;

-'-c

/

THOMPSON* s vera ci ty.that .COM)Q' ,-mu st have Befjur.ed'-hiniself - by- testifying, -as
'

’/

.he did. Ur, HOYT observed that .if the facts; had been as CONDON -testified :

he thought- it iwad quite significant that' the defense -had learned .of'.'this;
: -/-

r '= !
'

material ‘prior to the occasion of the trial. According to Mr. 'HOYT, it '
• •

vrould have been necessary for CONDON to- have- been in. communication with • - •

either the defendants or thedr counsel in order that they- yrould hava ihbvm
•‘bo tiilfiR'fcT.rtn -v-r- _ . *

testimony in these trials could' be' located although- he - wad certain that
•

'/

such a transcript, had been taken inasmuch as it was well understood that
*

;these- cases, would; be. appealed.;. Mr w HOYT mentioned that: he had recently '

contacted the District Attorney .of Alameda County, FRANK CCAKLEY in an effort
to. .locate, such -.a ’'transcript .- On that ' occasion-,; Mr,' COAKtBY . hajt7b©en triable • •
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to locate suoh a transcript in the files of the Diatriot Attorney's

office. Mr. HOYT observed that a certified copy of tho trensoript

should bo available in the records of the District Court of Appeals

and also in the California State Supreme Court records inasmuch as

these oases were appealed by the defendants through tho District Court

of Appeals and t.o the Supreme Court of the State of California.

Mr. HOTT also suggested that JCHN C^ALKIKS, JR., who is presently

a practicing attorney in San Francisco, had been Assistant District Attorney

in Alameda County and had been quite active in the preparation of the WHITNEY

oase os well as having assisted the other Deputy Distriot Attorneys in the

handling of the eight trials which grew out of the WEILER case.

GEORGE ,$V
HEL2/IS, 445 Beverly, San Leandro, California, advised he had

been the investigator for the District Attorney's office during the WHITNEY

and WEILER trials'. HELMS stated that at that time all necessary police work

in connection with oases arising in the City of Oakland was handled by the

Oakland Polio© Department and he, acoording to his reoollection, had not

interviewed or had any other dealings with EDWARD CONDON#

CHARLES WADEaSNOOK, 804 Central Bank 3uilding, Oakland, California,

was lioted as the Deputy District Attorney who handled the presentation of

the state's case in the trials of JAMES H. D0LS3N and JOHN G. WEILER. Upon

being contacted, JSNOOK informed that he had reoently observed a photograph

of Dr. EDWARD U -CaiDON in the Oakland papers and that this photograph had

brought back to his memory the trials- in which CONDON had appeared as a

witness. SNOOK stated he was positive that the CCNDCN who is presently

Director of the National Bureau of Standards is identical with the EDWARD

CCMDON who testified in the WHITNEY and WEILER cases. * SNOOK related that

after reading the newspaper article pertaining to CONDON he obtained his

original trial notes for the oases against WEIIER and DOLSEN and refreshed

his recollection of the testimony of CONDCN as it appeared in these trials.

He also oontaoted Judge EZR^C^E^OpTO and Judge RALPH B. HOYT oonooming
their possible recollections of LONDON and thereafter wrote a letter under

date of March 3, 1948, to the Honorable WILLIAM F. KNCOTLAND, U. S. Senator

from California*

- 4 -
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,
- •’Mr. SNOOK exhibited, his copy of -this? letter ; ho. the Agents.. It was ' b'

y '-found to ' be. the copy of the .letter quoted' in; Washington Field letter- to the
. -Bureau dated March 9, 1948. :

Mr-.' SNOOK informed that ;iii’is -letter, gave a
concise but complete summary ~of his recollection of the participation of •

Dr. CONDOM in the WHUNEY end WEILER trials. -:
' .•/'

y • ? .

••
' .. / ,

.

‘

: C

, ... ;
From SNOOK’ s ’ trial notes inthe TVEILER .and .DOLSEN c.a-S.es, .each of which

'.
..

was an individual case arising ;out of the . indictment of- WEILER arid- the other;
.^above-named defendants , SNOOK, was able to . report; that CONDON had. testified..- --

r
.' yin each; of .these -frialstAiiat.'On November 9 ,, -1919

,
' he .Was- at :a meeting of -the

^Socialist ; labor-'Party- of . Oakland 'when ,i't. was determined that the Communist ...'' - ..

’. '
•

- Labor. Party of' California "should be organized.' CONDON, testified that there *S
were approximately .100-people present' at the meeting in Inring Hall in' Oakland.

; . CONDON described, the hall and thecbntents of the room, in which ihe meeting
’

• .
• was held.',

.
He told of a' case with a glas3.'cover in -which 'there were contained

.V. -.literature .arid pamphlets^ ;• CONDON testified'-to having '-purchased some of the

;• ; .. literature i -
. Ne' mftntioned,. according 'to Mr. 'SNOOKte .'ttial' 'no.tes-,.

‘
\speci£i'daily.-,'

.
having purchased a song, the -title of -which was nottyvailable ; a copy of. the :

•manifesto of the 3hird-.Iiiterhatibrial';;'.and.;the booi^fsabotage ty _
EI^ 2fl^EIH- ;

v*'“

trial .notes indicated that-CO'TOC^lalSb^iiestified' -cbnc'ern-.
'

i

ing other literature but.it -was; riot identified: nor -could Mr., _SN00K recall
any details, concerning .the other -items. \ ,

.

'y, \'r:

V^''.^i.'sNOOK-
, s.'nbtes.oontairied references also .'.to; the. Grand Jury testimony

given by COHI^Ni;:. -This testimony/.was before the Grand Jury which -returned the ;

V:indictmenhs against WL THEY-,- . »®I;LEHVend? the ’-other teven: defendants . From \f;

.

^v'.-the -trial .-

:
ho!tes ;it ^appears that CpNDON 1 s

. testimony, before . -die Grand Jury /
told' the. purpose/ of the’, meeting ’.at '-Lbrlng.yHal-l:.'';''Mr* SNOOK.i recalled-, that *

' ’

" V-
CONDON’S testimony had related the- purpose' as being the formation of thev
Communist .Labor Party of California to be a branch ef the. Communist Labor;

'

Party of the United - States i' The notes indicated' that- CONDON. testified in •" •

detail .'concerning-the. activities of- the meeting/ ^e ^testified. as ”to;ithe?
;

i appointment bf' committees- and. the singing of songs-., tyv/f/y-.; y .: \.

•
- - CONDON, continued .his

;.
tystimbnyV;

'’reporting; that-MAX , BEDA.CHT;.had madeV
y ;& '.speech', praising, -the work of .the lnteraational Workers of ’the World in,-

'

s
the revolutionary' field. :-NEDAGHT was -alleged 16 have "s'tated that the

'

.Communist Party was ,not • one-half so radical; as the Communist Labor 'Party' V
.they were trying to organize-, at ..the meeting before . which he spoke. ' BEDACH1

also '.expressed a, desire/' to have propaganda -for. the Commurii-st .Labor ..Party /
v ..-.printed locally' because; the freight rates, for propaganda printed in. the •

^eastern' part of the; United States were, prohibitive. .- C0MX)N . testified, that .-'
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nc^al .lecl*™ -0 cf -V
to having had lunch wife fee Press' Ld t Ll r

*?£*'•• COmx)N testified
'

. _ Conammist Labor- Party of California.
* ^o^S^- c0Wiittee .pf -fee newly-formed

•««-£

^

:W7:7 i •

.POST-ENQUIRER, inasmuch as .his notes for
.
-to having left his. employment wife fe/posi!]!^ A A?
. desire to write any unfavorable hrtirleci f? ^25? be°a

^
3©' he did not --

contain ao-tother ref^enca to EOEPoi:
“ "•*?<** ’% no**-’

, ...

.
opinion ..'feat

. SOEPCEE had - originally Invited'-SfflS of *.

'• **. £<?**i“S Hall;,. SNOOK, had -no further
^ attend the. meeting -

.

’

- ;

.-hetweeh CONDON and R0EPCK3.. Tt is ndted^W^ ?°"csrniag any connection
'

’ 'T®IJ»\and
: TOtER,ca8e3 indicate that Ah both tho '

•’V ' -

:
WON,beftre the Grand **^*/^+S

SSS $ ^Pi"sor« riaoloth
'

i
as indicated in SNOOKtav-letter to U S Lh^^w?07®- Mr * ?oyT and *;.

- that; his:. recollection offeiSh fee 7 SNOOK 3 tated - ^ 1 - :

..certain whother CONDON had claimed tol^3
Al

at^r7' S“' 8:11(1 h® h*8 '»©*.’ .
>'.••> '.

police wife regard to fe?« nw!? X
.?«»»• action- by fee' V -V .r-vl

feat one of fee\oiice.^ •

this cloth over : the
:

'Amoricaa £ihK .' 7' ^CONDON, -Of fee draping of.A-A,

,

in
.

attending .the meeting: were as ^ testi?^f
&C

?
at C9mP. s-motives-. :-

: *•
-

' v

„fee; gathering as, a result.-' ,6f cub'ibsifi^
9

J».

,

nani*g. - feat, he- had, attended .,
-

for. his...newspaper ,v- Further, '- Mri •SNoS'*r‘Se+
i
2 S obtain a .storjr :\T.

concerning-fee alleged pW^ra^o? fe^.CONDQFfe testimony,, ^
7

^ ?.
•

particularly fee flag-draping incident 2^ !^®’ by
‘the :inspecto« /-j

1

effect on the. jurors?:- ¥ ^ave ^any^ticeabl^ :
fee excellent; reputati^enjeyed by Police Inspect™ ^ ^ ^
Alameda^uSSng^^^ Attorney in^lv
to. contact Mr. ^ fei,aJs>, As a result of efforts

:

: .

*

County, it was ascertained feat 'dldge Decoto
uI9 ''lor co«rt of,Alameda ’ .

' " '

not.V^> / :

A
~‘6 -
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The following initiation

an examination, of the. District
Iler.;casefebe' made.-

*•
Attorney'

/- arailahle ****** V
, State Supreme Court, both’in San SancisS^ f App

?
als in th<s

.
California.;.;.-

.

I
- e3*rapl

°:
to
t*/

’•
: rV Mr*. -HOYT had . suggested' that JOHN IT, CAMiNg ' tV 1_D J„
: -j>

v ^ 2 <and -is at present a^general ^the^lifdSiflt
1

? ^^ *»*W5 World '

.

suggested ,that CALKINS' be chLScreetlv ir,+AW-
ifornia State Guard. -Mr. COYNE .

•*•.".
.

:• *?' c°atained- in.' the Sah Francisco file a
' ?V9“? nottiing/derogatqry; /

.

' : ^ hi. rooollofttibn of

,1S
-

‘

"if.**- w&.iS2£»$^^
reporter with the- Oakland "Post Fnniiir

. CONDON, s employment as a newspaper. 1

,.

'there se’ems to .be a reoalled to Mr . ' CoSI that *;

.

indication that he' may; have be^ fJ?oveK
s employment; there -bein£ some -y .V

is, owned and published
,by the which paper, • -

KNOWEAND, of California.'-Mr. coSe

S

enator,..TOLIAM F.: >.
in\the-, transcript of the -mithey or•'weiae^ :^oL«?^^®^^S ••em̂ 1^^^• •*?

office o? Alameda. County when |he^^ittev and WeitA
^ Dlsti’iG^ Attorney's

mi also, observed - that TMCY, 'as'- prds«t••(a?^?
^
«^^^••-^®•• bei:^le

• p™**bhted.-'

^— £W**« **.
;r

*•’,;**
* .’

- .
' \ "* *

*
,* \.

*
‘

.
J'

' V\

^

i \ *"•*.. ‘ .’* I~’ - '-
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pointed out' to Kr
Police Department,
incomplete. "-Hr, c

TRACY, if-it nhr«o

-^that experience has / shownexcept within the past few year

S thafh
d tha

f
th9 Bliroa« ^d i

'
that he c°wld furnish 'anythii

records
_
refiected .that in addity .^strict attorneys during: the

Burneys, who, particimt*

SNOOK' and- Hr

* attorneys,,in Oakland-,
" •'

Iau .subsequently Requested ano contact should He ma.de at

, ,
. W •i..- **«**V4

that unless the - Bu
ROGERS, and HARRIS

COB® as - to the advisai.il
nv Judge EZRA DE (

no action should
COT0 at. Palm - Sp

fro BurSJ."
h?r. COYNE inst

it he be advised t
earliest, possible

Very truly yours

HMK-eiab
v

'
•- 'V.-,:. .

.

100-27737 '
*'

. <z *
•

° c Washington'Field (file

M. KIMBALL.


